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Salus REIPUBLICA E Supremo Lex 
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PREFACE 

The present manual aims to give the reader a aeneral knowledge 
of the laws of the Church as these arc found in the Code of Canon 
) ... aw. 

Although the Code is already a fairly large volume in itself 
so that there may be some who \\•ill question the possibility of 
imparting even the elements of church luv in a handbook of this 
size, nevertheless let it be noted that one-volume manuals are 
usuall}' relied upon to convey the essentials of sacred liturgy. What 
is possible in the one c.ase ought to be possible in the other. All 
the more is this true because the disciplinary norms of the Code 
are far less numerous than the liturgical laws contained in the 
seven volumes of the Decreta Authentica. Obviowly, it suffices 
that a manual contain a judicious selection of material and a 
reasonable amount of explanation of the same. 

As to the material chosen for this manual, let it be observed 
that no chapter of the Code has been cntirel)· overlooked. Certain 
subjects, it is true, called for more inten;;ive treatment than others 
because of their more frequent application in practise, such as the 
law on pastors, on marriage, on censures, etc., and this necessitated 
a rl!itriction of other material. 

Yet, because no law of the Code is so remote from life that 
it may not find application at some time or other, so that it is always 
possible that the reader may need to know either some canons which 
have been entirely omitted in this manual, or only incompletely 
cited, or cited in the author's own words, for that reason the policy 
has been followed of referring constantly to the Code canons under 
the various. headings and subjects discussed, to the end that these 
references may aerve as so many sign posts directing the reader 
quickly and easil)· to the proper places of the Code itself, should 
he desire to read through some chapter in its entirety, or to assure 
himself of the complete wording of some canon in particular. 
l\7hcreas, if he prefers an English text of the Code, he is referred 
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at this time to Fr. Woywod's two-volume work to be found in 
the manual's bibliography, where he may easily find any canon of 
the Code restated in accurate and excellent English. 

The manual's l"Ommentary on the material selected ought to 
prove adequate for those who desire simply a working knowledge 
of the law. Should further commentary be desired, since daily life 
abounds lVith more casuistl'}· than can be compressed within the 
covers of a single volume, the re~der will find that the manual 
carries an extensive bibliography in which arc listed over .2SO post
Code canonical \VOrb in the En&lish language alone, while more 
than 1200 artidea and consultations on canon law have been 
catalogued and indexed, these having been taken from American. 
periodicals intended for the use of the clergy. 

Thus it is hoped that the bibliography will prove helpful tCJI 
those readers who may require of the manual more than a general; 
knowledee of the Code, and more than a ready reference guide. 
In particular, it is believed that the vast amount of readinc material 
latent in the bibliography will be especially welcome to members 
of the dfocesan curia, officials of the diocesan court, major superiors 
in clerical religions, and readers of papers at theoloe:ical conferences. 

41 First Street, 
Hoboken, New Jeney, 
August 1, 194-7 

Tk1 .lfltllor. 



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

:1.11 .s.-.4 tt• A 1rut11lic111 81du. 

il.S.S.-.4<111 S1111clat 8l'di1. 

Code Comm., or Pont. Comm.-Poatifical Committee for tbe AutbHtic 
Jn1erpretation of the Canon• of the Code. 

H.0.-Holy Olfice. 

ER.-Thr Americ:au Ecclesiastical Review. 

HPR.-Thc Homiletic: and Pa1toral Monthly. 

CST.-The Casui1t. 
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Other abbreviation1 found in tbia book are believed to be self-explanatory. 
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The law by which the Catholic Church throughout the world 

is governed at the present day is found in the Code of Canon Law. 

It is our purpose to study the legislation of the Code somewhat 

in detail. But before doing so it may be well to consider, first of all, 

some £':neral aspects of church law. 

In four chapters of this introduction \Ve shall discu&S: 

I ) the nature of canon law as compared with other kinds of law; 

2) the nature of canon la\v considered in itself ; 3) the history of 

canou law ; 4) the Code of Canon Law in general. 



Chapter I 

THE COMPAU.11VE NATURE OF CANON LAW 

Here let us consider: ( 1 ) the meaning of law in general; 
(2) the ~ifference between divine, civil, and canon law; (3) the 
science of canon law; ( 4) the divi$ions of canon law; ( 5) the 
~ources of canon law; ( 6) the importance of its study. 

ABT. 1. 

The nature of ICIW in qeneral. 

Law, understood in its broadest sense, is a rule of action. 
Therefore, any principle lvhich governs orderly activity, whether of 
animate or inanimate creatures, may in that general sense be called 
a law. And so, one speaks of the laws of ~avity, the laws of dip 
tion, sensation, thought, etc. 

But in a more restricted sense we mean by the word law a 
rule of human conduct. It can then be defined as a command imposed 
by a legitimate authority that exacts obedience. According to wheth· 
er the commanding authority is God, the civil ruler, or the Church, 
we have divine law, civil law, and canon law, or church law. 

Sometimes the word law, understood as a rule of human 
conduct, is emplo}·ed loosely to indicate a norm, or set of norms, 
agreed upon by private individuals for the replation of conduct 
one toward another,' as when we speak of the laws of etiquette, the 
laws of games and sports, the by-laws of a private corporation, etc. 
But in the strictest sense \Ve mean by la'v the command of the 
highest authority in a necessary soc:iet11 i.e., in Church or State. 
But the political subdivisions of these societies may possess true 
lawmaking power although in a subordinate manner, i.e., as long 
a11 their commands do not conflict with the laws of the supreme rulers, 
e. g., cit}' ordinan~es, diocesan statutes, etc. 

1 
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ABT. IL 

Canon law takes its name from the Greek lawn, a word which 
in ih original and material aense indicated an instrument used by 
carpenten and architects for drawing and measuring lines, much 
as we use our common ruler today. The word later toek on a 
figurative meaning to signify any norm or standard in the abstract. 
The early Church thus spoke of the canon of Sacred Scriptur~ the 
canons of faith1 the canons of morals, ett. The disciplinary measures 
enacted by church muncils were early referred to u canons of 
discipline, but in time simply as canons. And by the ninth century 
the totality of all these disciplinary norms wu univenally spoken 
of as canon law. 

Canon law, then, is that bodv of laws by which the Church of 
Christ is govtmed1 and which is proposed and enacted by the 
ec:clesiastical superion. 

It differs from dirline law which has God for its author, whereu 
canon la'v proc:eeda from the lawmakers in the Church. However, 
some precepts of the divine law are proposed to us by the Church, 
and, insofar as these precepts are incorporated into her own legisla
tion, canon law will at the same time be divine law. Thus, the 
canonical impediment to marriage between parent and child is of 
divine natrmd law, whereas the precept to confess one's sins in the 
sacrament of penance, although found in the Code of Canon Law, 
is of divine 1ontitJe, or rnealetl law. 

To the extent that canon law merely restates the divine law, 
it cannot be changed, and the Church cannot dispense from it. 
But, insofar as canon law is purely human law, it can be modified, 
and even abropted entirely, e. r., the former marriage impediment 
between third cousins. 

Canon law difien also from eittil law. First, because the two 
laws have different authon, the Church and the State. Secondly, 
because they tend to different ends, canon law looking to things 
eternal, the salvation of souls, while civil law loob to things ttm
poral, the bodily welfare of the citizens. At the same time both 
laws strive to maintain external order within the two societies, 
Church and State. A glance at the Code's table of contents will 
show how divene is the subject matter with which canon law deal1 
from that with which dvil law is concerned. 
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ABT. III. 

Besides indicating a body of legislation, canon law also desig
nates the systematic study and presentation of church law. In this 
latter sense it is closely allied with other branches of sacred science. 

Dogmatic theology proposes norms of belief; canon law, nonns 
of conduct. Yet theology lays the foundations upon which the 
structure of church law is built, and gives the latter its philosophy 
and reason for existence. Canon law in turn suppons, defends, 
safeguards theology, e. g., the law on forbidden boob, on preaching 
and confession fal'ultics, on the qualifications of the sacred ministers, 
the laws that safeguard the worthy administration and reception 
of the sacraments, etc. 

Jl'/oral theology, like canon law, proposes norms of conduct, 
but these latter are intended for the internal forum of conscience, 
while the f9nner maintain external order in the ecclesiastical society. 
But since practically all canon law binds also in conscience, to that 
extent it is simultaneously the concern of the moralist. Hence, it is 
not surprising that the two studies often overlap, and that what is 
learned in the canon law class is often repeated in the moral theology 
class, and vice versa. 

Pastoral theology is a composite of dogma, moral, canon law, 
and liturgy as applied direc:tly to the care of souls. It restricts itself 
to that part of church law which is of immediate interest to pastors, 
so that what church law it does review will be SQmewhat limited in 
its content. 

Liturgy, insofar as it is a body of laws proceeding from the 
church authorities, ought to be called canon law. However, its 
disciplinary norms concern only the proper maintenance of public 
worship. And because of the minutiae of its countless rulings. liturr;y 
has been treated for centuries as a separate branch of church legisla
tion, and as a study distinct from canon law. 

ART. IV. 

Dl"f'llioa8 of ccmm lcsw. 

Canon law is divided: 
( 1 ) By reason of its author into di'fJi111 canon law, and 
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human canon law, as we have seen. In a certain sense we may also 
speak of mil canon law. The Church finds it helpful today, as in 
the past, to incorporate into her legislation many civil law norms. 
Thus, the civil law on contracts which obtains in any state or nation, 
the Church generally adopts for herself, to be observed by the 
church authorities of the particular country for regulating church 
contracts. Whenever the Church thus adopts civil law, IU)d makes 
it a part of her own legislation, we say that she canonize1 civil law. 

(2) By reason of extent into common law and particular law. 
The fonner is that which is law for the univenal Church, e. g., the 
laws of the Code. The latter is law for a particular country, or 
a definite group of persons, e. g., the decrees of plenary and provincial 
councils, diocesan statutes, the constitutions of religious Orders. 

(3) By reason of form into the written and the unwritten law. 
The latter is also called custom. 

( 4) By reason of time into the old and the new la'"· The 
latter is the Code la\v, the former is pre-Code law. 

(5) By reason of function into public and ;rfoate law. The 
former regulates the relations between Church and State; the latter 
regulates matters within the Church alone. We shall summarize 
public church law in the next chapter. 

ART. V. 

We can distinguish between the efficient. the constituent, the 
sUpplemcntary and the documentary BOurc:es of canon law. 

The tfficie"t sources of canon law are simply the lawaiven in 
the Church. They are: 1) the Roman Pontiff; 2) oecwnenical coun
cils ; 3) plenary councils; 4) provincial councib ; S) residential bish
ops; 6) abbots and prelates nulliu.s i 1) permanently appointed Apos
tolic Administrators i 8) general chapten in clerical exempt religions. 
All these law&ivers will receive more detailed consideration later 
in our manual. 

Ecclesiastical superiors other than those just mentioned are not 
empowered to enact lawa. They may at the most issue commands 
which are temporary in nature, and which are called ;rece;11. 
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The constituent sources of canon law are those principles which 
serve as material in the enactment of new leplation. They are: 
1) the natural law; 2) the divine positive, i. c., the revealed law of 
the Scriptures ; 3) primitive church traditions ; 4) custom j S) civil 
legislation; 6) the writings or commentaries of canonists; 7) adjudi
cation, i. c., the decisions of the Roman courts; 8) the style, practise 
and decisions of the Roman Congregations given in particular in· 
stances to cover particular cases. 

The supplemtntary sourca of canon law arc those principles 
to which one may have recourse to supply for the sil~c:e of the law. 
They arc: 1 ) the peral principles of natural law applied with 
canonical equity; 2) church laws framed for parallel situations; 
3) the decisions of the Roman Congregatiom h.anded down in similar 
instances ; 4) the common and approved teaching of canonists. 

The documenttlf'11ources of canon law are those collections and 
compilations which ·contain the text of the law as distinguished from 
commentaries on the law. In Chapter III we shall consider these 
collections at greater length. 

ABT. VI. 

In a certain sense all Catholics ought to be familiar with the 
laws of the Church, both the laity and the clero. 

The laity ought to know at least something of that legislation 
which immediately concerns themselves, such as the common precepts 
of the Church, the laws on Sunday observance, fast and abstinence, 
forbidden books, the marriage laws, etc. It is the duty of pastors ·to 
acquaint their people with all such church commands. 

. The clergy, more than the laity, are governed in their everyday 
hfe by canon law. Hence, Pope Celestine says: Nulli 1t1tlt'doti IU:et 
sacros cano11es ignorare. All without exception ought .to understand 
the common privileges and duties of clerics; all should have a work· 
ing knowledge of the law governing the sacraments, public cult, and 
censures. 
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In addition, those who hold offices must know what riefits and 
duties attach to their individual offices, whether as pastors, assistant 
pastors, chaplains, diocesan officials, directors of confraternities, 
seminary officials, church property administrators, or m'embers of the 
diocesan court. 

Finally, there are oenain posts \Vhich cannot be adequately 
filled save by priests of exceptional canonical learning, as we shall 
see in the course of this manual. 



Chapter II 

TBE PRINCIPLES or PUBLIC CllUllCH LAW 

We have tried thus far to understand the nature of church law 
by comparing it with divine law and civil law. It remains to ask 
ourselves what the nature of canon law is when considered in itself. 
We shall see that it is not a body of by-laws framed by some private 
corporation within the State, but that like the civil law itself it is 
mandatory law, sovereip law, and even supreme law with respect 
to civil enactments. It is upon these assumptions that relations 
between Church and State arc possible and even. necessary. The 
government of the Church from 'vithout, i. e., in her dealings with 
the civil authorities, is determined by a set of principles derived from 
dogmatic theology in the treatise Dt Eccltsia, the totality of which 
principles, or norms, constitutes what is called public church law, 
which we propose to review briefty in the present chapter. 

We shall consider : l ) the mandatory character of canon law; 
2) its sovereign character; 3} its prerogative of supremacy over civil 
law; 4) the history of the exercise of ecclesiastical authority, and 
therefore, the historical vicissitudes of canon law with respect to 
civil recognition. 

ART. I. 

Ceman law la mcmclatmy law. 

By this we mean to say that canon law is not a mere set of 
counsels. Nor is it \'Vhat might be called conventional law, i.e., rules 
of action agreed upon by private persons for the regulation of conduct 
one toward another, as are the laws of etiquette, the laws of pmes 
and sports, etc. Canon law is mandatory law in the sense that it is 
law imposed by an authority which commands obedience, and which 
secures that obedience by coercion if need be. 

Our proofs are from Scripture, the Acts of the Apostles, and 
the aceies1 practise and teaching of the Church henelf. 

7 
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Sacred Scri;tur.-While it is true that in one place our Lord 
only commissions the Apostles to teach and baptize: 4 ll ;ower u gw
en to Me in henen anJ in earth. Going, thertf ort, teach yt all mt· 
tiona, ba;ti•ing them, etc. (Mt. XXVllI, 18-19), but is silent con
cerning their right to command, yet from other texts it is clear that 
He conferred upon them the fullness of authority. They are vested 
\Vith the same authority He posseues: .tis the Father hath ttnt Me, I 
also 1end 1ou (Jn. XX, 21). But Christ, as God, had authority to 
command. And again: Amtn I sa1 to you, whalsoner you 11uzll bind 
upon earth, shall bt bound al10 in httJ'IJen; and whatsoner 1ou shall 
loose upon earth, 1hall be loo1ed also in '""'"" (Mt. XVIII, 18). 
Our Lord here speaks of a moral binding, not a physical one, and 
makes no distinction between the binding of the intellect through 
authoritative doctrine and the binding of the will through commands. 
Elsewhere binding was clearly employed in the latter sense: They 
bind hellfly and in1upportablt burdena, where our Lord refers to the 
laws of the Scribes and Pharisees (Mt. XXIII, 4). Finally, He that 
heareth you, heareth Me; and he that .Jespiseth you, despiseth Me 
(U:. X, 16). Our Lord does not distinguish between hearing the 
Apostles when they teach, and hearing them when they command. 

E:ram;le of the Apostles-The Apostles felt themselves em
powered to issue laws and to govern the visible Church, not merely 
to explain with authority the teachings and commandments of God. 
In the first council of the Church, that held at Jerusalem, we find 
them enjoining upon the newly converted Christians That you abstain 
from things aacriffmJ to idols, and from things strangletl (Acts XV. 
29). In his epistles we see St. Paul constantly imposing com
mands, e.g., concerning the qualifications of bishops (Tim. III, 2 1q.) ; 
regarding the duties of married people (I Cor. VII, 12 sq.); con
cerning the dress of women in church (I Cor. XI, 4 tq.), And writ
ing to the Corinthians he says: Now I praiae you, brethren, that in 
all things you are mindful of me,· and lteep my ordintmce1 (praece;ta) 
as I htnJe delifler"J them to you (Cor. XI, 2). 

St. Paul, then, speaks explicitly of precepts, not counsels. This is 
further evident from the fact that their violation could be visited 
with punishment: What will you! Shall I come lo yow with a rod, 
or in charity and in the 1;irit of meelmmr (I. Car. IV, 21). .1. nJ 
luming in readiness to (l'f}enge all disobedience (II Cor. X, 6); .1.nJ 
if any man obe1 not our word b1 thia e;istle, note that man anti do 
not leeep company with him (II Thes. Ill, 14). Here the Apostle 
seems to refer to excommunication. Concerning the incestuous 
Corinthian. the Ap0stle serves warning on the faithful: to dtlif1tr 
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1uch a 0111 to 811tari for the tl11tr•ction of tJ.1 fl.sA (I Cor. V, 5). 
St. Paul throughout, we see, is threateninc punishment against trant
grmors of bis directions. These must have been mandatory in 
character, for no QJle is punished for merely violatinr counsels. 

Practue of the Church-From primitive times the bishoJJS. as 
successors of the Apostles, whether individually or gathered in 
c:ouncils, enacted norms for the government of the Church. 

It is true that in times of persecution these norms could not be 
enforced with penal sanctions. But when this later became p0ssible, 
in the 4th century, we find them imposing both spiritual and tem
poral punishments such as fincs1 banishment, etc. 

If the early Church preferred to .speak of her disciplinary norms 
as canon• avoiding the Greek word 11omoi,, which alone designated 
laws in the strict sense, this simply means that she preferred spon· 
taneous obedience from the faithful, that she preferred to employ 
moral suasion rather than coercion, but not necessarily that she 
felt her self deprived of real coercive authority. 

Teaching of #1e Church-On this subject we have the followina 
official pronouncements: I ) If any man 1hall say that /Ja,tis1tl ,erson1 
are I ree from n1her tlie writteri or the unwritten comnunul1 of '"' 
Church, so that the1 n1etl not obtenll tlmn 11nle11 they wish to do so 
of their own free will, let him be anath1ma ( Counc. Trent, sess. VII, 
canon 8). 2) Pope John XXII condemned the proposition of 
Marsilius of Padua: The whole Church taken collectively can ;unui 
no man, unless the Em,eror ,,,.,,,;,,it (Const. Lket, Oct. 23, 1327; 
cfr. Denz, n. 499). 3) Pius IX condemned the following proposi· 
tioo: The Church ha not the power of ruing force, neither has 1he 
any temporal power, dir1ct or indir1tt (Sylla/Jui of Errors, prop. 24); 
4) Leo XIII in his encyclical Immortale says: In very truth Jeiru 
Chmt g""e ta His Apo1tle1 u,.,.11trainetl authority;,. regard to things 
sacred, together with the genuirit anti most true power of making 
laws, 01 also the two-fold rigllt of judging and ,uni1hing which flow 
from that ;ow1r (RnJera, Nov. 1, 1885; A. 8. 8. XVIII, 156); 
5) The Code of Canon Law after recognizing supreme lawmaking 
power in the Pope (c. 218), and a subordinate leaislative power in 
the bishops within their dioceses (c. 335), states in c. 2214: It is the 
original inherent right of the Church, which she e:r1rcist1 iritle;eritl~ 
ently of any ·human autliority to coerce her delinguent nbj1eu witA 
both s,iritual anti temporal ;enalti11. 
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ART. IL 

Canon law Ill •OftleJQD Jaw. 

The laws of the Church are sovereign laws in the sense that 
they in no wise depend for their validity or binding force upon the 
approval and sanction of the civil rulers. This is because, as we 
shall see, the Church is a sovereign society, called societas perfecta in 
Latin works on public church law. A eocicty is sovereign if it can 
rightly claim no political superior over and outside of itself. To make 
such claim valid, the society must be able to show that it tends io 
an end which is not already a pa"rtial end pursued by a higher society, 
and that it has within itself all the means needed to pursue that end. 
Now the end which the Church prosecutes by divine command is the 
salvation of souls, an end which the State in no way concerns itself 
with. It remains to prove that the Church, moreover, by the will of 
Chri•t her Founder, was given independence in carrying out her 
divine mission, namely, that Christ conferred upon the Church 
directly, and therefore, independently of the State, all powers needed, 
and all means required to achieve her end, the salvation of souls. 

1) Nature of the Chureh-Christ, the Lord, willed His Church 
to be one in faith and doctrine. But adequate provision for such unity 
would not have been made had it been His intention to subordinate 
the Church to the State. For, as the history of the Protestant 
Reformation proves, where supreme ecclesiastical authority is vested 
in the secular ruler, there we have as many national Churches as we 
have distinct nations or States. For either the civil ruler will forbid 
his subjects the profession and pr11ctise of any religious faith save his 
own (eujus regio illius et religio), or where freedom of relilious 
belief and practise is permitted in theory, he will, under the pretext 
of safeguarding the common welf11;re of the State or the ripts of the 
citizens, dictate or at least restrain the doctrines, practises and activi
ties of the Church in his territory. Hence, if purity of faith is to be 
preserved, if unity of doctrine is to mark the univenal Christian 
Church, there must be in the Church by the will of Christ a 1u;er
.n11tional authority which can suffer no interference from any civil 
government. 

2) Histor1 of tire Clrurd-The sovereignty of the Church is 
not new doctrine. It was defended already by the Apostles who, 
when commanded by the Synagogue to desist from preaching the 
Gospel, replied: W ~ ought to obe1 God, rather than mni (Acts V, 
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29). It was the issue in the struggles between Pope and Emperor 
in the Middle Ages. It has occasioned concordats between the Holy 
See and civil governments. 

3) Ttathing of tlit Church-Pius IX condemned the following: 
two propositions: ( 1) The Ch1'rcli i.r not a tn1 and ''rfett soti111, 
1ntirel1 fret; nor ;, sli1 tndowtd with innate arul per1etual rights of 
her own conft"ed u1on her b1 her dimnt Found1r ,· /Jut it a11ertai111 
to tlit ti11il pow,, to define wlult ar1 tlit rights of tht Church, t111'1 
the limits within which sht ma1 exercise those rights. (2) Thi 
ettlesiastical power ort91tt not to exercise its authority without tla1 
1ermis1ion and a1sent of the civil goflernment (Syllabus of Erron, 
prop. 19, 20). 

Speaking of the Church, Pope Leo XIII says: This 1o&Ut1 ii 
malt ., of men, ju1t 01 civil 1oti1t1 is, and ytt is s1iritru1l and lfljitr
natural on attount of tht end for which it was fo1'ntltd, and tJ,, 
means by 'f.dich it aims at attai•ing that tnll. Hentt, it is distin
guished anti diff1rs from tiflil society. an4 what is of tht higll11t 
moment, it is a societ1 clulrtered tU of tlivin1 right, lfrfett in iu 
nature and in its title, to 1os1111 in i111lf arul by itself, through th1 
will arul /Ofling iindness of its Founder, all needful 1rovi1ion for its 
maintena•ct anti action. A ruJ ju1t as the end at which the Churcll 
aimr is by far tht noblest of ends, so is its authority th1 mart tzalt1tl 
of all authority, nor tan it be tooled u1on as inferior ta the civil 
power, or i11 any mann1r d11entl1nt •IOn it (lmmortale, I Hare 
societar). 

In the opening lines of the Bull Prof1Ulen1usim11 Mater Eecltskr 
whereby Benedict XV promulgated the Code of Canon Law we again 
find reference to the sovereignty of the Church: Most lrovident 
Mother Churtlr, having bttn established by Christ her Fourrder ;,. 
1uch wile that she might bt endowed with all nate1 befitting a ler/ttl 
society • ••• 

And in canon 100, §1 we read: The Catholic Church antl tli1 
.4po1tolit See are moral 1er10111 (corporations, societies) by ditJine 
right. This means that the Church exists without permission of the 
civil government. Necessarily incidental to this right to exist are 
the inherent riaJits of organization. propaganda, of acquirin& 
property, et~. 

Given two distinct and independent authorities over the same 
subjects, however, i. e.. the Church and the State with respect to 
baptised penons, confticts would easily arise if there existed no 
boundaries or limits of demarcation between the two powers. The 
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·rule, therefore, is that in matten spiritual the Church ii aovereip 
whereas the State is aovereign in matten temporal. To quote Leo 
XIII again: Tla1 A lmigA11 Aas ""oU.tt' the darge of tAe A8ma 
Ttu:I between tfl/o ,Oflllrl, til,1 et:clt1iluliet1l aU tll.t eirli/1 t/a1 OU bug 
set owr tlhli•t. tA1 otll1r Ofllr lu1m1111 tlaing1. Ead ;,. iu linl ;, 
1111reme .. eaela ha1 ft:11' limits within whiell ii ;, t:o•taiu'· limit1 
whiell "'' deft••' b1 tAe ""'""' ""' ,,.t:ial obj1et of tltt ,,.of1int:t of 
ttzt:h, 10 tllat tlurt ii. we mllJ 11111 an orlnt trat:e' o•t witlli• wllielt 
tlle 11t:tiot1 of eaell ii /Jrougllt i•to llllJ b1 it1 own natit11 rigllt. • • • 
Wllatner, tll1r1fore, in things human ;, of a 1tu:r1tl daraeter, wltat
lfJlr belong11 1itll1r b1 its own nature or b1 relllon of tll1 tntl to 
wllicll it is r1f 1rr1tl, to tll1 111/wliorr o/ 10.h or tht wor1lli, of Gotl, 
ii 111bjet:1 to th1 "1fsJer anti j11lgm1nt of tlle Cll11rt:ll. W6atnw ;, 
to ,,, ,...,,, .,,,,,. tllt mnl arul #Olitieal ortltr ;, riglltly n6j1t:t 
to the ciflil a11thorit1. J11u1 Cl1rist 1'111 Him11lf gif1tn tommtnttl tliat 
what ;, Ca11ar'1 ;, to be r1ntler1tl to Ca11ar, 11rul tllat wlrat 11110•1• 
to Gotl is to bt rentleretl to Gotl (lmmortale, § ltaf111; 011U19m). 

The Church, then, is sovereign with respect to tbinp 1aeretl. 
l"hinp are sacred which refer to the salvation of BOUls or the 
worship of God, either by their very nature, e. r., the preaching of 
the word of God, the administration of the sacraments, the regula
tion oJ acts of public cult, judpient concerning the morality of 
human acts; or by reason of the religious end to which they refer, 
though in them.elves they are material and temporal, e. r., churches, 
chapels, altars, chalices, funds for the maintenance of the clerar, etc. 

On the other band, the State is sovereign with respect to things 
temporal, e.g., the safeguarding of the liberty, reputation, and bodily 
integrity of its citizens, the protection of their property riehta, the 
supervision of the public health-in a word whatever conduca to 
the advancement of the material welfare and prosperity of the 
citizens. 

The Church's sovereignt}' in matten spiritual is auerted in 
several canons of the Code. Taken together they constitute, u it 
were, the code of public churdi law. The following are the most 
important claims: 

1) The Catholic Church universal, and the Apostolic See are 
corporations by divine law, and exist independently of civil recogni
tion (c. 100, ll). 

2) The Church has an independent right to penonal organiza
tion (c. 109). 

3) It is the right of the Roman Pontiff which be exercises 
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independently of the civil authorities to send his leptea to any part 
of the world ( c. 265). 

4) It i1 the exclusive ript of the supreme eccleliutical author
ity to declare the divine law with respect to matrimonial impediments, 
and to establilb both impedient and diriment impediments for bap
tised persons (c. 1038). 

5) Sacred places are exempt from the jurildiction of the civil 
authorities, and the lawful ecclai•tical superion alone exerc:iee 
jurisdiction therein (c. 1160). 

6) It is the right of the Church to poueu her own cmi

cteries ( c. 1206, 11 ) • 
7) In the exercise of public wonbip the sacred ministen depend 

on the ecclesiastical superion alone (c. 1260). 
8) It is the richt of the Church independently of any civil ruler 

to teach the Gospel to every nation (c. 1322, 12). 
9) It is the inherent and exclusive right of the Church to 

instruct those who desire to prepare for the sacred ministry (c. 1352). 
10) It is the right of the Church to establish not only elemen

tary schools but also high schools, eolleces and universities for all 
branches of Jeamin1 (c. 1375). 

11) It is the right of the Church to forbid that the faithful 
publish books which have not obtained th~ previous ecclesiutical 
im;rirnatur, and for a just reason to forbid them the reading of 
certain publicatiom (c. 1384, 1395). 

12) The Catholic Church and the Apostolic See have original 
right freely and independently of the civil authorities to acquire, 
possess and administer temporal pods useful or na:aury to their 
purpose. This right belongs allo to any other moral penon in the 
Church (c. 1496). 

13) It is also the right of the Church independently of the 
civil authoritia to exact of the faithful funds nec:e11&ry to conduct 
public worship, to maintain the cleray becominpy and to car[)' on 
any other worb of an ecclaiastical character (c. 1496). 

14) The Church can acquire temporal aood9 by any just title 
of natural or positive law which i1 permitted to othen (c. 1499). 

15) Prescription • recognized by the civil law of each nation, 
the Church allO adopts, saving cenain matters where her own laws 
gover'-' ( c. 1.508), 

16) Those who by natural or eccleaiastical law are competent 
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to dispose of their temporal goods at pleasure can devote the same 
to pious causes either by an act inter oifJ01, or by last will and 
bequest (c. 1513). 

17) When last wills are made in favor of the Church let the 
formalities of the civil law be observed as far as possible i if they 
were omitted, the heirs shall be admonished to carry out the testator's 
wish neverthelea (c. 1513, §2). 

18) Concerning contract3 and payments, whatever the civil law 
enacts should be observed also in ecclesiastical transactions, save 
where its rulinp run counter to divine law, or canon law has some 
rulings of its own ( c. 1529). 

19) The Church by inherent and exclusive right judges: 
1 ) Concerning causes spiritual or mixed i 
2) Concerning the violation of ecclesiastical law;, 

and violations of civil law to the extent that sin 
is involved and for the purpose of determining 
guilt and inflicting ecclesiastical punishments; 

3) Concerning even the temporal causes of clerics 
and religious. 

In mixed causes where the civil and ecclesiastical authorities are 
equally competent, he who first takes cognizance of the case retains 
exclusive jurisdiction (c. 1553). 

20) Marriage causes of baptized persons belong by original and 
exclusive right to the ecclesiastical court (c. 1960). saving causes 
involving the purely civil effects of marriage ( c. 1961). 

21) It is the inherent and original right of the Church, inde
pendently of any human authority to restrain her delinquent subjects 
with spiritual and temporal punishments (c. 2214). 

ART. IIL 

Canon 1aw ia npreme human Jaw. 

Althouah the Church is sovereign in the spiritual order, and 
the State is BOVereign in the temporal order, yet there exists a large 
number of so-called mixed matters over which both societies may 
claim jurisdiction. Mixed matters are those which at one and 
the same time have both a religious and a temporal aspect, e. g., mar
riage, church propert)•, processions in the public thoroughfares, 
ecclesiastical appointments, etc. 
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Even in mixed matters conflict between the two societies can 
be avoided by the application of this further principle: in mixed mat
ters the Church has jurisdiction as far as the religious consequences 
reach, and the State as far as the tempontJ consequences. In practise, 
however, the solution is not so simple i one society may unduly extend 
its authority, In view of the independence which Church and State 
claim in matters falling within the proper sphere of each, the ques
tion naturally arises: who shall define the borderline in this so-called 
twilight zone of mixed matters? 

The answer is aiven by Leo XIII, when after observing with 
St. Paul (Rom. XIII, 1) that all power is from God, and that the 
powers that are, are ordained of God, ad~s: There m•st, therefore,. 
exist between these two powers a certain orderly connection, whklE 
may be compared to the union of t/ie hotly and sHl in man. Tf,,
nature and scope of that connection can be determined ·only as we 
htlfJt lniJ down, by lining regard to tlie nature of eaeh power, anJ b1 
taking into account the relatifJe t:tctllenct and nobl1ne11 of their pur
pose. One of the11 lias for its pro:timatt ntl chief object the well
being of this piortal life; the other the t'1erlasting joJ'I of lieatJe• 
(lmmortale, S 8etl quia; ltaque inter). 

In other words, of the two societies, the Church is the more 
excellent and noble, for the end at which it aims is nobler than that 
of the State, namely, the eternal welfare of the soul. And just as the 
welfare of man's body cannot take precedence over that of bis. 
soul, so neither can the claims of the State tm precedence over 
those of the Church; but rather, just as the body must at times suffer 
that the soul may be saved, so the State must be willinc to sacrifice 
its claims when they all! incompatible with those of the Church. 
Judgment, then, concerning competency in the zone of mixed matters 
must necessarily be reserved to the Church, just as every higher court 
is judge of its own jurisdiction as against a lower court. 

This, then, is what is meant by the supremacy of ecclesiastical 
authority, and as a necessary corollary, the supremacy of canon law 
with respect to civil law. In the event that the State refuses to abide 
by the decision of the Church, and usurps rights belonging to the 
latter, the Catholic citizen need not hesitate for a norm of action. 
His loyalty must be given to the Church: the command of the Church 
Prevails, and that of the State is excluded. 
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ART. IV 

m.t0r7 al F.c:clelkmtk:al Autholltr 

Neither the sovereignty of the Church in matters sacred, nor her 
supremacy in mixed matters, has been acknowledged by civil govern
ments at all times and in all places. Concerning the historical vicis
situdes of ecclesiastical authority, and therefore, the historical and 
present status of canon law, we shall confine ounelves to a few brief 
remarb. 

In the first three ctnt•ries the Church was outlawed and per· 
secuted as an illicit society. Christians \Vere accused of atheism, 
superstitious practiaes, and treason apinst the State for refusal to 
worship the Roman gods. But in practiae, during brief intervals of 
peace, Christians suc.ceeded in orpnizing them1elves into ·recoirtized 
IOcieties for burial purposes. This, together with the fact that-even 
in thoee early times the Church was already cnnsdous of her rightful 
God-given independence of the St~te in the field of rel!gi~n, explains 
bow she could maintain internal order and develop a fairly perfect 
1>rpnization without external aid, and by appealing only to the con
science of her subjects, so much so that already in 313 the Emperor 
Constantine by his edict of Milan could accord Christianity the 
same legal status in the Empire that the religion of pagan Rome 
enjo)·ed. 

From 313, when peace was restored to her "ntil 1300, which 
period we may call the Middle Ages, the Church in the West (for 
the Byzantine Church was gradually absorbed by the State) increa1ed 
in moral influence to such extent that she came to be regarded by 
civil rulers not only as a sovereign, but as the supreme authority. 
She enjoyed the full patronal(e of princes, her clergy were endowed 
with privileges including civil power, temporal lords vied one with 
the other in the erection of sacred edifices, churchmen sat in the 
councils of kings, canon law equally with civil law became the law 
of the land and was enforced by the secular arm. The distinction 
between things sacred and things temporal wns lost sight of due to 
this mutual good will, while the term mbttd matt"' wu unknown. 
Conflicts were both few in number and insignificant in nature, if \Ve 
except the struggle: over investitures, and even this, ending as it did 
in victory for the Pope, only served to climax the power of the 
Church. It was the period of perfect union of Church and State 
because the Church was accorded her rightful supremacy in human 
L10dety. 
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Referrin1 to this epoch, Pope Leo XIII euloeiza u follows: 
Thtrl wa1 a timt wh111 Stat., w1r1 IOfltrnttl by th1 1rinti1l11 of 
Gos11l 11achin1. Thtn it WOI tltot tht 1ow1r ntl tliflint flirtut of 
Christian wisdom had tli8u1td itself throughout tht laws, institution• 
and morals of tit ltol/t, ltnneati•1 all ranis tmtl r1l11tio1&1 of cioil 
society. Then, too, tJ.1 religion irutillllttl by J11u1 Olarilt, 11tablishttl 
firmly in b1/itti111 dignity, flourilltttl ftltrywhtrt, by /nor of lrinr:tS 
and tht l11itimst1 1rot1ttio• of ma,Utrat11,• atl Ciurcl a1Ul •St11t1 
w1r1 lrallil1 Hitttl ;,, co•cortl au fritntll1 intwtU..11 of 1ootl 
of/ites. Tlit 811111 to111titrttttl ;,, tliil wilt, bort fruit1 im,ortanl 
beyou all IJtltttation, who11 r1m1mlmme1 ii 1till, atl alway1 will 
ht, in r1now11, witstuttl to "' tlaty art by coustlt11 1rOo/1 which 
can ntfJtr ht blottttl 011t or obscllrttl by any craft of any tnmie1. 
Christian E11ro1t ha1 111U•ttl barbaroris nalio111, 1111tl cMngttl thtm 
from '' 1afHlgt to a C'roilised condition, fro111 su1er11ition to true 
worshil. It. flictoriort1l1 rolled IHltl tli1 tidt of Mohtunmtdatt to1t-
9111st; rttaintd th1 ll1od1hil of citlilisation,· 1tootl forti ;,, tht front 
rank as the leodtr and ltaclrtr of all in tfl"Y branci of natioul 
rulturt,• b11towttl •Ion the world the gift of trllt anti many-sided 
liberty; anti moll wilf'ly fountlttl 111ry numerous instit11tion1 for tht 
relief of humaa 111llwin1 (lmmortalt, I Fait ali9U1Ulo ttm,u1). 

J'rom 1300 to 1789, i. e., to the French Revolution, although 
union of Church and State wu theoretically maintained in Catholic 
countries, the supremaC)' of the State \Vas merted in practiae. The 
Church continued u the State Church, and its sovereipty in things 
spiritual was not denied in theory, but the decision concerning the 
borderline in the zone of mixed matters \Vas tit f aclo usurped by the 
State. More than one cause brought about the chanpd attitude: the 
rise of sovereign states in the 1 ;Jth centur)'; and the teachings of 
Marsilius of Padua of the same century concerning the sovereignty 
of the people as contained in his book Deftn1orium Paeis; the weaken· 
ing of papal authority resulting from the exile at Avignon; the West
ern Schism; the Protestant revolt of the 16th century; and the so
called Catholic political theories concernin1 church authority which 
in France went by the name of Gallicanism, in Germany and Austria 
Febronianism and Josephism, in Italy and Spain Jurisdictionalism, 
but \VhOR keynote being identical, namely the undue exaltation of 
the power of the king and emperor in ecclesiastical affairs, may gen
erally be designated as Re1alism or Caesarimn. 

The intrusion of the aecular ruler in the. affairs of the Church was 
rationalized and justified by the above schools of political thought on 
more than one specious pretext. The State, it was claimed, had con
trol over all external and visible affairs. the Church should confine 
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herself to the purely spiritual and religious field. Again, the temporal 
ruler has the jus cQtJendi, i .. e., the police power of safeguarding pub
lic order and of suppressing. even under the pretext of religion, 
crimes, frauds, etc. Moreover, not only the Holy Roman Emperor, 
but every sovereip ruler was the Defender of the Faith; it was his 
right and duty to protect religion (jus aJoocaliae). 

Under the jus caoendi the regalists listtd: the IJacitum regium, 
or the right of the Icing to forbid the publication of episcopal and 
papal decrees in the country; the appellatio ah ahusu, or his right to 
rescind the sentence of the ecclesiastical court; the jus exclusiwe, or 
his right to exclude undesirable candidatCi from ecclesiastical offices. 
In virtue of the ius atltJocatiae the followinr acts were considered jus
tified: in general to protect the essentials of religion; in particular to 
convoke councils, to forbid pernicious boob, to forbid the alienation 
of ecclesiastical goods, to administer the same for the aood of souls, 
to determine the subject matter of sermons, to supervi9C religious 
instruction in schools, seminaries and theoloJical faculties, to dettt· 
mine the number of holydays and fast days, to issue rules concerning 
sacred processions, etc. 

Since these rights were supposed to be exercised without the 
necessity of consulting the ecclesiastical authorities, and were in fact 
so exercised, the supremacy of the State and the corresponding 
subordination of the Church were accomplished. 

From the French Reoolution to the pesent Ja,t-The French 
Revolution proclaimed the equality of all men not only in civic mat
ters but also in religious conviction and practise. Therefore, no longer 
should the State acknowledge one religion to the exclusion of another, 
or support a State Church. The State 1hould confine itself to the 
material prosperity of the citizens exclusively, the Church to their 
spiritual welfare. Both should go their own way without concerning 
themselves with the affairs of the other. This is known as the separa
tion of Church and State as opposed to the union of Church and State 
which had hitherto existed in all Catholic countries, and in virtue 
of which the Catholic religion had always been the official religion 
of the State, \vhich involved State protection and support, and simply 
toleration at most of any other religion. 

Under the arrangement known as separation, the Church is not 
considered sovereign, much less supreme. Her status under the law 
is that of a voluntary association, subordinate like all other corpora
tions to the civil authority. For this reason, and because in practise 
eotnplete separation is an impossibility, since in mixed matters the 
State will either be friendly or hostile, the system cannot as a thesis 
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be defended by Catholics. As a thesis it was condemned by Pius IX 
when in his Syllabru of Errors he included the 55th proposition: 
The Cllurclr ought to be se;arattd from the State, anll tlrt Statt 
from tlrt Church. The proposition can be defended only as an 
hypothesis, namely, if and where the population of the country is 
not predomioantl1• Catholic, and especially, as in the United States, 
where Catholics form a minority group. 

The liberalism proclaimed by the French Revolution, however, 
was not without its benefits to the Church. It put an cod to the 
divine rieht of kings and the absolutism of former times. By vestio& 
~vereign authority in the people it furnished the Church with a 
new escape from oppression. The Church could now appeal directly 
to the Catholic solidarity in the nation and call upon them in the 
name of oooscienoc to come to the aid of their religion by formio& 
themselves into election coalitions for the purpose of repealing or 
forestalling any legislation aimed against her rights and liberties. 
This new phase of the Church's moral power, civil governments 
have not failed to notice. They have been willing to come to terms 
with the Holy See. More than half of all concordats recorded 
in the history of the Church have been concluded in the 19th and 
20th century. Also more governments are represented through their 
ambassadors and envoys at the Vatican today than at any time in 
the past. And so, while the sovereignty of the Church ma}' be 
d1eoretically repudiated where separation of Church and State pre· 
vails, that sovereignty is often in fact acknowledged none the less. 

In the United States we have separation of Church and 
State. The Federal government is committed to this sr.;tem in virtue 
of art. 6, sect. 3 of the Constitution: No rtligious tt1t shall efler bt 
required as a qrutlifttation to any office or public trust untler tlri' 
United States, as also in virtue of the first amendment to the Consti
tution: Congre11 shall male no law respecting an establislitntnt of 
religion or prohibiting the free txertist thereof. Due to our dual 
system of eovernment these provisioru ar.e not binding upon the 
several States. As a matter of fact, however, similar provisions 
regarding separation of Church and State are found in the Constitu
tion of every State of the Union. 

American law, then, of necessity considers the Church nothing 
more than a voluntary association of members for rdigious purp~es. 
with no inherent sovereign rights conferred by divine law. This same 
attitude is tnlccn toward every other Church or sect. It is an ideal 
arrangement in vie\V of the varlet)' of religious beliefs professed by 
American citizens. 
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In the civil courts the Code of Canon Law represents the by
laws of a private corporation, supposing an ecclesiastical entity
diocese, parish, religious org:anization-has requested and obtained 
a charter of incorporation from the State. This is easily obtained. 
Where canon law contravenes civil law, it will be set aside by the 
civil court. Where such c:onfiict is not found, the court will decide 
litigations on the basis of the canon law. 

No one doubts that the Catholic: Church in America enjoys 
greater freedom, or that her canon law finds a greater range of ap
plication here, than in any other country, including many so-c:alled 
Catholic countries where the IJ}'Stem of concordats prevails. This is 
due, not so much to the arrangement of separation of Church and 
State, as it is to the American concept of libcrt)'. That concept 
contains two elements : 1 ) that the government should leave as large 
a liberty as pollilible to individuals and groups within the State, only 
intervening in the interests of morality, justice and the common
weal, and in thi.a respect perhaps the concept docs not differ in 
principle from that entertained by other &0vernments; 2) that the 
welfare of the State should not be considered menaced save in extreme
ly few instances, and herein lies the difference betwen American and 
non-American liberty in practise, State totalitarianism being incom
patible with the American concept of liberty. In virtue of thia 
broad con~pt, the Church in America possesses her own schools, may 
acquire property generally without restriction, may administer the 
same lvithout interference, her property is free from taxes, she is ldt 
undi&turbed in the choice of her bishops and pastors, civil recognition 
is given to marriages performed by her clergy, religious Orders and 
Congregations obtain legal recognition with the same ease as any 
other private corporations, etc. 

That conflicts are possible between canon law and American 
civil law, and in fact do exist, no one can deny. But those conflicts 
are so few in number, and actual friction is so easily avoided, that 
so far we have found no need either of concordats, of Catholic 
political parties, or of diplomatic relations with the Holy See. 

Although the civil government looks upon canon law as private 
law, yet all C:itholics will continue to regard the commands of the 
Church as sovereign law. No Catholic worthy of the name will 
regard a merely civil marriage ceremony sufficient in his own caie, 
although the State may consider it sufficient. Nor will the same 
Catholic citizen remarry during the lifetime of his former spoU1e, 
even though the civil lalV may permit this in the event he has secured 
a decree of civil divorce. 



Chapter III 

THE HISTORY OF CAlfOif LAW 

The Code of Canon Law has a history, from the viewpoint of 
its contents, which reaches back nearly 2,000 years. The codification, 
it is true, is a recent achievement, but the laws which have bCC!n 
codified are for the most part old legislation. Some of the laws, 
indeed, at least in their substance, were known already to the 
primitive Church. 

Canon law originated in different pa.rts of the world. Like civil 
law it usually passed from custom into written law. At first it wu 
the church councils who framed the written law, then individual 
Popes, and in recent times, it hu been the Roman Congregations. 

Again, canon law, just like civil law, encountered many vicissi
tudes down through the ages. From time to time it had to be 
modified or even entirely ~rogated in parts to hannooir.e with the 
changing conditions of society. And as the Church expanded out
wardly, and developed inwardly, her laws \Vere multiplied and grew 
more complex in nature. This continual change in the law called 
for new collections time and again. It is in the light of these 
collections that we best see the growth and history of canon law 
2S a legal system. 

Some knowledge of these collections is essential to the student 
of canon law. While the Code has certain advantages ovcr former 
collections, yet it is not entirely an unmixed blessing. The very 
brevity with which the lawgiver ex:pressea his will in the Code often 
leads to obscurity concerning the true meaning of the law. It thus 
becomes nece..,.ry to revert to the former legislation time and again, 
and to read the former lalv in its original and lengthy text. To this 
end the Code carries some 26,000 references to the former legisla
tion. Much of this legal material from the former collections has 
been gathered into nine large volumes by Cardinals Gasparri and 
Ser&li under the title Cotlici1 Jari1 Carsonici Font~1. It adds to the 
usefulness of this post-Code collection if the student bas a general 
grasp of the development of canon law in its historical sequence. 

Of the collections we shall now describe some are chronological, 
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others are systematic; some are genuine, others spurious i some 
authentic:, others apocryphal; some are private, others are public, 
i. e., official collections. 

Chronological collections arc those which dispose the laws in 
the order of time in which they were enacted; systematic collections 
arrange them loiiic:ally ac:cordin& to subject matter. Genuine collec
tions contain only true laws; spurious collections contain fictitious 
laws, either wholly or in part. Authentic collections bear the name 
of the author \Vho actually compiled them; apocryphal collections 
\Vere not composed by the authors whom history or tradition claims 
to have been the authors. PrifJate collections are those which, as 
collections, never received ecclesiastical approval, so that the laws 
which they contain have the same binding force, no more and no less, 
after their insertion into the collection as before. But public collec· 
tions, sfoce they have been approved by the Church as collections, 
cause all laws which they contain to be &enuine and binding, even 
though some may have formed fictitious legislation prior to the 
compilation. 

Since canon law was first developed in the East together with 
the development of the Christian Church in that part of the world, 
we shall consider the collections that grew up in Asia Minor before 
considering the later canon law of the Church in Western Europe. 
The West borrowed its canon law from the East in the early 
centuries of the Church, and this explains why our canon law has 
so many terms which are Greek in origin, e.g., e;iscopus, rliocesis, 
presbytn-, patriarcha, etc. 

ABT. I. 

Collection• of the Eaatem Cburcb. 

During the first three centuries not much church law was 
elaborated. The Church being still in her infancy and Christians 
felv in number, she had to struggle for her very life, \vhat with 
perseC:utions from without and heresies from within. During these 
trying times the Church was governed mostly by the maxims of 
Holy Writ and some few rules given by the Apostles. 

PstuJo-A_postolic Colltctions-Attempts to preserve these Apos
tolic traditions resulted in the so-called Apostolic Collections. These 
collections, however, arc apocryphal ones, i.e., the Apostles were not 
realh• their authors, and this is shown from internal eviderice. For 
they· make mention of later institutions unknown to the Apostles, 
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such as choristers, lectora, annual provincial councils, parishes, etc. 
Still they are valuable historical documents insofar as the legal matter 
they contain is genuine law, and rcftects the discipline in force at the 
time of the authors who wrote them. 

The mostJmportant of those collections are: 1) the Didache, or 
Tht Tearhing of the Apostles, composed toward the end of the first 
century; 2) the Diilasca/i.a, or Tht Doctrine of the Apostles, which 
dates from the second century; 3) The Ecclesiastical Canon1 of the 
Holy Apostles (end of third century); 4) the Con1titution1 of the 
J. pasties (beginning of the fifth century) ; S) the Canons of the 
11 post/es (completed in the sixth century). 

The above collections contain general rulinp on such subjects 
as: the celebration of Mass, the observance of Sund'ay, the election. 
of bishops and deacons, requisites in the candidate for holy orders, 
the administration of church property, etc. Many rules, however, 
are more exhortatory than mandatory in tone. 

Yttus Cotlt.r-With the cessation of persecution in 313, the 
Church was free to gro,v, and to exercise her divinely conferred 
prerogative'!. SoGn the bishops convened in councils, both ~neral 
and particular councils. Between 314 and 415 ten celebrated coun
cils were convened, some of which were only regional councils. 
Yet the collection of the decrees of these ten councils came to be 
universally kno,,m and obeyed. The collection is known as the T' etus 
Codez Eccle1iae Universae. The councils in question were held at: 
1) Ancyra (314); 2) Nco-Caesarea (31+; 3) Nice (315); 4) Anti· 
och ( 341 ) ; 5) Gangrae ( 343) ; 6) Sardis ( 344) ; 7) Laodicea ( 343-
381 ?) ; 8) Constantinople I (381); 9) Ephesus (431); 10) Calce
don (451). To the decrees of this collection were prefixed 85 Apos
tolic Canons referred t:> in the preceding paragraphs. 

Collection of John, th~ Scholastic-This compiler was a priest 
of Antioch and later the patriarch of Constantinople. Because he 
was a member of a School of Lawyers he was surnamed the 
Scholastic. He composed around SOO A. D. a systematic collection 
of church law and divided it into tides. Besides -some material found 
in the Vetus Codex, it carries 68 letters of St. Basil and 87 eapitu/4 
from the Novels of Justinian. It is the first systematic collection, 
and the first civil-ecclesiastical collection, and for those reasons it is 
mentioned in all accounts of the history of canon law. 

Trull an Collection-The Council of Trulla ( 691), although 
not an oecumenical council, made bold to order and authorize a 
collection of canon law destined for observance in the uni,,·ersal 
Church. It contained 85 Apostolic Canons, the 1' etas Codu except· 
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ing the'decrees of Sardis, 102 canons of the Trullan Council itself, 
133 canons taken from the IV Council of Carthage (419), and 147 
canons gathered from the writings of the Eastern Fathen. 

Collection of Photi~Photius, the usurping patriarch of the 
See of Constantinople, is known as the father of the eastern sdiism. 
About the year 883 he compiled a collection of church law of his own 
which embodied all the material of the Trullao Collection just 
mentioned. In addition he inserted 22 canons of the II Council of 
Nice (787), and 20 canons of the two pseudo councils at which he 
presided. His collection in its second part is what is called a nomo
canon, i.e., civil legislation concerned with ecclesiastical matters. 

After the· death of Photius no new collections appeared in the 
Eastern Church, and its canon law thereafter remained stationary. 
The schismatic churches are governed by his law today. 

ART. IL 

Callac:liou of the WHtem Chmch 

The history of canonical legislation in Western Europe falls 
conveniently into three periods: I) from the beginning until the 
Decree of Grntian ( 11S1) ; 2) from then until the Council of 
Trent ( 1545) ; 3) from Trent until the Code of Canon Law ( 1918). 

§I. F1tO:\I THB BBOINNINO TO THB DBCllBE OF GRATIAN 

In the beginning the Church in the West, too, was governed 
mostly by the teachings of Scripture and by Apostolic traditions. 
Graduall)• the Yttu1 Cod~z of the East became known and its 
legislation adopted. 

Canon Law in the Church ·of Africa-It was not until the sixth 
century that the Y e1u1 CoJez became known to the Christian com
munity in northern Afric:i.. Up until then several local councils 
were held, especially at Carthage, the 17th being convened already 
as early as 419. Each subsequent council· was wont to confinn the 
rulings of the preceding councils so that there grew up a body of 
local leplation binding- throughout the African Church. Their 
decrees form a collection of law which is known as the CoJ1 of 
Canons of the African Church. This Code became renowned 
throughout the whole of Christendom. In the East many of ib canons 
were embodied, as we saw. in the Trullan collection. and thus found 
their way into the Collection of Photius, so that even today they 
constitute a large portion of legislation for the Greek Orthodox 
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Church. Also in the West, first through inclusion in the Dionysian 
collection, later through the medium of the Spanish Collection, and 
lastly through the pseudo-Isidorian Collection, they became universal
ly known and respected. 

About 5.46 the Eastern canons were introduced into the Church 
of Africa through a private systematic compilation known as the 
Br1viatio Fulgmtii Ftrrantli, composed by a deacon of that name at 
Carthage. Later in 690 there appears another systematic collection 
of Eastern canons by Cresconius, probably an African bishop, which 
is known as Concordia Canonum Cr1sconii. With the Mohammedan 
invasion in the eighth century, the Church in Africa was practically 
annihilated. At any rate, it produced no more worth while legislation 
thereafter. 

The Dionysilln Collection-About the year 500 a Sythian monk, 
Dionysius the Little, (Dionysius EKiguw) so named either becaust 
of his stature, or his humble disposition, composed at Rome a Latin 
version of the Eastern canons taken from the Yetru Codez. It is a 
chronological work and is divided into two parts: Part I contains 
50 Apostolic Canons, and more than 200 canons taken from the 
Y ttus Codex and from the African councils: Part II contains pap:tl 
decretals dating from Pope Siricius (384-398) to Pope Anastasius 
(496-498). 

The collection soon became popular not only in Rome and Italy 
but throughout the whole Church. From it all later Latin collectiuns 
drew their material in grest part. It excelled all subsequent I.atin 
versions in respect to fidelity of translation, arrangement of ~ntents 
and genuiness of documents. 

Spanish or Isidorian Collection-Like the Church in Africa, the 
Church in Spain was governed from the very beginning by its own 
synodal la\Vs, those of Toledo enjoying a certain preeminence over 
all others. After the Eastern and African collections were intro
d uced into Spain, their canons together with the Spanish canons Wl're 
approved as law for the whole of Spain by the IV Council of Toledo 
in 633, being called the Collectio Hispanica. The collection under· 
went several revisions largely through the addition of new local 
legislative material. Because its prefa('.C contains certain excerpts 
from the writings of St. Isidore of Seville (died 636) it continued 
for a long time to be ascribed to this s:iint under the title Colltetio 
lsidoriana. With the invasion of Spain by the Moors in the eighth 
centUty we nod no new Spanish collections thereafter. 

Collec1io Dionysio-Hadriana-The Church in France and Ger· 
many had no centralized see from the beginning such as Carthage 
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was to Africa and Tofedo to Spain. Hence, canonical legislation in 
the Frankish kingdom was not national in character, but rather the 
product of local synods. However, in 774 Pope Adrian presented 
Charlemagne with an enlarged copy of the Dionysian Collection. 
It is known as the Colltetio Dionysio-Hadriana, or simply the Col· 
lectio Hadriana. The enlargement consisted of the addition to the 
original Dionysian Collection of decretals from Pope Anastasius to 
Pope Adrian ( 498-774). Io 802 Charlemagne caused the Adrian 
collection to be promulgated at the Diet of Aix-la-Chapelle as canon 
law for the entire Holy Roman Empire. 

English and Irish Collectio1u-These countries at first were 
governed solely by the canons of Nice and their own local councils. 
In the sixth century the Dionysian collection was brought to Eng
land. In the seventh and eighth centuries there appeared S}'Stematic 
collections in both countries, of which three deserve mention : 1 ) the 
Colltction of Th""Jore, Bishop of Canterbury (673), being a 
compendium of the Dionysian Collection; 2) the Collection of 
Egbtrl, Archbishop of York (750), being a still larger compendium 
of the same Dionysian Collection; 3) the Irish Collection of an 
unknown'.author about the middle of the eighth century. This last 
became famous both in France and Italy, the compilers of these 
countries drawing largely therefrom. The material of the Irish 
Collection is taken from the Scriptures, the Eastern and Western 
Fathers, the Councils of the East, and the synods of Rome, France, 
Ireland and Wales. 

Pseudo-IsidorUin Collection or the False Duretals-The ninth 
century was notorious for spurious and apocryphal collections. Chief 
among these was the Pseudo-Isidorian Collection, called also the 
False or Forged Decrctals. 

This must not be confused with the Spanish Collection which 
in the course of time was also falsely ucribed to St. Isidore, and 
which originated in Spain in the seventh century, as we have seen, 
but which is called simply the lsidorian, not Pscudo-Isidorian, Col
lection. The present collection under discussion was composed by 
an unknown author between 847 nnd 857 either in the Province of 
Rheims or Tours (France). For centuries after it appeared, it was 
ascrib~ to St. Isidore of Seville from the fact that in the preface 
the author speab as follows: lnci~it ~raefatio S. Indori, E,isco,i. 
Isi.Jorus, Mercator, sertJus Christi, etc. 

The work is not only apoaypal but it is also spurious. Part I 
contains SO Apostolic Canons, and 60 forged decretals purporting 
to have been issued by sundry Popes from the pontificate of Clement 
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(88-97) to that of Melchiades (310-314). To this is added the 
forced Constitution of Constantine, also called the Donation of 
Constantine, for by it large privileges and vast estates, described 
therein, were supposed to have been conferred on Pope Sylvester 
(314-335) and the Roman Church. Part II contains the collection 
of councils up to 619 as found in the Spanish Collection. Part III 
exhibits the genuine dccretals as found in the same Spanish Collection 
from St. Sylvester. (314) to Gregory, the Great (715). To the1e 
the author added 30 false decretals forged by himself. 

The fraud was not discovered until the 15th century. It was 
pc>rhaps the first work subjected to the historic:nl research for which 
this century is so rightly honored. When the False Dccretals ap
peared boob were few, ruid compilers were altogether too eager 
to accept any new material for their collections, without questioning 
its authenticity. Add to this the implicit confidence a work reputed 
to have come from the pen of the saintly and learned Bishop of St.ville 
was likely to inspire. 

Tht spurious character of the decretals appears: 1) from the 
unanimous silence of the councils ooncernin& them prior to that date, 
whereas had they been genuine we should expect some conciliar men· 
tion of them already in the fourth century; 2) from their scriptural 
citations, which now are known to have been taken from Latin 
versions of the Bible of the eighth century; 3) from citations of 
the t'athers and Councils in said decretals, but which Fathers wrote, 
and Councils legislated, posterior to the purporttd date of the same 
decretals; 4) from the monotonous uniformity of style in which the 
dec:retals are composed, showing thereby the "'ork of one man, lvhere
as one would expect more varil"ty in letters supposed to have been 
issued by different Popes;) from their crude latinity which was 
characteristic of the ninth centUl")', whereaa a more chssic:il Latin 
should have distinguiRhed the earlier dccretals. 

The purpose of the author in forging the1e decretals seems to 
have been the emancipation of the bishops from the dominRtion of 
civil rulers and provincial councils. At that time, particularly in 
the- Empire, it seems that the bishops were completely at the mercy 
of the civil authorities. These ·latter, when the,• dC"sired the removal 
of a bishop, readily brought their influence to bear on the archbishop 
and the provincial council. The author proposed to prove: 1 ) that 
no bishop could be depostd solely by the archbishop: 2) that the 
sentence of even a provincial council in criminal cases against bishops 
was not final until confirmtd by Rome. To thi• end he fabricated 
a number of decretals. 

Although more widely circulated and consulted than perha))I 
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any other c:ollection -up to thia time, it would be erroneous to con
clude with the Protestants that the Forged Decretals materially 
changed the constitution of the Church from a society in which the 
universal episcopate enjoyed supreme jurisdiction to that of a papal 
monarch)'. This is not the place to argue that prior to the ninth cen
tury the primacy of the Roman Bishop had been generally acknowl
edged throughout the West, even though that doctrine still needed 
further elaboration. The inRuencc of the Forged Decretals, at the 
most, lay in the luuttning of the ezplicit recognition by the Church 
of the Pope's sovereignty. 

Systtmatic collections bttwttn lht 10th and 12th cent"rits-The 
Pscudo-lsidorian collection was so complete in the quantity of its 
material, that it seemed idle to compile any further chronological 
collections. Moreovtr, particular synodal laws had multiplied to 
such vast proportions that it became increasingly difficult to discover 
the law in collections arraneed chronologically. Attention, therefore, 
was directed to the composing of systematic collections henceforth. 
These collectiom dominate the 10th, 11th, and 12th centuries. At 6rst 
crudely gotten up, they gradually came to reveal more scholarship, 
the authors adding observations a.nd comments to the legal texts. 
Thus was paved the way, and thus were furnished the sources, for 
the famous Gratian Decree. 

§2. FROM THI DECUE OF GRA11AN (1151) TO TKB 
CovNCIL OF TRBNT (1.545) 

Up to now ecclesiastical legislation had been chiefly the product 
of councils, whether general or particular councils. Papal Jaw had 
assumed only a minor role. This was due less to lack of explicit 
ttcognition of papal sovereignty than to the fact that the various 
parts of the Church \Vere more or less isolated from one another, 
as also from Rome, due to the absence of ready means of communica
tion in those days. Add ·to this the almost constant civil disturbances 
in the Papal States, particularly at Rome, the conflict over investi
tures, and the scandalous lives of certain successors of St. Peter. 
But after Gregory VII (1073-1085) proved victorious in hj, conffict 
with the Emperor over the question of investitures, we see the papal 
po\ver rising until it reaches its greatest height under Innocent. III 
(1198-1216). The spiritual supremacy of the See of St. Peter which 
had hitherto lain dormant, though not unacknowledged, finally freed 
itself from the domination of civil rulers. The authority which had 
before been acknowledged only in theory for the most part, could 
now be also exercised in practise. And so, during this period up to 
the Council of Trent, common law becomes mainly papal law, and 
the legislation of the councils wanes. 
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The legislation of this epoch is contained in the Cor11t1 Juril 
Canonici. this being a composite of six distinct compi1ati6ns: 1) the 
Decree of Gratian; 2) the Dccretals of Gre,aory IX; 3) the Decretals 
of Boniface VIII ; 4) the Constitutions of Clement V; S) the 
Decretals of John .XXII ; 6) the Decretals called E:rtrtlf1(1gantes 
Communt1. 

Tltt Dtcrte of Gratian (Dttrtlum Gratiani)-Gratian, a 
Jlenedictine monk of the Camaldulese Congregation, composed at 
Bologna, Italy about the year 1151 a work which he entitled Con
cordantia Diuortlanliam Ca11onttm, but which later was called by 
bis discipks Dtcretum Gratiani. In those days any Iarae .:ollection 
of canons was called a decree. 

As appears from the author's title, the work was an attempt to 
harmonize the many seemingly confticting church laws of bis time. 
Though several systematic collections were then in use, these were 
neither complete, nor well arranged, nor exclusive of conuadictory 
.canons. Gratian's collection excelled all previous ones in that it WIS 
syr.tcmatic, complete, scientifically arranged, well authenticated, and 
free of contradictions. 

The Decree is divided into three parts. Part I which treats of 
the sources of law and of clerics in general, is divided into 101 distinc· 
lions. and these are subdivided each into canone1. Part Il which 
treats of trials, the temporal goods of the Church, regulars, marriage 
arid penance is divided into tt1u1t11. or titles, these in tum being sub· 
divided into qaat1tiont11 and these again into canont1. Part. I lI treats 
of the sacraments and sacramentals, is entitled Dt Co111ecration1,.and 
is divided into five tlistint:tions with subdivisions into canons. 

The Decree is more than a mere compilation of laws; it is a sci
entific treatise as \vell. The author first states a general principle of 
canon law (tlistinttio), He then proceeds to confirm this by 
authorities (t:anont1) taken from the Scriptures, the Fathers, coun
cils, papal decrctals, capitularies of the Frankish kinp and from 
the Roman law. After this be develops the general principle by 
raising questions of law (qaat11iont1) which the principle logically 
suggests, and these again are answered and confirmed by further 
authorities ( t:nones). Apparent oonflicts between authorities are 
explained away by notes which are now called dicta Gratiani. In 
these the author points out, e.g., that one canon forms the rule, 
the other the exception ; one contains a precept, the other a counsel ; 
one is general law, the other particular law; one proceeds from a 
higher, the other from a lower authority, ett. 

Gratian's Decree soon became the popular textxbook of the 
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schools, and the code of the ecclesiastical courts. Its greatest merit 
consists in having given a renewed impetus to the scientific study of 
church law. Henceforth, canon law is divorced from moral theology, 
and becomes a separate branch of study. The University of Bologna 
becomes a center of learning for students from all parts of Europe 
who repair thither to study both canon and Roman law. Commehta· 
tors on the Decree (Decretists) usher in the golden age of canon 
law with their g/011t11, afJjNlratus, summae, rt,etitiones, etc. 

Yet despite its pop_ylarity, the Decree always remained a private 
collection. Hence, whatever laws arc found therein have only that 
authority which they pos1essed prior to their insertion into the collec
tion. If they were general laws before, they remain so now ; if 
particular, they remain particular ; if spurious, they remain 
spurious, etc. 

In the source references as found in the Code, the Decree is citPd 
a1 follows: Part I, e. g.: c. 3, D. XXllI, i. e. Distinction 23, canon 3. 
Part II, e.g.: C. VII, q. 1; c. 18; i.e., Cause 7, question 1, canon 18. 
Part Ill, e.g.: c. f9, D. I., de cons •• i.e.; Distinction 1, canon 49 of 
the third part of the Decree entitled De Co,,secratione. The abbrevia
tion tlt cons. must be added to indicate that the reference is not to 
Part I. 

Decretals of Gregory IX (1227-1241) (Decretales Gregorii 
Noni)-Between 1151 and 1227 (the fint year of Gregory the 
Ninth'• pontificate), a vast number of decretal1 had appeared. These 
were written answers to questions of law submitted to the Pope for 
decision, and although directed to an individual bishop, were con
sidered binding io analogom cases. Also two general councils had 
been held during this time: Lateran III (1179) and Lateran IV 
(1215). 

Pope Gregory commissioned the Dominican friar, R.aymond of 
Penafort, himself a canonist of note, and later canonized, to gather 
this new legislation into a systematic compilation. Completed in 
1234, the work wa1 formally approved as a collection by the Pope, 
and came to be known as the Decretals of Gregory IX, more from 
his being its originator than from any other cause, for, in addition to 
tht decretals of Gregory, it contains the decretals of bis eight predeca
sors issued BUbsequent to the Decree of Gratian, quotations from the 
Scriptures and the Fathen, the canons of the two Lateran Councils 
just mentioned, and certain pre-Gratian laws not found in the 
Decree. 

The Gregorian Decretals, therefore, comtitutcs the first public 
collection of canon law in the history of the Church. It was also an 
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exclusive collection. According to many authors it ab~opted all prior 
general laws not contained therein, or in the Decree. Hence, all pre
Gratian collections became thereby automatically obsolete. The Code 
s~ms to bear out this contention, for the source notes found therein 
do not antedate the Decree of Gratian. 

The Gregorian Decretals is divided into five boob, these into 
titles and the titles into chapters. The five boob treat respectively 
of: 1) prelates and their jurisdiction; 2) procedural law in civil 
cases; 3) clerics in gmeral; 4) marriage; 5} criminal and penal law. 
The entire arrangement is expressed in the verse: J "Jtx, juJi.ti•m. 
c/ericus, connubill, trimtn. This arrangement was an improvement 
over the system adopted by Gratian. It was followed generally up 
to our times by commentators, called decretalists, who produced 
glossat, ap~atus, rtpttitiontJ after the manner of the decretists. 

The work is cited in the Code footnotes as follows, e.g., c. 7, 
X, dt tltctiont ti tltcti pou1tatt, I, 6, i.e., Book I, Title 6, 
Chapter 7. The capital "X" indicates that reference is to the 
Decretals of Gregory IX, it being an abbreviation of extra or 
txtrQfJagantes. for originally the work was called Extrnaganlts 
Decretalts Grtgorii IX, since it contained the decrctals wandering, 
as it were, outside of the Gratian Decree. The words in ilalits arc 
the rubric, or the title. 

Dtcrttals. or Libtr Stxtu1 of Boniface YllI (1294-1303)
This, like the Gregorian Dccretals, is a public collection, having 
been approved as such by Boniface VIII who authorized its compila
tion. It contains the canons of Lyons I ( 1245) and Lyons II ( 1274), 
together with the decretals i!l:Sued subsequent to the publication 
of thc.Greeorian Decretals (1234) •nd up to the year 1298. 

Intended primarily as a supplement to the Gregorian Decretals, 
the work is usually designated by the title: Libtr Seztus Bonifatii 
Oeta'Vi, a continuation, as it were, of the five boob of the former 
collection. Nevertheless, it is an independent work, bein& itself 
divided into five books, these into titles, and these again into chaptPrs. 
It is cited by Cardinal Gasparri as follows: e.g.: c.4, dt ltm~oribus 
ordinationum· et qualitate ordinandorum, 1,9 in Vlo; i.e., Book I, 
Title 9, de tem~oribus, etc., chapter 4. 

Tiu Cltmentints or Constitutions of Cltment Y (U0~-1314) 
( Cl~mtntinat )-This is a collection becun by Clement V, but due 
to the political conditions of the times (Clement was the first pope 
of the so-called Babylonian Captivity), it was oflidally promulgated 
only after his death by John XXII. It is therefore a public collection. 
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It contains dle constitutioi:w_of Pope Clement, the majority of which 
were enacted at the Oecumenical Council of Vienne in France ( 1318) 
at which the Pope himself presided. It carries also one constitution 
of Boniface VIII, and one of Urban IV. 

The Clementincs is divided into five boob, these into titles 
and chapters. It is cited hr Cardinal Gasparri as follows, e. g.: 
c. 2, de judicii1, II, 1, in Clem.; i.e., Book II of the Clementines, 
Title I, de judiciis, chapter 2. 

Eztra"•agantes Johannis XXII (1316-1334)-Bccause John 
XXU never authorized a public collection of his own dccretals, 
20 of them were gathered, nevertheless, into a private compilation 
under the titlf': E:irtratJagantes Johannis XXll, because they 'vere 
not to be found in any previous official collection. This happened in 
1325. In 1500 John Capuis after arranging these dccreta!s into a 
logical order under 14 titles and 20 chapters (there was no division 
into books for paucity of m:iterial). incorporated them into his edition 
of the Corpus Juris Canonici. The work is cited in annotated edi
tions of the Code thus, e. g.: c. un. de p0t.tni1, tit. XII, in Extravag. 
Joan. XXII; i.e. Title 12 of the Extravagants of John XXII, 
the sole (hapter entitled de poenis. 

EdrtlfJagantes Communes (1294-1484)-This is a private col
iection of 70 decretals of several Popes (communes) from Boniface 
VIII to Sixtus IV, but not found in any previous official collection 
( ""Ttraragantes). Ha\•ing gathered these dccretals, John Capui;; in 
1500 distributt-d them into boob, titles and chapters, omitting Book 
IV for want of matter. To this collection °he gave the name Extrtma
gantrs Communes. He then embodied it into the Corpw: Juris 
Canonici. The collection is cited in the Code as follows: e. g. c.2, 
de reliquiis et veneratione sanctorum, III, 12, in Extravag. com., 
i.e., Book ·III of the Extravagantes Commun~, Title 12, de reli
quiis, etc. chapter 2. 

Corpu1 J uri.~ Canonici-In general c&rpus juris signifies a com· 
plete collection of laws. In particular it means a composite of collec
tions. Thus the Corpus Juris Civilis comprised the four collections 
of "the Roman la'v: the Pandects, the Code, the Institutes itnd th'! 
Novels. 

In canon law the term was first applied to the Dionysian Collec
tion, later to the Decree of Gr:itian. after that to the three public 
cot!ections of this period. In 1500 John Capuis, a Parisian editor, 
puolished as one work under the title of Corpus Juris Canonici. the 
Decree of Gratian, the three public collections: Gre'lOrian Decretals, 
Liber Sextus and Clementines, nnd to these he added by way of 
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appendices the two above collections of Extravagant Decretals. 
In 1580, after the Correctores Romani, to whom had been assigned 
the task of revising the text of these collections, had completed their 
work, Gregory XIII by the Brief, Cum ''o munere, at one and the 
same time both approved the text as official, and authorized the 
name Cor;us Juris Canonici to designate the six collections of this 
period. In so doing the Pope merely declared the Roman edition of 
the text to be official, so that it cowd be !!afely followed by the courts. 
The Corpus as a whole acquired no authentic character. Consequent
ly onlv the Gregorian Decretals, the Liber Scxtus and the Clemen
tines ~re public collections; the others remaining private compilations, 
despite their insertion in the Corpus Juris Canonici. 

Several editions of the Corpus Juris Canonici have since appeared. 
Some contain the authorized Roman text, others do not. Of the 
unauthorized editions some appear with glosses in three volumes, 
others without glosses in two volumes. The best critical edition 
of recent date, though without glosses and of private authority. is 
that published by Richter-Friedberg (Leipzig, 1922, 2 ed. 2 vol.). 

§3. FROM THE CouNCIL OF TRENT ( 1545-1563) 
TO THE CoDE (1918) 

After the death of Sixtus IV (1483) until the Council of Trent 
no new collections of canon law, either public or private appear. We, 
therefore, may 1Jssign the beginning of this third epoch to the L!gis-
lation of Trent. · 

From now until the promulgation of the C.ode, the sources of 
ecclesiastical law are: the Council of Trent, papal constitution:l, and 
the dccrcrs and decisions of the Roman Congregations. The Vatican 
Council (1869-1870) enacted no laws, but ln.s able to frame only 
two dogmatic constitutions, when it was forced to adjourn due to 
the occupation of Rome by the Italian troops. 

DECREES OF THE COUNCIL OF TRENT-The object 
of this council was two-fold : to purify the true faith of Protestant 
errors, and to reform ecclesiastical discipline. The Council sat 
through 2S sessions, but not all of these enacted laws. Those sessions 
which occupied themselves both lvith doctrine and leaisJ.ation are 
divided into two parts: the first being doctrinal, e. g., concerning 
the number and nature of the sacraments, the nature of faith, the 
existence of purgatory, the licitness of the veneration of saints, and 
other points of Catholic doctrine which had been aaailed by the 
P~otcstants. Part II of the sessions, inscribed Decreta de reform
att!'ne, was apin divided into distinct cbapten touching upon various 
points of church law. Hardly any canonical institution escaped some 
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revision. Of special interest wu lll!ISion 24 on marriage which con
tained· the famous decree Tam1t1i .. aad Rasion 25 oo replan. 

The Tridentine Decrees constituted the most important tource 
of canon law during the bat four centuries. They were profusely 
cited in all text boob. However, no authentic collection of these 
decrees was ever authorized and thus made an official or public collec
tion. But there have been several private collectioos1 the most popu· 
lar perhaps being that entitled Canon•s .t deereta Concilii TrUl11nliai 
by S~ulte-Richter (Leipzig, 18.53). The notes of the Code refer to 
the Council u follows, e.g.: Cone. Trident., sess. XXIV. tle 
matrimonio., can. 7. 

PAP.AL CONSTITUTIONS .. BULLARIA-After the 
Council of Trent, the Popes no fonger found it necessary to issue 
decretals explanatory of the law. Doubts were 1till to arise, of 
course, but the function of interpreting doubtful laws was committed 
to the Roman Congregations, especially to the Congregation of the 
Council. These Congregations were organized by Sixtus V in 1.587. 

During recent centuries papal legislation, in the formal sense, 
has been confined to the issuing of constitutions. Since these are 
always pven in the aolemn form of a Bull, collections of papal con
stitutioos have come to be called llullarid. 

The only public BulJarium is that authorized by Benedict XIV 
containing the- constitutions of this Pope during the first six years 
of his pontificate. All other collections of papal constitutions or 
bullaria, are private. lo addition to the constitutions, the bullaria 
contain other papal acts, e.g., decretals, letters, encyclicals, etc., 
not only of the more recent Popes, but some reach back to the first 
centuries of the Church. The Bullarium most common in use is 
that called the Magnum Bullarium Romanum published by Jerome 
Mainardus and Charles Cocquclincs (1733-1762). In its present 
form it consists of 32 volumes, and Q>ntains papal letters and acts 
from Leo the Great, ( 440-461) to the death of Benedict XIV 
(1758). The Bullarii Romani Continuatio was intended as a sup
plement to the Magnum Bullarium Romanum. Edited at Rome 
between 1835 and 1857, it c:ontains papal acts from Clement XIII 
(1758-1769) to Pius VIII inclusively (1830). 

The laws and letters of recent Popes from Gregory XVI 
(1830°1846) to Pius X ( 1908) are found in private collections; 
Acta Gregorii X'l'I (Rome, 1901-1904; 4 vol.); Acta Pii IX (Rome, 
1854, sf. 9 vol.); Acta Leoni1 XIII (Rome, 1881-1905, 24 vol.); 
.Acta Pii X (Rome, 1903-1908, S vol.). Thereafter all papal acts 
are published in the official Commentary of the Holy See, issued 
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monthly at Rome under the title: Acta 4posta/icae SeJis, which was 
begun in 1908 by authority of Pius X, so that at present it runs to 
39 vol. (1947). 

Papal constitutions are cited in the notes of the Code by rder
ence to the Pope, the initial words of the constitution and the date, 
thus, e.g.: Gregorious XIV const. ''Onus .4;01tolU:ae," 1S May, 
1591. 

COLLECTIONS OF THE ROMAN CONGREGA
TIONS-The decrees and decisions of the Roman Congregations 
were also gathered into collections, some of which are public, others 
only private collections. 

· 1. Thesaurus Resolutionum S«rae Congregationis Conci/ii in 
167 volumes. The collection contains the decisions of this Congrega
tion from 1718-1908. Though not authentic, it may be called quasi
official and public, having been uninterruptedly edited under the 
supervision of the secretaries of this Congregation. 

2. Col/ectanea in wum secretariae S. C. E;isco;arum et Regu
larium. This collection of a ptivate character contains some select 
tlccrees of the Congregation of Bishops and Regulars which was 
suppressed and replaced in 1908 by the present Congregation of 
Religious. The collection was edited twice by A. Bizarri at Rome 
(1863, 1885). 

3., Collectanea S. C. tle Pro;. FiJe. This is a public oollection 
of the dec~cs of the Congregation of the Propaganda, although it 
contains decrees of other Congregations as well. The first edition is 
systematic and in one volume (Rome, 1893), the other is chronologi
~1- and in two volumes (Rome, 1907). 

4. Decreta authe,.tica Congregationi1 Sacrorum IUtuum is an 
authentic or public collection of the decrees (decisions) of the Con
~regation of Rites. Edited at Rome, 1898, in five volumes by author
ity of Leo XIII, it has since been enlarged by the addition of two 
volumes: Appendix I {Rome, 1912); Appendix II (Rome, 1927). 

S. Decreta authmtica 8. C. Indulgentiis sacrisque Reli1uiis 
praef>ositae ab· a. 1668-1882, eJita jussu et auctaritate SS. D. N. 
Leonis Papae XIII. As the title indicates this is a public collection 
of the dt'C'.rees of the Congregation of lndul&'Cflces and Relics. The 
Congre23tion no longer functions, its duties having been taken over 
by the S. Penitentiary so far as concerns indulgences, and by the Con· 
gregation of Rites as far as concerns relics. 

6.. Inde:it lihrorum ;rahibitorum6 Leonis XIII Summi Ponti/icis 
auetrmtate reeognitus, 8. D. N. Pii Pa;ae XI jussu editus. A public 
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collection of the decrees of the Congregation of the Index, revised 
and brought up to 192+. It is ao authentic collection of prohibited 
boob. An authorized Endish version of the second edition has been 
published. The Congregation of the Index was suppreued in 1917, 
its-jurisdiction having been transferred to the Holy Office. 

One refers to the decrees and decisions of the Con1regations in 
this manner : first the abbreviated name of the Congregation is given, 
then the abbreviated name of the diocese involved, then the date of 
issuance, thus: S. C. C., Reatina, June 3, 1592; S. C. R., dquen., 
Mar. 3, 1761; S. C. S. Oft., Neo-Eboracen, Au1. 4, 1877, etc. 

Colltttions of Church Counci/1-The history of the Church, 
i. e., the life and activities and status of the Church at any particular 
period of the past can be gleaned from the legislation of general coun
cils during that period, or of national councils if there is question 
of learning the customs and conditions that prevailed in IOJilC par
ticular nation. 

In the same way the student can see the development over a 
long stretch of time through which this or that particular juridical 
institution has passed which might be of interest to him, e. g., the 
history of clerical celibacy, of Mass stipends, of the exemption of 
regulars, etc. 

Fr. John Harduin published one such collection of council acts 
at Paris in 1715. It comprises 12 volumes and brings the legislation 
up to 171+. The work. is entitled Acta Conciliorum et E~istolae 
Decretales ac Con.stitutiones Summorum Ponti/icum. 

Archbishop Mansi began a similar oollection of council legisla
tion, which was oontinued by others after him, so that up to 1927 
it comprised 57 volumes under the tide: Sacrorum Conciliorum Nofla 
et .&m;lissima Collectio. · 

.&AfERJCAN CANON LAW-A country can have its own 
canon law besides being governed by the common law. The particu
lar laws will be found as a rule to consist of laws enacted by national 
councils, provincial councils and diocesan synods. 

In the United States we have hail three plenary, i.e., national 
councils, all held at Baltimore, one in 1852, another in 1866, the 
third in 1884. The acts of the 2nd and 3rd plenary councils, which 
alone were important from the viewpoint of legislation, have been 
published by John Murphy Co., Baltimore. 

The Holy See has given us special constitutions and decrees in 
the past to meet the conditions peculiar to our country in cases where 
the common law could not be observed. Thus, at one time we fol
lowed a procedure of our O\Vn in the civil and criminal cases of 
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clerics; and again we have a method of our own for recommending 
to the Holy See candidates for vacant bishoprics. 

So, too, we have customs partic:ular to this country which often 
originated with the early missionary conditions of America, and 
which have been tolerated by the Holy See, even though they 101De
times militate against the common law. Thus, priests in this country 
do not wear the clerical tonsure. Another example is the practise of 
our bishops of imposing an annual assessment on their parishes, called 
the cathedraticum, for episoopal support. Aocording to common law 
this assessment mutt be a very trifting offering, and made rather in 
token of the bishop's jurisdiction, not for his maintenance; and it 
must be the same in amount for every parish. With us the tax varies 
in proportion to the income of the parishes taxed. 

Indults and privileges might be reckoned as forming part of 
national law. We have a few such indults granted by Rome, e. g., 
the privilege of transferrin1 the Saturday abstinence in Lent to 
W edncsdays ; another is the extension of the Easter season from the 
finL Sunday of Lent to Trinity Sunday; another is the reduction of 
holydays of obligation, these being fewer with us than are prescribed 
by the common law. 

Finally, there arc the habitual faculties of the Apostolic 
Delegate, and of the American Bishops, which, insofar as they can 
modify the common law throup dispensations, should be oonsidered 
as an element in creating particular law. 



Chapter IV 

THE CODE OF CAROB LAW IN GENERAL 

Before approaching our study of the legislation contained in the 
Code, it may be well to make some observations conceming: l) the 
origin of the Code; 2) its material arrangement; 3) its authority 
and bindin1 force; 4) canonical literature and commentaries on 
the Code. 

ABT. I. 

0d91D of the Code 

At the time of the Vatican Council, which convened in 1869, 
the Church had for nearly four centuries lacked a complete collec
tion of her laws. After the Carpu1 Juris Cananici was edited in 1500 
various contemporary collections had indeed been compiled, but 
these were neither complete lior public, i. e., authoritative collections. 

Accordingly, the Catholic hierarchy urged upon the Vatican 
Council that it authorize a complete systematization of existing church 
law. The reasons for the request are thus summariP.cd by Benedict 
XV: "In the paBSing of centuries a great many laws had been issued, 
of which some had been abrogated by the supreme authority of the 
Church, while others had fallen into desuetude; llOlnC had proved too 
difficult to enforce in view of changed conditions, others were not 
likely to conduce to the common ;oocl. Moreover, ecclesiastical la\VI 
had become so numerous, while at the same time so scattered through
out various compilations that many remained unknown not only to 
the faithful at large, but even to the moat eminent scholars" ( cfr. 
Bull of Promulgation which prefaces the Code). 

Due, however, to the occupation of the city-of Rome in 1870 by 
the Italian troop&, the Council adjourned without taking action upon 
the proposed collection. It was left to Pius X to belin the codifica
tion, and this be did through a Mata pra;rio i.uued March 19, 1904. 
In this document the Pope outlined the general method of work: a 

SI 
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special commission of cardinals was appointed to supervise the <:Odi
fication; they were to be assisted by a body of able theologians and 
canonists acting in the capacity of oonsulton, and these in tum were 
to be assisted by other ecclesiastics as collaborators ; moreover, the 
cooperation of all the bishops of the world, and of all Catholic uni-
versity faculties was solicited. , 

As the various Books of the Code gradually appeared, copies 
thereof were sent to each bishop of the world and to the supmne 
head of every clerical exempt religion for their study :ind comments. 
On the basis of their animadversions the Code was repeatedly modi
fied in many of its parts. Finally, on May 17, 1917, the completed 
Code was officially promulgated by Pope Benedict XV through the 
Apostolic Constitution Prot1Ulentu1hna lllater Ecclesia. That all 
might have adequate opportunity to become acquainted with its con
tents, the Pope decreed that the new Code was not to go into effect 
until May 19, 1918, i.e., one year later. 

Following the exatnple of his predecessor Pius IV, who had 
created the Congregation of the Council to interpret authentically 
the decrees of the Council of Trent, Pope Benedict XV ·on Sept. 15, 
1917, issued a iJfot• proprio entitled Cum Juri1 t:tmonici in which 
he created the Pontifical Commillion for 1he A•thtntic lnter~rttation 
of tht Canon1 of tht Code. This was to be a body of cardinals as
sisttd by ltamed canonists, all to be appointed by ttie Roman Pontiff 
whenever vacancies· occurred. 

ART. IL 

Mater1a1 C111C1111Jem8DI of the Cocle. 

The Code of Canon Law is officially entitled: CotltJt J um 
Canonici PU X Pontificis Mtt~imi ju11u tlig11tru, Benetlkti XY 
aut:toritate promwgatru. 
. It. is. divided into five boob. Excepting Book I, each book again 
is ~bd1v1ded into parts, these into sections, these into titles, chapten, 
artaclcs, canons, paragraphs and numbers. But sina: the canuns run 
C?nsecutivelJ• from 1 to 2414, it suffices, when citing the Code, to 
saanply mention the pertinent canon. 
• The canons themselves are short sentences. These state the law 
m a general way without narrating the history of the law, or adding 
reasons for the enactments. In this respect the new collection is a 
code rather than a compilation of laws transferred bodily from for· 
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mer collections, such as the Gratian Decree was, and practically all 
pre-Code collections. 

The entire legal matter of the Code is distributed as follows: 
Book I, On Gen1ral Norms; Book II, On P1rsons: Book 111, Orr 
Thing1; Book IV, On Proce11e1; Book V, On OHemes and Penal
tie1. This division, it may be noticed, coincides with the one em
ployed generally in the pre-Code manuals of canon law. But it differs 
radically from the system of the dccretals, namely: judt:e, judicium, 
clericu1, connuhia, aimen. Therefore, when consulting the works 
of the decretalists that difference muRt be borne in mind. The 
simplest method when consulting those writers would be to ascertain 
from the footnotes of the Code the source of the canon under con
sideration, and having discovered the Book and Title of the Decretals, 
refer to the Decretalist commentator under that Book and Title. 

Inserted in the Code besides the canons proper are : 1 ) a table 
of contents; 2) an historical preface, both of these by Cardinal Ga&
parri; 3) Pope Benedict's Bull of Promulgation of the Code: 4) 
the Motu proprio, Cum juri1 canonici; S) the formula for the pro
fession of faith; 6) eight papal constitutions carried over bodily from 
the former law, the first three of which refer to papal elections, the 
fourth to the concursus examination for parish appointments, the 
fifth to the crime of solicitation, the remaining three to the use of the 
Pauline Privilege in certain pagan countries; 7) (in recent editions) 
the Motu proprio, Cum pro:timt, of Pius XI extending the period 
for beginning the conclave; 8) an analytical index by Cardinal Gas
parri. 

Some editions of the Code are annotated, i. e., they carry ap
proximately 26,000 references to pre-Code sources by way of foot
notes. These being also the work of Cardinal Gasparri, arc, like the 
preface and the analytical index, devoid of legal value. The original 
documents in their entirety which constitute the sources of the Code's 
footnotes were all gathered into nine large volumes by Cardinals 
Gasparri and Seredi under the title: Codicis Juris Canonit:i Font1s. 

ABT. llL 

The authodty of the Code. 

In general we may say that the Code is a complete, authentic, 
universal and exclusive collection of the common law prevailin& at 
prrsent in the Church. The Code is a com;lett collection in the 
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sense that it carries all the general laws now in force. It is an 
authentic collection in the sense that all laws contained therein are 
genuine, jJ: having received its authenticity from the Benedictine Bull: 
ProrJidenlissima Mater Ecdesi.a. It is a unklersal collection in the 
sense that it is a compilation of genn-al laws, not of particular legisla
tion. The latter is to be found mostly in the collections of the decrees 
of particular councils. The Code, finally, is an e;rclu1we collection in 
the sense that general laws not found therein must be considered 
as abrogated. This amounts to saying again that the Code is a 
com;lele collection. 

However, the first 11ix canons of the Code limit aomewhat its 
binding force, or authority. That is to say, the Code is not the final 
law when there is question of: 1) Oriental Catholics; 2) liturgical 
matters j 3) concordat&; 4) pre-Code acquired rights, privileges ancl 
indults; 5) certain pre.Code customs; 6) certain pre-Code laws. Let 
us look into each point more closely. 

The Code and the Oriental Church (c. L)-Since t:&e 
15th century when certain Oriental schismatic sects returned to 
unity with the Holy See, the Roman Pontiffs, partly to encourage 
further returns, partly to show their respect for ancient customs and 
practices, permitted the converted sects to retain their own liturgy 
and discipline. Unity in the Church of Christ is essential 
only with respect to faith and morals. Hence, although at 
times it makes mention of the Oriental Church, the Code is chiefly 
binding on the Latin Church. Only in two cases must Orientals fol
low the Code: 1) \Vhen a canon merely restates the divine luv, e. g,, 
the law on the prohibition of books; 2) when a canon expreiily r~ 
fcrs to the Orientals. Otherwise, Oriental Uniatcs continue to be 
governed by their own laws, although at times, especially for Orien
tal!l living in the West, the Holr Sec may legi..'1ate for them by extra
Code decrees. Con~ming Oriental schismatics cfr. p. 91. 

The Code and liturgkal Latus (c. 2)~nerally speaking, the 
Code does not legislate in matten of rites and ceremonies. These, 
therefore, must be sought in the approved liturgical boob, namely : 
th.e Missal, Ritual, Breviary, Pontifical and the Ceremonial of 
Bishops. Add, as a source of liturgical law, the aeven volumes of the 
Decreta_ authentica Congregationis Sacrorum Rituum. Liturgical 
!aws ~e1ng so numerous, the reason for their exclusion from the Code 
18 evident. Sometimes, however, especially in Book III, liturgical 
matters are touched upon, and if modified by the Code, take 
precedence over the pre-Code liturgy on the points so modified. 
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Thi Codi and concordats (c. 3)-Conoordats are solemn agree
ments between the Roman Pontifi and the civil ruler concerning 
matters of mutual interest to both high contracting parties. The ob
ject of these agreements is to avoid conflicts and disputes in matters 
falling within the twilight zone of both jurisdictions. The result 
often is a modification of the common law of the Church for the par
ticular country in question, e. g., a redu~tion in the number of holy
days of obligation, participation by the civil ruler in the appointment 
to vacant dioceses, etc. Concordats existing at the time of its promul
gation were in no wise affected by the Code, even thoulb they con
tained provisions which conflicted with the canons of the Code. The 
reason is that the Roman Pontiff was bound by a bilateral contract, 
which he was not at liberty to violate by reason of the new Code of 
Canon Law. In the United States the common law suffers no 
modification on this score, concordats between our government and 
the Holy See being non-existent. 

The Code od acquir11l rights, '1'iflilegea and intlults (c. 4)
Pre-Code acquired rights were not revoked by the Code, unless this 
is expressly stipulated in some canon. We may define an acquired 
right to be a right which is obtained automatically by placing an act 
in conformity with the law in force at the time of the perfonnance 
of the act. Thus, under the old law a deacon could be appointed 
pastor, although under the law of the Code the cleric must be a 
priest to obtain title to a parish. If, therefore, a deacon had been 
appointed to a parish shortly before May 19, 1918, and although he 
had .not yet been ordained to the priesthood on that day, his title 
to the parish would not have been lost. The reason for the retention 
of acquired rights li'5 in the non-retroactivity of the law. 

Nor did the Code revoke privileges and indults which had been 
granted by the Holy See and not recalled expressly prior to May 19, 
1918. This is true even thoup said privileges ancl indults ran counter 
to the canons of the Code, e. g., indults regardin& the observance of 
holydays. The reason for this ruling is found in a maxjm of law: 
Decet beneftda ~rincipis tsse mmuura. But the privileges or indults 
in question ceased if they were expressly revoked by some canon. 

The Cotl1 anti former nutoms ( c. S )-Of the customs in force 
at the time of the promulgation of the Code (May 19, 1918), sQme 
were abrogated, others not. 

Customs which the Code expressly reprobates must be considered 
abrogated. This applies whether the custom was universal or par-
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ticular, centenary or not. Io fact, such customs are not permitted to 
revive in future, for if reprobated, they are considered corruptions 
of the law. 

Customs contrary to the piacriptions of the Code, provided 
they are not reprobated, may be tolerated if they were centenary or 
immemorial customs, and provided the Ordinaries believe they c:aanot 
be removed without serious inconvenience. l,;ontrary customs which 
were neither centenary nor immemorial, even though they ue not 
reprobated by the Code, automatically ceased to exist upon the pro
mulgation of the new law. This does not forbid their revivll ia the 
future, dr. p. 101. 

The Code makes no mention of the status of customs beyond 
the law, i.e., which enlarged the obligations of the Code's canons. U 
such customs were particular, all autbora agree that they continued in 
force; if universal, they are divided ia their opinion. For the rut, 
it i.& difficult to imagine a universal custom beyond the law, aave pos
sibly the general custom in the Western Church banning the clerU:al 
beard. 

Tht Codt and tit former legislation (c. 6)-All written Ian 
iu force prior to the time of the Code were abrogated if they were 
not found in the Code. This is true of all contrary legislation whether 
universal or partic:ular. It is true likewile of all universal pre-Code 
laws which though not contrary to the prescriptions of the Code, yet 
merely enlarged the law of the Code. lt is not true of particular 
legislation ;raeter jru Codicu. Hence, the decrees, e. I·• of the plen
ary councils of Baltimore, of provincial councils, of diocesan synods, 
etc., which did not run counter to the canons of the Code remained in 
forte. 

For the most part the Code retains the former dilcipline. Hence: 
1) Those canons which merely estate the former law without 

change must be construed 11 the old law was construed; 
2) Those canons which partly agree and partly disagree with 

the former law, insofar as they disaarte must be construed in the 
light of their own wording; 

3) In doubt whether the ruling of some canon is at variance 
or not with the former legislation, it must be pM9UIDCd to agree with 
the old law. But if the fonner law wu penal in nature and the Code 
now makes no mention of the penalty when restating the law, the 
penalty must be considered abolished. 
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ON GENERAL NORMS 

Before proceeding to lay down the legislation particular to 
ecclesiastical persons, places, processes, delinquencies and penalties, 
as this is found in Bk. II, 111, lV, and V respectively, the Code in 
Book: I states certain rules, which, because they find application to 
each and every canon of the remaining Boob, are called general 
norms. It is wc1l that the student master these norms or rules from 
the beginning for he will have need to refer to them from time to 
time as fundamental principles of interpretation. 

Book I is divided into six titles as follows: 1) On eccle9iastical 
laws; 2) On custom; 3) On the reckoning of time; 4) On rescriph; 
5) On privileges ; 6) On dispensations. 

Obviously it docs not suffice to know how the law reads. One 
must also be able to answer such questions as: 1 ) has the law been 
promulgated? and if so, 2) is it a particular or general law? and if 
a particular law, 3) does it bind me in this locality? 4) how can the 
content of the law be correctly construed? S) are there exceptions 
to this or that law by reason of a contrary custom, a privilege, an 
indult or a dispensation? and if so, 6) how is such custom, privilege, 
etc. to be interpreted? 7) how is the beginning and end of an oblip
tion or favor to be computed ? etc. 

It will be our purpose in this Boole I to answer these and various 
other questions which are prejudicial to the correct understanding 
.and application of the remaining lepiation of the Code. 

I? 



Chapter I 

ECCTSUftCAL LAWS 
The component elements of a body of legislation are called laws 

(le111). In this 1ense the individual canons of the Code are laws, as 
also are papal constitutions, provincial and plenary council decrees. 
diocesan statutes, etc. 

In this chapter we shall consider: I ) the nature of ecclesiastical 
laws; 2) their divi1ion; 3) their promulption; 4) their author; 
S) their subject; 6) their interpretation; 7) their ce11ation; 8) the 
nature of commands other than laws in the strict BCnte 1uch u 
precepts, ordinanc:ea, instructions, etc. 

ART. I. 
Ratme al F.ccWlllltlcal I.mn 

An tcclesiaatical law is a command promulpted by the com
petent ecclaiastical superior to his community. 

1 ) It is a command, and in this respect a law diften from a 
mere coumel; 2) it is a command which has been 1rom•lpt1d, i.e., 
officially made known to his subjects by authority of the commandin& 
1uperior; 3) it is a command of the eulesialtical superior, for com
mands of the civil ruler are called civil laws; 4) it is a comnumd 
given to a comm1111it1. and in this reipect a law differs from a precept 
which is a command &ivc:n to an individual. 

These aeveral points will be further elaborated u we proceed. 

ART. IL 
DlNkm al F.cclMlmffcal I.mn 

&daiutical laws may be divided as follows: 
1 ) u nmn-sal laws and 1artic•lt1r laws. The former bind in 

the universal Church, the latter bind only a certain d• of penons, 
or only in a certain locality. 

2) Moro/ laws, 1eru1l laws and miJml laws. A moral law 
binds directly in c:omcieilc:e 10 that its violation involves sin of ibelf. 

II 
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All ecclesiastical laws are moral I.an savinc the constitutions of 
certain religious which are purely penal. A ,e,.aJ law likewise binds 
in conscience but only i•llirectl1, the sin consistit11 in not submittinc 
to pwiishment in the event the tramsr-ion is dilawered and the 
penalty meted out. A rnin4 law is one which is both moral and 
penal at the same time. The latter half of Bk. V contains the penal 
laws of the code. 

3) T •rritorVJ laws and ,_rsoul laws. A territorial law has 
no force outside the place for which it is intended ; a personal law 
follows the subject everywhere. 

Ecclesiastical laws are presumed to be territorial, not personal, 
unless the co~trary is evident. Thus. the c:omtitutiom of relipous 
organizations are personal laws. (c. 8, 12). 

4) Pro1,ec1m laws and retroacrifle laws. Proepective laws 
look to the future, and the vat majority of all laws are of this 
nature. Retroactive laws look to the past and affect acts placed prior 
to the law's enactment. 

No ecclesiastical law is to be considered retroactive unless it 
contains an express clause to that effect (c. 10). • 

S~ l•wli4ati•1 laws and 4il1•ali/,;.1 laws. The former 
4irectly invalidate the '"' placed in contravention of the law; the 
latter directly incapacitate the ,erion, u in the case of most marriage 
impediments. . 

No eccleswtical law is to be considered invalidating or disqualify
ing unless the law in question expressly or equivalently states this to 
be so (c. II). 

6) Certain laws and tla.l>lf•I laws. A law is certain when 
there is no doubt concerning its existence or meaning; otherwise it 
is doubtful. • 

Ecclesiastical laws, iAcluding those which are invaliclatinc and 
disqualifying, do not bind in a doubt of '""'· In a doubt of fact the 
Ordinary can dispense provided there is question of lavn from which 
the Roman Pontiff is wont to dispense (c. 15). Thus, the Roman 
Pontiff does not dispense from the impediment of consanguinity when 
it is doubted if the parties to a marriage are brother and siater. 

ART. llL 

The~afta... 

F.cc:lesiastical laws take elect only after their promulption 
(c. 8). The reason is that a law is by its very nature a rule of 
conduct; this it cannot be so long u it remains unknown. 
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The promulgation of a law diffen from its tlwulgatioa among 
the populace. The official act by which the lawgiver manifests his 
will to the subjects constitutes promulgation ; the transmission of 
knowledge of the. law to the majority of the subjects constitutes its 
divulption. · 

The' laws of die Holy See are promulgated by their insertion 
in the official periodical entitled : A eta A postolitne Sttlis. fo 101De 
particular case the Pope may determine another mode of promulga
tion (c. 9). 

Nothin& in the nature of things forbids the lawgiver to decree 
that his Ja,v ahould become binding fJOm the mQmeot it is promul
gated, even ~fore it is divulged. But canon 9 allows a Ncatio of 
three months between the promulption of the laws of the Holy See 
and their enforcement. The three months are to be computed from 
the date which appears on the number of the 4cta which carries the 
law. In some partiailar case a longer or shorter mcatio may be 
prescribed, but this must be expreuly stated ( c. 9). Thus, one year's 
grace (dormancy) was allowed in the case of the Code before it 
became law. 

The tftereei of '1mar, antl protlincial countil.t are promulgated 
in the manner decided upon by the council. The length of their 
abeyance is also left to the council (c. 291, §1). 

Epistopal laws are prmnulpted in the manner determined by 
the bishop. Unless the contrary is stated, they begin to bind at once 
(c. 335; 52). 

ART. JV. 

Superion with Leplallve Power 

The following arc the lawgivers in the Church within the 
limits described: 

1 ) The Roman Pontiff can legislate both for the universal 
Church and for any part thereof; 

2) An tt11m1nical tount:irs powers are co-atensive with those 
of the Pope. 

3) The Roman Congr1gations, acting by authority of the Pope, 
issue decrees and instructions having the nature of administrative 
legislation (c:fr. p. 97). 

4) A pltnt1r1 council legislates for all the provinces of a nation. 
S) A P,atJindal council legislates for all the dioceses of a 

province. 
6) Residential bishops, vicars and prefects Apostolic, abbota 
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and prelates nulliru, and permanently appointed administraton 
Apostolic, legislate for daeir respective territories. 

7) General c"4pt1rs in exempt clerical religions can make laws 
for their religious subjects. 

Tbere are no other lawgivers in the Church save those here 
described. 

AllT. V. 

Penom Subject to F.c:clelkmtlcal Lenn 

All are subject to the laws of the Church saving the following: 
1. Ezempt from all uclesiastical laws arc: 

a) Unbaptized persons, because only throuah baptism 
does one become a member of the Church of Christ and subject 
to her jurisdiction ( c. 12 ; 87) ; 

b) Children under seven yean of age, even though they 
have attained the use of reason. These are not held to purely 
ccclesia..tical laws, and as a consequence it would be permitted, 
e.g., to serve them meat on a day of abstinence. But where 
an ecclesiastical law merely restates the divine law, or explains 
it, children under seven, provided they have the use of reason, 
are held to such laws, e. g., concerning annual ooofcssion and 
communion (c. 12); 

c) Persons who habitually lad: the use of reason (c. 12); 
d) Baptized non-Catholics arc expressly exempt from the 

Catholic form of marriage and from the impediment of disparity 
of cult so Ion& as they do not marry Catholics ( c. 1099, §2; 
1070, §1). In no other place docs the Code exempt baptized 
non-Catholics from its laws. And it may be stated as a ceneral 
principle that per se these individuals are subject to the laws of 
the Church insofar as they have received valid baptism, no mat
ter in what sect. For through baptism they ha\'e become members 
of the true Church of Christ, i. e., the Catholic Church. But 
lest material sins be multiplied without necessity, the Church 
is presumed, according to the common teachinc of theologians, 
to exempt baptized non-Catholics from those laws which refer 
directly to personal sanctification, e. g., the laws of fast and 
abstinence, the observance of holydays, etc. But to all other 
laws which do not fall into this category, i. c., laws which are 
dircctt!d principally to aafecuardini public order in the Church, 
e.g., marriage impediments, penal laws, etc., baptized non
Catholics are held. Hence, a marriage contracted between two 
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baptized non-Catholics who are first cousins would be invalid. 
However, mala fide baptized non-Catholics, e.&'., apostate Cath
olics, do not enjoy the exemption here described: 11m10 .:1 ;o,,W 
maliflaw commod11m re1ortari debrt, i.e., no one should profit by 
his crime. 

2. Enm't from local law1 are those persons whom the Code 
calls leregrini ( c. 13, §2; c. 14). 'Let us call such penom transients. 
A person is called a transient {lrregri11111) in a place where he has 
neither a domicile nor a quasi-domicile, provided he bu a domicile 
or quasi-domicile elsewhere. For if he has nowhere a domicile or 
quasi-domicile, he is a ""'"' ( c. 91 ) . We shall sec under c. 92 
(dr. p. 127) how a domicile and quasi-domicile are acquired and lost. 

Tra111in11 are exempt from local laws under the following 
conditions: 

1 ) They are not held to the particular laws of their home 
territory while they are absent from home. But to this rule there 
are two exceptions. They will be held to such laws if the violation 
of the law proves detrimental at home, e. g., the law of residence 
bindin1 upon beneficed clerics; or if the law is a penonal law, e.g. 
a ban on the clergy apinst attcndin& theatres even outside of the 
diocese. 

2) They are not even held to the laws of the territory in which 
they happen to be staying, unltss there is question of a law which 
aims at preserving public order, c. g., regulations determining prcced· 
ence in procasions ; or unless the law determines the solemnity of an 
act. Instances of the latter kind of particular law will be difficult 
to find since the common law very thoroughly covers the subject of 
the formalities required for the validity of acts, e. I·• marriage 
impedimenta, judicial procedure, etc., unless we except financial 
contracts. 

3) They arc held to the common law if this is observed in the 
place of their visit and even thouefi it is not enforced in their home 
territory, e.1., a visitor from the United States to Italy would be 
bound to attend Mass on the Feast of the Epiphany. But if the 
common law is not observed in the place of their visit, they arc 
exempt also from the common law, e. &'·• a visitor from Italy to the 
United States would not be bound to hear Mus on the Feut of 
the Epiphany. 

4) Ya,;, i. e., persons who have nowhere a domicile or quasi
domicile, arc held to all laws, both univenal and panicular which 
are in force in the place where they are staying. 

We may conclude that only they in general must oblerve 
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particular local laws who have a domicile or quasi-domicile in the 
place, and who are actually in the territory. Such penons are called 
irrcola• (residents). Add to this cl• wgi u we have already said 
(c. 13, 12). 

3. E:rc•n4 from the observance of ecclesiastical laws during 
the time the excusing cause continues are thme who are impeded 
from ohlervinc the law by reason of any one of the following 
circumstances: 1) inculpable ignorance, error, inadvertance, or 
forgetfulness ( c. 2202) ; 2) physical force ( c. 2205, 11 ) ; 3) grave 
fear (c. 2205, 12); 4) moral or ph)·sical inability which the 
Code calls 1raw intommod•m and n.e11sit111 ( c. 2205, 12). 

However, if there is question of invalidatina or dilqualifyiag 
laws, iporance, error, etc. cannot be alleged as an excme. And so 
a marriase, e. 1-. contracted under an invalidating impediment of 
which one or both parties were iporant remains invalid (c. 16, fl). 

ART. VI. 

~at~r.aw. 

We must distinpish between authentic and private interpreta
tion of ecclesiutical laws. 

11. AUTHENTIC INTlllPllBTATION 

(c. 17). 
Only the following may pve an authentic interpretation to 

the law: 1) the lawgiver himself; 2) the lawpver'• 1ucxasor; 
3) those whom he or his succeuor bu commissioned to issue authentic 
interpretations, e. g., the Pontifical Committee for the Authentic 
Interpretation of the Canon• of the Code, referred to hereinafter 
either as Pont. Comm. or Co4• Comm. 

An authentic interpretation has the force of law. If a pneral 
interpretation, it binds all the subjects of the law ; if a particular 
interpretation, it binds only thme to whom it is directed. General 
authentic interpretations must be published in the Atta 4,oitolita' 
S,Jis. and they go into force three months after their publication. 
But if the interpretation is 1imply a declaratory one (cfr. p. 94) it 
need not be published, and it is retroactive. 

A particular authentic interpretation may be liven by way of 
judicial aentence rendered by the court, or it may be given extra
judicially either by the Code Commission, or, as mmt often happens, 
by some Roman Congregation (administrative interpretation of the 
law). In any of the cues here cited the interpretation affects only 
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the persons for whom it is intended, although it can serve as a 
directive, not preceptive, norm for evel'}·one else, provided the cases 
are similar in every respect. 

§2. RULBS OF PRIVATE INTEllPJt.BTATION 

(cc. 18-21) 

In the absence of an authentic declaration concerninir the mean
ing of the law, anyone may interpret the law for himself, provided 
he observe the rules set down by the lawgiver in c. 18-21. The 
administrative private interpretations of superiors are binding on 
their subjects, however, but recourse is permissible in Jnioluti110. 

1. Ecclesiastical laws must be undentood in the light of their 
words, viewed in their usual and most known signification, and 
taking into consideration both the text and the context of the law. 
This is known as the grammatical rule, and it differs from the logical 
rule of interpretation which we shall consider next. 

When applying the grammatical rule, private individuals may 
&ive a tleclarator1 and com/Jrehensive, but not an extensive or 
restrictive meaning to the law. A declaralar1 interpretation is one 
which explains a law which is clear in itself and solves only what 
is a negatfoe doubt. A com/Jrehenswe interpretation is one which 
explains away a real positive doubt by retaining the proper meaning 
of the words of the law, either by giving a broad construction to the 
law, e.g., where filiw is taken to include both legitimate and illegiti· 
nate children, or by giving the words a strict interpretation, llS where 
filiu1 is taken to include only legitimate offspring. An extemw• 
interpretation extends the natural and proper meaning of the words, 
e. g., where religiosus is construed to include novices. A rtstrictive 
interpretation excludes cases falling within the natural meaning of 
the wording of the law, e. g., where clericus does not include cardinals 
in penal laws. Since both the extensive and restrictive interpretation 
in reality create a new law, they an: rC5erved to the lawgiver alone. 

2. If grammatical interpretation fails in solving the doubt, one 
may have recourse to logical or analogous interpretation. He docs 
this: 1) by having recourse to parallel places of the Code if there 
are any; 2) by seeking the purpose or object of the law in the light 
of the circumstances which occasioned the law; 3) by ascertaining 
the mind of the lawgiver ( c. 18). 

An example of interpreting the law by resorting to parallel 
places of the Code is that which considers the recourse granted 
with suspensive effect to a religious against the decree of dismi1Sal 
as in c. 647 to be necessarily taken within ten da1•s, since this period 
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of time is expressly allowed for recoune cranted with suspensive 
eliect to the patron whose candidate for a benefice was rejected for 
the second time by the Ordinary in c. 1465 (S. C. Relig., July 20, 
1923; 4cta XV, 457). 

The purpose of the law, and what amounts to the same thing, 
the mind of the legislator, may sometimes be ascertained by reading 
the preamble of the original constitution or decree from which the 
condensed canon of the Code was taken. Thus, c. g., c. 1486 forbids 
the Ordinary to accept a resignation if the resigning cleric adds the 
condition that he receive a pension from the benefice which he 
resigns. The purpose of the prohibition is to avoid the abuse of 
simony. Therefore, if no danger of simony is present, e.g., if the 
cleric resigns because he has incurred the ill-will of the parishioners, 
or because of poor health, the resignation may be accepted under the 
condition described. 

3. As a rule, laws must be construed in their broad seme. But 
in three cases a strict interpretation is necessary: 1 ) in the case of 
penal laws, e. g., the penalties against the publication of printed mat
ter does not apply to mimeographed material; 2) if the law restricts 
the free exercise of one's rights; for the rest, no t\'Vo authors perhaps 
agree as to what the Code undentands by this expression since every 
law in a sense restricts the free exercise of somebody's rights ; 
3) if the law forms an exception to the general legislation:.thus, the 
Pontifical Committee declared that c. 822, §4, which permits the 
celebration of Mass in private homes by way of exception, must 
be corutrued strictly (c. 19; Pont. Comm., Oct. 19, 1919i Acta, XI, 
+78). 

4. When the law is silent on a certain point, private individuals 
may generally" consider themselves at liberty to choose any course of 
conduct: But superiors may at times require a working norm, and 
the same applies to the judge. In such cases recourse must be had: 
1 ) to laws enacted in kindred legal subjects, as where the rules 
determining the acquisition and loss of a domicile in a diocese are 
applied to the acquisition and 1055 of a domicile in an a/Jbacy nullius; 
2) to the general principles of law applied with canoni~ equity, 
i.e •• with the spirit of Christian charity and mercy, thus, (Jui ;rior 
tst ttm;ore potior est jure; generi 1tr s;edem derogatur, etc. i 3) to 
the style and practise of the Roman Curia1 i. e., the sentences of the 
Roman Rota and the decisions of the Roman Congregations given 
in particular but similar cases ; 4) to the common teaching of approved 
canonists,· where it must be remembered that six authors suffiee to 
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crtate a common teaching, provided the)· each advance their own 
arguments in support of the opinion (c. 20). 

S. Laws which have been desi1ned to guard against a common 
danger must be undentood as bindinc even thouch in some particular 
case t!tat dan1er be not present. Thus, altboup the reading of this 
or that book on the lnde:ic may not endanger the faith of a learned 
theologian, yet the fatter is bound to the law, and requires an indult 
to read the forbidden book ( c. 21 ) • 

ABT. VII. 

C1•allaa af Lenn 
(c. 22-23) 

LaW1 cease for the community: I) throulfl desuet11de or non· 
observance ; 2) through repeal on the part of the lawgiver. 

The repeal may be explicit om: implied. Implicit repeal of a law 
is verified: 1) if the later law completely reforms the subject matter 
of the former law; 2) if the later law is directly contrary to the 
former law. 

Particular laws are never implicitly repealed by a subsequent 
aeneral law. This must be exprealy stated by the lawgiver. 

In doubt whether a former law has been repealed by the new 
legislation, the repeal is not to be presumed. 

It should be noted that the rules &iven in this article apply only 
to any new post-Code laws. 

ART. VDI • 

....... Dem..1 .. lmdrucllam. ..... 
Ordmaaw. • 

(c. 24) 

Not all the commands of the superior may be called laws, since 
they may lack one or the other element eseential to laws in the strict 
sense, e.g., they are not 1iven to a perfect community, or they Rre 
imposed only for a time, etc. Such is the case with preceptl. 

Pr1t1111-A precept is a command given to an individual. The 
command is still a precept if given to several individuals, even to a 
perfect community, but not given in perpetuity, 

A law is by its nature 11rltt1111l in the sense that it does not ceae 
when the lawgiver pea out of office. A precept is by ib nature '""'°"""· unlaa: 1) it is impomecl without respect to duntion; and 
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2) it i• i11ued b)' way of en authentic document or in the presen~ 
of at leut two witnesses. These are joint conditions. 

A law is by its nature ttrritorilll; a precept is ltrsorial and binds 
the individual wherever he may go, unless the superior expressly 
states the contrary. 

A law can be liven only to a perfect community ; a precept 
can be given to individuals, imperfect and perfect ccmmunitin. 
That every community over which an ecclesiastical lawgiver pre
sides (cf r. p. 90) is a perfect community capable of receivinc a law 
all authora admit, e.g., the univenal Church, a diocese, a clerical 
exempt religious orpnization. But as to whether such bodies within 
the Church as parishes, confraternities, seminaries, etc., are capable of 
receiving a law there is hopeless controversy among writen. In 
practice there is not much difference between a law and a common 
precept: both are commands which continue indefinitely since the 
precept given to several penons is given before witnmes, or in a 
document. But in a doubt the superior may be asked concerning 
his intention, especially u regards the extra-territorial observance of 
the command. As reprcls the duration of the command, it can be 
repealed by the 1ucce110r in of&ce, whether it ii a law or a precept. 
In certain relitions the constitutions expressly provide that the com
mon precepts of the superior cease with his going out of office, 

Dttrttl, ia11r11ttio1t1, 1tat11tt1, or4i•••cr1, etc.-The laws of 
ecclesiastical councils are called decrees, whether of ecumenical, 
plenary or provincial c:ouncils. 

Decne is also the name aiven to certain replations issued by 
the R. Congregations; at other times such acts are called imtructions. 
Both the decrees and the instructions of the Congreptions may be 
called law1. They are not in the nature of f on,,.l laws since the 
Concregations are not lawmakin1 bodit1. They are merely adminil
trative a&entl of the R. Pontiff, their chief function being to enforce 
the formal legislation of the Code. But since the canons of the Code 
are worded in a very aeneral way, and, therefore, only vapely 
expras the mind of the lawgiver in many •cues, it devolves upon 
the Conareptions to issue either so-called '"/orations, i.e., answen 
to doubts submitted, or detailed rules explanatory of the Code legisla
tion (tlttrtta, i•1tr11ttiont1). These latter constitute dministrativ1 
legislation. A similar interpretin1 power is vested in the adminis
trative orpns of civil pvemmenb, it bein1 implied in their powen 
to eliforce the formal legislation of Parliament, Congress, etc. 
In a sense the decrea and instructions bind to the same extent u 
formal lelialation, save that they cannot run counter to the canons 
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of the Code, nor to the formal interpretations of the Code Committee, 
and they lose all force when the formal law which they interpret 
ceases to exist. However, instructions are more directive, while 
tlurees are more preceptive in nature. It should be noted that 
according to the Motu proprio Cum juris canonid, which limits 
the interpreting pG\Ven of the Congregations, if new formal legisla
tion should ever be deemed necessary subsequent to the promulgation 
of the Code, the Congregations competent in the matter will be in
formed to enac:t such legislation, but it must be reduced to canons 
and inserted in the Code at the proper place. No such new canons 
have to date been forthcominc, administrative leaislation appearing 
to have sufficed. 

By statutes we understand laws issued by b~hops in their 
diocesan synods. Sometimes the term is employed to sipify the 
legislation peculiar to a province in a religious Order. 

The commanda of superiors falling short of laws are called 
precepts when given to individual subjects. If the command is 
given to the community, provided it is not a law but only a 
general precept, it is more ammonly called a rule, or a ruling. 



Chapter II 

CUSTOM 

In the interpretation of the written law custom performs a 
three·fold function : 1 ) it may either introduce a new law or enlarae 
the obliption of the existing law ( t:on111tt11tlo 'ra1tw l1gnn) ; 
2) it may repeal the existing law or lessen its obligation (corasuetlldo 
contra legem) ; 3) it may give an authentic interpretation to an 
existing law ( conattutlo jllJtta ltgnn). 

Hence, it is proper that Book I of the Code should include 
among its general norms a chapter on custom. 

In its inception every society had to rely almost exclusively upon 
the customs and traditions of the people. As the written lalv became 
more perfect and gradually replaced the unwritten law, custom as 
a legal force correspondingly receded into the background. The 
result is that custom does not play ID vital a part in the- SOl'ial life 
uf the Church today as in past centuries. 

ABT. I. 

CmtomDellned 

In the material sense custom is the frequent and uninterrupted 
repetition of the same acts on the part of the community ( t:on111ttutlo 
fncti). In the formal, or legal, sense cu!tom is an unwritten law 
resulting from a uniform course of conduct on the part of the 
populace ( co111ue111tlo Juris). 

Custom differs : I ) from writun law which proceeds from the 
lawgiver in written form; 2) from trditional law which likewise 
proceeds directly from the lawgiver but by word of mouth, and 
which comes down to us through the testimony of witnesses, although 
at present the tradition may be recorded in lvriting; 3) from Ir,. 
lcri,tion which is a uniform ooune of conduct giving rise not to law 
but to property rights; 4) from 111a9e which is material custom 
before it has passed into fornial custom ; S) from the llyle and 
practilt of the ecclesiastical curia which arises from uniform acts 
of officials, not of the community. 

91) 
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ABT. IL 

Customs .arc either: 
1) Material customs (consuttudints facti), or formal customs 

(consuttudines juris), as already explained; · 
2) Universal customs or particular customs, according to 

whether they obtain in the universal Church, or only in some part of 
the Church, or with a certain class of the faithful, e.g., a religious 
Order; 

3) Customs beyond the law (patter legem), customs against 
the law (contra legem), or customs in harmony with the law (iwrta 
legem) as already explained ; 

4) Ordinary customs which have existed less than 100 yean ; 
centenary customs w~ich have existed for 100 years or more, and 
immemorial customs whose origin no living man can have learned 
directly from any eye-witness living or dead. 

ART. III. 
Reqalllles of a Lawful Caatom 

In order that custom may obtain the force of law four condi
tions are required: 1 ) that it be introduced by the community; 
2) that the custom be reasonable ; 3) that the consent of the law
giver be present ; 4) that the custom be prescribed. 

§1. TH.E COMMUNITY 

Only a community capable of receiving a law may introduce 
a custom having the force of law ( c. 26). The reason is contained 
in the very definition of custom as unwritten law. If a community 
is not sufficiently large to be governed by written laws, it cannot 
be governed by unwritten laws, but only by precepts. How difficult 
it is to determine which communities in the Church are competent 
to be governed by written laws, and hence also by custom, we have 
seen. 

§2. CUSTOMS MUST BE REASONABLE 

(c. 27). 
Only reasonable customs can beget the force of law, since no 

law can bind in conscience unless it is in conformity with right reason. 
The following customs are not to be considered reasonable ; 

1) those which are in opposition to the divine law, c. &'·· the modem 
abuse of civil divorce and remarriage; 2) customs which are expressly 
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reprobated by the written law, e.g., a custom which permits one 
parish to be aoverned by t\vo or more pastors at the same time 
(dr. c. 460); 3) customs which are subversive of ecclesiastical 
discipline, e.g., a- custom which withdraws an ecclesiastical inatitu· 
tion front canonical visitation on the part of any superior. 

§3. CoNSBNT oP THE LAWOIVD 

In the Church custom obtains the fora: of law solely from the 
consent of the competent ecclesiastical superior ( c. 25). The reason 
is that whereas in the State the people are considered the depositarie1 
of all authority, and can therefore introduce a custom having the 
force- of law without the sanction of the legislators, who arc the 
mere representatives of the citizens, yet in the Church by divine law 
all authority resides with the Pope and the bishops, or their lawfuJly 
constituted vicars, e. g., abbots and prelates nulliu1. And so, in the 
Church the faithful simply furnish the material for a custom, i.e., 
the repeated acts, and silently petition the lawgiver to endow their 
conduct with the force of law. 

However, tzplicit consent to this or that custom is not required 
on· the part of the superior, but ltgal consent suffices. Legal consent 
is that which the superior gives beforehand in a general way to any 
material custom possessing the qualifications specified by the law
giver. Such legal consent is pven in c. 27. 

§4. PUSCRIPTION OF CUSTOM 

A custom to beget the force of law contra or tratttr ltgem must 
have continued for 40 years (c. 27, 28). But only a centenary or 
immemorial custom may militate against a written law which con· 
tains a clause explicitly forbiddinr (not reprobating) future contrary 
customs. (c. 27). A custom which the law positively reprobates is 
outlawed. 

A custom iecundum ltgem is the best interpreter of the law. 
Although the Code is silent on the point, many authors would lift. 
wise require a 40 years' observance before such custom would beget 
the force of law. Before the 40 years have lai-d, the custom may 
be considered a safe Jirtctive norm of action. After 40 years the 
interpretation of the la\v contained in the custom becomes prectptitJt 
and binding. If it baa correctly interpreted the mind of the law
giver, it continues as a custom ju:rta legem; if it has enlarged the 
obligation oriajnally intended by the lawgiver, it becomes custom 
praettr ltgnn,· if it has reatricted that obligation, it has developed 
mto a custom contra legtm. 
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Other n:qu1SJtes of a lawful custom as noted by the moral
ists are: 1) the custom must have been introduced by the 
people freely and with the intention of creating an obligation; 
2) the acts constituting the material for the custom must have been 
repeated fn:quendyt so that if interrupted to a sufficient degree, the 
custom ceases altogether. How many interruptions there must be 
depends upon how often the custom actS are placed, more frequent 
interruptions being required in the case of acts recurring several 
times a yeart e.g., in Mass rubrics, than in vigil fasts which occur 
only once a year. In the latter case failure to repeat the custom 
act only one year will suffice to interrupt the custom. 

It should be noted that it is extremely difficult to deter· 
mine in any given case whether all the requisites for a lawful custom 
have been verified. It is for that reason that modern Statts generall}· 
refuse to recognize custom as a source of civil la,v, preferring the 
certainties of the written to the uncertainties of the unwritten law. 
However, the Church is a \Vorld-wide organization, and local cus
toms are to be n:spectedt since laws so univcnal as her's cannot find 
equal application in every country due to ddlerences of temperament, 
racial habits, etc. 

The moralists ·tell us that those who begin a custom contra 
legem are guilty of sin, they being in mala fide. But this is not abvays 
the wa}' a oontrary custom is introduced. Many modern customs in 
the Church which militate against canon law have had their origin 
in papal indults. Even if a later law revokes contra11· indultst if 
the conditions which justified the indults continue, there \vould sttm 
to be a bona fide custom established contra ju1. supposing all the 
requisites of a custom otherwise are at hand, as listed above. 

ART. IV. 

Cwalloa of Caatoma 

Customs an: repealed by contrary customs or contrary written 
la\vs. (c. 30). But centenary and immemorial customs are not re
pealed by a contrary written law unless the new law specifies this. 
Likewise, a particular custom is not revoked by a contrary gtneral 
law, unless the new law contains an explicit clause to that 
effect (c. 30), 

At this place we are speaking of the repeal of new post-Code 
customs. As to customs which existed prior to the promulgation of 
the Code, their repeal is governed by c. S on which we have already 
commented. 



Chapter III 

THE COMPUTATION OF TIME. 

Rights and duties arise from laws, precepts, rescripts, judicial 
sentences and other acts of the lawful superior. And just as these 
acts of the superior begin with time and end with time so do our 
rights and duties. It is important, then.to know how to reckon time 
in the legal sense so that \'Ve may know at what precise moment our 
rights and duties begin, and at what precise moment the>• cease. 
The reckoning of time, therefore, is tttated in Blc. I of the Code 
in conjunction with the cmeral norms of interpretation. 

The rules which follow have no application: 1 ) in those liturgi
cal matters where liturgy has its own way of computing timf', e. g., 
th~ beginning of the ecclesiastical vear coincides with the first Sun
day of Advent; 2) in contracts where the satisfying of obligations 
is governed by the civil law ( c. 31 and 33, §2). 

ABT. I. 

Day, Week, Month and Year Dalb:aed 
(c. 32) 

A day consists of 24- consecutive hours, and begins with midnight. 
A weelt consists of 7 days. 

A civil month consists of 30 days, a. cirJil year of 365 days. A ,,at
ural month, on the other hand, or a calendar month, cronsists of 28. 29, 
30 or 31 da3'S, depending on the month in question; and a natural year 
consists of 366 dars during a leap year. 

The rule is that a month and a year must be understood in the 
ch1il (juridical) sense as just defined, saving three cases: 

1 ) If month and year are designated either by their proper name, 
c. g., during the month of February, or equivalently, e. g., neJtt month; 

• 2) If the starting point ( terminu1 a quo) is mentioned either 
explicitly, e.g., three weeA:l Ncation from .dagtUt 15, or implicitly, 
e. (., ten da)'I for appeal; 

10] 
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3) If the nature of the subject matter suilers no interruption. 
e. g., lllllmsion /or a month. In all these cases the calendar is 
followed (dr. c. 34, §1, 2, 3, n 1). 

ABT. JI. 

Computblq the Roura of the De17 
(c. 33, fl.) 

In computing the hours of the day one must adopt the time 
sanctioned by the common usage of the place, saving the cx~ptions 
of the next paragraph. The reason is that in public matters order 
must be preserved and confusion avoided, and a uniform system of 
computing time is essential to that end. 

For the contrary reason, i.e., because there is que5tion ot 
matters which do not affect the public order, greater latitude is 
allowed the individual in four cases: 1) in the private celebration 
of Mass, and by this we can understand any Mass which need not 
~ said in virtue of a public obligation, as is the p&rochial Mass, the 
conventual Mass of Canons and regulars, etc. ; 2) in the private 
recitation of the canonical hours, i. e., the recitation not conducted 
in choir made obligatory by law as in the case of Canons and regu
lars ; 3) in the reception of holy communion ; 4) in the observance 
of fast and abstinence. In the above cases the privilege is sranted of 
following either ; 1 ) the time ordinarily observed in the place ; or 
2) local true time ; or 3) local mean time ; or 4) standard time ; 
or 5) any extraordinary legal time. 

Lo~al trae time, called also sun time, is measured by the sun, 
a true solar day consisting of the interval of time between two suc
cessive transits of the sun over the observer's meridian. Due to the 
variation in speed with which the earth revolves upon its axis at 
different seasons of the year, the solar day correspondingly varies 
in length from day to day. Solar time is indicated by a sun dial. 

Local mean time was introduced after clocks were invented to 
serve as a constant unvarying system of time measurement, and thus 
to obviate the daily variatiom inherent in the solar time system. 
A mean solar day is the interval between two successive transits of a 
fictitious sun over the observer's meridian, i. e., of a sun which it 
conceived as crossing the observer's meridian at the same preeise 
moment each day. It consists of 24 hours without variation, this 
being the average of all the solar days of the year. 
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Standard time, called legal regional time by the Y,de, is that 
which is computed from a given (standard, prime) meridian and by 
the Federal law (\Vith us) made obligatory for all places within 
a given zone. The zone covers 1 S lon!Ptudinal dearccs as a rule, 
so that all places within se\>·en and a half degrees cast and west of 
the standard meridian follow the time of that meridian. In the 
United States \Ve have five zones, or standard times: 1) colonial 
time which is measured by the 60th degree west of Greenwich, 
England ; 2) eastern time lvhich is measured by the 7 Sth degree; 
( 3-4-5) central, mountain and Pacific time which are measured 
respectively by the 90th, 105th and 120th meridian. 

Standard time became a necessity with the advent of the 
railroads, and it was mainly at their insistence that the time was 
adopted in this country. For under the mean local time system every 
village and to,vn followed its own local time, and every railroad 
company had its timetables drawn up without consideration for 
those of other companies. AB a result oollisions often occurred, not 
to mention that people were constantly missing their train. It should 
be noted that the Interstate Commerce Commission has jurisdiction 
in drawinr the boundaries of the diffi:rent zones. These boundaries 
arc constantly varying according to the demands of commerce, and 
arc not ahvays confined to 15 degrees of longitude. 

Sometimes it is an advantage to follow standard time, at other 
times local time is more advantageous. In this connection it should 
be remembered that all places within a given zone lying east of the 
standard meridian find their local time in advance of standard time ; 
whereas all places lying west of the meridian find that the standard 
time is in advance of the local time. The difference between standard 
and local mean time in any place is ascertained by computing the 
difference between one's own meridian and the standard meridian, 
a difference of one degree corresponding to a difference of four 
minutes. 

Legal eztraortlinary time is that which the civil law authorizes 
for some transient cause. Thus, in war time the day is advanced 
one hour during the summer seasons in order to utilize natural, or 
day light, and thus to spare artificial light. 

The question arises whether the Code permits one to follow 
two or more different time systems in order to satisfy two or more 
concurrent obligations. All authors are agreed that this \VOuld be 
forbidden if the concurrence of obligations is of an intrin1ic nature, 
e. g., on a day of fast and abstinence, it \vould not be permitted to 
follo,v one time in respect to fast and another in respect to 
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abstinence. If, however, there is question of merely an e3ttrinsir; 
1:9ncurrcnoe of obligations, the matter is controverted between two 
equally divided schools of canonists. Let it be noted that the con
currence of obligations is intrinsic or extrinsic according to whether 
the obliptions can be fulfilled independently of each other or not. 
Evin in the case of extrinsic concurrence many authon deny one the 
privilege of adopting two or more different time systems if rhe 
extrinsic concurrence ariaes from the fact that the different obliga
tions are satisfied by the same act or omission. They im tancc the 
case of one who on midnight between Friday and Saturday obsen:es 
Friday abstinence aCClOrding to one time and the Saturday Eucharistic 
fast according to another time. They argue that because of the 
affinity of subject matter here, it is rea10nable to suppose that the 
lawgiver wishes the two precepts to be joined. The second group of 
\Vriters favors liberty in the case described: 1) because no real 
absurdity is involved in adopting two different times, since it may 
be Saturday as far as Friday abstinence is concerned, and Friday as 
far as the Saturday Eucharistic fast is concerned; 2) because the 
lawgiver has made no exception of this case in c. 33, so that the 
principle may be invoked: legislator faotl t1olait exprmil. quod no/uit 
tacuit ; 3) because c. 33 contains a privilege, and privileges ought to 
to be construed broadly: favores ampliantli sunt. 

AR.T. III. 

Compdnq the BeQlnnlnq and F.nd of 
Several Weeka. Nmtba aad Yecm 

(c. 34, §3) 

A day always begins with midnight when taken by itself. When 
viewed as forming a fraction of a longer period of time, a day may 
or may not begin with midnight, depending on whether the timl! in 
question is to be reckoned naturally or civilly. A time period is said 
to be computed naturally (tltt momttnto ad momentum) when it be
gins with a certain moment of the day and ends precisely at the same 
moment of another day. It is computed civilly \Vhen it begins with 
midnipt and ends with midnight so that the fractional day preceding 
the first midnight is not counted. 

Natural computation obtains 'vhenever the starting point has 
not been designated, e. g., suslen1ion for a month, three months' 
lltfttttion, etc. Here we suppose a latae senuntiae suspension not 
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pronounced by the superior but by the law alone. Likewise we 
suppose a vacation which a cleric is at liberty to begin at any time 
of his choice. 

Civil mmputation, on the other hand, applies whenever the 
starting point has been designated by the law or by the superior~ 
Here: 

1) If the starting point does not coincide with midnipt, the 
fractional part of the first day is not computed, and the time expires 
with the entl of the day of the same number, unless the month lacks 
a day of the same number, in which case the time expires with the 
last day of the month, e.g., the 14th fettr of agt, tlie year of novitiate, 
eight dais from tlie t1tltane1 of the ''ueopal 111, u11 tla11 allowed 
for a;;eal, etc. Thus, e.g., if the novitiate began \Vith investment 
with the habit at 10 a. m. on August 2, 1946, it will expire at 
midnight between Aug. 2 and 3, 1947. The examples here ginn 
are cited by the Code as illustrative of periods not beginning at 
midnight. In IODle exceptional case it is possible for one to be born 
precisely at midnight, for a bishop to die precise!)· at that moment, 
etc., and in that supposition the rules contained under n. 2 obtain, 
namely: 

2) If the starting point coinddes with midnight, the time ex
pires at the beginning of the day of the same number. Thus, if the 
bishop grants Titius tfllo month/ flllt:ation from Aug. 15, we may 
presume from this mode of expression that the vacation is to begin 
at midnight between Aue. 14 and 15. In that case it will end at mid
night between Oct. 14th and lSth. 

3) When acts of the same nature are repeated at stated inter· 
vats, and even though the starting point does not coincide with mid
night, the ne\v act may be placed at any time of the day of the same 
number as the fractional day on which the time period began. Thus, 
c. g., a religious who made his first profession at 10 a. m. on Aug. 3, 
1947, may, after three years, if he is of age, pronounce perpetual 
vows at any time on Aug. 3, 1950. But the beginning of the novitiate 
and first profession arc not to be so computed, since novitiate and 
profession arc not acts of the same nature. (cfr. Code Comm. Nov. 
12, 1922; Acta XIV, 661 ): 

ART. IV. 

Tempws Utlle and Tempaa Contlaaum 

Tempus utile is that which does not transpire for one who is 
ignorant of his rights, or is unable to exercise or prosecute his rights; 
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''"'''" continu•m is that whidi 1ufters no interruption for any came 
(c. 3S). 

In a case of doubt time must be presumed continuous; if tem,ru 
atile is intended. the law must expressly state that such is the case. 
The reason is that it is more in the nature of time that it should run 
on without interruption. The Code contains many canons which 
explicitly provide that tem,us utile is intended, e.g., c. 161; c. 1884. 

ABT. V. 

Ph1*al and Mara! Compatallm of Time 

Time is computed physically when it is reckoned to the second ; 
otherwise it is computed morally. 

All time must be computed physically, and the principle ; lat'fl•m 
pro nihilo re,utantlum does not apply. The reason is that when the 
law or the superior has determined a matter so accurately as in the 
case of time, he has thettby excluded all possibility of latitude on 
the part of the subject. 

Therefore, when the clock strikes midnight, one day has ended 
and another has begun. Should t\vo or more clocks indicate difierent 
times. a person is at liberty to choose bet\veen them, provided they 
ordinarily bep good time, for in that supposition it is reuonable to 
presume that the chosen clock indicates the correct time at the present 
moment liknrisc. 



Chapter IV 

FAVORS 

Having ascertained the law and its correct meanin~ one must 
further inquire whether the law has possibly been modified in some 
particular case either by reason of contrary custom, a permanent ex· 
emption, a transient excuse, or, as most frequently happens by reason 
of a privilege or dispensation. And since all purely ecclesiastical 
laws can sufier modification_in virtue of a privilege or dispensation, 
it remains to discuss these two forms of favors in Bk. 1 among the 
general norms of interpretation. We have already oonsidered ex· 
empting and excusing causes on p. 93. 

It should be observed at this place that canon law must suffer 
more exceptions in its application and enforcement by reason of privi
leges and dispensations than civil law. Civil legislation is legislation 
for citizens of only one country, and there is little difficulty in framin& 
or enforcing such legislation due to the fact that the social needs, 
habits, traditions, temperament, etc. of the citizens are comparatively 
uniform throughout the nation and have been taken into considera
tion b}· the lawgiver. It is otherwise with a body of laws which, like 
the common law of the Church, is designed for the members of the 
Church throughout the world. Such a \Vorld-wide legal system can
not be enforced with uniform rigor in every oountry, but must be 
continually modilied for particular plRces and persons. These modi
fications of the law most frequently take the form of privileges and 
dispensations. Thus, in the United States lvith its preponderantly 
non-Catholic population it is more difficult to enforce the prohibition 
against mixed marriages than in a Catholic country like Italy, since 
it is more difficult for a Catholic with us to find a suitable mate of 
his own faith for marriage. Hence, while a di!<pensation from the 
law prohibitinf mixed marriages is rarely granted, e.g., in Italy, with 
us such dispensation3 are of daily occurrence. 

We shall divide our chapter into two articles: in article I we 
shall discuss favors in general, i.e., rescri~ and in article II favon 
in particular, i.e., privileges and dispensations. 

109 
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ART I. 

Favon ID General 

( RESCRIPTS) 

It is customary in canon law to explain the general princip]es 
which govern favon under the beading of rescripts. The reason is 
that priviJe~ and dispensations are granted in writing as a generaJ 
ruJe by the ecclesiasticaJ superior. In the present article. therefore, 
we shall use the words ftnJor1 and reacri;ts interchangeably. 

§1. NATVRB OF RJ!SCRIPTS 

A rescript (from re-scri/Jere, to write back) is a written favor 
granted b}' the Holy See or the Ordinary in response to a request. 

Rcscripts differ from privileges, dispensations and other favors 
(e.1.1 permissions) in that the rescript is the container, while the 
favor is the thing contained. There is here but a difference of form : 
rescripts arc the documents conveying the favors. Hence, whatever 
affects the validity of the document affects the validity of its contents. 

§2. RESClllPTS CIJ\SSITIED 

Rescripts arc divided into: 1) rescripts of juatice which refer 
to triaJs and cxtrajudiciaJ settlements of litigations, and rescripts of 
favor which refer to all other matters; 2) rescripts in forma gratiosa 
which are granted directly to the petitioner, and rescripts in forma 
commilsoria which the superior grants to the petitioner onJy through 
the agency of an intermediate party called the executor; 3) rescripts 
granted ad instantiam or ml f'reces, and rescripts granted motu 
f'rof'rlo : the latter being those rescripts which contain the clause 
motu fJrof'rio, the former being all rescripts which do not carry that 
clause: 4) rescripts contra jw which involve favors inconsistent 
with the observance of the law, e.g., dispensatiom, and rescripts 
~ruler jus which grant favors consistent with the observance of the 
law, e.g., many priviJeges and all permissions. 

§3. BENBFICIAIUBS OP RBSCRIPTS 

(c. 36-37) 

Favors can be granted to all who are not debarred from enjoy
ini them. The following arc excluded: 
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1) Those who have been excommunicated, suspended or inter
dicted by an ttcltsiastical court stntenct. These are incapabl~ of 
receiving any kind of favor as long as they remain under censure. 

2) Those who are considered incapacitated with respect to 
ttrtain favors cannot validly receive those favon, e.g., a deacon 
cannot reoeive title to a parish. But in such cases, if the rescript 
oontains a clause derogatory of the petitioner's incapacity, the rescript 
will be valid. · 

Rescripts can be petitioned for others without their knowledge 
and assent. This principle finds practical application where a mar
riage must be validated by a sanatio in radice due to the fact that 
one or both parties cannot be informed of the invalidity of their mar
riage without serious consequences. 

§.f.. WHJN RESCRIPTS TAKB EFFBCT 

(c. 38; 41) 

Rescripts granted in forma gratiosa take effect the moment 
they are dated. Hence, the reason alleged in the petition must be 
verified at that time, and if it is verified only later, the rescript: is 
invalid. 

Rescripts granted in forma commissoria take effect only from 
the-time of their execution, and so it suffices that the reason offered 
in the petition be verified at that moment. 

§5. CONDITIONS IN RBSCRIPTS 

( c. 39-40 ; 42-44) 

E:cpress conditions-Conditions which are expressed in a re
script by the particles: 1i, dummodo, or equivalent words, are essen
tial to the validity of the resc:ript so that their non-fulfillment, or 
non-verification, will invalidate the favor. 

· The ahlatwt absolute must be considered equivalent to an essen
tial condition if the nature of the subject matter so postulates, e.g., 
;raemu1a auusntiont 1acramentali when found in fac:ulties to absolve 
from reserved sins; otherwise the ablative absolute expresses only a 
condition for the licit enjoyment of the favor, e.g., im;otita salutari 
;oenitmtia. 

Implied condition1-ln eVC1')' rescript t\Vo conditions are im
plied: 

1 ) That at least one of the motive reasons alleged be true in 
case several reasons are offered. Hence, if alt the reasons offcttd in 
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the petition were false, this invalidates the favor. But if in addition 
to one or more true reasons other reasons of a false nature were 
cited (obreptio), this will not affect the validity of the favor. 

2) That nothing is concealed in the petition which the com
mon law, or the practise of the Roman Curia demands should be 
tttated for validity. Provided this requirement is satisfied, then the 
concealment of other matters is non-essential, i.e., subrtptio in such 
matters will not affect the validity of the favor. 

Common law requires for validity mention of the following facts 
in t'lltry petition, provided the facts are such : 1 ) that the favor has 
already been denied b)• one Congregation or Oftice of the Curia ; 
2) that the favor which is asked of the bishop has already been re
fused by the vicar-general ; 3) that the petitioner is disqualified for 
the favor, or that it militates against local custom, or particular 
t:tatutes, or the acquired rights of third parties. 

Other facts must be mentioned in petitions for certain kinds of 
favors, and these can be learned only by a perusal of the Code, e.g., 
when a religious community asks for an Apostolic indult to contract 
a debt in excess of 30,000 lires ($6,000), the petition must state if 
there are any outstanding debts, otherwise the permission subae
guently granted is invalid. 

The style of tlie Roman Curia varies so much from time to time, 
and with the different departments of the Curia, that one does not 
always lmo\v just what information this or that Conpegation de
sires in some particular case. Hence, it is advisable that each bishop 
do businl'ls with the Holy See through some accredited agent at 
Rome. 

§6. Motu Proprio RBSCRIP'l'S 

(c. 45-46) 

A mot11 propio rescript is one \vhich carries that clause. It 
means that notwithstanding the fact that a petition preceded, the 
Roman Pontiff desires that the favor be regarded as one granted on 
his own initiative, and, therefore, bestowed with more than ordinary 
liberality. That liberality finds expression in the following rule: 
a concealment in the petition of 10me otherwise essential fact 
(subreltio) does not invalidate motu F"oprio rescripts provided the 
1ubrr~tio does not extend to concealing these facts: 1) that the 
petitioner is incapacitated for the favor; 2) that the favor militates 
against local custom, particular statutes, or the acquired rights of 
third parties. But obre1tio invalidates motu F"oPrio rescripts to the 
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same extent as it does every other kind of rescript. Hence, if the only 
reason offered in the petition was false, this invalidates even a motu 
proprio rescript. 

§7. Euoa IN RESCRIPTS 

(c. 47) 
An error in the name of the petitioner or the grantor does not 

invalidate favors granted by the Holy See. 
Neither does an error concerning the petitioner's domicile, or 

the object of the favor, render the favor invalid. 
In all these cases it suffices that there exists no doubt in the mind 

of the Ordinary as to the identity of the beneficiary, or the nature of 
the favor. 

§8. CoNFLICT OP RESCRIPTS 

(c. 48) 

When t\'o'O or more rescripts conflict the following rules govem: 

1 ) The particular favor prevails over the general one on those 
points where it particularizes ; 

2) If both favors are equally particular, or equally pneral, 
the re!ICript issued first prevails ; ' 

3) If both favors were granted on the same day, the rescript 
of the first /letitwner prevails; 

4-) If it cannot be ascertained who was the first petitioner, 
both rcscripts arc invalid, and the petition must be renewed if the 
favor is still desired. 

Such conflicts as here contemplated rarely occur today due to 
the modem efficient organization of the Roman Curia which now 
prevents an overlapping of jurisdiction among two or more Congre
gn tions or Offices. 

§9. INTBRPRETATlON OF RBSCIUPTS 

(c. 49-SO) 

Rescripts must be interpreted in the light of their wording, 
understanding the words in their usual and most known signification, 
first the canonical and then the popular meaning if the \\"Ord has no 
technical meaning. 

In the event that both a broad and strict interpretation is pos
sible, the broad interpretation must be preferred. To this rule there 
are three exceptions. The strict interpretation must be employed: 1) 
If the rescript is one of justice or refers to litigated matters. Hence 
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a cleric who is delegated to try a case between A and B, cannot assume 
jurisdiction also in a case .between C and D. For the rest, resc:ripts 
of justice are not so frequent today as in past centuries. In the Middle 
Ages one could easily obtain from Rome the privilege of being judged 
by a cleric other than the local Ordinary. This led to innumerable 
abuses. At the present day the Holy See, however, sometimes dele
gates the local Ordinary to try cases reserved to itself; e.g., ratum et 
non-t:onsummatum marriage cases. Such a written delegation amounts 
to a rescript of justice; 2) If the rescript runs counter to the general 
law in favor of ;rifJate i•dWillual1, e.g., all dispensations. But a 
privilep t:ontra ju1 granted to a eommunit1 need not be strictly in· 
terpreted, e.g., the privilege of exemption acco~ded to regulars; 3) 
If the rescript refers to ecclesiastical benefices, for petitions of this 
nature savor of worldlr ambition. And so, a rescript conferring a 
canonry does not include a dignity in the cathedral chapter. 

§10. EXECUTION OF R.ESCRIPTS 

(c:. 51-59) 

Seldom does the Holy See grant rescripts to private individuals 
in forma patiosa. i. e., directly without the intervention of an inter
mediate executor. If this should happen, however, the rescript must 
still be presented to the Ordinary: 1 ) if the rescript &0 states ; 2) 
if the favor wncems the public order, e.g., the faculty of erecting 
the Way of the Croes; 3) if certain conditions must be verified, 
e.g., the privilege of a private oratory requires that the place where 
Mass is to be said be decent and becominr, the judonent of which 
is left to the Ordinary. In these cues sincz the Ordinary is not an 
executor, he merely affixes his tJisam. 

The presentation may be deferred as long as it pleases the bene
ficiary, provided no fraud or malice is involved in such delay. There 
would be fraud, e.g., where the presentation of the resc:ript is de
layed in order to permit thei petitioner to become capacitated for thr 
favor in course of time. 

As a rule petitions will not be honored by the Holy See unless 
they carry the Ordinary's endorsement. But petitions may be sent 
directly to the S. Penitentiary by any Catholic; and the rescript will 
~sent directly to th~ petitioner with the proviso that he choose any 
approved confessor in the diocese to execute the same, e.1.1 to grant 
absolution from a reserved censure. In practicz, however, the con':" 
feisor usually requests the favor of the S. Penitentiary in the peni· 
tent's name, and adds" his (the confessor's) address. This is true 
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where the local Ordinary has no delegated faculties, or where he 
cannot be :ippt:"oached without danpr of violating the seal of con· 
fession. 

Concerning rescripts intended for the external forum, these arc 
sent to the petitioner's Ordinary, whom also the Holy See appoints 
the executor of the rescript. In this case: 

The rescript may be granted in forma commissoria ntctssaria 
or in f orma commissoria libera. Whether the rescript has been grant
ed in the one or the other form can be learned only from its wording. 

If it is granted in forma commissoria lihera, the Holy See leaves 
it to the executor to either grant or withhold the favor according to 
his conscience nod prudent judgment. 

If it is granted in forma commissoria ntttssaria, the executor's 
function is purely a ministerial one: he has no choice in the matter, 
and is obliged to execute the rescript. H~ever, even here he may 
and must deny the favor: 1) if it is known that the petition suffered 
from a manifest subrtptio or obrtptio; 2) if conditions contained in 
the rescript are not verified ; 3) if in the judgment of the executor 
the petitioner is so unworthy of the favor that its grant would prove 
offensive to others. In the last supposition the executor should with
hold the favor, notifying the Holy See as soon as ponible of his action. 
In practise the above suppositions will rarely occur since, as we have 
said, petitions addressed to the Holy See must first be endorsed by 
the Ordinary, generally speaking. 

Rules of proctdur~Whether one has been appointed a volun· 
tary or a necessary executor of a favor, he must always observe the 
following rules : 

l ) The executor discharges his office invalidly before he has 
come into possession of the rescript, and has ascertained its authen· 
ticity and integrity, unless he has been informed beforehand of the 
grant by authority of the grantor, e.g., by cablegram. 

2) The executor acts invalidly if he exceeds the limits of his 
authority. This happens: I) when he grants more than the rcscript 
calls for; 2) when he grants the favor to more beneficiaries than are 
designated in the rescript; 3) if he neglects the essential conditions 
specified in the rcscript, e.g., in marriage dispensations from mixl"d 
religion the parties must sign the promises; 4) if he disregard• the 
substantial mode of procedure, e.g.,-if he has been delegated a jud~ 
he must observe the formalities of a trial as in Part I of Bk. IV. 

3) Rescripts intended for the external forum should be ex· 
ecuted in writing, this being required for licitness, not validity. The 
reason is to furnish the beneficiary with proof of the favor should 
proof be required of him later on. Rescripts affecting the sacra-
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mental forum are executed by the confessor orally, the resc:ript being 
destroyed as soon as possible. 

4) The executor can dclcpte another person to discharge his 
office. Three cases are excepted : 1 ) if substitution was forbidden ; 
2) if the grantor had appointed a substitute; 3) if the executor was 
chosen for personal qualifications. In these excepted caRs, however, 
the executor is not forbidden to leave to another the so-called prepara
tory acts, e.g., a delegated judp could appoint an auditor to preside 
at most sessions of the trial, reserving to himself the rendering of 
the sentence. 

5) Rescripts ma)' be executed by the original executor's suc
ce&Sor in office or dignity, unless the executor bad been chosen for 
personal characteristics. 

6) If in executing the rescript1 the executor should have erred, 
he may execute it anew. 

7) The amount chargeable for the execution of rescripts is to 
be determined by the provincial council, or a oonvcntion of the 
bishops of the province, unless the Holy See specifies the charges in 
the rcscript itself, as is not unusual, e.g., in the quinqennial faculties. 

§1 l. CESSATION OF RBSCRIPTS 

(c. 60-62) 

Favors cea11e: 
1) By revocation on the part of the grantor. But the revoca

tion does not become effective until the beneficiary has been informed 
of the revocation. 

2) By contrary law; but in this case the law must contain a 
clause expressly derogatory of the favor, unless the law is that of the 
gr::'.ntor's superior. In other cases favors do not cease by a contrary 
law. 

3) BJ• 1.tacnncy in tht ut of the grantor, but only in two cases: 
1) if it is so provided in the rescript, e.g., by the clause: ad lmreplaci
tum nostrum; 2) if the rescript was granted in forma commissnria 
f1oluntaria in favor of certain spccilied beneficiaries and the executor 
has as yet taken no steps to discharee his office, e.g., if a. specified 
marriage dispensation was obtained from the Holy See in favor of 
Titius, and before the bishop signs the document of execution, the 
Holy See becomes vacant; (not if the bishop granted a dispensation 
in virtue of his quinquennial faculties and before Titius is married the 
Holy See becomes vacant). 
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4) In the lfn1111 way t11 prirJilegei, if the. rescript contains a 
privilege (dr. p. 121-122). 

S) In the same wa1 as tlu,ensations if the rescript contains a 
dispensation (dr. p. 121-122). 

ABT IL 

Favors In Particular 

(Privileges and dispensations) 

We shall consider only those.points wherein privileges and dis
pensations differ. For the most part these t\Vo kinds of favors have 
little to differentiate them, their points of similarity far exceeding 
their points of dissimilarity. On those points where they agree, 
namely insofar as they are both favors, they are governed by the law 
on rescriplS. Hence, when some point concerning the correct inter
pretation of privileges and dispensations arises the reader will find 
himself more often than not consulting the preceding article of this 
chapter. 

§ 1. NATURB OF PRMLBGBS AND 0ISPBNSATIONS 

A privilep is a ltnndntnl favor either consistent with the 
observance of the law (#aettr jru) or inconsistent with it (contra 
iu1). A dispensation is a transient favor always inconsistent with 
the ohlervance of the law (contra jru). 

A privilege and dispensation, therefore, differ from each other 
in two respects: 1) a privilege may be 1ratter jus. a dispensation is 
always contra jus; 2) a privilege is a permanent favor, a dispensation 
is a tra111itory one. 

To be permanent a privilege need not be perpetual or of indefi· 
nite duration. A favor granted for two, five, ten years, etc., may be 
considered permanent in the sense that its duration is not made to 
depend upon the permanency of the cause for which it was granted. 
On the oth~r hand, a -dispensation is always granted for a transient 
cause, and when this cause no lonaer holds the dispensation also 
ceases. Thus, the faculty to permit meat on days of abstinence grant
ed for five years is a privilege; permission to eat meat during thia ill
ness, this epidemic, this war, etc., is a dispensation. Hence ,the Code 
defines a dispensation aa: a relaJtation of tht lllw in a particular ctllt, 
understanding by the phrase Fticular case a transient cause. 
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52. MODBS OF ACQUISITION 

(c. 63-6S) 

Privileges are acquired: I) by direct grant; 2) by communica
tion; 3) by custom; 4) by prescription. Dispensations, on the other 
hand, are acquired only by direct arant, as is evident from their 
very nature. 

Privileges are said to be granted and acquired by tommunieatio• 
when the legislator provides through a peral ruli111 that whatever 
privileges he grants to one class must be understood as given to 
another class. Communication of privileges is frequent between an 
archconfraternity and its associated confraternities; also bet\veen 
regulars of a first Order and members of the second and third 
Orders. But the capacity of the subject must be considered. Thus, 
nuns may enjo)' the Missal and Breviary of the first Order, but 
the}' are excluded, of course, from the exercise of faculties to absolve 
from rC$erved cases which the priests of the first Order may happen 
to possess. 

Privileges are communicated either ;,, forma acces1oria, or in 
forma aeque lri•ei~ali. Which mode of communication is intended 
in any given case can be ascertained only from the wording of the 
grant. When communicated in forma acces1oria privileges arc en
larged, restricted, or lost for the second grantee by the very fact 
that they are enlarged, restricted or lost for the origiqal grantee. 
This rulina, on the other hand, doe1 not apply to privileges communi
cated in forma Mf11e rinti"1li. 

§J. AUTHOR OP PllIVILBCBS AND DISPBNSATIONS 

(c. 80-83) 

Privileges and dispensations may be granted: 1 ) by the law
giver; 2) by his successor; 3) by his superior; 4) by his delegate. 

As to privileges, it is not the practise to delegate others to grant 
such favors. Powers arc delegated in order to meet cases of urgent 
necessit)• as a rule. But there can be no urgent reason for granting 
a permanent favor. It is otherwise with transient favon, i.e., 
dispensations. 

From the common law the following may dispense: 
1 ) The Roman Pontiff, as is evident, he being the lawgiver. 

Equal powers with the Roman Pontiff have the Roman Congrega
tions so far as they have bee-n authorized to represent him in the 
matter. 

2) Bishops and other local Ordinaries. These may dispense: 
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(a) in a doubt of fact (c. 15); (b) in all urgent cases where re
course to the Holy See is difficult and there is danger in delay, and 
there is question of a law from which the R. Pontiff is wont to dis
pense (c. 81); (c) outside of urgent cases \Vhenever they are expres&
ly empowered by the Code to dispense, e.g., in virtue of c. I 028 from 
marriage banns, and in all cases where they have delegated power, 
e.g.,. by reason of their quinquennial faculties. 
_ 3) Pastors can dispense from the observance of holydays 
(c.1245), from fast and abstinence (c. 1245), and from· certain 
marriage impediments within the limits of c. 1044, 1045. These 
powers they have by the Code. Whether a pastor enjoys other 
dispensi"ag faculties in virtue of delegation by the Holy See or the 
locnl Ordinary is a question of fact, not a question of Jaw. 

4) ConfeS&Ors as such can dispense from occult irregularities 
(c. 990), from certain marriage impediments (c.1044, 1045), and 
from vindictive latae 1ententiae penalties in urgent cases ( c. 2290). 
They may have more extensive faculties to dispense by virtue of 
delegation on the part of the S. Penitentiary or the local Ordinary. 
Outside of these suppositions a confessor as such can at the most 
tleclare the penitent excused from the observance of the law by 
reason of physical or moral inabilit}', e.g., from fast. 

S) In clerical exempt religions major 1u1eriors have the same 
dispensing powers as OrJinarils with respect to their own subjects. 
Local 1u,erior1 have the dispensing power enjoyed by ,astor1 with 
respect to their religious subjects. In non-exempt religions superiors, 
since they have no jurisdiction, cannot grant dispensations save in 
virtue of delegated faculties, but they can declare exemptions. 

From the laws of ;lenary and ,ro1•incial councils local Ordi
naries may dispense in individual cases for a just cause. 

§4. CAUSBS RBQVJRED FOi. PIUVILBGES AND DISPENSATIONS 

(c.84) 

The Code is silent concerning the nature of the reasons required 
to justify a privilege. This is logical because privileges, as we said. 
are seldom if ever *ranted by delegated authorit)•. When approached 
for a privilege the lawgiver himself will pass judgment on the 
reasons offered in the petition. Hence, we will confine ourselves to 
dispensations. . 

Every lawgiver validly dispenses in his own law even without 
a just cause, but not licitly unless a just reuon be present. Othenvise 
he would sin by partiality. 
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Those inferior to the legislator must have a just cau1e for 
di1pensine, otherwise the dispemation is both inwli41 and illieit. 
This rulinc should be borne in mind especially by paltOn and 
othen with the care of souls when applying to the bi1hop for 
matrimonial dispensations. They lhould make sure to state a reuon 
in the petition. The bishop in this case need1 a just cau1e1 for he 
is dilpensini in the law of the 1uperior1 whether by ordinary or 
delegated power is immaterial. 

A i•sl and r1111ou6l• cause ii required •. The cause is just and 
reasonable when due proportion i1 observed between the pmty 
of the law from which a dispensation is souaht and the amount of 
hardship which the observance of the law would otherwise entail. 
Hence, a lieht reason suffices to dispense from a law which binds 
111/; Inn, a grave reuon beinc required in the cue of laws binding 
1116 1rafli. 

'fhe Holy See hu listed a number of reasons which may be 
considered canonical and, therefore, just and reuonable, to dispeme 
from marria11 im;1tlimHt1. In other cues the practise of the Roman 
Curia may shed some light on this subject. For the moet pan it 
will be left to the judpent of him who dispema to decide whether 
the rell.llOll allepd in the petition is just and rea10aable. And lest 
scruples arise from this somewhat vape rulq, the Code states that 
in doubt concerninr; the sufticiency of a just came, a dispensation may 
be both validly and licitly requested and granted. 

ss. INTBRPRrl'ATION OP PlllVILIOES AND OISPBN"SATIONI 

(c. 67-70; c. 85) 
There ii but one rule governing the interpretation of dispensa

tiom and it is this: dispensations must alwaya be given a strict 
interpretation (c. SS). They are a wound on the law. 

As to privileps, their construction follows the rules given above 
for rescripts in general, i. e., they should be interpreted broadly: 
/nor., am,lia11tli. Excepted are: privileges contra jru, those which 
refer to trials, and those which refer to benefices. 

In addition to the foreaoinc rules which are applicable to all 
favors, the following apply to privileges in particular: 

1) No one is bound to make use of a privilep granted him 
for purely personal advantaps, e. g., the privilege of a private 
oratory. It is otherwise if the privilege was conferred in behalf of 
others, e. g., faculties to absolve from reserved cues. But privilelt'S 
cranted to a class cannot be renounced by the individual, e.1 •• the 
privilege of the forum, privilep of precedence, etc. 
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2) Unla1 the contrary i1 evident, a privilep is to be con-
1idered perpetual. This simply means that the privilep does not 
cease by cessation of the motive alleged by the petitioner. For the 
rat, there are various ways in which privileps, though perpetual, 
can cease, as we shall learn directly. 

3) Habitual faculties are to be amsidered privileps 1raeter 
jus, and therefore, admit of broad interpretation. If given to bishops 
and other Ordinaries, they pm to their succeuon in office. And 
such faculties rranted to the bilhop belon1 automatically to the vicar
general also ( c. 66). 

§6. CBSSATION OF PRIVILBOBS AND 0ISPBNSATIONI 

(c. 70-78; c. 86) 

1) By to,,trar1 law privileps contained in the Code cease. 
Other privile1es, e. I·• those obtained by direct 1rant, are not lost 
by a new contrary law unle• the law expraely so provides. 

2) By reHntiation privilegea cease after the renunciation has 
been accepted b)' the competent 1uperior, e.1., a title or dipity. 

3) B)· Ntanty in the oftice of the 1rantor only tba1e privileges 
cease which were sranted with the clause: 1111 l111111lati1111n 1101tr•m. 
or its equivalent. 

4) Per101U1l privileps do not ceue with departure from the 
tnritory of the crantor, e. 1.1 the privilese of reading boob on the 
Index. 

S) Real privileges, e. a., an indulpnce attached to a rosary, 
an altar, etc., cease with total destruction of the object. 

6) Loeal privileees, e. 1., the title of bailica enjoyed by some 
church, cease with total destruction of the place, unle• the place is 
rebuilt within SO years. 

7) By revocation in the same way as favon in pneral, espe
cially where the privilqe is abused. 

8) By 1101N11e if the privilege is onerous to othen, and t.lie 
beneficiary has failed to use the privilep for the length of rime 
sufticient for prescription. 

9) By la111 of time, e.1.1 in the case of quinquennial faculties. 
Dis,ensation1 cense in the same way as privilega, and insofar 

u they are capable of ceasinc in those ways. In addition, dispema
tions cease \nth the casation of the motive cause for which they 
were granted. This applie1 to dispensations which admit of recurrent 
application ( f•a' tratt•m hab,,.t 111c"11itlum), e.g., dispensations 
from fast, from the canonical hours, etc. But dispensations which 
take full effect with one application, e. g,, dispensations from ir-
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regularities, marriage impediments, etc., do not cease with t~e 
cessation of the motive offered in the petition. And so, a marri&gt' 
dispensation granted in order to legitimitize offspring which has been 
born, will not cease to be valid should the infant die before the 
parents are married. 

ON EPIJCEIA. 
By epikeia is meant a benign interpretation of the mind of the lawgiver 

to the effect that he don not intend the law to bind under the present 
difficuk circum1tan<!t1, e.g., to abandon a person who is 11eriously ill in 
order to attend Sunday Mats. 

Although both epikeia and dispcn11tion t!iffer in this respect that the 
firf.t ioterpretl while the 1econd 1uspenda the law, th:y aaree, on the other 
band, in this that both rest upon the l?rinciple of natural equity. For equity 
bH been delined to mean: lht corrutron of tluu wlurtin tht l11w b1 rtasorc 
of it1 u11i<t1"1ali11 is f 0111ul Je#t:u1d. 

In the u1e of epikeia three rules will be found helpful: 
1 ). Epikeia is restricted in its effects to the internal forum, namely, to 

render licit what would othenri11e be linful ; but itll dfect1 cannot reach 
the external forum, e.g., to rtmove a diriment marriage imprdiment. 

2) Epikeia cannot be invnked if the superior with di1pcn1ing facultie1 
e11.n be approached without grave inconvenience. ne reason i1 that epikeia 
is ao extraordinary, while a dispensation i11 an ordinary method of 1eeting 
relitf. But it i11 unlawful to have recoune to exttaordinary mean• when 
c.1·diaary mean11 arc at hand. 

S) Epikeia can neither be invoked if a tltelaration of exemption C8Jl 

be had from the confeuor. The rea1on is that human nature inclines us 
too readily to see exemptions where none in ·reality exist. 

The licitnC"sl of epiteia as far 11 church law is concerned is ba1ed on 
c. 2205 of the Code. 



ON PERSONS 

Bk. II is entitled De Personis. It is concerned with defining the 
rights, powen and duties of those who hold membership in the 
Churcli. From this viewpoint all persons in the Church are 
conveniently divided into three classes: clerics, religious and laymen, 
The laity have those rights and duties which result to them from 
baptism, and these are common likewise to religious and clerics. 
Religious as such have by reason of their vows certain duties dis
tinct from those of the laity and the clergy, as also certain privileges 
which neither laymen nor clerics enjo:v. Clerics as such have certain 
powers and rights accruing to them from ordination and ecclesiasti
cal offices, and likewise corresponding duties which are not found to 
belong to either religious or laymen. 

Hence, the Code divides Bk. II into three parts: Part J, On 
Clerics; Part II On Religious; Part Ill, On the Laity. 

But certain Ver)· general legal principles apply to all classes of 
persons in the Church, and these we shall review in the following 
preliminary chapter before passing on to discuss persons in particular. 

lZS 



Preliminary Chapter 

PERSONS lltf GENERAL 
In three separate articles we shall consider: 1 ) the general· 

principles applicable only to physical ecclesiastical persons; 2) the 
general principles applicable only to moral ecclesiastical persons ; 
3) the general principles common both to physical and moral 
ecdesiastic:al persona. 

ART. I. 

Geaeral Pdnc:lple• Applicable to 
PhTSlcal Ecc:leeiaatkal hnoD8 

§ 1. PHYSICAL ECCLESIASTICAL PERSON DBPINBD 

(c. 87) 

In the ;llilo1o;hkal sense a person is an individual endowed 
\Vith reason and free will. lo the legal sense by a person we mean 
a subject of rights and duties. The two terms coincide of necessity 
when there is question of natural rights and duties, for by birth 
every natural person is also a legal person so far· as the rights. and 
duties resulting from the law of nature are concerned. But a natural 
person is not necessarily a legal person in either civil or ecclesiastical 
law. More than birth is required to enjoy civil rights, namely, res
idence in the country; and if there is question of political rights, 
e. g., the right to vote, to bold public offices, one must usually be a 
citizen of the country. 

Likewise in canon law, not every natural person is a legal 
person, or the subject of rights and duties in the Church. One 
becomes a member of the Church (a legal person) only through 
baptism. This is by the will of Christ. Baptism was intended as 
the sacrament of supernatural birth. One must first be super
naturally born before be can live and be nourished supernaturally 
through supernatural means (grace through the sacraments and 
prayer) which Christ placed at the disposal of His Church. 
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But membership in the Church can be of a restricted nature. 
That is to say, a person because baptised can be a member as far 
as duties are concerned, but may be deprived of rights and privileges 
accruinr from membenhip, e. g., the right to the sacraments, to 
church burial, etc. This happens with all accommunicates. 

§2. Aoz 
(c. 88-89) 

All persons are either majors or minors. A major is a person 
who has completed his twenty-first year of age ; all under this age 
are minors. 

Major persons enjoy the full exercise of all rights which church 
memben possess. But minon in the exercise of ecclesiastical rights 
are subject to the authority of their parents or guardians, e. g., they 
cannot acquire a domicile of their own, but follow that of their 
parents or guardians. 

The law restricting the free exercise of their rigbb by minors 
is designed to safeguard them because of their immature judgment, 
especially in the matter of property ri1hts. But in some matters 
minors are free of parental control. Thus, they are at liberty to 
choose their own state of life. They may, without parental consent, 
many, or tab religious vows, or receive sacred ordination, and all 
these acts will be valid, but· parental consent is usually necessary 
for licitne:ss. Likewise, the same minors could, without parental 
approval, atta(k by court action the validity of their marriaae, 
religious vows, or sacred orders. In questions that concern property 
rights, it may be noted, that churpi law generally refers us to the 
civil law on contracts, so that minors will be governed mostly by 
the civil law on this point. 

Minors are either pub1r11 or impuberes. i. e., they hav~, or 
have not, attained the age of manhood or womanhood. In the case 
of girls the age of puberty is the oompleted twelfth year; for boys 
ii is the completed fourteenth year of age. Under these respective 
ages children are considered im;ubtrt1. 

The distinction carries juridical effects in four cases: 1) im
pul>tr11 cannot vote in ecclesiastical elections; 2) they cannot choose 
their own church or grave for burial ; 3) they cannot testify in court ; 
4) they are free from latar 11ntrntitu penalties. 

All persons are either in/anti or ttJulh. Anyone who has not 
completed his seventh year of age is called an infant. In canon law 
the habitually insane are considertd infants, reprdlen of their real 
age. Persons over seven years of age are called adults. The distinc-
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tion between infants and adults finds frequent application in canon 
law. Thus1 infants are not held to the law of abstinence, to the 
observance of holydays, to instructions before baptism, etc. Even 
should a child show signs of intelligence and reason before his 
completed seventh year, he must still be rccarded an infant. The 
object of this ruling is to minimize scruples on the part of parents, 
confessors, and others who may be char&"Cd with the child's education, 
or religious upbringing. 

§J. RESIDENCE 

(c. 90·9S) 

Where a pcnon is born, called the Jomicilium originis, usually 
matters little in canon law, except in the case of candidates to the 
prieithood, or the religious life. For if a man is ordained for the 
diocese of his origin, he need not take an oath fo serve the diocese 
forever. Before a man is permitted to take religious vows, he will 
find it necessary to secure testimonial letters from the bishop of the 
diocese where he was born to certify tO his freedom, especially from 
the bonds of marriage. 

It is, on the other hand, often vital to know and determine 
one's present residence. First, because as long as one is present in 
the place of his domicile or quasi.domicile he is held to the particular 
laws of his residence, whereas persons traveling outside of their 
diooese arc bound, genPrally speaking, neither to the particular Ia,vs 
of their home diocese, nor to those of the diocese where they are 
visiting. Secondly, because one's proper pastor and Ordinary is he 
in whose territory one has a domicile or quasi-domicile. And so, 
whenever the law speaks of proper pastor, or proper Ordinary one 
must keep in mind domicile and quasi~omidle. When it is said, 
e. g., that only the proper pastor can licitly assist at marriage, by 
this is meant that a pastor can lawfully assist at the marriage only 
of his subjects, i. e., of those who in his parish have either a domicile 
or quasi-domidle. And conversely, since rights and duties are 
correlativt, persons must be manied by their proper pastor for 
licitness, i.e., by that pastor in whose parish they have either a 
domicile or quasi.domidle. The !ame rulings hold in determining 
the proper pastor for baptism, extreme unction, etc., or for deter· 
mining the proper Ordinary to issue dispensations, to ordain, to judge 
cases by way of a trial, etc. 

In connection with the question of residence the following 
terminology occurs: 
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l) A person is an incola in the place of his domicile, 
(a resident) ; 

2) A penon is called an aJv1na in the place of his quasi
domicile, (quasi-resident); 

3) A p1r1grinu1 is a person who for the present is found out
side of his domicile and quasi-domicile, supposing he still retains 
one or the other in the sense that he intends to return home, 
(a visitor, transient); 

4) A vagus is a person who hai nolvhere a domicile or quasi
domicile, (a wanderer) . 

A voluntary domicile is acquired in either one of two ways: 
1) by arrival in a place with the intention of remaining there forever, 
barring unforeseen contingencies; 2) after having actually lived in 
a place for the space of ten )'ears although the intention of remaining 
in the place indefinitely had never been entertained. lo the first case 
domicile is acquired on the first day of arrival ; in the second case 
only after the lapse of ten years. 

A voluntary quasi-domicile is likewise acquired in either one of 
two ways: 1) by arrival in a place with the intention of remaining 
there the greater part of the 1car (six months) barring unforeseen 
contingencies; 2) by actually having lived in the place for the greater 
part of the year. In the first case quasi-domicile is acquired immedi
ately upon arrival ; in the second case only after the lapse of 
six months. 

By plac1 in the above two paragraphs must be understood a 
parish, quasi-parish, diocese, vicariate and prefecture Apostolic. 
When one has established his residence in a parish, it is called a 
parochial domicile or quasi-domicile. Sometimes a person moves 
constantly from one parish to another but within the same diocese. 
In this case he can still have a diocesan domicile or quasi-domicile. 

A voluntary domicile or quasi-domicile is lost by leaving" the 
place with the intention of not returning. And just as the intention 
of establishing a residence may be ascertained from the statement 
of the party or witnes&CS, or from presumptions, e. g., by setting up 
a business, obtaining steady employment, buying or renting a home, 
so too, the intention of not returning may be gathered from the 
statement of the party or witnesses, or from presumptions, e. g., if 
one sells his business, home, etc., and departs. Purely factual or 
material departure docs not involve loss of residence. The depart
ure must be formal, i. e., coupled with the intention of not returning. 
For which reason it is possible for a person to have two or more 
domiciles at one and the same time, e. g., because he lives so many 
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months a year at this home, so many months at that home etc. 
In the same way one may have a domicile and quasi-domicile in 
different places, c. g., in the case of students. If a person has several 
domiciles, or a domicile and a quasi-domicile, he may also have 
several proper pastors and Ordinaries. But their jurisdiction does 
not conflict, since the principle Jatur locus pratfltntioni applies, and 
it is the subject himself aa a rule who chooses amon& the several 
pastors or Ordinaries and thus determines the ;raer1entio. 

The following per11>ns have a legal or necessary domicile : 
1) Married women retain the domicile of their husbands as 

Ion& as they have not secured a separation a toro tt mttua from the 
proper ecclesiastical authorities. 

2) Minor children retain the domicile of their parents or 
guardians. 

3) The insane have no domicile save that of their curators or 
guardians. 

4) Religious have a legal domicile in the place where the house 
to which they have been assigned de familia u situated. 

5) Yagi arc subject to the pastor and the Ordinary in whose 
parish or diocese they happen to be sojouming. Those who have 
only a dio~san domicile or quasi-domicile arc subject to the pastor 
in whose parish they arc now stayina. 

But a married woman can acquire a quasi-domicile of her own. 
If she is lawfully separated from her husband by ecclesiastical 
authority, she may also acquire a proper domicile. This is important 
in marriage trials to determine the competent court. 

A minor can acquire a quasi-domicile of his own. This is 
important in determining the proper pastor to assist at his marriaae. 

Unlike voluntary domiciles, legal domiciles cannot be lost by 
mere departure from the place with the intention of not returning. 

§4. SEX 

In canon law women are debarred from holy orders, ecclesiasti
cal offices, and jurisdiction. Married \Vomen, moreover, retain the 
domiciles of their husbands, as just explained. 

In all other respects sex is no factor limiting legal capacity or 
liability. Thus in purely spiritual matters canon law proclaims the 
equality of the sexes. Women have as much right to salvation as 
men, and to the means of salvation, e.g., to the sacraments, to 
assistance at divine services, to the religious life, etc. 
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§5. CONSANGUINITY AND AFFINITY 

(c. 96-97) 

129 

These relationships modify legal capacity only in a few cases: 
I ) near relatives by blood or marriage cannot contract marriage 
between themselves (c. 1076. 1077); 2) superiors may not cooler 
ecclesiastical offices upon their relatives under certain circumstances 
(c. 157; 3) relatives are debarred from testifying in court except 
in marriage cases (~ 1757, S. 3, n. 3); 4) exception can be taken 
to the officers of the court on the ground of their relationship with 
one of the litigating parties (c. 1613). For further discussion, see 
p. 478. 

§6. RITE 

(c. 98) 

Legal liability is greatly affected by the rite to which one 
bdongs. We have seen under canon 1 that Orientals are not bound 
by the laws of the Code as a ~neral rule. 

The law is that a person belona;s to that rite in which he was 
legitimately baptised. Moreover, a person must be baptised in the 
rite of his parenb. If one pan:nt belongs to the Latin, and the other 
to the Oriental (Uniate) rite, the child is to be baptised in the rite 
of the father. If the father is a non·Catholic, the rite of the mother 
prevails. 

Sometimes a person is_ not baptised in the rite determined by 
the law just quoted. In that case he belongs, nevertheless, to the 
rite in which he should have been baptised, and not to the rite in 
which he was de /ado baptised. In three cases is this particularly 
verified: 1) if a person was fraudulently baptised by a minister of 
a strange rite; 2) if he was baptised by a minister of a strange rite 
in a case of necessity, or even at the mere wish of the parentS (Code 
Comm. Oct. 16, 1919; Acta XI, 478); 3) if by Apostolic dispensa
tion a person was allowed to receive baptism in a strange rite without 
being enrolled in that rite. 

No one may without Apostolic indult change his rite. But a 
married woman may during the lifetime of her husband transfer 
to his rite, and she may after his death return to her own rite. 

A change of rite cannot be effected through prescription, 
e.g., by the practise of receiving communion in a strange rite, 
no matter how much prolonged. 
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ABT. II. 

There are in the Church besides physical persons also moral 
persona or corporations. We shall: I ) define a moral person ; 
2) classify moral persons; 3) explain their method of operating; 
4) dm:rmine how a moral person is dissolved. 

§1. MORAL PERSON DIPINED 

A moral person is a juridical entity, constituted by public 
authority, subsisting independently of the persons who compose it, 
and endowed with the capacity of acquiring and cxcrcisin& rights in 
the corporate name. The rights in question, in the case of an 
ecclesiastical moral person, may range from that of acquiring and 
administering property to that of pining indults and other privileps, 
electing and presenting to ecclesiastical offices, exercising deliberative 
jurisdiction, enjoyins precedence, suing in the ecclesiastical court, 
etc. (c. 99). 

To be such, a moral pcnon in the Church must have obtained 
a charter of incorporation either in virtue of the law, or by decree 
of the compdent ecclesiastical superior. In order that an entity may 
be acknowledged as a moral person by the law it is not required 
that the law expressly refer to the corporation as a moral penon. 
Implicit recognition suffices. This is given when the law grants 
powers and rights and there is no mode by which those rights and 
powers may be exercised without the institution acting as a moral 
person. Such implicit charter of incorporation is conferred by the 
Code upon a diocese, a parish, a cathedral chapter, etc. 

Where the law itself does not confer corporate personality, thil 
must be obtained from the oompetent ecclesiastical superior. The 
decree must make it clear that corporate personality is being con· 
ferred. If the institution or society is merely commended and praised, 
it remains but a collective person, or partnenhip, so far as the 
Church is concerned, even thouah it be a corporation under the 
civil law, e.g., the Knights of Columbus, the St. Vincent de Paul 
Society, (c.100, ll). 

No charter of incorporation will be i•ued unless: 1 ) the society 
pursues a charitable or religious end, otherwise the. State alone is 
competent to incorporate; 2) at leut three persons constitute the 
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membership. otherwise action by majority vote is impossible (c. 100, 
§1, 2). 

It should be noted, that although ecclesiastical moral penom 
ought to be acknowledacd as such also by the State in virtue of the 
sovereignty of the Church in matten spiritual, yet where this 
sovereipty is disclaimed u in moat modem States, it will be n~ 
sary, to protect its temporal interests, that the ecclesiastical corpora
tion secure from the State a civil charter of incorporation likewise. 

§2. Dms10N OF MORAL PnioNs 

By reuon of origin moral ecclesiastical penons are either of 
divine or ecclesiastical law. The Church universal, and the Apos
tolic See are moral persons by divine law. The Church universal 
was founded by Jesus Ch,rist, our Lord, u a sovereip society 
endowed with all powers necaaary to achieve her divine mission 
independently of the ciVI1 authorities, and therefore self-subsisting. 
The Apostolic See, if by this we undentand the papal of&c:e e.-u:Iusive 
of the Roman Curia, was likewise established direc:tly by Christ 
Himself, when He conferred the plenitude of power upon St. Peter, 
the Prince of the Apostles, power which wu intended to pus down 
to his lawful suc:ce1Son in perpetuity. All other moral penons in 
the Church are such by reason of ecclesiastical law alone, e. g., 
this or that diocese, the Roman Curia, religious organizations, 
parishes, hospitals, etc. (c. 100, §1), 

By reason of inttrnal eorastitlltion we have colleaiate and non
oollcgiate moral persons. A collegiate moral person (corporate 
body) is composed of physical persons, e. g., a confraternity, a 
religious Order. A non-oollegiate moral person (non-corporate 
body) is composed of a definite amount of goods or property destined 
for a religious or charitable purpose, e.g., a school, college, seminary, 
university, hospital, orphanage, hospice. church, benefice, etc. (c. 99). 

§3. MODES OF OPERATION 

(c.101) 
The acts of a no11-eolltgiat11 moral person, e.g., a seminary, 

hospital, etc., are governed principally by its statutes. Where the 
statutes are silent, the common law should be consulted. As a rule 
there is a board of trustees with a president, secretary, treasurer, etc., 
to administer the property. Sometimes there is but one administrator, 
e. g., the clerical incumbent of a benefice, although for civil effects 
a board of trustee& may have to be set up to administer the goods. 
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Thus in many States the administration of the tcmporalities of a 
parish must be committed to a board consisting of the bishop, the 
vicar-general, the pastor and the two lay trustees of the parish. 
If this is in accordance with the civil charter of incorporation, it 
must be observed so long as the temporalities of a parish are to be 
protected by the civil courts. 

Collegiate moral persons are sometimes empowered to act 
through one officer or superior. Thus the bishop, the provincial, 
the local religious superior, etc., can proceed alone in certain matters 
defined by common or particular law. At other times the board, or 
council, consisting of a felv select ofticen. must be convoked. 
At other times again, but seldom, the entire or,1anisation must vote 
on a re.solution. 

When a corporate body must act collectively, e. g., the provin
cial ddinitorium, the body of diocesan consultors, etc., the following 
rules must be observed, provided particular statutes do not enlarge 
the obligation, for in that case the particular law ( e. g., the constitu· 
tiom~.of the religion), where this is praeter jus t:ommune, prevails. as 
where, e. g., an absolute majority is required in every ballot for 
ciection. vtherwise: 

I) Io the first t\vo ballots an ab90lute majority of votes is 
required. An absolute majority is anything over half the totality of 
valid votes cast. Which votes are to be considered valid or invalid 
we shall &ee. 

2) If no absolute majority is reached in the first two ballots, 
a relative majority suffices for a decision in the third ballot. A rela
tive majority is the greatest number of votes given to any one candi
dat~ or measure, even though that sum does not exceed half of all 
the votes cast. Thus, if of ten votes cast in the third ballot, 4 were 
given to A, 3 to B, and 3 to C, the election would go to A. 

3) If in the third ballot a tie results in the sense that an equal 
relative majority is given to two or more candidates, to two t>T 

more measures, then if tnere iB question of voting on meas:ures or 
resolutions, the presiding officer must break the tie by casting an 
additional vote. If there is question of elections, and the president 
docs not choose to exerci&e his prerogative, e. g., to avoid hard feel
ings, the law itself decides the issue in this way: the senior of those 
who have received equal votes is considered elected. By seniority 
here is meant in the case of clerics, aeniority in ordination;. in the 
case of religious, seniority in first profession ; in the case of laymen 
seniority in age. 

4) When the resolution proposed affects all the voters as 
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individuals and not merely as memben of the corporation, unanimity 
is required for the adoption of the measure. The classical illustration 
is that of -substituting election with compromiae. In practically all 
other cases it is extremely difficult to determine whether the rights 
of the voters as individuals arc being affected by the proposed measure 
or not. The doubt remaining, the general rule concerning the suffi
ciency of a majority vote should prevail. 

§4-. DISSOLUTION OF MORAL PERSONS 

(c:. 102) 

Moral persons arc created to secure perpetual succession, 
i.e., to prevent the dissolution of the society upon the first death of 
a member, as would be the case in a ml."re partnership. Therefore, 
moral pereons are by their nature perpetual.• 

Moral persons cannot be diaolved even at the will of all the 
members. They can be dissolved only by decree of the competent 
authority which created them, or by his successor in office. Like· 
wise, they are dissolved upon the death of all the members, provided 
the corporation fails to revive within 100 years. 

ART. Ill. 

Gmeral Prbac:lpJ.9 .AppJlcable 
to Both Ph'l'lllcxd. and Mozal p_..... 

§1. Foacl!, FEAR, Fuuu AND E:uoR AS DBTBRMINANTS 

OF LBGAL ACTS 

( c. 103-104) 

Force-Acts done through physical compulsion or force ( .,,~ 
11tysica) of such nature that the force could not be resisted are invalid 
by their very nature. Physical compulsion ahvays implies bodily 
restraint or movement in the pusivc agent caused by the active agent, 
e. g., imprisonment. 

Physical and moral force are often confused, but they are two 
things entirely distinct. The body of the passive agent who suffers 
moral force need not in any way be touched or moved, as we shall 
sec in the following section. 

Fear-Fear (mttus) in the passive agent is the result of moral 
force ( i•u moralu) exercised by the active agent. The hvo terms 
are correlative, and related to each other as effect and cause. Moral 
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force mo\.·es the will, not the body. This it does indirectly in the 
form of threats, blows, etc. 

Acts done tbroueh fear are valid unless the fear was so grave 
as to deprive a penon momentarily of the use of reason. Savine this 
extreme cue, the law presumes that knowledp and intention suffi
cient to perform a human act are compatible with the state of 
ordinary crave fear. At the most, one's liberty has been impaired. 

Because of the impairment of bis liberty, the law, to redress 
the injury done to the passive agent of erave fear, compensates him 
either by declarinc the act invalid ab initio, or by 1fantin1 the 
injured party the right to a resclssory action. 

When done under 1fave fear the following acts are ilso ittrt 
invalid : marriage, the resignation of an office or benefice, a vote cast 
in an election, reception of orders, admission to the novitiate, rr-
1.igious profession, private vows, assistance at marria~, the remission 
of ecclesiastical penalties. 

In all other cues the injured party can ask that the act be 
rescinded, i.e., declared void and of no effect. Until the court rules 
on the question, the act remains valid. 

But the fear must have been grtJW. Whether it is abeolutely 
grave or only relatively grave is immaterial. Fear is absolutely grave 
when it can overcome a steadfast man, e. g., the fear of death, loss 
of limb, imprisonment, lou of worldly fortune, etc. It is relatively 
grave if it is sufficient to overcome the mind of this or that individual 
in view of his weak constitution, or for other reasons. Nothing is 
more difficult to prove than the prnence of relatively grave fear 
in marriap annulment suits. 

The fear must also have been unjustly inflicted. Fear of death 
occasioned by a grave illness, by a shipwreck, etc., cannot be said to 
have been unjustly inflicted; and a vow, e.g., pronounced under 
these circumstances would remain valid. Whenever the virtue of 
justice is violated by him who threatens the evil, the resultant fear 
may be said to have been unjustly inflicted, e. C·• where the father 
of a seduced girl threatens the young man with death unlae he takes 
her in marriage. But if the father threatens a lawsuit, and under 
the influence of this threat the man contracts marriage, the marriage 
will be valid, since the father had a ript to brine suit. 

Fraud-Fraud (tlolru) is the deliberate misrepresentation of 
some fact in virtue of which another acts through error. 

If the resultant error is substantial, the act is invalid ab initio 
by reason of error. 

If the error is accidental, the law can make the act rescindable at 
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the petition of the defrauded party. But in four cases accidental 
error resulting ham fraud invalidates the act all iailio : 1 ) a vote cast 
in an election; 2) resipation of an ecc:lesiutical oSicie or benefice; 
3) admission to the novitiate; 4) the makin1 of religious profession. 

Error-Error is a faulty jud&ment or conclulion, a mistake. 
Theorctic::ally, it diffen from ignorance which is lditul lack of 
knowledae, and from inadvertanc:e or forptfulness which is mome1t-
1ar1 lack of lcnowleclp. But in practise, and as far as juridical 
dlects are conc:emed, error, ignorance, inadvertance and forgetful
nm are governed by the same 1epl principles, namely: 

S111'1ta,,tial error always invalidates an act placed under the 
influence thereof. AcciJental error resulting from fraud likewise, 
invalidates an act in the four cases enumerated above. Outside of 
these four cases accidental error does not invalidate an act when it 
resulh from haud, but may live cause for a rcscissory action, or, if 
the plaintifi prefers, he may simply brine suit to recover damages 
leaving the contract intact. Aside from fraud, error in it1elf, when 
only accidental, will live cause for a rescissory action if one's loss 
exceeds by half the real value of the thing bargained for (c. lf)fl.f., §2). 

Substantial error ia present: 1) when it concerns the 1ubstanc:e 
of the act; 2) when it amounts to a co,,t/itio ,;,,, fa 11011 though 
objectively affecting only the accldentall, but because of the toittlilio 
lint f"" 11011 in the mind of the agent, the objective accidental quality 
becomes subjectively a substantial one. These are rather vague 
principles, and the ecclaiutical judge will do well to study the civil 
law doetrine on this point since in the matter of financial contracts 
canon law adopts the civil law generally speaking. In many cases, 
where the defendant i1 a cleric. the ecclesiastical authorities will 
permit suits involving contracts to be taken to the civil courts. 

But since the marriace contract is always reserved exclusively 
to the courts of the Church, the doctrine of error in connection with 
marriap has been more thoroughly developed, as we shall tee. 

Not.--Coercion (vis), fear, fraud, error, ignorance, inadvert
ence and foreetfulnesa can afkct not only the validity hut als_o the 
licitncss of acts. How far these various facton excuse from sin and 
txempt one from penalties decreed apinst violations of the law, 
must be studied in the li1ht of the principles found on pap.a 670 ff., 
681. 

f2, CONSINT AND ADvlcB 
(c. 10.5) 

On the theory that two heads are better than one the law 
requires that in certain matten of grave importance, or whe.re the 
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rights of third parties are at stake, the superior may not proceed 
without consultin1 others, and occasionally without obtaininit their 
con~nt. In which cases advice, and in which cases consent, must be 
obtained by the superior cannot be e.,'Cplained at this time; the Code 
must be perused throughout. Thus, e.g., a bishop must consult the 
synodal judges when transferring a reluctant pastor; a major reli· 
gious 1uperior must have the consent of his chapter or council to 
admit a novice to profession, etc. 

Whenever the law states that the superior needs the consent 
of othen, it is to be understood that such consent is needed for the 
validity of his subsequent act: i. e., the superior in this case acts 
invalidly should he proceed without the consent of thoae whom the 
law designates. 

If the law requires only that the superior seek the °"";" of 
othen, e. g., Je tonsilio consrtltor11m, atulito ca,it"1o, Fodo, etc., 
it suffices for validity that these penons be consulted. The superior 
need not follow tht'ir advice. But he would act imprudently to 
proceed against the wishes and opinion of a very large majority. 

When several are to be consulted, or their consent is to be 
obtained, it is the desire of the lawaiver that these persons be 
called to~er, 10 that the whole matter can be diacuseed by all 
in the open, before the question is voted upon. If only one or the 
other need be consulted, this can be done by letter, unless particular 
law rules otherwise. 

IJ. Oao1a OP PRBCIDBNCB 

(c. 106) 

In every society there are those who by reuon of ireater 
authority, dignity, age, etc., deserve more deference. This is mani
fested externally in the Church, especially in public functions, 
assemblies, etc., by what is known as the right of precedence. 

The following rules govern precedence. They apply both to 
physical and moral persons. They are intended to preserve public 
order, and to avoid confusion. They are privileges in a ~nse, but 
privileies given b}· way of law, which the individual is not at liberty 
to renounce, no matter how democratically inclined he may be in 
othrr matters. 

Re1resentatiorr-This is the fint criterion to dete1mine 
precedence. He who reprnents another occupies his place of honor. 
But where several prelam of the same rank are present, thoae who 
are present in a \•icarious capacity yield precedrnce to those who are 
present in person. 
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.411tlaorilJ1-Whoever exercisn authority over another takes 
precedence over him, e. g., a residential bishop in respect to his 
priests, a provincial in respect to the religious subjects of his 
province, a local superior with respect to the subjects of his 
house, etc. 

Rank--Amone several persons none of whom has authority over 
the other, those of hicfier rank (office, dipity) precede those of 
lower rank. Thus, e. &·• an archbishop precedes his suffragans 
(office), a titular bishop precedes all priests ( dipity). 

Order-Amon& those of the same rank precedence is given to 
those of higher orders. Thus, e.g., in a public procession priests 
precede deJcons, and deacons precede subdeacons. 

PrioritJ•-Of those belonging to the same rant and order, they 
precede who were first promoted to the rank. In the case of bishops 
promotion to the episcopal rank dates from the day of nomination 
b)· the Holy See, not from the day of consecration or installment in 
office. This same rule applies in the C3Se of episcopal . transfer to 
another ecclesiutical province; precedence not being determined 
from the date of tnuufer (Code Comm. Nov. 10, 1925; Atta XVII, 
582). 

Snsiori11-If promotion to the same rank occurred on the same 
day, he precedes who wu first promoted to the order. 

Rite-Difference of rite is no determinant of precedence. 
Among moral ~er10111 precedence is governed by particular 

rulin1t1 found in various parts of the Code, dr. c. 491 and c. 701. 
If t1ivo or more corporations of the same rank, srade, etc., happen 
to be present, e. g., Dominicans and Franciscans, those who have 
bttn established in the locality the longest take precedence. Should 
contentions arise, the local Ordinary hu the final word, but recourse 
in dn10l11t"1o may be taken later against bis decree. Amone members 
of the same moral bod)•, precedence is determined by the statutes of 
the corporation, e. g., the constitutions of a reliaious organization. 



OK CLERICS 

Section One 

Olf a.mes IN GENERAL 

"In Section I we shall treat of clerics in general before passing 
on to consider in Section II the law on clerics in particular. 
That is to say, we shall first study those principles which apply to 
all clerics irrespective of the ranlc or office they may hold in the 
Church. 

We shall divide the present section into four chapters, and 
shall discuss: 1 ) the clerical state in general ; 2) ecclesiastical offices ; 
3) ordinary and delecated power; 4) the privileges and obligations 
common to all clerics. 

ISi 



Chapter I 

THE Cl.ElllCAL STATE IH GENERAL 

In five articles we shall amsider : 1 ) the definition of a cleric; 
2) the nature of the power of orders and the power of jurisdiction; 
3) the hierarchy of orders and the hierarchy of jurisdiction; 4) how 
entrance into the sacred hierarchy is effected; 5) the principal 
systems of church government in non-Catholic sects. 

ART. I. 

Clarie Defined 
(c. 108, §1.) 

Cleric (clericru) is derived from the Greek klero1. This word 
corresponds to the Latin 1ors, and signifies that which is cho9'n from 
among many and set apart. Hence, from the earliest times those 
who were chosen from among the faithful to exercise the sacred 
ministry in the Church were called clerics. All persons not so 
chosen were called laics, or laymen, from the Greek laOI, which cor
responds to the Latin ~ltlJ1, i.e., the populace. 

In general then, clerics are those members of the Church who 
occupy positions of preeminenCI! either by realOll of the power of 
orders or the power of jurisdiction. In other words, the clergy are 
they who teach, the laity are they who are taught; the clergy sanctify, 
the laity are sanctified; the cleray rule, the laity obey. 

However, even those who are merely preparing for the sacred 
ministry, and who have as yet received no power of orders or of 
jurisdiction are classed as clerics provided their admission as candi
dates has been confirmed by the rite known as the first tonsure. In 
the very technical sense, therefore a cleric i1 a man wlro let11 been aJ. 
milted to the saa-ed '71imstry-at least in f!irtue of the first ton1ure. ( c. 
108, u ). . 

The tonsure, it should be noted, is not an order in itself. It is 
rather a rite preliminary to orders much as betrothals are ·a prelim-
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inarr to marriage. As a sacred rite it was not introduced into the 
Church before the eipth century. First tonsure is conferred by the 
bi.shop, and consists in a partial shearing of the hair from the head 
of the candidate for holy orden. Two reasons probably underlie 
this ceremony: 1) juridically, the candidate now appears publicly 
before the Church as the subject of the common privileges and obli
gations of the clergy; 2) mystically, the aspirant is reminded of his 
duty to cultivate humility and to forsake the superfluous things of 
thu life. 

The pr1t tonsure, we said, is conferred by the bishop. The 
tonsure must be privately renewed from time to time in virtue of 
the common law which makes the habitual wearinc of the tonsure 
obligatory upon all clerics. But in virtue of contrary custom 
the clerar of this country do not wear the canonical tomure. 

ABT. II. 

Power of Omem cmd of Jmlldictlon 

That which substantially distinguishes clerics from laymen is 
the two-fold power of orders and of jurisdiction. 

The power of orders is that in virtue of which Maas is offered, 
the sacraments and sacramentals are administered, and public worship 
is conducted. The power of jurisdiction is the same as the power 
to govern and rule. To celebrate l\iass, e.g., requires the power of 
orders; to legislate concerninc the time, place and manner of a:le· 
brating Mass requires the power of juriadiction. 

More spccificall)•, the two powers may be distinguished as fol
lows: 1) by reason of their object: the power of orders refers di
rectly to the U.nctification of souls; jurisdiction refers directly to the 
maintenance of public order in the Chun:h; 2) by reason of their 
source: the power of orders is received in virtue of ordination ; the 
power of jurisdiction comes to one throuah an ecclesiastical office, or 
by an act of delegation ; 3) by reason of eJtUnt: the power of orders 
is the same quantitatively in all cleria who have received the order 
in question; the power of jurisdiction may be limited as to territory, 
persons, subject matter, etc. ; 4) by reason of duration : the power 
of orders is never lost, and acts placed in virtue of such power arc 
always valid even though pedormed by excommunicated and sus
pended clerics ; jurisdiction, on the other hand, may be lost with loss 
of office, recall of delegation, suspension, etc. 
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ART. III. 

Ratare of the Sacrad m.archy 
(c. 108, 12. 3) 
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Not all clerics share the same amount of power, whether of 
orders or of jufisdiction, but there is a sacred hierarchy among them 
in virtue of which some clerics are subordinate to others. 

The sacred hierarcn)· (hiera sacred, and arche power, or rulin~ 
authority) ia the totality of the sacred powers vested in the Church 
but as attaching to different orders and offiocs in varying degrees. 

The sacred hierarchy of order1 consists of eight crades u fol~ 
lows: l ) the epiKOpate (which some do not consider as an order 
distinct from the priesthood, but merely as the enlargement and 
plenitude of the priestly powers); 2) the priesthood; 3) the diacon· 
ate; 4) the subdiaconate; S, 6, 7, and 8) the orders of acolyte, lector, 
exorcist, and doorkeeper, St. Thomas explains how these various 
orders relate to the Eucharist: 1) the priest consecrates the Euchar
ist ; 2) the deacon dispenses the same; 3) the subdcacon prepares 
the matter of the sacrament in sacr1d vesaels ; 4) the acolyte prepares 
the s:ime in 1101Naered vessels; S) the lector instructs those preparing 
to communicate; 6) the exorcist purifies those who are tempted b)' 
satan from receiving the Eucharist ; 7) the doorkeeper bars entrance 
of unbelievers to the Church where the Eucharist is consecrated. 

The sacred hierarchy of juri.;tliction consists of the papal office, 
the subordinate episcopate, and all ecclesiastical offiocs which share 
in the jurisdiction of the Pope or the bishops. For it must be noted 
that while the papacy and the subordinaie epfacopate are of divine 
origin, yet as the Church grew in membership and spread into many 
lands, its government necessarily became more complex. It became 
neocsury for the Pope and the bishops to call other clerics to assist 
them in ruling the faithful b)• assigning to such clerics permanent 
duties and pawers, thus creating ecclesiastical offices of an in
ferior nature. Thus, e.g., the Pope is aided in the government 
of the univenal Church by the Cardinals, the Roman Curia, Vicars 
and Prefects Apostolic, papal legates, archbishops, etc. The bishop 
in turn has his vicar-general, official, chancellor, rural deans, etc. The 
jurisdiction of all clerics other than the Pope and residential bishops, 
must be considered a vicarious jurisdiction; they receive their ruling 
power not directly from God, but they exercise it in the name of the 
Pope or the bishop whom they represent. 

Having described the nature of the sacred hierarchy we arc bet-
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ter prepared to understand how the clerical state is of divine origin. 
From the viewpoint of the power of orden, bishopa, priests and 
deacons constitute a clerical state by divine law ; while subdeacona, 
and clerics in minor orders constitute a clerical state by ecclesiutical 
law alone. The reuon is that the episcopate, the priesthood and the 
diaconate are sacred orders instituted by Christ; whereaa subdeacon
ahip (in all probability), and minor orden certainly have been in
stituted by the Church. Libwise, from the viewpoint of jurisdiction 
the papacy and the subordinate episcopacy constitute a clerical state 
by divine law; whereas all other oftices in the Church belonc to 
clerics only in virtue of ecdesiutical law. Thus, nothing would for
bid vestinc a layman with ecdaiastical jurisdiction, e.g., with the 
oflice of ecclesiastical judce. AJ a matter of fact, however, it is more 
becoming that ruling authority be conferred upon thoee who already 
are auperior to laymen by reason of the power of orden. 

ART. IV 

Eatnm.. IDto the Sacred a.arc:Jay 
(c. 109) 

Contrary to the doctrine of the ao-c:alled Reformen, Catholic 
theology teaches that no man can perform acts of the sacred ministry 
referring to the celebration of Maa and the administration of the 
sacraments unleJs be has been fint empowered to do IO through the 
grace received in the sacrament of_ holy orders. The call of the people 
is not sufficient, but one enters the hierarchy of orden throu1h ordi· 
nation. This is a requisite of divine law when there is question of 
celebrati~r Mass, of consecratin& or administerinr most sacraments. 
It is of ecde5iastical law only when there ia question of placing acts 
reserved to clerics in minor orden, so that custom can tolerate that 
such functions, e.1.1 that of acolyte (server) be discbareed by 
laymen. 

Entrance into the hierarchy of jurisdiction is dlected only 
throuch ttlllOJlital muno•. By this is meant the conferment of 
jurisdiction by the competent ecclesiastical authority. It was when 
they were sent (mis1io, mittn-') by the Saviour to baptise and to 
preach the Gospel that the Apostles received their jurisdiction in the 
Church. So today, deric:s must figuratively be sent by those who 
are the direct successon of the Apostles; bishops beinc sent, i. e., 
appointed to their sea by the Pope ; the vicar-gaieral, diocesan con-
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suitors. puton, etc., by the bishop. Therefore, neither the coment 
or call of the people, or of the civil ruler is required, much less 
suffices, to confer ecclesiastical jurisdiction. If at one time the laity 
participated in ecclesiastical e1ectioas, this was in virtue of toleratioa 
or privilege on the part of the ecclesiastical authoritiea. If even toclq 
some ac:cular rulen have a voice in the choice of bilbops, this is in 
virtue of privilep cranted by the Pontiff, and not in virtue of any 
original inherent riaht in the civil ruler hin)self. 

Tht Pope alone neecla no canonical mission to obtain jurisdic
tion proper to his oflice. Or rathtt, he receives his miaion directly 
from God once a canonical election hu been conducted by the 
cardinal., and the office has been accepted. It is obvious that the 
cardinals cannot grant the Pope his authority, namely jurisdiction 
in the universal Church, nor infallibility, preroptives which they 
do not theauelvt!I poaea. 

ABT. V. 

Non-Calbolic S.,..._ m C2wxh Go'Nl1llllmt 

We may distinguish thne such general 1J1taD1: the epilcopal, 
the presbyteral and the congregational. 

E1isco1t11inum-Conai.dered as a form of church ·aovenunent, 
and not as designating a peculiar &et of doctrines proper to any one 
denomination, epiaa>palianism remprizes the supremacy of bishops 
ovet priests as of divine ript. The system is found amonc the 
Orthodox Orientals and the Anglicans. 

Like the Catholics, the Orthodox Orientals and the Anpcans 
believe in Apostolic succession. However, they deny the papal 
primacy of jurisdiction, and at most accord the Pope a primacy of 
honor due to the antiquity of the Roman See. Supreme authority 
in the universal Church, which to them comprises the Roman, the 
Orthodox and Anglican branches, is vested only in ecumenical coun
cils. They also deny papal infallibility. 

The intervention of the civil ruler is permitted in the appoint
ment of bishops, and this the ruler does either directly or indirectly 
throuch a synod controlled by himself. If Christ conferred all rulin1 
authority in the Church on the Apostles, as is evident from the 
Gospels, and if nowhere we find Him grantin1 the least share 
thereof to Caesar, it seems inoomprehensible how the Orthodox and 
Anclicans who hold to the episcopal system, can aa:ord the civil 
ruler the above ript to appointments as a right inherent in bis o8ic:e. 
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PrrshJ•terianism-ln his effort to &ive the Protcstanti an efficient 
plan of ecclesiastical government after their rupture with Rome, 
Calvin excogitated a system which he considered more in harmony 
with that obtaining in the primitive Church. As he saw it, there 
was no real, but only a nominal difference between the rtisco1i and 
the lrrshytn-rs of those days. Both names designated the cldcn of 
the particular churches. The elders 81 a body supervised all the 
affairs of the conrregation. These 1rr1hyttt'r1 were not priests as we 
understand them; they were only laymen. Ordained clerics did not 
exist in the Catholic sense of the word. The laying on of hands, of 
which we read so much in the literature of those days, was not a 
sacrament, and conferµd no peculiar t1piritual powers. In a very 
short time, moreover, the more ambitious among the ;reshytrrr1 suc
ceeded in gaining authority over the other elders of the congregation, 
and these came to be called e;iuo;i exclusively. The episcopal 
S}'Stem, therefore, according to them, is not of divine institution, 
but owes its origin to human intrieue. 

In the presbyteral system as proposed by Calvin, and as baaed 
upon the preconceptions described, all authority is vested in repre
sentative bodies, not in individuals, for so it was in the primitive 
congre13tions ( Ecclrsiar), where the body of elders held all author
ity. There are lay elders and ordained elders; the former rule, the 
latter both teach and rule (ministers). The lay elders, together with 
the putor 81 preaiding officer, form the sr11ion which supervises the 
affain of the congregation. The deacons attend to the temporalities. 
All officers are chosen by the session. Above the scsaion we find the 
;resh1trry exercising jurisdiction over a number of congrcptions 
within a given territory. Higher than the presbytery is the synod 
lvhich governs a number of presbyteries. Still higher stands the 
grnrral assembly as the c:ourt of last resort in the whole Church 
(sect). 

The term prcsbytcrianism also designates the peculiar doctrine.a 
of certain t=ects, e. It·• those of the Church of Scotland. Here we 
undentand the term as indicative of a form of government adopted 
by many stttl no matter how variant from one another they may 
be in point of doctrine. As a system of church polity presbyterianism 
is found among practically all those Churches which trace their 
doctrine to one or the other of the so-called Reformers, e. g., thll' 
Lutherans of Germany, t~ Dutch Reformed, the Presbyterians of 
Scotland and Northern Ireland, etc. 

Since these aects reject the sacramental system and the Mw, 
there is no need of holy orders. At moat they admit baptism and 
the Lord's Supper, and while thae functions arc as a matter of fact 
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~rved to the minister, any-layman could likewise perform them 
on the theory that all la)'men are priests: t101 e1tis regale 1acn-Joti11m. 
Any la)'lllan can in point of theory lead in prayer and conduct 
public worship. The laying on of hands is still practised, but this 
is a mere ceremony c:onatituting the candidate a licensed minister, 
i.e., licensed (permitted) to preach the Word. By an ordained 
minister is meant one who hu been &iven the spiritual charge of 
a parish, or mniregation. • 

Compared with the constitution of the Catholic Church we find 
these discrepanc:irs: I ) there are no clerics as distinct from laymen 
by reason of holy orden; 2) all jurisdiction resides ultimately in 
the faithful who in tum delepte it to the representative bodies de
scribed above; those bodies repraent the faithful, just u in their 
judgment the Apostles represented the Church universal, so that 
the authority conferred on the Apostles directly by Christ should 
revert to the faithful upon their death, and the faithful in turn 
would govern the Church as they saw fit, which in Calvin's theory 
took the presbyteral form ; 3) while there is a· well-orpnized system 
of ~vernmcnt baed along hierarchical lines, this hierarchy is not 
of divine institution, but man-made. and the entire plan could be 
dUc:arded at any time for some other ; 4) the oflic:en (with us tln-ic1) 
are constituted in authority by the call of the people; where the 
consent of the civil ruler must be had, this is on the theory that the 
faithful have delegated their authority to him in thoee matten. 

Congregationalinn-Of all non-Catholic church polities this is 
the most democratic. Each mnaregation (house of worship) is a 
Church in it'!lelf. It chooses its own officers, and is subject to no 
outside jurisdiction. And while the individual churches of the same 
denomination (for there is a mother church from which they all 
branch out) feel the need of consulting their sister churches on 
matters of dot"trine and discipline, and for this purpose even hold 
conventions at stated intervals, yet the deliberations 10 arrived at 
are not rcprded as juridically binding. 

The title Co111r,1ational likewise daipates a particular denom· 
ination which was planted on our soil by the early Pillfims. After 
their form of orpnization all other sects similarly constituted in 
point of government, if not of doctrine, are named, e.g., the Baptists 
Unitarians, Adventists, American Lutherans, etc. 

As in the presbyteral, so alto in the congregational system thrre 
are no holy orden. They believe that the call of the mngreption 
gives ministerial authority to a preacher. 

It belongs to do11D&tic theolCJIY to expose the fallacy of the 
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foreaoina systema. The 1tucly must be bued not upon the text of 
the New Testament alone, but mosdy upon the history of the early 
Church and the writinp of the Fathen. The New Testament ii 
rather vaaue concernin1 the divine constitution of the Church. 
Hence, it is not surprisinc that the ao-c:alled Reformers and their 
diaciplca, who rejected tradition u a 10urce of revealed doctrine, 
should have straJ•ed 10 far from the truth on this point. 



Chapter II 

ECCLESIASTICAL orncr.s 
Clerics receive the power to 1anctify throup holy orders. 

This aubject will be colllidered in Book Ill amonc the Pcramcnts. 
At this time the Code consider& cccleaiastical oftica through 

which clerics receive the power of jurilcliction. That i1 to 1ay, all 
jurisdiction derive• ultimately from an office in the Church. If there 
is queation of ordinary juritdiction thil ii inherent in every oftice ; 
if there is question of delegated jurilcliction, thi1 ii conferred 
by a cleric vested with ordinary jurilcliction attached to an office 
he holds, which in turn he &hares with another cleric not in posses
sion of the lib oftice. 

In three articln we &hall discula: 1 ) the nature of ccdeliutical 
oftica; 2) their conferment; 3) their Ion. 

ART. I. 

NcduN of cm Ec:c:IHkmtk:al Otllce 
(c. 1.f.S) 

While in the broad acme any task undertaken in the Church 
may be called an eccleliastical office, e. g., the position of organist, 
janitor, etc., still in the 1trict sense an ecclesiastical office is a 1osition 
'ermanmtly created by divine or ect:lesia1tical law which carries with 
it either th1 1Dwer of ord"s or of j11riltliction. 

It is essential, therefore, to an ecclesiastical office that the post 
enjoy objective stability or perpetuity. Hence, a chaplaincy created 
for one or two years ia not an ecclesiutical office, but the position 
must be one which hu to be filled whenever a vacancy occurs. 
And so, powers conferred for a transient task amount to a delega
tion. However, subjective stability is not required, and so we can 
have parishes with removable paston. In fact, most ecclesiastical 
offices are removable ones. 

It is likewise essential that the oftice shall have been instituted 
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either by divine law, e.g., the papacy, or by ecclesiastical law, e. c., 
the office of &)·nodal judge, vicar-general, etc. And so, an oflice 
inatituted by the civil authority or by private individuals, even though 
its aim be of a charitable or religious nature, would not constitute 
an ecclesiastical office. 

1'·inatly, an ecclesiastical oflice, to be such, must carry some 
power either of orders, e.g., a chaplaincy, a canonry, or of jurisdic
tion, e. g., the office of bishop, vicar-general, etc. Therefore, as was 
said, the office of organist in a church cannot be considered an 
ecclesiastical office in the strict sense, since an organist as such 
requires· neither the power of orders nor of jurisdiction. Likewise, 
the oflice of local and major superior in religious non-eztmlt organ
izations is not an office in the strict sense of the word. However, 
where the Code contains no special legislation on offices in religions, 
and provided the particular law of the rcliaion a silent, the common 
law on ecclesiastical offices in the strict sense may be applied also 
to such religious offices in virtue of the analogy of law permitted by 
canon 20. 

But to be a benefice an ecclesiastical office must moreover IUS\lre 
the ottice holder a permanent revenue. This temporal and material 
aspect of ecclesiastical offices will be considered in Bk. Ill in the 
chapter on benefices. 

.ABT. II. 

An ecclesiastical office may be conferred in four \\"afi, and the 
Code contains special rules for each of these modes of l."a.nonical 
provision. But before proceeding to this point the Code lays down 
some general principles lvhich apply to every kind of canonical 
provi&ion. 

§ 1. CoNPBR:MENT OP ECCLESIASTICAL OFFICES IN GENERAL 

No ecclesiastical office may be validly obtained without an 
antecedent canonical provision. By canonical provision is meant the 
lfant of the office by the competent superior made in accordance 
with the rules which are to follow (c. 14-7). This grant on the part 
of the ecclesiastical superior is callrd fret appoinlmtnt if the superior 
was free to choose the candidate; it is called instit•tion if the candi
date was presented or nominated by a person other than the superior ; 
it is called conformation if election preceded; it is called admission 
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when postulation preceded; finally, it is electio• simply in the case 
where elections require no a>nfirmation on the part of the superior 
(c. 148, §1 ). 

No person may be confirmed, admitted or instituted following 
election, postulation and presentation or nomination respectively, 
unless he is first judpd lit for the office by his proper Ordinary, 
even though this may require an examination ( c. 149). 

An office whicb is not vacant de jure may not be validly con
ferred. If the office is de jure vacant, but not de facto, e.g., due to 
the presence of an intruder, it suffices that the superior when grant
ing the canonical provision make mention of this fact ( c. 150, § 1 : 
151). 

The mere promise of an office can beget no juridical effect, 
since it is the desire of the Church to suppress unholy ambition and 
the abuse of simony. Only the Roman Pontiff can appoint a co
adjutor with the right of succession (c. 150, §2), 

§2. CoNFBRMENT OP EccLBSIASTICAL On1cu IN PARTICULAR 

There are four modes of filling vacant offices: J ) by frte 
appointment; 2) by election; 3) by postulation; 4) by pr.-ntation 
or nomination. 

A. Fan APPOINTMENT 

Most vacant offices are filled by free appointment (libtra col
latio). Thia is the act by which the competent superior confers an 
office upon the candidate of his choice. It remains free appointment 
even where others must be consulted, e.g., where tae pastor must 
be consulted in the appointment of an assistant pastor. Likewise it 
is free appointment where a parish must be filled through the method 
known ai conc11r1us. 

In a disputed case concerning which way the oflia: may be 
filled, the law both presumes that the office is one of free appoint
ment, and that the appoinwent belongs to the local Ordinary 
(c. 152). 

The clerical candidate· must possess those qualifications which 
the law demanda for the office in question. These qualifications are 
found under the various headinp of the Code which treat of 
different ecclesiastical offices in detail, e. g., under bishops, vicars
general, etc. All!O particular law must be consulted for possible 
additional requirements, e.g., the constitutions of a religious organ
ization may demand a more advanced age for the novice master, 
the provincial, etc., than the Code calls for. Whether these qualifi-
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cations are required for validity or only licitness will also be ucer
tained from the same common or particular law (c. 153), 

Other things being equal, the office should be given to the 
worthier candidate, i. e., the more qualified candidate. Thus, of 
two clerics who arc equally learned and prudent, an office which 
calls for greater executive ability should be given to him who pomesses 
this gift in a higher degree. It is left to the superior to decide who 
is the worthier candidate among many, and no action for rescinding 
the appointment can arise on this score (c. 153, §2). 

Ao office which calls for the care of souls, e.g., a parish, can 
be conferred only on a priest ( c. 1 S4). 

All offices must be filled at least within six months from the 
date of vacancy. But for vacant parishes whose provision usually 
requires greater deliberation and thought, the law permits the 
Ordinary to defer the appointment for a lonpr period if necessary 
(c. 155; 458). 

No cleric can be given two incompatible offices. Those offices 
:ire incompatible which cannot be discharged at one and the same 
time by the same cleric. In particular, two offices must be con
sidered incompatible ; 1 ) if the law specifies this with regard to 
certain offices, e. g., that of judge and actuary in the same trial; 
2) if two officei which arc located in different places call for the 
law of residence, e. g., two -parishes; 3) if two offices must be dis· 
charged in the same place at the same time, e. g., two canonries ; 
4) if of two benefices one suffices for the becoming maintenance of 
a cleric ( c. 156) • A cleric who takes peaceful posseS'S.ion of an office 
incompatible with the first thereby forfeits the fi'rst office (c. 188, 
n. 3). 

All appointments should be in writing. This is for the licitness, 
not the validity, of the appointment, and is designed to obviate 
litigations later on (c. 159). 

B. ELECTION 

(c. 160-178) 

Many ecclesiastical offices at the present day are filled by way 
of election. This is true, e. g., of the papal oflioe, of bishoprics in 
certain European countries, in the case of the diocesan administrator, 
and of most offices in a religious organization. 

What follows concerning the method of conducting ecele.iiasti
cal elections is the legislation of the Code. If particular law enlarges 
the obligation of the common law, i.e., insofar as it is legislation 
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pra~ler ju1 commrme, particular law prevails, as where a two-tbirch 
majority is necessary to elect the Pope according to the Constitution 
T'acante SeJe fi;ostolica which is found at the Pnd of the Code 
(c. 160). 

( 1) Time for Holding Elections 
(c.161). 

Every election must take place within at least three months 
from the vacancy of the office. But particular law may rule 
otherwise. 

Failure to hold an election within the prescribed time deprives 
the voters for that occasion of the right to elect. The vacant office 
is then filled by free appointment on the part of the superior who had 
the right to confirm the election. 

The three oumths for holding elections must be so computel 
that the time docs not transpire if the electors are impeded from 
holding the election. 

(2) ConfJolting the Elector1 
(c. 162) 

Since voting by letter or proxy is generally forbidden in 
ec'Clesiastical elections, the voters must be present. It belongs to 
the president of the electoral college to convoke the voters, and to 

decree the time, place, and other circumstances of the election. 
Failure to convoke an elector docs not invalidate the Plection. 

But if any individual elector was overlooked, and therefore was 
absent, he has the right to petition the superior to resciad the election. 

Failure to convoke a third of the electors automatically invali
dates the election. 

(3) Absentee Yoting 
(c. 163, 168) 

All who have been convoked must be personally pttscnt in the 
place of the election if they wish to vote. As a eeneral rule absentee 
voting is forbidden under pain of invalidity. 

If an elector is present in the house but because of sickness 
cannot come to the room where the electors are convened, the 
tellers may go to his room to receive his vote. 
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( +) 1 nwditl F otts 
(c. 167 j 170) 

The following votes are invalid : 1 ) votes cast by persons not 
qualified to vote; 2) a vote which one gives to himself; 3) votes 
which are not secret; 4) uncertain votes; 5) blank votes; 6) condi
tional votes; 7) disjunctive votes; 8) votes cast under the inftuence 
of grave force or fear. We shall consider these points singly. 

The following persons cannot cast a valid vote: 1 ) persons 
incapable of a human act; 2) persons under the age of puberty; 
3) those under censure, or infamy of law, after sentence has been 
passed by the ecclesiastical court; 4) heretics and schismatics; 
5) all who have been deprived of active voice in punishment. 

A vote is invalid which a person gives to himself. In ecclesiasti
cal elections, unlike civil elections, every effort is made by the Jaw 
to suppress unholy ambition. 
' Those votes are invalid which are not aecret. In ecclesiastical 
elections every effort is likewise taken to preclude wounded feelings, 
a precaution essential particularly in a religious community where 
the electors must live a oommon life. Secrecy is also a safeguard 
against simony. 

To maintain secrecy the votes should be in writing, and the 
ballot folded when cast. Prior to the· election two tellers are 
appointed to take up the ballots, and to oount and read them in the 
presence of the presiding officer. Both the tellers and the president 
are under oath of secrecy not to reveal the names of the voters, 
i.e., the manner in which they voted. Moreover, aher the ballot, 
or if several ballots are held in one session, after the session, the 
votes arc to be burned ( c. 171, §4). 

The confidential manifestation of one's vote to two or more 
persons does not invalidate the vote whether this is manifested during 
or after the election. The revelation of one's vote publicly before 
the majority of the electors would render that vote invalid but not 
the balloting. A vote invalid by reason of want of secrecy does not 
in itself invalidate the entire election. The vote is simply not com
puted lVith the rest. 

Uncertain votes are invalid. Under this head come illegible votes 
and blank votes. 

Conditional votes arc invalid. To expedite elections the votes 
must be absolute. To vote for Titius provided he introduces such 
and such reforms would be equivalent to suspending the r.lection. 
The same suspense would be involved in the necessity of ascertaining 
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before-hand the verdication of conditions de ,raesenti or de 'raeterito 
attached to a vote. 

To be valid the vote must be determinate, not disjunctive. 
One does not expre11 his will sufficiently ~ould he vote for "Titius or 
Cajus." 

Finally, the vote must be free in the sense that if one is con
strained through grave fear or fraud to ~ote for this or that candi
date, his vote is invalid. 

(5) Numbtr of Yott1 Rtquir,d 010 Elect 
(c.174) 

Unless particular law rules otherwise, an absolute majority 
is required and suffices for election. An absolute majority is any 
number over half of all the Nlitl votes cast. Invalid votes are not 
reckoned ; they are simply thrown out, and the majority is computed 
from what remains. 
· If in the first and second ballot no candidate receives an absolute 
majority, then in the third ballot the relative majority suftic:es. 
We have already explained this subject elsewhere (cfr. p. 132). 

Sometimes particular legislation is more severe. It may demand 
an absolute majority in every ballot; it may be satisfied with a 
relative majority only in the tenth, fifteenth ballot, etc.; it mav de
mand a two-thirds majority, as in the election of the Pope. 

(6) Wken the Ballot 11 lnrJalitl 

We have seen which votes are to be considered invalid. Some
times one invalid vote suffices in itself to invalidate the whole elec
tion, but not always. It remains to be seen when the ballot 
(scrutinium) is invalid. 

An election is invalid : 
1 ) If more than a third of the electors were not convoked and 

were absent ( c. "162. §3) ; 
2) If a penon not a member of the electoral college is admitted 

to vote, saving lawfully acquired privileges. The statutei of the 
corporation specify which members have the right to vote (c. 165) i 

3) If a layman interferes in any way with the canonical fre:· 
dom of an election (c. 166): 

4) If an excommunicated person knowingly was admitted to 
vote, even though he was a member of the electoral body, and 
provided sentence of excommunication had been passed upon him 
(c. 167, 12); 
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5) If an invalid vote was deciaive, namely if the candidate
~lcct needed precisely that one vote to complete the majority 
required (c. 167, §2); 

6). If the election was infected with simony ( c. 729) ; 

7) If the number of votes cast exceeds the number of voters. 
Here is must be remembered that no one may cast two votes in his 
own name even though he should be entitled to vote for more than 
one rea10D, e.g., being at the same time an ex-provincial, a doctor of 
theology, a delegate of ~me oonvent, etc. (c. 171, §3; 164); 

8) If the candidate-elect docs not possess the qualifications 
required by common or particular law for the office in question 
under pain of invalidity (c. 153, §3). 

Generally speaking, if a ballot is invalid, a new ballot (scratini
um) is taken. If the invalidity is dil!COvered only after the clecticm 
is over and the electors have returned to their homes, and it is not 
convenient to recall them, a sanatio in radice may be asked of the 
Holy See. If the invalidity of an election remains undisclosed, acts 
placed b1• an invalid office holder are valid in virtue of oommon error 
(cfr. p. 167-168). 

( 7) C&11/irn1<1tjrm a/ tht Election 
(c. J77) 

Most elections need no confirmation. This is true of the election 
of the Pope, vicar-capitular, diocesan administrator, etc. In such 
ca.11es the election confers upon the candidate full right to the office, 
or the jus ;,, rt. 

In many religious organizations with a centralized form of 
government elections must be confirmed by the competent superior 
as specified by the constitutions. Here the election confers only a 
jus ad rem. But since it is the object of the law in requiring con
firmation merely to make sure that the candidate possesses the qualifi
cations for validity, and that the election wu otherwise canonically 
conducted, once this is ascertained the superior cannot refuse to con
firm the election. Usually it is the superior next in authority to 
the electl"d person who grants confirmation, e. g., the provincial 
confirms the election of a local superior, the general confirms the 
election of the provincial, the Holy See confirms the election of the 
general. 
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(8) Election by Compromilt 
(c. 172-173) 

ISS 

Unless the law rules otherwise in the caae of some particular 
office, the electors can choose their candidate by compromise 
( e/1ctio ,,,. eom1romunnn). 

To elect by compromise means that all the voters unanimously 
agree in writing upon one or more persons to whom they will 
transfer for that occasion their right to choose the candidate. 

Election by compromise is an expedient for breaking a deadlock. 
Where the common law obtains a deadlock is impossible. The rca· 
son is that the relative majority in the third ballot determines the 
candidate. Deadlocks can more frequently happen where an absolute 
majority is required by particular law in every ballot, or where a 
two-thirds majority is required. 

C. POSTULATION 

(c. 179-182) 

When a candidate for oflice labors under some canonical 
impediment he cannot be elected, e.g., if he lacks the required age. 
lo this case the electon can by their majority vote only reque2't 
(postulate) the superior that he dispeme the candidate from the 
impediment and admit him to office. 

Postulation is conducted in precisely the same way as an elec
tion ; there is no need of any preliminary agreement to postulate. 
'fhe very fact that a cleric who is impeded from office receives votrs 
shows that those voters arc postulating for him. 

Ordinarily the ballot (seh1Jula) cast for a candidate who needs 
postulation should read: postulo Titium, Cajum, etc. A vote \vhich 
reads 1/igo '111 1ostulo will count for election if the candidate has no 
in,pediment, but for postulation if he is impeded. It ii disputed 
whether a vote which reads 1/igo in place of 1ostulo, or vice-versa is 
invalid. In practice to avoid this pitfall the ballots are usually 
printed 1ostulo t1tl 1/igo. In that case the voter merely adds the name 
of the candidate of bis choice without cancelling either of these 
wordz. 

The number of votes required to postUlate is the same as for 
election if all candidates who are receiving votes labor under some 
impediment which debars them from office. That is, an absolute 
majority is required in the first two ballots, and a relative majority 
in the third ballot suffices where common law obtains. 

If postulation concurs with election a two-thirds majority is 
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required lo 101tulate. Postulation concurs with election when in the 
same ballot votes arc cast for one or more candidates who are not 
impeded (election) and other votes are cast for one or more candi
dates who are under impediment (postulation). In that cue justi~ 
dictates that the door to the office be opened more readil)• to him who 
labors under no impediment. 

To clarify this by an illustration, where the common law 
obtains: If three persons A, B and C receive votes in the first 
two ballots, and A and B are elective candidates with no impedi· 
ments, while C needs postulation, an absolute majority given to 
either A or B in these two ballots will determine the election, while 
C will require a two-thirds majority. Suppose that none receiYeS 
the absolute majority required and the election passes into a third 
ballot. Here a relative majority will suffice for either A or B, while 
C still needs a two-thirds majority. This \Vas decided by the Ponti
fical Committee Jul)' l, 1922 (~eta XIV, 406). And '°• if 
21 valid votes were cast in the third ballot, S going to A, 3 to B 
and 13 to C, in this case A must be considered elected. If only A 
and C \Vere in the runninc in the third ballot 8 votes would clrct 
A, C would need 14. 

When a candidate receives the required . number of votes for 
postulation, it is left to the superior to admit or reject the petition 
of the electors. The postulated candidate has not even a ju1 aJ rem 
to the office. Dispensation from the impediment is a pure favor to 
\vhich the candidate can claim no strict right. Against the refusal 
of the competent superior to admit the postulation there lies no relief. 
The election muat be resumed. ' 

D. PRESENTATION AND NOMINATION 

(c. 1448-1471) 

Presentation of a candidate is another way of providing for 
vacant offices. To show her appreciation toward those of the faithful 
who contributed of their material means to the construction or upkeep 
of sacred edifices, or the endowment of benefices, the Church in past 
age:s was wont to grant such patrons the rilitt to present to the 
vacant church, chapel, benefice, etc., a cleric qf their choice. Thi." 
was called the riitht of patronaae or of advowsan (ju1 ,.1ronatu1). 
No oew ripts of patronage may arise under the law of the Code. 
Those existing at the time of the Code's promulption remain intact. 

In the United States the rieht of patronage is unknown. The 
II Plenary Council of Baltimore (n. 184) expressly declared that 
no oflerinp of the faithful, whether in the form of pew rent, plate 
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collections, salaries, subscriptions to purchase land or to construct 
a church could in any way be considered as conferrin1 the right of 
patronap. In this country bishops have the right of free appoint
ment to ·all eecular parishes. 

By nomination is meant the presentation of a candidate by 
scme one other than a patron of a church or benefice. For centu1ies 
the Roman Pontiffs have accorded to Catholic rulers certain rights 
with respect to nominating to vacant sees, and in aome cues to 
parishes and . other benefices. Such ripb are panted 'a a rule 
throuah concordats. 

In the United States the civil authorities have never interfered 
in the freedom of ecd.esiasrical elections. Although Catholic bishops, 
and even pastors, are persons of inftuence in the political and social 
life of the nation, no danpr to the American system of aovernment 
or to a political party from such clerical influence ha ever been 
conceived sufticiendy serious to cause civil interference in ecclesiasti
ca.l appointments. l'~or this we are indebted to the abeence in our 
country of that excessive spirit of nationalism which for centuries 
has been the curse of European nations. 

ABT. Ill. 

Lou al F.ccJMlmtlca1 om.. 
(c. 183-195) 

An ecclesiatical o8ice is I01t in five ways : I ) by raipation ; 
2) by deprivation ; 3} by removal ; 4} by transfer ; S) by lapse of 
term (c. 183, 11). 

Qy the going out of office of the superior who conferred it, the 
office is not l01t, save in two cases: 1 ) where the law so provides, 
as in the case of the vicar-pneral who Imes his office simultaneously 
with the bishop; 2} if the superior when conferring the office added 
the proviso: otl /w11,,iant•m 11ostr11m. or its equivalent (c. 183, §2). 

Reli1•otio11-Any cleric who is in possession of hi1 mental 
faculties may resign his office, unleu he is expressly forbidden by 
the law to do so. Thus, e. g., a novice is forbidden by c. 568 to 
resign his benefice prior to profession. /u concerns reli1ious office
holders, they may be forbidden by their constitutions to resign their 
office. 

Althou1h no special prohibition to resign exists, still there must 
be a just cause authorizing the resipation, e. g., lou of the cleric's 
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good name in the parish, a change of climate for reasons of health, 
advanced age, etc. 

A resignation does not take elect until it ia accepted by the 
superior who conferred the oftice. Even so, the office does not become 
vacant until the resigninr cleric has been informed of the acceptance 
of his resignation. Hence, he may not quit bis office immediately 
upon rmipinc. 

For validity the resignation must be made in writing, or orally 
before two witnesses. The document of resignation must be pre
tcrved in the archives of the Curia against the eventuality of the 
cleric's later rerrctting his step, and starting a litigation. 

ne superior must either accept or reject the resignation within 
one month of its being tendered. Should he fail to do so, however, 
a new resipation is not required, but be may acicept the resignation 
even after the laJllC of a month, unles1 the cleric b• recalled his 
resip.ation, which he may do at any time prior to its acceptance 
(Code Comm., July 14, 1922; Atta XIV, 526). 

R.e1ignations extorted through grave fear or force, simony or 
fraud, are i'6o f aeto invalid. 

The followinc acts carry with them tacit resignation (c. 188): 
1 ) Religious profession as described in c. 584; 
2) F~ure to take possession of an office within the time spec· 

ifird; 
3) ACClCptance of a aecond office incompatible with the first, 

and in this cue the first office is considered vacant automatically by 
reason of tacit resipation ; 

4) Public apo&tacy from the Catholic faith ; 
S) Voluntary enlistment in the militia ; 
6) Marriace, though it be merely a civil marriap; 
7) Failure to resume the clerical prb within a month after 

the Ordinary'• wamiq; 
8) Failure to resume residence within the time specified by the 

Ordinary. 
PriW1tion of office may be decreed for a punishable oileme, or for 

purely administrative reasons, e. g., advanced ace of the incumbent. 
One cannot be deprived of an irremovable office save for an 

offense and by way of a formal trial. The offense must be one 
which is punished in law with privation of office. But in the cues 
described on p. 6SS irremovable pastors can be deprived of their 
parishes in an administratiYe manner without a formal trial. 

As to removable offices, a cleric can be deprived of the same 
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either for administrative reasons or for some ofteme. And the 
offense need not be among those punished by the law with privation. 
Nor is it necaaary that a formal trial take place. 

Tmnlf•r-Usually a cleric iS not simply removed from an oftice 
and left to bis own resources, but he is given another of&ce, i. e., 
he is transferred. 

In the transfer of pastors the procedure outlined on p. 658 is to 
be followed. In all other cues no special mode of proceeding on the 
part of the superior is defined in the law, save where the transfer 
is not voluntary but compulsory. In the latter cue the transfer is 
equivalent to privation of office, and what was said under that 
head above applies at this place. 

When a transfer is effected, the fint office becomes vacant only 
after the cleric has taken possession of bis new office. In the mean· 
time his revenues accrue to him from the fint office, unlaa the 
Ordinary rules otherwise. 



Chapter III 

ORDINARY .AlfD DELEGATED POWER 

Having seen how the power of orders is received through 
ordination, and the power of jurisdiction through an office or h}' 
delegation, it remains to learn the rules that govern the proptr 
eJterdu of both powers. 

ABT. I. 

Exwdle of Orden 

The episcopal, priestly and diaconal power of orders cannot be 
delegated. The power of minor orders can be delegated. Thus mere 
laymen, as boys, serve at Mass and act as acol)•tes. Whether the 
power of the subdeacon can be delegated to one who has not received 
that order is disputed, since there exists a controversy whether sub
diaconate is of divine or ecclesiastical origin. 

Certain functions, though reserved to bishops, are not derived 
through episcopal consecration, and so may be delegated or com
mitted to priests. Thus by law, and again by privilege or papal 
indult, some priests are empowered to confer minor orders, to con
firm, and to perform various consecrations (c. 210). 

The power of orders is never lost, even through suspension or 
through degradation to the lay state. This is in virtue of divine 
lnw when there is question of the episcopate, priesthood and dia
conate, and probably of the subdiaconate. It is in virtue of canon 
la1v alone in the case of minor orders. That is, the Church expressly 
\\;Us that the po1ver received through minor orders be considered 
permanent. And so a cleric in minor orders returning to the clerical 
state alter quitting his studies, need not be reordained. 

ABT. II. 

E':acerclae oi Jurladlc:UoD 

Juri1tliction in gerieral-We have already seen how the power 
of juriadiction differs from the power of orders {p. 140). It 

160 
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remains to point out the different kinds of jurisdiction, and to state 
the rules that govern their proper exercise. 

Ecclesiastical jurisdiction may be divided into the following 
classes: 1) jurisdiction of divine law, and jurisdiction of ecclesiastical 
law; 2) original and vicarious jurisdiction_; 3) legislative, adminis
trati\fe and judicial jurisdiction; 4) jurisdiction of the external 
forum, and jurisdiction of the internal forum; 5) contentious and 
voluntary jurisdiction; 6) ordinary and delepted jurisdiction. 

Often these different categories overlap; they do not mutually 
exclude one another. A priest appointed to preside at a definite 
court trial is exercising at one and the same time a jurisdiction that 
is vicarious, of ecclesiastical law, judicial, of the external forum and 
delegated. Thi~ will become clearer aa we proceed. 

§1. JURISDICTION oF DmNB AND EccLBSIASTICAL LAW 

Jurisdiction is of divine law if it ftows from an office created by 
divine law. There arc only two such offices: the papacy, and the 
suoordinate episcopate. All other offices in the Church being of 
ecclesiastical origin, the jurisdiction which they confer is said to be 
of ecclesiastical law ( oriain), e. I·• the jurisdiction of the vicar· 
general, of diocesan judges, etc. 

§2. ORIGINAL AND VICARIOUS ]URJSDIC'l'ION 

Original jurisdiction is that which a cleric exercises in his own 
name; vicarious jurisdiction, as the word indicates, is that which a 
cleric exercises in the name of another. All vicars in the Church 
exercise such power, e.g., the vicar-general exerciees his jurisdiction 
in the name of the bishop. Say the same of the vicar-forane or rural 
dean, of the diocesan official, and of all clerics who enjoy only 
delegated power. But note well, that while all delegated jurisdic
tion is vicarious. not all vicarious jurisdiction is delegated, as will 
appear from what is to follow. Archbishops, patriarchs, abbots, the 
officials of the Roman Curia, vicars and prefects {\.postolic, the 
diocesan administrator-all these are papal vicars. 

§3. LBGISLATIVB1 ADMINISTltATIVK AND JUDICIAL JURISDICTION 

Those who make laws for a society exercise legislative powe;. 
Those who enforce these same laws oubide of court exercise 
administrative power, called also executive jurisdiction. Those who 
en-force the law in court by way of a trial by deciding litigated 
questions of law or fact, exercise judicial power. 
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Most modern civil governments divide all power in the State 
into three branches, and no one department can invade another. 
But in the Church by divine law this three-fold power is vested in 
the Pope for the universal Church, and in each residential bishop 
for his diocese. But the Pope and the bishops can share their 
authority with other clerics if they choose to do so. In point of fact 
this is what happens. And so the Pope and the bishops are relieved 
of much work which they could not personally discharge. Some
times it is administrative jurisdiction which these clerics participate 
in, e. g., the vicar-general's jurisdiction is of an administrative nature, 
as is also the jurisdiction of the Roman Congregations. To the dio
cesan ofticial the bishop gives judicial power, and the Pope gives the 
same to the Roman Rota. It is not customary for the Pope or bishops 
to share with others their law.making authority. Decrees and imtruc
tions which emanate from the Roman Concregations, and orders is
sued by the vicar-general, are not strictly speaking formal law; but 
merely administrative ac:ts (dr. p. 96-98). 

§4. ]URISDICI'ION OP THE EXTERNAL AND INTBRNAL FORUM 

Jurisdiction which has for its immediate object the maintenance 
of external order in the ecclesiastical society (church universal. 
diocese, reliaious Order, prefecture Apostolic, etc.) is called jurisdic
tion of the external forum. In virtue of this jurisdiction doctrine 
is denned, laws are enacted, appointments to offices are made, church 
property is administered, litigations are decided, and punishments 
are inflicted. 

Jurisdiction which has for its immediate object the sanctifica
tion of souls is called jurisdiction of the internal forum. In the 
order of time jurisdiction of the internal forum pouibly preceded 
jurisdiction of the external forum. For the primary mission of the 
Church was. and is, to save souls. Only because the maintenance of 
public order was a necessary requiaite to this end, did she acquire 
jurisdiction of the external forum. Civil rulen exercise only juris
diction of the external forum. They have only one function to per
form, namely, to maintain public order among the citizens of the 
State. An example will illustrate the presence of both kinds of 
jurisdiction in the Church. A confessor when absolving from sins 
is exercising jurisdiction of the internal forum. The superior who 
legislates concerning the qualifications of confessors, or who oonfers 
upon a particular prieat confession faculties, is exercising jurisdiction 
of tlie external forum. 

To the internal forum belong the preaching of the gospel, the 
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adminitttation of the sacraments, the conducting of public worship, 
and the granting of dispensationa, commutatiom, and pardons in oc
cult cases, e.g., in the case of occult marriage impediments, occult 
irregularities and censures. 

The internal forum, which is also called the forum of conscience, 
is divided into the internal sacramental forum, and the internal extra
sacramental forum, depending on whether conscience in occult cases 
is relieved in the sacrament of penance, or outside of the sacrament. 

Rults 'of law that aovern the exercise of the jurisdictions under 
question are: 

1) An act of jurisdiction exercised in the external forum is 
valid likewise for the internal forum, but not vice vena {c. 202, §1). 
Thus, marriage impediments and censures of a public nature which 
are removed outside of confession need not be removed again in the 
confessional. 

2) When jurisdiction is granted for the internal forum in 
acneral terms, it can be exercited in either the sacramental or the 
extra-sacramental forum, unless the nature of the matter calls for 
the ~acramental forum (c. 202, §2). This means that an occult 
impediment can be removed without the need of a party going to 
confession for that purpose, it sufficing that the cleric notify the 
party that the impediment is here aod now removed. But faculties 
to absolve_from a reserved sin must. by the very nature of the cue, 
be exercised in sacramental confession. 

3) If the forum was not mentioned when jurisdiction wu 
conferred, it may be exerciled in either the external or internal forum, 
unlea.s the nature of the case dictates one definite forum, e. g., public 
impedimenb are removed in the external forum ( c. 202, §3). This 
simply m'ans that a public record of the act should -be kept; the 
dispensation must be recorded in the parish and diocesan boob, and 
when this is done. the act of jurisdiction has been exercised in the 
external forum. The same test applies to absolutions given in the 
e."tternal forum ; a record thereof is kept in public files. No record is 
kept of acts of jurisdiction perfonned in the sacramental forum, 
because of the sacramental seal. Where an occult matter is not 
reve:iled solely through confession, and the seal does not bind. since 
the matter is occult it belongs to the internal forum, .and is not 
recorded in public registers, but in special records kept in the 
secret archives of ~e chancery. if a record is necessary. 

§5. CoNTBNTious AND VoLuNTAR.Y Jvuso1CT1ox 
In ancient Roman law, when the judge had to give a decision in 

a ca.~ where either party was unwilling to appear in the litigation, 
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his jurisdiction 'vas conaidercd contentio°', and he had to proceed by 
\Vay of a solemn trial. But if both parties willingly asked for the 
judge's intervention, the jurisdiction of the judge became voluntary 
jurisdiction, e. g., in adoption and emancipation cases. 

The distinction was carried over and remains in canon law. But 
the test whether jurisdiction is contentious or voluntary is no longer 
found in the object but in the mode of procedure. If canon law calls 
for a formal trial in litigated matters, the jurisdiction involved is 
called contentious; if the superior can proceed without observing the 
formalities of a trial, he exercises voluntary jurisdiction, whether the 
party whose interests are at stake is willing or unwilling to have him 
act. Therefore, acts of contentious jurisdiction are those only which 
are placed by a judge during the course of a court trial. All other 
jurisdictional acts in the Church are acts of voluntary jurisdiction, 
e. g., the enactment of la\n, and decrees, instructions, etc., the giving 
of precepts, the granting of dispensations, appointments to offices, 
extra judicial inftiction of penalties, etc, 

Rule. of low-Contentious jurisdiction cannot be exercised in 
one's own behalf, because nemo jutle3r in carua ,ro,ria. or no judge 
can try his own case (c. 201, 52). Neither can the judge set up court 
outside of his territory, unless he has been forcibly expelled from his 
territory, or is impeded from returning to his territoy (illitl.). 

Voluntary jurisdiction, however, can be exercised even to one's 
own benefit, and outside of one's territory, or toward a subject out
side of one's territory (c. 201, §3). In the first supposition, one who 
can dispense others, e. g., from fast, can dispense himself. In the 
second, a bishop while abaent from his dioeese could nevertheless 
make appointments. To illustrate the third case, a bishop could 
grant to a student priest away from the diocese permission to read 
boob on the Index within limits. 

Jurisdiction, whether contentious or voluntary, cannot be exer
cised except over one's own subjects. But, sometimes. the law or 
indult makes exceptions. Thus, penitents coming from outside the 
diocese can be abaolved by any approved confessor in the die>Ce'ie 
where they happen to be visiting. A bishop in virtue of quinquennial 
faculties may usually dispense transients from impediments in cases 
where he could dispense ·his own subjects. 

§6. ORDINARY AND DBLBGATED ]tnUSDICTION 

De/initioJU-Ortlinary jurisdiction is that which the law at· 
taches to an office; Jelegatetl jurisdiction is that which is attached or 
given to a '"'o" without reference to any office he may, or may not, 
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have. (dr. c. 197, §1 ). There arc many powen which the Code, 
e. g., attaches to the episcopal office. These can be delegated to any 
or all priests, unless the law forbids delegation. Thus, the bishop 
can delegate priests to clispense from the banns of matrimony if 
a just cause is present for the dispenaation. The bishop is empowered 
by law to absolve from certain censures reserved to the Holy 
See. He can delegate his priests as confcsaon to absolve in virtue of 
general faculties to that effect, etc. All this is said merely by way of 
illustrating the difference between ordinary and delegated jurisdic
tion. Much more will be said presently about some involved rules of 
c. 199-200. 

The above must be kept in mind when, as we so often do, we 
meet the words Ortlintlf'1 llnd local Ordinary in the Code. One 
would think that any cleric who enjoyed ordinary juriidiction in the 
external forum ought to be called an Ordinary; but this is not true. 
Such a one may be called a 1relttte. e. g., a synodal judge; but 
Ordinary has a very technical and restricted meaning. 

Under the term Ortlinar1 come only the following: 1) the 
Roman Pontiff; 2) residential bishops; 3) abbots and prelates 
nullius; 4) vicars and prefects Apostolic; 5) those who temporarily 
fill the office vacated by any of the foregoing, e. g., a diocesan ad
ministrator ; 6) vicars-general ; 7) major superiors in clerical exempt 
religions ( c. 198, § 1 ) • 

By local Ordinary are meant all the above excepting religious 
superiors (c. 198, §2). 

Rults of law goo1rning the eJtercise of ortli11ar1 antl Jeltgatetl 
;uri1diction; 

1 ) He who possesses ordinary jurisdiction can delegate it 
lvholly or in part, unless the law exprenly provides etherwise (c. 199, 
§ 1). The Code Comm. declared that pastors cannot delegate con
fession faculties, although they possess ordinary power to hear the 
confessions of their subjects (Oct. 16, 1919, Atta XI, 477). 

2) Jurisdiction tlel19tttetl /Jy the Hol1 811 can be subdclepted 
either ad actum or ha/Jit11alit1r (called alao ~er motlum lrabit111, and 
ad uni'1er1itatem negotiorum), unleas one was chosen delegate for 
personal. reasons (stated in the rescript, e. g., because of learning, 
prudence, experience, etc.), or unless subdelegation was expressly 
forbidden (as sometimes happens with certain cases fallinir; within 
the bishop's quinquennial faculties, because they are cases the Holy 
~ee wisbl!I to keep under strict control). This ruling will be found 
ID C. 199, §2. 

Therefore, generally speaking, a bishop may subdelegate the 
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chancellor to arant marriap di1pen1atioa1 without reatrictin1 their 
nwnber, provided his quinquennial f&c:ulties empower the bishop 
bimst.lf to dispense from thoae impediments. Again, if the bi1hop is 
himsell empowered by the Apostolic faculties to absolve from cenain 
censures reserved to the Holy See, he may subclelepte Fr. John to 
absolve Titius ia hi1 stead. Thi.I is 1ubdeleption •' oct•m, namely 
whenever the cue for which one may let is deaipated and specified 
in 1uch a way that it cannot be mi1taken for any other caee. Fr. John 
knows whom he hu in mind when he ub for faculties to abeolve 
a c:rnain penitent without revealin1 the latter's name. But the 
biihop may aubdelepte to one or all of his priests peral faculties 
to absolve from cen1ure1 raerved to the Holy See, which he poueuc1 
in vinue ·of his quinquennial faculties. This is habitual subdelep
tion, because the cues that will arile cannot be foreseen, and there
fore are not deaipated or 1pecified ia any way. 

3) We conlidered above what happens if the Holy See dele
ptes. Now suppoae a cleric inferior to the Roman Pontiff who. is 
vested with ordinary jurisdiction should delegate, does the same rule 
a1 under (2) apply~ Panly it does, and panly it does not. 

If llobil•al deleption i1 granted, 1ay by the bishop, to, e. I•• his 
rural dean1 to abeolve from censure or sin all who contract, ay, civil 
marriage (we suppose this to be a re1erved cue in the diocese), and 
Fr. John in1tead of 1endin1 the penitent to the dean, requests from 
the dean the faculty to rrant the absolution himself, the dean could 
aubdelepte Fr. John in the cue proposed to him. But the dean 
could not 1rant Fr. John habitual 1ubdeleption, and herein we find 
a 1lipt difference in the rule stated in (2). 

There is another difference. If the Holy See deleptn the 
bishop atl t1ctJ1m the latter can pnerally subdelepte, a1 we saw. But 
if the bishop delegates "' aetuna his ordinary power, the delegate 
cannot subdelegate, unless the bishop should expressly state thi1. And 
so, if nothini wu said to that dlect, if Fr. John obtained faculties 
from the bishop in the above case to absolve the nupturients, and on 
the appointed day for the confession he is called away, he cannot au~ 
delepte his auiltant to hear the confe1Sions of the penitent». and 
ahaolve them. And 10 we find that provi1ion for thi1 con~ingenc:y 
is often found in the abeolvin1 faculties on occasiom of this nature. 
The1e rules under (3) are found in c. 199, §3, 4. 

4) No subdelepted jurisdiction can be subdelepted apin 
unlrss this privileae was expressly granted. And so, if Fr. John 
above obtained faculties from the dean, Fr. John is now subdelepted, 
1ince the dean wu already hirmelf delepted, and in the event of a 
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hurried departure u stated, Fr. John could not subdelepte his 
assistant, unless the dean bad expressly so stated (cfr. c. 199, §S). 

N. B. The rules contained in canon 199 are amon1 the moet 
difficult to muter that can be found in the Code, and at the same 
time they are of ~uch frequent application that time spent in tryin1 
to t."Omprehend them will always be time put to aoocl use and profit. 

§7. How Ju1.1m1CT10N C1A1BS 

1. Ordinary jurisdiction ceases lermarurrtly by loss of office. 
Tem~orarilJ•, it ceases: a) if the office holder incurs excommunication 
or suspension ; b) when appeal is taken from a court sentence, die 
jurisdiction of the jud&e is meanwhile silent and inoperative' in respect 
to the case appealed (c. 208). 

2~ Delegated jurUdiction ceases: 
a) With completion of the delepted wk, e. 1.1 after the 

trial· is over in the case of a delegated judge ( c. 207); 
b) With lapse of time if delegation extended to a definite 

period, as in the case of quinquennial faculties (ibid.) . 
... ?, .. c) When the number of dele1ated cues is exhausted, e. g., 
after the fifth absolution if a confessor wu delqated to abaolve 
from five reservation1. But acts placed inadvertently in the 
internal forum are valid even after the time hu expired, or the 
number of cues has been exhau1ted (i6id). 

d) If the motive of the delegation ceucs, e. r., if litipting 
parties compromise, or in a matrimonial suit are reconciled 
before the delepted judiie has arrived at the sentence (ibUl). 

e) With recall of the delegation. But the recall tabs 
effect only after the delegate hu been notified of the recall (i6id). 

f) With renunciation of delegation on the part of the 
delegate. But the resipation does not take eftcct until the dele
gatine authority accepts the resi111ation (ibid). 

g) Upon vacancy in the oflic:e of the delepting author· 
ity, dele~tion ceases only in two cases: 1) if the rescript con
ferring delce'tion expmaly sp providea; 2) if the delegate bu 
been empowered to rrnnt a favor to some specified penon 
(gratia faeitntla), and has taken no steps as yet to execute the 
favor e. g., a matrimonial dispensation petitioned from the Holy 
See. But the quinquennial faculties of local Ordinaries do not 
cease upon vacancy of thf Holy See (ibid). 
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§8. How JuRISDICTION Is SuPPLillD 

In thn:e cases the Church supplies jurisdiction: 1) when juri&
diction granted for the internal forum overruns its time or number 
of cases throuch inadvertance i 2) in a common error ; 3) in a 
positive and probable doubt ( c. 209). 

The welfare of the faithful demands that jurisdiction be sup
plied in a common error. Thus, a priest visiting in a stranp diocese 
absolves validly even though the pastor for whom he is supplying 
may have forgotten to ask confession faculties for him. Here the 
penitents are persuaded that the priest bas the power to grant them 
absolution. 

Yir111al common error suffices, and aetual common error is not 
necessary before the Church supplies jurisdiction, at least according 
to the majority of writers. Common error is virtual once the founda
tion has been placed from which common error can arile, e. 1-1 as 
soon as the visiting priest enters the confessional. It is not neCC1Sary 
that a larp section of the parish fint confess to the stranpr. 

But to exercise jurisdiction licitly in a common error a grave 
reuon is required. In the illustration above it would be gravely 
inconvenient for the visitor to discontinue hearing confeuiona should 
he become aware of lack of delepted faculties. But the pastor in 
the case would sin cravely did he neglect asking for confession fand
tics on the theory that the Church will supply. 

Also in a positive and probable doubt the Church again supplies 
jurisdiction. It matters not whether the doubt be one of fact, e. g., 
is this penitent in actual d~r of death to warrant me, a simple 
confe111>r. to abiOlve from his reserved censure in virtue of c. 2252, 
or whether the doubt be one of law, e. g., can I, a major superior 
in a clerical non·exempt religion, abaolve my fugitive subject from 
his censure (cfr. p. 714). For the rest, every doubt which rests upon 
some sensible arpment is probable, and if probable, necellllrily 
positive at the same time, since a negative doubt is one in favor of 
which no convincing, but only a vacuous rea10n is offered. 



Chapter IV 

THE RIGHTS. PRIVILEGES. AND DUTIES 
COMMON TO ALL CLERICS 

All clerics have certain rights, privileges and duties in oommon. 
These we shall consider in the present chapter. Later, we shall 
devote our attention to Jiahts, and duties which in addition to these 
common ones, some clerics have by reason of the office they hold 
in the Church. 

AllT. I. 

Common IUQhta of Clede• 

All clerics, regardless of bow hiafi or low they rank in the 
hierarchy, enjoy the followin1 rights: 1) the right to holy orders; 
2) the right to ecclesiastical jurisdiction; 3) the right to ecclesiasti
cal offices ; 4) the ri&ht to ecclesiastical benefices and pensions 
(c. 118). 

By this we do not mean that all clerics will actually come into 
possession of all the above ripts. Rather, the above might better 
he called clerical prerogatives in the sense that clerics alone are 
entitled to them to the exclusion of the laity. 

ART. II. 

Common Privileqe• of Claric:a 

These are four: 1 ) the privilege of the canon ; 2) the privi1ep 
of the forum ; 3 ) the privilege of exemption ; 4) the privilege of 
competency. 

§1. PIUVILBGB OF THE CANON 

(c. 119). 

. . This privilege has for its object to protect clerics against bodily 
lnJury. Clerics arc privi1epd in this protection, or we may say 

169 
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clerics enjoy a privileged protection, in the sense that those who 
violate this privilege are ilJilty of sacrilege and incur excommunica
tion. 

It is called the privilege of the canon because it was Inserted 
into the 15th canon of the II Lateran Council (1139). In the 
Middle Ages civil courts were not so well organized as at the present 
time so that many wrongs went unpunished, or their punishment 
was considered a matter of private vengeance. As. a result, clerica 
as well as laics became liable to bodily injury at the hands of 
aggrieved persons. To protect at least the clergy against such possi
bilities was the reason for the present privilege. 

Only real injuries are intended. The ~.fucy mu!t be external 
also. It may consilt in bodily harm through physical blows ; or an 
affront to the cleric's dignity, as spitting upon him; or an impair~ent 
of his liberty, e. g., imprisonment. The injury must be deliberate, 
and not accidental. The excQmmunication which such offense car
ries with it is incurred automatically, and is a reserwd one (c. 2343). 

§2. PlU\'IL.IGB OP THB FORUM 

(c. 120) 

In virtue of this privilege clerics enjoy immunity from lay 
courts in both civil and criminal suits, so that they cannot be cited 
as dt/enJants save before d1e church courts, without previow eer
mission obtained by the plaintiff from the competent ecclesiastical 
superiors to sue in the lay court. 

But clerics may be cited to appear as witnesse1 in lay courts, 
unless professional secrecy is involved, and saving criminal trials 
where the accused is threatened with a grave punishment 
(c. 139, §3). 

However, civil law courts are better equipped to administer 
justice today than in times past. And as a result there has been 
some modification of the privilege of the forum. Permi&Sion is 
easily granted to sue a cleric in the lay court in purely temporal, 
not spiritual causes, e. g., purely private contracts, but not where 
neglect of clerical office is the basis of the charge. This the Church 
reserves to herself. 

Competent to permit suing clerics in lay courts are: 1) the 
Holy See if a cardinal, papal legate, a bishop, an abbot or prelate 
nulliu1, the supreme head of a clerical exempt religion, or the major 
~ffidals of the Roman Curia are to be cited; 2) the Ordinary in 
the case of all other clerical defendants. 
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In many countries the privilege of the forum h11 fallen into 
desuetude. In the United States this is only J;l8rtly true. That is. 
custom with us permits a layman to sue a cleric in civil court, pro
vided spiritual matters are not at issue; but a cleric may not sue 
another cleric without the bishop's permission (Eccl. Review, Sept., 
1912, 313; Ill Plen. Counc. Bait. n.84). 

§3. PawILEOB OF EDMmoN 

(c. 121) 

In virtue of thia privilege clerics are exempt from military 
service, and from all duties alien to the clerical state. Such dutiel 
are described on p. 182. , 

At one time the clergy were en:mpt also from taxation on their 
lay holdings. This was a gratuitous concession of the civil ruler, and 
hm for a long time ceased to exist. However, the Church claims 
as a matter of divine right immunity from taxes on property that 
belongs to moral persons in the Church on the theory that no 
so'•ereign society can be compelled to pay tribute to another society. 
In the ·states of the American Union all church property is usually 
free of taxes as a matter of privileae accorded by the state 110Vern
mcnts, church corporations being regarded as either charitable or 
educational institutions. 

§4. PRIVILEGE OP COMPBTBNCY 

(c. 122) 

In virtue of this privilege a cleric may not be sued for debts 
beyond his present capacity (competency) to satisfy, if by so doing 
he would deprive hinuelf of the means of livelihood becomin1 his 
clerical state. 

The obligation to satisfy one's crccliton is not extinguuhed, 
but is merely suspended until such time when the cleric will find 
it possible to pay his debts in full. ' 

In the put, when a creditor could have his debton confined to 
prison for failure to pay their debts, the privilege of competency 
accorded to clerics was not without special advantage. 

§S. OuGIN OP CLBRJCAL PaIVILBCBS 

Let u1 distinguish bennen the lliltoritttl and the i11ri4ical origin 
of clerical privileps. 

Histori~all1. they may be traced to the concessions of the Roman 
Christian emperors, saving the privilege of the canon. Later, they 
beC'8Ine pan of the civt1 law in the Holy Roman Empire, then of 
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the civil la'v in states outside the Empire, and remained civil law 
until the eighteenth century, at least in Catholic countries. 

As to their juridical origin we have three opinions: 1) That the 
privileges are of tJWi,,e law, because by divine law the clerical state 
is superior _to the lay state, so that it is incongruous for clerit"S to 
be judged by those over whom the divine law has appointed clerics 
the judges. But to this it is answered that clerics as clerics are 
superior to laymen, bu\ as mere citizens clerie1 are not above laymen. 
2) That the privileges are of human origin only, having been intrO. 
duced by the Christian rulers. To this it is answered that such a 
statement explains their historical, but not their juridical origin. 
3) That the privileges are both dWi"e and tult1itutital in origin. 
They are divine funtlamt,,tal/y and rnnotel1, being based upon the 
exalted dignity of the clerical state. They are of ecclesiastical law 
and origin formally and proJtimale/y insofar as the Church has the 
authority to change their form and content in view of exigencies 
and changes brought about by time. In other words, how the dignity 
of the clerical state, which is of divine la\v, shall be protected, and 
what forms this protection ought to assume, is of ecclesiastical law. 
This third opinion is supported by two arguments: a) the Council 
of Trent refers to clerical privileges in the aggregate as: immunitatem 
Dei orditfationt ti canonicis 1anctio,,ib111 co1111itutam; b) the Church 
has tie /acto modified the privileges from time to time through con
cordats, and even abolished them in certain instances, which she 
could not do were the privileges in their present form of divine 
origin. 

§6. PRESENT STATUS OP CLl!l.ICAL PRIVILBGES 

The French Revolution introduced separation of Church and 
State for the first time. And since then, and wherever separation 
obtains, clerical privileges are no longer recognized by civil aovem
ments. 

But in virtue of concordats clerical privileges remain in some 
countries in mitigated form. 

In the United State;s the clergy of all denominations have been 
exempt from military service by special consressional acts on the 
occasion of different wars. It is considered a privilege deriving from 
the government alone. The privilege of the forum our States do 
not recognize. The privilege of competency has become a common 
preroptive of all citizens in modem civilized countries. 
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ABT. Ill. 

Common Oblipllona of Clerlcs 

Under this article '"e '!lhall CIOnsider: 1) incardination as the 
first duty of.all who aspire to the clerical state; 2) the positive duties 
of clerics; 3) their neptivc duties. · 

§1. INCAJU>INATION AND EXCAJtDINATION 

l ncardination in 9t111ral-Every cleric must be incardinated into 
some diocese or some religious organization, so that vagrant clerics arc 
not to be tolerated ( c. 111 ) • 

lncardination is the act by which an aspirant to the clerical 
state becomes subject in his future clerical capacity to a definite 
bishop, or to the superiors of a definite religious Order or Congrega
tion. 

The object of the law requiring incardination is two-fold : 
1 ) to provide a means of surveillance over the clergy by subjeL1:ing 
them to sobie definite superior; 2) to assure every cleric of decent 
maintenance becoming hi& state. For, the bishop who ordains a man, 
with the undentandiog that he will take him into his dioctse, is 
responsible for his maintenance, at least during his good standing. 
And since at the present day, such maintenance usually deri~es from 
a salary received in compemation for ministerial services in the 
diocese, the bishop will not ordain and incardinate more men than 
are needed for the diooese (c. 969). 

An aspirant to the religious life in clerical religions is not 
incardinated into any diocese. When he takes perpetual vows, he 
becomes incardinated into the religion, and the religion must sup· 
port him ( c. 585) • 

. Al otles of inearJinatio11-Incardination can take plac:e in four 
\vays: 1) by the reception of first tonsure; 2) by explicit letters of 
excardination and incardination; 3) by the conferment of a residen· 
tial benefice ; 4) by acceptance of an ex-religious on the part of a 
benevolent bishop. 
. 1 ) By the reception of fint tonsure a cleric is incardinated 
into that diocese for whose service he is promoted to orders (c. 111, 
§2). This is usually the diocese where the aspirant has his domicile, 
b~t it need not be. The bishop of present domicile may be the proper 
bJShop to ordain, but because he penonally ordains does not imply 
that he incardinat11 the cleric into his diocese. An understanding 
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may have been reached between the aspirant, his ordaininc bishop, 
and the bilhop of another diocese who is incardinatioc the cleric. 

2) By letters of excardination and incardinatioo, a cleric who 
has already· been incardioated into one diocese can transfer to an
other diocese, e. g., because his health requires a change of climate. 
Here he needs writttn letters, one from the bishop willing to 
incardinate him, the other from. his present bishop granting him 
excardination. Both incardination and excardination must be un
conditional and perpetual (c. 112). 

3) By conferment of a residential benefice (c. 114}. This is 
called flirtutll incardination because the incardinating bishop need 
not issue written letters of incardination, but the law presumes 
incardination in the act of giving the cleric a benefice, e. g., a parish. 
However, the bishop of the first diocese must grant written letters 
of cxcardination, or give written permission to the cleric to leave 
the diocese forever. 

4) By acceptance of an ex-religious on the part of a benevolent 
bishop. This happens when a religious in major orders quits his 
community having been dispensed from perpetual vows, and desires 
to remain in the ministry. It is treated later under the head of 
secularization. 

We should point out a fifth method, where a secular cleric 
takes perpetual vows in a religion, this act of itself excardinates him 
&om his diocese, besides incardinating him into his religion (c. 585). 

Con.tlitions · for licit incartlination-These are three: 1) the 
incardioation must be necessary or useful to the diocese; 2) the 
bishop must have testimonials of good character from the candidate's 
diocesan curia if he incardinates a man who has his domicile in 
another diocese; 3) the man from another diocese must take an oath 
to serve forever the diocese he is being incardinated into (c. 117). 

§2. PosmVB DUTIES OF CLERICS 

Po1itfoe duties or obligations are those which have for their 
immediate object the sanctification of the cleric, whereas negatiw 
duties are those which aim at securing respect for the clerical state. 

Positive duties include: 1) exercises of piety; 2) spiritual 
retreats ; 3) recitation of the breviary ; 4) clerical obedience ; 
S) theological examinations and conferences ; 6) clerical celibacy; 
7) common lif~; 8) the wearing of the clerical garb; 9) residence. 
In the performance of these duties clerics will succeed in attaining 
that degree of sanctity, higher than the laity, which the law expects 
of them (c. 124). 
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A. EXBllCISBS OF PIBTY 

Local Ordinaries must see to it: 1 ) that clerics frequently go 
to confession; 2) that daily they spend rome time in meditation, 
visit the Blessed Sacrament, recite the rosary, and examine their 
conscience ( c. 125). 

The same duty rests upon the religious superior with regard 
to his clerical subjects, as we shall see. 

B. SPDtITUAL RETRBATS 

(c. 126) 

Every secular priest must make a spiritual retreat at least once 
every three years. This is common law, but diocesan rulings may 
require annual retreats. 

The length of the retreat, where it shall be conducted, the grant
ing of exemptions-these matters are reserved to the local Ordinary. 

No priest can presume exemption, but he must have a written 
permission to be excused. 

Concerning religious clerics in this matter, as in all other duties 
to be mentioned, -they are governed by laws of the Cod~ contained 
in that part which treau of the duties of religious (c£r. p. 358). 
\Ve are speaking here mainly of secular clerics. 

C. CANONICAL Houas 
(c. 135) 

All clerics in major orders are bound to recite the divine office 
dailr. This obligation starts with the day and hour coinciding with 
the reception of subdeaconship. 

In reciting the office clerics must use the Roman breviary. They 
must follow the calendar of their own diocese except when outside 
of the diocese. In this latter case, they mays&}' their office according 
to the calendar of their own diocese, or may follow the calendar of 
the universal Church, or the calendar of the diocese where they are 
visiting, unless they be beneficed clerics, in which case they keep 
to the calendar of their diocese and benefice (Dec:reta authentict11 

n. 2682). 
D. CLBlUCAL 0BBDIBNCI 

(c. 127) 

All clerics are held to a special obligation to respect and obey 
their Ordinary. This obligation they assume when they receive· first 
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tonsure, it being contained in an implied contract. The obligation is 
explicit and more binding upon priests. At the time of sacerdotal 
ordination, to the question proposed by the bishop; Promittis mild et 
Sllet:es1oribus mm obeditntiam et rn1erentiflmf they reply: 
Promitto. 

The ran~ of canonical obedience is coextensive with the 
bishop's right to command. And the bishop's right to command 
appears to be limited only in two respects : 1 ) he can command noth
ing contrary to divine or higher ecclesiastical law ; 2) he can com
mand nothing which does not in some way refer to the salvation of 
souls or the sacred ministry. Thus, it seems that the bishop would 
exceed his authority were he to define the manner in which a cleric 
should invest his personal goods, or to whom he must bequeath thtm. 

On two points only does the Code particularize: 1) whenever, 
Md as long as, in the judgment of the Ordinary the needs of the 
Church so require, and provided no lawful exemption can be offered, 
clerics must accept and faithfully discharge any office the bishop 
may give them (c. 128); 2) the bishop can command a cleric to 
remain in the diocese (cfr. infra p. 179). 

E. THEOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS AND CoNFRRBNCES 

(c. 130-131) 

After their ordination to the priesthood, clerics are expected to 
continue their sacred studies privately. To this end the law calls for 
periodical examinations of the junior clergy, and for theological 
conferences in the case of all priests. A 

EJtaminations-Upon the completion of their theological course 
all priests must undergo an examination in the different branches of 
sacred theology annually for at least three :vean. Only the Ordinary 
may exempt from this obligation for a jwt cause. A just cause 
is not to be found in the fact that the priest may be a pastor. 

The Ordinary also determines the subject matter, the time, 
place and other circumstances of the examinations. 

That the law may have a sanction it is ruled that, other things 
being equal, the results of these examinations should be considered 
when determining preferment for vacant offices and benefices. 

Conferencei-Conferenccs involving at least questions of moral 
theology and liturgy must be held frequently (sae;ius) every year, 
both in the episcopal city and in each deanery. 

They must be attended by all secular priests, and by all religious 
pastors and assistant pastors (vicarii coo;eratores) even though these 
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belong to an exempt religion and have conferences in their own 
houses. Relifious lvho are not pastors or auistant pastors, even 
though they have the diocesan faculties, need not attend the diocesan 
conferences if they have conferences in their own houses. If they 
have no such conferences of their own, they too must attend the 
diocesan conferences (Code Comm. Feb. 12, 1935; Acta XXVII 
92). 

If the diocesan conferences cannot be held, written solutions 
must be sent in by all who are otherwise obliged to attend. 

No cleric, bound to attend the confen:nces, may hold himself 
excused without previous explicit exemption 1ranted by the local 
Ordinary. 

F. CLEllICAL CELIBACY 

( c. 132, 133) 

By clerical celibacy is meant the obligation imposed upon all 
clerics in n1ajor orders to observe perfect chastity, and consequently 
to abstain from marriage and ita use. 

The obligation is one of ecclesiastical law only. Introduced by 
custom, it did not become obligatory in the universal Latin Church 
until the Council of Trent. Today, in the Oriental Church celibacy 
begins to bind only with the reception of the diaconatc. Those who 
as subdeacona, or prior thereto, contract marriage an: permitted 
to live a married life in holy orders. But bishops must abstain 
from the use of marriap, and must send their wives to aome 
nunnery. 

The obligation of celibacy ia one derived from the vinue of 
religion so that clerics in major orders violating this law not only 
sin against the sixth commandment but are cuilty also of sacrilege, 
as canon 132, §1 explicitly statts. Whether or not the lllCrilege 
rC3ults from the violation of a vow made implicitly by the cleric 
simultaneously with the reception of subdeaconship, which seems 
to be the more common opinion, or rather from the ecclesiastical 
law which constitutes subdeacons in the hierarchy of sacred pel'90ns, 
is disputed. It matters little whence the obligation derives; it is 
one lVhich in any cue can be traced to the virtue of religion so 
that violations of chastity, whether consisting of external or internal 
acts, whether consummated or not, wi11 have a two-fold malice. 

Clerics in major orders are not only forbidden to oontract 
marriage, but major orders constitute an invalidatinc impediment 
to marriage. Clerics in minor orders may validly contract marriage. 
but they are automatically reduced to the lay state thereby, unless they 
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can prove that they were forced into marriage agaimt their coasent 
and that as a result the ·marriap is invalid. 

A married man is impeded from holy orders as long as bis wife 
is living. However, with her consent, and with Apostolic dispenu.
tion, the man could be promoted to orders, but in that case use of 
hia marriage rights would be forbidden. If a married man in good 
faith was promoted to orders \Vithout Apoetolic indult, believing, 
e.g., his wife to have died during a prolonged ahlence, he will bo 
forbidden to exercise his orders without a new Apostolic indult, 
once it is discovered that his wile is still living. 

Concerning the obligation of celibacy with respect to those 
clerics who are forced into major orders through grave fear (dr. 
p. 184-ISS). 

Lest clerical chastity be endangered, the law moreover pre
scribes that clerics shall not keep in their homes, nor visit, women 
who are not above suspicion. Ordinarily, they are permitted to keep 
in their homes, e. g., as housekeepers, those women who will not 
arouse suspicion. To this class belong: 1) those women with whom 
the cleric has a natural bond of close kinship, namely, mother, sister, 
aunt, etc.; or 2) women of good reputation and advanced age, by 
the latter term the common doctrine understanding a woman at 
least 40 years old. 

With these women, a cleric is not forbiclclen to consort 
because, as a rule, they are presumed to constitute no danpr to 
continency. This, however, is only a presumption of law. The 
presumption may be overthrown in some particular case by adverae 
rumor. In that case the Ordinary bas the right to enjoin upon the 
cleric that he disiniss the woman from bis home, or desist in his 
visits to her, as the case may be. Should a cleric stubbornly refuse 
to comply, the law will presume him guilty of concubinage, and 
the penalties established against clerical concubinage in canons 2359 
will apply. 

G. Co:MMON LIFE 

(c. 134) 
A potent safeguard against violations of celibacy is common life 

among the clergy. This is highly lauded by the Code, and even 
made obligatory where the practice has already been introduced, 
as it has generally with us in the United States. 

H. CLnICAL GARB AND ToNsuaa 
(c. 136) 

Clerital gar6-All clerics must wear a becoming clerical prb. 
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The form of the clerical dre11 ia not prescribed by common law, 
but is left to local law and custom. In virtue of the decree of the 
III Plenary Council of Baltimore, n. 77, priests in this country must 
wear the cassoclc and Roman collar in the rectory and church, and 
for civil life the Roman collar and a suit of black or sombre hue 
are prescribed. 

The law prescribinc a distinct garb for clerics is directed to the 
end ccthat by the simplicity of their external dress clerics may manifest 
the interior simplicity and holine• of their lives." 

Clerical 10111,,,......_Unleu local law or custom rules otherwise 
clerics are bound to wear the clerical tonsure. In the United States 
the custom of wearing the clerical tonsure hu not been introduced. 

While the Code at the same time enjoins upon clerics that they 
avoid all vanity and ostentation in the dressing of the hair, it does 
not forbid the wearing of a wi1. This, however, is forbidden by 
liturgical law, since a cleric needs an Apogtolic indult to celebrate 
Mass with covered head. 

Ptnaltiti-Cleria in minor orden who, after being admonished 
by the Ordinary, fail for a month thereafter to resume the clerical 
garb, or to renew the tonsure, are i~o facto reduced to the lay state. 

Clerics in major orders found guilty of the same oienses are 
subject to suspension, and if they remain contumacious, they may he 
deposed from office (c. 2379). 

I. RHSIDBNCB 

(c. 143-144) 

All clerics ue bound to reside in their proper clioczse. The 
obligation is implied in that of canonical obedience to their bishop, 
for how can clerics obey orders and discharge duties if they cannot 
be found ? This applies then to all clerics, even those who have no 
office or benefice in the diocese. Those who hold offices and benefices 
arc bound to the law of residence not only in virtue of obedience 
to the bishop, but also in virtue of justice. 

But absences from the diocese if not for a notable length of 
time are permitted by common law. What constitutes a notable 
length of time is not detennined in the Code. This must be left to 
local law. In default of specific local legislation, some authors define 
it as a period of three months, others of two months, and still othera 
of one month. 

Where the absence is not for a notable length of time permission 
to leave the diocese is not required in the case of clerics who are 
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without office or benefice. But if they have an office or benefice, 
especially a parochial benefice, the law is stricter; 

Those clerics who with lawful permission have left the diocese 
temporarily can be recalled by their Ordinary at any time. But in 
this matter the proper Ordinary must take into consideration 
canonical equity, i.e., he must have a just cause for recalling the 
cleric, e. g., the need of priests in the diocese, but he must be \'Villing 
to compensate the cleric if such recall involves financial loss. Like
wise, other circumstances of time, place, persons, etc., must not be 
overlooked so that the recall may not oflcnd against equity, e. g., one's 
good name must be protected. 

A cleric, even though he has left his own diocese temporarily 
and with due permission, may always be dismissed by the Ordinary 
of the diocese where he is staying. It is supposed that incardination 
has not taken place in this latter diocese. 

§3. NEGATIVB DUTJBS 

A. SURETY (c. 137) 
Clerics are forbidden to give bail ~ven on their lay holdings 

without previously consulting the Ordinary. 
To give bail, to go bond, to give surety, means to bind oneself 

by contract to satisfy for the debts of another person should the 
latter default. 

Before a cleric can give bail on church goods, the advice of the 
Ordinary docs not suffice, but bis consent is necessary. The reason 
is that we are dealing here lVith what amounts to an alienation of 
~oclcsiastical goods. This subject is discussed in Book III of the 
Code, and of our manual. 

B. OCCUPATIONS UNBECOMING TO CLERICS 

(c. 138, 140, 141) 

Many things which a layman c:ould do with impunity the 
Church considers unbecoming to the clerical state. The Code has 
some genl'ral prohibitions on this head, and because ther arc !O 

general, the Ordinary is allowed to supplement them by more 
specific rulings. Hence, every priest ought to consult in this matter 
the statutes of the diocese, the decrees of his provincial council, 
and of the III Plenary Council of Baltimore. 

1. Clerics may not practise unbecoming trades and art1. By 
these canonists understand such professions as persons of low rank 
engage in, citing as instances the trade of butcher, saloon-keeper, etc. 
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2. They may not indulge in game1 of c'l111nc1 with money at 
stake. Occasional card playing, and other games of chance, ho\Ycver, 
are not forbidden with small amounts of money to lend a reasonable 
degree of interest to the recreation. 

3. They may not bear arms except for self-protection. But 
occ11sional quiet hunting is permissible. Under no circumstances 
may they take part in the chase (t1enatio clamorosa). 

On the same score clerics may not C"nlist voluntarily in the 
militia. But in those countries when: military service, or training, 
is compulsory for all male citizens of a certain age, clerics may, with 
the permission of their Ordinary, enlist before their prescribed term, 
the soonrr to be rid of this obligation. 

4. Politic.1-The Code refers to this subject indirectly when it 
says that clerics shall not in any way lend aid to civil war or disturb· 
anoes of the public order. The original draft of the canon read: 
"in intestine wars and political contentions." 

The clergy are not hereby forbidden to vote as citizens. Neither 
are ther dissuaded from interestin~ themselves in an active way, and in 
the caDacity of clerics, in those political is:sues where the ri~hts of the 
Church, or the principles of true morality are endangered, e. ir;., the 
parochial school qustion, the dissemination of birth control litera· 
ture, divorce leitislation, etc. 

In questions purelv political, however, which have no bearing 
rven indirectlv uoon religious issues, e. g., the form of government, 
the manner of holding elections, the traffic control system, etc., clerics 
an: strictlv forbidden to interfere. 

S. T'flMlrt.11 etc.-Clerics may not attend performances (1,et· 
taeula), dances (choreae), or festivities C,omlde) which do not 
become them, or where their presence may cause scandal. 

By lf'tl'laeula we mwt understand shows, hone races, bull 
fil?hts. prize lights, etc. Under ,ompae would come parties, picnics, 
excursions, bazaars, etc. 

It will be noticed fhat these recreations are not forbidden the 
cler~ absolutely, but only: 1} if they are unbec:omin~ in thcm!lt'lvs, 
and offensive to Christian decency; 2} if while not in themselves 
censurable, )'et they are so in the opinion of the public u far as 
clerics arc concerned. 

Hence, current public: opinion in the particular locality must be 
considered, and this can chan~ with time. Thus, certain condemna
tions issued in the past by bishops and couna1s, may now have become 
obsolete in view of chanftd public opinion. 

·6. T""ern1. etc.-Clerics must not enter taverns (tabernu) or 
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other placei of the like nature without necessity, or without a just 
cause approved b}' the local Ordinary. 

The law here seems to refer to low-class establishments where 
the sight of a clergyman would cause wonderment or ridicule. It has 
in mind the type of tavern found in the Middle Ages when the law, 
of which the present canon is a restatement, was framed. Nothing 
prohibits clerics from putting up at reputable hotels, or from dining 
at respectable restaurants. 

c. OCCUPATIONS ALIEN TO THB CLBRICAL STATE 

(c. 139; 142) 

While not always unbecoming, the following occupations are 
nevertheless foreign to clerics. They are justly prohibited, either 
because discredit is too often cast upon the clerical state as a whole 
by reason of the blunders of the few, or because some of these occupa~ 
tions tend to distract clerics from the sacred ministry. 

Without permission of the H 0/1 See clerics are forbidden: 
1. To practice medicine or surgtry. They may, however, study 

these subjects. And they may give medical and surgical assistance in 
an emergency. Missionaries in foreign countries will find the 
Apostolic indult, as here required, a convenience, if not a necessity. 

2. To act as ti'Djl notarie1. 
3. To assume political offices which involve the exercise of lay 

jurisdiction. If the jurisdiction is administrative, e. g., the office of 
governor, mayor, commissioner, etc., or juridical in character, e.g., 
the office of judge, magistrate, justice of the peace, the Holy See's 
permission is required. 

If the oflicc involves only legislative powers, e. g., that of 
congressman, or state representative, or senator, the permission of 
tht Holy See is not required. Io this case permission must be 
obtained both from the cleric's own Ordinary as also from the 
Ordinary where the election takes place. But clerics may not without 
papal permis.1ion run for the office of senator or deputy in those 
countries where there exists a special prohibition of the Holy See 
to this effect. In the United States the Catholic cleray do not 
compete for public offices. 

4. To engage in bu1i11e11 or trading. This they may do neither 
personally nor through others. But we must distinguish between 
natural and artificial trading. 

Natural trading consists in buying a commodity, and without 
materially c.'iaoging the same, selling it at a higher price. This is 
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forbidden when done solely for profi~ as when one 11eculates with 
the stoclc .market. It is not forbidden when done for reasons of 
thrift, as where a householder sells at a higher price that which 
in goo.d faith he had bought in excess of his penonal needs • 

.Artificial or inJrutri.al trading consists in the buying of com
modities, changing their form, and selling them at a hicher price. 
Such trading also is forbidden when labor is hired to chanae the 
form of the product, otherwise not. And so, a cleric may 1er1onally 
cultivate his own land. He may even hire labor to gather the natural 
fruits and products, even though these are sold later on. 

As to 1toci1 and bonds, a few \Vords will suffice. While all 
canonists allow a cleric to buy bonds, sina: this is nothing more than 
a safe investment of money in view of interest only, not all would 
permit him to invest in stocks. \Vhen a· person buys stocks or shares 
of the capital investment held \>y a company, he receives in turn not 
interest but dividends in proportion to the amount invested by him. 
These divid.ends represent profit realized by the company in the 
carrying on of its business. 

. Accordingly, some authors ~ach that the buying of stoclcs is 
equivalent to natural tradin& ;· in this case the company trading as 
agent of the shareholder. But the more common opinion of canonists 
today inclines to. the view that the buying of stock is not forbidden 
on the score of trading. The responsibility of the average stock
holder, they say, is so negligible that one can hardly consider the 
company his agent. It is the board of directors, not the individual 
stockholders, who determine the policies of the company. An a~nt, 
on the other hand, is one who must consult his principal in all 
matters of importance (dr. Woywod, o. t. under this canon). 

Without permission of their proper Ordinar1 clerics are for
bidden: 

. .J.' To act as agtnl1 of laymen in the management of the latter's 
property. Hence, they cannot without permission assume the oflice 
of guardians over minor children. 

But clerics may, and mmt, administer the goods of their ben
efice. A pastor is by reason of his office the official agent of the 
parish as concerns its temporalities, always, of course, under the 
supervision of the·local Ordinary. 

2. To ac1:2pt secular non-political oflictS which nec:esaitate the 
rendering of accounts. Hence, they may not he presidents, secretaries, 
trustees, etc., of banb, nor hold office in moperative associations, 
even though composed exclusively of· Catholics. 

3. To act as lawytr, or FOturator in 'a civil court. To act as 
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procurator meam to represent another, and to answer, or testify in 
bis name, to take the case into one's own bands and see it througb, 
either because the principal cannot appear personally in court, or 
does not wish to do so. 

From the very nature of their office, both ·a proxy and lawyer 
are largely responsible for the success or failure of a suit. Hence, 
clerics should not undertake these duties for laymen. 

Neither may clerics teitif 1 in a lay court against the accused 
in a criminal trial if the charge is one which involves grmJt 'w1onal 
punishment. Here the Ordinary'• permission is required. But in 
other cases they may depose without such permission, e.g., in· aNcivil 
suit. 

ART. IV. 

Reductloa of Clelk:I to the Lay Stale 

Clerical privileps and rights are lost, and clerical obliptiom 
in &eneral cease, with the reduction of a cleric to lay communion. 

Dtfinition-By the reduction to the lay state we understand the 
i11rillieal privation of all rights and privileges which attach to the 
clerical state bv law. Incidentally this carries with it tne cessation 
of all clerical obligations saving celibacy. There can be no tbeologi· 
cal but only a canonical reduction to the lay state, or degradation. 
That is to say, the power of orders is never lost by the laicizing 
of a cleric. This is in virtue of divine law so far as concerns the 
powers attaching to episcopal consecration, the priesthood and the 
diaconate, for these orders are of divine origin and have imprinted 
on the soul an indelible character. In the cue of subdeacons and 
of clerics in minor orders, the power received throuch ordination 
is not lost upon degradation, and this in virtue of the positive 
will of the Church. From which it follows that if clerics either 
in major or minor orders return to the clerical ranb after being 
laicized. they need not be reordained. 

Mod11 of rtduction-lt is necessary to distinpish here between 
clerics in major orders and those in minor orders. 

Clerics in major orders are reduced to the lay state: 
1) By r11cri11 of tlit Holy Stt (c. 211 ). Here it is 1upposed 

that the cleric has petitioned a dispensation from the obligation of 
celibacy, e. g., a subdeacon who has grave reasons for not punuing 
his clerical studies any further. 

2) By decrtt or 1tntenct of the Holy 811 (c. 211, ll ). Here 
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it is supposed that the cleric questions the validity of bis ordination, 
or the presence of the obligations attaching thereto, e. &·• on the plea 
of having been ordained through grave force or fear. Concerning 
the procedure followed in such cases, cfr. p. 631. 

3) By the ptnalty of degradation (c. 211, §1). But this 
penalty can never be infticted except for certain crimes determined 
by Jaw, and then only by way of a formal trial. 

Clerics in minor orders are reduced to the lay state : 
1) At their request. namely, if they wish to quit their clerical 

studies and return to the world (c. 211, §2). 
2) By decree of dismissal. This is issued by the Ordinary 

when he judces that a cleric cannot qualify for promotion to sacred 
orders (c. 211, §2). 

3) By the operation of law in punisliment. (c. 211, §2). Thus, 
a cleric in minor orders is ipso /acto reduced to the lay atate : 
1) if he attempts marriage ; 2) or fails to obey the Ordinary's pre
cept that he resume the clerical garb; 3) or voluntarily enlists in 
military service; or 4) is dismissed from his religion. 

Ef/ects of retl"ctiott-A cleric who has been laicized loses all 
church offices, benefices, ecclesiii:Btical rights and privile~s, and is 
forbidden forever to wear the clerical garb (c. 213, §1). 

Return to the lay state frees a perlOD from all clerical oblig:a
tions, saving celibacy attaching to major orders (c. 213, §2). 

One so laicized retains his power of orders forever. But all 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction he may have bad ceases automatically. 

Rein3tatement into the clerical ranks calls for an Apostolic 
indult in the case of a cleric in major orders. The Ordinary can 
take baclt a cleric in minor orders after having first made diligmt 
investigation concerning the man's life and morals (c. 212). 



Section Two 

ON CLERICS IN PABUCULAB 

In Section I we considered the rights, privileges and duties 
common to all clerics. In Section II it \vill be our purpose to. learn 
the powers, rights, privilrgcs and duties which belong to certai• 
clerics by reaso!] of the office which they hold in the Church. 

We. shall· divide Section II into 6 chapters as folLnn: 
1) On the Roman Pontilj 2) On the Pope's assistants at Rome; 
3) On the Pope's assistants outside of Rome ; 4) On bishops; 
5) On the biihop's assistants in the government of the dioocsc; 
6) On the bishop's assistants in the sacrtd ministry. · 

Chapter I 

THE ROMAN POJmFF 

W c shall consider: 1 ) the nature of the papal power; 2) major 
causes reserved to the Pope; 3) the various forms and names of 
papal acts; 4) the election of the Roman Pontiff ; S) how the papal 
office becomes vacant ; 6) the titles and insipia of the Pope ; 7) the 
Pope as temporal sovercip. 

116 
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AllT. L 

Nature of the Papal Power 
(c. 218) 

1117 

Although the power of orders ii no greater in the Pope than 
in any other bishop, yet his jurisdiction in the Church is supreme. 
For that reason he is called the sovereign pontiff or bishop. 

That the Roman Pontifl enjoys not alone a primacy of honor, 
but also the primacy of juriadiction, was defined as a dogma of 
faith by the Vatican Council (July 18, 1870) against the doctrines 
of the Protestant Refonners. For while it is true. that Christ 
entrusted the salvation of souls to the entire Apostolic College, 
thus constituting each apostle a bishop in the Church: "Going, 
therefore, teach all nations ••• " (Mat. XXVIII, 18-19), and 
""Whatsoever you shall bind upon earth, it shall be bound also in 
heaven .•• " (Mat. XVIII, 18), still, in order that the episcopate 
might be one and undivided, He set Blessed Peter over the rest of 
the Apostles, charging him in a special manner with the universal 
care of souls, both of the cleray: "Feed My Lambs," and of the 
faithful: "Feed My Sheep" (John XXI, 15-17), and &ranting him 
powers commensurate with the adequate discharge of so grave a 
commission: "Thou a.rt Peter, llnd upon this rock I will build M}' 
Church. • • . And I will give to thee the keys of the Kingdom of 
heaven. And whatsoever thou shalt bind upon earth, it shall be 
bound also in heaven ... " (Mat. XVI, 18-19). Hence the successors 
in the Holy See of Rome which was founded by the Aposde Peter 
obtain his primacy over the whole Church. 

The so-called Catholic Gallicaru, Febronians, and Josephists, 
acknowledged in the Pope a primacy of jurisdiction, but their con
cept of that authority was not in aecord with Catholic tradition, 
and so it remained also for the Vatican Council to refute the errors 
of the latter by explaining more in detail the nature of the papal 
power. As summarized in c. 218 that jurisdiction is said to be: 
1 ) supreme; 2) univusal ; 3) immediate; 4) ordinary; 5) episcopal, 
and 6) independent of all human authority in its exercise. 

The jurisdiction of the Pope is mpreme in the Church. The 
Pope has no superior; he is above a general council, and from his 
decisions there lies no appeal. His i! a unfoersal jurisdiction by 
reason: 1) of territory; 2) of subject matter, extending to both 
doctrine and discipline; 3) of persons, bishops as well as the lower 
clergy and the laity being subject thereto. It is immediate jurisdic-
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tion in the sense that it can be exercised not only upon appeal but 
in the fint instan~ and without the intervention, or previous assent, 
of the local bishop. It is ordinary jurisdiction being attached to the 
papal offi~ by divine law. It baa not been delegated to the Pope 
by the bi~hops, much less by the faithful. Lastly, it is inde~nderd 
in its exercise of all human authority, particularly that of the 
secular ruler. For we have seen that the Church universal is a 
sovereign aociety with respect to the State:. Consequently, the 
appellatio ab a/Ju1u, the placitum rtgium, and other rights claimed by 
the Gallicans, Josephists, etc., can no longer be defended by Catholic 
theologians after the Vatican Council. 

The Church, then, is a monarchy by the will of Christ, i. e., by 
divine law, and so it must always remain. A monarchy is a society 
in which supreme authority is vested in ·one person. Moreover, the 
Pope is an absolute monarch in the sense that no human authority 
can place limits to the papal power within the spiritual scope of the 
Church. It is limited only by the divine law. And since the Pope is 
the sole infallible interpreter of the divine law, it belongs to him 
to determine the limits of his jurisdiction. Hence, the Code devotes 
only four canons to the papal office. It ia easier to state what the 
Pope cannot do, than to list those things which he can do. 

The papal primacy is in no way detrimental to the ordinary and 
immediate jurisdiction by which all other bishopa govern their dioceses 
in virtue of divine la\v, That two superiori exercise jurisdiction 
over the same subjects need not result in confusion, provided the 
proper subordination of the lo\vcr to the higher power be observed. 
Nor have the bishops become the mere vicars of the Pope, in virtue 
of the above doctrine, for they still retain original jurisdiction in all 
matters not covered by the common law, and even here they arc the 
ordinary executors of papal la\V, enforcing its observance in their 
respective dioceses, and being constituted judges of the first instance 
practically in all disputes where the common law is at issue. 

ABT. II. 

Major eau ... 
As a matter of fact, however, the Pope does not exercise the 

plenitude of his power. He reserves only major causes to himself. 
Of these major causes some are such by their very nature, e. g., the 
canonization of sainb which implies infallibility, a prerogative which 
the Por:ie cannot delee:ate; othen are such in virtue of positive law. 
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As the Church in time became more and more centralized in the 
See of Rome, the list of major causes arew to correspondincly sreater 
proportions. We shall point out by way of illustration the followins: 

In matters of faith and moral1: the Pope alone, or jointly with 
an ecumenical council, defines dogmas (c. 1323, §2); he safeguards 
sound doctrine through the agency of the Holy Office ( c. 247, § 1 ) , 
prohibits dangerous boob in the universal Church ( c. 1395, 51 ) ; 
watches over sacred preaching, (c. 252); establishes Catholic univer
sities (c. 1376); pa111es final judgment in cases of beatification and 
canonization (c. 1999), etc. 

In matters of Jisci,lin•: the Pope alone enacts oommon law, 
or jointly with an ecumenical council; dispenses from the same by 
original right; concludes concordats with lay rulers; regulates what
ever pertain:s to public worship including the sacraments, the sacra
mentals, and sacred liturgy in all its details; determines feast days; 
enacts marriage impediments ; erects, divides, and supprCiles dioceses 
and ecclesiastical provinces; appoints bishops ; is the supreme admin
istrator of ccclesiastical goods; reserves to himself judgment in the 
first instance of certain trials. Moreover, to the Pope is reserved 
absolution from a large number of censurea. 

ART. III. 

Varlou Forma and !lame• at Papal Acts 

The Roman Pontiff governs the Church by laws, decrees, re
scripts and sentences. These are for the most part written acts, and 
whether issued immediately by the Pope or by fhe Roman Curia, they 
may without exception be designated papal acts. They assume a 
variety of names depending upon their content and form. 

By reason of content we have the following: 
I) A constitution proceeds immediately from the Pope. It 

concerns matters of either doctrine or discipline. It establishes a 
permanent norm in some very weighty matter; e. g., the Const. 
lntlfabilu Deus ( 1854) proclaiming the dogma of the Immaculate 
Conception; the Const. Proi•idtnti11ima 111 attr Eccltsia promulgating 
the Code of Canon Law in 1917. 

2) A motu ,ro,rio, like a con•titution is given by the Pope 
also. However, it does not concern faith, but only discipline, and 
establishes law in matters of less importance than does a constitution. 
The Motu proprio, e. g., Cum juril canonici created the Pontifical 
Committee for interpreting the canons of the Code. 
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3) Littertu .t1.101tolil:a1, like a motu 1ro,no, are executive acbi 
that concern disciplinary matters. Only they do not carry the clause 
or title motu 1ro1rio. Besides, they are issued by the Conpegations 
as well as by the Roman Pontiff. They concern canonizations, the 
creation of cardinals, the erection of new dioceses, etc. 

4) E1u1ola1 Ponti/itiu do not concern matters of discipline 
at all. Rather, the Pope employs these when he wishes to speak 
rather as a father or teacher than as a lawgiver. In them he explains 
sound doctrine, though not infallibly as in a constitution, or he may 
exhort, instruct, congratulate, etc. When directed to the whole 
Church, they are called encyclicals; if but to some individual, they 
are called tlistolae or litterae 1ontificiae. Sometimes, they are issued 
by the Con1re1ations and then are called 11istolu tirtularts. 

5) However, the ac:b most proper to the Roman Curia are 
called decn:es, instructions, declarations, decisions, resolutions and 
11entences. A tlecrtt proceeds only from a Concrrgation, and consti
tutes administrative, not formal, law. The same is the nature of an 
in11ructjon. thoup the latter is more directive and leas preceptive 
than is a decn:e. Re1cri111 are answers to requests for favors, e. g., 
for a dispensation, a privilege, or an answer to some doubt. But if 
the answer is general in tone, and directed to the whole Church, 
though it originated through a particular individual's doubt, it is 
called a Jetlaratio,,, and is an allmini1tratw1 interpretation of the law. 
Decirio111 and re1olutiou also interpret the law but result from a 
litiption between two or more interested parties, the discussion being 
handled in an extrajudieial summary manner before some Conpep
tion. All the above arc acts of Congregations, although a few may 
proceed from the Sacred Penitentiary, which is a tribunal. Sentenc11~ 
on the other hand, are the written decisions of the Roman Rota 
handed down at the conclusion of formal court trials. 

B1 rea1on of form w~ h"'1t the following nommtlalure: 
1 ) A papal bull is a document of parchment to which is affixed 

a leaden seal by means of a cord of silk. On one side of the seal 
appear the heads of Sts. Peter and Paul, and on the other side 
the name of the reigning Pontiff. Bulls are the most solemn of all 
papal documents in paint of external form. They are the vehicles 
of oonstitutions. 

2) A papal brief is likewise a document of parchment, but the 
seal it carries is one of red wax upon which is impressed the image 
of St. Peter drawing a net from the sea. Hence, it is called the 
seal of the fisherman's ring. A brief deals with matters of importance 
second only to that of bulls. 
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3) Letters are documenl:i which arc directed to particular 
indiYiduals. They may be given by the Pope or the Congregations. 
They are written on ordinary paper, and carry but a seal of ink. 

4) A decree takei the external form of letters. This is true 
likewise of re1eri;t1. 

5) A cliiTograph is a document written in the Pope's own 
hand, as the name implies. 

6) A/locution1 are formal addresses delivered by the Pope. 
generally in the presence of the Sacred College of CardinalS present 
in consistory. They often reveal the policy of the Holy See on 
current political or social problems. 

7) Oracle1 (fli'1t1e tJocis oracula) in the usual meaning of the 
word are favors which the Pope grants by word of mouth to in
dividuals in private audiences. They are not issued in writing. and 
hence are not rescripts. The favors can be used in the external forum 
as well as in the internal forum: But in the former case the Ordinary 
may demand proof of their grant. The testimony of two witnesses 
prcsi:nt at the audience, or the tcstimon)' of one cardinal is good 
proof. 

ART. IV. 

Eledlon al ti. Roman Pontiff 
(c. 219) 

As Christ, our Lord, made no provision for St. Peter's successor, 
the manner of choosini the Pope had to be determined by human law. 

Whether or not the Pope can designate his successor is not 
certain. On this question there are three opinions : some authorities 
would allow this right without restriction; others would deny him 
the right always and under all circumstances ; others again, and these 
seem to express the more common view, would permit the Pope to 
designate his sucCICS'llOr if exceptionally grave circumstances so war
ranted, c. g., during a schism. Saving the doubtful case in which it 
i<i claimed that Felix IV (526-530) appointed his successor, the 
Popes have always be.en chosen by election. The laws, however, 
governing papal elections have varied. 

In the beginning the bishops of Rome, like all other bishops, 
were elected by the neighboring bishops and the local clergy. The 
laity participated to the extent of bearing testimony to the good 
character of the candidate. At times the emperors interv~cd, at 
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first to maintain peace and order, later lvithout such pretf'Xt and 
as a mattrr of supposed right. This led to abuses so that Nicholas II 
( 1059) reserved the election of the Pope to the cardinal bishops. 
Alexander 111 ( 1179) admitted cardinal priests and deacom. From 
that day until the present the Pope hu been elected by the cardinals 
only, to the exclusion of all other clero, the laity and the civil 
rulers. To expedite the elections (for at times they were protracted 
over months and yean) Greeory X introduced the law of the conclave 
by dccrceinr that the cardinals were to assemble in the palace where 
the Pope had died, and this not later than ten days following his 
death, and that all communication with the outside world \Vas to 
be forbidden until the new Pope had been elected. 

The present discipline governing papal elections is contained in 
the Constitution Y atante Sttle A 'ostolica (Dec. 25, 1904). The 
document is appended to all editions of the Code. Its main features 
arc substantially thOIC of the former law: 

1) Cardinals only have the rieht to vote. But all cardinals 
are admitted even though they be excommunicated, suspended or 
interdicted. The object of this ruling is to preclude all doubts 
concerning the validity of the election. For the aame reason it is 
ruled that neither grave fear, force, simony or any other cawe can 
be alleged to contest the validity of votts, unless the adverse influ
ence was so great u to deprive an f'lector momentarily of the use 
of reason. 

2) If the Pope should die while an ecumenical council ii in 
session, the election of the new Pope is still reserved to the cardinals. 
It does not belong to the council. 

3) Upon the death of the Pope the cardinals must wait 10 
days before beginning the election. Thu term may be prolonged 
eight more days (Motu proprio, Mar. 1, 1922i Acta XIV, 145). 
Cardinals who arrive after the election is bqun, may still be 
admitted to the conclave. 

4) The election should take place at Rome as a rule. But it 
it left to the Sacred Collqc to chooee another place if, due to 
exceptional circumstances, the liberty of the election micfit be 
endangerf'd. 

S) The election can be conducted by inspiration (acclaim), 
by compromue, or as usually happens, by ballot. A two-thirds 
majority is required to elect. Two ballots are held daily, one in 
the morning, another in the afternoon until that majority is reached. 

For 1Jalitlit1 it suffices that the candidate be a baptized Catholic 
man. For licitne11 he should possess thoae qualification• which one 
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naturally expects in the incumbent of so important an office. No law 
prescribes that the Pope be an Italian, although as a matter of fact, 
after the Pontificate of Hadrian VI ( 1522-1525), a German by 
birth, all the Pope1 have been Italians. Nor is it required that the 
candidate be a cleric, much less a cardinal, althoucfi since the time 
of Urban VI ( 1378) all have been cardinals. 

ART. V. 

The Papal Oflce, Bow Vamlecl 

B)' divine law the Pope, once elected, holds office for life. But 
in addition to the death of the incumbent, the papal office may 
become vncant if the Pope should resign, or fall into heresy, or 
lose the use of reason. 

Should the Pope decide to resign hi1 office, the resignation to be 
effective need not be confirmed by the cardinnls or by any other 
authority in the Church. The reason is that the Pope has no 
superior to whom he could tender his resignation. The only instance 
of resia-nation is that of Pope Celestine V who resientd the papal 
office in 1294. 

If the Pope should happen to fall into heresy, he is no longer a 
member of the Chun:h, much las its head. It is undentood that 
the Pope cannot be guilty of heresy \Vhen he speab infallibly tz 
cathtdra. The supposition is only possible should the Pope ttach 
heretical doctrine in a private capacity. How the fact of heresy and 
of consequent vacancy of the papal chair would be dctennined is 
difficult to understand. 

The Pope cannot be deposed by any human authority, 
m:lBi.,tical or civil, not even by an ecumenical council. The 
reason is that he can be judaed by no man ( c. l 556). 

ABT. VI. 

Papal , .. aad IDalQDla 

From his primacy of jurisdiction there lo&ically accrues to the 
Pope the primacy of honor in the Church. This external ho'1or 
finds expression in cenain titles, and insignia. 

As to titles, the supreme ruler of the Church is called: 
1) Pope, from the Greek Pa''°'· or Father; 2) Sovereip, or Roman 
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Pontiff; 3) Bishop of Bishops; 4) the Holy Father; 5) His Holi
ness. On the other hand, the Pope in official documents frequently 
l'efers to himself as the Servant of the Servants of God. The Pope 
also is bisho; of the diocese of Rome, comprising the City of Rome 
and approximately 40 square miles of surrounding territory; arch
bialiop of the Romu ecclesiastical province lying between the prov
ince of Capua and that of Pisa; pimate of Italy; and patriarch of 
the Western, or Latin Church. These latter offices and titles have 
gradually lost all practical value and significance, being no\'V ab
sorbed by the all-embracing office of the primacy. 

At. to insignia and observances, the following merit chief 
consideration: 1) the white cassock and skull-cap which the Pope 
wears habitually about the Vatican palace, and the red hat which 
he wears in the Vatican gardens; 2) the tiara, or triple crown, 
which is wom only at certain solemn liturgical functions ; 3) the 
fisherman's ring; 4) the pastoral staff ending in the form of a cross, 
and \'Vithout the usual curvature which mystically implieii a subordi
nate and limited authority; S) the kissing of the Pope's foot or 
rather the kissing of the relics $CWn into the slipper of his right foot, 
although this ceremony is no'iv observed as a rule in certain liturgical 
functions only, the kissing of the hand being substituted; 6) preced
ence over all secular rulers, and precedence of his envoys over the 
envoys of secular rulers, this honor being confirmed also by inter
national law. 

ART. VII. 

The Pope as Temporal Sovereiqn 

With the break-up of the Roman Empire in the West, and the 
resultant destruction of civilization, the people of Rome and the 
!IUrrounding territory instinctively turned for civil protection to 
the Pope, who in those turbulent times was the only authority 
capable of maintaining law and order. Thus began what is known 
as the temporal toVereignty of the Popes. Later emperors not only 
recognized the justice of such title, but some, like Pipin and Charle
magne, annexed provinces, which they had conquered, to the original 
papal domain. Thus, in time his domain came to comprise under 
the name of the Papal States, or the States of the Church, approxi
mately the entire central part of what is now modern Italy. 

Over this territory the Popes ruled in peaceful undisputed 
possession for ten centuries. At the bcginnin& of the nineteenth cen· 
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tUJ}' there arose among the Italian people a desire for national unity. 
Under the leadership of the HoU91! of Savoy various provinces and 
kingdoms were gradually united, and even the papal statCll were 
invaded. On the 20th of September, 1870. the City of Rome itself 
was taken, and made the capital of United Italy. 

While the Popes protested against the forcible seizun: of the 
Patrimony of St. Peter, especially against the occupation of the 
Eternal City, at the same time they gave due recognition to the 
desire of the Italian people for a united nation. The difticulty was 
how to provide for the liberty of the Pope as the head of an inter
national society on the one hand, without on the other hand restoring 
the Papal States, or even a part thereof, which in the opinion of 
many Italians would have amounted to national suicide. This 
constituted the so-called Roman question. 

By the Lateran Pact of Feb. 11, 1929, the Roman question 
was '°lved. What is now mown as Vatican City was restored to 
the Pope by the Kine of Italy, together with full sovereign temporal 
authority therein. A strip of land approximately 120 acres, called 
Vatican City, embraces St. Peter's Basilica and Plaza, the Vatican 
palace and gardens, a radio station, a railroad, postal service, mint, 
printin1 pms, a small armed force, and other ftatures designed to 
secure to the Pope complete temporal independence from any and 
all civil rulers, so that he may henceforth stand forth before the 
entire Catholic world as the subject of no secular power, and 
consequently need not fear to be suspemd of partiality, or as capable 
of local secular pressure in framing th~ policies of the Church. 

It should be noted that the Pope is temporal sovereign only 
with respect to the territory called Vatican City. Those persons 
who are actual rcsident1 in that small territory an: alone the Pope's 
temporal subjects. All other Catholics, the world over, owe to the 
Pontiff only a spiritual allegiance. In matters ttmporal they show 
loyalty and obedience to the laws and rulers of their respective 
country only. 

The complete Latin text of the Lateran Pact topther with 
illustrativt maps is found in At:ta, XXI; 209-274. 



Chapter II 

THE POPE'S .AS8181'.AMTS AT BONE 

So numerous are the duties involved in the universal government 
of the Church that the Roman Pontiff has need of manv assistants. 
Some of thne reside at Rome and are called the cardin8l1. Other1 
rnide outside of Rome and are called papal lepta, vicars and 
prtfects Apostolic, administrators Apostolic, archbishop11 etc. 

First we shall consider those who assist the Pope at Rome 
(in Curia), i.e., the cardinals. 

ART. I. 

Tbe CmdiDal8 of the Roly Roman Claurdt. 

In this article we shall consider cardinals chiefly in themselves. 
In the next article we shall explain how the cardinals advise the 
Pope as heads of the various departments of the Roman Curia, and 
how ther govern the Church durin1 the vacancy of the papal office. 

Dtfinition-Cardinal1 are those dignitaries who during the 
lifetime of the Pope (sttlt pl1na) are his immediate aides and 
intimate counsellors, and who upon the death of the Pontiff (1ed1 
wu:anlt) have the exclusive riaht to elect a new Pope (c. 230). 

§ 1. ORiour OF CAIU>INALS 

Etymologically cardinal derives from rartlo, which means a 
hinge or pivot. As early as the fifth century we find mention of 
cardinals in the Church. They were those clerics who had received 
a permanent appoinonent to some church as distinauished from 
itinerant and temporarily usigned clerics. Upon the former class 
of clerics, rather than upon the latter, wu the church conceived as 
revolving and depending, much u a door is supported on its hinps. 
Such cardinal clero were found both at Rome and elsewhere. Hence 
to distinguish the former from all others it wu customary to speak 
of the cardinals of the Holy Roman Church. That qualification, 

19' 
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however, became superfluous after Pius V (1568) decreed that the 
name of cardinal must be reserved exclusively for the Roman car· 
dinals, althou1h the lengthier expression is still adhered to out of 
respect for tradition. 

By the eighth century the Roman cardinals form three classei: 
cardinal-bishops, cardinal-priests and cardinal-deacons. All consti
tuted the presbytery of the Bishop of Rome and a111i1ted h:m in 
liturgical functions at the major Roman Basilicas. The cardinal
bishops were the Ordinaries of the seven suburbicarian see1 in the 
vicinit}~ of Rome, namely: Ostia-Velletri, Porto, Santa Rufina, 
Albano, Palestrina, Sabina and Frascati. Cardinal-priests '''ere 
those clerics in priesdy orders who had charge ot certain churches 
of Rome in which the sacramenu of baptism and penance were 
administered, and which for that reason were probably the parish 
churches of those times, bein1 for some unknown reuon C'alled tituli. 
Cardinal-deacons were those deacons auiped to certain districts of 
Rome called deaconries (Jiatonia') into which the City had been 
divided for the marl" effective supervision of the poor And their needs. 
Moreover, each deaconry had its hoapic:e and chapel (church). 

With the reseryation of papal elections to the cRrdinals in 11 i9, 
the dignity of the latter begins to excel that of all other prelates, 
including bishops, archbishops, primates and patriarchs. Henceforth, 
cardinals become the chief advilon of the Pope in the pvernment 
of the univenal Church. 

Originally all cardinal• were bound to reside in Rome, for they 
were cleric1 usiped permanently to certain Roman churche1 with 
duties which called for relidenc:e. But in course of time dispen11tion1 
were granted from the law of residence so that bishops and arch
bishops out1ide of Rome could be created cardinal1. without the 
necnsity of relinquishing their sees to come and live at Rome, their 
churches at Rome bein& cared for by vican. In this way the whole 
Catholic world is now represented at papal elections and the Pope 
in turn is constantly advised on the 1tate of the universal Church 
through his cardinals mident in all parts of the world. 

12. NUMBD AND CLASSES OP C.DDINAJ.S 

(c. 231) 
1'he Sacred College of Cardinals numbers 70 membrr1 as rixed 

by Sixtus V ( I 586). Thi1 doa not mean that temporary vacancia 
cannot occur in the Sacred Collep, or that the number can never be 
more than 70, although as a matter of fact that number ha1 never 
been exceeded since it wa1 decreed by Pope Sixtu1. 
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The historic triple division of cardinals into three classes 
remains, 6 members belongine to the order of cardinal-bishop, 50 
being cardinal-priests, and 14 cardinal-deacons. But unlike early 
times this division of rank no longer coincides lf'ith the hierarchy of 
order1. For while prior to the 13th century every cardinal
bishop was a · bishop in orders, every cardinal-priest was a prie~t in 
orders and every cardinal-deacon a deacon by ordination and nothing 
more, today only- those cardinals belong to the rank of cardinal
bishops who occupy the six suburbicarian sees. All other residential 
bishops, who may be cardinals, are cardinal-priests. They- are bishops 
indeed of their respective dioceses, but only priests of the Roman See. 
Likewise cardinal-deacons are usually priests in point of orders and 
sometimes they are even bishops. 

Whether a cardinal belongs to one or the other rank in the 
Sacred Colleee depends upon the church which the Pope assips 
to him at his creation. If he rcceivea a suburbicarian diocese, he is 
a cardinal-bishop; if a titular church in Rome he is a cardinal-priest j 
if a diaconal church, he is a cardinal-deacon. But a cardinal-deacon 
may, ten years after his creation, ask that be be promoted to the 
rank of cardinal-priest, i. e., that he be given a presbyteral church; 
and the !tnior among the cardinal-priest3 may, upon the vacancy 
of a suburbicarian diocese, ask that he be made a cardinal-bishop, 
i. e., that he be assigned to some suburbicarian diocese. This is 
known as the right of option (jus optioni1) (c. 236). 

Cardinal-bishops precede cardinal-priests, and these precede 
cardinal-deacons. Within the same rank precedence is determined 
by· priority of promotion to the cardinalate. 

§J, CREATION OF CARDINALS 

( c. 232-233) 

Cardinals are chosen by the Roman Pontiff from all parts of 
the world. In this choice the Pope is dependent neither upon the 
oonsent of the other cardinals, nor upon that of the secular rulers. 
Although before ~ating new cardinals the PontUI is wont to ask 
the Sacred College: (}uiJ vobis rileturr this is now amsidered a 
mere ceremony devoid of all juridical content. 

The qualities.required in a cardinal are these: 
1) He must be a priest, either secular or reli~o11.1, eminent in 

learning, piety and prudence ; 
2) He must be born of lawful wedlock, and legitimation by 

subsequent marriage of the parents will not suffice ; . 
3) He must be free of irrqularities, and though he may have 
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been dispensed from one or more irregularities for promotion to 
the priesthood, or even to the episcopate, this will not qualify him 
for the cardinal ate; 

4) He must not have a child or grandchild (supposin~ he had 
entered the priesthood a married man); 

S) He must not be related to any living cardinal in the tirst 
or second degree of consanguinity, a provision designed to preclude 
nepotism. 

Cardinals are created when their names are announced in secret 
consistory (cfr. below what is meant by a consistory). In a private 
audience shortly thereafter the Pope gives the new cardinals the red 
biretta. Then in a public consistory held about three days after the 
secret consistory, the cardinals receive the red hat and swear ndelity 
to the Pope. On the same day, in a second secret consistorjr, the Pope 
closes the lipa of the new cardinals at the beginning of the session, 
signifying thereby that they must abstain from ·expressing their 
opinions for the present; he then gives them the cardinal'.z ring, 
assigns to each a cardinalitial church in Rome, appoints them to 
various departments of the Roman Curia if they are to reside in 
Rome, and finally opens their lips thus giving them the ript to cast 
a deliberative vote in ecclesiastical affairs, the same as other cardinals. 

If at the time of his creation a cardinal is absent from Rome, 
the Pope through a special envoy, presents him with the red biretta, 
but the new cardinal must promise upon oath to visit the Pontiff 
within a year. 

Sometimes the Pope creates a new cardinal by declaring this 
fact in secret consistory, but for some reason known only to himself 
withholds the name of the candidate, e.g., because of political condi
tions, or because the cleric has an office which he cannot ooovcniently 
resign for the present to come and reside at Rome supposing be is 
to be a cardinal in Curia. This is called the reservation in pectore. 
The object of the procedure is to accord retroactivity to the creation 
with the consequent right of the cardinal so created to take preced
ence over all cardinals subsequent!)• created. But should the Pope 
die without publishing the name of the cardinal, the re1tNJatio ;n 
fw:tore loses all juridical effect. 

§4. TrrLBS, INSIGNIA AND PRIVILEGES OF CAJUHNALS 

(c. 239) 

The title of Eminenu was given to cardinals by Urban VIII 
(1630). When referring to a cardinal, then, one speaks of His 
Eminence, and when addressinit a cardjnal one says Your Eminence. 
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The distinctive insignia of cardinals arc chiefl)•: 1) the red hat 
given them by Innocent IV in 12.f.5; and 2) the red (scarlet, crimson, 
purple) mantle and biretta pennitted them b}' Paul II in 146.f., al
though, if we except the Jesuiu, all religious cardinals retain the 
color of their religious garb. 

As to the privileges of cardinals the most outstanding is that of 
precedence. Cardinals rank second only to the Pope in dignity. Even 
though they lack the episcopal character, they precede all other pre
lates in the church including bishops, archbishops, primates and pa
triarchs. This privilege granted them by Eugene IV (1428) rests 
upon the principle that in every organized society it is juriadiction 
(governing authority) rather than any other element which deter
mines rank and precedence. Now, in point of jurisdiction cardinals 
excel bishops, for the jurisdiction of cardinals being a panicipation 
of papal sovereignty extends to the universal Church, whereQ that 
of bishops is restricted to their respective territories. Moreover, 
bishops are judged by cardinals, not vice-versa. 

Cardinals enjoy, in addition, a number of other privileges, a list 
of which, mostly of a liturgical nature, is found in c. 239. Privileges 
of a juridical character are found scattered throughout the various 
parts of the Code, e.g., the privilege of being judged by none but 
the Pope, the privilege of exemption from all ecclesiastical penalties, 
etc. 

§5. AUTHORITY OP CARDINALS 

(c. 240-241) 

Cardinals have a two-fold authority: 1) with respect to their 
titular churches; 2} lvith respect to the Church universal. 

With respect to their titular churches cardinal-bishops have the 
same authority in their suburbicarian dioceses as other residential 
bishops. Cardinal-priests and cardinal-deacons at one time possessed 
a quasi-episcopal jurisdiction over their churches, but at the present 
time the}' retain that authority only as regards liturgical matters, e. g., 
they can, in their churches, exercise the pontifical3, impart the epis
copal blessing, confer tonsure and minor orders, etc. But in non
liturgical matters, i.e., in matters purely disciplinary, the}' have only 
a paternal or domestic power, i.e., they can lay down rules con
cerning divine worship in their churches, ~rrect abuses, discipline 
the clergy, etc., but they cannot punish infractions with eccl~siastical 
penalties in the strict sense of the word, this being the right of the 
Cardinal-Vicar of Rome. 
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In respect to the Churtli unfoersa/ the authority of cardinals 
during the occupancr of the papal chair differs from that which they 
exercise during the vacanq· of the Holy Sec. Sede plena, the cardinals 
form the senate, as it were, of the Roman Pontiff, and their jurisdic
tion is mostl}' deliberative as we shall .;cc at greater length in Art. II. 
Seat flaamlt, cardinals have the exclusive right to elect a new Pope, 
and so their jurisdiction here is for the most part electoral. During 
the vacanq•, the government of the Church does not pas.; to the 
Sacred College of Cardinals in toto ; e. g., the cardinals cannot enact 
new general laws, nor can they revoke existing laws. At the most 
they can transact onlr those matters for which they possess ordinary 
faculties sttie ;Jena. Should some exceptionally grave and urgent 
matter call for their examination, a special procedure, outlined in the 
Constitution Yacanlt Sede ;lpostolict1 must be followed. For the rest, 
that Constitution has been so designed u to hasten the election of the 
new Pope as far as reasonabb· possible, so that few matters will be 
found so grave and urgent \Vhich cannot await the deliberation and 
sanction of the new Pontiff. 

ART. JI. 

Tbe Roman Curia 

Cardinals oounscl the Pope chiefly in their capacity as heads 
of the various departments of the Roman Curia. 

§1. THB ROMAN CURIA IN GBNBRAL 

Etymologically curia is derived from cura. It denotes the care 
with which public affairs should be administered. Borro\ved from 
the Roman Law, the word came to mean, in the church, the presby
tery or that body of clerics who assisted the bishop in the government 
of the diocese. 

Like all other bishops, the Pepe had his presbytery \vhom he 
consulted in the more difficult matters of local administration. It 
seems to have included all the Roman clerg}'. This was the original 
papal curia. · 

With the -gradual recognition of the Papal Primacy the govern
ment of the Church became more nnd more centralized at Rome. 
~ecourse to the Pope from all parts of the Catholic world began to 
increase, whether for privileges, dispensations, interpretations of the 
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law, or as appeals from adverse decisions of local "authorities. Thence
forth, the Popes judged it more appropriate to turn to the cardinals 
alone as to their chief advisers. About the 12th century the Roman 
Curia no longer meant Roman presbytery but the consistory of 
cardinab. 

A consistory ( con-mlere) is a gathering of the cardinals in the 
presence of the Pontiff. From the beginning these consistories were 
held three times a week for the transaction of business that concerned 
the whole Church. It was soon discovered, however, that all questions 
and matters could not be taken care of in this way. Special offices, 
then, were created for the drafting of documents, notably the Apos
tolic Chancery. Litigated matters could not be decided without first 
hearing the parties and gathering evidence, which function came to 
be reserved to the auditors of the Roman Rota. Even purely admin
istrative businea became too complex 'to be settled only three times 
a week; Wherefore, Sixtus V in 1587 divided the entire mass of 
administrative business among various committees of cardinals. There
after, consistories became daily less frequent, and at the present time 
they are held only when· the Pope chooses to convene them, usually 
at intervals of several months. 

Consistories are secret, semi-public, and public. In the serrtt 
consistories, so-called because only the cardinals are present, the 
Pope creates new cardinals and bishops, erects new dioceses and 
provinces, and renders allocutions on grave current problems con· 
fronting the Church. At semi-public consistories both bishops and 
cardinals vote on cases of beatification and canonization, this being, 
of course but a consultive vote. Public consistories are purdr cere
monial occasions attended not only by cardinals and bishops, but by 
the papal diplomatic corps, and other distin~ished and privileged 
persons. At these the Pope confers the cardinal's hat, or solemnly 
decrees a canonization, or grants a formal reception to sovereigna and 
their ambassadors. 

Origin of Curia in. its present form-The Roman Curia's present 
structure as consisting of Congregations, Tribunals and Offices, 
owes its origin to Sixtus V in the 16th century. Already under 
the consistory system there had existed special Offices and Tribunals, 
namely the Apostolic Chancery, the S. Penitentiary and the Roman 
Rnta, as organs distinct from the consistory, for the drafting of 
documents, and the exercise of judicial jurisdiction. Thus, in 
time there remained only administrative matters to be transacted 
in consistory. When even these became too numerous and complex 
to be examined only three times a week in consistory, Sixtus V by 
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his Constitution Immtnsa, Jan. 22, 1587 distributed the entire mas1 
of administrative business ainonc 15 Concreptions1 or committees, 
of cardinals. He thereby became the founder of the Roman Curia 
in its present form as mnsisting of Congregations, Tribunals and 
Offices. 

Reform of tla1 Curio-During the centuries which followed, 
the Curia underwent substantial changes. The Rottls jurisdiction 
was restricted to civil law disputes arising within the papal states, 
while its contentious jurisdiction in matters ecclesiastical was taken 
over by various Congregations, so that the latter became both admin
istrative and judicial organs. Moreover, the administrative jurisdic
tion of the Congregations and Offices frequently overlapped. There· 
fore, Pius X, by his Constitution Sapienti consilio (June 291 1908), 
reformed the Curia in its entirety, reestablishing the Rota as a court 
for ecclesiastical cases, usigninc only administrative autlJority to 
the Congregations, and accurately defining the jurisdiction of each 
Congregation and Office, so that no longer would authority in two 
or more organs be duplicated. The Constitution Sapienti consilio was 
supplemented by two other documents: LeN propria 8. Romn11ae 
Rotat ti Signaturae Apoltolitat, and the Ortlo s•"111ntl111 in Suru 
Congregationibru, Tribunalwu1 et Of/iciis Curia• Rommure. The 
Code has introducecl but a few changes in the Curia as thus 
rt'!fortned. 

We shall speak in tum of: l) The Con~egations; 2) the 
Tribunals of the Roman Curia, and 3) The Office.a of the Roman 
Curia. 

§2. THB ROMAN CURIA JN PARTICULAR 

A. THB SACRED CoNGUOATIONS 

( 1) The Congregatioris iii G1n•ral 

Defi,.ition-The Sacred (Roman) Congregations 1nay be 
defined as standing committees of cardinals to whom the transaction 
of certain ecclesiastical matten has been assigned permanently by 
the Roman Pontiff. There are 11 Congregations and each has 
competency over a definite category of matters. 

The number of c:ardinals who form any given Congregation 
depends upon the will of the Pope. Although in addition to cardinals 
other prelates compose the personnel of the Congregations, such as 
major and minor officials, consultors, agents, lawyers, etc., it is 
essentially the cardinals \Vho are the Congregations, for they alone 
constitute the deciding board, and saving the authority of the Pope, 
they have the final word in all questions which come up for conaider· 
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ation. It is throuih such deliberations that the cardinals are said to 
aid and advise the Pope. 

Funetion1 of tht Congrtgations-Being the administrative 
departments of the Holy Sec the functions of the Congregations are: 
1 ) to see to the cnfora:ment of the oommon law through timely 
decrees and instructions; 2) to grant favon, privileges and dispensa· 
tions from the law; 3) to issue general and particular interpretations 
of the law; 4-) to decide controversies between litigating parties in 
an administrative way, ( f.lia admini1trnti'fla, diui;linari, orco11omica), 
their findin&& being called dtciiions, not sentences (c. 243, §1 ). 

Wherefore, against the decrees of the Ordinar}·, whether these 
take the form of precepts, prohibitions (injunctions), appointments, 
removals, penalties, etc. an aggrieved party does not ap;ral to the 
archbishop, or to the Rota, but he has ruour1t to the competent 
Congregation. The reason is that a decree is an atlminutratirle act, 
not a judicial one, and as such it can be reviewed only by a higher 
administrative orgnn. It is onb· when the Ordinary either in person 
or through his representative, e. g., the diocesan Official, dec:idea 
a matter by way of the formal trial outlined in Part I, Book IV of 
the Code, i. e., when he acts in the capacity of judge and not in the 
capacity of administrator, that appeal is taken from his stnlt1tt1 to a 
higher judicial organ, i. e., to the archbishop's court in the second 
instance, and to the Rota in the third instance (c. 1601). 

How tltt Congrtgation1 1roc11tl-Of the cardinals who com· 
pose any one Congreption, one is the supreme moderator. He is 
called the cardinal-prefect except in three Congregations where the 
Pope himself is prefect, namely, the Holy Oflice, the Consistorial 
Congregation and the Congregation for the Oriental Church. Here 
the pre1iding cardinal is called the cardinal-secretary. 

The presiding cardinal i1 more immediately assisted by certain 
non-cardinal prelates, i. e., the major oflicials who are usually called 
the secretary and sub-secretaries. But where the presiding cardinal 
is himself the secretary as explained in the preceding paragraph, 
the first assistant ~ called the assessor. 

Ordinary matters, e. g., dispensations of minor moment, are 
tieen to by the presiding cardinal. More difficult matters are 
deliberated in the Congrmo, i. e., a meeting of the cardinal-prefect 
and his major officials. To the Congre110 also it belonp to prepare 
the agenda for the full committee. The Full Congregation (Congrt· 
gatio pltna) is a meeting of all the cardinals assigned to the Con· 
gregation, who by majority vote decide questions which are beyond 
the competence of the Congr1110. Such matters arc, e.g., administra· 
tivc interpretations of the law concerning doubts submitted by &0me 
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Ordinary, decisions in more difficult litigated controversies, the grant· 
ing of unusual favors, the enactment of general decrees and instruc· 
tions, etc ( c. 244). 

The Congregations represent the Pope and act by his authority. 
In certain matters they receive ordinary faculties, and then their 
jurisdiction is ordinary, though vicarious. For all other matters 
the Pope must be first consulted. In the first case the rescript will 
read: vi.gort facultatum a Domino noltro tributarum; in the second 
case: facto vtrbo cum Sancti11imo. 

Force of the Confrtgations' acts-Authentic (administrative) 
interpretations eiven by the Congregations may be general in nature 
or particular. The former are called tleerees, or declarations, the 
latter rescri1ts. General interpretations bind universally ; particular 
interpretations constitute law only for the parties whom the}' con· 
cern. If, later, these are insened in the ./eta AP. Sedis, and all 
mention of the diocese, or the religion to which they were originally 
dir('cted is omitted, they must be construed as general interpretations. 
Otherwise, their mere insertion in the A eta accords to them no such 
universal value, but the decisions serve onl}• as directive norms for 
Ordinaries, and other superiors, in similar cases. 

Decisions in the strict sense of the word by which litigations 
are settled, e. g., between two beneficiaries, likewise constitute 
law only for the interested parties. Where the same decision is 
repeatedly issued, it will, in time, fonn the style and practice 
of the Roman Curia, from which it would be rash to depart in the 
i;ame set of circumstances contemplated by the decisions. 

Against the administrative decisions of the Congregations the 
aggrieved party cannot appeal to the Rota, since one never appeals 
from a decree but only from a sentence ; nor does one invoke the 
authorit}' of a judicial organ to revielv the acts of an administrative 
organ. Hence, strictly speaking, there lies neither appeal nor recourse 
from the decisions of the Congregations, not even to the Pope. The 
reason u that either the Pope ratified the decision, or if not, that 
the Congregation, using ordinary faculties given them by the Pope, 
acted in his name, and in so doing they constituted one person with 
the Pontiff. However, one may ask for a beneficium novat audien
tiae, and whether this new hearing will be granted him depends upon 
the circumstances of the particular cue, e. g., lvhcthcr substantial 
arguments have been overlooked, whether new evidence is at hand, 
etc. 

The doctrinal decrees of the Holy Office are not infallible, 
but the~· are binding none the less. They call for a reverential 
assent of the mind, which assent must be both internal and e.ictemal, 
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as dogmatic theology explains more at length. One who rashly 
denies such doctrinal decisions, while he may not incur the censure 
of heresy; is considered pro:rimru hurtsi. 

How tht Congregation1 are qproach~tl-An.y member of the 
Church is free to communicate directly with the Congregations, 
ftther personally or by letter. But saving litigations, and cases which 
belong to the S. Penitentiary, a private individual docs best to invoice 
the aid of his Ordinary. The reason is that the Holy See is not wont 
to grant favors today unless the petition carries the Ordinary's en
dorsement. Moreover, the Ordinary is usually appointed the CXt"CU· 

tor ·of the rescript. 
Wherefore, religious organizations of men must have a procura

tor general (a man of their own community) resident at Rome, who 
transacts all affairs of his religion with the Holy See. Religious 
communities of women deal with the Holy See either through the 
local Ordinary, or through their Cardinal-Protector. Secular clerics 
and laymen deal with Rome through their proper local Ordinaries. 

Petitions addressed to the Holy See may be written in any 
language, although Latin, Italian and French arc preferrtd, for 
unleas the officiala assigned to the particular Congregation are famil
iar with the language employed, delays in findin&" a competent 
translator must be expected. 

No set form of words is prescribed in drawing up a petition. 
It suftiocs to 'State one's case in clear and simple diction. The peti
tioner should add his name and address, and the name of his diocese. 
For petitions directed to the S. Penitentiary, cfr. p. 213. 

While the petition itself is addressed to the Holy Father, the 
envelope which contains the petition is addressed to the Roman 
Curia, either to the presiding cardinal, or to the Congregation 
competent in the matter of which he is head. The address of the 
Holy Office, and of the S. Penitentiary is: Palazzo del S. Uffizio, 
Piazza S. Uffi.zio, Rome, Italy. That of the Congregation for the 
Oriental Church, the Ceremonial Congregation, the Congregation 
for Extraordinary Affairs, the Apostolic Camera, the Sec.retariate of 
State is: Vatican Palace, Citti del Vaticano (Vatican City). That 
of the Propaganda: Palazzo di Propaganda Fide, Piazza di Spagna, 
Rome. That of the Signatura, of the Rota, and of the Datary is: 
Palazzo della Dataria, Via della Dataria, Rome. That of all 
Congregations save those already mentioned is: Palazzo delle Con
gregazioni; Piazza S. Callisto, Rome. There . remains only the 
A(l'lStolic Chancery housed in its ancient building at Piazza della 
Cancelleria, Rome. Note-Communications to any Con11egation, 
Office or Tribunal can also be sent simply to P atita11 Cit1. 
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(2) Tiu Congregatio#.1 in Partieular 

1. The Congregation of the Hol1 Office (c. 247)-Iostituted 
by Paul III in 1542, as an agency for defending the Catholic Faith 
against Pro~estant errors (truly a holy office} , this Congregation 
until 1908 went under the title of The Roman and UniJJw1al lnfuisi
tion. 

It is competent in all matters that concern faith and morals. 
It judges all crimes involving heresy, or the suspicion of heresy. 
To this extent it is a tribunal and has its own rules of procedure. 
In other respects it is a Congregation, and proceeds admihistratively. 

It i.& also competent, and exclusively so, in all questions that 
relate to the Pauline Privilege, and the impediments of mixf¥( 
religion and disparity of cult. It alone grants dispensations from 
these impediments. It alone tries marriage cases brought to Rome 
in any instant of hearing. . if one party to the contested marriage 
is a non-Catholic (H. 0., Jan. 27, 1928; ~eta XX, 75). 

It belongs to the Holy Office to prohibit boob, and to place 
them on the Index. It also grants the nec:essary permission to read 
such books. Prior to 1917 this function had been reserved to the 
Congregation of the Index. In that year the latter was suppre11ed 
by Benedict XV. 

The Holy Office alone grants dispensations from the Eucharistic 
fast for priests who wish to celebrate Mass without fasting. If any• 
one wishes for good reason to communicate habitually without fasting, 
e.g., for reasons. of illness, the Congregation of the Sacraments 
is competent, and for religious the Cong. of Religious. 

2. Consistorial Congregation (c. 248)-Founded by Sixtos V 
in 1588 this Congr. as its name indicates prepares the agenda for 
CQnsistories. It sees to the appointment of fit candidates to vacant 
secs, examines quinquennial reports of bishops, and hands over to 
the Congr. oompetent in the matter any reports which seem to call 
for disciplinary correction in the form of decrees or instructions. 

This competency of the Consistorial Congr. is taken over by 
the Congr. of the Prop.igation of the Faith for missionary countries, 
c. g., as concerns the appointment of vicars and prefects Apostolic, 
the examination of their repoftSt etc. 

. 3. Congregation of the Sacraments (c. 249)-Founded by Pope 
P.'us X in 1908 this Congregation has charge of the universal 
discipline concerning the sacraments, a jurisdiction which formerly 
had been distributed among a number of Congreption.s and Offices. 
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Whatn·er concerns the sacraments or the 1\-:lass, saving the 
jurisdiction of the C. of Rites on points of rubrics, belong3 to the 
C. of the Sacraments. It grants dispensations in this connection, 
c. g., marriage dispensations, dispensations for orders ; it enacts 
legislation to correct abuses in the administration of the sacraments 
and the celebration of Mass ; it alone judges concerning the obliga
tions attaching to major orders, and the validity of such orders 
in particular cases, although if the matter is too in\•olved it may 
remand the ca!e to some competent tribunal to be examined by way 
of a formal trial ; it alone administratively examines ratum tt non
t0n1u111 rnatum cues, and grants dispensations in this matter, unless 
the case being too involved, it should decide to hand it over to some 
competent tribunal for judgment by way of a formal trial. 

• But the Holy Office alone is competent to dispense ttltbrant1, 
whether religious or secular, from the eucharistic fast; to examine 
ratum ti non-consummatum cases where a non-Catholic is involved; 
to try ordination cases arising from defect of rites. 

4. Congrtgntion o/ tltt Couneil (c. 250)-As its name implies 
thi;; Congregation was instituted to enforce the decrees of the Council 
of Trent. With the refonn of the Curia by Pius X (1908), its 
Junction in this respect was divided among the various other Congre· 
gations so far ns concerns matters belonging to the province of each. 

At present the C. of the Council supervises the universal 
discipline of the secular clergy and the laity, enactin& general decrees 
in this respect and granting appropriate dispensations and indults, 
e. g., from fast and abstinence, the obiervancc of holyda}'S, etc. 

It has charge of whatever concerns pastors, canons, confraterni
ties and other pious unions, even though these are found in the 
churches of religious and depend upon religious superiors. 

It has jurisdiction over pious legacies, pious works, lfass 
stipends, benefices, ecclesiastical offices, church goods, and property, 
diocesan assessments and ta.~s, and ecclesiastical immunitie.;, e. g.. if 
permission is sought to sue a cleric in the civil oourt where such 
pennission must be obtained from Rome. 

This Congregation also examines and approves the acts and 
decrees of plenary and provincial councils. 

It is to this Concregation that an aggrieved aecular cleric or a 
lavman has recourse; religious take recourse to the C. of Religious. 
Secular clerics and laymen in countries subject to the Propaganda 
have recourse to the Congregation of the Propagation of the Faith. 

S. Congr~gation of Rtligious (c. 251 )-Sixtus V instituted 
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two Congregations, one for the affaiN of reli~ious, the other for the 
affairs of bishopl. In 1601 both were fused into one Congregation 
under the title of the Congregation of Bisl1ops and Rtgulars. In 1908 
Pius X suppr('Ssed the Congregation and assigned the affairs of 
religious to the new Congregatio ntgotiis rtligiosorum sriJalimn prae
posito, transferring to the C. of the Council jurisdiction over the 
affairs of bishops. 

To the Congregation of Religious belong all questions which 
relate to religious either ns individuals or :u bodies, namely, their 
government, discipline, studies, temporal goods, privileges, etc. 

This Congregation is exclusivelr competent in all controversies 
wherein a religious is either plaintiff or defendant, although if the 
other party is a non-religious, the Congregation has the right to 
remand the case to some other Congregation if this seems expedient. 

The C. of Religious has jurisdiction over Third Orders Secular, 
nnd over those organizations of men or women who live a life in 
common without vows, e.g., the Oratorinns. 

All dispcmations requested by religious are granted by this 
Congregation, saving the competency of the H. 0. to dispense 
religious celebrants from the Eucharistic fast. 

6. Congrtgation of the Propagation of tht Faith (c. 252)
Sometimcs called the Congregation of the Propaganda, or simply 
The Propaganda, this Congregation w:1S instituted h}' Gregory XV 
in 1622 to strive for the return of heretics and schismatic.' to t.lte 
Church. I ts jurisdiction was later enlarged to propagate the faith 
among infidels in misaionary countries. Pius X in 1908 withdrew 
from its jurisdiction the following countries and subjected them to 
the common law : England, Scotfand, Ireland, Canada, Nova Scotia 
and the United Stntes. 

In general this Congregation has the duty of fostering the 
Catholic religion in missionary countries, i. e., in those countries 
where the hierarchy has not yet been established, or restored, or if 
establishf'd or restored, has not attained such perfection as to 
warrant it; subjection to the common law. 

For such countries the Congregation of the Propagation of 
the Faith possesses the totality of jurisdiction enjoyed by all the 
other Congregations combined, saving 4 exceptions: 1) doctrinal 
matte" belong to the Hol)• Office; 2) marriage cases belong to the 
respective Congregations of the Holy Office and the C. of Sacra
ments; 3) religious as missionaries are subject to the Propaganda, 
hut as religious they are subject to the C. of Religious; 4) Orientals 
are subject to the C. for the Oriental Church. 

1. Congregation of Satrtd Ritts (c. 253)-lnstituted by Sixtus 
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V, this Congregation in 1908 took over, in addition to its original 
duties of safeguarding rubrics, that of the Congregation of lndul· 
genccs and Relics. so far as relics arc concerned. Jurisdiction over 
indulgences was given to the S. Penitentiary, and the Congregation 
of Indulgences and Relics was suppressed. 

The Congregation of Rites enforces the liturgical laws of the 
Latin rite. To this end it enacts general decrees and instructions, 
issues interpretations, and grants privileges, indulta and dispensa· 
tions, e.g., the indult of the privileged altar, of a private oratory, 
of a portable altar, dispensations to celebrate black Masses on other
wise prohibited days, etc. 

Moreover, it has exclusive competency in cases of beatification 
and canonization, and proceeds in this respect more like a court 
than an administrative organ, follol'1ing the rulei of procedure 
outlined in Part II, Book IV of the Code. 

8. Tll1 Ceremonial Congregation (c. 254)-Foundcd by Sixtus 
V, it has authority to regulate and supervise the sacred functions of 
the papal chapel, and all functions performed by cardinals outside 
of the papal chapel. 

Moreover, it has charge of the ceremonies prescribed at the 
papal court, e. g., in the reception of diplomats. 

Finally, it decides all controversies concerning precedence among 
cardinals, as also among legates accredited to the Holy See from the 
various nations. 

9. Congregation for E~traordinnry Ecclesiastical A/lairs 
(c. 255)-Aftcr the disturbances brought about by the French 
Revolution, Pius VI in 1793 created a temporary committee for 
The Extraordinary Affairs of the Church in France. Pius VII 
{ J 814) enlarged its scope to embrace all matters of grave moment 
in which relations of Church and State were involved, making it 
at the same time a permanent Congregation, and giving it its present 
general name. 

The competency of this Congregation extends to all matters 
\Vhich involve Church and State. Hence, it draws up concordats, 
erects and divides dioceses whenever the civil authorities must be 
consulted, and appoints fit candidates to such dioceses. Furthermore, 
it studies cases assigned it by the Pope involving civil legislation 
and other civil acts which endanger the libert)', or otherwise concern 
the interests, of the Church. 

10. Tlre·Con9re9ation of Seminaries tmd Unwersities (c. 256) 
-Sixtus V instituted the Congregation for the Roman University, 
but at the same time charged it with the supervision of all other 
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pontifical universities, e.g., the University of Bologna, Paris, etc. 
Benedict XV gave to this Congregation jurisdiction with regard 
to seminaries, an authority which until that time (1915) had 
belonged to the Consistorial Congregation. 

This Congregation watches over all that pertains to the govun
ment, discipline, temporal administration, and studies of seminaries, 
saving the competency of the Propaganda. It alone, moreover 
approves of new pontdical universities and faculties, sanctions their 
statutes, grants them authority to confer degrees, and may itself 
confer degrees upon any man of exceptiond leaminc. 

11. Con,,.egation for tlte Orimtal Church (c. 257)-Thi11 
Congregation, created by Benedict XV, previoU11ly had formed a 
section of the S. C. of the Propagation of the Faith. 

I ts competency is personal, extending to all matten which affect 
Catholics of the (Uniate) Oriental Rites.· It possesses the totality 
of all jurisdiction possessed by all other Conpptions, saving the 
competency of the H. Office, and of the S. Penitentiary (S. C. Ori
ent. July 26, 1930; Acta XXII, 394). 

The Coocregation is exclusively competent in questions which 
simultaneously involve a Catholic of the Latin and of an Oriental 
Rite, e. &·· to grant dispensatiom for such marriages in the event of 
ail impediment. 

The Congregation pro1:2eds administratively, but cases which 
appear too complex it remands to some tribunal for examination by 
way of a formal trial. 

In virtue of the Motu proprio issued Mar. 25, 1938, Pius XI 
gave the Oriental Congregation competency likewise over Catholics 
of the Latin Rite in the following re&ions: Egypt, Cyprus, Greece, 
Dodecanese, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Palestine, Syria, Transjordania, 
Asiatic Turkey and that part of Thrace which is subject to Turkey. 
But the jurisdiction of the H. Office, S. C. of the Sacr., S. C .. of 
Rites, S. C. of Seminaries and Univ., and of the S. Penitentiary 
remains intact (Acta XXX, 154). 

N ote--The principles governing the oompetency of the various 
Congregations are not always clear in practise. Accordingly, c. 245 
provides that should doubts arise in this matter, such controversies 
arc to be decided by a special committee of cardinals appointed by 
the Pope in each case. Since the promulgation of the Code the 
following answers have been issued : 

I) Decliions regarding the obligations attaching to major 
orders, and the validity of sacred ordination in ·the case of a 

lr~~gious, belong to the C. of the Sacraments and not to the C. of Re-
1gious. (Dec. 7, 1922 Acta XV, 39). 
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2) The C. of the Council and not the Consistorial Congrega
tion is competent in questions concerning: 1) priests as students or 
teachers in lay schools; 2) associations of the laity and their fcdera
tiom. On the other hand, the Consistorial Congregation and not 
the C. of the Council is competent concerning: 1 ) the erection and 
suppression of chapter dignities; 2) revenues and goods belonging 
to the episcopal mensa (Dec. 7, 1922; Acta XV, 39). 

3) All questions or recourse..; (instantiae) affecting the rights 
or interests of religious as individuals or as a body belong exclusively 
to the C. of Religious. Hence to it and not to the C. of the Council 
docs it belong tu grant sanationes, condo11ationes and reductiones in 
rp.ference to chaplaincies and legacies found in the churches of rr
ligious, even though not entrusted to the religious in their substance 
but onlv as to their administration and fulfillment, but onlv to the 
extent that these sanationes. etc. involve administration and fulfill
ment. The C. of Religious alone grants religious candidates dispen
sations in the matter of sacred ordination, e. g., from age. studies, etc. 
The same Congregation di.\pemes religious who because of sick:nes11 
or other causes request dispensations relating to the celebration of 
Mass (Mar. 24, 1919; Acta XI, 251). 

4) The C. of Seminaries and Universities. and not the C. of 
the Council, may grant permission to alienate property belonging to 
diocesan seminaries (Dec. 7, 1922,; Acta XV, 39). 

Finally, let it be added that should a petition be sent mistakenlr 
to the lvrong Congregation, it will be remanded by the same to the 
competent Congregation, although such mistakes naturally delay an 
answer. 

B. TRIBUNALS OF THB RoMAN Cu1t1A 
The Tribunals are the judicial departments of the Holy See. 

The}' are three: 1 ) the Sacred Penitentiary; 2) the Roman Rota; 
3) the Signatura Apostolic. Here, too, the cardinals figure as the 
counsellors of the Pope, if we except the Rota whose judges are 
prelates (monsignori), and wh03e sentences need not the approval 
of the Pope. The S. Penitentiary deals exclusively with matters of 
the internal forum, the other two tribunals exclusively with matters 
of the eJrternal forum. 

1. The Sarred Penitentiary ( c. 258)-This is a tribunal of 
mercy, and as its name implies, deals for the most part with peni
tents. It is not a Congregation, for the reason that but one cardinal, 
not a number pf cardinals ( congregatio) is assigned to it. Its chief, 
though not exclusive, function is to hear and pardon penitents, 
hence. it is a tribunal above all. 
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As a distinct organ of the Roman Curia the S. Penitentiary 
dates from the 13th century, when, due to the increasing number of 
sins and censures which the Pontiffs reserved to themselves for 
judgment, penitents from all parts of Christendom began to have 
recourse to Rome for pardon. It was giaduall}' developed in its 
organization to include besides the Cardinal Major Penitentiary, 
and a number of minor confessors (penitentiaries), certain non
cardinal official-;, e. g., the regent, theologian, canonist, etc. 

The S. Penitentiary not only absolves, and grants faculties to 
absolve, from reserved sins and censures which are occult, but its 
jurisdiction covers the entire field of the internal forum, both sacra
mental and extra-sacramental, provided the case is occult, i. C.; pro
vided only the relief of conscience is sought. For, if the matter is 
public, it must go for cognizance to one of the Congregations or 
Tribunals. 

Wherefore, in occult cases the S. Penitentiary grants favors 
of every kind: 1 ) absolution from all sins and censures reserved to 
the Holy See; 2) tlu;ensations from vows, oaths, irregularities and 
marriage impediments; 3) ratifications (sanationt1) for invalid acts, 
e.g., invalid marriages, invalid appointment to offices, etc.; 4) com-
111utation1 of vows, fasts, and obligations of every kind; 5) condona· 
tions of illegally acquired ecclesiastical good1; 6) reductions of obli
gations which are difficult of fulfillment, e. g., Mass obligations due 
to the devaluation of a country's currency. 

This tribunal, moreover, settles doubts of conscience when they 
are submitted to it. 

Finally, this Tribunal has jurisdiction over indulgences, their 
grant, ust, etc. 

The S. Penitentiary admits petitions in any language. If a con
fessor applies to the S. Penitentiary for. his penitent, and the subject 
matter does not permit the revelation of the penitent's name without 
infamy, fictitious names must be emplo)•ed for the penitent e. g., 
Titiu1, or Titia. But the confessor must give his own name and 
address, or some other name and address to which the answer should 
be forwarded. For the rest, direct recourse to the S. Penitentiary 
is not so necessary as one mi!lht suppose, because our Ordinaries 
have ample faculties, either ordinary or delegated, to deal with the 
cases which frequently occur. 

2. Thi Roman Rota (c. 259)-This tribunal exercises juris
diction for the external forum of a contentious nature. It is the 
ordinary supreme court of the Church. In a few cases it is a court 
of first instance. At the present day marriage cases occupy most 
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of its attention. More will be said of the Rota and the Signatura in 
Book IV of our manual. 

3. T lie A ,01tolic Bignatura ( c. 259 )-This court is composed 
of cardinals only, whose function it is to hear exceptions brought 
by parties to a trial ~nst the judp (auditors) of the Rota. 

C. On1c.1s OP THB RoMAN CuJUA 
The Roman Offices are the ministerial departments of the 

Holy See. They are charged primarily with the drafting and for
wµding of Apostolic Letters, although some enjoy a measure of 
administrative jurisdiction as well. The supreme moderator in each 
office is a cardinal, so that even in these departments the cardinals 
aid and coumcl the Pope. 

l. The A1ostolic Cllanc1ry (c. 260)-This Office may be con
sidered coeval with the Roman Church itself, although only from 
the 13th century does its organization resemble that of the present 
day. In course of time all the other Offices of which we shall speak 
were formed into separate and independent organs, having originally 
formed ao many differen! sections of the Chancery. 

Today the function of the Apostolic Chancery is reduced to the 
drafting and forwarding of papal bulls, e. g., documents containing 
appointments to vacant dioceses, the erection of new dioceoes and 
provinces, etc. It abo draws up other papal letters which deal with 
exceptionally grave matters. But it can issue neither bulls nor 
Apostolic Letters save by instruction of the Consistorial Congrega
tion, or the Pontiff, depending upon the content of the particular 
document in question. 

2. Tn~ Apostolic Dotary (c. 261)-As the name indicates, this 
Office originally had the duty of affixing the date to documents issued 
by the Chancery (the word being derived from Jatarr, not dare). 
When it became an independent Office in the 15th century it bepn 
also to grant the very favors which certain documents carryia& its 
date contained. 

At the present day the Apostolic Datary dates only those doc:u
ments \Vhich emanate from that Office, its functions now being: 
1 ) to i55ue Letters for the conferment of reserved non-c:onsistorial 
benefices, a list of which is found in c. 1435; 2) to examine the 
fitness of candidates for said benefices; 3) to care for pensions and 
burdens which the Pope may have imposed in the conferment of those 
benefices. • 

3. The A ,ostolic C(ltnera ( c. 262 )-This Office cares for the 
temporalities of the Holy See. During the vacancy of the papal chair 
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it regulates whatever pertains to the conclave. The presiding officer 
is called the Cardinal Camerlengo of the Holy Roman Church. 

4. The Stcretariatt of State (c. 263)-The presiding cardinal 
in this Office is the Cardinal Secretary of State. He is the Minister 
of Foreign .Afiairs, as it were, and since his duties are of the most 
conllclential nature his office ceases upon the death of the Pope. 

This office is divided into three sections ; the first &ection trans
mits to the C. for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs those matters 
which the Pope has ordered to be examined by that Congregation, 
and the~efore, it has as its president the secretary of that congrega
tion; the· second section concerns itself with ordinary matten of 
papal diplomacy, and its presiding officer is called the Substitute; 
the third section drafts and dispatches Apostolic Briefs for matters 
submitted to it by the competent Congregations, saving the Briefs 
addressed to secular rulers for which a special Office exists. 

It is the function of the Secretariate of State to direct all 
diplomatic relations between the Holy See and civil governments; 
to instruct papal legates and examine their reports; to confer papal 
distinctions, e.g., that of the Order of St. Gregory, of the Knight 
of Cape and Sword, honorary prelacies, etc.; to transmit papal 
blessings, and to answer the numerous messages of loyalty, congratu
lations, etc. which the Pope receives constantly from all parts of 
the world. 

5. The Secretariate of Brit{ s to Princes and of Latin Letters-
The duties of this Office are: 1 ) to write and· forward Apostolic 
Briefs to secular rulen and persons of high rank; 2) to compose papal 
letters less solemn in form than Briefs; 3) to prepare papal allocu
tionto and encvclicals. Its presiding officer is the C:irdinal Secretary 
of State (c.264). 



Chapter III 

THE POPE'S ASSISTANTS OUTSIDE OF ROME 

Christ, the Lord, pl:iced the Roman Pontiff over all nations to 
be their supreme shepherd. But since it is not poa.sible for the Pope 
to traverse the whole world, and to discharge this putoral duty in 
person, he has need of a;sfatants who, residing in various parts of 
the world, share his supreme power and office in the care and 
feeding of the portion of the flock assigned to them. 

We have spoken of the Pope's assistants at Rome, or ;,. curia, 
i.e., the cardinals. It remains in this chapter to speak of his assist
ants outside of Rome, or e11tra euriam. These exercise that jurisdic
tion which the sovereign Pontiff would himself exercise were he 
present in person. They are: papal legates, patriarchs, primates, 
archbishops, vicars a:-.d prefects Apostolic, administraton Apostolic, 
inferior prelates, and councils. 

ART. I. 

Papal l.eCjJCllle 
( c. 265-270) 

Dt/inition-A papal lepte (from legare, to send) is a cleric 
sent b)· the Roman Pontiff to some province or nation with the 
ordinary power to transact certnin affairs inherent in the Apostolic 
office. 

The right of the Pope to send envoys to all parts of the world 
results from his primacy of jurudiction in the univenal Church. 

Lr1ntt1 cla11i/ittl-There are four classes of leptes: 1) legates 
a /altrt; 2) nuncios; 3) internuncios; 4) Apostolic delegates. 

A lepte a lattrt, as the word itaelf implies, is a cardinal sent 
by the sovereign Pontiff lvith that title (a laltrt) to represent him as 
an alttr tgo, sent from his very side as a most familiar intimate, but 
who has only that amount of authorit)• that the Pope chooses to give 
him. These envo)'S are cardinals without exception. It is appropriate 
that the)' be called a latere in another sense since cardinals in Curia 
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arc alwa)'S at the side of the Pontiff, as it were. Leptes a lattre are 
sent upon missions of a very delicate and serious nature. In the early 
Church the)' represented the Pope at ecumenical councils. Leo X 
sent such a legate to receive the abjuration of Luther. Pius VII 
sent Cardinal Caprara to France to arrange a concordat with 
Napoleon. But legates a lattrt mar ha ... ·e an honorary mis~ion, 
namely, to represent the Pope at solemn celebrations, e.g., at the 
coronation of a king, a Eucharistic Congress, etc. The mission of a 
legate a lattrt, unlike that of other legates is always transient in 
nature, and when the affair is transacted, his leptcship ceaacs. 

Nuncios and intcrnuncios are sent to countries which have diplo· 
matic relations with the Holy See. The ordinar)' jurisdiction of 
both is the same: 1) to foster friend!}• relations between the civil 
government and the Hol)• Sec, in which capacity they may be called 
nmbassadors in the same semc as the envoys of civil 1overc1ins; 2) to 
watch over the condition of the Church in their territory and to 
inform the Pope (the Secretariate of State) conCPrnini the same. 
In addition they have delegated faculties, a list of which is found at 
the end of this manual. Of the 35 nunciatures of the present day 
4 are major nunciatures, or, nunciatures of the fint class, namely, 
those of Paris, Vienna, Madrid and Lisbon. After a nuncio com· 
pletes his term at these courts, he invariably becomes a cardinal. 
All others are nunciatuns of the second claas. 

Apostolic deleaates in the 6road aense are all ecclesiastics entrusted 
with jurisdiction by the Holy See, e.g., local Ordinaries with respect 
to their quinquennial faculties, a delegated judge, a confe5$0r with 
faculties from the S. Penitentiary, etc. But in the stri.ct and technical 
sense, as here understood, Apostolic delegates are prelates sent by the 
Roman Pontiff to countries which do not maintain diplomatic rela
tions with the Holy See and whose one ordinary function is to watch 
over the condition of the Church in their territory and to inform the 
Roman Pontiff thereof. In addition they have delepted faculties 
more extensive than the quinquennial faculties of the local Ordi
naries (cfr. p. 736). 

Rtlation of ltgatt1 to lot'tzl Ordinarii-1-Papal leptes must 
leave the local Ordinaries free in the exercise of their juriadiction. 
Their functions are purely those of inspection and surveillance. 
Should abuses arise, they may call the Ordinary'• attention to the 
same, but they cannot directly remedy such abuaes by issuing com· 
mands and threatening penalties. At the most, if their warning goes 
unheed~d, they must report the matter to the Holy See. 

Prtcttlenc1--'Legates are usually titular archbishops, excrpt 
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legates a latere, who are cardinals. Though a legate may lack the 
episcopal character, he nevertheless precedes all other prelates and 
dignitaries of his territory, saving cardinals. A cardinal legate a 
lattre precede.> all other cardinals. 

L~gati nati-There exists a fifth class of legates called legati 
nati, although this is now merely a title of honor. From the earliest 
times the Popes were represented in Jill parts of the Church by their 
Vicars Apostolic (not to be confused with the Vicar Apostolic of 
the present day of which more in Art. III). Thus, at the Court of 
Constantinople the papal vicars were called r1sponsale1, whose duty it 
was to exchange answen between the Pontiff and the Eas.tem Roman 
Emperor. More oftr-n these Apostolic vican were residential bishops. 
Gradually· the functions and prerogatives of Apostolic vicars brcame 
attached permanently to cutain sees, and the incumbents came to be 
called ltgati nati. Out of this institution arose the primates of the 
11th century (cfr. infra). These so often abused their authority, 
that the Popes found it necessary to suppress this office. From the 
16th century they are definitely replaced by the legati missi of 
the present day. 

ART.II. 

Patriarch&, Prlmatell and Archblahop1 

\Vhile all. bishops arc equal in rank so far as concerns the power 
of orders, not all are equal as concerns jurisdiction. By divine law 
only the Pope is superior to other bishops in ruling authority. How
ever, he may share bis authority with certain other bi.shops, and to 
that extent these bishops acquire supra-episcopal jurisdiction in virtue 
of ecclesiastical law. This happens in the case of patriarchs, primates 
and archbishops. 

We have seen that papal legates assist the Pope, for the most 
part, in a supervisory capacity. The authority of patriarchs, 
primates and archbishops, on the other hand, is more direct. Insofar 
as these govern their own sees as residential bishops they exercise an 
ordinary jurisdiction which is original; insofar as they act in the 
capacity of patriarch, primate or archbishop, their jurisdiction extends 
beyond their own residential see, becoming in this case vicarious, 
although still ordinary. The reason is that such authority being 
supra-episcopal can be conferred only by the Pope in whose name 
it is exercised. 
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§1. PATKJARCHS 

(c. 271) 

Next in rank: to papal legates come patriarchs. Greek in origin, 
the ward sipifies the head of a family, tribe or race. 

By the fifth cicntury we find the word indicative also of a sacred 
rank in the Church. The title was reserved to the occupants of five 
sees: Rome, Alexandria, Antioch, Jerusalem, and Constantinople. 
The patriarchs exer~ed jurisdiction over the archbishops in their 
territory, or patriarchate, much as the archbishops in tum ruled over 
their suflracan bishops. They could confirm the election of arch
bishops, consecrate them, depose them, receive appeals from their 
tribunals, and convene councils of all the archbishops under them. 
They are known as the five major patriarchs to distinguish them 
from minor patriarchs who later came into existence. 

Minor patriarchs nre of two classes: Oriental and Latin 
patriarchs. The former are six in number : 1 ) the Melchite patri
arch ; 2) the Syrian patriarch; 3) the Maronite patriarch; 4) the 
Coptic patriarch; 5) the Armenian patriarch ; 6) the Chaldean patri
nrch. All arc subject to the Congregation for the Oriental Church, 
being clerics of the Oriental Rite. They date their existence in the 
Roman Catholic Church from the 16th century when. with the 
return of many schismatics to the fold, the Roman Pontiff gave each 
of the above rites their own patriarch together with real patriarchal 
jurisdiction described above as characteristic: of the primitive five 
patriarchs. · 

The minor Latin patriarchs, who have enjoyed this title for 
centuries by papal indult are: l) the archbishop (patriarch) of 
Venice; 2) the archbishop of Toledo in Spain (patriarch of the West 
Indies) ; 3) the archbishop of LisJ,on;. 4) the archbishop of Goa in 
India (patriarch of the East Indies). And lest their memory perish, 
the Holy See has been wont to bestow the title of patriarch on four 
other prelates of the Latin rite, although the1• represent the four 
major Eastern patriarchates of old which became extinct in virtue 
of the disorganization resulting from the Moslem conqueit, or 
through the lapse of the Catholics of those countries into schism. 
Hence, in addition to the four Latin patriarchs just described, we 
have Latin patriarchs of Alexandria, Antioch, Jerusalem and Con· 
&tantinople. 'Ve say, Latin patriarchs, because they are ecclesinstics 
of the Latin rite (titular archbishops) with re11idence at Rome, 
excepting the patriarch of Jerusalem. 

Of Latia patriarchs only three exercise real patriarchal author· 
ity :· 1) the Roman Pontiff whose patriarchal prerogatjves, however, 
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are absorbed and ovl'rshadowed by the more exalted jurisdiction of 
the primacy; 2) the Archbishop of Goa; 3) the patriarch of Jeru
salem, who lives at Jerusalem and exercises authority over Catholica 
of the Latin rite resident in Palestine and Cyprus. The other Latin 
patriarchs have only the honorary title of patriarch, and the right 
of prcced~nce, but no patriarchal jurisdiction. 

§2. PRIMATES 

(c.271) 

Next in rank to patriarchs come primates. This dignity, once 
an office, arose out of the institution of the legati nati, as we said. 
As the East had its patriarchs, the West had its primates. These 
generally had authority over an entire nation, but what precise riihts 
were contained in that authority was not always clearly determined ; 
hence arose abuses. Of the secs which boast, or have boasted, of 
the primatial honor we may mention Carthage in Africa, Aries and 
Rheims in France, Dublin and Armagh in Ireland, Canterbury and 
York in En&}and, Toledo in Spain, and Salisbury in Germany. 
Where two or more primates were found in the same country, the 
jurisdiction of each extended only over certain provinces of that 
country. 

After the institution of lt1ati mi.rsi. particularly since the 16th 
century, primates gradually lost their jurisdiction. Today the title 
remains, but it is an honorary one, implying at the most a right of 
precedence, if we except perhaps the primate of Gran in Hungary, 
who still seems to enjoy a few primatial prerogatives of a jurisdic
tional character. 

§3. ARCHBISHOPS oa M!TllOPOLITANS 

{c. 272-280) 

Definition-Next in rank to primates come ·archbishops or 
metropolitarui. The two terms are synonymous. Metropolitan 
originally meant the ruler of the Metropolis or chief city of the 
province, archbishop signifying the head of bishops. Since the third 
n-ntury the archbishop has generally been the bishop of the metropo
lis; hence, from that time the terms have been used interchangeably. 

An archbishop, then is a bishop who presides over an ecclesiasti· 
cal province. i. e., over a well defined territory embracing a number 
of dioceRs. The bishops of these diocaes are called suffragan bishops 
in respect to the archbishop, for they have the right to a vote (1uffra· 
,ium) in the provincial council. The archdiOl:CSC and the province 
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must not be confused : the former is the proper diocese of the arch
bishop over which he rules in his own right b)• original authority. 
It constitutes one of the dioceses of the province. 

It is the right of the Pope alone to establish new provinces, 
determine and change their limits, and to appoint archbishops. 

Power• of archbishops-Between the sixth and the eighth centu
ries the authority of archbishops h:id attained enormous proportions, 
due to the then a«epted principle that the power of the archbishop 
in the province was unlimited, save where expressly curtailed by the 
common law. Hence, they received appeals and recourses apimt the 
sentences and decrees of their suffragans; they connrmed the election 
of the latter; consecrated, judged and deposed them. Due to abuses 
in the exercise of the metropolitan jurisdiction on the one hand, and 
the gradual centralization of authority at Rome on the other, the 
authority of archbishops slowly waned in direct proportion as the 
Roma.n Pontiffs bei:an to reserve to themselves so-called major cases. 
The principle was finally established that an archbishop possesses 
onh· those rights which the law expres:sly grants him. 

Those rights are listed in c. 274 and 284, a summary of the 
more important ones following: 

I) In his own diocese (archdiocese) an archbishop has the 
same rights and duties as an}' other residential bishop. 

2) In the dioceses of his sufiragans it is his right and dut)·: 
1) To w:itch over ecclesiastical discipline, and to report 

excesses, abuses, and negligences to the Holy See. But he cannot 
issue commands to his suffragans, nor to their subjects, neither can 
he threaten penalties. Such authority he can claim only during a 
canonical visitation, which visitation he can make only \Vhen the 
suffragan bishop neglects the periodical visitation of his diocese, and 
then only after having obtained permission of the Holy See. 

2) To receive a;;eals from the sentrnces of his suffragans. 
Hence, the archbishop's court is the court of second instance with 
r~pect to the suffragan courts, e. g., in marriage trials. But recourse 
from eNtrajudicial decrees, i.e., aaministratitJe acts, of the suffragan 
must be taken to the competent Congregation of the Holy See. 

3) To judge in the fint in•tance controversies concerning 
the temporal rights of the bishop, of the episcopal mrnsa (revenue5), 
and of the diocesan Curia, unleu the bishop chooses to appoint a 
collegiate tribunal for this purpose. 

4) To exercise the pontificals in any church of his prov
ince, but not in the cathedral churches of his suffragans, without 
previous knowledge of the latter. 
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S) To convoke provincial councils, and to preside at them 
(c. 284). 

Title1. #fttdmct, i111i,,.ia-Hitherto in Enalish-spealdng 
countries an archbishop was addreued as Yo11r Grau, His Grate, and 
bishops as Your Lord1hi1, Hit Lord1hi1. By decree of the Cere
monial Congregation (Dec. 31, 1930; .4tta, XXIII, 22) arch· 
bishops u well u bishops now have the comnwn title of Your (Hit) 
Moll RttJerend Eztellmq (Eztellentia Rewnndistima). 

In his own province an archbishop takes precedence over all 
suffragans. Outside of his province, he likewise precedes all bishops, 
savior the bishop in whose diocese the sacred function is held. In 
that cue the local bishop precedes all archbishops, saving bis own 
metropolitan. 

The distinctive dress of an archbishop is the pa)lium. Thu is 
a circular band of white wool about two inches wide, which, when 
placed over the 1houlders forms a circle about the neck, and has 
two pendants each about two inches wide and a foot long one drop
Pin&' down in front, the other down over the bade. The pallium is 
ornamented by six black crouea interwoven into the texture. The 
pallium is worn over the chuuble. The various historical fonm, a 
alao the present form of the pallium are graphically illustrated in the 
Catholic Encyclopedia under the caption Pallium. 

Since the pallium symbolizes the participation of the papal 
authority, every archbishop must, within three months of his eleva· 
tion to the archbishopric. petition the Holy Father for the pallium, 
either in person or tbrouah a proxy. For, until be is invested with 
the pallium, no archbishop-elect can validly exercise the juriildic· 
tional acta of a metropolitan, such as receiving appeals, convening a 
provincial council, etc. In fact, he cannot, before that time, liti1l1 
perform lituflical acts which require the use of the palHum, and 
this is true even though he be a consecrated bishop. 

The pallium may be worn in any church of the province, but 
neither outside the church nor outside the provini:c. It can be worn 
only at High Mass, and on certain major feast days. designated in 
the Roman Pontifical. 

Titrtlar archbishops do not wear the pallium save by special 
privileec. They have only the title, not the_ jurisdiction of arch· 
bishops; Sometimes thiil honor of the pallium is a-ranted to mere 
bishops. 
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ABT. m. 
'Vkm8 cmd ,,.. ApaMoUa 

(c. 293-311) 

22S 

Definition-Vicars and prefects Apostolic are thoee ecclesi11tics 
who rule over millionary territories, i. e., territories which lave not 
been erected into dioceses, or restored to the status of a diocese. 
Since these territories do not form an intelfal part of any diocese, 
it follows that they arc directly subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Roman Pontiff, who governs them through his representatives. 
In this sense vicars and prefects Apostolic are the Pope'• asistanb 
in missionary countries. 

A vicar Apostolic is usually a titular bishop, a prefect Apostolic, 
a priest. First a mission is erected into a prefecture, and when it 
has attained a certain degree of internal orpnization and perfection 
it is elevated to the rank of a vicariate. 

Both the vicar and the prefect Apostolic have ordinary jurisdic
tion, which however ii vicarious, since it is exercised in the name of 
the Pope and by bis authority. Hence, they do not aovern their 
territories in their own name and by original right, as do residential 
bishops. For, although at one time missionary countries were 
evangelized by bishops, who thereafter governed such districts in 
their own name, it was found more convenient, and more in harmony 
with the nature of things, to entrust the charp of missionary districts 
to papal vicars. The reason is that it is the peculiar function of the 
episcopal oflic:e to govern the flock (reglr'• fiJeles). But in the 
missions where the faithful are so few in number, more attr.ntion 
must be given to converting i11fiJel1 than to ruling the faithful. 

Rights anJ Julies-Vicars and prefects Apostolic have the 
same powers and rights as have residential bishops so far as jurisdic
tion is concerned. But they cannot be named in the Maas ( S. C. 
Rites, Mar. 8, 1919; Acta XI, 145). 

As to the power of orders, even though they lack the episcopal 
character, they can impart blessings reserved to bishops, consecrate 
patens, chalices and portable altars, confirm, and give fint tonsure 
and minor orders. 

'fhey have the ~eral duty of supervisin1 the propaption of 
the faith in thtir territories. To this end they can exact obedience 
of all their missionaries, both secular and reli1ious. They are bound 
to make a canonical visitation of their territories from time to time, 
and to inquire conc:emin1 faith and morals, the administration of 
the sacraments, sacred preaching, the observance of holydays, divine 
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worship, the education of routh, and matters of ecclt"sia~tical dL~cip· 
line in general. ThC)• must give a written quinqut'nnial report on 
the state of thdr mi.~sion to the Pope, i. e., the Congregation of the 
Propagation of the Faith. Moreover, vicars, but not prefects 
Apostolic, must make a !!Uilatio ad limina in the same manner as 
residential bishops. 

Honorary rights-Vicars and prefects Apostolic, who arc titular 
bishops, enjoy all the honorary prerogatives accorded to this class 
of dignitaries. If they are not bishops, they can claim the title and 
prerogatives of Prothonotaries Apostolic dt 11umtro participantiltm. 

ART. IV. 

Apostollc Adminiatzaton 
(c. 312-318) 

An Apostolic r.dministrator is an ecclesiastic (sometimes a 
titular bishop, sometimes a neighboring residential bishop), ~·ho, 
under exceptional and grave circumstances, is appointed by the Pope 
to take charge of a canonically erected diocese. The cleric, so 
appointed, does not govern the diocese in his own name but in the 
name of the Pope, and by his authority. His jurisdiction, although 
ordinary, is vicarious, and to the extent that it is vicarious he may 
be said to assist the Pope extra Curiam. 

Administrators Apostolic may be appointed to a diocese udt 
pltna or sedt !!acante. Stdt "lena, it ma}' be that the bishop has 
been exiled, suffers from ill health, has been suspended, has incurred 
the odium of the people or of the civil authorities, etc. Stdt i•acantt,. 
it may happt'n that the cathedral chapter, or the diocesan consultors, 
are impeded from electing a vicar capitular or diocesan administrator. 

Apostolic administrators receive permanent or temporary ap
pointment. If permanently appointed, they have the same rights 
and duties ru residential bishops; if temporarily appointed, their 
status is that of the capitular vicar, or diocesan administrator. 

If the sec is not vacant, the jurisdiction of the bishop and vicar
gcneral is swpended. And while the Apostolic administrator is in 
no way subject to the bishop, nevertheless he may not interfere in 
his personal affairs, nor proceed against the vicar-general for acts 
of past administration. These rules obtain insofar as they are not 
expressly modified by contrary instructions contained in the letters 
of appointment. 
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The oftice of an Apostolic administrator does not cease upon the 
death of the Pope, or of the bishop whom he replaces. If temporarily 
appointed during a vacancy, the Apostolic administrator loses his 
jurisdiction when the new bishop takes possession of the see. If ap
pointed s1tl1 pltna, bis authority may cease in any one of a number 
of ways, c. r., if the bishop is reinstated, if the administrator is 
removed, if his term has expired, etc. 

ART. V. 

Inferior PnlatH 

A rtal 'relate is any ecclesiastic with jurisdiction in the external 
forum: an honorary prelate is a cleric who enjoys the tide of prelate 
but lacks jurisdiction in the external forum. 

§1. REAL PllBLATES 

(c. 319-327) 

Real prelates are major prelates if they arc bishopa, otherwise 
they are termed inferior, or minor, prelates. Having spoken of the 
major prelates who assist the Pontiff eJttra Curiam, we shall now 
say a few words about inferior prelates who are the Pope's ministers 
outside of Rome. It is true that we have not diacoursed on residen
tial bishops who arc major prelates because these arc not the Pope's 
assistants, but govern their dioceses in their own name (dr. chapter 
IV). Neither are \Ve concerned with those clerics who are real 
prelates but assist the bishop, e. g., the vicar-general, the diocesan 
official, etc. 

By divine law the faithful should ordinarily be governed by 
bishops who exercise jurisdiction in their own name, yet nothing 
prevents the Pope from entrusting a portion of his authority to 
clerics who are not bishops, so that these too may govern the faithful 
in his name in virtue of jurisdiction granted them both for the 
external and internal forum. Insofar as these clerics enjoy a derived 
papal jurisdiction for the external forum, they must be considered 
real prelates in the canonical sense of the word. 

There are three grades of inferior prelates who act by authority 
of the Pope, depending upon their degree of exemption from the 
jurisdiction of :a bishop: 

1-) The lowest grade of minor prelates are those who enjoy 
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a passive exemption only, for they have jurisdiction only over their 
religious subjects within the confines of a monastery or convent. 
These are abbots of independent monasteries, (abbat11 r11ular11 d1 
regimine), and major superiors in clerical exempt religions. More 
will be said concerning these prelates on pp. 308 ff., 373. 

2) A higher grade of minor prelates comprises those who rule 
over secular laymen but within the territorie3 of local bishops, e.g., 
military chaplains,. clerics appointed by the Holy See for the govern
ment of the faithful of a certain rite, nationality, etc. 

3) The highest grade of minor prelates are those who rule 
botb clergy and laity \Vithin a territory belonging to no bishop in 
countries where the hierarchy is fully established. These are called 
abbots and prelates nullius, i.e. nulliu1 dioe~esis. 

A/Jbots and prelates nullius-These are prelates who rule over 
a territory separated from every diocese, and have a clergy and lait"J 
of their own. They are abbots nullia.s if their church is an abbey 
church, prelates nullius otherwise. Abbots nullius are invariably 
members of the Benedictine Order, prelates nullius may be secular 
clerics, or non-Benedictine religious. 

Not a few abbacies nullius owe their origin to the gradual 
formation in the Middle Ages of some town around a monastery 
situated in a remote place distant from any city. By degrees the 
jurisdiction of the abbot reached out beyond the monastery walls 
extending itself to all the inhabitants of the town. This enlargement 
of power was subsequently ratified by the Popes. Prelacies are 
exp laincd by the fact that some part of a diocese governed by an 
arcbprlest or archdeacon in the bishop's name, came in course of 
time to be governed by the cleric in his own name, and this order 
of things was sanctioned by custom, prescription, or papal indult. 

Today abbacies nulliu1 and prelacies nullius together number 
about 70 (dr. Annuario Ponti/icio). In the United States we have 
one abbacy nullius, that of St. Mary's at Belmont, N. C. Famous 
abbacies nul/ius are those of Monte Cassino, and of St. Paul's outside 
tht- Roman Walls. Of the prelacies nullius several are in South 
America. 

An abbot nullius is elected by his abbey chapter of religious; 
a prelate nu/lius by his chapter of religious if he is a religious, other
wise by his secular chapter. In every case the election requires the 
confirmation of the Pontiff. 

Abbots and prelates nullius enjoy the same jurisdictional rights 
as residential bi!'lhops. As to the power of orders, even though tl1ey 
lack the episcopal character, they may impart all episcopal blessings, 
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consecrate pateDS, chalices, movable and immovable altars, connrm, 
give first tonsure and minor orders, and exercise the pontificals with 
throne and canopy. These privileges are accorded them only within 
their own territories. But outside of their territories they may wear 
the pectoral cross, the studded rin1 and the violet skull-cap. Abbots 
11ullius cannot validly consecrate churches outside their territory 
even with permission of the local Ordinary (Code Comm. Jan. 29, 
1931; Acta XXIII, 110). 

§2. HONORARY PaBLATIS 

(C. 328) 

H onor"'1 fwelaus-These simply have the title of prelate but 
no prelatial jurisdiction (monsignors). They belong to the Pontifacal 
Family (the Papal Homehold), not to be confused with the Roman 
Curia. 

Honorary prelates are of three classes: 1 ) prothonotaries AJIOI" 
tolic, and these again are either tle Hmero Fticijltnltium, or 1111f!r
numert1rii~ or ml i1111ar F1ici1tJ11thnn; 2) domestic prelates, althoup 
these often are prelates livine outside of Rome; 3) papal chamber
lains and chaplain&. The ripts and privilega of each clus have 
been described anew in the Constitution Atl intrtmentum of Aug. 1.5, 
1934 (Acta XXVI, 497). . 

Honorary prelates as such, i. e., by reason of their monsignor 
rank alone, enjoy no jurisdiction. If they have .jurisdiction, it will 
be from some other source, e. I·· a monsignor who at the sam~ time ia 
vicar-~neral. 

ART. VI 

Ecamenlml. Plenaly, Prcntn.clal CouncU. 

In these gatherings clerics exercise jurisdiction as a group 
which they would not possess as individuals. 

An ecutne11ical council is a general church council to which 
all bishops of the Church are invited. They can be convoked by 
the Pope alone, who also presides in person or through his del
egate, e. g., a cardinal legate. Besides all residential bishops. the 
following are invited with the right of deliberative vote: cardinals, 
patriarchs, (even though they happen not to be bishops), abbots and 
prelates nullius. abbots .,, r'gimine, and supreme heads of clerical 
exempt religions. Titular bishops and archbishops may come if 
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invited. Theologians and canonists if invited have only a consultive 
vote. An ecumenical council under the headship of the Roman 
Pontiff has supreme jurisdiction in the universal Church. Its decrees, 
therefore, bind throughout the entire Catholic world, but only alter 
they have been confirmed and promulgated by the Pope (c. 222-229). 

A plenary council is an as8'mbly of all the bishops of a kingdom 
or nation. It cannot be convoked without papal permission. 
The Pope will then send his legate to convoke and preside at the 
council. The reason for this is that ·the laws of a plenary council 
bind in every diocese of the natfon. It is only the Roman Pontiff 
who can endow laws with this general force, for bishops even by 
majority vote cannot make laws for a diocese whose bishop does not 
consent. Hence, the council a really exercising vicarious papal 
autboritv as a council. Those to be invited with deliberative vote are: 
residential archbishops and bishops, administrators Apostolic, abbots 
and prelates, rrullius, vie.an and prcfecta Apostolic, and vical'll
capitular. Titular bishops may be invited. Others invittd have only 
a consultive vote (c. 281-292). 

A ;roflirrcial council is an assembly of all the residential bishops 
of an ecclesiastical province, who al&0 cast deliberative votes. Titular 
bishops may be invited. But two consultors from each diocese, all 
regular abbots, and mAjor superiors of clerical exempt religions with 
residence in the province muat be invited, and have a consultive vote. 
The council's laws bind throughout the province if confirmed by the 
Holy See. A provincial council ought to be convoked once every 
20 years (c. 281-292). 

N. B. A 1y110J, as we shall see, is a gathering of the priests of 
the diocese under the presidency of the bishop to enact regulations 
for the diocese. · 

A full gathering of the authorities in a religious Order or 
Congregation is usually called a cha;ttr. 



Chapter IV 

BISHOPS 

By divine ordinance the Church must be ruled not only by the 
Pope but also by bishops. Having thus far described the papal 
government in the Church, we shall now consider its episcopal 
government. 

As the Sovereip Pontiff has his assistants who aid and counsel 
him in the government of the universal Church, so too have the 
bishops !heir aasistants who help them in the government of the 
diocese. 

In the present chapter we shall speak of bishops considered 
in thtmselves before pausing on to consider in the next two chapten 
those who assist the bishop in the government of the diocese, and in 
the sacred ministry. 

We shall consider : 1 ) the nature of the episcopal office; 
2) the appointment of bishops; 3) their qualifications; 4) their 
rights and powers; 5) their obligations; 6) their privileges; 7) loss 
of the episcopal office ; 8) titular bishop1. 

ART. I. 

Nature al the Epl8copal Ollce 
(c. 329, §1) 

Bishops are the successors of the Apostles by divine insritution 
wh~ preside over individual churches, which they govern in their 
own name, though under 2uthority of the Roman Pontiff. 

1) Bishops_ are the succmors of tht ..1,ostlts, but within limits. 
For in the Apostles we can distinguish three powers: the apostolic, 
the priestly and the episcopal power. In virtue of their "'ostolic 
power each Apostle possessed the gift of infallibility, and with due 
submission to St. Peter as the Head of the Apostolic College, each 
Ahpostle, without restriction as to territory, forgave 11ins, preached 
t .e gospel, established churches (dioceses), appointed and consecrated 
bishops, and laid down laws for their bishops and their ftocb. Such 
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apostolic power, beco.uae 111traortlitu1r11 ha not paaed to their succa.
sors. In virtue of their priestly power each Aposde had the fullness 
of the priesthood, i. e., of the power of orden. Not only could they 
offer Holy Mass and administer sacraments in common with the 
presbyters, but unlike the latter they could administer the sacrament 
of confinnation and confer holy orden. This fullness of the priest
hood hu been tranamitted to their aucc:essors, the bishops. In virtue 
of their 11iscoltll power the Aposda aoverned and ruled the faithful, 
and this power, too, is po11eued by the bishops, each with respect 
to the particular church which bu been assigned to his jurisdiction. 

Bishops are the suc:cesson of the Apostles not individually but 
only collectively. In other words the coll191 of bishops haa succeeded 
the coll1g1 of the Apostles in office. For exceptinc the bishop of 
Rome, perhaps it is trUe to say that no bishop now livinc can claim 
direct juriadictional descent from any Apostle. 

2) Bishops are the 1uccesson of the Apostles by tlm111 i111tit11-
1ion. Christ, our Lord, willed that His Church should be &0verned 
not only by St. Peter and his successors the Roman Pontiffs, but 
also by the Apostles and their 1ucceuor11. For, to the eleven u well 
11 to St. Peter wu directed the divine command: Goin1, thtr1/or1, 
11ac/J 11 all 1111tions, b1111isi119 161m (Mt. XXVIll, 19). Moreover, 
to the elevl'n as well u to St. Peter did Our Saviour promise 
perpetuity of office: B11told, I am with 1ou ( rJobistum) all tlay1 1vn 
to the to111ummation of tht world (Mt. XVIII, 20). As a matter 
of fact the Aposdes took care to appoint holy men to supervise the 
Christian communities (1etl11ia) which they founded. The indi
vidual who thus succeeded an Apostle \VU already from the heiin
nin1 of the second century univenally called 11iseo1111, which 
means a 1uperintendent1 inspector. Hence, it was not the body 
of presbyters, but individuals with monarchical authority, who by 
dMne law were to succeed the Aposdea. That the preabyterial 
1:fstem, though existing in a few churches in the fint century, was 
not intended as a permanent institution by the Apostles, ii fully 
proven in standard worb of do1111atic theolol)' (Tanquery, 81tt0l1is 
Th1ologit11 Dog. I, n. 633-657). 

3) Bishops preside over i11tlirJUl1111I t/J11relt11. From the earliest 
times the territory over which a bishop ruled wu called a diocese, 
ori1dnally a territorial division in Roman civil law comprising 
a number of prefectures. This system of episcopal government 
by territory, although oricinating with the Apostle11, dOl'S not seem 
to be of divine law; otherwise it is difficult to explain how certain 
bishoPI can exercise only personal jurisdiction, u in the cue of the 
episcopal head of military chaplains, the Greelt-Ruthrnian bishops 
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of the United States, and in general all the bishops of the Oriental 
U niate rites. It is cenain, however, that t!R diocesan 1y1tem is of 
human law in the sense that the various dioCCICS now existinir, or 
which have existed, are the work of man. At first the dioc:a~ were 
f'stablished by the Apostles ; after their time by the provincial councils 
in the East; later, in the West by the Roman Pontiff alone, thouah 
participation in this matter by the civil ruler wat permitted. Today 
in the Western Church it is the Roman Pontiff alone who erects, 
circumscribes, unites, and suppre11e1 ecclesiutical dioceses and 
provinces (c. 215, f I). 

4) Bishops govern their dioce11es ;,, tlt,ir own name, just as 
the Apostlea ruled. their churches in their own name. Bishops are_ not 
the vicars of the Pope, no more thnn were the eleven Apostles vicars 
of St. Peter. Hence, their jurisdiction is ori&inal, not derived; 
ordinary, not delepted. The question is agitattd 1vhether bishops 
receive their authority from God immediattly, or onl)- mediately 
through the Pope. The controversy hu no practical comcquenc:a, 
foi: no matter which opinion is followed, it is the Pope who must 
intervene before any bishop can in fact exercise episcopal jurisdic
tion validly. It is he who by explicit coment (or tacit c:oment 
as in the primitive Oriental Church) assigns a bishop his .diocese 
and people, who transfers, suspends and deposes bishops. All are 
agreed, on the other hand, that the episcopal po\ver of ortl1r1 comes 
immediately from God through consecration. 

5) Bishops govern their dioceses untln- tnllbority of tlte Roma• 
Pontiff. The reason is that the Pope by divine law holds the primacy 
of jurisdiction in the Church, that authority being ordinary and im
mediate in the univenal Church, ns we have said elsewhere. There is 
no contradiction or conflict involved in this two-fold authority over 
the same subjects, provided the proper subordination of the lower 
to the higher authority be observed. Thus, e. g., no bishop can legi$
late contrary to the common law, nor may he in his diocese obstruct 
the enforcement of that law in any manner whatsoever. 

What has been said concerning the nature of the episcopal office, 
applies only to the office of a reside11tial bishop. A residential bishop, 
as the name implies, is one who resides in bis jurisdiction, or diocne, 
~nd cxercites authority therein. A titular bilhop, on the other hand, 
is a consecrated bishop without episcopal jurisdiction. We say, with· 
out episro1tJI jurisdiction, for inasmuch as these titular bishops are 
wmetimes nppointed Apostolic vican, administraton, legates, etc., 
they indeed share in the papal juri!diction, but as vicars of the Pope; 
th~y do not exercise episcopal jurisdiction in their own name and by 
onginal right as do the residential bishops, and as behooves a true 
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successor of the Apostles. Titular bishops will be discussed more 
fully in Art VIII of this chapter. 

Residential bishops may be divided into: 1 ) suflragan bishops 
and rxrm;t bishops, depending upon whether they are subject 
immediately to an archbishop and have a vote (1uffragium) in the 
provincial council, or rather whether they are subject immediately 
to the Pope: 2) residential bishops 1implJ•. arehbilho;s. ;rimaus and 
;a1riarclr1, the latter three sharing p:ipal jurisdiction to some extent 
over other biihops, as already explained ; 3) sreular bishops and 
rtligioru bishops, according to whether before their consecration they 
were secular or religious priests. 

From wh:it has been said concerning the divine institution of 
the episcopate it follows th:it the Church must ordinarily be gov
erned b3• bishops ruling in their own name. It is beyond the polVer 
of the Pope, therefore, to abolish the episcopate, and rule all pans 
of the Church through his vicars. But the Pontiff may in exceptional 
cases appoint his vicars to govern certain parts of. the Church, and 
this in fact he docs in the case of vicars and prefects Apostolic:, 
administrators Apostolic, abbots and prelates 11ul/iu1,, and major 
•uperiors in clerical exempt religions with re•pect to their own 
religious subjects. 

ART. II. 

Appointment ol Blahope 
( c. 329, §2 ; 332 ; 333) 

The first bishops were appointed by the Apostles. After their 
time, bishops were in the primitive ages chosen by the clergy, with 
the approval of the laity, the choice being sanctioned by the neighbor
ing bishops, or by the metropolitan after consulting with hi! suffra
gans. But the secular authorities, too, from the earliest times inter
vened in episcopa,l appointments, both in the East and the West. 
To some extent this was tolerated, and even approved of by the 
Church. But intervention gradually became intrusion, the climax 
of which was reached in the ninth and tenth a:nturies in the form of 
civil investiture with staff and ring. This abuse having ended in 1122 
through the Concordat of Worms, episcopal elections passed ex
clusively to the cathedral chapters. But here, too, abuses gradually 
crept in, and developed to such proportions that by the 14th century 
the Roman Pontiffs began to reserve epi!copal appointments to 
themselves. 

Today the rule is that bishops are freely appointed by the Pope. 
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However, the dt1ignation of the candidate to be appointed can, and 
does, take place in four ways: 1 ) a bishop may be both freely tl11ig
nated and ap;ointtd by the Pope; 2) he may be elected by the 
cathedral chapter, as in the dioceacs of Pru111ia, the Upper Rhine 
Province, and n few dioceses of Austria and Switzerland ; 3) he may 
be ;resented h}· the civil government in virtue of a privilege accorded 
through concordats, as happens toda)• in many Catholic countries; 
4) he may be recommended by the bishops of a province, and this 
mode of designating candidates for the bishopric applies to the united 
State3, Canada, Mexico, England, Ireland, Scotland, and to some 
extent to Poland, France, Holland and Belgium. The rules govern
ing recommendation of candidates in the United States are found in 
the decree of the Consistorial Congregation under date of July 25, 
1916 (Acta VIII, 400), a translation of which document is given 
by Bouscaren in his Canon Law Digllt, vol. 1, p. 194, tq. Briefty 
the decree states that every bishop should inquire of pious and 
prudent priests in his diocese their views as to the priest best 
qualified for the episcopate, and this under the greatest obligaiion 
of secrecy. Once every two years the bishops of the province must 
meet under the presidency of the archbishop in an informal and 
quiet manner to discuss the candidates suggested. Those who obtain 
the majority of votes have their names sent to the Apostolic Delegate, 
and through him to the Holy See. It is understood that the Pope 
i~ free to appoint to a vacant see a clerk who has not been thus 
recommended by the bishops. 

\Vltether a candidate is designated through election, presicnta
tion .or recommendation, it is necessary that he be appoinutl, i.e., re
ceive canonical institution from the Pope. Before this time he cannot 
be said to enjoy any of the jurisdiction of bishops. Nor has he 
episcopal jurisdiction before he takes canonical pos11ession of his 
diocese, even though he has received the papal letters of appoint
ment. This canonical possession of bis see every bishop must take, 
at least within 4 months of the reception of the letters of appoint
ment, unless a legitimate cause excuses. The canonical possession is 
effected when the bishop, either in person or through a proxy, 
exhibits to the cathedral chapter, or the body of diocesan consultors, 
the papal letters of appointment. A mere priest must receive con
s~ration within three months of notice of his appointment to a see 
( c. 333-334, §2, 3). 
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ABT. Ill. 

Qua:llloallom Reqalnd In Blsbope 
(c. 331) 

Those who have the privilege of dcctin1, presenting or recom
mending candidates for the episcopate should bear in mind the 
qualifications required in such candidates by common law. These arc: 

1) The candidate must have been born of legitimate wedlock, 
and legitimation by subsequent marriage of the parents does not 
suffice; 

2) He must be at least 30 years of ap; 
3) He must have been ordained at least five years; 
4) He must be endowed with good character and morals, piety, 

zeal for souls, prudence, and possess such other gifts as will render 
him fit to govern the particular diocese in question (e.g., executive 
and administrative ability in a diocese to be newly organized); 

.5) He should have a doctorate, or at least a licentiate, in sacred 
theology or canon law, or at any rate he should be truly versed in 
these sacred branches ; in the case of a religioua, the candidate must 
have received such degrees or testimonials of learning from his major 
superiors. 

It belongs to the Holy See to judge in every case whether a 
given candidate does, or does not, possess the qualifications in ques
tion. This will be the Secretariate of State, the Consistorial Congre
gation, or the Propaganda, according to the nature of the case. 

ABT. IV. 

Bishops are the suc:cesson of the Apostles in the three-fold 
office of sanctifying, teaching, and ruling the faithful. 

§1. Pown OP Ou>ns 
Bishops possess the fullness of the power of orders to enable 

them to sanctify souls. Jty divine law it is proper to them alone to 
confer the sacrament of confirmation and holy orders. By 
ecclesiastical law bishops are the ortlinary ministers of certain 
sacramentals, namely, they consecrate churches and altars, and the 
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holy oils used in the administration of certain sacraments, and they 
impart those blessings which must be acoompanied by unctions. 

When a bishop performs functions proper to the episcopal order 
for which the use of the staft and mitre is required by sacred liturgy, 
he is said to t#ert:ise tht lonti/it:ah. This right to exercise the 
pontificals in any church of his diocese, including exempt churches, 
is recognized in every residential bishop by the common law. He 
may allow another bishop to exercise the pontificals in his own 
diocese, and even permit him the 111e- of throne and canopy. To 
exercise the pontificals outside of his diocese a bishop needs at least 
the presumed consent of the local Ordinary of that place, and the 
consent of the religious superior if there is question of an exempt 
religious church. (c. 337). 

§2. TEACHING POWllll 

We have said that the gift of infallibility enjoyed by each 
Apostle has not passed down to his successors. Infallibility is now 
''ested only in the c:ollege of bishops, whether gathered in ecumenical 
council under the presidency of the Sovereicn Pontiff, or scattered 
throughout the world. Nevertheless, by divine law the individual 
bishops, considered singly, are still the real doctors and teachers of 
their people, under the authority of the Roman Pontiff ( c. 1326 )-. 
Included in that teaching oftice are the following rights and duties: 

1) To preach the gospel in person unless a lawful cause ex
cuses; to see that paston comply with the sam,e obliption, and to 
grant preaching faculties to all priests in the diocese (c. 1327; 1337); 

2) To watch over schools, colleges and seminaries in the 
diocese so that nothing is taught contrary to faith and morals 
(c. 1336, 13S71 1381,1382); 

3) To censure boob before publication, and to forbid the 
reading "of books and pQmphlets danaerous to faith or morals 
(c.1385, §2; 1395, §1} i 

4) To forestall, correct and suppress any abuses, superstitions, 
or scandals which may arise in connection with the administration of 
the sacraments and sacramentals, public worship, sacred preaching, 
indulgences and relio (c. 3361 §2, and the various titles of Bk. III 
of the Code which contain the legislation on the above subjects}. 

§3. POWEil OP JtwSDICTION 

Residential bishops are the ordinary and immediate paston of 
their flock ( c. 334, § 1). They pouess the fullness of legislative, 
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administrative and judicial power throughout the diocese, though 
always in subordination to the Roman Pontiff (c. 335, §1 ). 

However, it may be noted, residential bishops are not forbidden 
to share their jurisdiction with certain clerics of the dioCe"ae. In fact, 
the law mabs·this obligatory in some cases, as we shall foee. 

A. LEGISLATIVE JURISDICTION' 

The bishop is the sole lawgiver in the diocese with respect to 
all other clerics and prelates in the diocese, but within due restric
tions. Thus, he cannot legislate contrary to the prescriptiom 
of common law, the decrees of the Holy See, or the decrees of 
plenary and provincial councils. But he can, in respect to all such 
legislation, issue interpretations of the law where the law is not 
clear, and cnn enact regulations enforcing the higher law with more 
detailed rulings if that law is too general or vague. In these matters 
the bishop is not wont to commit to other clerics of his diocese 
such authority. 

The bishop can legislate both in and out of s~·nod. A dioc:e&an 
synod is a gathering of the clergy of the diocese convoked by the 
bishop for the discussion of matters necessarv or useful to the 
administration of the diocese. By common law the s)·nod must be 
held at least once ever)' ten yenrs. Preferably it should be held in 
the cathedral. Those who are called to the synod, however, have, 
only a consultive vote, the bishop being the sole legislator (c. 356-
362). 

The bishop may dispense from his own laws and those of his 
prrdecesson, by original right ( c. 80). He may dispen!'e from the 
laws of the provincial and plenary council for a just cause and in 
individual cases (c. 291, §2). From the common law he may not 
dispeme save in three cases: 1 ) if he have delegated, e. g., quin
quennial faculties, and to the extent that such faculties authorize 
him to dispense; 2) where the common law expressly or impliedly 
grants him dispensing powers, e. g., concerning marriage impediments 
in danger of death, concerning the publication of the banns, the la'"' 
of fast and abstinence, etc.; 3) in .. ·irtue of c. 81 the bishop can 
dispense from any and every general ecclesiastical law when the case 
is urgent and time does not permit recourse to the Holy See, and 
there is question of some matter in which the Holy Sec is accustomed 
to dispense ( c. 81). 

B. EXECUTIVE ]URISDICTION 

Not only are bishops executors of their own lalvs, but they are 
the ordinary administrators and enforcers of the common law in 
their dioceses. To this end, as we shall see, they are bound by 
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common law to viait their dioceses at fixed intervals, and must make 
a quinquennial report to Rome on the state of their dioceses.. 

As administrators of the common law, bishops: 1 ) admit candi· 
dates to sacred orders, incardinate and excardinate clerics, and grant 
diocesan faculties to perform the sacred ministry; 2) they appoint 
clerics to vacant offices and benefices, transfer 1 suspend and remove 
them; 3) they erect, unite, dismember and suppress ecclesiastical 
offices and benefices ; 4) they see to the erection, maintenance and 
discipline of the diocesan seminary ; 5) they grant letters of incor· 
poratiDn to collegiate and non-collegiate penons and institutions, 
e. g., confraternities, hospitals, orphanages, etc. ; 6) they supervise 
the administration of all diocesan temporalities, demand reports of 
pastors, impose taxes and alSCiSments ; 7) they inflict censures and 
other penalties when necessary to procure the observance of the law; 
8) in virtue of their teaching office they perform those administrative 
acts which were described on p. 235; 9) they issue permissions pre
scribed by law for the licitness of certain acts, e.g., permission to 
read prohibited boob, to oclebrate Mau in private homes, to say 
Mass outside of a church and oratory, etc. 

In the performance of these administrative acts, the bishop either 
enactli administrative legislation, especially in synod, or issues rules, 
precepts, instructions, or grants rcscripts. 

C. JUDICIAL ]URISDICI'ION 

The bishop is the ordinary judae of first instance in all trials 
which belong to the ecclesiastical forum, althoup some few cases 
are reserved to the Holy See in the first instance (cfr. p. 582). But 
the Code does not want the bishop to exercise his judicial power 
personally save in rare cues. He should appoint a priest to the office 
of diocesan Official with vicArious ordinary jurisdiction to preside 
at all trials in the diocese ( p. 583). 

ART. V. 

Dutiea al BIUopm 

• The rights with which bishops are vested, and which we have f ust discussed, may impliedly be viewed as so many duties also, at 
east in most instances. Here we shall consider other more direct 

duties. 
• Re1itlence--Even though they should happen to have a co

adJutor, residential bishops are bound to reside in th~ir dio<irses. 
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But a bishop is allowed a three months' vacation each year. The 
oisitatio ad limina, and his absence from the diocese while attending 
an ecclesiastical council, or for any other grave reasons, is not com
puted in the bishop's vacation. But he should not be absent from 
his cathedral during Advent and Lent, and on Christmas, Pentecost 
or Corpus Christi, save for grave reasons (c. 338). 

Mis1t1 pro 101ulo-R.csidential bishops are obliged to apply 
Mass for the faithful of their dioce1e1 on the days determined by law, 
namely as in c. 339. This obligation being incumbent on all pastors 
as concerns their parishionen, we shall list the days referred to below 
on p. 275. 

Yintatio atl Lirnina-Tbis implies a three-fold obliption: 
1 ) to submit a report to Rome on the state of the diocese ; 2) to visit 
the tombs of the .Apostles Peter and Paul ; 3) to pay a personal visit 
to the Pope (c. 340-342). 

Bishops must submit once every five years a written report to 
the Holy See (to the Consistorial Congregation bv U.S. bishops) 
on the spiritual and temporal condition of their dioceses. That some 
system may be observed 111 this matter lest the Congregations be over
burdened one year and unoccupied the next, these quinquennial 
periods are so fixed that they are to be computed nckoninc from 1911 
as follows: in the first year ( 1911 ) the report is submitted by the 
bishops of Italy and the adjacent Islands; in the second year by the 
bishops of Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium, Holland, England, 
Scotland, Ireland and the adjacent Islands; in the third year by all 
other bishops of Europe and the Adjacent Islands; in the fourth year 
by the bishops of North, Central and South America and the adjacent 
Islands; in the fifth year by the bishops of Africa, Asia, Australia 
and their adjacent Islands. Thereupon, the cycle begins to repeat 
itself in the above described order. If the year for making the report 
should happen to fall within the first two yean of a bishop's occu
pancy of the see, he may for that quinquennial period omit the report. 
The formula which must be employed when drafting the report ~ 
that issued in the form of a questionnaire by the Consistorial 
Congregation, Nov. 4, 1918 (Acta X, 487). 

During the year assigned for submitting his quinquennial report 
the bishop must also visit and pray at the tombs of St. Peter at the 
Vatican, and St. Paul Outside the Walls. Likewise, he must pay 
a personal visit to the Sovereign Pontiff, give an oral account of the 
administration of his diocese, and in tum receive from the Holy 
Father salutary instructions, consolation and encouragement. A 
bishop may substitute in his place for this hvo-fold visit his co
adjutor or auxiliary, if he have one, but not a priest without previo\11 
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approval &om Rome. Bishops who live outside of Euroiie may defer 
their visit to Rome, and make it every ten yean, but the quinquennial 
report must be sent in every five years. 

Yisitation of tlioc111 (c. 3.f.3-346)-The bishop must vhit his 
entire diocese at least once every five years, but in such wise that 
annually some part of the diocese be visited. With us this is usually 
on the occasion of Confirmation. This visitation should be conducted 
in person, unlas the bishop is lawfully impeded, in which case he 
can delepte another, e.g., the auxiliary bishop, to fulfill this duty. 
The ·sco;e of the visitation is that sound doctrine be preserved, 
morality safeguarded, vice suppressed, and innooence .of life, piety 
and discipline among clera and laity be fostered. 

The o/Jj1ct of the visitation includei things, penons and places: 
tldng1, i.e., sacred furnishings, sacred vessels, altan, confessionalt, 
and the administration of church property, including all church 
reeisters; per1on1, i. e., the clergy, religious and laity, whether con
sidered as individuals or corporations, e. g., confraternities; plae•1, 
i. e., churches, chapels, Catholic schools and institutions, e. g., hospi
tals and orphanages. 

With reference to religious, the right of the local Ordinary to 
visit these will be discussed later on p. 314. · 

The motl• of prot:1tlur1 on the occasion of the visitation should 
be patem:i.l. That is, without resorting to ecclesiastical penalties in 
the capacity of a judge, the bishop ought to point out in a fatherly 
way where things might be bettered. He may even administer mild 
rebukes and admonitions, and impose penances, if the case so war
rants. From the bishop's precepts or penances thus given e3ltra 
judit:ium there lies recourse only in dnalutiao. Should the gravity 
of some abuse urge the bishop, even there and then on the occasion 
of the visitation to proceed as judge, and set up court, he may do so, 
hut from his sentence the condemned has a right to appeal to the 
archbishop in 1us;msiflo1 the sentence in the meantime being held in 
abeyance. 

ART. VJ. 

These may be reduced to three: 1 ) the episcopal inaignia; 
2) the right of precedence; 3) all other rights and privileges. 

E~1t:o10I i11rignio--They are: the violet dress or robe, the violet 
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skull-cap, the violet birettn, the mitre, crosier, pectoral cross, pontifi
cal ring, dalmatics, tunicella, sandals and gloves (c. 349, §1, n.2). 
lo addition, all bishops, as we said, have the title of Excellency and 
Most Reverend (p. 222). 

Precedence-In his own diocese a residential bishop precedes all 
other bishops and archbishops, excepting cardinals, papal leaatcs and 
his own metropolitan. Outside of his diocese the general rules as 
on p. 136 obtain (c. 347). 

Othrr ri1ftt1 and ,,.Wilegt1-0f the various episcopal privileaes 
found in the Code we coniine our attention only to the followini: 
1 ) to empower any priest to hear their confession, granting him at 
the same time faculties to absolve from all reserved sim and censures, 
saving censures reserved 1;ecialissimo modo to the Holy See, and 
thoae attaching to a violation of the secret of the. Holy Office i 
2) to bless the faithful after the manner of ·bishops; i.e., with the 
triple sign of the cross ; 3) to bless rosaries, crosses, medals, 
scapulars and statues with all the indulgences which the Holy Sec 
is wont to grant, :ind this by the sign of the cross alone, unle11 
liturgical books contain a special formula; but this bei~g a personal 
prhoilcge, not in the nature of a quinquennial faculty, it cannot be 
delegated by the bishops to his priests (S. Peoit., July 18, 1919; 
Acta XI, 332; Nov. 101 1926; Acta XVIII, .500; 4) to celebrate 
Mas5 on a portable altar and at sea, and to considt-r every altar at 
which the)" celebrate a privileged altar; S) to celebrate Mau any
where accordinr to their own calendar; 6) to gain indulgences at
tached to the visit of a particular church or chapel by a visit to 
their OlVn chapel; 7) to grant an indulgence of SO days in all places 
of their jurisdiction; 8) to erect throne and canopy in any church 
of their diocese ( c. 34-9). 

ART. VU. 

While the episcopal ']>DWer of order1 is never lost so that even 
a suspended bishop can validlJ• confirm and ordain, yet episcopal 
juri1tliction can be lost on general principles appli<'able to the loss 
of ordinary jur~diction (c. 208), namely, by transf~r. resignation 
accepted by the Pope, and deposition. 
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ART. VIII. 

Titular Blab.op• 

Titular bishops differ from residential bishops in thnt being 
consecrated they have the episcopal power of orders, but they are 
lacking in the jurisdiction of residential bishops. Still the law accords 
them all the privileges of bishops just described above, saving the 
right to grant a 50 da}'S0 indulgence, and to set up throne and canopy. 
Precedence among titular bishops is governed by the general rules 
on p. 136. 

The .institution of titular bishops may be traced to the expulsion 
of residential biihops from their sees in countries invaded by infidels 
beginnin& with the seventh century, and the desire of the Holy See 
to preserve the memory of those ancient sees. Fleeing to other coun
tries they were taken in by the local bishops, whom they assisted 
especially in pontifical functions. Until recently it was wont to call 
them episcopi in partibus infidelium, but in Yirtue of a dcerce of the 
S. Prop. issued Feb. 27, 1882 (Collectanea, n. 1565), they are now 
called titular bishops. According to whether the sec of which they are 
titulars was once onl)· a diocese, or an archdiocese, we have titular 
bi5hops and titular archbishops. 

Titular biahops and archbi!lhops arc usually the major officials 
in the Roman Curia, papal legates of all kinds, Apostolic vicars in 
missionary countries, and Apostolic administrators. Titular bishops 
are not bound to apply Mass for the faithful of their now extinct 
$CCs, but it behooves them to do so occasionally out of charity. 

Coadjutor and auxiliary bishops nrc likewise titular bishops. 
These are given to the residential bi;.hops, especially of the larger 
dioceses, to suppl}' for them in pontificalwus. They are at the prcse'!nt 
day what chorepiscopi were between the third and l'ighth centuries. 
A coadjutor differs from an auxiliary bishop in that he is appointed 
to a aee with the right of succession, not so the latter. .ffcnce, upon 
the vacancy of the see the coadjutor becomes the residential bishop 
as soon as he preEents to the cathedral chapter or to the diocesan 
consultors his letters of appointment. An auxiliary's oflice ceases 
with the vacancy of the sec, unless his letters of appointment read 
otherwise, e. g., it mny be provided that he continue as Apostolic 
administrator until the vacancy is filled. The authority of coadjutor 
and alL~liary bishopa 1ede plena depends upon the papal letters of 
appointment and the commission of the residential bishop. They need 
not of necessity fill the oflice of vicar-general. 



Chapter V 
THE BJSROP'S ASSIST.AMTS IN THE 

GOVEIUIMENT OF TBE DIOCESE 

As the Roman Pontiff has need of prelates to aid him in the 
government of the universal Church, so, too, a bi.hop shares his 
authority with clerics of the diocese in aoverning souls under his 
charge. 

The ofliclals who help the bishop in governing the diocese form 
two grouf1S: 1 ) the episcopal curia ; 2) the episcopal aenate. We 
might add the episcopal court, but the Code does not speak of the 
diocesan "court at this place, but rather in Bk. IV. 

ABT. I. 

The Epiac:opal Caria 

To the episcopal or diocesan curia belong: 1 ) the vicar-general ; 
2) the chancellor; 3) notaries; 4) synodal examinera; S) parish 
priest consul tors; 6) vicars-forane. 

We shall consider the rights, duties and appointments of these 
officials in turn1 but first we premise a few historical notes concern
ing the epicopal curia in general. 

Historical nott1-In the first three centuries of the Church the 
words curia and 1r11hytery were synonymous: the presbytery was 
the bishop's curia. It included all the clergy of the diocne, not only 
the presbyters or priests, but also the- deacons and, after their institu
tion in tht' third century, subdeacons and clerics in minor orden. 

All lived in the episcopal city near the bishop, assisting him 
both in the sacred ministry, ~ch according to the grade of orders 
he possessed, and in the government of the diocese. Administrative, 
or governmental, functions were entrusted to clerics irttSpective of 
their rank in the hierarchy of orders. Neither were such· aoveramental 
functions committed permanently to definite individuals, but one or 
Et'veral were chosen whenever the occasion arose requiring their 
services; e. g., as administrators of temporalities, as judaes for this 
or that case. So, too, the bishop, when matters of grave consequence 
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of an administrative nature had to be confronted, was wont to call 
in the entire presbytery for their discussion, deliberation and advice. 

With the cessation of persecutions in the fourth century, and 
the consequent increase in the number of faithful, it became impos
sible for the bishop to govern the diocese in the manner just 
described. Accordingly, ecclesiastical offices began to be created. The 
first office was probably that of the archpriest in the fourth century. 
It was the duty of this official, who was the chief among priests, 
to supervise the conduct of the presbyters, to oversee everything 
connected with the sacred ministry, to act as first assistant to the 
bishop in pontifical functions, md to replace the bishop in the offer
ing of Holy Mass, the dispensation of the saaaments, etc., during 
the latter's absence. About the same time we find mention of the 
archdeacon, or the chief among deacons. This officer assisted the 
bishop in the government of the diocese, i. e., in all things which 
concerned its external policy, ~inistration of temporalities, and 
other matters involving the exercise of jurisdiction Both the arch· 
priest and the archdeacon lived in the epiacopal city, as did all the 
other clergy, for, as yet, the rural sections had no re11ident clergy, 
and moreover, they were the only two clerics holding ecclesiastical 
offices, or permanent charges. 

Until the fifth cmtury the Christians of the rural districts were 
cared for by the clergy of the episcopal city, and these were accus
tomed to return home immediately after their duties had been 
performed. But by the fifth century the rural Christian population 
had increased sufficiently to warrant the erection of parish churches 
and the appointment of resident parish clergy. At the same time we 
find chorepiscoti, i.e., as we have seen, rural clerics with both the 
episcopal power of orders and jurisdiction; however, they were only 
auxiliary bishops to the city bishop, and consequently they were his 
vicars. In many dioceses, however, in place of chorepiscopi \Ve find 
rural archpriests supervising the conduct of the clergy and all mat
ters belonging to the sacred ministry, and rural archrleacon.s exercis
ing administrative or governmental functions, but whether each 
archprcsbyteriate comprised a number of parishe3 is not certain. 
Probably the rural archpriest was at first the rector of some ru~ 
mother parish church, and exercised vigilance over the clergy of both 
his own church as also of those filial churches which had developed 
from the mother church.· Thus the rural archpricst \Vould differ from 
the rural dean (tluanus) who appears somewhat later, i.e., between 
the sixth and ninth centuries. The latter presided at the monthly 
conferences attended by the pastors of the surrounding territory or 
deanery, which conferences were enjoined by lalv for the purpose 
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of solving theoloaical and putoral difficulties, of correcting abuses, 
and of providing mutual aid and counsel. In time, both the names 
and offices of rural archpriest and rural dean became synonymol.1S, 
and merged. 

As time went on both the archdeacon and archpriest abused their 
authority. The archdeacons (both in the episcopal city and the 
country) had oriainally the duty of educating aspirants to the sacred 
ministry, of presenting them to the bishop for ordination, of watching 
over their conduct and morals, of administering the goods of the 
Church, repairing sacred edifices, visiting the dioctK when deputized 
b)' the bishop, and of governing the diocese (in the case of the city 
archdeacon) during the bishop's absence. Gradually, ho\vever, these 
officers arrogated to themselves other- powers, e. g., that of convok
ing synods, of setting up their o\Vn tribunals, of appointing pastors 
and rural deans, of conducting canonical visitations in their own 
name, and inflicting canonical censures. In the same way the arch
priests, who by law had but the right of surveilland! and inspection, 
began also to conduct visitations and preside at trials. 

Since these oflicers were generally chosen without the interven
tion of the bishop, sometimes by the cathedral chapter, sometimes 
by the local clergy, sometimes by the civil authorities, and since, 
moreover, their's was a life tenure, in order to restrain their excesses 
the bishops in the 13th century began to appoint general deleptcs, 
now known u vicars-general for the episcopal city, and vicars-forane 
for the rural sections, with powers similar to those of the archdea
con~ and archpricsts. Since these new officers were both appointed 
by the bishop and removable from office at his good pleasure, there 
was less opportunity for them to abu1e their authority, for as soon 
as excesses manifested themselves in the case of any individual 
officer, the bishop could remove him without difficulty. As a matter 
of fact, the institution of vicar-eeneral and vicar-forane has lasted 
now for six centuries, while, in the face of such concurrent and rival 
jurisdiction, that of the archdeacons and archpriests soon waned, so 
that already by the time of the Council of Trent, they are litde 
more than a name. At the present day the honorary title alone of 
these offices is retained in many chapters with certain honorary pre
rogatives, c. g., the archdeacon still presents candidates to the bis.ltop 
at the time of ordination, and the archpriests have the right of 
precedence over other canons in the chapters. 
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§1. THI V1c.u-G1N.ERAL 

( c. 366-3 71 ) 

245 

Dtfinition-The vicar-general, as the name implies, is a priest 
lawfully appointed to exercise ordinary jurisdiction in the whole 
diocese and in the bishop's name (c. 366, §1). We say, 1) a ;ri4st, 
although nothing forbids the appointment of a coadjutor (auxiliary) 
bishop to this office, if there be one. We say, 2) ordinary jurisdiction, 
for the vicar-getleral is not a mere delegate of the bishop: his powers 
are defined and attached to his office by the common law, which 
notes are characteristic of that species of jurisdiction called ordinary 
as opposed to delegated, the latter being committed to the person, 
as we have seen. We sa}', 3) in the who/t diocese, and therefore 
this vicar of the bishop is called vicar-gentral as opposed, e. g., to 
the vicar-forant. Nevertheless, the authority of the vicar-general is 
not absolutel}• gener:tl, but general only within limits, and relati\1ely 
speaking. For as a rule, the vicar-general should not exercise con
tentious juriidiction, this being reserved to another cleric called the 
Official. Nor has he legislative powers, although he may dispense 
from the law and issue precepts. Consequently, the vicar-general 
exercises only general administratif!t or t:Jtecutfoe jurudiction in the 
diocese. We have enumerated certain powers comprised under this 
term above (dr. p. 237). And even in the exercise of administrative 
jurisdiction the powers of the vicar-general can be curtailed by the 
common law, by diocesan statutes, and the bishop's instructions, or 
reservations, as we shall sec. We say, 4) in the biiliop'1 name, for 
the vicar-general, as the name implies, exercises a vicarious, not 
origin.'11, jurisdiction, although such vicarious jurisdiction is nev~r
theless ordinary and not delegated. He represeuts the bishop and 
acts in his place ( tJicem gerit e;iscopi). 

Ap(>ointmtnt-Therc may be but one vicar-general in th~ 
diocese to avoid conflicts and confusion. But several may be 
appointed if the diversity of rites, or the extent of the territory, 
makes this imperative. 

In the appointment of the vicar-general the bishop is cntirc]y 
free and independent so that no rights of cl~ion. pre:;.entation or 
nomination on the part of others is admissible. The same freedom 
the Code accords the bishop in the removal of his vicar-general. 
That is, the vicar-general is removable ad nutum tpirl'opi, no particu
lar canonical cause, or chnrge being required; but the cleric's good 
name and honor cannot be prejudiced (c. 192, §3). When the 
rea5on for the removal is obvious to all, e.g., infirmity, 
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such prejudice to honor and iood name cannot arise from the removal 
(c. 366, §2). 

(}uali/itotioru-The vicar-pneral must be a lrilst of the 11n1lor 
clergy. An Apostolic indult is required for the appointment of a 
religious to this office. The reason is that by virtue of their rules, 
constitutions and the common law, relipous muat reside in their 
homes, and lead a community life. But where an entire diocese 
is cared for by a certain group of religious, the vicar-peral may 
be chOBen by the bishop from the religious community. Such is 
not the c:ae where a relicioua heads a diocese and the majorit)' of 
prints are either seculan, or do not belong to his community. 

The vicar-ceneral must be at least 30 yean of ap, have a 
doctorate or licentiate in theology and canon la\v, or at least be 
well versed in these branches. Moreover, he must be a man of sound 
doctrine, tried virtue, prudence, and executive ability. 

To preclude nepotism, the bishop is forbidden to pve this oftice 
to any blood relative of his in the fint degree, or the second decree 
touchin1 the first. Thus, a brother or nephew is excludtd, but not 
a first cousin. 

Neither 1hould a pastor be appointed vicar-general, eave where 
this is nemaary. 

The bishop is not forbidden to appoint a priest of his nwn 
diocese to thia office. Some decisions of the Holy See in pre-Code 
days aeemed to imply the contrary, probably to insure the vicar
gcneral a larger measure of independence in the discharge of his 
oftice (c. 367). 

Ri1ll11 ontl 1ower1-By virtue of his office the vicar-peral 
possases the same amount of administrative jurisdiction in the whole 
diocese as has the bishop jur1 ortlinorio~ saving c:un reserved to the 
bishop ( c. 368, I l ) • . 

We say atlministratirJ1 juriacliction, for the vicar-aeneral, not 
being the Official, has no ordinary judicial powers. 

We say, as has the bishop jurt ortlinario, for the bishop may 
have some delepted powen of a special nature from the Holy See, 
which do not then belong: to the vicar-general. But quinquennial, 
and any other lla/Jit1U1l faculties which the bishop may have received 
from the Holy See belong i110 jur1 .to the vicar-~neral (c. 368, §2). 

We say, saving cases restNJttl to tltt /Jiillo1. This ran be done 
either by the law or by the bishop himself. 

The law reserves the following cues to the bishop, and 
excludes the vicar-general without a special mandate from the bishop, 
e. I·• durin1 a flisitatio atl limino: · o To lt'llJltlctten ofexcardination and incardinatioa (c. 113); 
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2) To fill vacant ecclesiastical offices ( c. 152) ; 
3) To convoke a synod (c. 357, §1); 
4) To name honorary canons ( c. 406, § 1 ) ; 
5) To appoint "8Ston (c. 455, §3); 
6) To remove parochial vicars of every description (c. 477, 

~1) ; 
7) To found religious Congreptions (c. 492, §1): 
8) To erect pious wociations ( c. 686, §4) ; 
9) To reserve sins and censures (c. 893, §1); 

10) To grant dimissorial letters (c. 958, §1, n. 2); 
11) To permit a marriage of conscience {c. 11'04); 
12) To permit the construction of churches (c. 1162, §1); 
13) To authenticate relics (c. 1283, §2): 
14) To consecrate sacred places supposing he has episcopal 

orden (c. 1155); 
15) To Ax the amount of fees for celebrating Mua in a strange 

church ( c. 1303, §3) ; 
16) To erect, unite and confer benefices (c:. 1414, 1423, 1432); 
17) To inftict ~clesiastical penalties in the strict sense (c. 

2220): 
18) To remit penalties applied perhaps by himself in the excep

tional capacity of judge (c. 2236); 
19) To absolve from public apoetasy, heresy or schism (c. 2314, 

§2). 
The above cases arc ~rvcd by law to the bishop in the sense 

that the vicar-general needs a special mandate from the· bishop 
before he may proceed. Whether a general formula of authorization 
suffices to give jurisdiction in all the foregoing cases, or whether 
each case must be specified, is disputed amon& authors. It is like
wise disputed whether the jurisdiction so conferred upon the vicar
general would be ordinary or delegated. · 

The bishop may, in addition to the powen rmrvcd to him by 
law, reserve other cases to himself. But these should not he so numer
ous as to amount to a virtual abolition of the office. For the Code 
imposes upon bishopa that they, as a rule, have a vicar-general 
(c. 366, §1). 

ld1ntity of offius-The vicar-general. is said .to form one 
~nd the 1nrne court with the bishop. This is true if the vicar-general 
rs at the same time the Official, in which case no appeal would lie 
from the sentence of the latter to the bishop, but only to the court 
of hiither instance. 

In the exercise of administrative jurisdiction this identity of 
office and juridical personality is likewise maintained, but not so 
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perfectly. On the one hand, a favor denied by the bishop can never 
be cranted by the vic:ir-general ; while a favor denied by the vicar
general cannot be validly granted by the bishop so long as the latter 
is unaware of the vicar-general's action (c. 44t §2). On the other 
hand, one can take recourse to the bishop from the administrative 
acts of the vicar-ceneral, e. g., instructions, precepts, denial of favors, 
etc., provided it ia a m:mer which the bishop himself could rec:on· 
sid"'r hnd he acted in the first place. 

To preserve unity of action and discipline in the diocese, the 
Code commands the vicar-general to report all important matters 
to the bishop which have been done, or should be done, and to 
abide by his decision ( c. 369). 

Priflileges-The vi~r-general takes precedence, next to the 
bishop, over all the clergy of the diocese, but not over titular bishops, 
unless he is a titular bishop himself. In the latter case he enjoy1 
all the other honorary privileges accorded to titular bishops (c. 370). 

If the vicar-general is not a titular bishop, he enjoys during his 
term of office the privileges and insignia of a titular prothonotary 
Apostolic. This entitles him, among other things, to wear a black 
cassock having an unfolded trail, a silk belt and two pendants; 
also a black rochet, and mantellet:t. He may use the hand-light 
(bu.tJia, f'almataria) at Ma11. Often the vicar-general is raised to 
a higher rank of dignity in virtue of papal indult, beinc made a 
monsignor, or member of the papal houseliold, in which case his 
privile~ and insignia are more prominent than those just 
described (c. 370, §2). 

Cmation of jurisdiction-The jurisdiction of the vicar-general 
expires: 1) by resignation of office accepted by the bishop; 2) by 
remofJal from office ; 3) by fJacant)' in the episcopal see. Hence, at the 
moment of the bishop's death, ttamfer, etc., the vicar-aeneral also 
goes out of office, since he and the bishop fonn one court, or one 
jnridic:al person. For the same reason the vkar-~neral's jurisdic· 
tion ceases temporaril}•, i.e., is suspendetl, with the suspension, for 
any cause, of the bi!lhop's jurisdiction ( c. 371 ) • 

§2. THE CHANCBLLOll, NOTARIES, AND THI DIOCBSAN ARCHIVES 

( c. 372-384) 

The chanullor--The chancellor is a priest whose right and duty 
it is: 1) to file all official documents in the dioc:aan archives; 
2) to dispose them in chronological order; and 3) to inde.1r them. 

In addition, the chancellor usually receives Jelegattd powers, 
e. &'·· to issue dispensations, permissions and other rescripts. 
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Every bishop must have a chancellor in his curia. If necesary, 
he may be given an auistant called the vice-chancellor. He is 
removable ad nutum episcopi. 

N otariu-By virtue of his office the chancellor is an ecclesiastical 
notary. In addition, the bishop may appoint other notari"s either 
with general authority to act in all cases, or in certain kinds of cases, 
e. g., trials, summary marriage processes, etc., or for this or that 
specified case. 

A notary is a functionary whose rights and duties are: I) to 
reduce to writing episcopal enactments of every description, e. g., 
appointments, regulations, contracts, etc.; 2) to keep an official 
record or chronicle of the diocesan administration; 3) to produce, 
for those who have a legitimate right and interest to examine them, 
the documents of the archives; 4) to draw up and authenticate 
ecclesia~tical documents; 5) to authenticate copies of the ori&llial 
records of the archi\•es. 

Notaries may be suspended, or removed, from office at the 
pleasure (ad nutum) of him \Vho created them, e.g., the bishop, 
the judge, etc. 

The diocesan archic.rts-Every bishop must have two archives: 
a public and a secret archive. All documents not of a defamatory 
nature which pertain to the spiritual or temporal affairs of the 
diocese, e.g., Apostolic indults, appointments, oontracts, public dis
pensations, records of confirmation, ordination, etc., should be kept 
in the public archive. In the secret archive must be kept all docu
ments whose revelation might impair one's good name, e.g., the acts 
of a criminal trial, records of dispensations granted for the internal 
extra-sacramental forum, etc. 

Documents may be taken out of the ;ab/it: archives with the 
permission of the bishop or vicar-general. Ordinarily such docu
ments must be returned within three days. 

§3. SYNODAL ExAMINBRS AND PARISH PIUEST CONSULTORS 

(c. 385-390) 

Dtfinitions-A synodal examiner is a priest, chosen in synod, 
upon whom devolve nvo duties: 1 ) to participate in the examina
tions conducted for testing the fitne1& of candidate$ for vacant 
parishes; 2) to advise the bishop whether he should iasue the decree 
of removal from benefice in the case of irremovable pastors, (c. 2147, 
sq.), or removable pastors (c. 2160), non-resident clerics, (c. 2168, 
sq.), clerici concubinarii (c. 2176 sq.), and negliient pastors, 
(c. 2182). 
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Parish priest oonsulton (Fochi to111ultores) are priests, 
chosen in synod, with the duty of advisinr the bishop whether 
the decree of removal advocated by the synodal examiners should be 
confirmed against the objections of the incumbent in two cases: 
1) when an irremovable putor objects to his removal from the 
parish (c. 2153); 2) when a r•mo'IHllJle pastor objects to his transfer 
to another parish (c. 2165). 

The oflice of synodal examiner was created by the Council of 
Trent (seas. 25, c. 10, 18, tie rq.) for testing the fitness of candi
dates for pari$hes calling for a competitive examination (to11tur1u.r). 
Their services must also be employed under the Code for all exam
inations aimed at testin1 the fitness of candidates for parishes of 
any kind. They may, but need not, be employed for other cxam
inatiom, e. f., in the case of candidates for orders, the junior clera 
examinations, etc. The additional duties imp011ed upon them in 
reference to advising the bishop concerning the removal of 
beneficiaries was enjoined by the decree Ma.rima cura of the Con
sistorial Congregation, Aur. 20, 1910 (.Acta II, 636). 

The office of parish priest consultor fint appears in the decree 
lJfuima tura just cited. 

One must not confuse the synodal e:ramirr.er1 with the synodal 
j11tlge1, who occur in Book IV, and who, appointed in synod, have 
the duty of sitting in with the Official to fona a collegiate tribunal 
at a formal trial. Nor must parish priest conSU:ltors be confustd 
with diocesan consultors, whose office will be described below. 

Qualifications-The Code decrees nothing concerning the 
qualiliations of &)•nodal examiners and parish priest coruultors other 
than that they should be priests, and that a cleric cannot be f'x:aminer 
and consultor in the same case, e. i·• to advise whether the decree 
of removal should be issued and also confirmed, although otherwise 
he mav hold both offices. 

The Council of Trent (I.e.) permits regulars as well as secular 
clerics to mume the office of synodal ex:uniner. A decree of the 
Consistorial Congregation desires that the vicar-general be excluded 
from the office of examiner (Oct. 3, 1910; Acta II, 854). The 
same decree explains that only paston must be chosen as parish 
'priest consultors, but these may be religious or secular • 

.A"ointmtnt-Every diocese must have examiners and parish 
priest consultors chosen in synod, hence the name. The candidates 
are proposed by the bishop, and voted upon by those taking part 
in the S)•nod. They should not number less than four, nor more 
than twelve. 

In those dioceses which do not hold synods the examiners and 
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consultors are appointed outside of synod by the bishop with the 
advice of the cathedral chapter, or the diocesan consultors. This 
procedure is followed also when a vacancy occurs between synods. 
The clerics so appointed are called ,ro-1ynotlal examiners and parish 
priest consultors. 

Synodal, as also pro-synodal, examiners and pariSh priest con
sultors are appointed for 10 years, i.e., from synod to 1ynod. But 
a pnHynodal examiner and parish priest consulter-dates ha incum
bency from the moment of his appointment outside of synod, where 
synods are not held. In the case of a pro-synodal examiner or 
consultor appointed to fill the vacancy of an oftic:e before the expira
tion of the 10 years, e.g., by reason of the death, resignation, etc., 
of thl!' incumbent, the one so appointed remains in office only for the 
duration of the unexpired term of his predecessor. One may be 
reappointed or elected to the office of examiner and consultor 
repeatedly. 

Lo11 of offic~Synodal and pro-synodal examiners, and parish 
priest consul tors lose office: 1) upon the eJt,iration of thefr term; 
2) by re1ignation after this has been accepted; 3) by rtmOflal decreed 
by the bishop, who, however, needs the advice of the catht'dral 
chapter or the diocesan consultors, and a grave cause is required 
for the removal. 

§4. VICAU-POaANB 

(c. 445-450) 

Definition-A vicar-forane is a priest placed by the bishop at 
the head of a rural vicariate, with the duty of watching over the 
clergy and the exercise of the sacred ministry within his district, 
and reporting to the bishop at stated times on the condition of his 
vicariate. 

A rural vicariate is one of several subdivisions into \Vhich the 
bishop must divide his diocl!Se, each vicariate to comprise a number 
of parishn. At one time, as we saw, these districts·were called mral 
archpresbyteriates and rural deaconries1 and the priest placed over 
them was called the rural archpriest, or the rural archdeacon. The 
Code speaks of vican-forane. In English-speaking countries it has 
been customary to speak of the rural den, and the rural tltanery, 
and this usaae may be retained. 

Powtrs of the rural dean--The rural dean has the following 
rights and duties in virtue of common law, namely: 

l) To watch whether the clerics of his deanery lead a life 
in conformity with the sacred canons, and discharge their duties 
particularly. with respect to residence, preaching, catechetical instruc-
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tions and the care of the aick ; whether the decrees issued by the 
bi1'hop on the occasion of his visitation are being enforced; lvhether 
sufficient attention is paid to the proper matter for the holy Sacrifice; 
whether decorum and cleanliness are maint:iined in the churches 
and their sacred furnishing1, especially \Vith regard to the reserva
tion of the Blessed Sacrament and the celebration of Mass; whether 
the sacred functions are celebrated as prescribed by liturgy; whether 
ecclesiastical property i.; carefully administered, and obligations 
attaching to church endowments, Mass obligations in particular, are 
faithfully fulfilled ; and whether the parish books are properly 
written up and conserved; 

2) To fJisit the parishes of his deanery at stated intervals, 
as determined by the bishop, to the end that he may acquaint himself 
lvith the conditions above referred to; 

3) To tOnf)ok' and prrside at theological conferences of the 
priest:J of his district on the days designated by the bishop; 

4) To profJUlt material and spiritual assistance to any i;eriously 
ill pastor of his deanery. and to see to it that if the priest dies be 
will receive a de~nt Christian burial, taking care that the boob, 
documents, sacred furnishings 11nd other church goods are not lost 
or carried off, upon the pastor,s death ; 

5) To report to the bishop at least once a year on the state 
of his deanery. 

The above po,vcrs the dean has in virtue of common law. In 
addition he lvill have such dtlegatttl power as the statutes of the 
diocese, or the bishop ma:r give him. Thus, the Code desires that 
the rural dean be given faculties to absolve from diocesan reserved 
ca~es (c. 899). The dean in some places is also authorized to install 
all new pastors in his district, to dispense individuals, families and 
Ctlmmunities from the laws of fast and abstinence, etc. 

The jurisdiction of the dean is ordinary and vicarious in those 
cases where he proceeds in virtue of common law. His is not a 
purel~· ministerinl function, but an exercise of administrative jurisdic
tion. assisting as he does in the enforcement of the law by surveillance, 
much as the Apostolic Delegate can be said to have ordinary jur~ 
diction of surveillance. His jurisdiction is delegated in respect to 
any faculties the bishop, or diocesan law, may confer on him. 

Priciltges-The rural dean has a right to a seal of his own. 
He takes precedence over all the clergy of his deanery, provided 
these can show no cau~e or title givinit them higher rank, hence his 
title of dean. In disputed ca:ses it is the right of the local Ordinary 
to is11uc a provisional decree deciding the controveny. 
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All T. IL 

The Episcopal Senate 

In the government of the diocese, the bishop, as we said, is 
assisted not only by his curia, but also by bis senate. 

The 11i1co1t1l m1at1 may be defined as that body of clcrin who : 
1) during the occupancy of the soc (mle pltna) have the right and 
duty to counsel the bishop on matters determined by the common 
law (cfr. below); and who, 2) during the vacancy of the see (stdt 
c.wcante) suc:cieed the bishop in the government of the dioce-..e 
(c. 391). 

In most oountries the episcopal senate is the cathedral chapter. 
In other countries whcr the cathedral chnpter does not not exiit 
as with us, the diocesan consultors form the bishop's senate (c. 427). 

We shall treat of: 1) the history and organization of the 
episcopal senate; 2) the office of that senate seJt 1l1na; 3) the office 
of the s:une body 1ede fJacante. 

§1. HtsTO&Y AND PRBS.BNT 01.aANIZATIOH OF 

THI EPUCOPAL SENAT.I 

A. THB CATH.IDML CHAPTn. 

(c. 391-422) 

Historical note.t-ln the early ages of the Church, u we have 
said, the bishop was assisted both in the sacred ministry and the 
government of the diocese by his entire presbytery. But while 
the administrative and judicial functions were withdrawn from 
the presbytery as such and oommitted to certain individuals in the 
fourth century, notably the archpriest and archdeacon, it is not 
certain when deliberative functions were withdrawn from the clttics 
of the episcopal city as a whole and entrusted to what is now 
called the cnthedral chapter. 

The cathedral chapter considered as a body of clerics (canons) 
attached to the cathedral church with the obligation of reciting 
divine office daily in choir, of celebrating a daily conveutual Mass, 
and of assistinc the bishop in pontifical functions, probably took defi
nite shape and became a universal institution only after S. Chrod
ogang, Bishop of Metz, formulated a rule of common life for the 
~cular clergy. Those who observed the oommon life were called 
~ons, probably from the fact that they led a life more in harmony 
with the sacred ·canons, while as a body they were called a chapter 
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probably from the fact that they caine often together to have a 
chapter of the rule read to them. Such chapters we find not only 
at the cathedral church, but at others as well. These latter churches 
are called collegiate churches of which Santa Maria Maggiore and 
Santa Maria in Cosmedin in Rome may be cited as examples. 
Thoup the secular canons led a life in common without vows, 
othen began to take vows lilce religious, and these have since been 
known as '""°"' reg"lar in distinction to secular canons. The former 
constitute a religious orpnization. In time the secular canons grew 
\Veary of the common life, and succeeded in having the, common 
funds dividtd equally amon1 them. Today the memben of secu)ar 
chapters are still called canons, since they retain some observance of 
the original rule, e. g., choir, conventual Mus, tt:c. 

Although we do not know at what precise time the cathedral 
dlapters became the exclusive advisory bodies ~f the bishop, thil muc:h 
is certain that after the ei&hth century they pew in power and 
prestige, so much so that by the 12th century they had definitely 
replaced the ancient presbytery: 1) as the bishop's senate; 2) as the 
rulin1 body during the vacancy of the diocese; 3) as the el~toral 
body to choose the new bishop to the exclusion of all other clero 
of the diocese. 

Pre1ent organisation-A chapter, whether cathedral or collegi
ate, may be defined as a college of cleri.:a instituted by the Holy See 
for the purpose of celebrating divine services more sOlemnly in a 
church. In addition the cathedral chapter forms the bishop's senate. 

By the very nature of their office all canons arc bound to live 
near their c:hurch, though they are not bound to common life. For 
they have the duty to recite the canonical hours and to attend 
a conventual Mass daily in choir. Moreover, the cathedral canons 
must assist the bishop when he pontificates. 

· 1n cnthedral and collegiate chapters \Ve distinpish betwtt.n 
those who have a right to precedence, and these are called Jignitarie1, 
though the dignitaries may vary in the different r.hapters, e. g., arch
priest, archdeacon, provost,. etc., and canons without precedence, who 
have no special name. Also we have, as not belonging to the chapter 
with a ridit to vote, or the obligation of rtciting office, etc., various 
lower beneficiaries and officers as the chaplain, the man1ionarii, 
singers, porters, etc. Among the canons proper some have special 
dutiea to perform, the more important being those of the canon 
tlitologian who has the obligation of expounding the Sacred Scrip· 
tures, and the canon f>tnitentiary who bean confessions in the chap
ter church with ordinary jurisdiction and with faculties to absolve 
from cases reserved to the bishop. 
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Every chapter must be endowed with sufficient revenues to 
assure a decent maintenance for its members. The salary of a canon 
is called a ;rebend, and tht recipient thereof a ;rebeNlary. In addi
tion, each canon receives his quota of tlaily tlistributions as compensa
tion for nod inducement to, his attendance at divine services which, 
therefore, he forfeits by his -bsence. The revenues of some chapters 
consist solely of daily distributions. 

Every chapter is a persona moralis collegialis, i.e., an·ecclesiasti
cal corporation. It may call its own meetings and enact its own 
statutes without the bishop's permission. But a cathedral chapter 
has a two-fold corporate existence; as the bishop's senate it has the 
bishop as its head who convenes it and presides at its mectinp in 
matters relating to the government of the diocese ; as a corporate 
body of its own neither the bishop, nor the vicar general as such, 
has membership therein:, nor the right to vote in purely capitular 
matters. 

Canons take precedence over clerics who are not canons, unless 
the latter can show some special title to higher rank, e. g., the vica.r
general even if he is not a canon. Moreover, they have a distinct 
choir dren determined usually by Apostolic indult, but consisting 
in the main of rochet, mozzetta, cappa and almutium. A few canons 
may also wear a 'ting. pectoral crou, purple cassock and even the 
mitre. 

B. DIOCESAN CoNSt1LTORS 
(c. 423-428) 

Historical notts-Tbe Church deaires that ~thedral chapters 
be organized in every diocese. This is evident from the fact that 
even for missionary countries the Congregation of the Propagation 
of the Faith has urged their establishment, or restoration, if not in 
the full sense of the law, then in some modified form. Thus in 
England, Ireland, Holland, Canada, etc., due to the lack: of endow
ment and the insufficiency of priests, .-cathedral chapters of canons 
exist, with no prebends on the one hand, but on the other hand 
without the obligation of choir, conventual Mass, assistance at 
pontifical functioru, etc. Hence, these canons can have the charge 
of souls, since they are not bound to the law of residence in the 
same sense as regular cathedral canons. They may also wear a 
distinct garb generally speaking, its form being determined by 
Apostolic iodult. Saving liturgical functions, these cathedral chap
ters resemble ordinary cathedral chapters in all other respects: 
they form the bishop's senate, and eovern the diocese during a 
va~cy. 
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In the United States tve have not even the modified form of 
cathedral chapters. The American Archbishops, who gathered at 
Rome in 1883 to prepare plans for the III Plenary Council, were 
urged by the Propaganda to introduce cathedral chapters such as 
then existed in England, Ireland, Holland, etc., but the American 
Prelates persuaded the Holy See that conditions in this country 
had not yet pennitted the erection of such chapters. As a com
promise the III Plenary Council of Baltimon:, in the following 
year ( 1884) made it ma11da1or1 upon every bishop to appoint 
a board of diocesan consultors, a thin& which had obtained in cer
tain of our dioceses through custom, and which had been rttom
mtndrd univenall)' by the II Co'\lflcil of Baltimore, but not com
manded. The institution of -diocesan consultors, which may be 
callM a chnracteristically American institution, has now been made 
a part of common law for all those countries and dioceses where 
cathedral chapters are not to be found. 

Organization-Diocesan consultors an: a body of clerics who 
counsel the bishop in certain cases determined by law, and who 
govern the see during its vacancy (cfr. c. 427). 

They must number not less than six, or in very small dioceses 
not less than four. They should be priests known for their piety, 
good character, learning and prudence. They should be secular 
priests (Pont. Com. Jan. 29, 1931; .At:1t1 XXIII, 110). They 
should live in, or near, the episcopal city so that their :services may 
be available (c . .f.25, §1). 

Where the diocesan consultors number only a few, say four, 
it is not advisable that the vicar-general belong to their body lest 
they lose their independence, since the vicar-general forms one 
juridical person with the bishop (S. Comist. C., Feb. 27, 1914; Aett1 
VI, Ill). 

Diocesan c:onsultors are freely appointed by the bi.shop for a 
term of three years. They may be reappointed for an indefinite 
number of terms, but unless a consultor is reappointed some other 
cleric must replace him. And such replacements or reappointments 
must occur every three years. Should a c:onsultor for any reasop 
fail to fill his complete term, e. g., through death, resignation, etc., 
the bishop, with the llllvice of the other consultors, appoints a priest 
in his place to hold oflice for the duration of the unexpired term. 
The term of oflice usually expires for all the consultors at the same 
time, since they are supposed to be appointed in a body at one time. 
Should that term of three years expire during the vacancy of the 
diocese, the consultors remain in office until the new bishop takes 
possession of his. office, and until he has provided for a new body 
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of consultors by replacement or reappointment. But if ooh• one or 
the other consultor dies or resigm during the vacancy, the diocesan 
administrator appoints another with the consent of the remaining 
consultors. One so appointed needs the confirmation of the new 
bishop to ranain in office after the occupancy of the see (c. 424426). 

A diousan consultor may not be removed from office before 
the expiration of his term, save for a just cau.e. Even so, the bishop 
must consult and obtain the advice of the other consulton on the 
removal ( c. 428). 

The body of diocesan consulton forms the bishop's senate in 
those dioceses which have no cathedral chapter. Hence, whatever 
rights and powers the cathedral chapter has by law, whether lt!dt 
~ltna or 1tdt t1acantf!1 the same belong to the diocesan consulton 
(c. 427). 

§2. PowBU OF THB EPISCOPAL SBNATB ,.,, ;lt!na 

The powers of the episcopal senate during the occupancy of 
the see are those of counseling the bishop in the caBCS where the law 
calls for their deliberation (c. 391, 427). Sometimes the bishop 
needs only their atlflicf! to proceed with some businen licitly and 
validly, sometimes he needs their consent. -

The Code requires only the adflice of the cathedral chapter, 
or the diocesan consultors, in the followin1 cases: 

1 ) To appoint pro-synodal examiners and parish priest con· 
suitors, i. e., outside of synod ( c. 386) : 

2) To remove synodal and pro-synodal examiners and parish 
priest consultors from office (c. 388); 

3) To fix the number of prebendaries in chapters (c. 394, ll); 
4) To appoint titular (real) canons (c. 403); 
5) To erect removable parishes, and to declare removable 

parishes irremovable ( c. 454, 13) ; 
6) To replace a diocesan consultor who goes out of of6.ce 

before the expiration of his term, or to remove a diocesan consultor 
( c. 426, §3: 428) ; 

7) To reserve cases outside of synod (c. 895); 
8) To draw up the schedule of diocesan funeral fees (c. 1234); 
9) To unite, transfer, divide and dismember benefices, e.g., 

parishes ( c. 1428) ; 
10) To order extraordinary processions (c. 1292); 
11 ) To appoint to the seminary boards, and the diocesan board 

of temporal. administtation (c. 1359, 12; 1520, ll): 
12) To decree the penal suppression or transfer of a pariah 

church title (c. 2292). 
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The consent of the cathedral chapter, or diocesan con5ultor'll, 
is required by the bishop: . 

1) To introduce new .Prebends in chapttra, and to restore 
former extinct dignities ( c. 394, §2) ; 

2) To erect confraternities and pious unions in the cathedral 
church (c. 712, §2); 

3) To alienate ecclesiastical goods or property whwe value 
ranees between 1,000 and 30,000 lire, computing the nonnal gold 
lira as five to the dollar ( c. I 532, §3) ; 

4-) To leme church property longer than nine yean if the 
value exceed 1,000 lire; or for less than nine years if the value 
exceeds 10,000 lire, but if the lease is both beyond nine years and 
its value exceeds 30,000 lire, an Apostolic indult is necessary 
(c. 1541, §2). 

§3. Powzas OF THB EPISCOPAL SBNATB 1etle 11arnt1 
( c. 429-'f.44) 

During the vacanq· of the see the government of the diocese 
paMCS to the cathedral chapter or the diocesan consultors. unless 
in some particular case the Holy Sec shall have ruled otherwise 
(c. 4-31). 

fiaranr.y o/ lht 111 J1ftn1J (c. 430)-The vacanq· of the diocese 
must not be confwed with the obstruction of the diocese ( stdt im
,,Jita). The latter condition is verified when the bishop is impeded 
from i:ommunicatin& with his ptaple and governing th'e diocese even 
by letter because of exile, captivity or some other incapacit)', e.g., 
mental infirmity. In that case the vicar-general, or some cleric 
appointed by the bishop for such contingency, takes charge. The 
bishop may appoint several clerics to succeed one another, where 
necessary. If all these clerics are similarly impeded, the rules 
governing the 11atmrcj of the dioceJC obtain (c.429). 

Neither is the diocese vacant, but only impeded, when the 
bishop's jurisdiction is suspended. If the suspension is public, the 
Holy Sec must be informed thereof by the archbishop, or if the 
latter is the bishop under suspension, by the senior bishop of the 
province. Naturall)•, the vicar-ieneral cannot take charKe he!'e, 
because his jurisdiction is suspended simultaneously with that of 
the bishop ( c.429). 

The diocesan sec, then, becomes vacant: 1) through the 
bishop's dtnt h ; 2) rtsignntion ; 3) trans/tr to another diocese; 
4) 1ri11ation of office. But neither the resignation becomes effective 
before notice of its acceptance by the Sovereign Pontiff has been 
~ived, nor the removzl or transfer before the bishop rec,iv~ 
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notice thereof. Consequently, any acts performed by the bishop or 
vicar-general before receivin& the notices dacribed are licit and 
valid, saving the conferment of offices and benefices. The aame 
holds good before the vicar-general receive& notice of the bishop'• 
death. In the event of a tramfer the dioceae, upon the muance 
of the Apostolic Letters of transfer, doea not become vacant until 
the bishop takes canonical po11CS1ion of his new see and, until 1uch 
time, he retnins in the former diocese the powers of a vicar-capitular 
or diocesan administrator (c. 430). 

Yicar·ca,;111/or awtl tlioc,,a11 tulmi11utrator-Within 8 days 
after being notified of the vacancy of the see the cathedral chapter 
must elect a vicar capitular, and the diocesan consulton a diocesan 
administrator, who will govern the diocese in their stead (c. 432). 
This tlioce1a11 administrator must not be confused with the A ,ostolit 
Administrator described above. 

The powers of the vicar-capitular and the diocesan administra
tor arc identical with thoae of the bishop in matten spiritual and 
temporal aave where the law makes restrictions. They are local 
Ordinaries in the sense of c. 198, and therefore, whatever powers 
the Code accords to local Ordinaries must be considered as belong
ing to the vicar-capitular and the diocesan administrator unless the 
contrary is stated in the law (c. 435). 

While neoither the cathedral chapter can restrict the powers 
of the vicar-capitular nor the diocesan consulton those of the diocesan 
administrator, by reservinc certain righh to themselves, yet restric· 
tions arc placed upon those of&cials by common law. 

Since their authority ia only transitory, they must observe the 
rule: setlt1 wicaMlf! Mihil i11Mowt11r. The Code at various places is 
explicit with reprd to certain restrictions, and from thcac we can 
gather to tome extent what otherwise mi1ht be included under 
the prohibition 1ttlt1 '1tteaP1tt1 nillil iHot11tur. In particular, the vicar
capitular and dioc:aan administrator are forbidden: 

J) To carry away, destroy, conceal or adulterate the dot"U· 
m'nts of the epiteopal curia (c. 435, §3); 

2) To convene a aynod, or to enact extra-synodal laws, al
though transient instructions, regulations and precepts are per
mitted (c. 357); 

3) To create honorary canons ( c. 406, 11 ) ; 
4) To declare removable parishes irremovable (c. 454, §3); 
5) To establish religious Congregations (c. 492, 11); 
6) To erect piou1 associations (c. 686, §4); 
7) To reserve cues to themselves (c. 893, §1); 
8) To unite parishes (c. 1423, ll) i 
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9) To permit an exchanp of benefi<lCS ( c. 1487, 11 ) ; 
10) To remove the promoter of justice or the defender of the 

bond (c. 1590, II); 
11 ) Before the see bu been vacant a year: 1 ) to grant dimisoo

rial letters unless there is urgent need; and 2) letters of incardination 
and excardination; 3) to confer vacant parishes of free appointment 
(c. 958, 11, n. 3; c:. 113; c. 45.5, 12, n. 3). But they can appoint paro
chial vicars of every description, and remove them from oflic:e 
(c. 4.55, 11; c:. 477, §1). They may, with the'°"""' of the remain
inc diocesan c:onsulton, appoint ''m10raril1 a cleric to replace a 
diocesan c:onsultor who h11 died or resigned during the vacancy of 
the ~ (c. 426, l.5). 

Savine the above exceptions, the powers of the vicar-capitular 
and diocesan administrator are identical with those of other Joc:U 
Ordinarica, but to proceed licitly and validly they require the advice 
or consent of the cathedral chapter, or the diocesan consultors in the 
ame cases u the bishop (cfr. p. 257-2.58). 

Lo11 of of/ic,__The vicar-capitular and diocesan administrator 
lose office : 

1 ) By r'mowl decreed by the Holy See ; 
2) By rr1ign11tion manifested in authentic: documentary form 

to the cathedral chapter or diocesan consulton, as the cue may be, 
nor is the validity of such resipation made to depend upon its 
acceptance by the cathedral chapter in the one cue, or the dioce:5an 
consulton in the other. 

3) By canonical poaession of the see by the new bishop 
(c:. 443, 12). 



Chapter VI 

TBE BISROP"S .ASSJSTMml 
IN TBE SACRED MINISTBY 

Bishops are usistcd in the eovernmcnt of the diocese by the 
officers of the diocesan curia and by the cathedral chapter or the 
diocesan consultors. 

In addition to the powers of eovernment which constitute the 
episcopal office, i. e., the duty of watching and '1Jardinc their flock, 
bishops have the duty of /mli111 their flock, and this constitutes the 
1rie11/1 office. 

The episcopal office is discharged through the exercise of 
juristlktion alone, the priestly office mainly through the exercise of 
the power of ortln-s. 

In virtue of their episcopal or pastoral office bishops gowrn the 
faithful ; in virtue of the priestly office they sa11cti/y the faithful. 

The fullnaa of the priesthood, i. e., the fullnm of the pnwer 
of orders, has been conferred upon bishops to the end that they 
might sanctify 110uls throuch the preachinc of the gotpel, the admini&
tration of the sacraments, the offerinc of the Holy~ Sacrifice, and 
the performance of other acts of public worship. The exercise of 
these acts and functions conatitutes what is known as the car, ( cura) 
o/ 1ouls, or the sacretl mi11i1try, for it is thus, rath.r than throuch 
the enactment and enforcement of laws (IO'Wn- o/ fO~n7tment), 
that souls are tlirectly taken are of, and their 11iril•al needs are 
ministered to. 

It rrmains to speak in this chapter of thoae clerics who assist 
the bishop in the sncretl minutry. These are: 1) pastors; 2) parochial 
vicars; 3) chaplains. . 

ART. L ,..... 
Hi11or1 of Fhlset-ln the first three centuries parishes did 

not exist, for the simple reason that Christians were found almost 
exclusively in the episcopal city. There the bishop wu the sole 
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pastor; he alone baptized, preached, celebrated Holy Mass and 
otherwise conducted divine services. In th~c functions, it is true, 
he was assisted by his presbytery, the priests, deacons and lower 
clergy, but these acted aa the bishop's ministers, and always in the 
cathedral, there being no other churches. 

With the cessation of persecutions we find the Christians in
creasing in numbers. And while this did not necesaitate as yet the 
erection of parishes in the episcopal city, by this time we sec the 
faithful in villages and hamlets outside the epfacopal cit}' with their 
own churches and resident clergy. These had authority to say M~s, 
baptize, ab!olve from sins, administer Holy Communion and Ex
treme Unction, bless marriages, preach, and conduct public worship 
in general. In other words, we have pastors and parishes in the 
country sections by the fourth century. 

In the episcopal city, churches other than the cathedral were 
constructed by pious Christians, and in these there were re.:;ident 
clergy for the cdcbration of Mass and other acts of devotion. 
But the conferring of baptism and most other sacraments was still 
reserved to the bishop. In fact, it is not until the 11th century 
that we find the parochial system introduced in the episcopal city 
itself. 

§1. PASTOR DBPINHD 

In the fullest seme of the word only the bilhop may be called 
the spiritual pastor, for he by original and divine right, both watches 
and feeds the flock, both governs and sanctifies them. Custom, how
ever, has given the title pastor to certain clerics other than bishops. 
These ma)' be called pastors onl}• in a limited sense, since the}' do 
not rule but only sanctify. In this latter sense, a pastor may be de
fined as a pritst, or moral person, upon whom as its prop" titular, a 
parish has been conferred with the cllt'e of souls, lo be e:itercised under 
authority of the local Ordinary (c. 451). 

We say, 1, a priest. Hence, the pre-Code law has been abro
gated in virtue of which a parish could be conferred upon a lower 
cleric on condition that he receive holy orders within a year. 

We sa}', 2, a moral person. Such a corporation could be a chap
ter of canons, a religious Order or Congregation, an independent 
monastery, etc. In these cases, as we shall sec, the corporation is 
the liabitual pastor, and they must choose a priest as their vicar 
who will be the actual pastor. 

We say, 3, to whom a parish bas been given. Canon 216 defines 
a parish as a portion of the diocese with its own church and· deter
mined group of faithful, and with its own rector who acts as pa.;tor 
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with the duty of caring for souls. Similar divisions of a vicariate 
and prefecture ApOStolic are c:alled quasi-parishes, and their rectors 
are called quui-rectors. Hence, canonical parishes ind canonical 
pastors exist only in dioceses. And while ordinarily parishes are 
territorial, being circumscribed by territorial limits, so that all the 
faithful living within those limits are by law the pastor's subjects, 
still the Code admits national, language and family parishes, so that 
the rectors in charge of the faithful by reason of nationality, language, 
etc. are pastors in the true sense of the word, no less than pastors of 
territorial parishes. 

We say, .f., upon whom as its proper titular a parish has been 
oonferred. This clause is added to distinguish pastors from certain 
classes of parochial vicars who, while they h11ve all the rights and 
duties of pnstors, e.g., the administration of a vacant parish, yet 
govern the parish in atlmi11istr11tion1m. not in titttlum. and can be 
removed, without the need of any trial or canonic:al cause, by the 
mere appointment of a real pastor. 

We say, 5, with the care of souls. Pastors are the aasist.'lnts 
of the bishop in the sacred ministry, not in the government of the 
diocese. As such, then, they have no jurisdiction in the external 
forum. For the discharge of their office it suffices that they have 
priestly orders and a certain measure of jurisdiction in the internal 
forum, aa we shall see. If a pastor assists the bishop in the govern
ment of the diocese, e.g., as vicar-ameral, chancdlor, diocesan con
sultor, etc., this is by special appointment, and not in virtue of the 
office of pastor. 

We say, 6, to be exercised ""'" autllority of the local Ortlinar:v. 
The bishop, notwithstanding the parochial system now obtaining, 
and \vhich is of ecclesiastical law, still retains the title and authority 
of universal pastor of the whole diocese by oriainal and divine ri~ht. 
Therefore, he can exercise any and all acts of the aacred ministry 
in anr parish of the diocese without consent of the local pastor. 
This he ·may do also through his delegate. For pastors are in a 
!ense only the vicars and assistants of the bishop; their authoritv 
is vicarious or derived, since by divine law only the Roman Pontiff 
and residential bishops possess original powers in the Church. How
ever, the pastor is not the bishop's vicar in the sense that he is his 
delegate. For the jurisdiction of pastors is ordinary, being attached 
by common la\v to their office. And so the rights of pastors cannot 
be restricted as defined by the common law, bC'Cause the office of 
pastor is an institution of papal, not local law. 

Although, as \vas said, and explained, quasi-pastors and certain 
parochial vicars arc not pastors, yet because they possess all the 
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rights and duties of canonical pastors, whenever the law speaks 
of pastors we muat understand thia term as including quasi-pastors 
and parochial vicars who happen to have full parochial rights~ 
unless the contrary is expressly stated ( c. 451, §2). 

§2. PASTORS AND PARISHES IN THE UNITED STATBS 

In this country we had no canonical parishes and no canonical 
pastors prior to the promulgation of the Code, saving very felv 
exceptions in Louisiana and California. This condition was due 
either: 1) to the absence of well dclined parish limits; or 2) to the 
absence of irremovable pastors; or 3) to the absence of real estate 
endowments necessary to constitute benefices. All three of these condi
tions were considered essential under pre-Code law to have a can
onical parish. And so, while in some cases we may have had irre
movable rectors, and in other cases well defined limits, always the 
element of benefice was lacking. 

The Code has introduced certain innovations in virtue of which 
our parishes are now canonical parishes, and our pastors canonical 
pastors, without exception. No longer is irremovability required in 
the pastor, as we shall see. Nor for the erection of a benefice mu11t 
the endowment for the beneficiary consist of revenues derived from 
real estate, but it suffices that the beneficiary be usured of decent 
maintenance through the voluntary contributions of the faithful, in 
the way pastors have always been supported in this country. All 
that remains is that a parish have tbred limiti and boundaries. 
'Where these limits have not been determined by the Ordinary, they 
should be so determined, and, until such time, the lines fixed by 
custom suffice. For if custom has no such force, then one knows 
not what to call those entities. They cannot be called quasi-parishes, 
for these exist only in vicariates and prefectures Apostolic ( c. 216). 
If certain churches cannot be erected into independent parishes be
cause of their poverty, or for other reasons, they must be made to 
depend upon some neighboring parish, and then they will be called 
subsidiary churches, or chapels of ease. The divisions of a tlioetse 
for the care of souls can now have but one name, that of parislus. 
(Consistorial C., Aug. 1, 1919; Acta XI, 346). 

A declaration to the effect that our parishes are canonical ones 
was explicitly given by the President of the Pontifical Committee, 
Cardinal Gasparri, to our Apostolic Delegate under date of Sept. 26, 
1921 (Bouscaren, o. c. I, 149). The declaration was subsequently 
transmitted to all the bishops of the United States, but, being of 
local interest only, was not inserted in the Acta. The Cardinal 
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takes occasion to remark that the quasi-parishes of pre-Code days 
became ip10 facto canonical parishes upon the promuliiation of the 
Code, and that a special decree of the Ordinary to this effect was not 
required, provided the quasi-parishes in question had the Code 
requisites of a parish, namely, a priest with title to the parish, a 
stable revenue though consistini only of free-will offerings, and 
fixed boundaries. 

It follows from what hli been said that the title of rtctor for 
the priest in charge of a parish is no longer admiuible in this country, 
but that of ;astor is proper. Al&0 so-cnlled rectories might hence· 
forth be called parish housts, or the ~astor's residenct. The Code 
reserves the name of rector for the priest who has charge of a non
parochial church (c. 479 iq.). Of such churches there are extremely 
few in the United States due to our missionary conditions. 

§3, APPOINTMBNT OF PASTORS 

The appointment of pastors belongs to the bishop, not the vicar· 
general, without a special mandate. The vicar-capitular (diocesan 
administrator) can appoint pastors after a year's vacancy in the 
diocesan tee (c.455). 

Bishops cannot, however, appoint to vacant parishes reserved 
to the Holy See. These are listed in c. 1435, the more important 
reservations being those parishes whose incumbent died at Rome, 
or whose pastor belonged to the Pontifical Household, as in the cue 
of monsignors, or whose incumbent wu appointed to a bishopric. 
But the Apostolic Delegate has faculties to confer such parishes. 

Otherwise, in the United States there is neither the right of 
patronage, not that of nomination, to limit the bishop's right of free 
appointment to parishes, as often happens in other countries, and in 
virtue of which the bishop can merely grant canonical institution. 

Only in the case of parishes entrusted to religious has tht 
religious superior the right to prt1tnt the candidate for the parish, 
and the bishop has the right to approtJe of the choice, thus aivinc 
canonical institution ( c. 456). 

As a rule, vacant parishes should be filled within six months, 
like any other ecclesiastical office. But here the bishop is allowed 
to defer the provision beyond six months if in his judgment circum
stances so warrant. In the meantime an administrator is appointed 
(c. 4.58). 

Not more than one pastor can be appointed to a parish. Neither 
can one priest be appointed to two or more parishes, these beinc 
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incompatible offices. But a priest can hold title to one parish, while 
acting as administrator of another parish ( c. 460). 

§4. REMOVAL OF PASTORS 

In virtue of their office pastors ought to enjoy a certain degree 
oi stability, so that, like their Divine Model, they ma}' become so 
intimately acquainted with their sheep that they can say : 1 know 
mint and mint know mt. 

But stability need not imply irremovability, and it admits of 
degrees. Irremovable pastors have naturally greater stability of 
~ffice than removable pastors. The Code in admitting the distinc
tion between these two kinds of pastors automatically acknowledges 
that canonical parishes can exist with removable puton nt their 
head (c. 454, §2). 

Irremovability and removability are relative terms and have 
a technical meaning. That a pastor is irremovable docs not imply 
that he cannot be removed for any cause until death. Nor because 
a pastor is removnble can he be transferred, or removed from office, 
at the bishop's good pleasure, at least in the case of secular pastors. 

But religious pastors are always removable at the good pleaaure 
(ad n11tum) of the bishop, the religious superior being previo\lsly 
notified. So, too, the reli&ious superior may remove the pastor at 
his good pleasure (atl nutum), the local Ordinary b.tiug previou.'\ly 
notified. Neither the superior, nor the Ordinary, needs the consent 
one of the other. But in the event of disagreement, recourse lies 
to the Holy See in Jeflolutfoo, the removal taking effect at onoe 
( c. 454, §5). And the good name of the pastor cannot be allowed 
to suffer despite the term ad nutum. 

Secular pastors are never removable atl nutum, whether they 
are removable or irremovable. Alway;; a canonical cause is required, 
and some sort of canonical procedure, the dt!gree of formality in· 
volved in the prooedure differentiating irremovable from removable 
pastors. Both can be rtmot•td for adminislratii•e reasons, c. g., in
competency•, old age, ill-will of the people, etc., but a longer adminis
tr:ith•e procedurt> is required in the case of irremovable pastors. Both 
can likewise be removed for ~riminal charges, and if these charges 
are non-residence, concubinage, or neglect of pastoral duties, an 
administrative procedure suffices. Finally, an irremovable pastor 
cannot be transferred against his will administratively without 
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sanction of the Holy See, while a removable pastor can be transferred 
against his lvill, although an administrative procedure is required. 
For these procedures in creater detail, cfr. 653 ff. 

The Code desires that irremovability be regarded as the normal 
characteristic of every canonical parish ( c. 454, 1). It declares that 
those which are now irremovable cannot be made removable without 
an Apostolic Indult. It further states that for declaring a removable 
parish irremovable the decree of the bishop suffices, after consulting 
:with the cathedral chapter (diocesan oonsultors) . And all parishes 
to be ereckd after the Code must be irremovable, unleas the Ordi
nary, again consulting with the above bodies, decrees that they be 
removable (t. 454, §3). 

The III Plenary Council of Baltimore ordained, under n. 33, 
that one-tenth of the parishes in every diocese be declared irremov
able. This ordinance may now be ignored, and, as was said, the 
bishop can erect removable parishes indefinite in number. But 
parishes which were irremovable at the time of the Code cannot be 
dliclared removable by the bishop without Apostolic indult, as said 
in the preceding paragraph. 

§5. QUALIFICATIONS RBQUIRED IN PASTORS 

For 't'aliditJ• the pastor must be a prie3t. For licitne11 he must 
be a man of good morals, and gifted with knowledge, zeal for souls, 
prudence, and all other virtues and qualities which oommon or par
ticular law requires for the pastoral office ( 4 59, §2). 

Those who possess the above qualifications in a more eminent 
degree are to be preferred, i.e., the worthier.candidate (c. 459, §1). 
To arrive at this knowledge the bishop may have to consult the 
diocesan archives, and, if necessary, gather even secret information 
concerning the candidate's moral virtues, (c . .f.59, §3, n. 1 ). 

Concerning the candidate's intellectual ability, i.e., his learn
ing, the Ordinary must take into consideration the results of the 
examinations which the candidate undenvent for three }'ears subse
quent to hfa ordination (dr. c. 130). :Moreover, a special examina
tion previous to the appointment must be taken by the candidate 
in the presence of the bishop, and conducted by the synodal exam
iners ( c. 459, §3, n. 3). In our country it seems to be 'the 
custom to dispense froni this special examination, and to rely solely 
upon the success of the examinations taken by the cleric during 
his seminary years. This will suffice, provided said e~aminations 
covered the matkr which ordinaril}· is the subject of the sper-ial 
examinations to ascertain a candidate's fitne!l.i for a vacant parish 
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(Code Comm., Nov. 24, 1920; Acta XII, 574). Nor is the special 
examination required in transferring to another parish, provided the 
transttr does not take place at the pastor's suggestion (Code Comm. 
il>iJ.). 
· The Code renews the law of Benedict XIV Cum i/lutl. Dec. 14, 
1742, which required a competitive examin:ition ( con(ursus) in the 
case of appointment to irremof!Q/J/e parishes (c. 459, §4). The c:on
cursus differs from the simple examinations, spoken of thus far, in 
that the results of the examinations are the sole factor in determin
ing the wortAier candidate, so that one who obtains the highest marks 
is strictly entitled to the parish. The III Plenary Council of Balti
more (n. 36) required the concursus for all irremovable rectorshipa. 
But a private answer transmitted by the Consistorial Congregation 
to l)ur Apostolic Delegate under date of June 24, 1931 abroeates 
this ruline of the Baltimore Council, and declares that for appoint
m~nts to paruhcs in this country, whether removable or irremovable, 
the simple examination described in c. 459, §3 will suffice. (Cfr. 
Bouscaren, o. c. vol. I, p. 249). 

I n1tal lation ( c. 461 ) • The appointment to a parish becomes 
effective from the moment of takior canonical possession of the 
benefice. Before the irutallation, the new pastor must make the 
profession of faith according to the formula found at the beginning 
of the Code. Moreover, until the Holy See rules otherwise, the oath 
against Modernism must be added, the formula of which is found 
io the Acta A;ost. Sedu, II, 669 (H. 0., Mar. 22, lq18; 
Acta X, 136). 

The manner of installation the Code leaves to particular law 
or custom, in accordance with c. 1444. In many European countries 
the pastor is installed by the bishop, or the rural dean. Where formal 
installations are not observed, as with us, generally speaking, the 
appointment becomes effective from the first moment of the actual 
exercise of the office. 

If a priest does not take po5'e5Sion of his parish within the 
time set by the Ordinary, the latter is free to declare the parish 
vacant (c. 1444, §2). 

§6. RIGHTS OP p ASTORS 

lo virtue of their ollice pastors have all powers requisite for 
the proper care of souls, and the administration of the parish. 
Hence, without further delegation, and in virtue of their appoint
ment alone, pastors may preach, administer all sacramcnb, savin& 
confirmation and orders, celebrate Holy Mass, adminiiter sacra
mentals not reserved to bishops, and conduct public worship. 
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In the administration of certain sacraments and sacramentala 
pastors have rights jointly with other priests, e. '-• sacramental 
absolution, private distribution of holy communion, etc. But with 
re.1pcct to other sacraments and sacramentals, pastors have exclusive 
authority. SucJi functions which are reserved to pastors may be 
called lastoral, or ptJTOciUJ rights. For the licit exercise of these 
functions there is evidently required, in addition to · the power of 
orders, a certain measure of jurisdiction in the internal forum 
which is possessed by pastors alone, but which, being ordinary, they 
may delegate to others. But these functions cannot be exercised 
outside of the parish, nor generally in favor of non-parishioners 
even in the parish. However, a pastor may hear the confession of 
his subjects in any part of the world, and the confenion of all 
pmitents within his parish. 

Within his territory, we say, a pastor may exercise pastoral 
rights with regard to his subjects. Now the subject of a pastor, 
i.e., his parishioner, is a person who has a domicile or quasi-domicile 
in the parish, or in the case of wgi who have nowhere a fixed abode, 
these are a pastor's subjects as long as they are stayin1 in his parish 
( c. 94). But certain persons, while having domicile or quasi· 
domidle in the parish, are not parishioners, namely: 1 ) those religious 
who enjoy episcopal exemption by common law; 2) religious and 
pious houses which, though not exempt by common law, have been 
exempted from· the jurisdiction of the pastor by Apostolic indult, 
or episcopal decree, and these will be exempt to the extent described 
in the decree of exemption, or the faculties of their chaplain; 
3) the diocesan seminary; 4) nationals, i. e., those who belong to 
a national or foreign-apealcing parish (c:. 464, 1368). 

With this premised we shall see what functions are reserved 
to pastors. 

Pa1toral, or f>arot:liial rigllt.r-These are listed in ~. 462, namely: 
1) To confer 10/emn baptism. Hence, private baptism is not 

reserved, and it can be given by any priest in a case of emerpncy, 
e. g,. in a hospital Nor can the pastor baptize his subject outside 
of the parish, as was ._id. In this case the local pastor may baptize 
the 1errgrinu1 solemnly when it is difficult for the latter to go, or be 
taken, to his proper parish (c. 738, 739) ; 

2) To carry the Blessed Sacrament ~11/,licly to the sick in hia 
parish. This custom does not prevail \rith us. Communion may be 
taken privately to anyone by any priest in any parish (849). And 
this priest, if he has the aeneral faculties of the diocese, may hear 
the confession of the communicant; 

3) To tab Holy Yiatic11m and administer Eztreme Unction 
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to the sick in the parish. While private communion for the sick 
outside of dan&er of death is not reserved, YiatU:um is reserved, even 
when administered privately. A few cases are excepted : 1 ) Via.tic:um 
and Extreme Unction administered to the bishop, this right belong
ing to the first di&nitary of the cathedral chapter ( c. 397, n. 3) ; 
2) in clerical religions it belongs to the superior (c. 514, §1); 
3) in a monastery of nuns with solemn vows to the ordinary con
fessor, or his substitute; (c. 514, §2); 4) in other lay religions to the 
chaplain (c. 514, §3); 5) in case of necessity the right belongs to 
any priest (c. 938, §2). 

4) To announce sacred ordinations and the banns of marriage. 
5) To assist at marriages, and pronounce the nuptial blessing. 

For validity the pastor must assist within his own territory; for 
licitnm the parties must also be his subjects, at least the Catholic 
bride. Hence; to assist at a marriage outside of his pariah, even 
though both parties arc his subjects, would be invalid, without 
permission of the local pastor ( c. 1094, 1097) . 

6) To conduct funerals. Persons who die outside of their 
parish must be taken to their proper parish church for burial if this 
can be done conveniently nnd without expense. Even though this be 
true, namely, that the funeral can easily be conducted from the 
proper parish of the deceased, yet anyone, saving religious, may 
designate the church of bis funeral, but the choice need not be 
presumed by the proper pator, who can insist upon legitimate proof. 
The survivors arc not permitted to choose a church of funeral other 
than the proper parish, supposing the absence of inconvenience. 

7) To bless houses on Holy Saturday. With us this custom 
is not observed except in some foreign-language parishes. The bleas
ing of houses outside of Holy Saturday would not be a pastoral and 
reaervcd right. 

8) To bless the baptismal font on Holy Saturday. 
9) To conduct public processions and impart solemn blessings 

outside of the church. 
The above is an exhaustive list of pastoral (reserved) rights. 

From the silence of the Code it follows that certain functions, 
which might otherwise appear to be so, are not reserved, and can 
be performed by priests other than pastors, namely: 1) high Masses; 
2) the preaching of sermons, although episcopal approval is required; 
3) Easter Communion, and so the faithful may make their Easter 
duty in an}' parish, or church, but they ought to be encouraged to 
discharge this obligation in their parish church (c. 859); 4) First 
Communion, whether received privately or publicly, although the 
pastor is entitled to judge the fitness and proper dispositions of all 
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first communicants (c. 854, §5); 5) the functions of Holy Week 
includinc Mass on Holy Thursday; 6) the blessings on Candlemas 
Day, Ash Wednesday and Palm Sunday; 7) the churching of 
women; 8) benediction with the Blessed Sat!ratnent. 

Neither are the faithful bound to hear 1K:us on Sunda)'S and 
holydays in their proper parish. However,' they' are not released 
from the duty of supporting their pastor and~'{ii'Bh church. 

,~alar1 anti 1tole feel-On the principle enunciated by St. Paul 
that: the1 that 1entt tht altar "1Ttdt wit/a the altar, and the1 that 
preach the gospel shoultl live by the gospel. (l Cor. IX, 13-14.), 
every pastor is entitled to a just compensation for his suvfoes. 

As the holder of a benefice the pastor has the right to the 
revenues from his benefice endowment (c. 1473). With us, revenues 
and endowment are one and the same thing,.consisting of a fixed 
salary derived from the free-will offering,,. of the faithful. Each 
bishop determines by diocesan la\V the salary of the pastors 
(III Plen. Cone. Bait. n. 273). 

In addition to his salary, the pastor is entitled to those stole fees 
which have been sanctioned by custom, or by legitimate taxation of 
the provincial cotmcil ( c. 463, § 1). With us, stole fres may be 
expected for baptisms, marriages and funerals, but in the case of 
the poor these must be given gratuitous sf'rvice ( 463, §4-). In the 
case of the other sacraments no fee may be eJ:acutl, but donations 
spontaneously proffered may be accepted, save offerings made on 
the occasion of sacramental confession. 

The stole fees belong to the pastor, even though another priest, 
e.g., the assistant, performed the service. However, the excess of 
the ordinary fee may be retained by the minister in thii; ~. pro
vided the intention of the donor to this effect appears explicitly, 
c. g., by his statement, or implicitly from circumstances, e. g., the 
donor is the priest's relative, it is the priest's birthday, namesday, 
etc. ( c. -463, §3). 

Di1;1111ing and absol'lli119 powers-In virtue of his office the 
pastor has no special dispensing powers save these: 1) to dispense 
from the law of fast, abstinence and the observance of holy days 
with respect to either individu~ls or families, but not the whole 
parish (c. 1245, §I) ; 2) to dispense from marriage impediments in 
danger of death, and in othen,•ise urgent cases, if time docs not 
per&iit of recourse to the Ordinary, and other circumstances are 
verified as described in c. 1043-.1045. In both ca&es strangers 
(fleregrini) may benefit by his powen. · 

Neither has the pastor, in virtue of his office alone, special 
powers to absolve from sins and censures, save one cue, namely, 
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to absolve during the Easter season from all diocesan reserved sins 
(c. 899, §3). 

If pastors have other dispensing and absolving powers, which 
are not possessed by the ordinary priest, this is in virtue of delegated 
faculties, which they may have received from the Holy See, the 
bishop, or the diocesan statutes. 

Y acation-Every pastor has the right to an annual vacation 
of two months, to be taken continuously or interruptedly. However, 
the Code allows the local Ordinary ro lengthen or shorten this 
vacation period for a just cause. With us, due to the scarcity of 
priests who are available to supply, very few pastors arc allowed 
annually a vacation of two months (c. 465, §2). 

Manag~ment of parish-Every pastor has the power of adminis
tration in regard to his parish. In respect to administration a parish 
ma)' be viewed: 1) as a church; 2) as a benefice; 3) as a non
collegiate moral peraon with property rights. 

T nsofar as the parish is a church, the pastor has exclusive juris-
dktion in the following matters: 1 ) the admission of outside priests 
who wfah to celebrate Mass or conduct other divine services; 2) the 
enforcement of sacred liturgy in the celebration of divine services; 
3) the fixing of the hours of services and the determination of the 
various devotions ; 4) the supervision of whatever pertains to 
collections, announcemenu1 the arrangement of altars, communion 
rail, pulpit, organ, seats and p~, offering boxes, the adornment 
of the church, the admission and rejection of sacred vessels, utensils 
(Jr other sacred furnishings; 5) the writing and safe-keeping of parish 
boob; 1) the appointment of sacristan, singers, organist, servers, 
janitor, etc. ( c.484, 1184-1185) • 

Insofar as the parish is a benefice, the pastor has the right to 
gather the revenues from the endowment, and administer the endow
ment funds or property. With us, this cannot ordinarily be exercised; 
the pastor simply draws his salary from time to time out of the 
collections, there being no real estate constituting the capital (endow
ment) from which his salary is taken. 

Insofar as the parish is a corporation vested \Vith property rights, 
the pastor is the administrator of its temporalities (c. 1476). The 
pastor is not the owner of parish propeny, and all contributions, 
whether in the farm of pew rent, seat money, collections, subscrip
tions, etc. belong to the parish, the pastor being permitted to draw 
only his salary therefrom. Canons 1518-1528 speak of the duties 
of administrators in general, and in various places the Code lays 
down more explicit rulings, e. g., conceming the necessity of observ-
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ing the civil law in the mskin& of contracts (c. 1529); the prohibi· 
tion against the alienation of ecclesiastical goods and property beyond 
certain limits (c. 1532); the administration of funds given the pastor 
in trust ( c. 151<r1517) ; the making of donations from parish goods 
(c. 1535); the acceptance and refusal of donations (c. 1536); the 
contracting of mortgages and other debti (c. 1538); the leasing of 
church property (c. 1541-1542); the filing of deeds and other legal 
papers connected with property rights (c. 1523, n. 6); the keeping 
of a record of income and expenditures (c. 1523, n. 5); the submit
ting of an annual financial report to the bishop ( c. 1525) ; the need 
of previous permission of the local Ordinary to institute a lawsuit 
in the name of the church (c. 1526); the invalidity of ach exceeding 
the bounds of ordinar)· administration ( c. 1527) , etc. 

Every pastor ought also to consult particular ecclesiastical 
legislation, especially the diocesan statutes, on the aclminimation 
of church property. Uually what is vague and general in the common 
law will receive greater specification in the statutes, e. g., as to what 
sum constitutes an excess of the ordinary administration, for which 
previous permission must be obtained. 

In the United States, moreover, since practically every parish 
is in one form or another incorporated under the la,vs of the respec
tive states, the pastor and bishop must be guided by the charter of 
incorporation in order that their acts may be legally protected in 
the civil courts. 

§7. OBLIGATIONS OF PASTORS 

These may be reduced to: 1) the care of souls; 2) tht obliga
tion of residen~ ; 3) the application of Mass for the people ; 4) the 
keeping of parish boob; S) the administration of the temporaliries 
of the parish. Concerning this last point we have already spoken. 

Care of souls-The care of souls, or the sacred ministry in the 
strict 'ense, comprises the followin& duties, lvhich we briefly tnumer· 
ate, since they !llCeive more elaborate treatment in manuals of moral 
and pastoral theology, namely : 

1 ) To celebrate Holy Mass, and to conduct other services 
prt!eribed by liturgy and canon law ( c. 467, § 1) : 
· 2) To administer the sacraments to the faithful whenever 
these ask for them legitimately ( c. 467, I 1 ) ; 

3) To preach the word of God on Sundays and holyda~ 
of obligation ( c. 1344) ; 

4) To become personally acquainted with his parishioners, 
so that as a true shepherd he can, like Christ the Good Sbephtrd, say: 
I bow mi11e antl mine inow me (c. 467, §1); 
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5). To prudently correct the erring; hence, privately at first, 
then before two witnesses; finally, publicly if this be necessary to 
:ivoid or repair scand:il, but safeguarding himself from the possibi!it)• 
of defamation of character and subsequent lawsuits ( c. 467, § 1) ; 

6) Like the Divine Master Himself, to take a personal inter
est in the poor -and the unfortunate ( c. 467, § J) ; 

7) To care for the sick, especially the dying, with the utmost 
zeal and charity, administering to them the sacraments and com
mending their souls to God. In danger of death the pastor, or any 
priest who assista the dying, may and should impart the Apostolic 
Blessing with a plenary indulgence (c. 468); 

8) To employ ir~t diligence in instructing the children in 
the Catholic faith; hence, the need of setting aside some convenient 
time for catechetical instructions for the children, especially lvhere 
a parish has no parochial school ( c. 467, § 1 ) ; 

9) To promote works of charit}', faith and piety, e. &·• through 
the establishment of confraternities and pious unions in the parish 
(c. 469). 

law' of residence-That the pastor ma)• attend to the care of 
souls properly, the law obli&es him to live in the parish, and near 
the parish church ( c. 465, § 1). Concerning his annual vacation we 
have already spoken. 

When the pastor leaves the parish, whether on vacation or for 
any other reason, if his abJence will extend be)•ond a week, he mu.~t 
obtain previous written permission from the local Ordinary. When 
requesting this permission, the pastor must at the same time inform 
the local Ordinary of the name of the prieat who will supply during 
his absenee. If the Ordinary approves of the choice, the priest 
becomes the vicar-substitute, concerning whose powers more will be 
said on p. 279 (c. 465, §4). 

Should it be necessary for the pastor to depart hurriedlr so that 
be has no time to hear from the local Ordinary, he must at 
once lvrite to the Ordinary telling the reasons for his departure, 
and naming the priest whom he intends as a substitute. Unless and 
until the priest so chosen is notified by the chancery to the contrary, 
he ma)' act with all the powers of a vicar-substitute, the Code itself 
giving the priest under these circumstances the powers of such a 
vicar (c. 465, §5). 

For absences la5ting less than a week, the permission of the 
Ordinaiy is not required. But even here the pastor should see 
to it that the faithful are provided for, especially in a case of 
emer~ncy, e.g., by arranging with them and the neighboring pastor 
(c.465, §6). 
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Mimi pro ftopulo~Besides all Sundays, bisho.Ps and pastors must 
appl)· Mass for their respective subjects on the following days: 
(S. C. Council, Dec. 28, 1919; Acta XII, p . .f.2): 1-The Feast of 
the Circumcision; 2-Epiphany; 3-Purification of the B. V. M. 
(Feb. 2); 4-St. Mathias (Feb. 24); S-St. Joseph (Mar. 19}; 
6-Annunciation (Mar. 25); 7, 8-Monday and Tuesday after 
Easter; 9-Sts. Philip and James (May 1); 10-Finding of the 
Cross (May3); 11-Asoension Day; 12-Corpus Christi; 13, 14-
Monday and Tuesday after Pentecost; lS-St. John Baptist (June 
24); 16-Sts. Peter and Paul (June 29); 17-St. James (July 25); 
18-St. Anne (July 26); 19-St. Lawrence (Aug. 10); 20-As
sumption (Aug. 15); 21-St. Bartholomew (Aug. 24); 22-Drdi
cation of St. Michael Archangel (Sept. 29); 25-Sts. Simon and 
Jude (Oct. 28); 26-All Saints' (Nov. 1); 27-St. Andrew (Nov. 
30); 28-lmmaculate Conception (Dec. 8); 29-St. Thomas, Apos· 
tie (Dec.21); 30-Christmas Day; 31-St. Stephen (Dec. 26); 
32-Holy Innocents (Dec. 28); 33-St. Sylvester (Dec. 31); 
34-Patron of country (in the United States this ti the Immaculate 
Conception); 35-Patron of the place (in this country \Ve have no 
patrons of cities, towns, etc.). Cfr. c. 466, 51. 

If a pastor is nt the same time administrator of one or more 
other parishes, he need apply only one Mass for the people on the 
above days (c. 466, 52). 

If some impediment hinders the pastor from applying Mass on 
the day a!Signed, e. g., he bu a funeral, he may have it applied 
through another priest, e. g., the usistant, giving the latte1, of coune, 
the usual low Mass stipend, or postponing the obligation until the 
next free day. 

The pastor should apply the Mus personally, when at all 
possible. However, since the obligation is also local, i.e., the Mass 
should be said if possible in the parish church ( c. 466, §4), should 
the pastor be abs~t, he may apply the Mass himself away from the 
parish church, or have it said in the parish church by another priest. 
The personal and the local obligations arc of equal force, and neither 
prevails over the other (c. 466, §S). 

The Mi.r.ra pro 1011110 need not be the high Mass, nor the 
parish Mass. 

The day assigned for the Mi11a r-o pop11lo is determined 1111 
ttrgtndam, not ad finitndam o/Jligationtm. Therefore, Masses not 
said on the fi."<ed days must still be supplied. 

The Mass for the people is due the congregation tz jrlllitia. 
If, therefore, the pastor happens to binate on these days, he may not 
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aa:ept a stipend for the second Mass, saving an Apostolic indult. 
Much less may he accept a stipend for the Mi11a ;ro ;a;t1fo. But 
some compensation may be · accepted for the second Mus ez litt1lo 
eztrinseeo, namely, by reason of labor and inconvenience, as where 
the pastor would say a tecond Mass in another parish, to supply 
for the pastor of that place. 

Parisll boo.l.r-Every pastor must keep five parish book1: 1) the 
baptismal regimr ; ~) the confirmation register; 3) the marriage 
register; .f.) the register of deaths ; 5) the census book ( c. 4 70, 51 ) • 
In addition, he inust have an account book containing the record of 
income and expenditures, as we have already remarked. The bap
tismal, confirmation, marriaac, and death registen can be separate 
or composite volumes. 

In the baptismal register must be entered the names of all 
persons baptized in his parish, whether these are his subjects or not. 
In the latter case he must send notice of the baptism to the proper 
pastor also ( c. 778). 

The baptismal register must have a wide margin so that after 
each name there may be space to record: l) confirmation; 2) mar· 
riage; 3) reception of subclcaconsbip; 4-) the profeaion of 10/emn 
vows (c. 470, §2). This is an obligation imposed by the common law, 
and the reason in the case of marriage, subd~conship and solemn 
vows is that tbeae constitute diriment impediments to marriage, so 
that an extract of the baptismal re:ister (a baptismal certificate}. 
which must be furnished every priest who assists at a marri:tge, will 
testify whether or not the party is free to marry. To this end notice 
of e\"ery contracted marriaee, of subdeaconship and solemn vows 
must be transmitted to the party's parish of baptism, by the respon· 
sible penons, whether priest (c. 1103, §2), bishop (1011), or re· 
ligious superior (c:. 1011, 576, §2). 

Every pastor should have his own parish archives in which to 
keep the above registers and important episcopal or chancery docu· 
menu and papers worthy of retention. The archives, like the parish 
boob, are subject to inspection at the time of the visitation 
(c. 470, §4). 

Finally, every p:istor must have a parish seal for the purpose of 
authenticating copies taken from the parish registers, e. g., baptismal, 
marriage certificates, etc. When issuing a document intended to be 
authentic, the date and place of issuance must be added, and the 
parish seal affixed, otherwise the document iJ not authentic 
(c. 470, 14) 
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§8. EllECTION, DIVISION, ETC., OF PARISHES 

The Code docs not discuss this subject when speaking of pastorfl, 
but the reader must consult Book III of the Code under the title 
of benefices. A parish being a benefice, whatever the Code rules 
concerning the erection, union, division, etc. of beneficea will apply 
equally to the erection, etc. of parishes ( cfr. p. 549 ff). 

ART. 11. 

Parochial Vloara 

A parochial vicar is a priest who substitutes for the pastor in 
the care of souls. Thus the vicar, like the pastor, assists the bishop 
in the sacred ministry. 

Some vicars have ordinary jurisdiction with all the rights and 
duties of real pastors, being rated in law as paators in everything 
saving the name. But other vicars have only delegated jurisdiction. 

There are five classes of parochial vicars : 1 ) actual vicars ; 
2) the vicar adminutrator; 3) the vicar substitute; 4) the vicar 
adjutant; 5) the vicar cooperator, called in our country the assistant, 
assistant priest, or assistant pastor. 

§1. THI ACTUAL VICAR. 

(c. 471) 

The actual vicar is a priest chosen by a moral penoo where a 
parish is united to the moral person, so that the vicar may exercise 
the act1U1l care of souls lvhile the moral penon retains the habitual 
care of souls. Religious parishes are cases in illustration. Here the 
parish is united to the house, abbey, province, etc., and the latter are 
the habitual pastors, while the priest we call pastor is really the 
vicar of the foregoin&, though the distinction is more academic than 
practical. 

As to his appointment, he is presented by the moral person but 
recrives canonical institution from the bishop. Thus a religious 
superior designated by the constitutions, e. g., the provincial, presents 
a priest of his province to the bishop, and the bishop, if he approves 
of the choice,· thereby confers the parish on the priest. 

As to removal, the actual vicar, if a secular priest, e.g., the 
vicar of the cathedral chapter, cannot be removed by the moral 
person who presented him. But he can be removed by the bishop 
in the manner of secular pastors. But religious actual vicars, or 
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simply religious pastors, are removable atl riutum, i. e., at the good 
pleasure of either the bishop or the reliaious superior, u alread)' 
e.""tplained above. 

Actual vicar11 whether of the secular or religious clerg)'1 mny 
be called vicars or they may be called pastors, they bein& in fact 
the actual pastors, and the moral person the habitual pastor. The)' 
are not called rectors. 

As to their jurisdiction, actual vicars have all the rirhts and 
duties of pastors, including the obligation of the Jlis1a ,ro ,0,1110. 
Their jurisdiction is ordinar)', and they may delegate the same Irr 
mot/um habitus or atl actum. as \tas said when we explllined the 
rules governing the exercise of jurisdicti~. 

§2. THB VICAll Al>MINISTRATOI. 

(c. 472-473) 

The administrator ( flicarius ~uonomu1) is a priest who exer
cises the care of souls provisionall)· during the 1,•atant)· of a parish, 
e. g., between the time of a pastor's death and the appointment of 
a new p.1stor. 

The administrator has ordinal)' juri1diction, having all the rights 
and duties of a pastor in virtue of his office, includin& the obligation 
of applying Mass for the people. Hence, e. g., he may not only aSFist 
at marriaps himself, but he may delegate another priest to assist 
at specified marriages, or if this priest is his rJkariu1 too~rator ( cfr. 
§S below), he may authorize him to UBist at -all marriages which 
may come up. (Pont. Comm. May 20, 1923; Atta XVI, 11.f.). 

Until an administrator is appointed, the first assistant, immedi
ately upon the vacancy of the parish, receives from the law itself 
full paroclli:i.l rights ; and if there is no assistant, these rights in the 
vacant parish are aiven to the nearest neir;hboring pastor. But upon 
the vacancy of a reliaious parish it is the local superior, not the first 
assistant, who receives full parochial riehts from the Code; and if 
the pastor \VOS the superior, it will be the priest who by the law of 
the constitutions succeeds the superior in the government of the 
house. In practise these points need not create difficulties, for the 
bishop must be informed at once in case of a vacancy through death, 
and he will either confirm the arrangements described, or change 
them, which he is authorized to do. For these arrangements hold by 
law only until they are confirmed or modified by the local Ordinary. 
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§3. THE V1c.u SUBSTITUTE 

(c ... 74) 

279 

The vicar substitute is a priest who eovems a parish during 
the absence of the paator, or pending the recourse to the Holy See 
taktn by a pastor against the bishop's decree of removal. Hence, 
the parish is not vac:int, otherwise an administrator or a new pai;tor 
would be appointed. 

If the pastor intends to IO on vacation, or otherwiJe absent him~elf 
for longer than a week, he must first obtain 'vritten permission of 
the local Ordinary. When requesting this permission the palltor 
should take care to mention the name of the priest whom he intends 
should supply for him. If the Ordinary approves of the choice, 
the priest iµo facto becomes a vicar substitute. This we already saw. 

The vicar substitute has sll the rights and duties of a pastor, 
savin, matters which the local Ordinary or the pastor may have 
reserved. Therefore, if not reserved he mlly assist at all marri:iges 
that m:iy come up, and he may authorize another priest to take the 
marrial" in hia stead, if this other priest is a 1Jicarius coolerator, 
but if he is not, he may delegate him only for specdied marriaps. 

A pastor who absents himself for less than a week need not 
obtain previous permission of the local Ordinary. But he must never
theless provide for his people, epecially for cases of emergency. 
If he hu an assistant, there is no difficulty. If he arranlCJ with a 
neighboring pastor, the latter is not a substitute and can assist 
only at specified marriaces, but not at any marriages which may 
come up, since be is not a 1Jicariou.r coo1erator. At the most he may, 
in an unexpected marriage case, call the parties to his parish and 
there assi•t at their marriage. 

§4. THB VICAR ADJVTANT 

(c.475) 

The vicar adjut:mt ( t•icarius adjutor) is a priest given to a 
pastor who is incapable of dischargin' hi' duties properl)' because of 
some ;trmantnt disability, c. g., old age, mental weakness, blindness, 
etc. Ordinarily such pastors are not removed from office unless 
absolutely neces&ar)', since affliction is not to be added to affliction. 

The local Ordinary apP.Oints the vicar.. adjutant ; in the case of 
a reliiiious parish the superior prnents him. 

Sa\•ing the obliption of the Mi.rsa prb popu/o, which the pastor 
must fulfill personnll)' or throuih another, offerin~ the latter a 
stipend, the vicar adjutant has all the rights and duties of a ·pastor, 
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unless the Ordinary makes reservations in the letters of appointment. 
In that supposition the priest retains the name of adjutant, but in 
reality his powers are delegated, like those of an assistant ( vicarius 
coo;erator.) 

Usually, if the pastor is sui com;os, the adjutant has only 
restricted and delegated powers, and remains under the authority 
and vigilance of the pastor. If the adjutant has all authority, his 
jurisdiction i.' ordinary. If ordinary, he may delegate a non-:usistant 
to take this or that specified marriage, and he may delegate a flicarius 
coo;erator to assist at indeterminate marriages. If the adjutant has 
no full powers, his rights with respect to assisting at marriage, and 
sub delegating others in his place, are identical with those of the 
flicariuscoo;mztor. (Pont. Comm. May 30, 1923; Acta XVI, 114) •. 

§5. THE VICAIUUS CooP.BltATOR 

{c. 476) 

With us this is the asJistant. Technically, the vicariu1 coo;era
tor is a priest given to a pastor who cannot govern the parish alone 
because of the large number of souls, or for reasons other than those 
calling for a vicar adjutant as described above, e. g., vast extent of 
parish, differences of language and nationalities, etc. 

Usually 8S3istants are appointed for the entire parish. They 
may be :issigned to a certain section, however, with its own church 
(chapel) and residence for the priest, but in such cases the priest 
is not a pastor ; he remains a vicar, i. e., ao assistant. 

As to their appointment, secular assistants are appointed by the 
local Ordinaf)', after consulting with the pastor. Religious assistants 
are presented by the superior after consulting with the pastor, and 
the local Ordinary grants the approbation, or canonical mission. 
In some countries it has been the custom of appointing assistants with
out consulting the pastor. Such custom can no longer prevail against 
the .Code. Even though centenary, it should be removed if this can 
be done without inoonvenience. (S. C. Council, Nov. 14, 1920; 
A eta XIII, p. 43) . 

As to their removal, secular assistants are removable aJ nutum 
by the bishop, the vicar-capitular (diocesan administrator), and by 
the vicar-general with special mandate. Religious assistants can be 
removed in the same manner as religioua pastors, i.e., ad n.utum, by 
either the local Ordinary or the superior, the one advising the other 
beforehand, and neither being bound to state the reasons to the other. 

As to their powers, assistants supply for the pastor in the general 
government of the parish, and this in virtue of their office. But their 
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faculties, being dele1ated, must be learned from the bishop'11 letters 
of appointment, from the dioceaan statutes and from the pastor's 
commission. That the assistant's powers are all delegated, and that 
he does not enjoy ordinary jurisdiction, seems to be the more 
gtonerally accepted view. Consequently, uole11 expressly authorized, 
he may not assist at marriages. But he may be pven not only 
particular, but general dele1ation, to assist at marriages, and in 
the latter case he may subdelegate his powers for specific marriages 
(Pont. Comm. May 30, 1923 ; A eta XVI, 114). If the diocesan 
statutes contain a provision to the effect that assistants may confer 
all the sacraments, this doe.s not extend to marriage, unless c:ustmn 
so interprets the statutes. (H. 0., Sept. 27, 1898; A. S.S. XXXI, 
317). 

ART. III. 

CllapJaim 
(c.479, §2) 

A chaplain is a priest attached to 10me institution with a public 
or semi-public oratory for the purpose of exercising the sacred 
ministry in respect to its inmates. Hence, chaplairu assist the bishop 
in the care of souls with respect to theie institutio~ in the diocese. 

As there are vario.a kinds of institutions, ID there are many 
varieties of chaplains, e. g., chaplains of convents, hospitals, prisons, 
orphanages, etc. 

What rights and duties are enjoyed by chaplains must be learned 
from the Ordinary'• letten of appointment, or from the decree of 
exemption in the event, and to the extent, that the bishop bu 
ext'mpted a particular institution from the jurisdiction of the local 
pastor. Usually, chaplains may say Ma-, distribute communion1 
hear confessions, except in the case of religious women, and preach. 
In addition, and by virtue of common la.w, the chaplain of all lay 
religions, other than those of nuna, may administer Holy Viaticum 
end Extreme Unction. And they may, if so empowered, conduct the 
funeral services of lay male religious ( c. S 14, §3). In monasteries 
of nuns with solemn vows the ordinary confeillllOr, or his substitute, 
takes Holy Vinticum to the dying and administers Extreme Unction 
(c.514, §2); but the chaplain conducts the funeral service (c. 1230, 
'5). For communities of religious women with simple vows, the 
chaplain conducts the funeral service if the institution is exempt from 
pastoral jurisdiction ( c. 1230, §5). 
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Chaplains of Catholic hospitals usually receive the right to 
administer Holy Viaticum and Extreme Unction, and to this extent 
the hospital will be exempt from the i>utor. Hence, the proper 
pastors of the inmata would not be allowed to go to the hospital 
and administer these sacraments. The same is true if the chaplain 
is authorized to administer solemn baptism and aasist at marriap!S, 
which u seldom verified. But in urpnt cases chaplains, hb any 
other priests, may administer private baptism and even usist at 
marriqe. The record is kept in the local parish booltt if the 
institution is not exempt from the local pastor. 



ON REIJGIOUS 

Ea:leaiastic:al persons are either clerics, religious or laymen. 
H:i.ving considered clerics in Part I, we pass on to study the la\v 
on religious. 

The division of ecdesiastic:al persons into clerics, religious and 
la)·men is not an adequate one in a certain sense, because religious 
are not persons distinct from clerics and laymen. In fact, religious 
are either clerics or laymen. However, a special treatise on religious 
as such is necessary because of the peculiar ripts, privileps and 
duties which the law attaches to the reli1ious state. In other words, 
clerics insofar as they are also religious, have additional righta and 
duties distinct from those attachin1 to the clerical state alone, while 
laymen insofar as they are relipous have rights and duties over 
and above those common to ordinary lay Catholics. 

We shall distribute Part II into 8 chapttrs as follows: 1) On 
the religious state in eeneral ; 2) On the erection and suppression of 
religions, provinces and houses; 3) On aovernment in religiom ; 
4) On admission to a reli&ion ; S) On religious profeuion and it.I 
effects ; 6) On the obligations and privilega of religious ; 7) On 
departure from a religion; 8) On societies of men or women who 
lHd a common life without vows. 

21S 



Chapter I 

THE RELIGIOUS ST.ATE 
Df GENERAL 

In this chapter we shall discuss: 1) the nature of the relipous 
state; 2) the history of the religious state; 3) terminoloar peculiar 
to the law on religious ; 4) precedence among religious. 

ART. 1. 

In pneral the word slalf! denotes a permanent unchanging 
mode of life. In this sense we may speak of the clerical state, the 
conjugal state, etc. lo this general sense, then, the religious state 
would be simply the ordinary every day mode of life characteristic 
of conscientious, God-fearing people. 

But in canon law reli1iou1 state has a technical meaning. Can
on 487 defines it to be: a stable motle of life leJ h1 those ltrsaiu 
wlro1 in addition to ku,;111 tlt1 camma1Ulm1n11, 1tri1Je after n1an91li
cal 11rfection /Jy t/,t ol>strNnCt of tht oaws of 1011trt1, c/11utit1 and 
o/Jtdienct. A society of such persons approved by competent eccleai
astical authority is called a religion, while the members themselves 
are called religious. It remains to explain our definition more at 
length. 

First, the religious state is one of ttJangtlkal ;trftcti4n. Per
fection is the realizntion of the end for which a thing exists and 
for which it has been created, such, e.g., as seeing is to the eye and 
hearing is to the ear. Man•s ultimate end is pouession of God 
through union with Him. It follows that the closer man comes to 
this possession or union, the more perfect will he be. Ordinary per
fection is attained through the observance of the commandmenh. 
Extraordinary perfection comisting in a still closer union with God 
is attained through the observance of certain superrogatory works 
called counsels, which being found in the Gospels ( tNngeUa) are 

2H 
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called evangelical counsels. Although various counsels are con
tained in the ~pels, there are three which when taken collectively 
excel all others as a. means to higher perf~tion since they are ade
quate of themselves to remove the chief obstacles to eternal salva
tion, namely: voluntary poverty which is opposed to the concupiscence 
ot the eyes, chastity which subdues the concupiscence of the flesh, 
and obedience which safeguards against the pride of life. These coun
sels have Christ Himself for their author: If thou will be pn-ftcl, go 
sell what thou hast, and gwe to the poor, dnd thou shalt haut treas
ures in hta'IJtn; arul come follow Mt (Mt. XIX, 21) ; and: EVJeryont 
that hath left hou:t or brethren, or sisters, or father or mothtr, or 
wife or children, or lands for my name'1 sallt, 1hall rueitJe an hun
dredfold and shall possm lift tfltrlastin' (Mt. XIX, 29). Where
as in the above texts we find voluntary poverty·counseled, obedience 
is·advised in this text: If 11111 man will come after Mt let him deny 
himself, and tale up his cross daily anti follow Me {Lk. IX, 23). 
Voluntary chastity is counseled in Mt. XIX, 12: ~nJ there art 
eunuchs who ha'IJe made themselvt1 eunuchs for the llingdom of God. 
If those who observe merely the commandments deserve to be called 
religious, those who in addition keep the counsels just described 
have a. still creater right to that title. 

Secondly, the counsels must be confirmed by 11ow1 if we are to 
have the religious state. In the clerical and conjugal life stability is 
secured by law. In matters of mere counsel, stability can be secured 
in no way other than by vows. Herc there is no authority command
ing or imposing an obligation. Nor would a voluntary promise of 
poverty, chastity and obedience made to man suffice, since the latter, 
e.g., the bishop, who accepts the promise could of his own authority 
release the individuzl of his obligations. However, even the tlight
est degree of stability is compatible with the religious state, that, 
e.g., which is implied in temporary vows, provided that both he 
who takes temporary vows as well as the superior intend that they 
be renewed upon their expiration. From all this it follows that 
VO\VS are essential to the religious state by the will of Christ. 

Thirdly and fourthly, the religious state, as now understbod, 
demands common life in an appro11ed religion. This is in virtue of 
ecclesiastical law only. In the beginning, as we shall see, the erc
mitical life no less than the cenobitic life was regarded as one of 
evangelical perfection. As to the explicit ecclesiastical approval for 
religious organizations this was not required before the 13th century. 

It should be noted, finally, that the religious state is a 1tatus 
perftctionis acquirendu not a status perfectionis aequisit1u. One 
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does not become perfect in the spiritual sense immediately when he 
pronounces vows in a religion ; this is but the beginning of the 
effort. 

ART. IL 

History of the JlellQloua State 

In respect to its fundamentals, i.e., the three counsels an4 VO\\"S, 

the. religious state has Christ for its author as was said. As to its 
accidentals, namely, common life, ecclesiastical approval for this 
or that institution, the rules and constitutions of the different reli
gions, the religious state is of human origin. The history of the reli
gious state, then, is simply the history of these accidental forms. 

Ascetics and tJirgins-In the first t\vo centuries of the Church's 
history we find the first manifestations of the religious state exhibited 
by the ascetics and virgins. These were Christians who, although 
living in the world, kept themselves recollected in the midst of 
dissipation and pure in the midst of corruption. Whether thei• ob
served the three evangelical counsels described, and this in virtue 
of vows, we do not kno\v. It seems, howev~r, that their status was 
publicly recognized by the Church for they assumed a distinct garb, 
made solemn spiritual holocausts of themselves in the h:inds of the 
bishop, and were accorded places of honor in church gatherings. 

Hermit1 and cenobites-The religious state becomes more pro
nounced in the third and fourth century. To escape the persecutions 
of those times many Christians fted into the deserts of Palestine and 
Egypt where they could serve God in seclusion free from the dis· 
tractions of the world. They can be called anchorites in the sense 
that they retired from the world. But some anchorites led the life 
of hermits, i.e., the eremitical life, alone in some mountain.'! or 
~ylvan solitude, and of these St. Paul who died in 341, and St. 
Anthony \vho died in 356, are notable examples. Other anchorites, 
on the other hand, were attracted by the saintly life of some hermit. 
put themselves under his spiritual direction, followed his rule of 
life, and began life under a common roof. These were called ceno
bites and St. Pachomius who died in 346 is considered the father 
of the cenobitic life. 

Monastic Order.r-The cenobitic or common life completely 
replaced the eremitical life within a very short time. The cenobitic 
system when applied to the reli&ious state came to be called moruut1-
cism. Those who professed this form of religious life were called 
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monks, and their houses were known as monasteries. These words 
are derived from the Greek: monoa which means both alone and one, 
and they may have originally signified either the life led alone and. 
apart from the world, or the life under one rule. In the Eastern 
Church monasticism made great strides under the inftuence of the 
religious rule laid down by St. Basil, Bishop of Cacsaria (d. 379)., 
He is known as the father of E"8Stern monasticism and the lawgiver 
of the Oriental monb. 

The patriarch of the Western monks was St. Benedict (480-
543) who founded his famous abbc}' at Monte Casino in Southern 
Italy in 529. It lns here that he composed his rule which until the 
1·2th century was observed by religious in the entire Western 
Church, for the Benedictine rule was carried to all parts_of Europe 
by the missionary monks who also took care to establish monasuries 
wherever the Catholic faith found root. 

St. Benedict introduced the vow of stability which bound the 
monk to remain in the monastery in lvhich he made his profession, 
and thus put an end to capricious changes from house to- house. Ac
cording to the Benedictine rule each monastery was to remain entire!ly 
independent of all others. But in course of time we find Several 
monasteries uniting to form a monastic congregation. The first 
monastic congregation was that of Cluny. Its origin can be traced 
to the influence which the abbey of Cluny by reason of the superioritY 
of its religious observance had come in the 10th century to exercise 
over neighboring monasteries which gradually placed themselves un· 
der the spiritual direction of the abbots of Cluny and even acknow
ledged in them a legal headship. Although this was a departure 
from the Benedictine ideal the amalgamation had its advantages, and 
soon other monasteries united to form congregations, usually under 
the headship of some abbey renowned for its reli~oUJ reform. The 
Lateran Council of 1215 decreed that the monasteries of each 
country \Vere to unite themselves into as many congregations, al
though the decree was not universally observed until the time of 
the Council of Trent, which council threatened loss of exemption 
for thoie monasteries which refused compliance. 

At the present day the so-called Black Benedictines number 14 
Congregations, an.d since 1893 they have been combined into a 
federation with an abbot-primate at the head. His powers do not 
resemble those of a superior general in other religious Orders, but 
his office is moatly one of supervision and counsel to the end that a 
closer union and a more brotherh• spirit may continue among the 
several Black Benedictine Congregations. 

From the Benedictine tree have sprung the following inde-
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pendent monastic Orden: the Camaldolese ( 1012) ; the V allom
brosians (1015); the Cistercians (1098); the Sylvestrines (1231); 
the Olivetans (1313); the Trappists ( 1664) and the Mecbitarists 
( 1701 ) • Althou1h these without exception follow the original rule 
of St. Benedict, they are not classed as Benedictines being so many 
Orden distinct from, and independent of, the Federated Black 
Bmedictines. 

C11110.s Re1•lor-The fint noteworthy departure from the 
Benedictine form of monutic life is found in the 12th century 
in the case of canons regular. During this cientury in many places 
of Europe secular canom of cathedral and colleaiate churches in
troduced community life atnon1 themsclva, and bound themselves 
by vow to ob.erve the rule of life laid down by St. Aup1tine am
turies previous. Such canon1 came to be called canons replar 
to distinguish them from secular canons. But the ideal of commun· 
ity life soon waned amonc the canons. The 4nHario Pofll;Jtio lists 
six Orders of Canons Regular still in existence: 1 ) the Canons 
Rqular of the Lateran (f. 11th century); 2) the Hospitalit:irian 
Conpqation of the Great St. Bernard ( P.. in the AlPI) who 
were founded in the 11th century likewise; 3) the Swill Congre
gation of St. Maurice of Apune (f. 1128); 4) the Premomtraten· 
aian Congregation (f. 1120); S) the Croisier Canona (f. 1211); 
6) the Croisiers of the R.ed Star (f. 1237). 

Afentlicarll Orl".t-'-The1e aro1e in the 13th century u a 
protest apinst the luxurious lives of both secular and rqular 
cler11. For Althoup the relisious Orders bad hitherto imposed 
poverty on its individual members, the monastery u such could 
po11e11 and own temporal aoods. and it was on this latter score 
that luxury had crept in. & a result the new mendicant Orders 
ttnounced property richts even for the community, and they con· 
tented themselves with livin1 on daily alms; hence, they were 
called mendicants (from ,,,,,,,;,.,., to bes). 

The four orisinal mendicant Orders are: 1) the Dominicans, or 
the Order of Friars Preacher, founded by St. Dominic and ap
proved by the R.. Pontiff in 1216; 2) the Franc:iscans, or the Order 
of Friars Minor, founded by St. Francis of Assisi and approved 
definitely in 1223 ; 3) the Carmelites approved in 1226 ; 4) the 
Au1U1tinians, or the Hermits of St. Aupstine, approved in 12SS. 
Other mendicant Orders appeared later: the Servites, the Trinitari
ans, the Mercidarians, the Minims of St. Francis, the Order of St. 
John of Goel, the Penitents of Jesus of Nazareth (Scalzetti Fathers), 
and the Teutonic Knights. Cfr. ,1,,,,.,,,.;. Po11ti/icio. 
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It mu&t be noted that the mendicant Orders, as well u clerics 
regular and moat modern Conpeptions, have a centralized form 
of pvernment. Their houses are not independent of one another 
as i1 the cue with the mona1tk Orden. but &eYeral hoUICI are 
subject to a common superior usually called the provincial, and the 
provinces in tum are under a common superior usually called the 
general. 

Clerics R,,.1.,._ The various Orders of clerics replar 11rose 
in the 16th and 17th century. Their members are primarily prif'lts 
who devote themselves to the sacred ministry while leading a com
mon life under vows. Defections from the faith among both cler11 
and laity which follolVed the so-called Protestant Reformation 
explain their origin. namely, to supply for the depleted ranb. 

Clerics regular differ from monb in that they do not live a 
life of contemplation segregated from the world. They differ from 
canons reaular in that they have no cathedral or collegfate chapters 
brinr occupied more with the ministry than with choir servke. They 
differ from mendicants in that while the latter like tht> clt>rics 
regular devote theouelves to the sacred ministry and the cultiva· 
tion of learnin&. yet the priestly character does not ovenhadow their 
religious ideal; whereas the clerics regular are priests primarily, 
and religious only secondarily, so to 11y, which iJ manifested even 
in their exttrnal mode of life, for their dreu approaches more that 
of secular priests than that of the ancient religious Orden. 

In the A11111U1rio Pordi~tio we find the following listed a 
clerics recular: the Theatines; the Barnabites; the Jesuits; the 
Somaschi; the Rt>gular Clerics Ministerin& to the Sick; the Minor 
Clerics Rqular; the Clerics Replar of the Mother of God ; the 
Piarists, or Clerics Regular of the Mother of Goel of the Pious 
Schools. 

Setontl ntl Tkirtl Or4w.r-Practically all the mendicant 
Orders and the Clerics Rqular 11vin1 the Jesuits, founded monas
teries for religious women. Thae monuteries constituted the second 
Order, the first Order in point of time bein1 the Order of regulan 
to whom the nuns were subject. But 10me nuns do not belong to 
a second Order since they arose independently of Replan, e. C·• 
the 'Ursulina and the Visitation Nuns. 

The nuns, like the rqulan. professed solemn vows. They were 
held, howe-.•er, to a stricter form of enclosure than the regulan 
since they were forbidden to leave their monasteries, not so the 
reeulars. Hence. the nuns could not be organized into a centraliud 
Order as was the case with the Regulars for the &imple rea&0n that 
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they could not be visited by a Mother Provincial or a Mother 
General, superiors as well as subjects being bound to the enclosure. 
The second Orders of necessity followed a rule distinct from that 
of the fint Orders. Each monastery of nuns was ,,,; juri11 i. e., 
independent of every other monastery of the same Order. They were 
subject immediately to the prelates of the fint Order 1 and enjoyed 
exemption from the jurisdiction of the local Ordin!lry no less than 
the Replan. But the political and social changes within the last 
two centuries made it imperative to withdraw nuns from the juJis. 
diction of the prelates of the fint Order, and to subject them to 
the jurisdiction of the local Ordinaries, e. g., in many European 
countries religious first Orders lost houses throurh the confiation 
of civil rulers. Acoordinr to the Catholic Encyclopedia (B1•1tlk
ti11n) the convenb of Benedictine nuns subject to Benedictine abbeys 
recently numbered nine, whereas 253 convents were subject to th~ 
local Ordinaries. 

Those rcliaious Orders which recognize an Order of nuits 
as their second Order usually have a third Order. St. Francis of 
Assisi gave a rule of life to those who wished to follow his ideals 
while remaining in the world and without vows. Similar rules were 
formulated by the founders of other I Orders. Very early, however, 
some of these tertiaries banded together under a common roof and 
pronounced vows. Some went so far u to tab solemn vows, a 
vestige of which practise we see today in a religious organization 
known as II I Order Regular of St. Francis. But motLt tertiaries 
who led the common life took only simple vows, and thus prep:ared 
the way for reliaious Conrreptions of modem times u distinct 
from the older religious Orders. Third Orders of men or women 
who live a common life with vows are called third Orders r•gular 
to distinguish them from third Orders 11cular whose members live 
in the world without vows, With the exception of the Third Order 
Regular of St. Francis whoee membera take solemn vows, all other 
III Orders regular are in reality Con1reptions for their member~ 
pronounce only simple vows. 

RelitiHs Co.gregatio1rs-Until comparatively recent times the 
vows pronounced by members of religious orpnizations were solemn 
vows without exception, i. e., vows which by the law of the Church 
had the effect of invalidating acts placed in contravention of the 
vows. The year 1752, however, 1aw the foundin1 and approval 
of the lut religious Order, namely the Penitmts of Jesus of Nu:11-
reth, or the Scalzetti Fathers. Thereafter only relipus Congrega
tions received approbation, understanding by a Congreption as 
opposed to an Order, a religious orpnization in which only simple 
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vows are taken. Furthermore, by a aimple vow u contruted with 
a solemn vow we understand a vow which merely prohibits under 
sin acts done in contravention of the vows, but leava the validity 
of such acts intact. 

Stveral causes contributed to the rise of the Concregatiom. 
First, already as early as 1215, Innocent III in the II Lateran 
Council bad strictly forbidden that new religious Orders be founded 
without approval of the Holy See. The Pope was penuaded that 
religiou1 Orders had become sufficiently diversified, not to say multi
plied, and moreover, 10me were leaning to supentitioua practises 
and heretic:al tendencies. But thi1 ban was not construed as extend
ing to llOCietia of men or women who were satisfied with simple 
vows. In fact, Leo X in the Const. lnt•r cetuo (Jan. 10, 1S21) 
permitted tertiaries to lead a common life with simple vows, but 
without re1arding such societies 11 religions. But 1hortly thereafter 
St. Ignatiua obtained papal approval of his Constitutions which ad
mitted the 1dolastic1 to simple vows, only the 1rof 11ml mnn/Jer1 
having 10letnn vows. From this fact, incidentally, Grq,ory XIII later 
proved that the religioua state could exist without solemn vows. 
As to the tertiary Congregations which for centuries were the only 
religious Congregations, the 1ervicea which their members rendered 
to the aic.-k, the poor, the ignorant, etc. proved so beneficial that by 
the 18th century we find the Holy See permitting the founding of 
non-tertiary Congregations u well. It should be noted that female 
Congreptiona were permitted to enpge in active life outaide of 
their convents, not being held to the law of papal enclosure as were 
the nuns of II Orders with 10lemn vows. Finally, the advene civil 
laws since the French Revolution either outlawing regular Orden 
on princlplea of so-called public policy (solemn vows beinr con
strued as incompatible with the natural rights of citizens which the 
State w11 bound to protect). or authorizinc the confiscation of 
eccl~iaatical property includinc the monasteries of nuns thus mak
ing a retired and cloistered life impos1ible in their cue, confirmed 
the policy of the Holy See in approvin1 none but relicious Congre
gations since the 19th century. 

AlthouKfi Congregations of tertiaries were founded by bishops 
already since the 16th century, it was not until the Holy See bqp;an 
giving approval also to non-tertiary Congregations that the latter 
too were founded by bishops. 

The Ann•ario Pontifocio recently enumerated 84 male Congre· 
gations of papal law, although some, as \Ve shall aee, can he called 
Congregatio·ns only in an imperfect sente, their members not taking 
the three substantial vowt. Amone these older Con1reptions are: 
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the Brothers of the Christian Schools (f. 1680); the Passionists 
(f.1720) and the Redemptorists (f. 1732). Of the female Congre· 
eations of papal law some 450 were recently listed in the .4 nnuario 
Pontijicio. 

I n1ti1ution1 without CIOWI-These societies cannot be called 
religions because although their members lead a common life, they 
either take no vows, or not all the three substantial vows, or they 
take the three vows but on condition that they be renewed at the 
good pleasure of the members. Examples are: the Oratorians of 
St. Philip Neri ,(f. 1575), and the Sulpicians (f, 1642), besides 
numerous modern institutes both of men and women. 

ART. II L 

Technical Terms DefiDed 
(c .... 88) 

The various historical forms of the religious state as outlined 
in the precedin1 article have given rise to a number of technical 
terms which, due to the variant and confusing sense in which they 
wen• emplored by pre-Code writers, have now received an official 
and fixed meaning by the Code in c. 488. These terms ought to be 
well mastered from the outset since they will recur from time to 
time in the treatise on religious. 

Religion-A religion is a society approved by the compett'nt 
ecclesiastical superior, the members of which take public vows, 
either perpetual or temporary but subject to renewal upon expira
tion, and thus tend to evangelical perfection. 

It should be noted here that in fedented monastic religions the 
religion is•not the individual monastery but the anregate of all the 
monll!lteries of a monastic cong'l"egation. The ft.deration of the 14 
Black Benedictine Congregations does not constitute a separate 
rdigion. In centrally organized reliaions the religion is the totality 
of all the provinces, or lvhere the reli&ious organiution doea not 
admit of provinces, the religion is the sum total of all the housl'S. 

Ortltr and Congregation-An Order is a religion in which 
sol~mn vows are taken ; a Congregation is a religion in which only 
simple vows are taken. The aggregate of several independent monaa· 
terics is likewise called a Congregation, but such a Congreption is 
an Order. The word Congregation without further qualificnrion 
means a religion in which only simple vows are pronounced. If the 
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union of several independent monuteries ii intended we sped: 
of a mont11tic Con1reption. 

Solemn 001us and sim,le ciows-Whether vows are solemn or 
simple is not dt'termined by the 10lemnity of the external ceremonies 
accompanying profession. A vow is solemn if it not only prohibits 
contrary acts under pain of sin, but renders thme acts invalid. 
A vow is simple which men!l)' render• illicit those acts performed 
in contravention of the vow, but leaves the validity of the actJ 
untouched. Thus, a religious under solemn vows cannot contract 
a \'alid marriai,te, nor conclude a valid contract ronferrin1 property 
ricrhts in his own name, nor take a private vow or oath whose ful
fillment would be incompatible with the observance of his rules 
and constitutions. On the other hand, a religious under simple 
vows sins if he marries, or alienates his good.• without the superior's 
permission, but the marriage and the alit'nation would be valid. 
Solemn vows are pronounced only in religious Order1. 

Ezem't religion and non-ezemll religion-An exempt religion 
is one which has been withdrawn from the jurisdiction of local 
Ordinaries; all other religions are non-exempt. 
. Reli1ions of "1"'1 law and religions of Jioc11an law-A religion 

of papal law is one which hu receiyed the approbation of the Holy 
See, or at ltta1t the so-called tl1crelllm l1111tlis. A relilion of diocesan 
law is one which has been approved by the local Ordinary but which 
has not yet received the d1crelt1m laudi1 of the Holy See. It ma:v be 
noted that religions of papal law enjoy more independence with 
respect to the local Ordinary than do religions of diocesan law. 
The points of diflerence are revealed by a study of the various 
canons on religious. 

Cl1rical reli1ions and la1 rtli1iotu-A clerical religion is one 
the majority of whose members are priests, e. g., the Franciscans, 
Benedictines, Dominicans, etc. A lay religion is one which admits 
no priesta at all, e.g., all sisterhoods, and practically all Jay brother
hoods, or only a few priests, e. g., the Order of St. John of God, 
most of whoee members are lay brothers. 

Rel;,iOM1 l.ot11,._A religious house is a canonicallv established 
house of any religion whatsoever. 

Formal leolllt and non-formal hot11,._A formal house (tlomu1 
f ormata) is a religious house in which at least six profened religious 
are living u tle familia memben. If the religion is a clerical one, 
at leut four of these member1 must be priests to have a formal house. 
All othen are non-formal houses (domt11 non formatae). 

Prof!inc,._A province is the subdivision of a centrally orpnized 
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religion, and consists of the union of several houses under one superior 
called the provincial. The aggregate of all the provinces constitutes 
the religion. Sometimes a province is coterminous with a nation, 
sometimes it extends to two or more countries, sometimes several 
provinces are found in the same country. 

Religious-A religious is a man or woman who in some ap
proved religion, whether of papal or diocesan law, has taken public 
vows, whether perpetual or temporary, solemn or simple. There
fore, novico and postulants arc not included under this tcnn, 
generally speaking. 

Religiou1 of simple fJOWs-By this term are meant the professed 
religious of a Congregation. 

Regulars-By this we mean the professed religious of an Order. 
The term, therefore, includes even the temporarily professed re
ligious of an Order. 

Sister-This tenn applies to all professed reliaious in female 
Congregations. 

Nun-By a nun (moni.alis) the Code understands a profe&1ed 
religiou-5 in a female Order. Unless the nature of the cue, or the 
context indicat~ otherwise, the term also includes religious women 
who in certain places by a ruling of the Holy Sec take only simple 
vows though they belong to an.Order whose rule calls for solemn 
vows. 

Since the French Revolution the nuns of France and Belgium 
have been permitted by the Holy Sec to take only simple vowa. 
The nunneries of the United States were originally founded by 
nuns who immigrated to this country from Europe, many of them 
from France and Belgium. Owing to this fact, as also to the moral 
im~ibility of enforcing the strict papal enclosure in the case of 
American nuns who for the most part must engage in active service 
to support themselves, which was the case with the nuns of France 
and Belgium after the confiscation of their monasteries and temporal
itits, the S. C. of Bishops and Regulars declared on Sept. 2, 1864 
that in the U. S. the vo\VS of nuns who had immigrated to this 
country were not to be considered solemn unless certain nuns bad 
received a special Apostolic indult permitting them to take solemn 
vows. Such iodult according to the above declaration was en.ioyed 
only by the Visitation nuns of Georgt:towa, Mobile, St. Louis, Balti· 
more, and the now suppressed monastery of Kaskaskia ( Collettanen 
of Bizzarri, I ed., p. 778). 

Nuns who have been taking only simple vows by a special 
ruling of the Holy Sec may, if changt:d circumstances seem to \var
rant it, petition the R. Pontiff to allow them again to pronounce 
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solemn vows ( S. C. Rel, June 23, 1923; Atta XV, 3.57). If a 
monastery of nuns transfers to tills country from a country where 
they had permission to take solemn vows, the Holy See must be 
consulted as to whether they may be permitted to continue with 
solemn vows in the new establiahment ( S. C. Rel., Oct. 11, 1922; 
Acta XIV, .5.54). 

In the United States, therefore, the general presumption is that 
all nuns, e. (., the Poor Clares, the Carmelite nuns, the Dominican 
nuns of the II Order, etc., take only simple vows unless they can 
show a special indult from the Holy Sec authorizinr them to take 
solemn ''ows. But even though they take only simple WWI they 
are a religion of papal law. And whenever the Code uses the term 
momalu they are to be included, unless the nature of the cue, or 
the context, indicates otherwise. This qualifying clause will often 
create difficulties, it is true. Thus, it is disputed by canonists 
whether an Apostolic indult is required in virtue of c. 497 to 
establish a monastery of nuns with simple vows. That these nuns 
are subject to the jurisdiction of the local Ordinary, on the other 
hand, was expressly declared by the S. C. Rel., June, 23, 1923; 
(Acta XV, 357). 

Major 111~eriors--Under this heading come: 1) an abbot
primate, 2) an abbot superior of a monastic Congregation; 3) a local 
abbot of an independent monastery; 4) the supreme moderator of 
a ttligion, often called the general ; S) the provincial ; 6) the vican 
of all the foregoing; e.g., the commissary i:eneral, or the commissary 
provincial; 7) all who exercise qwui-provincial authority; who 
these latter arc must be learned from the constitutions of each 
religion, 

Oro'inarits-Whcncvcr the Code uses this term it intends to 
indude besides bishops, vicar&-general and other local Ordinaries, 
also major superiors in clerical exempt religions. But the term local 
Ordinar~s does not include major religious superiors (c. 198). 

Rules and Constitritiou--Religions are distinguished one from 
anot.'ter principally by their J"ules and constitutions. It is these which 
determine the scope of the religion, the nature of the vows to be 
taken, the mode of organization, etc. The Code la:t•s down general 
laws which must be observed by all religions, and to which all rules 
and constitutions must conform. More particular details, e. g., the 
fornt of the habit, the moral obligation of the vows, etc. are left 
to the rule and constitutions in any particular cue. 

The rule as distinct from the constitutions is the fundunental 
law containina the more general and stable clements, and therefore 
less subject to chanp. It ia the charter given by the founder. The 
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constitutions are BO many by-laws or prescriptions which by way 
of commentary on the rule have been added in coune of time by 
tht Holy See or the religious auperiors in their chapters. 

All the older Orden follow one of the four peat rula: I) the 
rule of St. Buil which is that of the Oriental monb; 2) the rule 
of St. Augustine which is a compilation of various writinp of the 
Bishop of Hippo on the reli&ious life, and serves u the charttr 
for the Canons Regular, the Hermits of St. Au1U5tinc (Aupstin
ians), the Prcmonstratensians, the Dominicans, the Scrvites and the 
Order of St. John of God; 3) the rule of St. Benedict observed by 
the variowi monastic Orders, each Order, however, bavinc its own 
constitutions; 4) the rule of St. Francis of Assisi which is common 
to the three families of the I Order, althouch each family follows 
its own constitutions and ha its own gmcral superior. 

Practically all the recent Congregations of men and women 
have constitutions only and no rule. This is true also of the Carmcl
ites and the Jesuits. 

In view of the changes introduced by the Code, the Holl See 
decretd that every religion of papal law had to submit to the Holy 
See for approval a revised text of their rules and constitutions to 
conform with the lqialation of the Code (S. C. Rel., June 26, 1918; 
Acta X. 290). Moreover, all female religions of papal law, u :dBO 
all societies of men or women livinc in common without vows had 
to submit their custom boob, and boob of common devotions to 
the Holy See for approval (S. C. Rel., Mar. 31, 1919; Acta XI, 
239). 

ABT. IV. 

~A.....,BellfJlom 
(c. 491.) 

The followin1 rules are b-.1 partly on juridical, partly on 
historical rcuons: 

l ) The secular cleqy precede religious der11 and the laity ; but 
unless it is a lay religion the secular del'I)' do not precede religious 
in the churches of the latter, altboup cathedral and colleaiate chap
ters precede reli&iou everywhere. 

2) Religious precede the laity; 
3) Clerical reliaions precede lay religions; 
4) Canons rep}ar precede monb; 
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S) Monb precede all other replan; 
6) Replars precede religious Conpeptiom. 
7) Amons religions of the same species the rules laid down 

inc. 106, n. S apply. Thus, u between Dominicans and Franciscuu, 
both bein1 replars, that reli1ion prea:da which was fint established 
in the place. 



Chapter ll 

TRI 
EBECllOR DD 8UPPBEBSIOR 

or 
RELIGIORS. PBOYIRCEI ARD HOU818 

We shall mnsider the law: l ) 11 concerns relipns of tlioceson 
law and their houses; 2) u concerns religions of ltJIOI law, their 
provinces and houses. 

A.BT. I 

We shall discuss: 1 ) the erection and suppression of the relipons 
themselves; 2) the erection and supp1'ellion of their boUlel. 

11. EucnoN AND SVPPUSIION 01' THB R..lifio11 

Erection-A religion of diocesan law, it was aid, is one 
founded or at leut approved by the bishop, but which has not 
received the approval of the Holy See, or at leut the IO-allled 
decret•rn larulu. 

We have also seen how the Holy Sec since the 16th century 
tolerated the founding of new Conareptions with simple vows with
out the need of consulting Rome in the matter. But on July 16, 1906 
Pius X (Fo•lll Ill, p. 675) issued a Mol• ;o#io "Dei providentis" 
in which the bishops were commanded to have recoune to the Holy 
See before proceeding to the establishment of ne\v religions. This 
law bas been substantially inserted in c. 492. It seems that religions 
with the 111ne object and aims. were being unnecesaarily multiplied, 
and that ~rtain religions by reuon of their end were proving 
danFrout to the morals of ita memben, not to aay a source of 
ac:andal to outsiden, e. &-. in the cue of religious women carinc 
for the tick in their homes. 

The law just referred to enjoins upon bishops that they first 
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seek permission of the Holy See befon: estnblishinc a religion of 
dioman law. At the same time they should inform the Holy See 
concerning: 1) the name of the founder and bis motives; 2) the 
name or tide of the new religion; 3) the form, color and material 
of the habit to be worn by the novices and the professr.d ; 4) the 
nature of the work to be undertaken; 5) the source of the religion'• 
income; 6) whether institutions penuinc the same work already 
exist in the diocese. 

Since every religion of dioc:aan law normally entertains the 
hope of acquirinc in time, the status of a religion of papal law, and 
since no papal approval will be given to ConlJ'Cl8tions which do 
not conform to certain pneral norms, the bishop when seekinc per
mission to first establish & religion of diocesan law ahould keep tboae 
norms in mind, namely, the Holy See is not wont to approve 111 
papal reli1ions : 1) those Consreptiom which penue no definite 
scope; 2) thOIC which propose to live 10lely on alms; 3) sisterhoods 
which intend to serve the sick in their homes, or to care for infants 
or maternity cases; 4) sisterhoods that conduct hospitals for both 
sexes, or hospices for priest11 or schools for both boy and girls (mixed 
schools). But the Holy See is willinc to consider the exi~ncies of 
times and places, and this explains its tolerance with respect to our 
sistn-hoods in the United States who have cbarp of general hospitals 
and parochial schools (dr. Nonna• of the S. C. Rel., Mar. 6, 1921; 
Acta XIII, 312 1q.). 

Having obtained tbe permiaion of the Holy See for the religion's 
establishment, the bishop may proceed to draft, or revise the constitu
tinns, but he may not modify them on any of the points referred to 
in the preceding two paraaraphs which the Holy See h111 tabn 
special cogniunce of. And once the religion bu spread into other 
dioceses, the consent of all the local Ordinaries in whose dioceses 
the reli~ bu houses is required to change the constitutions 
(c. 495, 12). 

When giving the reliidon its constitution• the bishop should 
take care to erect the religion into a moral ecclesiastical person by 
formal decree. And as reprcla tho.e Conll'CPtions which were 
erecttd prior to July 16, 1906 without intervention of the Holy See, 
the bishop of the diocese where the mother-house is situated ahould 
now iuue this formal decree of erection if this has not been done 
as yet, and after consulting with the other local Ordinaries in whme 
dioceses the Congregation is established. And if special reasons advise 
the withholding of such recognition, or 10me Ordinaries are opposed 
to the recopition, the matter should be referred to thr Holy See 
(S. C. Rel Nov. 30, 1922; Acta XIV, 644). 
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If a reli1ion desire1 to become a III Order, it mu1t in addition 
be agrepted to the I Order by the replar prelate. It must also 
observe the euential point& of the rule of the I Ordert and adopt a 
&amewhat similar dress unless a dispensation is obtained. Affiliation 
with the I Order does not confer upon the regular prelate any 
authority whatever over the Congregation. The object of the 
aggregation is merely to enable the member1 of the III Order to 
share in the purely spiritual favon of the I Order, especially its 
indulpnca (c. 492). 

Su11r111ion-A religion of diocesan law, once legitimately 
erected, cannot be 1upprased save by the Holy See. Thia is true 
even though the religion consists of only one house, u is aenerally 
the case when such relia,iom are fint established ( c. 493). 

§2. ERBCTION AND SUPPRISSION OF Hou111 

Erection-The permission of the local Ordinary suffices to 
establish nl\v hou.a in the diocese of origin. But to establish new 
houses in another diocese the permission of both local Ordinaries 
is required, i. e., of the bishop of the new diocese, and of the bishop 
of the mother diocese. Whether the permission of the latter is 
required for each new foundation in the lllW diocese, or only 
for the fint foundation is not clear, although the plural (tlomo1) 
employed by the Code ·strengthens the former opinion (495, §1). 
In case of refusal, the matter can always be taken to the Holy See. 
An Apoatolic indult is alway required to e1tablish a house in countries 
subject to the Propaganda, even a house of diocesan law ( c. 497). 

Su,,rmion-A house belonain1 to a religion of diocesan law 
can be 1uppres1ed by the local Ordinary after consultin1 (obtaining 
the advice) of the superior ceneral, and the permission of the Holy 
Sec is not necess:uy. Should the bishop, however, proceed to suppress 
a house against the wishe1 of the superior general, the latter may 
have recourse to the Holy See in 1ru11t11kJo, the Ordinary's decree 
in the meantime being held in abeyance. But the Holy See alone 
can suppreu the only house of a religion, since in this cue it amounts 
to the suppression of the religion itself (c. 498). 

ART. II 
Re1icJ1ou of Papal Law 

We shall dilcun: 1) the erection and suppression of these re
liaions: 2) the erection, delimitation and suppression of their prov
inces: 3) the erection and supprasion of their houte1. 
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§1. El.BCTION AND SUPPRBSSION OF THB R1li1ion 

Er1~1;0,,_Prior to the 13th century the tacit permission of 
the Holy See sufficed for the foundina; of a new reliP,n. The 
IV Lateran Council decreed that no new Ord" should be founded 
without explicit approval of the Holy See. The last Order so 
approved was founded in 17 52. 

At present the Holy See approves only Cona;reptions with 
simple vows, and those institutes whose members live in common 
without vows. It is with Congre&,ations that we are now concerned. 
As to institutions without vows, cfr. infra. p. 392, •f· 

Papal recognition was accorded for the first time to Tertiary 
Concregations by Leo X in 1521. In the 17th century the Roman 
Pontiffs began to approve non-Tertiary Congregations as well, e.g., 
the Redemptorists, Passionists, Christian Brothers, etc. And this 
approval coincided originally with the Congregation's first establish· 
ment. But for some )"ears now the Holy See has been unwiJling 
to approve Congregations which have not first existed as diocesan 
law religions. 

When the Holy See permits a bishop to erect a religion of 
diocesan law, this permission is not equivalent to the papal approval 
of the Congreption. It remains a religion of diocesan law subject 
in external mstters to the local Ordinary, thoup enjoyin1 inde
pendence with reference to internal government, e. I·• the admission 
of candidates, etc. 

A dioaun religion becomes one of papal law from the moment 
it receives the so-called dtCf'1lum laudis of the Holy See whereby the 
R. Pontiff praises and commends the Congregation itself. The 
d1t:t'll11m /aUt/is is granted only after the Congregation bu become 
somewhat ditlused, and has given solid proofs of piety, religious 
obsen•ance and spiritual proa;ras. Together with the ''"'tum /audi1 
is given a provisional approval of the constitutions. Then an indefi· 
nite number of years must lapse before the Holy See lives final 
approval both to, the Con11egation and to its constitutions. This 
mode of procedure contained in the origiml Norma1 of June 18, 1901 
is repeated in the new Normae issued by the S. c: Rel., Mar. 6, 1921 
(Acta XIII, 312, 1q.). The new Norma~ repeat substantially the 
prescriptions of those of 1901, simply imertine revisions necessitated 
by cenain changes in the ne\Y law of the Code. 

s,,,,rmioir-R.eligiona of papal law can be suppreaed onb' 
by the Holy See, to whom also "it belongs to determine the disposal 
of their IQOds ( c. 493). 
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§2. ERBCTIDN, CmcuMSClUPTION AND SuPPRBBSION OP ProT1i11ce1 
(c. 494) 

Only the Holy Sec can erect new provinces, divide them, unite 
them, circumscribe them anew, and suppress them. Likewise it 
belonp to the Holy See alone to separate an independent monastery 
from one monutic Congreption and _unite it to another Conpga
tion. 

U nlts1 the constitutions provide otherwise, it belongs to the 
aeneral chapter, or outside of chapter to the aeneral and his council, 
to determine the dispoE.al of the pda of the extinct province. 

The reader may remember that nothing wu said of provinces 
when dilcounin& on rdi&iom of diocesan law. The reason ia that 
these religion• are not divided into provinces, and have no provincials 
but only a aeneral, for by the time they have reached such develop
ment they have in all probability become religions of papal law. 

f3. ERBCTION AND,SUPPRBSSION OP Ho11!'8 

Er"tion-An Apostolic indult, in addition to the written con
sent of the local Ordinary, is required for the establishment of: 
1) a houae of an exempt religion; 2) a monastery of nuns; 3) any 
religious houae in plaa:s subject to the S. C. of the Prop. of the 
Faith (c. 497, 11). Whether the Apostolic indult is required to 
found a monastery of nuns who tab simple vows is disputed after 
a comparison of c. 488, n. 7 with c. 497, 11. 

The permission of the local Ordinary alone suffices for the 
erection of all other houses whether of religions, of papal or diocesan 
law (c. 497, §1 ), 

Permission 1ranted to a clerical religion to erect a new hom1e 
authorizes the religious to have a non-parochial church or public 
oratory. But if permission was 1ranted the rdiiioU& to locate 
themselves nnywhere in the dioceae, they must have the approval of 
the local Ordinary for the particular site in the event they wish 
to construct a church or public oratory. Moreover, neighboring 
pa.~tors and rectors of churches must be consulted. But this pro· 
cedure is not necessary to erect a semi-public oratory in the house, 
since in. this case the faithful have not the right of access to the 
chapel, and the interests of n,.ighboring pastors or rectors are not 
endangered. But non-clerical religions may not erect even a semi
public chapel in their houses without a specific permission of the local 
Ordinary to this effect (c. 497, §2; 1162; 1192). 

In every case a religion, "'hether clerical or lay, ttceives im-
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pliedly, with the permission to erect a house, authorization to punue 
those worb which are proper to the institute, HrtJatis 1ert1antli1. 
Thus a clerical religion may exercise the sacred ministry, provided 
as far u concerns the hearing of confessions and sacred preach in& 
the individual priests have the faculties of the diocese. And the 
lot".al Ordinary may set down conditions in the permitsion to estab
lish a house; and, if the religious agree thereto, the permission 
assumes the form of a contract. Thus, in the cue of a religion 
which pursues various charitable works, the local Ordinary may 
restrict it to one or the other work ( c. 497, §2). 

To put up a school, or hospice, or any like building as a sepa
rate entity from the religious house itself, even though it is an 
exempt house, a special written permission is required of the local 
Ordinary and this suffices, without the need of recourse to Rome 
(c. 497, §3). · 

Before a religious house can be converted to uses other than 
those for which it was originally intended, the same prottdure as 
described above must be followed, i. e., the same procedure u was 
required for the original house foundation. But this does not apply 
if the change :tffect:s only the internal eovernment of the institution, 
as where a novitiate is turned into a mission house, a convent into 
a novitiate, etc. ; but the procedure is ne(eBUry only then when 
the change has external effects, as where a convent is turned into 
a retreat howie for ieculars, into a hospital, college, etc., for seculars 
(c.497, §4). 

Supprrssion-Onl)' the Holy See can suppreas a house belon~ng 
to an exempt religion. Non-exempt hou$CS can be suppressed by the 
!IUperior gcner:al with consent of the local Ordinary. In the latter 
case should there be disagreement, recourse may be· had to the Holy 
See in 1usptn1ivo (c. 498). 
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GOVERNMENT IN REIJGIONS 

Under this title the Code considers the rights and duties of 
those who : 1 ) see to the external discipl inc in religions ; 2) are 
charged with the internal or spiritual aiain of the religions; 
3) care for the temporalities of the religion. These points \'Ve shall 
treat in three separate articles. 

ART. I 

F.xt8mal Government of Re)kJlons 

We shall consider 1) the various kinds of superiors; 2) the 
nature of their authority; 3) their appointment; 4) their duties. 

§1. VARIOUS KINDS OF SUPERIORS 

Of the superiors some arc outside of the religion, while mmt 
of them arc members of the religion. 

A. AUTHORITJBS OUTSIDE OF THI REUOJON 

Tht Roman Pontiff-Religious, no less than other members 
of the Church, owe the Pope canonical obedience in virtue of the 
fourth commandment. In addition, they are bound to obey the 
Pope even in virtue of the vow of obedience ( c. 499, § t). The 
superior \'Vho accepts public vows in a religion docs so io the name 
of the Pope. In obeying the superior the religious but obeys the 
representative of the Pontift. 

Only where the Pope issues a particular preocpt, however, and 
commands obedience thereto in virtue of the vow 'vill the religious 
be bound to obey in virtue of the vow, and disobedience in this case 
will be a sin also against the second commandment. Otherwise, 
papal laws and ordinances, even though they concem religious ex
clusively, bind only in virtue of the fourth commandment. 

The Roman Congregations-The Congreption of Religious 

J()4. 
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being the Pope's representiltive ns concerns religious may, like the 
Pope himself, issue precepts binding in virtue of the vow of obedience. 
But unless the intention of the Congregation to this effect is mani· 
fest, one may presume that the commands of the Congregation .exact 
merely canonical obedience. Otber Congregations can command 
only in virtue of canonical obedience, saving where they have 
received explicit nuthorization from the Pope to command in virtue 
of the vow. 

The Cardinal Protutor--St. Francii of Assisi was the first 
founder to ask of the Pope a cardinal who might be the GofJernor, 
Protutor and Corrector of his fraternity. Later religious founders 
imitated his example. A religion need not ask for a cardinal pro-
tector, :ilthough most papal religions, both of men and women, at 
the present day do have a cardinal protector. 

Due to abuses, the functions of governor and corrector 1'-Cre 
withdrawn from the cardinal protector in course of time, and there 
remains today only the office of protecting the religion. A3 a 
benc\"olent protector the cardinal espomes the cause of the religious 
in the Roman Curia, e. g., if their interests are endangered by local 
developments, by other religious organization, etc. Since he no longer 
exerciit!S jurisdiction over the religious, the cardinal protector 
cannot issue commands unless specially authorized to do so, e. g., 
on the occasion of a canonical visitation, when presiding at a general 
chapter, etc. (c.499, §2). 

The local Ordinary-Religious are also subject to the Ordinary· 
of the place, saving those who enjoy exemption and to the extent 
that they enjoy exemption. 

Religious women who are nuns need show no obedience to 
the local Ordinary if they are subject to regular prelates, and to 
the l"Xtent that they are so subject. No community of religious 
women other than nuns may claim subjection solely to an organiza
tion of religiow men, nor may any male rP.ligion claim a privileged 
supervision and spiritual direction of religious women short of an 
Apostolic indult. But they may ask that the Ordinary ar•point them 
the confessors and chaplains of the sisters, and the Mother superior 
can seek out any rdigious man for counsel in administrative diffi
culties (c. 500). 

B. AtrTHOIUTIBS WITHIN THB RBUGION 

These are: 1) individual superiors; 2) chapters; 3) councils. 

(1) Individual Superiors 
A superior, a11 distinct from the chapter or council, is an indi

vidual religious who can command obedience. Who there superiors 
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are must be learned from the constitutions of the religion. In re
li&ions with a centralized form of government, the general obtains 
authority over the members of the entire religion, the provincial 
over all the religious of the province, the local superior over all 
subjects in the house (c. 502). 

In addition to superiors we find individuals charged with 
external discipline, although they can hardly be called superiors 
with the power to command, but may be called officials since they 
have an office with ddinite rights and duties. Who these officials 
are depends on the conititutioos. But common to many religions 
are the oeconome and the procurator general, and of these al~me docs 
the Code make mention. 

The occonome (oeconotnus), who may al~ be called the pro
curator, bursar or treasurer, is that official who has charge of the 
temporal ioods of the religion. He must exercise his authority with
in the limits of the constitutions and under the authority of the 
superior, namely: under the authority of the general if he is the 
general oeconome; of the provincial if he is the provincial oeo:onome ; 
under the authority of the local superior if he is the house procurator. 
His main functions are to accept and deposit in safe-keeping all 
money, to keep the financial accounts, and to make expenditures 
within the limits of his office (c. 516, §2-4). 

The procurator general {not to be confused with the general 
occonome) is the religious who transacts all affairs between his 
religion and the Holy See. It is his office, e. g., to procure indults, 
dispensations and other rescripts. Every male religion of papal law 
must have a procurator general (c. 517), and he must reside at 
Rome (C. S. Rel. June 4, 1920; .lcta XII, 301). Religious women 
do not have a procurator general. Thl'y obtain all necessary re
scripts from the Holy See through the local Ordinary, or their 
cardinal protector, or some agent of their own choice who resides 
at Rome. 

(2) Chapters 
(c. 501) 

The abiolute authority of individual superiors is limited by 
chapters and councils. We shall first consider the authorit)• of 
chapters. 

A chapter is a select body of religious wit.'1 authority to deliber
ate by vote on the more weighty m:itters of the religion, e. g., ap
pointment to offices, modification of the constitutions, important 
financial transaction5, etc. The afiair& calling for the deliberation 
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of the chapter arc determined in the common law and the constitu
tions. 

According to whether the matter to be decided affects the 
whole religion, or the province, or an individual house, we have 
general chapters, provincial chapters, and local (house) chapters. 
Their respective competency is determined partly by the common 
law, partly by the constitutions. Usually the general chapter elects 
the general, r~ives the accounts of the preceding general adminis
tration, and passes new decrees or rules for the entire religion. 
In like manner the provincial chapter elects the provincial, except 
where the provincial is appointed by the ~ncral, reviews the reports 
of the former provincial adminlltration, and enacts rules for the 
province. Loczl or house chapters convene more frequently, often 
monthly, and hear the financial reports since the last chapter, and 
authorize expenditures which exceed the powers of the local superior 
(c.501). 

(3) Council1 
(c. 516, §1) 

Midway between the authority of the superior and that of 
the chapter is the authority of the council. Like the chapter, the 
council is a select body of religious whose function it is to advise 
the superior on matters less weighty than those calling for the 
deliberation of the chapter. Usually fewer members constitute the 
council than are found in the chapter. For this reason the council 
can be convened with more frequency and ease. · 

Both the common law and constitutions specify which matters 
should be submitted to the council, e. g., concerning the admission 
and expulsion of members, the alienation of goods beyond a crrtain 
sum, etc. Likewise, the common la\v or the constitutions will state 
whether the superior needs the consent or only the aJflice of his 
ccunir;ellors. The council proceedS as a board, and the majority vote 
prevails in accordance with c. 105, 101. 

Every general, abbot-president, provincial, and local superior 
of at least a formal house, must have his council. As to the number 
of counsellors, the mode of appointment, etc., this is determined by 
the constitutions. 

§2. NATURE OF THB AUTHORITY EXERCISBD BY 

R.m.Imous SUPERIORS 

Some religious superiors exercise only dominative authority, 
others enjoy jurill'diction as \vell. 
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Dominatio. ;owtr-Every religious superior, both in clerical 
and lay religions, possesses dominative authority over his subjects 
(c. 501, §1). This is an authority inherent in every private society. 
by the natural law, for the natural law demands that in t\o·ery 
.ociety, or group, order be maintained, and order cannot be secured 
without a commandinr superior. It matters litde whether the society 
or group arises from law, and is a nece11ary society, e. r., the family; 
or whether it arises from contract, e.g., between employer and 
employee, and is a voluntary society. Dominative authority is often 
called domestic or paternal authority since it restmbles the po,ver of 
master over his servant, and that of a father of a family over his 
wife and children. Commands issued by reason of dominative au
thority must be obeyed in virtue of the fourth commandment. 

Reliaious superiors exercise dominative authority both over 
postulanti, novices and professed members. In the case of postulants 
and novices their authority is derived from an implied contract, 
a contract contained in the tacit promise of postulants and novices 
upon their admission to respect the rules of the community. In the 
case of professed religious the authority of the superiors is derived 
from an explicit contract openly declared at the time of religious 
profession, as alt0 from the explicit vow of obedience which religfous 
pronounce. Hence, superiors can command professed religiolllil not 
only in virtue of the fourth commandment relying upon the rela
tion1 of a contract, but also in virtue of the second commandmrnt 
relyinr upon the authority received from the vow. In most cases 
the superior commands professed religious only in virtue of the 
fourth commandment. Where he intends compliance in virtue of 
the vow, this must be expressly stated in some form or other. 

By reason of dominative authority religious superiors and su· 
perioresses m:iy prescribe whatever is necessary or useful for the 
community. They may issue precepts, admit and expel members, 
grant permissions, appoint to offices, administer the temporalities, 
and inflict puniihments. And while in a community devoid of juris
diction written permissions cannot be called reacripts in the strict 
sense, nor are their oflices ecclesiastical oflices 'in the strict senile, 
nor can strictly ecclesiastical punishments be inflicted, yet where the 
Code or the constitutiom are silent with respect to the mode of 
procedure, analogous interpretation may be resorted to in virtue of 
c. 20 to supply for the silence of the law, and whatever the Code 
legislates \Vith regard to rescripts, officei, etc. may be extended to 
the dominative acts of the superior in non-exempt communities. 

l•rhllitlion--In a clerical exempt religion superion possess 
jurisdiction over the members of their community no less than 
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dominative authority ( c. 501). This jurisdiction extends to both 
the internal and external forum. 

Superiors receive their jurisdiction (public sovereign authority) 
from the Pope. The fact that the religion has been withdrawn from 
the jurisdiction of local Ordinaries make1 it imperative that jurisdic
tion be vested in the superiors, for religious in exempt religions 
cannot be free of all public authority in the Church any more than 
can a citizen be free from all political authority in the State. 

But the fullness of jurisdiction is not vested in all superiors. 
Legislative power is exercised only by the gmeral chapter. Dispena
ing powers are granted to the major superiors (Ordinaries). Judi
cial authority to set up court is likewise found only in the major 
superiors. Administrative authority ii exercised by each superior 
within the limits of his office as defined by the constitutions. Puni
tive powtr is vested in the major superiors, i. c., the right to impose 
strictly tcdesiastical penalties, e.g., excommunication, suspen!!ion, 
etc. Local superiors may dispense from the observance of holydays 
and the laws of fast and abstinence (c. 1245). 

As regards the inttrnal forum, the jurisdiction of religious 
superiors in clerical exempt religions as determined by the consti
tutions is the same over their subjects as is that of local Ordinaries 
over their diocesans. They may hear the confessions of their subjects, 
and grant faculties to others to do the same. They may remove 
censures and irregularities within the limits of the common law 
and the constitutions ( c. 87 5 ; 22531 n. 2, 3 ; 990). 

In clerical exempt religions the superiors may app?int notaries 
in the strict sense. Since in these communities we find ecclesiastical 
offices in the strict sense, and superion with jurisdiction, it is 
necessary that the sccrctaries who assist at elections, participate in 
trials, record suspensions, etc., be vested with all the powers of 
notaries for the external forum of the Church. It is a question of 
kecpinc the records of politically soveRign acts within the ecclesi
astical society ( c. 503). In religions other than clerical exempt re
ligions, since these are not political subdiv\,sions in the Church but 
only private societies, their secrct:iries are not notaries in the strict 
sense ; there are no court trials, but litigations are settled extra
j udicially by the superiors, or judicially by the local Ordinary; 
neither are there strictly ecclesiastical punishments, nor appointments 
to or removal from offices in the strict sense involvinic conferring or 
lass of jurisdiction (c. 501, §1 ). 

But even in clerical exempt religions superiors are strictly 
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forbidden to interfere in matters reserved to the Holy Oflice {c. 501, 
§2). Thus, they cannot proceed to pass judgment in charga against 
their subjects involvinr heresy, the crime of solicitation, etc. All 
such matters must be referred to the Holy Office. 

§3. ELECTION AND .APPOINTMENT OF SUPl!IUORS 

Oualification1 for office--Tbe Code lays down only a few 
qualifications, and these are for major superiors. The constitutions 
must be consulted for more stringent requirements, add for the 
qualifications desired in local superiors. 

As regards major superiors: 1 ) they must have been professed 
at l~ast 10 years computing from the first profession; 2) they must 
have been born of legitimate wedlock, though legitimation by 
subsequent marriage of the parents suffices, excepting major superior
ships in exempt clerical religions; 3) the general superior, as also 
the superioreJs of nuns, must be at least 40 years old ; and all other 
major superiors at least 30 years old (c. 504; 991, §3). 

Term of office--Mnjor superiors should be temporary, unless 
the constitutions pei:mit a life tenure of office. Thus, the general 
of the J esuiu is elected for life; so too arc abbots, some 1nothers 
general and superioresses of nuns ( c. 505). 

The length of the term, where the office is temporary, is de
termined by the constitutions. In many ttligions the general's term is 
for six, and the provincial's for three years. The Code does net 
prohibit reelection to the same office even indefinitely, but the 
constitutions may contain such prohibitions. 

If the constitutions call for a temporary tenure this is to be 
applied also to the founder or foundress (S. C. Rel., Mar. 6, 1922; 
Atta XIY, 163). Where the constitutions disqualify 11 major su! 
perior for the same office after two terms in the case of the superioress 
general, or the superioress of nuns, -the Holy See will be very reluc
tant to admit postulation for a third or fourth term, as is evident 
from a lengthy letter of the same Congregation addre.ed to local 
Ordinaries, Mar. 9, 1920; (Acta XII, 365). 

Local superiors can be appointed or elected to office for a 
period not exceeding th.rec years. They may be reelected or re
appointed for another term of three years, but not for a third 
term immediately in the same house, save by Apostolic indult, i.e., 
by postulation { c. 505). Where a religious is appointed to fill the 
unexpired term of another, this -need not be counted for -one term, 
nor need it be computed as part term, but he may be given the same 
office for two more terms of three years computing from the usual 
time of filling offiCC3. (Schafer, Dt Rtligio1i1, n. 120). 
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The rule that local superiors may not hold office for more 
than two triennial terms applies equally to the heads of large schools, 
hospitals, etc., if they are superiors havinit under their authority 
religious u concerns religious discipline (Pont."'Comm .• June 2-3, 
1918; Acta X, 344). If frequent changes are found inconvenient 
a director, putor,·etc., may stay in office as director, pastor, etc., but 
not as religious superior. But the rule does not apply to the heads 
of s~led filial houses which are dependent upon some major house 
so that they have no independent administration, and the superir>r 
of the major house is also superior of the filial house, the person 
in charge of the latter house being merely his delegate (S. C. Rel., 
Feb. 1, 1924; Aeta XVI, 95). Nor does it apply to the local 
SUJll'rior of the only house of a religion, for in this case the superior 
is a major superior .(Schifcr, De Religio1is, n. 121, 14). 

Motle of eleetion-The Code has nothing to say about the 
manner of a;;ointing to office. Where appointments replace 
elections, as often happens in the case of local or minor superiors, 
the constitutions must be coosulted. 

Nor has the Code much to say about elee1ion1 in religions. 
The general rules covcrinr elections and postulation~ are to be 
followed (c, 507). It must be remembered, too, that the general 
law can be modified by the constitutions insofar as these enlarge 
the common law by more stringent rules. Thus, e.g., the common 
law states that a relative mnjority of votes suffices in the third ballot, 
safeguarding particular law. But it may be that the constitutions 
admit a relative majority only after the 10th, 15th ballot, etc. 
(dr. p. 132). 

At general electiom it is not advisable for the ex-general or 
an1• other member of the religion to preside at the election of the 
new general. It is different with the election called for choosing 
a provincial or minor superior, for in the first case the general 
being a higher superior can becominrJ.y preside, and in the second 
case the provincial. 

In religions of men the constitutions must be comulted to 
ascenain who the president at the election of the general should 
be. With all the more ancient regular orders having general head· 
quarters at Rome, r.nd with the general elections usually held at 
Rome, the presiding oflicer is often the cardinal protector, 

In religions of women the Code itself authorizes the local 
Ordinary to preside both at the election of the superioress of nuns 
and of the mother general in Congreaations ( c. 506). 

As regards nuns the local Ordinary presides at the election of 
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the superioress, unless the nuns are subject to a regular superior in 
which case the latter presides. But here too the local Ordinary 
must be notified of the impendinc election, ancl if he choosc1 to be 
present either in person or through a delegate, he or his delegate 
may preside (Pont. Comm. Nov. 24, 1920i. Atta XII, 575; also 
Pont. Comm. July 30, 1934; Atta XXVI, 494). The tellers at 
these elections ·may not be the ordinary confessors, but two other 
clerics who accompany the local Ordinary should act as tellers ( c. 
506). 

The local Ordinary praides at the election of the mother 
general in all Con1reptions, both of papal and diocesan law. But 
if the religion is of papal law, the local Ordinary simply presides i 
he does not vote, for he is not a member of the electoral body. But 
in Congregations of diocesan law he may rescind the election for a 
good cause according to his comcience. In this case he orders a new 
election, or ballot. He may not appoint the mother general, save 
where this right devolves upon him in virtue of c:. 161, 178 
(c. 506, §4). 

In the case of a Congregation of dioce1an law which has spread 
to other dioc:escs, the local Ordinary who may preside is he in whose 
diocese the election is held. And it is the right of the mother pneral 
to designate the diocese of election (S. C. R.el., July 2, 1921; Acta 
XIII, 481). Also in case of a religion of lapal law it is the same 
local Ordinary in whose diocese the election g held who presides 
(Contlitat a ClwUto, ch. 2, n. l; Fo11t•11 Ill, p • .564). 

Whether the local Ordinary presides at the elections of su
periors other than the general must be learned from the constitutions. 

In female Congregations the tellen at the electiona are two 
sisten of the community (c. 171, §1). 

§4. 0VTIBS OP SUPERIORS 

These are determined partly' by the common lllv, partly by 
the constitutions. The duties of religious superion all aim ulti
mately at the maintenance of discipline in the religion, and the spiri
tu:tl perfection of the relicious. We shall state briefly the duties of 
superiors as outlined by the Code. 

Conl'ernin1 re1Ult111:1-Major as well as minor superiors are 
bound to reside in their respective houses, i.e., the aencral in the 
aeneralate, the provincial in the mother house of the province, etc. 
They may absent them11clves only insofar as the constitutions permit, 
e. &·· on canonical visitations, for business purpoees, etc. (c. 508). 
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Concerning tire en/orcemeni of tlisciplinr--Superiors must en
force the law amonc their subjects, both the common law and the 
law of the constitutiom. In particular they shall see to it that the 
vows are observed according to the spirit of the constitutions, and 
that the general obligations common to all religious are fulfilled, 
e.g., as to daily meditation, frequentation of the sacraments, the 
divine oftiee, enclosure, common life, etc. 

Concerning the reaili•g of the ton1titution1 and tletrees-Since 
laws will not be observed unless they are lcnown, superiors must 
take care that the constitutions are read through every year in 
public. The same applies to an}' decrees which the Holy See may 
issue and order to bt read in public. No such decree seems thus far 
to have appeared since the time of the Code. Decrees which had to 
be read before the promulgation of the Code, since these are now 
embodied in summary form in the Code itself, need no longer be 
read (c. 509). 

Conterni•g ,,,;,.fJuennUll reflorts-At least once every five years 
a report on the statistical, disciplinary and financial condition of the 
religion must be submitted to the Holy See by: 1) the abbot primate; 
2) the abbot praident of a monastic Conpeption; 3) the supreme 
moderator of every religion of papal law. But a report to Rome 
need not be made by the superiore• of nuns, nor by the supremct 
moderator of a Congregation of diocesan law, since thae report 
to the bishop and are subject to his visitation (c. 510). 

Generals of Congregations will answer the questionnaire of 
105 questions as published for this purpose by the .S. C. Rel., Mar. 
25, 1922 (Acta XIV, 278), an official En&"lish translation of which 
is found in the At:ta XV, 459, and aiven by Bouscaren in his 
CaJ1on Law Digest, I, 284, •f· The supreme moderators of Orders 
will, in making their report, employ any form which seems best to 
them provided it informs the Holy See sufliciendy concerning the 
spiritual and temporal condition of the Order. 

Co11eernin1 tt1rioJ1i~al t1iritatia11S-Pardy that material for the 
quinquennial report may be obtained, partly to enforce the observ
ance of laws and correct abuses or laxity which may have crept in, 
religious superion always, and &0metimes the local Ordinary Also, 
must make a canonical visitation of the houses ( c. S 11 ) . 

The constitutions must be consulted to ascertain which superion 
must visit the houses, how often, and in what manner. However, 
the Code observes that the visitor shall as a rule proceed paternally, 
i.e., in a kind manner admoniahing, exhorting, giving instructions, 
etc., and his commands must in the meantime be observed in 
the event of recourse. Should the visitor proceed judicially as 
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outlin~ in Part I of Book IV of the Code, and this he can do 
only if he has jurisdiction in the external forum, then from his 
sentence appeal lies to the higher court in 1u1,ttuwo, the sentence 
in the meantime being held in abeyance. Seldom does the visitor 
proceed judicially ( c. 513). 

All religious are bound to speak the truth lvhcn questioned, 
but all need not be questioned. Superiors are not allowed to intimidate 
their subjects from speaking the truth, to transfer them to another 
house, or in any way to impede the object of the visitation (c. 513, 
§1 ). 

No limits are set to the visitation of the religious superior. The 
latt.er, therefore, may inquire into every point of religious discipline, 
.e.g., concerning the observance of the vows; rules and constitutions, 
common life, spiritual exercises, fast and abstinence, the enclosure, 
choir, conferences, the holding of chaptera, the public reading of the 
constitutions and decrees, the fulfillment of Mass obligations, the 
administration of the temporal goods, the keeping of the financial 
books and other records, etc. 

Some religious can be visited also by the local Ordinary. The 
local Ordinary must viBit every five years either in person or 
through his delegate: 1) each monastery of nuns who are subject to 
him ; 2) each house of a Congregation of diocesan law ( c. 512, § 1 ) • 
No limits are placed as to persons or matters subject to this visitation. 

Also, at least once evuy five years, local Ordinaries mwt in 
person or through a delegate visit: 1 ) each house of a clerical 
C1Jngr1gation of papal law with respect to the church, sacristy, public 
or:itory, and confession:al; 2) each house of a lay Congregation of 
papRI law with reipect to the points mentioned in the preceding 
number, and with respect to certain points of internal discipline 
mentioned on p. 371 (c. 512, §2). 

Local Ordinaries m.ay visit canonically the ~1ke1 of regulars 
( c. 631). Establishments belon&inri to regulars other than parishes 
local Ordinari~ may not visit, not even their non-parochial churches 
and public oratories, saving to inquire concerning the enforcement 
of particular regulations which they may have enacted to eradicate 
abuses in the matter of public worship (c. 1261). 

Conc1rnin9 cauch1tic1 and s;iritual conferenus-Local superi· 
ors must see to it that the lay professed and the domestic help receive 
an instruction in Christian doctrin1 at least twice a month. Like
lvise a 1;iritual conf1r1nc1 should be given at least twice monthly 
especially in lay religions (c. 509, §2. n. 2). In the novitiate the 
lay novicea must be given catechetical instructions at least once· a 
week: (c. 565, §2). Ah instruction of the S. C. Rel of Nov. 25, 1929 
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(tlcta XXII, 28) enjoins upon superiors of all lay religions to see 
to it that all novices and professtd reli&ious for some time after their 
profession receive instruction in Chmtian doctrine if' they are lat~ 
to be destined as teachers in schools or parishes. 

ABT. II 

The external discipline of religious is entrusted to superiors, 
chapters and councils. The spiritual direction of religious belongs to 
confessors and chaplains ; to confessors in the sacramental forum, to 
chaplains in the extra-sacramental forum. 

In lay religions the spiritual direction must of necessity be 
separated from the direction of outward conduct, their superiors 
not being sacred ministers. In clerical religions, also, this separation 
is desired to some extent insofar as the law forbids superiors to 
hear the confessions of their subjects by way of habit, and insofar 
as the present law forbids the obligatory manifestation of con
science to the clerical superiors, which the former law had already 
forbidden in the case of lay religions. But the spontanrous revela
tion to the superior of one's conscience, i.e., of one's weaknesses, temp
tations, doubts, spiritual difficulties, etc., for the purpose of counsel 
and relief is not forbidden, and in some cases is highly commendable, 
as with novices. But ordinarily the religious reserves the maoifrs
tation of his conscience to his confessor ( c. 530). 

We shall speak: 1) of confesson; 2) of chaplains. 

§1. CONFESSORS OF RELIGIOUS 

A. CONFESSORS OP RELIGIOUS MEN 

Conf •11or1 in clerical r~ligion.r-Superiors in clerical religions, 
being priests, can themselves hear the confmions of their subjects 
either by virtue of their constitutions in clerical exempt religions, or 
in virtue of faculties delegated by the local Ordinary in non-exempt 
religions. However, they should not do so habitually lest they be 
hampered in the extemal government of the community for fear 
of violating the sacramental seal, although they may hear the con· 
fessions of those of .their subjects who spontaneously approach 
them (c. 518, §2, 3). 

Therefore, ordinary confessors to the exclusion of the superior 
shall be appointed in every house, their number depending upon 
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the size of the community. This rule is intended primarily for the 
convenience of novices and student clerics (c. 518, 1). 

Delegation to hear the confessions of novices and religious in 
clerical non-1xmi;t religions is granted by the local Ordinary { c. 
874). Delegation to hear the confession of religious and novices in 
clerical extmll reli&ions, as also the confessions of those seculars 
who live day and night (one day suflices) in the religious house 
as servants, pupils, guests or patients can be granted also by the 
superior, and the superior ought to grant faculties at the same time 
to absolve the religious from cases which may be reserved to them 
by the constitutions {875). We say granted a/10 by the superior, 
because faculties granted by the local Ordinary suffice to hear the 
confessions of exempt religious and novices, and to absolve from 
cases reserved in the religion. And so, safeguarding the constitu
tions which may prescribe confession at stated times, any religious 
of an exempt religion may for the peace of his conscience confess 
to any priest having diocesan faculties, whether a secular priest, a 
priest of his own religion or of another religion, and this priest may 
absolve him from cases reserved in the religion (519). This liberty 
granted for the first time by Pius X through the S. C. Rel., Aug. S, 
1913 (./eta V, 431) is a radical departure from the former law 
which requin:d the permission of the regular superior before his 
professed subject could validly and licitly confeM to a priest not 
of his own religion. 

When the law uses the phrase for the ptact of his conscience. this 
is never to be understood as a condition for validity of confession. 
At any rate, when one confesses seriously he always confesses for 
the peace of his conscience. It may be that he places more faith 
in the learning and virtues of a particular priest, that he feels m<1re 
at east' when confessing to him, etc. One hardly confesses for mere 
pastime, or as a pretext for getting away from the house. For 
the rest, religious discipline must be maintained, and the superior's 
permission to leave the house must be sought where the rules, or 
custom, so prescribe. Provided truth ia not violated, the superior 
need not be told that one is leaving the house precisely in order to 
confes1. 

Priests with diocesan faculties, while they may absolve from 
sins and censures reserved to the superior by the constitutions, may 
not abao]ve from crnsures reserved by common law to the major 
superiors (Ordinaries) s.'\ve by explicit delegation of the latter, 
or in danger of death and other urgent cases as described in c. 2252, 
2254 (p. 700, ff.). 

It does not follow that, because every priest with diocesan facul-
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ties can absol~e from cases reserved by the constitutions, such reser
vations are now a usele• institution. A public caae still remains 
reserved to the superior after sacramental absolution so far as 
the external forum is concerned ( c. 225 I ) ; and if there is question 
of a reserved censure, the penitent must abide by the man44tt of 
the major superior whom he will approach in due time after his 
confession. 

Confmors in lay rtligions-ln brotherhoads confessors both 
ordinary and extraordinary shall be appointed. The ordinary con
fessor hears confessions weekly, the extraordinary at least 4 times a 
year, usually during the ember weeks. If a brother desires a 
special ordinary amfessor, the superior must accede to his wishes. 
And every brother may confess to any priest having diocesan facul
ties, safeguarding religious discipline ( c. 528). 

In exempt lay religiom of men tht' superior propoees the con
fessor, the local Ordinary grant5 the confession faculties (c. 87.5, §2). 

B. CONFESSORS OF REUGIOUS WOMEN 
In theory religious women enjoy less libertr in the choice of 

confessors than do religious men. The present law which dates 
from Feb. 5, 1622 (Greg. XV, lnscrutabili; Fontts I, 379) states 
in c. 876 that no priest, secular or religious, no matter what his 
office or dignity, saving cardinals, may hear the confessions of sis
ters or nuns or their novices without s;erial faculties granted by the 
local Ordinary. Hence, even though a pri'5t otherwise may have 
diocesan faculties for hearing confessions, even the confesr.ions of 
women, he needs in addition special authorization for licitness and 
validity to hear the confessions of religious women and their 
novices. One reaBOn for this law is the need of special direction for 
thos~ striving after evangelifil perfection, a direction which sup
poses a more profound grasp of the principles of ascetical theology 
which is not always found in the average priest though the latter 
be competent to give spiritual advice to the ordinary la)·man. 

We say, in tlleorf religious women enjoy less liberty, etc., for 
the law requiring special faculties for the confessors of religious 
women, while intended primarily for their spiritual welfare, could, 
unle• modified in particular cases, become an intolerable burden 
U(N>n their conscience. And so broadly is this law modified, as we 
shall see, that ;,. prtittitt the liberty of religious women in the 
matter of confession is hardly less than that accorded to religious 
men. 

The Code dbtine:ui\hes S kinds of confe!sors fer religious 
women: 1 ) ordinary ; 2) special ; 3) extraordinary ; 4) supplemen
tary ; and S) occasional confessors. 
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Ortlinary conf e11or1-The ordinary confessor is he who bean 
the confessions : 1 ) of the whole community; 2) at frequent inter
vals, usually \veekly. 

Every house of religious women must be usigned an ordinary 
confessor by the local Ordinary. Saving exceptionally large com
munities, or for other reasons, e.g., a difference of language, there 
should be but one ordinary confessor for the house ( c. 520, § 1 ) • 
This rulC' is an ancient one, and is aimed at preserving among the 
religious of one and the same house unity in spiritual viewpoint 
with its necessary elects upon unity in external discipline. Con
fessors are not necessarily .infallible and diverpnt opinions are 
possible, e.g., concerning the obligation of the vows and the consti
tutions, concerning the advisability of superrogatory devotions, pen· 
ances, relaxations from the rule, fasts, etc. 

S1ecial confe11ors-If some nun or sister for the peace of her 
conscience and to make &Teater progres in the way of God requests 
a s~ecilll ordinary confeuor, or spiritual director, the Ordinary should 
willingly grant her this favor. But he shall see to it that abuses 
do not arise from the concession, and if they do arise, he shall pru
dently eliminate them, always safeauarding liberty of conscience 
(c. 520, §2). 

F.irtraordinary confe11or1-ln addition to the ordinary con
fessor, the local Ordinary shall appoint for each house an eictraordi
nary confessor whom the religious must approach at least 4 times 
a year if only to receive his blessinc ( c. 521, § 1). If option were 
allowed in this matter, those religious who chose not to go to t.'te 
extraordinary confessor could cause suspicion to fall on those who 
availed themselves of his visit. 

Suppltmtnt•1 tanfe11ors-Besidc;s the ordinary and extraordi
nary confeS"SOr, the local Ordinary shall desipate other priests giv
ing them 11pt'Cinl faculties, whom the religious may call i,, for con
fession without the need of recurring each time to the Ordinary 
for special faculties. If any religious should ask for one of these 
confessors, the superiorcss shall neither personally, nor through 
another, r.g., her vicar, neither directly nor indirectly, neither by 
word or act, deny the request, nor show displeasure in any way 
whatsoever (c. 521, §2, 3). 

Occasional conf essors-lf notwithstanding the concessions con
tained in the provisions for ordinary, extraordinary, special and 
supplementary confessors, a religious woman wishes to confess to 
some priest without special faculties to hear her, this she may do on 
four oonditions: 1) that the priest have diocesan faculties for hearing 
\Vomen (as is usually the case with us); 2) that the confession be 
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made for the peace of conscience; 3) that the sister approach the 
coofeiSOr; 4) that the mnfession be made in IOIDe church, or public 
or aemi-public oratory (c. 522). As to the last two conditions a few 
words are required. 

The sister must a11roacll the confessor. This means that she 
must eo te him, not he to her. In particular it would exclude the 
right to invite the priest to the religious house for the explicit pur
pose of confessing to him, unless he were one of the supplemen
tary confessors. But even the whole community may Confess to 
any priest who happens to drop in for a visit, or is called in, e.g., 
for Benediction, Mass, or any service other than that of hearing 
the confessions of the community. The sisters in this case arc 
still considered as approaching the confessor, even when they confeas 
to him in their own house, which they are not forbidden to do, as 
is dear from our next paragraph (c. 522). 

The Code says ~hat a sister may confess to the occasional con
fessor (one without special faculties) in an1 church, or public or 
semi-public oratory; hence also in their own chapel by logical in
ference, for these chapels of religious houses are always at least 
semi-public. not private chapels. An answer of the Pontincal Com
mittee (Nov. 24, 1920; .Acta XII, 575) goes further when it says 
that the confession may be made .in any pl:lce lawfully destined for 
the hearing of the confessions of women. Now while women's con
fessions must ordinarily be heard in a confessional, and therefore 
by implication in some church or public or semi-public oratory, 
neverthelea c. 910, §1 permits that their confessions be heard outside 
of a confessional, consequently outside of the above sacred places, 
in case of sicknes1 or for other reasons af real necessity. A\ked 
whether such an extra-confessional place had to be one habitually 
designated for hearing confessions. the Committee answered that 
this was not required, but that it sufficed if the place were Ilic tt 
nunt' so designated (Feb. 12, 1935; Acta XXVII, 92). The same 
Committee on Dec. 28, 1927, ans\vered that if the confession is 
made outside of the places here described, the confession is both 
illicit and invalid (Acta XX, 61 ). Such a case would be hard to 
conceive in view of the above answers. 

In case of serious illnel.IS, which need not be danger of death, 
the sister may call in any priest of her choice and confess to him, 
provided he has diocesan faculties to hear the confessions of women, 
nnd this she may do as long as the illness remains serious. Nor may 
the superioress deny her this liberty directly or indirectly. Herc 
the confessor can enter the enclosure in a monastery of nun11, (cfr. 
c. 600). 
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C. QvALIFICATIONs AND APPOINTMENT OF CoNFBSSOas 

Qualifications-The ordinnry and extraordinary confessors of 
religious women may be either tecular or religious priest!, but if 
religious they should b:tve ptrmiuion of their superiors to a~pt the 
office. They should excel in virtue and prudence. They should be 
at least 4-0 years old, unless the Ordinary judges otherwise for good 
reasons. Finally, they should not be men who have an office which 
giws them external authority over the religious lest the sacramental 
seal be endangered. Even though the)' ha"e no such external au
thority, confessors, for the reason just stated, should not interfere 
in any \Vay with the external government of the community, basing 
their suggestions upon what they learn from the confessions (c. 524, 
§1, 3). 

A ''ointm,nt-The local Ordinary appoints :il! confesscrs of 
religious women and their novices, saving of coune the occasional 
confessor whom the sister herself chooses and to whom the common 
law itself gives faculties. But in the c.ase of nuns subject to a 
regular prelate, the latter proposes the confessor (usually a religious 
of hiJ Order) and the local Ordinary grants faculties (c. 525). 

Ordinary confessors shall be appointed for a term not excetd
inc three yean. They may be reappointed for a second and third 
term in the 1ame community in two cases: 1) if the Ordinary judges 
this to be fit, due to the paucity of competent confessors for reli&ious; 
or 2) if the majority of the relilious community, includinK those who 
in other matter1 have no right to vote, by secret ballot ask for the 
reappointment of the confes10r. But tbo.e relidous who dissent 
should be provided with some other confessor if they desire another 
(c. 526). 

The ordinary confessor cannot be appointed to succeed himstlf 
Ii extraordinary confessor. But the extraordinary confeuor may 
be appointed to succeed himself as ordinary confessor. (c. 524, §2). 

For a crave cause the local Ordinary may remove both the 
ordinary and extraordinary confessor. He need not explain his 
actions to anyone save the Holy See if the latter requests an explana
tion. ·But the regular prelate should be notified of the remonl if 
he proposed the confeseor ( c. 527) . 

§2. CHAPLAINS OF RELIGIOUS 

The" spiritual direction of relidous in the extra-ucramental 
forum belonp to the chaplain. And while nothin1 forbids appointing 
the same priest as confe:uor and chaplain, this is not usually done. 

J,f'ointm,nt of chaf'lnint-ln 11ori-exrni;t lay ttliliona the 
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local Ordinary appoints the chaplain. If he gives the religious no 
chaplain, the pastor in whose parish the reli&ious hou1e is situated 
has full spiritual char~ of the brothers or sisters (c. 529). 

In ''"mll relieions of nuns or brothers the superior chooses 
the chaplain, but if the latter is to preach, he must have facultie:; 
from the local Ordinary to do so. In the case of nuns subject to the 
regular prelate of the I Order, the latter designates the chaplain 
(c. 529). 

F11nttion1 of the da1lai11-The chaplain performs all sacred 
functions excepting pastoral functions. Hence he says Mus, dis-" 
tributes communion, preaches, eives benediction with the Blessed 
Sacrament, etc. 

But some chaplains enjoy also parochial rights. These they obtain 
either from the common law, or from their letters of appointment. 
In the latter supposition the bishop exempts the relieious house from 
the jurisdiction of the pastor to the extent of the functions aaisnC'd 
to the chaplain1. We have seen elsewhere that the local Ordinary 
has the right to withdra\V religious houses from the jurisdiction 
of the pastor (cfr. p. 260). 

Whether a chaplain has parochial rights in virtue of episcopal 
faculties, and to what extent, must be learned either from the let
ters of appointmmt, or from the episcopal decree exempting the 
religious from the jurisdiction of the pastor. These are questions 
of fact rather than questions of law (c. 464, §2). 

But the common law itself erants parochial ripts in the fol
lowing cues: 

I ) In all clerical religions the superior has the riefit and duty 
to administer the last Sacraments (Viaticum and Extreme Unction) 
to the professed and the novices, and to all seculan \Vho live day 
and nipt in the religious house as servants, pupils, cuests and pa
tients (c. 514, §I). This same right the superior exercises with 
respect to the professed subjects and novices outside of the house, 
e.c., in a hospital, but not with respect to servants, pupils, guests and 
patients outside of the house (Code Comm. June 16, 1931; .lcta 
XXIII, 353). 

The superior also conducts the funeral of his professed subjects. 
house servants and novices, unless the novice had chosen his own 
funeral church. And the superior retains this rieht although the 
religious or novia! should have died outside of the religious house, 
provided it is convenient to transport the body to the religious church 
or chapel, or if not, provided the relatives, or the community, are 
willing to stand the expenllCI of the transportation. But it belongs 
to the proper DaStor to conduct the funeral services of thO!ll! whn 
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died. in the religious house as pupils, guests or patients ( c. 1221, 
1222). 

2) In the case of nuns it belongs to the ordinary confessor to 
administer the last sacraments to the professed and to the novices 
c. 514, 2). The confes:sor may commit this office to others if he 
wi'!ihe~, e.g., to the ch~plain. Both the ordinary confessor and his 
substitute can enter the encloaure ( cfr. c. 600). But the chaplain 
conducts the funerals of the nuns and their novices ( c. 1230, §5}. 

3) l n la>' Copgregations the chaplain has no right to administer 
the last Sacraments, unless the religious house has been withdra,vn 
from the jurisdiction of the local pastor (c. 514, §3). In the same 
way it must be determined whether the chaplain has the right to 
conduct the funeral services of the religious and their novices who 
die in the religious house, or whether this right belongs to the pastor 
(c. 1230, ~5). Generally; howeve·r, it is the chaplain, as a matter 
of fact, who is given these rights_. 

ABT. III 

The AclmiDlatlaUon of Tempoial Gooda 

In this article we shall confine ourselves to considering the 
tnnporal goods of religious as moral persons, namely, the goods 
of the religion, province and house. In Chapter V something will 
~ said of the property rights of religious as indi1JiJual1. 

Although the general law on th~ administration of ecclesiasti
cal goods will be treated in a later chapter (Bk. III, ch. XV), still 
they are rules wh.ich the administrators of goods in a religion must 
lceep in mind in addition to the peculiar prescriptions to be considered 
in the present article which are applicable to religions alone. Thus, it 
will be seen later how the civil law of the country has btcn adopted 
by the Church as concerns contracts, the various modes of acquirin& 
ecclesiastical property will be considered, the validity of last wills 
lacking the fonnalities of the civil law will be mentioned, the obli
gations attaching to foundations and goods given in trust will be 
discusied, etc. 

The Code at this place touches upon the follOlving points 
only: 1) the property rights inherent in religions; 2) the authority 
of the officials having the administration of goods in a religion; 3) 
particular provisions concerning investments, alienations, financial 
accounts, and responsibility for debts. 
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§1. PROPERTY RIGHTS lNHBUNT DJ RBLIGIONS 

If the Catholic Church universal is by the will of her divine 
Founder a sovereign society independent of the State, it follows 
that private corporations within the Church which have received 
their charter from the competent ecclesiastical authorities are like
wise" independent of the State, no less than are private civil corpora
tions of one State independent of the control of a foreign State. 
What rights religious organizations have, then, is determined 
not by the State but by the ecclesiastical authorities. Among these 
rights, l1S a matter of fact, is that of acquiring and possessing tem· 
poral goods. And not only the religion, but also the province and 
the individual houses arc vested with independent rights of owner
ship, unless the constitutions rule otherwise ( c. · .531). For the 
constitutions may decree that the religion is altogether incapable 
of holding goods in its own name, as with the Capuchins. But 
where the province and houses as well as the religion can own 
property in common, as is usually the case, the general cannot claim 
right to the superfluous goods of the provinces, nor the provincial 
to the residuary roods of the houses, e.g., at the end of eacla year. 
At the most these superiors can impose a leptimate tax or assess· 
ment in accordance with the constitutions. 

Although in theory religions are endowed with property rights 
by the Church, yet in practice, since mo-;t modern States refuse to 
recognize the divine origin and the inherent rights of the Church, 
and consequently the independence of both the Church univenal 
and of her corporations, therefore, religions, provinces, and 10D1etimcs 
their houses ouaht to seek a civil charter of incorporation the same 
as dioceses and parishes. Once they obtain civil recognition 
as moral persons, and this is readily granted by the States of the 
American Union, then their property rights will be upheld by the 
civil courts of the land in accordance with the Code and the consti
tutions, both of which will be considered the by-laws of the reli
gious corporations so far as they do not conflict with civil Jegislation. 

§2. ADMINISTRATORS OP Goons IN RBLIGIONS 

Within the limits of their office, as determined by the constitu· 
tions, it belonp to the officials as well as to superiors to make ex· 
penditures and to perform acts of ordinary administration ( c. 532, 
§2). Acts of ordinary administration are those ~or which the consti· 
tutions do not require that a higher authority be consulted. 

The officials charced with the temporal administration are called 
economes by the Code. The constitutions sometimes refer to them 
as procuraton, bursars, treasurers, etc. 
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§3. RVLES OF Al>MINISTllATJON 

The aoods of a religion, province or house shall be adminis
tered in accordance with the general rules of common law ( c:fr. 
p. 568), the particular regulations of the Code at this place (dr. 
following paragraphs), and the prescriptions of the constitutions 
(c. 532, §1). 

The particular rulings of the Code with reference to the ad· 
ministration of the temporal goods in religions concern the invest· 
ment of monies, alienations, the rendering of financial accounts, 
and the responsibility for debts contracted. 

I nfJr:1tm1nts-By the investment of money we mean its com-er
sion into more valuable forms of property, especially real ~tate, into 
interest bearing bonds, sa:urities, etc. The depositing of money 
with a reputable bank need not be considered an investment, for 
although the bank pays interest on these deposia, yet deposits are 
made for other purposes, e. g., safe-keeping, the facilitating of business 
transactions through checks, etc. 

The constitutiom will determine which superiors, or officials, 
have authority over the investment of the money of the religion, 
province or house. In addition, the local Ordinary must be consulted, 
and his consent obtained : 

1 ) By the superiorcss of a monastery of nuns, and br the 
superioress of a house of a religion of diocesan law for al/ invest
ments, the former requiring also the consent of the regular prelate 
if she is subject to him ( c. 533, § 1,n. 1 ) ; 

2) By the superioress of a Congregation of papal law, but only 
for the investment of money wMch con1ti1u1ts tht dowry of the 
sisters, not for other investments (c. 533, §1, n. 2). The reason for 
this greater indepcnden~ in the case of sisters of papal law lies 
partly in the fact that being of papal law they render a quinquennial 
report to the Holy See, partly in the fact that unlike nuns they have 
a ~ntralized organization with one superior exercising surveillance 
over the administration of all houses, whereas the supcrioress of nuns 
has no one to advise or restrain her save the low Ordinary and 
possibly the regular prelate of the I Order. 

3) By superiors of all Congregation• if the funds to be inVC1ted 
were given or bequeathed to the house for divine cult or charity to 
be exercised in the diocese, e. g., a school or hospital. Hence, the 
local Ordinary's consent is not required for the investment if the 
money was given to the religion, or the province, or to the house, 
and the donor did not request the exercise of these works in the 
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diocese; nor is the bishop's consent required by regulars, i.e., Order 
men (c. 533, §1, n. 3); 

4) By all religious in charge of parishes and missions, whether 
exempt or non-exempt, whether regulars or not, if the money was 
given to the parish or the mission (c. 533, §1, n. 4). 

The above rules apply to every change of investment ( c. 533, 
§2). 

Alieriation1-The conservative spirit of the Church is adverse 
to the alienation of church property, namely, to the transfer of its 
ownership, and to any act which tends to lessen her free control 
over such property, e. g., leases, mortgages, the contracting of debts 
for which ecclesiastical goods must be offered as collateral. 

Therefore, because the goods of a religion are ecclesiastical 
goods, the legislator repeats at this place for the sake of emphasis 
what is said in a later part of the Code concerning alienation of 
ecclesiastical goods in general. 

If the property to be alienated exceeds the value of 30,000 lire 
or· francs (about $6,000), an Apostolic indult is required from the 
S. C. Rel. The same Apostolic indult is necessary to alienate any 
goods precious by rca!IOn of art, hiltory or material. Finally the 
same Apostolic iodult is required to contract a debt exceeding $6,000. 
Failure to obtain the Apostolic ind ult invalidates the above acts ( c. 
534, §1). Cfr. also the Apostolic Delegate's faculties p. 736, ff. 

If the property to be alienated, or the debts to be contracted, 
do not exceed the value of $6,000, the consent of the religious 
superior, competent by the constitutions depending upon the amount 
involved, suffices together with the consent of the chapter or council 
as determined by the constitutions, this consent to be given by secret 
ballot. But in addition to the consent of the religious superior, that 
of the local Ordinary is needed by the superioress of nuns, and the 
superioress of Congregations of diocesan law, unless the sale or gift 
being so trifling, the con!titutions permit the religious superior to 
proceed without such conaent. The regular prelate's consent is 
also required if the nuns are subject to him (c. 5341 §1 ). 

In the petition for permission to contract debts, it must be stated 
just what the present outstanding debts and obligations of the 
imtitution are, otherwise the rescript of the Holy See, or of the 
Ordinary, will be invalid (c. 534, §2). 

In no case ma)• religious superiors permit that debts be con
tracted unless it is certain that from the customary revenues interest 
on the debt can be met, and that the capital itself can be liquidated 
or paid off within a reasonable time by means of a sinking fund, i. e., 
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by the setting aside each year of a sum of money for this purpme 
(c. 536, §5). 

As concerns alienations by w~y of gift, these are not permitted 
unless : I ) they be made for reasons of charity or from some other 
commtndable motive, e. I·• gratitude; 2) they be authorized by the 
la\dul superior, who in accordance with the constitutions may some
times require the advice or the consent of bis council or chapter 
(c. 537). 

A letter of the Apostolic Delegate addressed ·to all religious 
superion in the United States on Nov. 13, 1936 calls attention to 
the fact that the issuance of bonds or debentures on ecclesiastical 
goods, as well as the acceptance of annuities, must be classed as 
alitnatiom, so th:it if these amount to over $6,000 an Apostolic 
indult is necessary. The letter is rather lengthy and every state
ment is important, but the scope of our work not permitting its 
reproduction in full, we refer the reader to Bouscaren, Canon I.aw 
Digtlt, where the letter is reprinted in its entirety ;,. lioc loco. 

Financial re;ort.r-Religious administrators, besides the report 
they must furnish their superiors at stated times in accordance with 
the constitutions, have a further obligation of rendering a financial 
report to the local Ordinary within the limits to be described : 

1) Every superioress of nuns must annually give a report 
concerning the entire administratioh of the monastery. And if the 
monastery is subject to a regular prelate, the report must be made 
to him likewise {c. 535, §1, n. l); 

2) On the occasion of episcopal visitation, or more frequentl}· 
if the local Ordinary so rules, every superioress of ,sisters must 
render an a('COUnt of the administration of the goods \vhich constitute 
the dowries (c. 535, §2). 

Moreover, local Ordinaries, when they wish, have the right 
to demand an account : 1 ) of the adminjstration of all the goods 
of a religious house of diocesan law; 2) of the administration of 
go0ds given for public benefactions in the diocese, saving where they 
Wfre given to regulars ; 3) of the administration of all goods given 
to a parish or mi&Sion even though entrusted to regulars ( c. 535, §3). 

R11,onsibilit1 for tlebt,_...., The moral person who contraeb a 
debt is responsible for the same, whether this be the religion, the 
province or the house. Thua, the house cannot hold the province 
responsible for its debts ( c. 536, § l ) • 

Responsibility for debts incurred by iruliflidual religious rests 
sometimes on the individual, sometimes on the moral person. Where 
the religious acts as agent for his principal, e.g., the local procurator 
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for the house, the provincial for the province, :ind this either by 
explicit permission of the competent authority, or in virtue of, and 
within the limits of his office, it is the moral person who is responsible. 
And this rule even the civil courts will recognize, because the cor
poration is responsible for the authorized acts of its agent; (c. 536, 
§2). 

If a religious concludes a contract, unauthorized thereto, either 
because he lacb permission, or he ~cceds the limits of his office, 
the religious alone is responsible so that the creditor cannot bring 
suit against the moral person, or corporation, of which the religious 
is a member. This rule, too, the civil oourts will recognize in 
reliflious organizations which have been incorporated by civil law. 
But the creditor by civil law has the right of personal action against 
the religious himself. If the latter happens to have goods of his 
own, he must satisfy his creditor out of these. If the reli!Pous has 
no goodil of his own, e. g., if be is a regular with solemn vows, then 
in practice, lest unpleasant notoriety and scandal result to the detri
ment of the Church in general and of religion in particular, the 
moral person, though not bound to, will U1ually answer for the debts 
contracted, and the delinquent religious will be corrected by the 
superior with deposition from office or some other suitable penalty 
(c;. 536, §3). 



Chapter IV 

THE NOVITIA.TE 

The novitiate is a term of probation which every candidate 
to the religious state must undergo for at least one year in a 
designated place called the house of the novitiate under the direction 
of a master or mistress of novices. 

Understood as a ptrioJ of probation rather than as a place of 
probation, the novitiate has a two-fold object: 1) to familiarize the 
candidate \vith the nature of religious vows, and the particular 
rules and constitutions of the religion so that he may decide lvhether 
or not he will be equal to the burdens of the religious life before 
actually taking his vows; 2) to acquaint the superiors lvith the 
character and disposition of the candidate so that they may determine 
whether the candidate will prove a fit and worthy member of the 
religion. 

At one time the novitiate Wall a matter of option. Innocent IV 
prescribed a novitiate year for the Dominicans and F:ranciscans. 
Boniface VIII extended the law to all mendicant Orders. The 
Council of Trent made the novitiate year universally obligatory. 
The Code repeats the Tridentine legislation in c. 572, §1, n. 3. 

In four articlcir. we shall discourse on : 1 ) the requisites for 
admission to the novitiate; 2) the training of novices; 3) the 
canonical status of ngvices ; 4) how the novitiate ends. 

ART. I 

Requisit• for Admiaidon lo the Novitiate 

These may be reduced to seven headings : 1 ) the postulanahip ; 
2) eligibility of the candidate ; 3) testimonial letters ; 4) admission 
by the authorized superiors; 5) the dowry; 6) ascertainment of the 
candidate's freedom; 7) the spiritual retreat, 

328 
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§1. THE POSTULANTSHIP 

Durinc the present century when, due to the spirit of falset 
liberty which began to penetrate even within the monastery walls, 
petitions for dispensations from religious vows began to multiply 
in e\•er increasing numben to the great scandal of the faithful, the 
Holy See, rather than extend the term of the novitiate, saw fit to 
require a pre-novitiate probation period called the postulantship 
(;ostulatru). 

Common law requires the postulantship only in religions with 
perpetual vows. The reason is that ii the vo\\"s should happen to 
be taken rashly in religions \Vith only temporal")' vmvs, the religiou,; 
is free to leave at the expiration of his vows without the need of a 
dispensation from them ( c. 539, § 1). But whereas in religions of 
women all must undergo this probation period, in religions of men 
it is only the candidates to the lay brotherhood (toncrer1i) who must 
do so. Clerical aspirants are presumed to have studied under the 
direction of the religious superiors in a college conducted by the 
religion, and this prior to the novitiate, so that during their college 
years they may be considered postulants. It should be noted in 
passing that the postulant has not the same status as a noVice; he 
has not yet been admitted to the religion ; he is still asking to be 
admitted, hence he is called a postulant (;ostulare, to beg). 

By common law the postulantship must last for six months. 
The major superior may prolong the term but not for more than 
another six months (c. 539, §1, 2). 

The postulantship must be served in the novitiate hou1e, or in 
some other house of the religion where religious discipline is 
accurately observed ( c. 540, § l ) • 

Po1tulants must wear a 1arb distinct from that of the novices 
(c. 540, §2). It may be the secular prb of the laity, especially in 
the case of brother candidates. 

Postulants require previous permission of the local Ordinary to 
be admitted into the monasteries of nuns. They are held to the law 
of enclosure, and may not leave without permission of the Holy See 
save in extraordinary circumstances, or when ther decide to quit 
and return to the world, or when· they are dismissed. Should they 
othf'rwise violate the enclosure, however, they do not incur the 
penalties of the law ( c. 540, 53 i S. C. Rel., Feb. 6, 1924; Atta XVI, 
96). 

§2. ELIGIBILITY OF THB CANDIDATI 

No candidate should be admitted to the novitiate who lacb a 
vocation to the relicious state. A vocation to the religioua state 
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{understanding this term in the technical sense explained above) 
is present when the followin& conditions are verified: 1) that the 
candidate is a Catholic; 2) that he is frre from the impediments to 
be described directly; 3) that he is qualified physically, mentally 
and morally to susrain the burdens and obligations of the relieious 
life in ,enernl, and of his own religion in particular; 4) that his 
intention is upright, namely, hiS primary intention should be to 
acquire spiritual perfection, though secondary motives are not pro
hibited. Some writen would add a fifth condition, namely, that the 
candidate experience a peculiar impulse or instinct for the religious 
life, as was the case with St. Aloysius and others. But since this 
element is too difficult to discover in the average candidate and its 
search would only lead to. acruples, we may conclude that auch 
element ia not required. Besides. it is not contained in c • .538 which 
seems to determine the requisites of a religious vocation. 

Concerning the first, second and third conditions for a religious 
vocation it belonp to the superiors to detennine their presence in 
the individual candidate: concerning the fourth condition, namely, 
the upri&ht intention, this is left to the conacience of the individual 
assisted by the advice of his confessor. It remains to see which are 
the impediments debarring a candidate from the novitiate either 
under pain of invalidity or illicitness. 

The following cannot be admitted to the novitiate fHlliJ/1 
according to c. 542, n. 1 : 

1) Those who have adhered to a non-Catholic sect. The law 
inttnda those persons who, once having been Catholics, left the 
Church and joined a non-Catholic sect, even thou&h they are now 
reconciled to the faith. Converts who were born and reared as 
non-Catholics, therefore, are not intended, and these can be admitted 
to the novitiate validly and licitly (Code Comm. Oct. 16, 1919; 
~t'la XI, U7). However, if the latter aspire to the priesthood in 
a clerical religion their admission would be illicit, as we shall see. 

2) Penons under 1S years of age; 
3) Those who are constrained by grave fear or fraud, or 

whom the superiors admit while they themselves are under these 
influences; 

.f.) A married person as lone u the marriage bond ha not 
hem dissolved. Hence, widows and widowers are not debarred. 
But married people need a dispensation from the Holy See if they 
wish to embrace the religious life. This is true even though their 
marriage bu not been con1ummated. It ia true also if the ecdesiasti· 
cal authoritie1 have granted a perpetual separation from bed and 
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board. It is true even though the one 1pouse c:omentl to the other'• 
enterin1 the novitiate; 

S) 'rhOle who are, or have been, professed in another religion. 
An Apo1tolic indult ii required, u we 1hall see, to transfer from 
one relicion to another. So too, an ex·relicious who freely left the 
religion at the expiration of his vowt, or who obtained a dilpensa· 
tion from his YOWi, evidences a lack of 1tabilitf, and the Holy See 
will judge from the circuoutanc:a after being requated for permis
sion, whether he may be admitted to another reli&ion or no~ ; 

6) Thme who are legally threatened with punilhment for a 
1fave offense of which they have been, or can be, acc:uted. It is 
immaterial whether the penalty ii threatened by canon or civil law. 
In both cases the candidate ii suspected of embraci111 the religio111 
life solely to acape the punishment, while at the same time there 
is dancer of scandal to the religion in the event that the candidate 
should later be c:Onvicted of the offense; 

7) Bishops, whether residential or titular,. even thoup only 
de1ipated by the Roman Ponti.ft and not yet consecrated or installed. 
In the case of a re1idcntial bishop it is arcued that the welfare of 
hi~ ftoct takel precedence over the bishop's de.ire for individual 
perfection. In the cue of titular bilhoPI it ii not becominc that 
thtse renounce a dipity conferred upon them by the Roman Ponti& 
without first aslcin1 hil permission to do 10 ; 

8) Thme deria who by a special ruling of the Holy See mu.at 
take an oath to 1erve a certain diocese or mission. The1e can enter 
the novitiate, however, after their term of service expim. Certain 
c:olleps, especially at Rome, educate deria at their own expense if 
the studentl, upon beinc admitted to the college, take an oath to 
serve a diocese or mi.ion for a certain period after their ordination, 
e. g., for three yean. This they promile in return for their educa
tion. On the other hand, clerics who, u in the United States and 
many other countrie1, are promoted to major orden with the title 
of s•rviti11m diot•su are not intended here. Thoup th• tab an 
oath to .erve their diocese forever, the oath here ii but a canonical 
tide for ordination, i.e., the diome will provide for their decent 
1upport in return for their promise to serve the dioc:ae. But they 
are not forbidden to 1eek: another title for ordination. 1uch as that 
of poverty, or common table in a reliP,us Order or Conpeption. 
The oath ii t:aken in perpetuitY or indefinitely, but only u lon1 u 
they do not cbOOIC to 1ubltitute it for another canonical title. 

The followinc are admitted to the novitiate valiclly but illittly 
(c. 542, n. 2): 

1 ) Clerics in major orders without the knowledae of their local 
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Ordinary. It suffices to notify the Ordinary of one's intention, his 
consent is not necessary, because it may not be withheld save in one 
case: if the Ordinary judges that grave hann to souls would result 
by the cleric's departure from the diocese, and that the harm can 
be averted in no other way than by the cleric's remainina. In prac
tise this will be a rare case. That the cleric was educated at the 
expense of the diocese is no valid reason for withholdinj' consent. 
The same law of the Code which in another place ( c. 1355) directs 
that cl~rics be educated at the public expense provides in this place 
that they arc free to embrace the reliaious state (cfr. Vermeerach
Creusen, E;itom' Juris Canonici, I, n. 634); 

2) Those who have heavy debts which they cannot pay. The 
reason is lest the creditors suffer thereby, or the religion become 
involved in lawsuits and pouible scandals. But the religion is free 
to assume the obligations; 

3) Those who must render accounts, e. g., guardians;. or who 
are implicated in secular affairs, e. g., public officials, from which 
the religion may have reason to fear lawsuits and other annoyances ; 

4) Children whose parents arc in arave want, and need their 
support. By parents the Code understands father, mother and grand
parents. Herc the obligation arising from precept is considered as 
talcing precedence over a matter of counsel ; 

S) Parents whose children need their care; 
6) Candidates for the priesthood in a clerical religion if these 

candidates are under some irreiularity or impediment for orders. 
We shall see later what is meant by irreiularities and impediments. 
Among these is illqitimacy, but it may be remarked that solemn 
profession removes this irregularity, not other irregularities and 
impediments, e. g., non-Catholic parentage; 

7) Orientals cannot be admitted licitly into the novitiate 
of a religious organization of the Latin rite without permission of 
the S. C. for the Oriental Church. The reason is that thb would 
mtan a change of rite to which the Church is traditionally oppm1ed. 
However, the pennission of the Holy See is not required if the 
Orientals, without changing their rite, make their novitiate with the 
religious of the Latin rite preparatory to establishinc houses or 
provinces of the tame religion but in the Oriental rite, e. &'·· in the 
case of Jesuits of the Oriental rite (cfr. Code, Comm. Nov. 10, 
1925; Acta XVII 583). 

The above impediments to the novitiate are established by the 
common law of the Code. Whether the constitutions contain addi
tional impedimenta must be determined by consulting the conatitu· 
tions. Thus they may, e.g., debar illegitimates (non-priestly upir-
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ants), or persons who have exceeded a certain age limit, etc. By 
virtue of their quinquennial faculties the local Ordinaries of the 
United States may, under the conditions described in the wne facul
ties, dispense from the impediment of illegitimaC)' and advanced age 
if these are established by the constitutions (dr. p. 729). 

§3. TISTIMONIAL LB"ITUS 

The superiors, before admittin& a candidate to the novitiate, 
must make certain that he is eligible, i.e., that he is not detained by 
any of the impediments described in the preceding section. This cer
tainty is obtained through testimonial letters. 

Women aspirants must furnish an authentic certificate of bap
tism and confirmation (c. 544, §1), Moreover, the superioress shall 
make careful inquiry concerning their disposition and character 
(c . .5441 §7). This information may be obtained from the candidate's 
pastor or from relatives and intimate :acquaintances. Formal testi· 
monial letten arc not required save in two cases: 1 ) from the di tee· 
tress of the colic~ from which the candidate was dismissed, or which 
she left of her own accord, if such a case is verified ; 2) from the 
major superior of the religion in which the candidate may have been 
a postulant, novice or professed member ( c. 5#, §3). It is under
stood that in the case of a former or present profeued member of 
another religion a dispensntion from the Holy See is alllO necessary 
for adminion to the new novitiate. 

These testimonials are required prior to admission to the noviti
ate. In practice, however, it will be found advisable to i;ecurc them 
before admiMion to the postulantship. 

fl.fen aspirants must, like \vomcn aspirants, furnish an authentic 
certificate of baptism and confirmation ( c. 544, § 1). Likewise, the 
superior must make careful investi&ation concerning the man's char
acter. In addition to this informal inquiry, the Code insists on 
certain testimonial letten: 

1) The testimonial of the Ordinary of the candidate's diocese 
of oriein, i. e., the diocese in which the father was domiciled at the 
time of the child's birth, or in default of a domicile, where the 
father was quasi-domiciled, or if the child was of illecitimate or 
posthumous birth, where the mother was domiciled or quasi· 
domiciled. But if the aspirant left his diocese. of ori&in before he 
\Vas 14 years old, and has not returned to it since for the space of 
at least one continuous year, the testimonial of the Ordinary of the 
diocese of origin scenu unnecessary (c • .544, §2); 

2) Testimonials from each and every Ordinary in whose dio-
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cese the candidate lived for at least one morally oontinuous year after 
reaching the age of 14 (c. 544, §2). The year will ceue to be 
morally continuous by an absence of 30 days, continuous or intermit
tent. The testimonials mentioned in this and the preceding number 
are not required in the case of women aspirants, as may have been 
noticed. They are intended primarily to safeguard against admitting 
mtlt'rietl men to the novitiate, a danger not so likely in the case of 
women. In practise the Ordinary will seldom be acquainted with 
the candidate ; still he will demand the necessary information of 
the pastor in whose parish the candidate has lived, and to this end 
will probably furnish the pastor with a questionnaire. In the ca11e 
of candidates who study in a preparatory colle• belonging to the 
religion which they intend to join, the testimonial of the Ordinary 
of this diocese does not seem necessary, provided the candidate had 
not lived in the diocese outside of the college for at least one morally 
continuous year; 

3) The testimonial of the rector of the seminary or college 
where the candidate may have studied ( c. .544, §3). By college in 
this case, as in the case of women aspirants referred to above, one 
must undentand higher institutions of learning under ucle1hutical 
management. The reason is that the Code requires that the rector 
give his testimonial under oath and after c:onferrinc with the local 
Ordinary, conditions which are not easily verifiable in the case of 
rectors of lay colleges; 

.f.) Testimonial letten of the_ major superior of the religion 
in which the candidate may have been a postulant, novice or pro
fessed member (c. 54.f., §3). These would seem to suffice so that 
the testimonials hitherto mentioned as required of male candidates 
\vould seein superftuou:s. The reason is that the major superior who 
issues the testimonial has already made careful investigation and 
obtained the necessary testimonials when admitting the candidate to 
his religion. But this is a mere presumption and must be verified. 
Moreover, we suppme that the candidate had not lived in the world, 
for at least one morally continuous year after leaving the former 
religion; 

5) In the case of clerics who aspire to the religious life it 
suffices to obtain the certificate of the last ordination, and the 
testimoniab of the local Ordinaries in whose diomes the cleric 
lived after his last ordination for at least one morally continuous 
year (c. .544, §4). It may be presumed, in other words, that the 
baptismal and confirmation certificate, and the testimonials which 
otherwise would be required in the case of non-clerics were furnished 
to the reaponsible authorities prior to the ordinations; but if the 
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clerk came directly from a seminary or had belonged to another 
religion, the testimonials of the rector and major superior, according 
to the nature of the case, are also required. 

Those who by law are required to issue the above testimonials 
must give them not to the candidate himself but· to the superiors, 
the baptismal and confirmation certificates possibly excepted 
( c. 545, §I ) , 

The testimonials must be· given under oath, e. g.: "In witness 
whereof I invoke the name of God, and hereunto set my hand and 
seal this ................ da)' of ................ , 19 ...• .'' If the individuah, 
superiors or rectors, requested for testimonials, judge that grave 
reasons forbid them to comply with the request~ they must within 
three months explain their reasons to the Holy See. At the same time 
they might inform the requesting religious superior that they took 
this coune. If they do not reply at all (they should repl)' within 
three months), the requesting superior should inform the Holy Sec 
of the matter, and Rome will jud~ what is most' advisable to do 
in that case. If they refuse to give the testimonial under oath, 
the local Ordinary, or in the case of clerical religions the ~ncral 
superior, shall force hU subject to issue the testimonial under oath 
by threatening penaltiea, not excluding privation of office (S. C. Rel. 
Nov. 21, 1919; Acta XII, 17}. If they reply that the candidate 
is not sufficiently known to them, the requesting superior shall 
make inquiry in some other way if possible, e. g., by questioning 
relatives and friends of the aspirant (c. 54S, §1, 2, 3). 

Preferably the testimonials might assume the- form of answers 
to questionnaires formulated by the religious superior. They should, 
as far as possible, testify concerning the following points, which 
points may be incorporated into the que3tionnaires: 1) the candi
date's birth and origin, e. g., whether he is a leaitimate child, the 
character of the parents, etc.; 2) his habits and disposition, e. g., 
whether he is pious and religious, or rather whether he is given 
to vice, uncontrollable temper, drink, incontinency, etc.; 3) his 
talents, or mental abilities, academic achievements, etc. ; 4) his past 
and present profession or occupation in the world; 5} his reputation; 
6) his social status, e. g., whether married or single, burdened with 
debts or not, etc.; 7) whether he is the object of a lawsuit, criminal 
or civil ; 8) whether he is under any irregularity or impediment . for 
ordination in clerical religion&; 9) \vhcther he has a position of trust 
or a secular business or office which demands a rendering of accounts ; 
J 0} whether his family needs his help ; 11 ) for what cau.~ -did he 
leave or was dismissed from the $CD1inary or colle~ (if such i1 the 
case), etc. (c. 545, fi4). 
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To safeguard the good name of the candidate, and to secure 
the author of the testimonials against possible lawsuits, all those who 
obtain information through such testimonials, e. g., the superior, the 
chapter, the council, etc., are bound to the strictest secrecy concern
ing both the information given and the identity of him who U&ued 
the testimonial ( c. 546). 

§4. SUPERIORS AUTHORIZID TO ADMIT NOVICBS 

The right to receive candidates to the novitiate belongs to the 
major superiors as determined by the constitutions, e. g., the general, 
the provincial, the local abbot, the supcrioress of a monastery of 
nuns, etc. But the major superior mmt first confer with his council 
or chapter as the constitutions specify. Whether the vote of the 
council or chapter is deliberative or merely consultive rests with the 
constitutions ( c. 543). 

The Code, unlike the Contlitae a CAri110 (Dec. 8, 1900; Fo11t11, 
III, n. 644) doea not expressly authorize the local Ordinary to admit 
candidates in religions of diocesan law. However, it would seem 
that he retains the right of veto against the admission of undesirable 
candidates. But he cannot compel the rcliaious superiors to admit 
novices whom these reject. 

§S. DoWJtY ov R•uo1ovs WoMBN 

Before being admitted to the novitiate all postulants in monai
terits of "'"" must furnish a dowry, or at least pledge a dowry in 
some form of legal document recognized as valid by civil law. This 
is a sum of money, bonda, real estate, etc. interest from which will 
serve to maintain the professed in the necessities of life. The amount 
of the dowry is determined by the constitutions (c. S47, §1, 2). 

In n1terAootl1 (Congregation with simple vows) the dowry is 
not required by common law, but it is often required by the constitu
tions. Sisters, not being under papal ·enclosure, are free to engaee 
in teaching, nursing and other work which makes them self -supJIOrt
ing, \vhich is not possible with nuns. If the constitutions call for 
a dowry, they will determine also the amount (c. S47, §3). 

The dowry is not a price of admission to religious life, which 
would be simony; rather it is oiered as compensation for the neces-
ttities of life. , 

During the novitiate the dowry remains in the ownenhip of 
the novice. The actual possession and administration of the same 
ought to be given to some third party who wiU act as trustee. 
If the constitutions prescribe that the novi~ pay for her novitiate 
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maintenance this she may do either out of the revenues of her dowry, 
or from other sources. 

Simultaneously with first profeS"Sion the ownership of the 
dowry, in virtue of canon law, automatically puses to the religion. 
However, this is only a conditio~ transfer of ownership. Should 
the religious leave, no matter for what cause, the dowry must be 
restored to her, i. e., the capital. But the interest which has thus far 
accrued goes to the religion as compensation for her maintenance 
(c. 551, §1). Should the religious by Apostolic indult transfer to 
another religion, during the new novitiate the interest passes to the 
new religion, upon her profession the dowry (capital) also. But in 
the transfer of a nun from one independent monastery to another 
of the same Order the dowry itself passes to the new monastery 
from the first day of transfer (c. 551, §2). 

Immediately upon the passing of the ownership of the dowry 
to the religion with first profeuion, the superioresa, having conferred 
with her council, and having obtained the consent of the local Ordi· 
nary, shall invest the dowry in safe, legitimate and fruit-bearing 
titles ( c. 549). 

All dowries shall be administered in their entirety at the monas
tery of the nuns, or the mother house of the religion or province, 
as the constitutions determine. The mother general, or the mother 
provincial, as the case may be, shall assign to each house its portion 
of the revenues of the dowries. The local Ordinaries shall aupcrvitie 
the conservation of the dowries, and on the occasion of their visita
tion they shall require an account of the administration (c. 550). 
They shall see to it that the dowries arc not expended before the 
religious die, even for the building of a religioua house, or the 
pa)•ment of the debts of the community (c. 549). 

The dowry cannot be condoned, not even in part, except by 
dispensation of the Holy See in religions of papal law, or by dis
pensation of the local Ordinary in religions of diocesan law (c. 547, 
§4). However, in virtue of their quinquennial faculties local Ordi
naries in the United States may dispen11e wholly or in part from 
the dowry alto in religions of papal law ( cfr. p. 730). 

§6. AscBl.TAINMBNT OF THI CANDIDAT:s's Fuz WILL 

To safeauard against her entering the novitiate through physical 
or moral compulsion, the local Ordinary, either in person or through 
a clerical delegate, c. g., the chaplain, must, one month prior to the 
beginning of the novitiate, question the postulant concerning her 
freedom, namely: 1 ) whether she is being forced or has been 
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deceived ; 2) whether she understands fully the 1tep she is about 
to take. This questioning, or examination, is cal\ed by the Code the 
e1t1loratio "l11111a1u (c. 552). 

This e1t1loratio is required three times: once before the noviti
ate, once before first profession at the end of the novitiate, and once 
before perpetual profeuion. . 

The e1t1loratio t1ol1111tatis is required only in reli1ions of women. 
The reason is that men are leu likely than women to be forced 
against their will to enter a religion. 

To afford the local Ordinary convenient opportunity, 1ince 
there may be many houRes in the diocese receiving novices or admit
ting to profession about the same time of the year, the superioress 
is bound to notify him two month• in advance of the approaching 
admission to the novitiate or the fint or final profession ( c. 552, §2). 

§7. SPWTVAL RITaEAT 

All postulanta, both men and women, must make a retreat of 
at least eipt full days before be1inning the novitiate. If the con· 
fessor judps it fit, they shall also make a general confenion of their 
sins ( c. .541 ) • · 

ABT. II 

TftllnbuJ at die Remo. 

For the novitiate to be valid, u also the subsequent profession 
of vow., the novice must not only be free of the impediments 
described in the preceding article, but he must moreover be trained: 
1) in the home of the novitiate; 2) for one complete and continuous 
year. For licitness of the novitiate the novice must be trained: 
I) under a special master or mistreu of novica; 2) in the principles 
of religiow life, and the ltnowledse of the rules and constitutions 
of the particular relidous orpnization. 

11. THI NOVITIATI HousB 

Every religion must have its own houses of novitiate to be 
erected in accordance with the constitutions. But without special 
permiuion of the Hal)· See one and the same province cannot have 
nvo or more novitiates, lest unity in spiritual direction be endanpred 
(c. 554, 11, 2). 

The loc:al Ordinary'a permission is required and 1uftices to erect 
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novitiates in religions of diocesan law. But the Holy See11 permission 
is required to establish a novitiate in a religion of papal law { c. 554, 
§ J ) • Thia is true .whether the novitiate is a structure by itself, or 
whether it is to be a part of an already existing religious house, ·one 
part to be reserved for the novices, as is generally the case. 

If the novitiate is erected in an existing mon3ltery1 convent, etc., 
the novitiate part must be separated from the rest of the house 
where the professed live; In this case without special permission of 
the novice muter, the novices shall have no communication with the 
professcd-noi these with the novices. However, the novices and pro
fessed meet in the common refectory and chapel as a rule ( c. 564) . 

Since example spc:iks louder than \Yords the supcrion shall not 
place in the house to which a novitiate is attached an)' but exemplary 
professed reli&ious ( c. 554, §3). 

If the novitiate year is puscd outside of the novitiate houEe 
it is invalid, saving an Apostolic ind ult ( c. SSS, §1, n. 3). 

§2. DURATION or THE NOVITIATE 

For validity the novitiate must last one complete and continu
ous year (c. SSS, §1, n. 2). If the constitutiona call for a longer 
novitiate, e. &·· two yean, this additional novitiate is not required 
for validity unless the constitutions explicitly state so (c. 555, §2). 
The local Ordinary may dispense from the second year of novitiate 
in religions of diocesan law, if the constitutions do not demand the 
sm>nd year for validity. An Apostolic indult is necessary to srrve 
the second before the first novitiate. (Code Comm. Feb. 12, 1935; 
Acta XXVll, 92). 

· The novitiate begins with the reception of the habit. In those 
reli&ions which have no religious garb distinct from the secular 
clerical dress, e.g., with most clerics regular, the novitiate begins 
in the manner described in the constitutions ( c. S53). 

Complttt yta,,_ The novitiate year is reckoned not by hours 
but by days. It is computed in accordance with c. 34, §3, n. 3, and 
this for validity (Code Comm. Nov. 12, 1922; Acta XIV, 661). 
In other words the first day is not included, but the novitiate u only 
then completed when midni1ht of the anniversary day (day of the 
same number) is passed. Thus, if the novitiate begins at 10 a. m. 
Aug. lS, 1947 profession cannot take place until ofter midnight 
between Aug. JS..16 of 1948. 

Conti""oru ytar-The novitiate must be served continuous!)· 
for a year without interruption. However, not every interruption 
will require that t.he novice recommence his novitiate, but the noviri· 
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ate is interrupted in the sense that it must be recommenced only 
in these cases : 

1) If, after tli1missal, a novice actually leaves the house, i. e., 
not only the novitiate part proper but the whole building with ib 
premues ( c. 556, § 1 ) ; 

2) If the novire leaves the house (understanding hous1 as in 
the preceding number) without the permission of the superior, and 
with the intention of not returning. Here both conditions mwt be 
verified: 1) exit without permission; 2) exit with the intention of 
not returning. The intention to desert must be matiifest in the 
external forum by words, acts or other circumstances. If nothing 
can be conjectured one way or the other, and the novice returns 
within a fe\v days, many authors state that his quick return is a 
lawful presumption that he left with the intention to return, and the 
novitiate is not interrupted. But the novitiate is broken the very 
moment the novice leaves the house provided he leaves without 
permission and his intention not to return u certain ( c. 556, § 1 ) ; 

3) If, even with the permission of the superior, the novice 
remains outside of the novitiate house for more thad 30 days, whether 
continuous or intermittent, and no matter for what reason, e. g., 
a flood, tire, confinement in a hospital, etc. { c. 556, SI } . Also in 
the transfer of a novice to another novitiate of the same religion, 
if this requires more than 30 days, the novitiate is broken (Code 
Comm. July 13, 1930; A eta XXII, 365). The dnys must be spaces 
of 24 eontinuous hours. Hence repeated absences, even though these 
occur on more than 30 days, do not break the novitiate if the novice 
returm the same day. Hence, visits to a physician, walb out of 
doors, etc. are permitted. 

The novitiate is not interrupted by an absence of less than 
30 days in the sense that it must begin anew. If the novice was 
absent continuously or intermittently more than 15 days (full days) 
but less than 30, it is required for validity and suffices that he supply 
these days. If he was absent less than 15 days, the superior may 
prescribe that he supply these days, but this is not required for the 
validity of the novitiate (c. 556, §2). 

§3. THE NoVIcB MAnBR 

The training of the· novices shall be entrusted exclusively to 
the master (mistress) of novices ( c. 559, §1). 

The master (mistress) of novices shall be at least 35 years of 
age, and professed at least 10 years computini from first profession. 
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He shall be gifted with prudence and piety, and shall be conspicuous 
for religious observance. In clerical religions he shall be a priest 
(c. SS9, §1). 

Should the large number of novices, or any other just cause, 
render it expedient, the master (mistress) of novices shall be given 
an assistant. The assistant shall be at least 30 yeara of age, professed 
at least five years computing from first profession, and shall be P"S
sessed of all other nccsiary and suitable qualities. The assistant 
shall be under the immediate authority of the master of novices as 
concerns the government of the novitiate (c. 559, §2). 

Both the master of novices and his assistant shall be free of 
those duties and occupations which would interfere with their care 
and training of the novices { c. 559, §3). Authors are not agreed as 
to what offices are incompatible with the mastership of novices, e. g., 
whether the novice master can be the local superior at the same time, 
or procurator of the house, etc. The constitutions may determine 
such incompatibility more concretely. At any rate there is no ques
tion here of invalidating acts, but of illicit acts at the most. 

The master of novices and his assistant shall be chosen in the 
manner described in the constitutions. If a fixed term of office a 
prescribed, they shall not be removed from office without a just and 
grave cause before the expiration of their term. They may be cho1m 
repeatedly for the same office ( c. 560). 

The master of novices alone, to the exclusion of all other 
religious, saving the visitators and the superiors whom the constitu
tions authorize to interfere, shall have the right and duty to provide 
for the training of the novices, and to him alone belongs the govern
ment of the novitiate. However, in matters which refer to the gen· 
eral discipline of the home {of which the novitiate is but a part), 
the master of novices, his assistant, and the novices, are subject to 
the authority of the local superior, e.g., they must obey the rules 
of the house as concerns the refectory, chapel enrcises, leaving the 
house, etc. (c. 561, §1 ). 

The novi~ are bound to obey the novice master and the 
religious superiors in virtue of the fourth commandment (c. 561, §2). 

During the course of the novitiate )'ear, and as determined more 
specifically by the constitutions, the novice master must give a report 
to the chapter or to the major superior concerning the conduct of 
each novice ( c. 563). 
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§4. EDVCATION OF THE NOVICES 

The novice master ii gravely bound to exercise the utmost 
diligence that the novices arc trained in the discipline of the religious 
life and in harmony with the constitutions (c. 562) .. 

The novitiate year must have for its prime purpose: to mould 
the character of the novice by the study of the rules and constitu
tions, by pious meditation and assiduous prayer, by instruction in 
those matters which refer to the vows and virtues, and by practises 
and exercises conducive to the extirpation of undesirable habits, the 
control of passion and the acqui;;ition of virtue. Moreover, lay 
novices shall be instructed in Christian doctrine at least once a week 
(c. 565, §1, 2). 

During the novitiate year the novices shall not be made to 
preach or hear confessions if they are priests, nor shall they be 
n•igned to the outside work of the institute. Yet lay novices may 
within the religious house itself engage in the work of the lay 
religious, provided they are not given principal charge, and pro· 
vided the work doe;; not interfere with the regular spiritual exercises 
prescribed for the novices ( c. 565, §3). 

The novices shall not devote themselves professedly (lledita 
op~ra) to literary, scientific, or artistic pur'~uits and studies (c. 565, 
~3). The cultivation of the religious spirit must remain the primary 
object of the novice's education. Y ct, lest too many religious exer
cises tend to weary the novice, and lest be forget that which he 
learned in the past, it is not forbidden to conduct class work, and 
to permit the novices to study in private, provided this is done in 
mode1ation. A decree of the S. C. Rel. of Aug. 27, 19.10 (Acta II, 
730), although now abrogated, may still serve as a directive nonn. 
That decree permitted three classes of study a week, each class not 
to exa:ed one hour, language classes being preferable, although classes 
in other branches were not excluded. In addition, the decree per
mitted the novice one hour of private study each day. 

Novices shall not be promoted to orders during the novitiate 
year (c. 567, §2). 

They shall wear the religious habit which the constitutions pre
scribe for the novices ( c. 557) . 

The novitiate made for one class of novices, e. g., the lay 
novices, ~1 not be valid for another class of novices, e. g., the 
choir novices (c. 558). Hence, in the event that a lay sister should 
later wish to become a choir sister, she must first make the novitiate 
for choir sisters. · 
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§5. CONPESSORS OP NoVJCBS 

c. 566) 

HS 

In religions of women the novices must be given an ordinary 
confessor, an extraordinary oonfessor and supplementary confessors, 
the same as the professed. And the same rules which we described 
concerning the necessity of special faculties for validly and licitly 
hearing the confession' of religious women apply also in the case of 
their novices ( c. 566, § 1 ) • Likewise the novices in religions of 
women, no less than the professed members, may avail themselves 
of occasional oonfe3Sors, and may ask for a special confessor. 

In religions of men ordinary confessors must be appointed for 
the novices ( c. 566, §21 n. 1 ) . In addition, supplementary confes
sors should be given to them to whom the novices can confesa lvhen
ever they wish to do BO without the nec;es.,ity of leaving the house 
( c. 566, §2, n. 3). They must be given extraordinary confe.ors 
who will p to them at least four times a year ( c. 5661 §2, n. 4). 
But in accordance with c. 519, a novice may licitly and validly con
fess to any priest having diocesan faculties, if he does this for the 
peace of his conscience, and safeguarding religious discipline. And it 
matters not whether the priest come.1 to the house on special request 
and bean all the novices. It is otherwise with female novices and 
religious women. 

ART. Ill 

CanOD!cal Stalaa of HOTic:H 

Novices enjoy the privileges common to clerics, namely, the 
privilege of the forum, the privilege of the canon, the privilege of 
exemption and the privilege of competency u explained on p. 169, ft 
(c. 614). 

Novices likewise share in the spiritual favors (indulgences) 
gr::nted to the religion (c. 567, §1 ). 

In exempt religions novices, like the professed religious, enjoy 
exemption. Hence, in jurisdictional matters the regular superior, 
and not the local Ordinary, aoverns them ( c. 615). 

Another privilege lvhich novices have is that of making a devo
tional profession of vows before the expiration of the novitiate year 
in the event that they are at the point of death. This privilege 
was granted originally by Pius V (himself a Dominican) to the 
novices of Dominican nuns, Aug. 23, 1570. Pius X on Sept. 10, 
1"112 extended the privilep to novices in all Orders, and Con&reea· 
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tioas, and in Institutes whose members live a common life in the 
manner of reli&ious but without vows. The privilep has been re
newed by the S. C. Rel., Dec. 30, 1922 (.4 eta XV, 156) under the 
following conditions: 

1) The novitiate must have begun; hence, postulants do not 
enjoy it; 

2) The profession must be made into the hands of the local 
or the major superior. or their delegate, e.g., the novice master; 

3) The formula of profession is the same as that employed 
in the ordinary cases of profession, but the vows are pronounced 
without reference to duration. 

The novice so profeseed shares in all the indulgences, suffrages 
and spiritual favors of the profened, and be gains a plenary indul· 
acncc in jubilee fonn. But this is only a devotional and consolatory 
profession, not a juridical one. And so, if the novice recoven, his 
status is the same as it was before making the devotional profession, 
and he must complete his 'novitiate year, and at the end thereof 
repeat pro(cssion if he chooses to remain. If the novice should die 
intestate, the religion has no claim to the dowry, or to any other 
goods which the novice may have brought to the novitiate. 

Even where a novice died without making the devotional pro
fession, he is entitled to the same suffrages, both in nature and 
quantity, as the professed deceased (c. 567, §1). Constitutions which 
provided otherwise by distinguishing between various classes...,.. 
postulants, novices and the professed-had to be revised to har
monize with the Code so far as the novices arc concerned (Code 
Comm. Oct. 16, 1919; Acta XI, 478). 

Ttm,oral good1 of noi.rices-During the novitiate a novice can
not validly renounce ecclesiastical benefices which be may have, 
nor temporal goods of any kind, neither may be encumber them 
with obligations, e.g •• by mortgage (c. 568). The reason is lest 
the novice, havin& divested himself of his goods or the major portion 
of them. feel himself constrained against his will to make profession 
in order to gain a livelihood. A parochial benefice does not become 
vacant until one year after his profession ( c. 584). In the mean· 
time the parish is entrusted to another priest with the title of vicar. 

A religious under simple vows retains the ownership of his 
goods, but his vow of poverty forbids him the free use of them. 
Consequently, every novice must. before takin& his first vows (which 
are always simple, not solemn, vows), cede the administration of 
his goods to any person or persons of his choice. the cession to be 
effective as long as he will be under simple vows. Hence, if he 
returns to the world after profession, or if he makes solemn profes-
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sion in course of time (namely in reli&ious Orders) the cession of 
administration loses its force. Often the novice has no goods, and 
in this case he need make no provision concerning their adminis
tration. But should he later obtain goods, then, even if he is under 
vows, he may and must cede the administration of them as just de· 
scribed. And a new cession of administration is required as often 
as the religious comes into possession of additional goods which 
require administration ( c. 569, § 1, 2). 

Likewise, before first profession every novice with temporal 
goods must dispose of their use and revenue (usufruct). This dis
posiil he may make as seems best to him, i.e., either in his own 
favor, e.g., by directing that the interest add to his capital, or 
in favor of others, not excluding the religion. But if the con3titu
tions deny him the ridlt of free disposal, the constitutions prevail 
(Code Comm. Oct. 16, 1919; Acta XI, 478). Thus they may forbid 
that he dispose of the use and u~ufruct in his own favor, or state that 
he dispose of them only in favor of certain designated persons, or 
they may deny him the right entirely to dispose of the use and income 
by ruling that these automatically belong to the religion. If the novice 
had no ioods, but later acquires goods, or if he had goods and 
acquires additional goods, he must make a new disposal of the 
use and nsufruct of these goods each time (c. 569, §1, 2). 

Every novice in a Congregation must, before first profession, 
make a last will of all goods which he has or 'vill receive (c. 569, 
§3). If the civil law docs not recognize the validity of this act, 
e.g., because the novice is a minor, the last will must be made all 
the same, and the religious must, as soon as the civil law impediment 
u removed (in this case as soon as he has reached the age of ma
jority), draw up the will apin in a form recognized by civil Jaw. 
Novices in religioU.$ Orders do not make a last will. The reason 
for the discrimination lies in the fact that religious in Congregations 
are always under simple vows and forever retain the ownershjp 
of their goods, but as religious they ought to be free from the cares 
which such goods involve; hence, the lut will is made before they 
become religious. On the other band, novices in Orders will in 
course of time take solemn vows which will deprive them even of 
the right of ownership to their goods. Hence, 60 days before they 
take ;solemn vows they must renounce conditionally (namely on 
condition that solemn profession is made) all their temporal goods 
to whomsoever they please (c. 581). What goods come to them 
after solemn profession, no matter under what title, belong to the 
Order, so that no last will concerning their disposal need, or can, 
be made. Nothing forbids a no'Vice in an Order, however, from 
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making a last will of his own accord if he has temporal goods. Such 
last will can be effective only until solemn profession, being then 
replaced by the abaolute surrendering of all his goods. 

The novice need not pay for his religious habit, nor for his 
maintenance in the novitiate, unless the constitutions permit the 
superiors to ask for compensation. If the novice leaves before mak
ing profession, everything which he brought with him and which 
has not been consumed (money, boob, clothing, etc.) must be re
turned to him (c. 570). 

AllT. IV 

How the 1tcm.1a1e Eau 
The novice may leave the no~itiate on his own accord at any 

time, since he h:is no juridical obliption to remain, for as yet he 
has taken no vows (c. 571, 51). Likewise the religioUi superior, 
or the chapter, is free to dismiss the novice at any time and for 
any just cause. No lepl formalities, no trial, nor procedure is re
quired. Nor need the cause of the dismissal be explained to the 
dismissed (c. 571, 51). If the novice's fitness is still doubtful at 
the expiration of the novitiate, the major superior may prolong 
the novitiate, but not longer than six months (c. 571, §2). 

Once the novice is judged qualified for profession, and the 
novitiate tenn has ended, he shall be admitted to profesaion without 
delay (c. 571, 52). Exceptional circumstances may, however, 
justify deferring the profession, e.g., sickness. But in this case the 
novitiate itself is not juridically prolonged. 

The novice shall make a retreat of at least 8 full days before 
bis first profession (c. 571, §3). 

In religions of women the e;r,loratio 11oluntatis is again con
ducted one month before first profesiion, in the same manner as 
described above for the postulant before becinnin& the novitiate 
(c. SS2). 



Chapter V 

BEIJGIOUS PROFFSSIOH 

Afttr their period of probation has expired, and they are judpd 
worthy, novices nre admitted to religious profession. Th~t is, they 
are permitted to take vows, and thus become full-Hedged members 
of the religion. 

We shall consider: 1 ) the nature of rdigious profession ; 2) 
the various kinds of profession ; 3) the requisites for valid and 
licit profession ; 4) the renewal of profession ; 5) the effects of 
profeasion ; 6) the validation of profession ; 1) studies in the cleri· 
cates of the professed. 

ABT. 1 

In general, profession means the open declatation or avowal of 
some fact, as when we speak of the profession of one's faith. In a 
more restricted sense it is the declaration of one's occupation or 
calling, as when we speak of the medical, or the lepl profession. 
Religious profession, in general then, would be the open declaration 
by the individual that be pursues a. higher spiritual life than the 
ordinary man, especially if he strivea after evangelical perfection, 
whether with vows or not, whether in conjunction with common 
life or not. In this sense also the early hermits, and at present the 
members of III Orders secular, may be said to make religious pro
fession. 

But when religiou1 life is understood technically, as we have 
thus far understood it, namely, as including common life, vows, 
rules, constitutions, etc., then religious ;rof e1sio11 acquires a more 
narrow meaning, and is defined as: an oflen flromise made to GoJ, 
arrJ aueflteJ by the lawful suterior in the name of the Cliurtlr, to 
ob1ertJe f'Ofln1y, chastity atul obedi8nce in some aflpofled religious 
organisation in accordance with tll1 rules anJ constitutions of th1 
religion. 

S47 
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A1 thus defined, religious profeSBion contains a two-fold sur• 
render: I ) the surrender of one's self to God through the pronounce
ment of the vows, and this is a spiritual holocaust; 2) the surrender 
of one's services and liberty to the religion together with the accepta
tion of this surrender by the superior, and this is a bilateral contract. 

Vie,ved as a spiritual holocauat rclipous profession is also a 
quasi-contract between the individual and God. Viewed as a bi
lateral contract between the individual and the organization, reli
gious profession promises obedience according to the rule and consti
tutions on the part of the individual, while the organization pledges 
itself to maintain and care for the religious. 

ABT. II 

Vadoa1 lhlda of Reli9ioua ProMaioa1 

According to the nature of the vo~ which are taken, religious 
profession admits of a two-fold division: I ) simple profession and 
solemn profession ; 2) temporary and perpetual profcl6ion. 

By reason of the i11W1lUl01ing force of the vows we have either 
simple or solemn profession. Simple vows are those which render 
acts contrary to the vows merely illicit ; solemn vows are thoile which 
render contrary acts both illicit and invalid, as was already ex
plained ( c. 579). Simple profession may be either temporary or 
perpetual; solemn profession is always perpetual Simple profession 
i1 made in Congregations; in religious Orders we have solemn 
profession preceded by simple profession. Whether a particular re
ligion admits of solemn vows or only simple vows, i.e., whether it 
is an Order or a Congregation, must be ascertained from the consti
tutions of the religion. Generally speaking, all the more ancient 
religions, i.e., prior to the 18th century, have solemn vows, namely, 
the monastic Orders, the Canons Regular, the mendicanb and the 
Clerics Regular. 

By reason of duration of the vows we have temporary and ~er
,etual profession. Vows are temporary which are taken either for a 
limited time, e.g., for one, two, three years, until the twenty-first 
year of age, etc., or indefinitely, c.r., as long as I lwe witle tlt.t religion 
(Code Comm., Mar. 1, 1921; Ada XIII, 177). 

Canon 574 makes it obligatory that temporary profession be 
pronounced immediately after the novitiate in every religion whtrc 
perpetual vows are taken. The vows should be taken for thtte 
years, or until the twenty-first year if the candidate \Viii not be 
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twenty-one years old three years after his first vows. But if the con· 
stitutions prescribe an annual juridical (not merely devotional) pr~ 
fession, then it suffices that each year until the time arrives for 
perpetual profe:Won the religious pronounce temporary vows to lsst 
only a year. But if a religious with perpetual vows transfers to 
another religion which admits perpetual vows, then after the rom
pletion of the novitiate in the new religion the religious at once 
makes perpetuel profession. ( c. 63+). 

Prior to March 19, 1857, novices in regular Orders of men 
took solemn perpetual vows immediately after the novitiate. On the 
above date Piui IX decreed that henceforth such novices should 
make perpetual profession of simple vows immediately after the 
novitiate. The Code rules that all novices anticipate perpetual 
profession with temporary vows. 

ART. Ill 

Requlaltea for Valid cmd Uclt Profeolon 

For the t•alidity of ;rofession (cfr. c. 572): 
1 ) The candidate must have the canonical age ; this is the 

16th year for first profeaion, and the 21st-year for perpetual pro
fession; 

2) He must be admitted to profession (pennitted to make 
profession ) by the }a,vful superior as determined by the constitutions. 
But the superior must first obtain the conunt or the adtJice of his 
council or chapter, according to whether it is the first profession 
or perpetual profession (c. 575, §2); 

3) A valid novitiate must' have preceded, namely, eligibility of 
the candidate for the novitiate or freedom from invalidating im
pediments; the novitiate spent in the novitiate house and not else
where; a full and continuous novitiate year, etc.; 

4) Temporary profession mU'St have preceded if there is ques
tion of making perpetual profmion ( c. 57+) ; 

5) The profession must be made frcelr, lVithout grave fear 
or coercion ; 

6) The profession must be expressed in lvords; tacit profession, 
then, is no lonaer valid u formerly when profession could be in
ferred by presumption from the fact that the novice in course of 
time began to wear the habit of the professed, or voted in the 
chapter, with permission of the superior; 

7) The profession must be received by, i.e., made into the 
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hands of, the legitimate superior as deaignated by the constitutions, 
or his delegate. If in certain sisterhoods of papal law no mention is 
made of the superioress but only of the bishop or his delegate, in 
this case the bishop, or his delegate, is the lawful superior to receive 
the profession, since he is considered as receivin& a mandate thereto 
from the constitutions {Code Comm. Mar. 1, 1921; Acta XIII, 
178). 

For the licitness of profession: 
1) The first profession shall take place in the novitiate ( c. S 71, 

§2); 
2) In every profession the rites or ceremonies prescribed br 

the constitutions shall be observed, e.g., the formula of words, the 
Mass, the veil, wreath, etc. ( c. 576, § 1) ; 

3) The profession must be recorded, and the record signed h}· 
the professed and at least by him who received the profession, and 
the record or register must be preserved in the archives of the religion 
( c. 576, §2) ; 

4) Notification of solemn profession must be sent by the 
superior to the pastor of the parish where the professed was baptized, 
so that the profession may be noted on the margin of the page in 
the baptismal regiiter where the baptism has been entered. Should 
the professed later attempt marriage, the baptismal certificate which 
he must furnish, if properly drawn up, will disclose the fact of 
solemn profession and thus frustrate the attempted marriage. Also 
notification of simple profession must be sent where simple pro
fession invalidates marriage (c. 57,6, §2); 

5) There must be no delay between one profession and an
other at the expiration of the temporary vows ( c. 577). 

6) The exploratio fJOluntatis by the bishop or his delegate 
must precede perpetual profession in religions of women in the 
same way as it precedes first profession and admission to the no
vitiate (c. 552). 

.ART. IV 

Renewal of Profemlon 

When the time of the temporary vows has expired, there should 
be no delay in renewing profession, although such delay would not 
invalidate the subsequent profession ( c. 5 77, § 1 ) • 

The profession may be renewed at any hour of the anniver
sary day of first profession, i. e., the time is computed in accord-
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ance with c. 34, §3, n. 5 since there is question here of repeating acts 
of the same kind. Thus, if first profession occurred at 10 a.m., 
Aug. 15, 1948, and the profe3sion was made for three years, per
petual vows (supposing the 21st year has been reached) may be 
taken on Aug. 15, 1951, at any time of the day, even before 10 
a.m. The rule is otherwise when computing the novitiate year, ai> 
we have seen, since here there is not a question of repeating acts 
of the same kind, but the reception of the habit and the making of 
first profession are acts of different species. _ 

Not onl)• ma}' the profession be renewed on the anniveriary day, 
but it roust be tht11 renewed. The re.uon is that if the profession 
is dela}•ed, if only for a day, the individual would be living among 
the professed but without vows, a condition which the law docs 
not tolerate. 

This is not to say that the superior may not pro/0119 the making 
of perpetual profession if he is not yet certain concerning the candi
date's fitness for perpetual vows. He may prolong the time of tem· 
porary vows, but not for longer than another three years. At any 
rate the temporary vows are not prolonged automatically by the 
superior's decree, but it is necessary that the religious renew tem
porary profession when his vows have expired, and for the length 
of time decreed by the superior (c. 574, §2). 

Nor is the superior forbidden to anticipate the renewal of 
ttmporary profession. We say temporary profession, for he is not 
allowtd to anticipate the taking of perpetual vows by even a day. 
For some religions, 2S we said, prescribe annual temporary prof~ 
sioo; and it is here that the superior may for a just cause anticipate 
the next annual profession, but the anticipation may not exceed 
a month. It may happen that he wishes the profession to coincide 
with some major feast (577, §2). 

In many religions the professed renew their vows annually out 
of mere devotion. Thii being a tlefJotional and not a juridical re
newal of profession, the superior may anticipate or prolong it for 
any cause at his good pleasure, and for any length of time. 

ABT. V 

When speaking of the effects of religious profession one must 
remember that these effects vary according to whether the profes.9ion 
is temporary or perpetual, simple or solemn. 
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11. D1vEllSB EFFBCTS OF TEMPOllAJt.Y AND PE.R.PBTVAL Paonssrox 

Co,,cer,,ing 11abilit1 of membn-11ti1--A religious who has made 
only temporary profession is free to leave the relipon upon the 
expiration of his vows. A religious under perpetual vows may not 
leave without an Apostolic dispensation ( c. 515, §1 ) • 

Again, a relicious with temporary vows may be dismissed by 
the superior for reasons lcs;; grave, and after a procedure less in
volved, than that required for diamissinc a religious with perpetual 
vows, as we shall see. 

Conur"i"I rigltt1 and 1rm/ege1-Religious with temporary 
vows enjo}' the same indulgences, privileges and spiritual favors as 
the perpetually professed memben ; and if they die while under 
temporary vows, they have a right to the same suffraps (prayers 
and Masses); dr. canon 578, §1. 

There is one exception. Temporarily professed members enjoy 
neither active nor passive voice, unless the constitutiom expressly 
give them this right, which is true of necessity in religions which 
have only temporary vows. Relicions which have perpetual profes
sion usually reserve to the perpetually professed religious the right 
to vote (active voice) and to be elected to office (pauive voice); 
cfr. canon 578, §3. 

Conurning tlae ru/e1 anti constituti°"1-The temporarily pro
fessed are bound no less than the perpetually profeued to observe 
the rule and the constitutions. 

Here, too, there is one exception. While the temporarily pro
fessed are bound to attend choir, they are not held to the private 
recitation of the office should they have been absent from choir on 
any particular day (c. 578, §2). 

Concerning benefitts-All parochial benefices cease one year 
after first profession ; all non-parochial benefices three years after 
fint profession ( c. 584). 

Conetrning /011 of Jioce1e-Only perpetual profesaion entails 
the loss of the diocese which the relicious hnd in the world. This 
is important in the matter of ordination. If, e.g., a .ecular cleric 
in major orders joins a religion, and while still under temporary 
\'OWS decides to return to the world, he must be accepted by the 
Ordinarv in whose diocese he had been incardinated. But after he 
has mRdc perpetual profession and leaves, he must find a benevolent 
bishop to take him in, for he has lost his diocese through perpetual 
profmion ( c. 585). 

§2. DIVERSE EFFECTS OF SIMPLE AND SOLEMN PaoFsSSIO:s" 

Concerning the wlliJity of co11tror1 acti-Simple profession, 
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\vhether temporary or perpetual, renders acts contrary to the vows 
illicit but not innlid, unless it is otherwise stated in the constitutions 
(as 'vitb the Jesuits whose simple vow of chutity has annulling 
effects); solemn profession rendcn contrary acts both illicit and 
invRlid ( c. 579). 

Co,,cerning trm1oral goods-We shall consider first the effects 
of simple profession, and then the effects of solemn profession. 

A religious with simple vows retains the ownership of his goods 
and the capacity to acquire additional KOods. His vow of poverty 
merely prohibitJ under penalty of sin, but not under penalty of 
invalidity, the ri&ht to alienate, administer, use or enjoy these goods 
without the superior's permission (c. 580, §1). 

As to alie1U1tion, the above religious may not give away his 
goods, or a notable part thereof during his lifetime ( c. 580, 53; 
( c. 583, §I ) , but he may and must alienate them by last will during 
the novitiate, i. c., not only the goods which he then has, but all 
gnods which may come to him in the future. In the meantime, and 
until his death, he retains the ownership of bis goods which he thus 
wills by testament. He may not change his last will after first pro
fession save by permission of the Holy Sec. or bv permi~ion of 
the major superior if the case is urpt and time docs not allow rc
coune to the Holy See, or by permission of the local superior if 
there i11 not time to recur even to the major superior (c. 583, n. 2). 

Though the above religious may not alienate his &oods during 
his lifetime gratuitous!)•, he may transact an alien~tion of them on 
an onerous title, e.g., he may sell them, cxchanee them, etc. But 
this he should do throueh his administrator and with permission of 
the superior. 

As to the administration, "" and rnio1ment of his goods, these 
are forbidden the above religious under pain of sin without the su
perior's permission, although invalidity of acts is never at :!!take. 
Hence we have seen that during the novitiate the novice, if he has 
goods, must appoint an administrator, and must cede the use and 
re\'enues to whomsoever he wishes. U after first profession the re
ligious desires to change administrators, or to dispose differently of 
the use and revenues of his goods, it suffices that he have the permi~ 
sion of his general, or the permission of the local Ordinary in the 
case of a simply professed religious in a monastery of nuns, and 
also of the regular prelate if the nuns arc subject to the latter 
( c. 580, §3). But the change may not be made in favor of thl" 
relieion if it affects a notable part of the goods, lvhich according to 
some authors is one third, accordin& to others one fourth. For thi.a 
an Apostolic indult is neces.sary (Code Comm. May 15, 1936; 
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.Acta XXVIII, 210). The reuon is that there is probability of the 
superior exercisinc undue inftuence upon the reliciollS, since he did 
not choose to thus favor the religion before his profession. But this 
n:ason does not appear present, and so an Apostolic indult is not 
required, if the religion was originally the beneficiary, or the adminis
trator, and. is now again appointed beneficiary or administrator up
on the acquisition of new goocb by the religious ; or if the novice had 
appointed no administrator nor beneficiary of the use and revenues 
of bis goods because he bad no goods as a novice, and after profession, 
having come into possession of goods, appoints the religion the 
administrator of his goods, or the beneficiary of their use and revenue 
(income from capital). 

Thus far \Ve have been speaking of the temporal goods of 
a religious under simple vows, whether temporary or perpetual, 
which he acquires and holds in his own name. If the same religious 
is giyen goods for his religion and not for himself, or if he acquires 
goods by his labor ~fter profession, these belong to the religion in 
ownership, administration and full use. The religious may not 
alitnate them, use them, nor add them to his own goods. Thus, 
what a priest earns as a sacn:d minister (e.g., pastor), what a 
siiter earns by teaching, etc., belongs to the community. The reason 
is that such was the understanding, expressed or i~plied, at the 
time of profession : the religious promised to turn over his earnings 
to the religion, and the religion promised to support and care for 
him (c. 580, §2). 

A religious at solemn profession surrenders his right to the 
ownership of all present and future goods. Whatever comes to 
him after solemn profession, whether intended for himself, as a 
legacy, gift, inheritance, etc., goes to the Order, province or house 
in o\vnership, no less than lvhat he earns by his labor ( c. 582, n. 1 ) • 
Some Orders, e.g., the Capuchins, are incapable of ownership even 
in common, but the Holy See is the owner of their goods, although 
the administration is usually left to the Order. Whatever a re· 
ligious in such an Order acquires goes in O\Vnership to the Holy See 
(c. 582, n. 2). 

Before bis solemn profcasion the religious, being under temporary 
and therefore simple vows, has the same rights to his temporal goods 
as have the simply professed in Congregations. However, there 
are a fe\V exceptions. The reliaious in this case may neither licitly 
nor validly give away his goods before 60 days prior to solemn 
profCS'Sion. Within 60 days of solemn profession be must renounce 
the ownership of all his present &00ds to whomsoever he wishn, 
parents. the religion, etc. But the renunciation is made conditionally 
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and becomes efiective only with solemn profession ( c. 581 ) • The 
religious does not make a last will as a novice ; at least he is not 
bound to do so in view of the approaching solemn profession when, 
as we said, he must renounce by an act inter viuos all his possessions, 
which act becomes effective during his life, i.e., with solemn pro
fession, ·and not at hiS death ; it is not a last will. A last will implies 
that the religious retains ownership until his death, which is not 
true of a religious under solemn vows who surrenders the ri&ht of 
ownership at his solemn profession, so that what he acquires from 
then on, even by way of gift, gues to the Order and he may not 
dispose of the same. Of course, if he has goods as a novice he may 
make a last will of his own accord, but the testament will lose all 
force at the time of solemn profession. Similarly, if he has goods, 
he may and must during the novitiate appoint an administrator, and 
cede the use and revenues to whom he wishes, but these acts termi
nate and lose their effect at solemn profession when the renunciation 
inter "'ivos made '"ithin 60 days prior ·to solemn profe•ion goes 
into effect, for then there are no more goods to administer, use or 
enjoy. 

ART. VJ 

Valldcdlon of Profeulcm 

If religious profession was invalid, e.g., because of lack of age 
in the candidate, lack of a full novitiate year, etc., the invalidity is 
either certain or doubtful 

When tht invalitlity i1 certain-In this case the profession 
never becomes automatically valid by prescription, i.e., by mere lapse 
of time, but it is necessary that the religious renew profession sup
posing the impediment to have ceased, or to have been removed 
by dispensation. The Holy See may dispense with the renewal of 
profession, if the superiors judge this the better course, and if aware 
thereof, the religiouil consents to the 1anatio in ratlict ( c. 586, § 1 ) , 
or he may return to the world after an informal extrajuridical 
declaration of the invalidity by the superior, no formal proceedings 
being contained in the Code or required for the case. 

We have supposed in the preceding para&raph that the in
validity is certain in the external forum, i.e .• provable by two wit
nesses or by an authentic document. If only the religious is con
vinced of the invalidity of his profession, e.g., he withheld internal 
consent and the invalidity cannot be proved in the external forum, 
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the religious may now give internal consent before God. and this 
suffices (c. S86, §2). Should he attempt to leave the religion with
out being dispensed from his vows, or before the expiration of 
his temporary VO\VS, he will be considered a fugitive or apostate 
from religion. and will be liable to the penalties for such oilcnscs 
as established by law. 

Wll1re tlie int1alidi1y is tlor16tful-Here the reliaious should 
renC\v his profession as a precautionary measure ( tlil caut1lam), or 
request a precautionary sanarion of the Holy See, i.e., the validation 
without renewal of profession. If for grave reasons the religious 
rrefers not to renew profession, or the religion prefers not to have 
him renew profession, the religious is not free to leave in the first 
case, nor is the religion free to dismiss him in the second case. But 
the matter, being doubtful, should be authoritatively settled by the 
Hol)· Sec. In the last analysis, lvherc the religious is opposed to 
the rcne\1,.al of profession, the Holy See will grant a dispensation 
Hom the vows ad eauulam ( c. 586. §3). 

ART. VII 

StucUa In C1-1c:al RelhJlon• 

If at this time the Code treats of studies in clerical religions it 
is because immediately after their first profession the aspirants to 
the priesthood begin their seminary course of philosophy and theoloin·. 
Moreover. after the completion of their course they must continue 
their studies in the form of annual examinations and monthly theo· 
logical conferences. 

Seminary cours1--Each religion ought to have its own semi
naries if possible (c. S87, §1). If this is not pOJsible, rather than 
have the professed scattered and studying in various houses with
out a staff of competent professors, the religious must be sent to the 
diocesan seminary, or to the seminary of another religion or pro\•ince, 
or to a Catholic university (c. 587, §3). 

· But \Vhere the religious arc sent away and there is no house of 
th~ir religion nearby, they arc forbidden to lodge in private homes, 
and must live in the seminary, or in some establishment in charge of 
priests and appro\•ed by the ecclesiastical authorities ( c. 587, §4). 

Concerning the curriculum of studie~, the qualifications of the 
prcfessors, etc., in religious houses of studies, the same rul~s obt1in 
as those which govern seminaries in general, cfr. p. 541, ff. Particu
larly must the religious, lik:c secular aspirants to the priesthood, take 
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a two years' course in philosophy and a four years' course in theology, 
and both courses must be gone through in the seminary ( c. 589, § 1). 
As to the humanities, these may be learned prior to the novitiate 
outside of the religion. 

Since the· seminary years may be regarded as a second novitiate 
in a broad sense, none but exemplary religious should be placed 
in the seminary as professors or otherwise. During the entire semi
nary course the religiou~ shall be under the care of a prefect and a 
spiritual director. The latter may also be their ordinary confessor. 
Both shall guide the clerics in the way of religious life by timely 
admonitions, instructions and exhortations (c. 588, §1 1 2). Finally, 
the superiors mwt see to it that in the seminary the religious exer
cises be observed with exactitude, i.e., with respect to daily Mass, 
rosary, meditation, frequent confession, etc. ( c. 588, §3). 

Junior cltrgy e~amination.r-Reliaious priests must, upon the 
completion of their theology course, undergo an annual examination 
for fiflt years in the various branches of sacred leamini. This ex· 
amination shall be conducted by learned Fathers of advanced age 
who can command respect; therefore, not by the young seminary 
profeS110rs. Exempt by law from the examinations are professors 
of thcolog)•, canon law and philosophy, sa:vs the Code. But authors 
include here under theology alao the allied branches of scripture, 
church history, patrology, liturgy, etc. Others besides professors, the 
superior may exempt or dispense for grave reasons (c. 590). 

Thtological conf erence1-ln every formal house there shall be 
held at least once a month the solution of a moral and liturgical 
case. In addition, the superior may prescribe a discourse on ~me 
dogmatic or other sacred doctrinal theme. All clerics of the houJC 
must attend, both those who are in their theology course, and those 
who have completed their course, unless the constitutions rule other
wise (c. 591). 

It should be recalled at this time that religious in charge of 
souls are bound also to attend the diocesan theological conferences 
even though they attend the conferences held in their own houses. 
By religious with the care of souls are meant not only pastors but 
assistants ( WtlTii cooleratores), as the Code Commission declared 
on Feb. 12, 1935 (.lcta XXVII, 92). But religious are not in
tended, nor need they go to the diocesan conferences, who me~ly 
have the faculties of the diocese to preach and hear confessions. But 
these, too, must attend the diocesan conferences if they have no 
cases in their own houses ( c. 13 J). 



Chapter VI 

Tiii OBUCATIONS ARD PBMLBCES 
OF RELIGIOUS 

Religious profession gives rise to certain obligations and privi
leges which are proper only to religious, and are shared neither by 
clerics as such, npr by laymen as such. Moreover, .religious cardinals, 
bishops and pastors have by reason of their dignity or office additional 
obliptions and privileges. Hence, in Art. I we shall speak of the 
common obligations of reliaious; in Art. II of their common privi
leges; in Art III of the obligations and privileges of religious cardi
nals, bishops and pastors. 

ABT. I 

CmmncmObliQallons of Rel!Qloua 

These obligations arise from a twofold source: 1) the very na
ture of the religious state; 2) the positive law, whether this be 
common la'v or particular law, i.e., the constitutions of the religion. 
It is obvious that we can be concerned only with the obligations im
posed by common law, and must leave the study of the various 
constitutions to those whom such constitutions interest, 

§1. OBLIGATIONS INHBRBNT IN THB Rnlo1ous STATE 

The religious state imposes three obligations: 1) to strive after 
perfection ; 2) to keep the vows ; 3) to observe the rule and consti
tutions. 

Religioru 1erf~ctio11-& everyone is bound to fulfill the duties 
of his particular state of life, whether this be the clerical state, the 
marital state, the medical or legal calling, etc., so, too, reliaious are 
bound to strive after evangelical perfection. 

HowevCJ", in the last analysis it will be found that the duty of 
striving after perfection is not distinct from that of keeping the 
vows and observing the rule and constitutions. Hence, it may be 
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said that a religious by the very fact that he keeps his vows and 
observes the rule and coostitutions of his reliaion is at the same time 
striving after perfection. 

1'he 11ow.r-All religious, the superiors no less than the subjects, 
must k:eep the vows which they have professed ( c. 593 ) • 

By the vow of poverty all religiow without exception renounce 
the free and independent use, enjoyment and administration of tem
poral goods. It matten not whether the goods are their own, or 
those of the religion. Religious sin if without permission they arro· 
gate to themselves the independent use, enjoyment and administra· 
tion of temporal goods. Moreover, religious with solemn vows can
not appropriate to themselves~ ownership any goods whatsoever. 
The VO\V of poverty admits of parvity of matter, i.e., not every viola
tion of the vow is necessarily a mortal sin. 

The vow of chastity forbids under pain of mortal sin the volun
tary indulgence. in venereal pleasure. It extends to the prohibition 
of internal and external acts, consummated and non-consummated 
acts. The vow of chastity does not permit of parvity of matter. 
Moreover, the solemn vow of chastity renders an attempted marriage 
invalid. And a married person cannot after religious profession 
licitly exercise his marital rights. 

The vow of obedience does not in itself always require that 
the religious observe the rule and constitutions ( cfr. next section). 
But it does require that the religious obey his superiors whenever 
they command in conformity with the rule and oonstitutions. This 
vow admits of parvity of matter. The superior's command binds in 
virtue of the vow when he makes it clear that such is his intention. 
Otherwise the obligation is to obey only in virtue of the fourth com
mandment. And sometimes a violation of the superior's command 
carries only a penal sanction, i.e., when by custom or usage the su· 
periors are not wont to impose a moral obligation to obey, but only 
a penal obligation, i.e., the obliaation to accept a penance in the 
event of a transgression. 

Note-Concerning the obligations of the vows the reader may 
profitably consult the manuals of moral theology. In addition he 
may study the various Catechisms of the Vows which are given 
to novices. The ordinary confessor especially ought to be familiar 
with these obligations and he might profitably read through the 
constitutions of the religious organization for whom he has been 
assigned confessor. 

The rule and constitutions-By their profession religious prom
ise to observe not only the voWs but also the rule and constitutions 
(c. 593). 
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In some religions the rule and constitutions bind under sin i 
in most reliaions they are purely penal laws. If they bind under 
sin, the religious must obeerve them in virtue of the 4th command· 
ment. If they are purely penal, the religious docs not violate obedi
ence when he transgreaes them, but he must submit to the penance 
which may be impoaed. 

§2. 0BLIGA110NS .AalslNO :r&OM THE CoMNON LAW 

These obliptiom are not the same for all, but the Code often 
distinguishes between religions of papal and diocesan law, religions 
with simple vows only, and reliP,ns .\Yith solemn vows, etc. 

Cl•rittzl olllifolioiu-All religious, even lay religious, are held 
to the common obliptiom of derics u far as pollible (c. 592). The 
observance of these duties se"es to protect the decorum of the reli
gious state no less than that of the clerical state. The positive obli
ptions of derics are repeated by the Code in the cue of religious 
with more strinpncy, as we shall sec directly. As to the ne1ative 
obliptions, lay religious no le11 than clerics are forbidden to go 
bail for anyone, to practise certain unbecominir; trades and ans. to 
indulge in pmes of chance, to bear arms, to enpge in politics, to 
frequent theaten and taverns, to practise medicine and surpry, 
to accept political oflK:es, to enpge in business, to ICt u apnts 
for laymen, to assume secular offices which involve the renderina 
of financial accounb, to act as lawyer or procurator in a civil court, 
and to act u witne11e1 in a civil court in certain cases (cfr. p. 180, I). 

While novices are not held to the obligations of clerics, they 
are considered clerics as reprcls privileps, u we shall see. 

Cornrnors.li/1--AD religious must obeerve common life as re
prds habitation, food, clothin{ ancl furniture. This aids in the 
observance of religious poverty ( c. 594, I 1 ) • 

Therefore, whatever the relipous acquire by their labors, su
periors as well u subjects, belonp to the relipous house, province 
or Congregation (Order) i and all money and other neptiable 
instruments must be deposited with, and made part of, the common 
funds (c. 594, 12). 

Opposed to the ideal of common life ii the 1eeali•m. This is 
a sum of money usiped to a reliaious for his personal needs, which 
be may have in his keepin1 ancl spend according to his prudent 
judpient. If the 1eer1li11rn is acquired and administered with the 
knowledge and coment of the superior (dependent 1eealhnn), it is 
not incompatible with religious poverty, for the subject administen 
the ;w1lium not in bis own name but in the name of the superior, 
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and the ~e1tli1tm is always revocable at the will of the 1uperior. 
During the put century the '6t:llliam had become a rather pneral 
institution in relieious organizations as a reault of the pensions given 
by the various l!;uropean eovernments to the. reliaioua who had 
been expelled from their hou&es confucated by the aovernments. 
Since, however, it is opposed to the ideal of poverty, its continuance 
has been discouraged by the Holy See u well u by reli1ious su
periors repeatedly. At the present day the 1ee•li1tm ha almost uni
versally fallen into desuetude • 

.E;rerciHs o/ 1ie1y-That the reliaious spirit may be continually 
nourished, the superiors shall see to it: 

1) That their subjecb make an annual spiritual retreat (c. 595, 
§1,n.1); 

2) That daily, unlm lawfully impeded, they attend Mus, 
make meditation, and perform the other exercises of piety which 
the constitutions may prescribe ( c. 595, 11, n. 2) ; 

3) That they ao to confession at least once a \veek ( c. 595, 
§1,n.3); 

4) That they receive holy communion frequently ( c. 595, 12). 
In reprd to communion the superion are exhorted to promote 

frequent and even daily communion amon1 their 1ubjects. On 
the other hand, they cannot force their subjects in this matter lest 
liberty of conscience be violated. Hence, if the constitutions pre
scribe certain days for the reception of communion, the constitutions 
must be conaidered directive and not mandatory on this point; there
fore, neither can the reliaious be forced to go to communion on 
such days, nor can they be forbidden to communicate on other days. 
However, the superior in some particular case can forbid a religious 
1vho hu caused grave scandal to the community, or hu committed 
some grave external fault, to receive communion without first aoina 
tu confession ( c. 595, 12, 3~ 4). 

Since daily communion is now the univenal practise in religious 
communities, religious ouafit to have the greatest freedom in ping 
to confeuion. If notwithstanding this liberty a religious is ao frail 
that the daily ~ption of holy communion could on the one band 
expose him to the daneer of 1acrile1C, and on the other hand his 
abstention from communion would endanpr his pd reputation, 
Venneersc:h-CreUien sugat that such religious accustom himself 
to remaining away from communion at least once a week, and 
not always on the same day (Elitome Jflris Ca•onid, I, under this 
canon). 

The reli1io•1 habit-As the external marb of deference and 
respect which the faithful owe the cler1r by reuon of their higher 
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calling are better secured through the wearing of the clerical garb, 
10 the same respect which the faithful must show religious is pro
moted by the religious habit. 

Therefore, religious must wear the habit of their religion both 
indoors and out-of-doon, save in a case of urgent necessity, or 
where a crave cause excuses in the judgment of the major or 
local superior ( c. 596). 

In the United States religious men do not wear the habit 
outside of the house and church, and this in virtue of the III Plenary 
Council of Baltimore, n. 77. 

The law of enclosure-As common life is the safeguard of re
ligious poverty, so the cloister is the safeguard of religious chastity. 
F armal enclosure is the law itself which governs the exit from or 
entrance into religious houses. Material enclosure refers to those 
parts of the religious house to which the law of enclosure extends. 
Pa,al enclosure is that enclosure the violation of which is punished 
with papal excommunication; ''isco~l enclosure is such as can be 
enforced by episcopal censures. 

Pa,al en~ure is imposed only upon regulars, i.e., men or 
women with solemn vows. It must be observed in fftry canonically 
established house of the Order, regardleaa of the size of the commu· 
nity, i.e., regardless of whether it is a formal or non-formal house 
(c. 597, §1 ). 

Papal enclosure extends to the whole house which the regular 
community inhabits, including the gardens, orchards and groves 
reserved for the religious. But it does not extend to the church, 
the sacristy, the hospice, or the parlor (c. S97, §2). 

It is the right of the major superior to specify in the case of 
each house the boundaries of the enclosure or to chance them. These 
boundaries should be indicated to the public in some conspicuous way, 
e.g., by the notice: Prifltltt, EMlosun, etc. In the case o'f nuns it 
is the right of the local Ordinary to mark the limits of the enclosure 
(c. 597, §3). 

Papal enclosure is more strict for nuns than for regulars. 
Regulars violate the enclosure if they admit women, not if they 
admit men ; and they do not violate the enclosure by egress. Nuns 
break the enclosure if they admit men or women, and they cannot 
leave their monastery without permission of the Holy See, generally 
speaking. However, the law is modified both for the regulars and 
nuns as follows: 

1) Into the enclosure of regulars may be admitttd the wife 
of the actual supreme ruler of the country together with her retinue. 
AU ether women are excluded, no matter what their qe, or class 
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(e.g., relatives, friends), or condition (whether rich or poor, socially 
or politically influential or not, etc.). If the regulars conduct a 
coller:e for their own student candidates, or carry on other works 
proper to their religion, e. g., a retreat house for seculars, a separate 
part of the house should be reserved for the reeulars, and thi.s part 
only is subject to enclosure. And although the other part of the 
building is not subject to enclosure, yet women should not be admit
ted save for a just cause and by· permission of the superior ( c. 598, 
599). 

2) Into the enclosure of nuns no outsider may be admitted, 
regardless of age, sex, class or condition, save the following: 1 ) the 
local Ordinary on the occasion of the canonical visitation, and the 
same is true of the regular prelate to lvhom the nuns may be subject ; 
2) the confessor of a sick or dying nun; 3) the actual supreme ruler 
of the country, his wife and retinue; 4) cardinals; 5) postulants, 
with previous permission of the local Ordinary ; 6) ehysicians, sur
geons, carpenters, plumbers, gardeners, etc. whose services may be 
required ; but the previous permission of the Jocal Ordinary must be 
obtained ; and the superiors may at the beginning of each year submit 
to the local Ordinary a lilt of the names of those whose services 
will probably be requi1ed during the year, and if the Ordinary ap
proves of these persons, his habitual permission suffices ( c. 600) . 

3) Nuns are not allowed. to leave their enclosure without per
mission of the Holy See, no matter what the pretext. However, 
this permission is not required in the case of imminent danger of 
death, e.g., by reason of fire, flood, etc., or in imminent danger of 
some very grave evil other than death ( c. 601). 

Since nuns cannot leave the monastery, they usually entrust 
their outside affairs to sisters called cxterns. These take only simple 
vows, and thus are not bound to papal enclosure. The S. C. Rel. 
recently issued a text of statutes for these extern sisters, a summary 
of lVhich is found in Bousc:i.ren, CanfJn Law Djg~sl, II, p. 65. 

Nuns who tab only simple vows (as is the case generally in 
the United States) are not bound to the la\v of papal endo.sure, 
but they observe only episcopal. enclosure (Code Comm. Mar. 1, 
1921; ~eta XIII, 178). 

Episcopal enclosure is mandatory in all religious houses of men 
or women where papal enclosure is not enjoined, therefore, in all 
houses of religious Congregations. It is called episcopal not in the 
sense that the bishop is free to enforce it or not, but in the sense 
that if he does choose ·to enforce the enclosure in some exceptional 
cases of grave abuse by means of censures, these will be episcopal, 
not papal, censures ( c. 604, §3). 
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Episcopal enclosure is only passive, i. e., it merely forbids ad
mission to the religious enclosure in the cue of persons of the opposite 
sex. It is not concerned with the egress of the religious which is 
governed by a distinct law, cfr. next section. And even the admis
sion of perBOns of the opposite sex is lawful with the sole permission 
of the superior, safeguarding abuses. But since persons of the 
opposite sex should not customarily be admitted, the limits of the 
enclosure should be assigned by the major superiors also in the houses 
of Congregations ( c. 604, 51 ) • 

The law of reliJenc~Lest they become tainted with the spirit 
of worldliness, religious should not wander outside of their houses 
more than is nec:csaary. And while the superiors may permit the 
religious to letnJe the house, they may not permit them to /we 
outside of the religious house save for a grave cause, e. g., to collect 
alms, to Il!COVer health, to study, etc. But superiors may not permit 
an absence of over six months save for the purposes of study. The 
permission of the Holy See is required for a religious to live for 
more than six months outside of a house of his religion, no matter 
how grave the cause, e. g., sickne•, but saving the case of studies 
(c. 606). 

A religious may, however, without permi&Sion of the Holy See 
remain longer than six months outside of his religion if he is dis
charging the sacred ministry or other WOJ'b proper to his religion, 
e.g., as chaplain of a hospital, director of a seminary, etc. Here 
the chaplain, director, etc., is considered living in the hospital, 
seminary, etc., as in his own religious house (Schafer, Dr Religions. 
n. 364). 

E1istol11ry co"11;ont1enc~Partly to exclude the spirit of the 
world, partly to safeguard the discipline of the house, religious can 
be compelled to submit to the superior for censorship all cor
respondence which they send or receive. This is implied in c. 611. 
It is often explicitly enjoined by the constitutions, although usap 
may tolerate the contrary practise. 

However, exempt from the superior's inspection is all cor
respondence sent to, or received from the Hol_y See, the papal lepte 
of the country, the subject's major superiors, his local superior, 
the local Ordinary if the religious is subject to him, and the replar 
prelate if the nun is subject to him ( c. 611), 

Moreover, in other cues charity urges the superior to exempt 
from his censorship at the request of the religious any correspondence 
of a very confidential nature, e. r;., as between the reliaious and the 
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confessor, confidential family matters, etc. But the superior has the 
right and duty to see that the privileie is not abused. 

Obligation1 of tire sur•d ministry--Superiors shall take care 
that their priests, to be designated by them (not by the bishop or 
the pastor) willingly lend their services especially in .the diocese 
in which they are domiciled, but safeguarding religious discipline. 
Likewise the local Ordinary and the pastors should show themselves 
generous in requesting the help of the religious especially those 
domiciled in the diocese, both for the sacred ministry in general, 
and for the hearing of confessions in particular (c. 608). 

Religious who have char&e of parishes are subject to the local 
Ordinary in all mattera which concern parish work. And if the 
local Ordinary issues instructions or prohibitions in parish matters, 
religious pastors, even though they are exempt regulars, are bound 
to obey no less than are secular pastors (c. 631 ). 

Even though they have no parish, but only a non-parochial 
church or public oratory, (a supposition seldom verified in this 
country) religious have the following obligations in respect to the 
sacred min.istry: l) they may not conduct services to the detriment 
of the catechetical instruction or the explanation of the Gospel given 
in the nearb)• parish church on feast days, and so they should abstain 
if possible from services at such hours; and it is the right of the 
local Ordinary to judge whether the services conducted by the 
religious in their church or public oratory is thus detrimental or not 
(c. 609, §3) ; 2) they are exhorted to deliver a homily on the Gospel 
or a brief instruction in Christian doctrine at their Mas.teS on Sun
days and hol}·days of obligation, and are bountl to do so if the local 
Ordinary so commands (c. 134S); 3) if the local Ordinary decrees 
it for a public cause, religious must ring the church bells, recite 
prayers and conduct other public devotions which he may prescribe, 
e •. g., a special novena (c. 612). 

Tht Jioint o/fice--Religious as a rule are bound to recite the 
divine office, both in clerical religions and lay religions, if not always 
in choir, i.e., in common, at least privately, if not the office of the 
day, at least the Little Oflice of the B. V. M. 

To the private recitation of the office the common law obliges: 
l) all religious in major orders; 2) all solemnly professed religious 
excepting the lay brothers and lay nuns (c. 135; 610, §3). 

In some' religions the office must be recited in choir. The Code 
does not state which reli&:ions have this obliiration, and hence the 
pre-Code legislation on this point still holds. Now in pre-Code day1 
those replar Orders which had been founded prior to the 16th cen
tury were considered as bound to choir 1ub graf'i, and this either in 
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virtue of uni.versa! custom, the unanimous coasent of authors, or 
the explicit prescriptions of the constitutions. Office in common for 
Congreptions and for regular Orders founded since the 16th century 
was considered the exception. 

In those religions, says the Code, in which the obligation of 
choir exists, the divine office must be recited in common in every 
home where there are at least four religious not actually impeded. 
If the constitutions state that less than four suffice for the obligation 
to exist, the constitutions prevail ( c. 610, § 1 ) • Whether the Code 
inft!nds that there is a moral obligation to hold choir even in Congre
gations, supposinc the constitutions call for choir, is not certain. 
Many canonists believe that the obligation in Congregations is purely 
penal and binds no further than the other sections of the constitu
tions which are penal. At any rate, nuns who take only simple vows 
are bound to choir not in virtue of the common law but merely if 
their constitutions prescribe choir ( S. Pen. Oct. 26, 1858). And in 
the same answer we read that those religious \vho, like the Visita
tion nuns, recite only the Little Office of the B. V. M., are bound 
to choir only sub Im. 

The obligation of choir, where it exists, rests primarily upon 
the community. The individual does not sin gravely if he absents 
himself unlawfully from choir, unless by his absence he was the 
cause why choir could not be held. But the superior sins gravely 
whenever choir is omitted through his negligence ( dr. Manuals of 
Moral 'theology). 

Choir may be satisfied by the religious with simple vows in an 
Order. It may be satisfied even by the novices according to the 
majority of canonists. 

Superiors cannot dispense their subjects from choir unle• these 
are students or profeaors, which faculty is explicitly granted by 
c. 589, §2. Outside of this case the Code nowhere authorizes 
superiors to dispense from .the common law on this point, saving 
major superion who in clerical exempt religions have by c. 81 dis
pensing powers in urgent cases. Local superiors may declare the 
epikcia to apply, at the most, e.g., in case of illness. Upon this 
principle they may excuse the subject from saying office even private
ly. But standing dispensations from choir except in the case of pro
fe..cson and students, and standing dispensations from the private 
recitation of the office where these obligations are imposed by common 
law mwt ordinarily be obtained from the Holy See. 

The conventual Mass must be said daily in all houses of 
religious men where there is an obligation of choir (c. 610, ~2). 
It is called the conventual Mass because said in the presence of the 
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whole convent or community. It must correspond with the office 
of the day. 

Even in religions of women the conventual Mass should be 
said every day if this is convenient, e. g., if the religious have a chap
lain (c. 610, §2). The obligation just described is incumbent not 
only upon nuns, but in all Congregations of sisters who are bound 
by their constitutions to recite office in choir (Code Comm. May 20, 
1923; Acta XVI, 113). 

ABT. II 

CommOD Prl~ of BeliQiou 

Prior to the time of the Code religious could acquire privileges 
not only by direct grant, custom and prescription, but also by way 
of communication. Communication of privileges was most frequent 
among mendicant Orders, e. g., the privilege of absolving from 
censures reserved by common law to the local Ordinary. 

Although direct grant, custom and prescription are still legitimate 
modes of acquiring privileges in the case of religious, communica
tion of privileges in future among religious is forbidden by c. 613, 
§1. But the privileges acquired by way of c:ommu~cation prior to 
the Code, religious still retain (Code Comm. Dec. 30, 1937; 
Acta XXX, 73). 

And privileges which have been or will be granted to the I 
Order of Regulars continue to be shared by the II Order of nuns 
inM>far as these are capable of sharing them, e.g., indulgences (c. 613, 
52). 

It remains to be seen which privileges the Code directly grants 
either to all religious or to a large section of them. These are: 
1) the privileges of clerics; 2) the privilege of exemption; 3) the 
privilege of enjoying diocesan indults; 4) the privilege of begging; 
5) the privileges of abbots. The constitutions of the religion, and 
papal documents must be consulted to ascertain which privileges 
in addition to the foregoing are enjoyed by certain religions in 
particular. 

§1, CLDICAL PRIVILECBS 

All religious, including lay religious and novices, enjoy by 
common law the priV11eges of clerics, namely : the privilege of the 
canon, of tht forum, of exemption, and of competency (c. 614; cfr. 
p. 169 ff.). 
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The religious no less than the clerical state is deservinit of the 
respect of men. To safeguard the dignity of the religious state the 
Church surrounds it with the same privileges as she accords the 
clergy. 

§2. PlUVIl.BGB or EXBMPTION 

EJttmltion 4tfint4-This is not to be confused with that species 
of clerical privileges in virtue of which clergy and religious are 
exempt from military aervice, and from civil d~ties alien to their 
state. By the privilege of exemption as peculiar to religious we 
understand the release of a religious organization, i. e., the professed 
members and the novices, from the jurisdiction of local Ordinaries 
and their immediate subjection to the Roman Pontiff. 

In the days when the common law of the Church was not so 
well developed as at present, bishops felt themselves justified in 
interfering not only in the external activities of reliaious but even 
in their internal concerns. Such interference proved fatal to any 
attempts at realizing the idc.11s of religious founden, especially 
whC"re this involved reforms within the Order or the engaging in 
missionary activities and worb of charity. To secure for the re
ligious a greater measure of self-government and self-direction the 
privilege of exemption was gradually introduced. 

Histor1 of r.rtmllion-Exemption was first accorded individual 
monasteries who were striving to introduce reforms into their 
religious life, hut who were hampered in this respect by their 
dependence upon the biahops. As the reforms gradually extended 
to entire monastic Congregations, these as well as the individual 
monasteries were given exemption by the Roman Pontiffs. This 
occurred somewhere in the 11th century. 

The exemption first granted to monastic Orders was later 
communicated to military and mendicant Orders. Sinu- the work 
of these Orders was more active in character than that of the monks, 
the privilege of exemption assumed more far-reaching consequenm. 
Abuses naturally arose, and by the 16th century they had assumed 
such proportiong that the Council of Trent was forced to restore 
to the bishops their original ,iurisdiction over religiow in several 
matters. The Code substantially restares the limitations set upon 
religious exemption by the Council. These limitations we shall list 
below, and from such list the reader may gather what exemption 
meant to regulars in former times. 

Prt1rnt Inn• coneerning tznn,tian-Only regulars enjoy exemp
tion b)' common lalv, together with their novices. By regulan, it 
will be recalled, are meant religious in an Order which admits 
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solemn vows, whether Orden of men or women (nuns). Conpga
tions do not enjoy exemption unless this privilege has been granted 
to them by special indult, e.g., the Passionists and Redemptorists 
(c. 615; 618, §1). 

The exemption of regulars is both personal and local ; peraonal 
because it accompanies the religious even outside of his house, local 
because the house is exempt from the visitation of the local Ordinary. 
But the local exemption can be either pauive or active. It is passive 
only if the religious superior does not exercise jurisdiction outside of 
his house over non-religious subjects, and such is generally the case. 
It is active when the religious superior rules over non-religious sub
jects in his territory which has been separated from the diocese; the 
latter is the exemption of abbots nullius; the former that of regular 
abbots de regimine, and of all other regular supcrion, and it is of 
this that we now speak. 

The exemption of regulars is the rule, so that where limitations 
are set to their privilege these constitute the exception. and must be 
explicitly stated in the law (c. 615). We append herewith a sum· 
mary of the cases- in which the Code denies exemption to regulars : 

The bishop may preach in the churches of regulars (c. 1343, 
§1); exercise the pontificals therein (c. 337, §I); and administer 
Confirmation ( c. 792). 

He may visit all institutions in charge of regulars as con~rns 
the religious and moral training of seculars (c. 1382); consecrate 
their sacred places (c. 1155), belb (c. 1169, §5), and immovahle 
altars (c. 1199, 52). 

He may judge all cases reserved to the Holy Office, e.g., if a 
regular preaches heresy (c. 501, 52); and act as judge of first in· 
stance in all litigations between two or more different religions 
(c. 1594, §4). He may dedde extrajudicially all controversies 
between religious concerning p_recedence ( c. 106). 

The bishop may command regulars: to recite certain pra)·~rs 
and to conduct other services which he may order for a public cause 
(c. 612); to ring the bells for a public cause (c. 612); to impart 
catechetical instructions ( 1334) ; to give a brief explanation of the 
Gos~l or Christian doctrine on feast days in their non-parochial 
churches (c. 1345): to observe any regulations he may make with 
respect to divine' cult (c. 1261); to take part in the public processions 
in the place (c. 1291, 1292); to conform to the diocesan fee for 
manual stipends (c. 831, §3); to abstain from divine servicei in their 
non-parochi:il churches at the hours \Vhere such services might prove 
detrimental to the instruction or the explanation of the Gospel 
imparted in the neighboring parish church ( c. 609, §3) ; to ,.pay the 
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tax for the diocesan seminary (c. 1356) aad any extraordinary dio
cesan assessment if they have a benefice, e.g., a parish (c. 1505). 

Without the bishop's consent regulars may not: erect a religious 
house ( c. 497) ; erect a church or public oratory in any place of the 
diocese, but only in the locality of which he approves although the 
permission to enict the home in the diocese m:ay have been a;iven 
generally (c. 1162, §4); hear the confessions of any but their own 
professed subjects and novices (c. 874, §1, 876); preach to any save 
their own professed subjects, novices and those who live day and 
night in the religiow house as patients, servants, guests or students 
(c. 1338, 1339); reserve the Bl. Sacrament in their semi-public 
chapds (c. 1265, §1, n. 2); give Benediction with the ostensorium 
(c. 1274, §1); expose for veneration in their churches or chapels 
unauthenticated relics ( c. 1279, § 1) ; recite prayers or conduct devo
tions in their churches and public oratories before approval has been 
given to the pra}'ers and devotions (c. 1259, §1); appoint a rector 
to a non-parochial church which belongs to the niligious, but which 
is not attached to their house (c. 480, §2); publish indulgences 
granted to their churches before the indulgences h1lve been published 
at Rome (c. 919, §1); receive ordinations from an outside bishop 
( c. 965) ; erect pious associations ( c. 686 )·; prtseribc a particular 
garb to be worn by their sodalities in public functions, or change the 
garb ( c. 703, §3) ; appoint a secular priest as chaplain or spiritual 
dirrctor for sodalities enicted by the regulars (c. 698, §1); conduct 
public processions outside their church save during the octave of 
Corpus Christi ( c. 1293) ; publish books, newspapers and leaf
lets (c. 13851 1386); make the profession of faith as confessors, 
preachers or pastors into the hands of any one other than the bishop 
or his delegate (c. 1406, §1, n. 7); invest money given to the 
parish or mission, or to the regulars but intended for the parish 
or mission { c. 533, n. §4) ; accept goodti in trust which were given 
fqr the benefit of the churches, inhabitants or pious causes in the 
diocese (c. 15161 §3). 

Whatever concerns the care of souls and parish work subjects 
regulars to the local Ordinary ( cfr. c. 631 ) • 

Personal exemption is lost by the regular who is found outside 
of his house without leaitimate permiision,. e. g.1 in the case of a 
fugitive or apostate {c. 616, §1) and during this time he is the 
subject of the local Ordinary in whose territory he is staying. Like
wi11e regulan who commit an offense outside of the house, and are 
not punished by their superior after the latter· has been notified of 
the offense, may be punished by the local Ordinary, although they 
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leh the house legitimately, and have returned there since (c. 616, 
§2). If abuses creep into a house of regulars, and the ho~ is a 
formal one, and the superior after being admonished by the local 
Ordinary does not correct the abuse.11 the local Ordinary must refer 
the matter to the Holy See; but if it is a non-formal house, the local 
Ordinary may in the meantime correct the abuses which are a scandal 
to the faithful, although in neither of these cases do the regulars 
lose their exemption. 

Finally, in whatever matters regulars arc subject fo the local 
Ordinary they may be punished by him for disobedience, but whether 
with censures is disputed (c. 619). 

Internal e;;emption of Congregations-B}' common law all 
Congregations may be said to enjoy a certain degree of exemption, 
i. e., in reprd to their internal affairs. Canon 618, §2 forbids local 
Ordinaries: 1) to change the constitutions of the religion, although 
in Congregations of diocesan law he may do so within the limits 
of c. 495, §2; 2) to interfere with their finances and temporal 
administration saving the exceptions of c. 533-535; 3) to dictate 
in matters of internal government and discipline, e.g., as regards 
appointments to offices, transfer of the religious, performance of 
religious exercises, etc., but saving the cases in which the Code 
tJ&jtressly grants him this authority. However, without necessarily 
interfering in matters of internal government and discipline, the 
local Ordinary may always visit the houses of sisterhoods and 
brotherhoods (lay religions), 11.nd inquire concerning whether re
ligious discipline is being observed according to the corutitutions, 
whether sound doctrine or morals have suffered detriment, \vhether 
~closure is observed and whether the sacraments are frequented. 
And should he detect abuses of a grave nature, he can command the 
superior to correct them, and upon the superior's neglecting to abide 
by the instructions the local Ordinary may correct the abuses himself. 
But if the abuses must be rmiovcd at ona:, the local Ordinary has 
authority to do so, informing the Holy See of any action he may 
have taken (cfr. c. 618). 

As to external matters, Congregations, unlike Orders, must loolc 
to the local Ordinary as to their immediate politit:al superior. They 
owe obedience to the bishop in all external matters wherein the law 
does not expressly exempt them. They are subject to diocesan laws, 
censures and reservations. It is the local Ordinary \vho dispenses 
them from the common law, and who absolves them from sins and 
censures. That is, they obtain their faculties to hear confessions even 
of their own subjects froin the bishop, and from him they receive 
faculties to preach even to their own subjects. If controvenies arise 
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within the religion which call for judicial settlement they must be 
taken to the local Ordinary, e.g., questions of excommunication and 
sur;pension incurred by common law. 

§3. DIOCESAN INDOLTS 

Another pri\•ilege which all religious have by common la'v is 
that of sharing in any dispensations from the common law which. the 
bishop may ·grant to his diocesans. The dispensation can be used also 
by transient religious (peregrini). It can be enjoyed also by regulars, 
since the canon makes no distinction, and because what was intended 
originally as a favor (exemption) should not be turned to one's 
disadvantage (c. 620). 

But the local Ordinary cannot dispense from the rule and 
constitutions. And so, if, e.g., he grants a dispensation froin l•"riday 
abstinence and the religious, like the three branches of the I Order 
of St. Fn.ncis, are bound also by their rule to Friday abstinence, 
the dispensation cannot be used (c. 620). 

§4'. TH• PRIVILEGB OP BEGGINQ 

B)· common law all mendicants may go begging for all11$ in 
the diocese in which they have a house, and this with the sulc 
permi55ion of their superiors. But they must be mendicants in fact, 
and not merely in name (c. 621, §1 ). Hence, those who by their 
rule are mendicants, but who have availed themselves of the privilege 
granted by the Council of Trent to possess property in common, are 
not mendicants in fact, and are not privileged to beg (Code Comm. 
Oct. 16, 1919; Acta XI, 478). Therefore, only the Franciscans, 
saving the Conventuals and to a certain extent the Discalced 
Carmelita and the J csuiu are privileged to beg with the sole 
permissi~n of their superiors. But if these same mendicants wish 
to heg in a diocese where they have no house, the bishop of that 
diocese must give his written consent, and this together with the 
penniS&ion of the superior suffices, that of the Holy See not being 
necessary. 

Other religious of papal law need a papal indult and the written 
permission of the local Ordinary ( c. 622, § 1 ) to beg alms. BJ• beg
ging; (q11n'1tuatio) is understood going; from door to door, or ap
proaching a large number of people. Soliciting alms by mail, or 
approaching only a fC\v individuals is not considered quaestuatio, 
and a papal indult in such cases would not be required. Begging; 
from door to door can e:aEil}• give rue to abuses, scandal, relaxation 
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of religious discipline, and fraud. Hence the need of special indults 
and permissions. But regulars who are· not mendicants in fact, al· 
though they must be authorized by the Holy Sec to beg, rieed not 
the permission of the local Ordinary, and this by reason of their 
exemption. 

Religious of tliocesa law do not require a papal indult to beg. 
However, they need the written permission both of the local Ordi
nary in whose dioc:csc they have their house. and of the Ordinary 
in whose diocese they wish to beg (c. 622, §2). 

La1m1n may not solicit funds for any ecclesiastical or charitable 
cause without an Apostolic indult, or without the written permi1&ion 
both of their o\vn local Ordinary and of the local Ordinary in whose 
territory the funds are to be solicited (c. 1503). 

Concerning the manner of beging let the religious observe the 
Instructions of the Holy Sec, particularly the decree of the S. C. Reg. 
ct Episc. of Mar. 27, 1896 (Fontes, IV., n. 2029), and the ·decree 
of the S. C. Rel. of Nov. 21, 1908 (~C'ta I, 153, sq.). 

§S. PRIVILEGES OP ABBOTS 

There are two kinds of abbots: 1) those who govern a territor1• 
which forms part of no diocese, and these are called abbots nullias; 
2) those who govern only their monasteries and these are called 
ab/Jatts reg11lart1 tit r1gimint. We have spoken sufficiently concern
ing abbots nulli111, and their privileges on p. 226. Since these also 
govern a religious community they are at the same time ab/Jates regu· 
larts tit rtgimint, and have all the privileges of the latter, and more 
than these. The majority of abbots are mere ab/Jatts regular" tl1 
rtgimint, and it is with these that we arc now concerned. 

The abbot who simply governs a monastery in the capacity of 
a religious superior, once he is la\vfuJly elected to office by his 
relicious chapter, must within three montlu receive the abbatial 
blessing (found in the Roman Pontifical) from the local bishop. 

After he has received this blessing, and provided he is a priest, 
he may oonfer tonsure and minor orders on his professed subjects, 
and on these alone. 

He may hold pontifical functions with throne and canopy in his 
abbey church, and wear the pectoral cross and studded ring rvm 
outside of his church. He may not wear the purple skull-ap with
out special Apostolic indult (c. 62S). 
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ART. Ill 

1lellqlom Cmdlaal8. ll8hops and Palan 

We shall now discuss the additional obligations and privileges 
proptt to religious who are raised to some dignity outside of their 
religion, or who arc made pastors. 

No religious may be promoted to dignities and offices outside of 
his religion without the permission of the Holy Sec if the dignity 
or the office is incompatible with the religious state. The permission 
of the superior is likewise required. Where the Roman Pontdl 
directly confers the dignity or office, as in the case of the cardinalate 
and bishopric, he thereby dispenses from the need of the superior's 
permission. This is not true if the office or dignity is conferred by 
election of the cathedral chapter, or by·episcopal appointment, e.g., 
the office of vicar-general. Here besides the Holy See's permission 
that of the superior is expressly required ( c. 626). 

Where the dignity or office is not incompatible with the re
ligious state, the superior's permission is again necessary, but suffices, 
and that of the Holy See is not required, as in the case of minor 
diocesan offices, e. g., s)•nodal examiner and synodal judge, censor 
of boob, etc., or where a religious- is appointed pastor of a parish 
entrusted to the religion. It should be added that the office of 
pastor of a parish not entrusted to the religion is incompatible with 
the religious state since in this case the religious must live outside 
of his canonically established religious house. But the Premon
stratensians are permitted to accept the charge of secular parishes 
without permission of the Holy See. We saw that a papal indult is 
required that religious may live outside their houses for more than 
she months, save for study. 

Religious cardinals and bisha~1-A religious who is made 
cardinal or bishop, remains a religious. He shares in the privileges 
of his religion, and is bound by his VO\Vs and the other obligations 
of his religious profession. But he is not held to those obligations 
which are incompatible with his newly acquired dignity ( c. 627, § 1 ) . 
His vcnv of obedience remains, but it binds him to obey only the 
Roman Pontiff, and he is withdrawn from the obedience of the 
religious superion (c. 627, §2). 

Concerning the vow of poverty, a religious r~sitlential bishop 
who had lost the right of ownership, e. g., through solemn profession, 
cannot acquire the proprietorship of any goods, but all goods which 
he may acquire henceforth as residential bishop goes to the diocese 
in ownership, though he may use, administer and enjoy the income 
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from the aoods· A tit11lar bishop or cardinal who by profession lost 
the right to ownership, acquires all goods in ownership for his 
religion, though he may use, administer, and enjoy the income from 
the same ( c. 628, n. §I ) . If riaht of ownership was not lost by 
profession, e. g., in a Congregation, a religious cardinal or bishop 
acquires all goods in ownership for himself, and may use, administer, 
and enjoy the income from the same, besides recovering the free 
use, income and administration of the goods which he owned as 
a religious (c. 628, n. 2). In every case it is undentood that what
ever goods come to a religious cardinal or bishop for other than 
personal reasons, must be disposed of and administered according to 
the intention of the donors, e. ,., funds contributed for the erection 
of a hospital, orphanage. -etc. ( c. 628,n. 3). 

If a religious cardinal or bishop abdicates his dignity or office, 
he is bound to return to his religion, and he may choose ~ house 
for his residence. But he lacks both active and passive voice in the 
religion thereafter. The reason is lest the liberty of elections be 
endangered by his dignity and inftucnce (c. 629). 

Religious ~tors-A religious pastor (of a secular parish), or 
vicar (of a parish entrusted to his religion), must observe his vows 
and constitutions insofar as zuch observance is not inconsistent with 
his office. It belongs to the superior, not to the pastor, (or at least 
to the major superior if the pastor is local superior at the same time) 
to judge when the pastoral duties justifiably excuse from religious 
observance, e. g., leaving the religious house to tab sick calls, to 
make social calls, or omitting common exercises for the same reasons, 
etc. (c. 630, §1, 2). 

As to his vow of poverty, this is tempered to the extent that he 
may accept, collect, administer and spend in accordance with the will 
of the donors, and under the vial1ance of the superiors, any alms 
which arc offered for the benefit of the . parishioners, the Catholic 
schools or pious places connected with the parish. But the superior, 
not the pastor, has the right to accept, retain in his bepinc, collecti 
and administer money which is given for the construction, upkeep, 
repair and embellishment of the parish church, no matter from what 
sources this money may come, e. g., plate collections, pew rent, etc. 
If, however, the religion does not own the parish church, the&e 
riahts of the superior belong to the local Ordinary. But in the 
United States where practically no parish church is owned by the 
reliaion, but by the parishioners themselves viewed as a corporation, 
religious pastors also. collect, and administer the money given for 
the construction, upkeep, repair and embellishment of the parish 
church, and this either by tacit delegation of the local Ordinary, 
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or in virtue of centenary custom. And the reason is inherent in the 
very nature of our parochial system, since all money, from whateVer 
source, i1 destined not for any particular use but for all parish need• 
and enterprises in general, and no distinction ia made, nor separate 
funds maintained, for the achoo!, worb of charity, or the parish 
church (c. 630, 14; also Woywod, o. c. on thia canon). 

In all matters which directly concern parish work, the religious 
pastor is subject to the local Ordinary no less than a secular pastor is. 
He may be removed by the local Ordinary u explained on p. 266. 
He must observe all the diocesan replatiom which refer to pariah 
worlc. He ~ust give a financial report to the bishop of all parish 
funds (c. S3S, 53, n. 2). He cannot exceed the bounds of ordinary 
administration as determined by the diocaan statutes, and must ob
tain previous permiaion of the local Ordinary for expenditures and 
the contracting of debts as defined in the ltatutea (c. 1527, IJ ), 

As to his purely spiritual pastoral functions, e. I·• baptismal 
rights, marriaae rights, funeral ripta, and the corresponding duties, 
Musa 1ro ·l•l•lo, etc., his rights and duties are ,identical with those 
of secular puton. 

The reliaiou1 pastor is subject to the visitation of the local 
Ordinary, u reprds the church, sacristy, confessional, parish boob 
and all matten affecting parish work. Also u reprds his personal 
conduct as pastor, not u concerns his observance of relisious life. 
And the local Ordinary, jointly with the superior, may punish the 
religious nedi&ent in his pastoral duties no less than he can secular 
puton (c. 631, 11, 2). 



Chapter VII 

DEPARTURE FROM A BELIGIOR 

A reli&ious who leaves the reliaious orpnization does so either 
throueh his own volition, or through compulsion. In Art. I we 
shall speak of voluntary departure from the religion; in Art. II of 
compulsory departure or dismisul. 

ART. I 

Voluntary Departure 

Voluntary departure is either lawful or unlawful. We shall 
consider each in tum. 

§1. LAWFUL DBPAll.TURB 

Lawful departure takes place: I) by transferring to another 
religion; 2) by leaving the relicion at the expiration of vows; 
3) by exclaustration; 4) by secularization. 

Trans/tr to anothtr religion-A religious cannot transfer to 
another reli1ion, even to a stricter one, nor from one independent 
monastery to another monastery of the same Order, even in the case 
of nuns with simple vows, without permission of the Holy See ( c. 
632; Code Comm. Nov. 9, 1926; Acta XVIII, 490). 

A relipous who tramfers to another religion must make a new 
novitiate and profession. During the new novitiate the vows pro
nounced in the former reli&ion remain, not however the obligations 
peculiar to the constitutions, e. g., fasts. The novice must obey the 
superiors of the new religion, and the novice master in virtue of the 
vow of obedience ( c. 633, §I). During the novitiate he wears the 
habit of the new religion ( S. C. Rel. May 14, 1923 ; Atta XV, 289). 
If ht does not make profession, he must return to bis former religion, 
unl~s he had taken temporary vows in the former reli&ion and these 
h:ave in the meantime expired (c. 633, §2). But a reli&ious who 
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transfers from one independent monastery to another of the same 
Order neither makes a new novitiate nor a new profession ( c. 633, 
13). 

A reli&ioua with '""'"al vows transferring to another religion 
where perpetual vows are taken must, at the end of the novitiate, 
immediately tab perpetual vowa. But the superiors may prolong 
his term of probation, not however longer than another year ( c. 634). 
Thr. vote of the chapter in this case is deliberative, not consultive 
(Code Comm, July 14, 1922; Acta XIV, 528). 

Religious who transfer to another religion, or to another inde
pendent monastery of the same monastic Order, forfeit all the rights 
and privileges which were theirs in the former religion or monastery, 
and are freed of all the obligations of the former religion or monas
tery. These effects take place at the time of profession in the new 
religion, but from the moment of transfer if the religious merely 
passes to another independent monastery of the same Order. As re
gards temporal goods which were acquired through the labor of the 
religious, or which came to him in any way after he was solemnly 
professed, these belong to the former religion. Excepted only is the 
dowry. The ownership of thia paases to the new religion from the 
day of the new profession, but from the day of transfer in the case 
of one who passes over to an independent monastery of the same 
Order. But where a sister transfers to a new religion, the revenues 
from her dowry belong to the new religion during the novitiate, 
provided the religion has the right by the constitutions to demand 
something for the board and lodgine of the novice ( c. 635). 

If a religious with solemn vows passes over to a Congregation 
where only simple vows are taken, the profession which he malcts 
in the Congregation is simple profession, unless the Apostolic: indult 
permitting transfer rules otherwise ( c. 636). 

Departure at thr t#;iration of f!ow1-A religious may freely 
quit the religion when his temporary vowa expire. The reason is 
that no juridical bond holds him any longer to the religion. Hence, 
canon law will not consider him a fugitive or apostate from religion 
if he leaves of his own accord. What his moral obligation to perse
vere may be is a matter for him and the confessor to decide (c:. 637). 

E#clmutration-A third method of lawful departure from the 
religion is by way of exclauatration, By exclaustration is meant liv
ing outside of the religion (extra clau1tra) without dependence upon 
the religious superior. Because he is not dependent upon the religious 
superior, the exclaustrated religious dif&rs from him who obtai11s 
permission to reside outside of the house of the religion for more 
than six months, e. g., because of infirmity, or temporarily managing 
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a secular parish, etc. In such cases the 1111tru guo of the religious is 
in no way changed from that which obtained before he took leave of 
absence, and the elecb of exclaustration to be described are not 
verified in his case. 

The indult of exclaustratioa may be &ranted only by the Holy 
See in religions of papal law. It may be &ranted also by the local 
Ordinary in religions of diocesan law ( c. 638). In ~e latter case 
the effects of cxclaustration to be described apply equally as in the 
case of exclaustration granted by the Holy See (Code Comm., Nov. 
12, 1922; Aeta XIV, 622). 

The efiecb of exclaustration are: l) the religious remains a 
religious : he is not disp_ensed from his vows as in the case of 
secularize~ religioua, nor is he dispensed from the obligations 
peculiar to profession in his religion, e. g., fasts, the recitation of 
an office peculiar to the religion, etc.; 2) the obli1ations of 
the vows and constitutions, however, are relaxed to the extent 
that in the judgment of the religious their observance is inconNstcnt 
with life in the world; hence, the vow of chastity remains intact, 
the religious is subject to the local Ordinary in virtue of his vow 
of obedience instead of to his religious superiors, and the vo\v of 
poverty does not forbid him the free aJmirtirtration of any roods 
which he has or may acquire; 3) he is forbidden to wear the religious 
habit, but if he is a cleric, he must wear the garb of the secular 
clergy; however, the local Ordinary may permit the religious the 
retention of the habit for good reasons if he hiouelf granted exclaus
tration (Code Comm., Nov. 12, 1922; .4 eta XIV, 662; 4) the 
religious lacks both acti've and passive voice in his religion, but 
continues to enjoy its purely spiritual favors, e. g., indulgences 
(c:. 639). 

Exclaustratioo is never granted in perpetuity, but only for a 
time, e. g., one, two, three years, etc., or while the cause lasts, e. g., 
as long as the parents need support, until the religious who contem· 
plates secularization has found a benevolent biahop, etc. When the 
time expires for which exclaustration was granted, the religious must 
return to his religion, othenivise he will be considered a fugitive or 
apostate from the religion. Upon his return he repeat3 neither the 
novitiate nor profession. 

Secularisation-While exclaustration is a temporary and partial 
relaxation of the vows, secularization is a perpetual and total dis
pensation of the vows. 

Like exdaustration, the indult of secularization can be granted 
only by the Holy See in religions of papal law; by the local Ordinary 
also in religions of diocesan law ( c:. 638). 
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The effects of secularization are: 1) the religious is dispensed 
wholly from his vows, whether these are temporary or perpetual, 
simple OT solemn; 2) he is dispensed from all other obligations 
peculiar to his profession, e. g., the divine office in the case of the 
solemnl)· profCiSCd, fasts, and other works of penance imposed by 
the constitutions, etc.; 3) he must set aside the reliaious habit; 
4) if he is a cleric in major orders, the obligations attaching to 
those orders remain, namely, celibacy and the divine office; but 
in the celebration of Mm, in the recitation of the ~nical hours, 
and the administration and reception of the sacraments he conforms 
to the life of the seculiar clergy, e. g., if his religion followed peculiar 
rites and ceremonies or had its own calendar, these are relinquished 
(c. 640, U>. 

If a secularized reliaious desires to return to his religion, he 
must repeat his novitiate and profession, and he takes his place amonr 
the professed iec:koning from the day of his new profession ( c. 640, 
§2). 

A religious who has asked for an indult of secularization may 
refuse to accept it later, even though the general has already issued 
a decree executina the rescript of the Holy See. This is a departure 
from the rule of c. 38 which states that rescripts requiring execution 
go into eifect the moment they are executed. In our case the re
script goes into effect only from the moment it is accepted by the 
petitioner. But if the superiors have grave reasons for urging the 
acceptance of the rescript on the part of the petitioner, they should 
refer the matter to the Holy See ( S. C. Rel., Aug. I, 1922; A eta 
XIV, 501). 

Religious who secularize alter receiving major orders must, 
if they have taken only temporary vows ( e. g., they may have joined 
the religion as clerics in major orders) return to their proper diocese 
and must be received by their proper Ordinary. The reason is that 
by temporary profesaion they do not lose the diocese which they 
bad in the world (c. 641, §1). 

If they have taken ltrl•t•al vows, and have lost the diocese 
which they had in the world, they may not exercise the sacred 
ministry until they find a benevolent bishop who is willinit to take 
them into his diocese at least by way of trial, unless the Hob• See 
rules otherwise when granting the indult of secularization. In prac
tise a religious who contemplates secularization, and is in major 
orders, and has lost his proper diocese through profession, may seek 
permission of the Holy See to absent himself from the religious 
house for over six months in quest of a benevolent bishop. During 
this time he remains subject to his religioua superions. Having found 
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a benevolent bishop, he is incardinated either absolutely and outright, 
or by way of trial If the bishop is willing to incardinate the religious 
at once, he grants him testimonial letters to this elect; which letters 
together with his petition for secularization the religious forwards 
to the S. C. Rel. either direc:tly or preferably through his superiors. 
If the bishop, as usually happens, is willing only to receive the 
religious by way of trial, he grants him testimonial letters to this 
effect and these letters together with his petition for secularization 
the religious fonvarch to the S. C. Rel preferably through his su· 
periors. If the Holy See is satisfied with the reasons for seculariza
tion stated in the petition, it will iuue a document granting exclaus
tration abSJOlutely and secularization conditionally, and this document 
is sent to the benevolent bishop who executes it insofar as it permits 
exdaustration. The trial or experiment may last for three years. 
At the end of this time, or even before, the bishqp ma}' incardinate 
the religioua by a formal written statement to that effect, and secular
ization is elected from this moment. Or the bishop may prolong 
the trial, but not longer than three more years. At the end of the 
six years if the religious h::s not been dismined from the diocese, the 
la\'V ronsider; him i,10 /a€to incardinated, and the religious is dis
pensed from his vows automatically (c. 641, 12). 

If the religious is rejected by the bishop before the lapse of six 
yean, since he is merely exdaustrated and not seculariud, he must 
return at once to his religion, or apply for an extension of the 
exdaustration to search for another benevolent bishop, unless this 
\\"8i already provided for in the fint rescript of the Ho]y See. 

A religious Pecularized with perpetual vows, is forbidden, lvith· 
out another special indult from the Holy See: 1 ) to hold any 
benefice in major and minor ba!ilic!ls, or in cathedral churc..'1es; 
2) to teach or hold any position in m::tjor and minor seminaries, 
and in universitie& or other educational institutions which confer 
academic degrees by Apostolic privilege ; 3) to hold any oflice in 
thl" episcopal Curia, including the oflice of diocesan consultor (Code 
Comm., Jan. 29, 1931; ,J,ta XXIII, 110); 4) to hold any oftke 
in religious houses of men or women, e.g., as confessor, chaplain. 
spiritual director, etc. These prohibitions do not extend to religious 
secularized while under temporary VO\VS, unless they had been under 
such vows for at least six years. But they apply to all religiuus 
secularized before the Code (Code Comm., Nov. 24, 1920; .4eta 
XII, 57 S). The foregoing prohibitions are intended partly to dis
courage departure from religious life in the hope of securing honurs. 
partly to safeguard relfaious communities against the adverse influ
l"nc:e which an e.'C·religious in the above positions could exerci!I! to 
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the prejudice of hi.; former relilion, or to the prejudice of religious 
life in general ( c. 642). 

An ex-religious cannot ask compensation for his work performed 
while in the religion. The reason is that renunciation of such com· 
pensation was made impliedly at the time of profession, the religious 
on the one hand promised to give his services, the religion on the 
other hand promised him temporal maintenance in return ( c. 643, 
§1). 

· But the religion must provide a charitable subsidy to a secu
larized religious woman in the event that she brought no dowry 
with her. The same is true if she brought a do,vry but this does not 
amount to what a charitable subsidy would othei:wise come to 
(S. C. Rel. Mar. 2, 1924; Acta XVI, 165). The amount of the 
subsidy is determined by the mutual consent of the religious and 
the superiors. In case of disagreement, the local Ordinary decides. 
The subsidy must suffice to aee the woman home in safety and 
reasonable comfort, and to provide her with a decent living for a 
time taking into consideration the principles of natural equity, e.g., 
whether she can be taken care of by her parents, whether she is 
qualified physically and professionally to secure a gainful position 
in the immediate future, etc. (c. 643, §2). 

§2. UNLAWl'UL DBPAllT'URB 

A religious who departs unlawfully is considered either an 
apostate or a. fugitive. 

An apo11att from religion is a religious with lerletual vows 
who leaves the religious house \vithout permission and with the 
intention of not returnine, or who leaves the religious house with 
permission but does not return because he intends to withdraw 
himself from religious obedience. A religious with ltmlorary ll'OWI 

\Vho thus deserts is not classified in the Code as an apostate, hence 
he is a fueitive at the most. The intention of not returning may be 
evident from words, acts or other circumstances. If the intention is 
not clear, it is presumed that the religious intends to desert if he 
does not return within a month either to his original house or to 
some other house of his religion (c. 644, §1, 2). 

A /ugitwe from religion is a religious who leaves the religious 
J1ouse without permission, but has the intention to return ( c. 644t 
§3). Not every egress is Right (/uga), but if the constitutions say 
nothing about the matter, and since the Code is likewise silent on 
this point, \Ve may follow the more favorable opinion which allows 
the religious an absence of three days before being considered a 
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fugitive. An absence of less than three days could be punished in 
such a case, but not with the penalties enacted apinst fu&itives. 

The penalties enacted against unlawful departure from reli
gion are more severe in the case of apostates than in the case of 
fugitives (dr. p. 714). An apostate from the religious organization 
is not ipso facto dismissed by the law, but apostacy may be the 
cause for dismissal by the superiors after two warnings have been 
is.sued to the apostate ( cfr. next article). 

Neither the apostate nor the fugitive is freed of the obligations 
of his vows or constitutions. Hence, both must return to the reli· 
gion without delay. The superiors shall seek after them with solici
tude, and receive them if they return repentant, and willing to ac
cept a penance to repair scandal. The obligation to seek an apostate 
or fugitive nun is committed to the local Ordinary, and to the 
regular prelate if the nuns are subject to the latter. The reason 
is that the superioress being bound to papal enclosure cannot per
sonally go in search of the nun ( c. 645). 

AR.T. II 

§1. lp10 Facto DISMISSAL 

The following are considered di.miissed by the very fact that 
they commit the crimes specified : 

1 ) Religious who publicly apostatize from . the Catholic faith ; 
2) A religious who runs away with a person of the opposite 

sex even though they do not marry; 
3) Religious who contract a . valid, or attempt an invalid 

marriage, though it be only a so-called civil marriage (c. 646, §1, 
n. J, 2, 3). 

In' the above cases it suffices that the major superior with his 
chapter or council, as the constitutions may specify, issue a declara
tion of the fact. However, the religious is to be considered dis
missed even before thi:s declaration of the fact (Code Comm., July 
30, 1934; ..feta XXVI, 494). The superior shall take care to 
preserve in the archives of the house the evidence which he has 
collected ( c. 646, §2) • 

When religious are dismissed outside of the above ca'&CS this 
happens by some decree or sentence of the superiors, not by a 
mere declaration of fact, as we shall explain presently. 
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§2. DISMISSAL BY THE SUPERIORS 

We shall discuss: 1 ) the dismissal of a religious at the expira· 
tion of temporary vows; 2) dismissal of a religious durin& tempo
rary vo'vs; 3) dismissal of a religious with perpetual vows; 4) dis· 
missal of a religious in urgent cases. 

A. DISMISSAL AT THB EXPIRATION OP Vows 
At the expiration of his temporary vows a religious is free to 

quit the religion. Likewise the religion has the right to deny him 
permission to rene\V profession (c. 637). This, however, is dis
missal only in a broad and imperfect sense, because one cannot be 
dismissed who is no longer a niember of the society, and such are 
religious when their temporary vows expire. 

But the superiors must have a just and reasonable cause for 
den)·ing the religious the right to renew profession. These may be 
purely administrative reasons without fault on the part of the re· 
ligious, or they may be based on censurable conduct. In general, 
the reasons justifying refusal to renew profession are the same as 
those which warrant dismissal during the time of temporary vows 
(dr. infra.). 

A religious cannot, however, be denied the right to renew p1·0· 
fession because of infirmity, unless it can be proved for certain that 
the infirmity was present before he made first profession and has 
been concealed through fraud (c. 637). If a religious during the 
period of temporary profeuion should become insane, he cannot be 
sent home at the expiration of hi1 vows, but his juridical status 
then remains the same as before he became insane, and the reli!Pon 
continues to have the same obligations toward him (S. C. Rel., Feb. 
S, 1925; Jcta XVII, 107). 

One who is debarred from renewing profession cannot have 
recourse tQ the Holy See in suspensifJo, but he must leave the reli
gion at once. Recourse ;,. JefJolutifJo may be taken in theory, but in 
practise it ill behooves one to force himself into a society where 
he is not \vanted. 

B. D1sMisSAL Du1.1NG TEMPORARY Vows 
The superior competent to dismiss a religious under tempo

rary vo\VS whether in an Order or a Congregation, is: 1) the su
preme moderator in a religion of pap:i.l law of men or women, or 
the abbot of an independent monastery, but both must have the con
sent of their council expressed h}' secret ballot; 2) the local Ordinary 
in the ca!e of nuns under temporary vows, or also the regular prelate 
if the nuns are subject to him ; these judge the junice of the cause 
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for dismissal and issue or withhold the decree of dismiaal after 
the superioress lVith her council submits in writing the reasons 
for dismissal ; 3) in Congregations of diocesan law the local 
Ordinary of the territory where the house is situated of which the 
religious in question is a member, but he may not dimiiss the religious 
without the knowledge, or against the just dissent, of the superior 
gcner~ (c. 647, §1). 

The above superion have a grave duty in co91cience not to 
dismiss the religious save where the following circumstances are 
verified: 

1 ) The cause for dismissal must be grave since there is ques
tion here of a grave matter. But they need not be of a criminal 
nature. Thus, lack of the necessary qualilications to make one a 
useful member of the society would suffice for dismissal, e.g •• lack 
of talent in a clerical religion. It must be remembered that a 
religious under temporary vows is still under probation. But ill
health is no cause for dismissal, unless this had been fraudulently 
concealed by the novice. Causes imputable to the religious himself 
and of a censurable nature must be judged by the superiors. The 
Code gives one illustration: a lack of the religious spirit as mani
fested by repeated infractions of the rule, the constitutions and the 
precepts of the superior. Another such cause would be failure to 
apply oneself to studies in a clerical religion (c. 647, §2, n. 1, 2). 

2) The causes need not be established by way of a formal 
trial. They may be established· extrajudicially, summarily and ad
ministratively by informal investigation, or observation. But the 
reasons must be reduced to writing, and proofs must be at hand 
in the event that the dismissed has recourse to the Holy See (c. 64-7, 
§2, n. 3). 

3) The reasons for dismissal must be explained to the reli~ 
gious so th:i.t if he wishes he may have recourse to Rome. He may 
take such recourse in virtue of common law, and pending the re
course the dismissal produces no effect, and the religious is bound 
by his vows and must remain in the religious house until an answer 
comes from the Holy See. Ten days are permitted to have re
course from the day notice of dismissal is received, and the religious 
is aware of his right to take recourse. Hence, the superior should 
inform the religious of this his right. The religious may take re
course to the S. C. Rel. either directly or through his superiors. 
In the former case there must be proof that he took recourse, and 
the testimony of two witnesses, or that of an authentic document 
suffiet"s to sholv proof ( c. 674, §2, n. 4; also S. C. Rel., July 20, 
1923; Acta XV, 457). · 
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4) If a religious woman is dismissed, the provisions concern
ing the charitable subsidy apply in her case also (c. 647, §2, n. 5). 

The above rules g_overning the dismissal of religious under 
temporary vows apply afso to the dismissal of those who take vows 
for an indefinite period under the formula: .l 1 long 111 I 1#11 in the 
Congregation (Code Comm., Mar. 1, 1921; Acta XIII, 177). 

Concerning the status of religious who are dismissed during 
the time of temporary vows, cfr. infr.- p. 390. 

C. DISMISSAL OF RBLICious WITH PERPETUAL Vows 
While a religious with only temporary vows may be dismiaed 

for purely administrative reuons, namely for the pd of the so
ciety short of any moral fault on the part of the religious himself, 
yet after he has been admitted definitely to the religion through 
pcrpttual vows, hil period of probation as respects his 6tnns is ended, 
a.nd the reliaious with perpetual vows cannot be dismisled except 
for misconduct amounting to incorrigibility. 

Two questions must be answered here: l) what are the pre
requisites before proceeding to the dismissal of religious with per
petual vows; 2) how is the actual dismissal to be conducted? 

( 1 ) Pre-requisites for Dismis1al 

Here we again distinguish . between religions of men and 
religions of women. 

In religioni of me--In religions of men, whether clerical or 
lay religions, exempt or non-exempt, of papal or dioce1an law, a 
perpetually professed religious must have committed at lealt three 
offenses, and must have received at least two warninp, and must have 
failed to amend, before be can be pronounced incorrigible and be 
dismissed (c. 649). 

We said that the criines must be three in number. Yet one 
crime suffices if by reuon of the two-fold warning it becomes 
triple, e.g., continued apostacy from the relia:ion (c. 657). 

By a crime or o:flensc (dtlittam) the Code understands an)' 
violation of common or particular law (e.g., of the constitution.'I) , 
to which a penalty has been attached by the lawgiver ; likewise any 
violation of the superior's precept to which the superior has attached 
a penalty to be incurred either i~so' iur1, or /erendat 11nttntiat 

The crimes must be grave objectiv,ely, and subjectively, i.e., in 
the 1cnse that the delinquent can offer no valid exonerating excuse, 
e.g., ignorance, grave fear and force, necessity, etc. ( c:. 2205, 2206, 
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2223). Likewise from the very nature of a delictMm the transgres
sions must be external and notorious. 

The crimes must be of the same species, or if they are of dif
ferent kinds, they should be of such nature that when taken together 
they betray a perverse will bent on sin (c. 657). 

At least two warnings must prececle the dismissal, one after 
each of the first two offenses ( c. 660). The warninp are not 
valid unless the offenses are notorious, or have been admitted by 
the delinquent extrajudicially, or have been established by extra
judicial pn>e>f sufficient to establish a fact even in court, e.g., the 
testimony of two trustworthy witnC11e1, an authentic document, 
etc., (c. 656, n. 1; 658, §1). Where the o:flensc i;; continuous in 
nature, it is necessary that at least three days shall lapse between 
the one and the other warning (c. 660). The warninp must be 
issued by the immediate major superior or by his delegate. One 
delegation may be given to issue both warninp (c. 659). To each 
warning the superior shall add the threat of dismissal (c. 661, §3). 
Moreover he shall add timely exhortations and corrections, nor shall 
he fail to recur to penances and other remedial penalties (c. 661, §1 ). 
In fact the superior must remove the delinquent from the occasion 
of sin by transferring him, if necessary, to another house of the 
same religion where surveillance can be exercised more electively, 
and the occasion of sin will be mon: remote (c. 661, §2). 

The relicious cannot be dismisaed until he shows failure to 
amend. He is considered as having failed to amend if after the 
second warning he commits a new offense, or continues in his 
former crime. But after the second warning the superior must 
wait at least six days before taking further action (c. 662). 

It should be noted that between one crime and another there 
must be at least a moral union. How great an interval between 
one crime and another destroys this union, the Code does not define. 
Schafer, De Religiosis, n. 591 believes that a three-year interval 
will cause a new offense to be considered the first one. But he adds 
that if the delinquent cives extraordinary signs of atonement, one 
year will suffice to break the nexus between one crime and the 
other. 
' Prt·r1q•isiles ;,, religions of womt11-Before proceedina to the 

dismissal of a woman with perpetual vows there must be incorrieibil
ity as in the case of reliP,us men. But here the incorrigibility 
need not be manifested by crimes (lelieta) in the strict sense as 
above defined. It suffices that there be &rave external reasons to 
justify dismissal, e.g., in the case of a sister who is given to excessive 
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talkativeness whereby the faults of others are revealed to outsiders, 
and the spirit of charity within is gravely endangered ; in the case 
of a sister who continually conspires apinst the superiors and be
comes a source of rebellion in the community, etc. Nor is it abso
lutely necessary that two warnings be given, surveillance maintained, 
the sister removed to another house, etc., although in practise the 
Holy Sec insists oo the two warnings. The dismissed is entitled 
to the charitable subsidy referred to above (c. 651; cfr. Woywod, 
o.c. under this canon). 

(2) Dismissal Proceedings 

Once the pre-requisites for dismissal are verified, the superiors 
may proceed to the act of dismissal. Here lVe must distinguish be
t\vecn exempt clerical religions, and all other religions. 

In rtligions- other than clerkal e1rem;t religions-In each case 
the supreme moderator with the majority vote of his council de
cides whether there is a case for disminal (c. 6.50, §1). Thereafter: 

1) In religions of diocesan law, whether of men or of women 
the whole case is submitted to the local Ordinary of the diocese in 
which the religious house of the delinquent is situated. The local 
Ordinar)·'s duty is to weigh the reasons for dismissal and to issue 
the decree of dismissal. The reasons for the dimissal must be ex

. plained to the dismissed and be bas a right of recourse to the Holy 
See ;,, suspensitJo as explained above ( c. 650, §2, n. 1, 13). Should 
he prefer to waive this nght the local Ordinary's decree of dismisul 
need not be confirmed by the Holy See. 

2) In religions of "''al law the Code distinllfishes again be
tween religions of men and religions of women. In religions of 
men the supreme moderator issues the decree of dismissal which 
docs not take effect until confirmed by the Holy See, and together 
with the decree must be submitted the defense of the religious, or 
his signed statement that he waives his right to object ( c. 650, 
§2, n. 2, §3). In religions of women the mother general without 
issuing the decree of dismissal refers the whole case to the S. C. 
of Religious ( c. 652, §3). But if a nun is being dismissed, all 
documents and acts of the case are sent to the Holy See by the local 
Ordinary together with his opinion of the ase and that of the 
regular prelate if the nuns are subject to the latter. (c. 652, §2). 

In cl1rical e1rem11 religion1-Here a formal trial in accordance 
with Part I of Book IV of the Code must be imtitutcd to dismiss 
a religious with perpetual vows ( c, 654). 
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The trial cannot be begun before it is established extrajudicially 
that the crimes have been committed, that the warnings have been 
given, and the delinquent has failed to amend. The trial itself es
tablishes the.e facts again judicially { c. 656). 

The immediate major superior (the provincial or abbot) sends 
all documents and acts pertainin1 to the extrajudicial investigation 
to the supreme moderator {the general superior or the abbot presi
dent}. The supreme moderator hands them over to the promoter 
of justice who is a priest of bis religion ( c. 663). 

The duty of the promoter of justice who is the prosecuting 
attorney in canon law, and who in the present case must be a member 
of the religion, is to secure social justice by uaing every just means 
to bring about the conviction of the accused. He must first of all 
examine the acts and allegations and documents, and having studied 
the cue draw his conclusions as to whether in his opinion there is 
a case for dismissal If he decides there is a case, he states this in 
writing by drawing up a formal accusation and presenting it to the 
collegiate tribunal (c. 664, ·§1). 

The tribunal consists of the supreme moderator as presiding 
judge and his council which must comprise at least four other re
ligious. The trial is conducted in accordance with Part I of Book IV. 
The accused has the right to choose a priest of the religion to defend 
his case, and if he does not exercise this right, the presiding judge 
will appoint a lawyer for him. If not present in person, the accused 
will be represented by a proxy who may also be his lawyer (c. 16SS, 
u; 1658, §4). 

The trial must show beyond every reasonable doubt: 1) that 
the offenses were committed; 2) that the warnings were given; 3) 
that the accused has failed to amend ( c. 664, §2). The sentence of 
the tribunal does not take effect until it is confirmed by the S. C. 
of Religious, and to that end all documents and acts of the trial 
must be 1ubmitted to the Congregation as soon as possible (c. 666). 

For distant countries the supreme moderator with the consent 
of his council can delegate even habitually the power of dismissal 
to prudent religious of tried virtue who must be at least three in 
number. The delegated tribunal must also appoint a promoter of 
justice and conduct the trial as above outlined in all details: The 
documents and acts of tlie trial, once sentence of dismissal has been 
paswd, muat be sent at once to the S. C. Rel. preferably through 
the procurator general (c. 667). 

(3) Di1mi11al in Urgent Cases 

In the case of grave external scandal, or in the case of very grave 
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and imminent danger to the community, the oftendin& religious may 
be dismissed at once, e.g., where the religious has committed an 
enormous offense for which he will be prosecuted in the civil court. 
We are not now speaking of public apostacy from the Catholic faith, 
nor of escape with a person of the opposite sex, nor of marriage, 
which crimes are punished by the law itself with immediate dis
missal, as we have seen. 

In the urgent cases to which we now refer the superior com
petent to dismiss is: 1 ) the immediate major superior with the con
sent of his oouncil; 2) the local superior if time does not permit 
of recourse to the major superior, but the local superior also needs 
the consent of his council, and, in addition, the consent of the local 
Ordinary save in clerical exempt religions (c. 653, 668). 

Lest the reli&ious su:Jler injustice through hasty dismissal, the 
Code provides that the major superior shall at once submit the ciw 
to the Holy See for examination. But in clerical exempt reli(rions 
the canonical trial is begun at onCI! ( c. 653, 668) . 

The religious who is dismissed in urgent cases has no recourse 
to the Holy See save in tltflolutiJJo. In the meantime he must put 
aside the religious habit and leave the religious house (c. 653, 668). 

§3. STATUS OF A D1SMISSBD R.m.rolous 

Religious with te;,,;orary flows-Dismissal of a religious under 
temporary vows frees him of his vows, and he is likewise dispensed 
from all other obligations inherent in his profession and proper to 
his religion, c.1.1 certain fasts ( c. 648). 

If he was in minor orders, he is i~o /acto reduced to the lay state. 
If he was in major orders he retains the obligations attaching to 
major orders, namely celibacy and the divine office, and he must 
return to his diocese (c. 648). 

Religious with ;er;etual vows-A religious who is dismissed 
while under perpetual vows remains bound to his vows and the ob
liptions of his rule and constitutions, unless the constitutions or 
an A~tolic indult decree otherwise (c. 669, §1 ). Thus, the Holy 
Sec often dispenses lay religious, and religious clerics in minor 
orders from their vows at the time of confirming tht decree of 
dismissal. Religious clerics in major orders may request aeculariza
tion. As long as 1ili vows remain, however, a religious who has ·been 
dismissed under perpetual vows is bound to return to his religion. 
And if he shows signs of sincere amendment for the space of three 
years (usually in a house of penance outside of his religion), tht 
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religion is bound to tab him back (c. 672). But, as we said, such 
religious in practise are often dispensed from their vows. 

A religious cleric in major orders who has been dismisaed under 
perpetual vows, and who hu not received an indult of secularization 
and found a benevolent bishop, will remain in the dioc'5e and 
under the jurisdiction of a bishop designated by the Holy See in 
the confirmation of the decree of dismissal. He may seek to. return 
to his religion eventually, or he may prefer to secularize in time. 
At any rate, for the present he remains suspended until he proves 
him...af worthy of either beina readmitted to the religion, or in
cardinated into a diocese. After a year of aood conduct the bishop 
may uk the Holy See to lift his suspension, 'Until such time the 
religion is bound to support him. The religious while in the diocese 
on penance assumes the garb of the secular clergy, and this he 
continues to do until he returns to bis religion, unless he succeeds in 
finding a benevolent bishop to incardinate him (c. 671). 

A religious in major orders who is i~so facto dismissed because 
of a crime enumerated on p. 383 need never be taken hack by his 
religion (Code Comm., July 30, 1934; Acta XXVI, 494). Such 
clerics arc indefinitely laicized (c. 670). However, if repentant, 
they may be reinstated and permitted to exercise the sacred ministry 
after a number of years. 



Chapter VIII 

SOCIETIES OF MEN OR WOMEN WHO LIVE A COMMON 
LIFE IN THE MANNER OF BEUGIOUS 

BUT wrr&OUT VOWS 

General notion.r-Societies of men or women living a common 
life from spiritual motives but \Vithout vows are found as early as 
tlie 12th century in the Netherlands. They were the Beguines (wom
en) and the Beghards (men) (c:fr. Cath. Enc1. under these 
captions). 

Later, secular tertiaries began common life, at first without 
vows, then takin& vows which, however, were not recognized by 
the Church at fint, and 'iO were not public or (in those days) solemn 
vows. 

The so-called Reformation of the 16th century caused practi
cally all the Societies in question to disappear. However, new 
Societies replaced them in the following centuries, e.g., the Ora· 
torians, who were founded in the 17th century. Especially in 
the 19th century did Institutes without vows increase in great 
numbers, due mainly to the social and political upheavals wrought 
throughout Europe by the French Revolution. 

Societies of men or women who live a life in common without 
vows differ essentially from religions. Their members do not take 
public vows (c. 673, §1). We say public vows, i.e., vows accepted 
in the name of the Church, and recognized as vows with juridical 
binding force in the external forum by the ecclesiastical authorities. 
Some Societies indeed have vows, but these are of a private nature, 
and have only an ethical import ; and of these some take only one or 
the other of the three usual vows, while others take all three vows 
of poitert:r, chastity and obedience, e.g., the Missionaries of St. Vin
cent de Paul. In some Societies we find no vows, not even private 
ones, e.g., with the Oratorians. In other Institutes \Ve find an oath 
of o~dience as with the White Fathers of the African Missions; 
in others we find a promise of stability, a promise to observe common 
life, or as with the Pious Society of the Missions the tromis1 to ob
serve poverty, chastity and obedience. 
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The Societies under consideration differ likewise from sodalities. 
confraternities, III Orders secular, and similar pious associations 
in the Church, and this in four respects: 1 ) the former lead a life 
in common; 2) they are governed by superiors wi~ at least domi
native authority; 3) they have approved constitutions; 4) they 
imitate the religious life in strivin1 after evangelical perfection. 

These Societies may be clerical or lay, of papal or diocesan law 
(c. 673, §2). Examples of clerical Societies are the Oratorians, the 
Salcsiaos, the Luarists, the Sulpidans, etc. To the lay Societies 
belong the Filippini Sisters. Some Societies even enjoy exemption 
as do regulan e.g., the Pallottine Fathers (Pious Society of the 
Missions). 

LAWS Gov.BaNING THB SoclBTil!S 

The main source of legislation are the constitutions of the So
ciety. These may often contradict the laws of the Code intended 
for religious, but if the constitutions have been brought up to date 
in accordance with the decree of the S. C. Rel., June 26, 1918 (.4cta 
X, 290), the constitutions prevail over the Code. In most points, 
however, it will be found that the constitutions simply restate the 
canons of the Code which refer to religious. 

Where the constitutions are silent the Code governs on the 
iollowing points, and insofar as the canons are applicable in view 
of the nature of these Societies in eeoeral and the scope of this 
or that Society in particular: 

1 ) Canons 492-498 apply as to the erection and suppression 
of the Society, its provinces and houses (c. 674); 

2) Canon1 499-530 apply concerning the internal government 
of the Society, namely, as to the authority of the superiors, their 
election and appointment, their rights and duties, and as concerns 
confessors and chaplains (c. 675). Particularly does c. SOS apply 
as concerns the temporary tenure of the local superiors, even thou~ 
the houses do not belong to the Society, e.g., in the case of a superior 
of a seminary, hospital, school, etc. (Code Comm., July 25, 1926; 
Acta XVIII, 393). 

3) These Societies have the right to acquire and po111e111 tein
poral goods. And in the administration of the goods of the Society, 
or its provinces and houses c. 532-537 apply. And whatever is 
given to a member u a member of the Society belongs- to the So
ciety. But whatever other goods come to the members, e.g., by 
way of gift, inheritance, etc., the members acquire, retain, adminit
ter and alienate in their own name, unless the constitutions rule 
otherwise (c. 676). 
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4) Canon 542 which determines the requisites for valid and 
licit admission to a religion applies equaily to the admission of 
candidates to a Society. But the remaining pre-requisites, e. a.. the 
testimonial letters, the novitiate, etc., as determined by the Code for 
religions, do not apply to these Societies unless the constitutions 
$0 specify ( c. 677). 

5) The canons of the Code which govern the studies in secu
lar seminaries, or the studies for aapirants to the secular priesthood, 
and those which refer to the ordination of the same candidates apply 
to clerical Societies leading a common life without vows. Henee 
the members of these Societies retain their proper diooeses and local 
Ordinary. And it is from the latter that they receive dimissorials 
for ordination, unless the Society has a special indult from the 
Holy See permitting the superiors to grant dimissorial letters 
to their subjects. In the 1-.tter case it would seem that the member 
loses his proper diocese which he had in the world, and his proper 
local Ordinary upon definite reception into the Society, so that in 
the event of his quitting the Society, or being dismissed, he must, if 
in major orders, search for a benevolent bishop (c. 678). 

6) Concerning incardination and excardination the members 
of Societies are governed by the same canons which de.terinine in
cardination and excardination for secular clerics. Hence, an ex
member of a Society cannot, lib an ex-religious, consider hiD11elf 
incardinated in a diocese in accordance with c. 641, §2 by the mere 
fact that he has exercised the sacred ministry in a diocese for the 
space of six yean without being expelled (S. C. Cone. 8ed•nen., 
July IS, 1933; Acta XXVI, 234). 

7) The members of these Societies are held to the common 
obligations of clerics insofar as this is po111ible or logical. 
They are likewise held to the particular obligations of re
ligious as described in c. 595-612, namely, aa concems common 
exercises of devotion, the habit, episcopal enclosure, the law of 
residence, sacred ministry in the diocese, the divine office and episto
lary correspondence (cir. c. 679). The superiors are held to make 
the profession of faith before assuming office, no less than the su· 
periors in religions are so held by c. 1406, §1, n. 9 (Code Comm., 
July 25, 1926; Act11 XVIII, 393). 

8) The members of these Societies enjoy the common privileges 
of clerics. · But they do not enjoy the privileps of religious, e.g., 
exemption and the privi1ege of begging, unless they have these by 
special indult of the Holy Sec. (c. 680). 

9) Canons 632-635 apply also to the tramfer of a member 
of a Society to another Society, or to a religion. Canons 646-648 
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apply to the dismissal of a member who is bound to the Society 
by a tie temporary in nature, whereas if these ties are perpetual in 
nature the member is dismissed in accordance with c. 646, and c. 
649 SfJ· (cfr. c. 681; also Code Comm., Mar. 1, 1921; Acta XIII, 
177). Those who leave the Society unlawfully ought to be sought 
aher solicitously by the tuperion in accordance with c. 645. They 
are not apostates, but fugitives, and they incur the penalties of the 
Code for fugitives as do religious (cfr. c. 681). Where there is no 
bond holding them to perseverance, or where this bond has ceaed 
of i11elf1 the member may freely leave of his own accord. 

10) Penalties established by the Code against delinquent re· 
ligious apply to members of Societies in these cases: I ) the penalties 
found in c. 2386, against fugitives apply; 2) the penalties against 
fraud perpetrated by an aspirant to a religion in virtue of which 
his profeuion was invalid, applies as contained ia c. 2387 ; 3) those 
who violate common life incur the penalties of c. 2389; 4) superiors 
w!ao send their subjects to a strange bishop for ordination without 
an excuse acknowledged by law incur the penalties of c. 2410, 
supposing the superion of the Society have by special indult the riaht 
to issue dimiuorial letters; S) superiors who transfer their sub
jects to another house. at the time of canonical visitation and from 
fraudulent motives incur the penalties of c. 2413 (Code Comm., 
June 3, 1918; Acta X, 347). 



ON THE LAITY 

Having considered the law on clerics and religious, we tum 
to Part III of Book II of the Code which treats of the laity. 

It may be noted that the Code in this part contains only 50 
canons. This is not meant as a slight to the laity, as if they figured 
little in the life of the Church. It is true that the laity share little 
in the government of the Church, for the Saviour bestowed ruling 
power on the few, not on the many. 

But there are rights other than political or governing rights. 
A citizen of the State may possess few or no rights as a public office 
bolder. But his private rights as a citizen can be most numerous. 

So, too, in the Church. While the laity exercise no rulinc 
authority and hold no public offices, yet they enjoy countless spiri
tual rights from membership in the spiritual society received through 
baptism. And if the Code at this place chooses not to list all such 
spiritual rights, it is obviously to avoid needless repetition. For it 
may be said that whatever duties are incumbent upon pastors of 
souls represent so many ripts on the part of the laity: the duty, 
e.g., to administer the sacraments, to conduct public worship, to 
preach the word of God, to visit the sick, to care for the needy and 
the afllicted under their charge, to observe the la\v of residence, etc. 

Henc.e, the Code in its SO canons on the laity calls our attention 
merely to the rights of Catholic laymen considered as groups or cor
porations. It permits the laity to organize themselves into moral 
persons for purely spiritual favors. And so, we shall speak : 1 ) of the 
associations of the faithful in general ; 2) of the associatiom of the 
faithful in particular. 



Chapter I 

ASSOCIATIONS OF THE FAITHFUL IN GENEBAL 

Praistworthine11 and ;urpost of assodation1-The faithful are 
worthy of praise if they join societies erected or at 'least commended 
b1• the Church ; but they. must beware of secret, condemned, sedi
tious or suspected societies, as also of those societies which seek 
to withdraw themselves from the lawful vigilao'1C of the Church 
(c. 684). 

Associations distinct from religions and from societies of men 
or women who live a common life without vows can be established 
by the Church either to promote a more perfect Christian life 
among their members (III Orders secular), or for carrying on 
certain works of piety or charity (sodalities and pious unions), 
or finally for the purpose of promoting public worship ( conf raterni
ties), cfr. c. 685. 

N ueasity of f ornial Jecret of trtction--No asaodation is recog
nized in die Church which bas not been erected or at least approved 
b}' the lawful ecclesiastical authority. 

Besides the Roman Pontiff, it belongs to the local Ordinary 
to erect or approve an association, saving those associations whose 
erection is reserved to others by Apostolic indult, e.e., to some reli
gious 0 rder. 

Although the privilege spoken of in the preceding paragraph 
is proved, still, unless the privilege expressly provides otherwise, 
the written coll5Cnt of the local Ordinary is required to validly erect 
the association. But where the local Ordinary has given his consent 
for the establishment of a religious house, this su&ccs also for the 
erection of an association in the same house, or in the church at
tached to the house, provided the association is not constituted by 
way of an organic unit (i.e., with president, assisting officers, coun
sellors, etc.), and provided the association is one which the religion 
exclusively establishes, e.g., the Holy Name Society with the Do
minicans. 

Neither the vicar-capitular, nor the vicar-general unless he has 
a special mandate from the bishop, may erect an association or consent 
to its erection or aggregation. 
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Letters permitting establishment of an association should be 
granted free of char~ to those who by Apostolic indult are privi
leged to erect the association, saving a moderate fee to cover the nec
essary expense involved in expediting the resc:ript ( c. 686) • 

Jn accordance with c. 100, associations of the faithful only then 
acquire juridical personality in the Church as a moral person when 
they obtain a formal decree of erection from the lawful ecclesiastical 
superior ( c. 687). 

Name and statut11 of the association-An association should 
not assume a title or name which betrays ·levity or unbecoming 
no".elty, or which promotes a devotion not approved by the Holy 

. See (c. 688). 
Every association must have its own statutes examined and 

approved by the Holy See or the local Ordinary. Statutes which 
are not approved by the Holy See always remain subject to the 
supervision and correction of the local Ordinary ( c. 689). 

Jurisdiction of the local Ordinary-Unless special privilege 
rules othenvise, all associations, even those erected by authority of 
the Holy See, are subject to the jurisdiction and vigilance of the 
local Ordinary, who has the right and duty to visit them in accord
ance with the rules of canon law. But those associations which 
have been erected by exempt religious in their own churches by 
Apostolic privilege the local Ordinary may not visit as far as 
concerns internal discipline and the spiritual guidance of the 
members (c. 690). 

Pro;"ty rlglits-A lawfully established association can hold 
and administer goods under authority of the local Ordinary, who 
also has the right to demand a financial report each year of the 
administration of the goods. The a.ociation need not give a 
financial account to the pastor (c. 691, §1). In the United States 
most parishes have their associations of the laity, and. these societies 
are of ten canonically established, but their funds being usually so 
meagre, e.g., the income from their monthly dues, etc., it is not 
CUlltomary for them to report thereon to the local Ordinary. The 
same parish societies, e.g., the Holy Name Society, Altar Society, 
the Children of Mary, etc., generally assist the pastor in raising 
funds for the parish. Over these funds the pastor bas full control, 
for the parishioners contribute to the bazaars, card parties, etc., with 
the view of helping their parish, not the societies who are merely 
the agents for the pastor. 

No association may beg alms for itself without the coiuent 
of the local Ordinary, but with permission of the pastor a parish 
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society would not be forbidden to solicit subscriptions for the parish, 
not for the usoc:iation, provided they confined themselves to parish 
limits (cfr. c. 691, §3). Catholic benevolent societies such as the 
.Kniahts of Columbus, the Foresters, etc., and charitable apncies 
like the St. Vincent de Paul Society, not beinr chartered by the 
Church, need live no account of the finances to the pastor or biahop. 

R•les of mrollmnal-To enjoy the rights, privileges, indulgences 
and other spiritual favors of the association it is necessary and 
suftic:es that a person be validly raved into the IOciety accordinc 
to the statutes of the as&OCiation, and that he be not expelled (c:. 692). 

Non-Catholics, members of condemned societies, notoriously 
ceosured persons, and public sinners cannot validly be received as 
members. 

One and the same person can join several associations, but not 
several III Orders at the same time. . 

One who is absent cannot be enrolled in an association which 
bas an orpnic: constitution ; nor can those who are present be 
considered enrolled unless they knowingly and willingly consent 
to membership (c .693). Hence, the pastor, e.g., has no authority 
to declare all men of the parish members of the Holy Name Society. 

A religious can join pious a110ciations, saving those associations 
the observance of whose rules is incompatible with the observance 
of ihe religious rule and constitutions in the judgment of the su
perior. Canon 704 forbids a religious to join 11. III Order secular 
(c. 693). 

Concerning the manner of receiving memben, the common 
law must be followed in addition to the statutes of the association. 
The candidate's name should be entered upon the roster of the 
association, and if the association is an organic: body, such inecrip
tion is required for validity of membership (c. 694). 

No characs for enrollment may be made directly or indirectly 
saving what the statutes specify, or what the local Ordinary ex
pressly permits in view of exceptional circumstances (c. 695). 

Dismu1al of members-Once a member has been lawfully en
rolled, he cannot be dismissed from the association save for a just 
cause and in accordance with the statutes. 

Should a member bemme a non-Catholic:, or join a condemned 
aociety, or fall into notorious censure, his name must be stricken 
from the roster, but he must be first warned, and the statutes must be 
observed with reference to any other particulars, and the expelled 
member always has the right of recoune to the Ordinuy. 

Even thouah the statutes contain no explicit mention to that 
effect, the local Ordinary has the right to expel members from any 
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auociation, and the religious superior has this right with respect to 
associations erected by the religious in virtue of Apostolic privileac 
(c. 696). 

M ettings a"4 el1ction1-Lawf ully established associations have 
the right, in accordance with their statutes and common law, to hold 
meetings, to promulaate special by-laws, and to elect administrators of 
their temporalities. As to the manner of convoking electors and 
conducting an election, the common law as contained in c. 161-182 
should be observed, in addition to the statutes of the liSOCiation to 
the extent that they do not contravene the common law (c. 697). 

Spiritual tlirtelors and chtrl[ains-Unless an Apostolic privilege 
expressly rules otherwise, it belongs to the local Ordinary to ap
point the spiritual director and chaplain for associations erected or 
approved by him or the Holy See, or for associations erected by re
ligious outside of their own churche:a. But in a1SOc:iation1 erected 
by religious in their own churches (in virtue of ApostOlic privilege) 
it suffices that the local Ordinary approve of the moderator and 
chaplain chORn by the superior from the secular clergy, and if the 
priest chosen is a member of the religion, not even the approval 
of the director or chaplain on the part of the local Ordinary is 
necessary. 

The spiritual moderator and the chaelain can, during their 
term of office, bless the habit, insignia, scapular, etc., of the associa
tion, nnd invest new members. -But they may not preach to the 
members without approval of the local Ordinary (c. 1338, §2). 

The spiritual director and the chaplain can be removed from 
oflice for a just cau1e by the one who appointed them, and by his 
succeucr or superior. 

One and the same priest can be both spiritual director and 
chaplain (c. 698). 

Su,pre11ion of associations-For grave reasons, and safeguard
ing recourse to the Holy See, the local Ordinary may suppress not 
only those associatiom which he or his predecessors erected, but 
also those which religious erected in virtue of Apostolic privilege 
and even with the consent of the local Ordinary. But only the 
Holy See can suppress an association which it erected (c. 699). 



Chapter II 

JlSSOCIAnONS OF THE F .Al'lllFUL Df PARTICUIJUl 

Kind1 of .J11orilltiou-There are three kinds of associations 
in the Church: 

1) Third Orden Secular; 
2) Confraternities; 
3) Pious unions. 
Precedtntt of 411ociations-Among the pious associations of the 

laity the order of precedence is the following: 
1) Third Orden; 
2) Archconfraternities; 
3) Confraternities; 
4) Primary pious unions; 
S) Pious unions other than primary. 
In a procession with the Blessed Sacrament the confraternity 

of the Blesaed Sacrament precedes even arcbc:onfraternities. 
The right of precedence is enjoyed only when the memben 

of an association march as a body under their own cross and banner, 
and vested in their habit or the i"mignia of the a..cisoc:iation ( c. 701). 

At. between pious associations of the same species, e.g., two 
Third Orders, two confraternities, etc., that association tabs prece
dence which has enjoyed the undisputed right hitherto in the place, 
or which has been established the longest in the locality in the event 
that no association can claim rirht to peaceful possession of prece
dence. Among the memben of one and the same usociation, the 
order of precedence is determined by the statutes (c. 106, a. 5). 

ART. I 

Third Ozders Secalar 

DtPnition-Secular tertiaries are those who strive after Chris
tian perfection in the world in a manner compatible with secular 
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life, in aa:ordance with the rules approved for them by the Holy 
See, and in harmony with the spirit of IOIDC I Order, under the 
direction of its prelates. If a III Order secular happens to be di
vided into many associations, each lawfully constituted uaociation 
ia called a s0Jalit1 of tertiarks (c. 702). 

Juristlietiors ofJer Ill Order.s-Safeguardinc privileges granted 
to certain first Orders, no religion can found a III Order of its 
own. But supposing such privilege to exist, the superiors can re
ceive individual members into the III Order, but they cannot validly 
erect a sodality of tertiaries without the consent of the local Ordinary, 
as was said above. Nor can the superiors without special permission 
of the local Ordinary permit that the sodalities which they have 
established wear a peculiar unauthorized garb of their own in public 
processions ( c. 703). 

At/mission to III Orders-One who has taken temporary or 
perpetual v9ws in a religion cannot validly belong to a third Order, 
C11!n though he was a member thereof prior to taking vows. But 
if the professed returns to the world after his vows have ceased, 
his membership in the Ill Order revives (c. 704). 

No sociality of tertiaries can, without an Apostolic indult, re· 
ceive members who wish to remain members in another III Order. 
But a tertiary may for a just cause transfer from one III Order to 
another III Order, or from one to another sodality of the same III 
Order ( c. 105). 

P11rtid;atio,. in 1ublic fHctio111-Tertiarie1 may, but need 
not, take part in public pl'OCBSions, funerals and other ecclesiastical 
functions as a body. But if they are· present in· a body, they must 
pnx:eed under their own cross and insignia ( c. 706). 

ART. II 

Defi,.ilions-Those associations of the faithful which have 
been erected for the purpose of furthering works of piety or charity 
are called lioru unions. If they have an organic con5titution, they 
are called 1odalitie1. Sodalities erected to promote public wonhip 
are called confraternitiei (c. 707). 

• Decree of rrectio,. or a;,robation-.To be canonically erected 
a conf ratemity requires a formal decree of erection. A pious union 
may exist \vith the mere appro1Hll of the Ordinary, and although 
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such approval does not confer corporate peraonality, yet it enables 
the pious union to obtain spiritual favors. especially indulgences 
(c. 708). 

Tit/ts ana namn-The title or name of a oonfraternity or pious 
union should be taken from one or the other of the divine attributes, 
or from some mystery of the Christian religion, or a feast of our 
Lord, the Blessed Virgin or a saint. or from the nature of the 
society's work (c. 710). 

Two or more confraternities or pious unions of the same name 
may not be permitted in the same place without special privilege, 
except in large cities, and provided the local Ordinazy judges 
that they are sufficiently distant from one another (c. 711, §1), 

Special rules concerning establishment-Local Ordinaries shall 
strive to introduce into every parish Confraternities of the Blessed 
Sacrament and of Christian Doctrine. When these have been law
fully erected, they become i~so jurt aggregated to their arcbconfrater· 
hities in Rome (c. 711, §2). But local Ordinaries may introduce 
pious union1 of the Blessed Sacrament instead of confraternities, but 
in that case the pious unions are not ilso iure aggregated to the 
Archconfraternity of the Blessed Sacrament in Rome (Code Comm. 
March 6, 1927; Acta XIX, 161). 

Confraternities and pious unions may not be erected save in a 
church, a public or semi-public oratory ( c. 712, § 1 ) • · 

Habit and insignit~Members of a oonfraternity cannot take 
part in sacred fupctions unless they 'vear the habit or imigoia of 
the confraternity (709, §1). 

Without special permission of the local Ordinary confraterni
ties which have been erected by reli&ious in their own churches, are 
forbidden to wear a garb or insignia of their own in public proces
sions and other sacred functions (c. 713, §2). 

A confraternity may not change or discard its habit or insignia 
without permission of the local Ordinary (c. 714). 

Spiritual ftlfJors-Women can join a confraternity only to 
the extent of enjo)·ing its indulgences and other spiritual favors 
(c. 709, 52). 

Religious must communicate to their confraternities and pious 
uniona all the spiritual favors which they have received from Rome, 
:and which have been declared communicable by the Holy See; 
and these they should publish in the act of establishin& the society 
(c. 713, §1). 

ltftttin91 and el1ttions-It is the right of the local Or.dinazy 
to be present in person or throuib his delegate at the meetinp of 
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confraternities, even thme erected in the churches and chapels of 
regulars, and, without enjoying the ript to cast a vote, to confirm 
the election of worthy and competent officers or to veto the election 
and even to remove unworthy oflioen from oftice ; likewise to revise 
and approve the statutes ·and other by-laws of the c:onfraternitr, 
saving lvhere these have received the approval of the Holy Sfe 
(c. 715, §1 ). 

The local Ordinary has the right to be timely advised of 
any special meeting of the confraternity; and if he is not so adviaed 
he ma)' forbid that the meeting be held, and he may annul whatever 
was done at the meeting (c. 715, §2). 

Ezircises in common-Confraternities and pious unions may 
in their own churches (owned by themselves) conduct non-parochial 
functions independently of the pastor in whose parish the confra· 
ternity's church is situated, provided these functions do not con· 
flict with the parochial function's in the parish church, the judgment 
of which is left to the: local Ordinary. Likewise, confraternities 
and pious unions have the right to conduct non-parochial functions 
independently of the pastor but within the limits just described, 
even though their church (olvned by themselves) is the parish church 
(c. 716). The situation here described is seldom verified in the U.S., 
but often enough in Europe. 

If :i. confratemit}· or pious union has been erected in a church 
not its own, it m:i.y conduct functions only at ib own altar or in its 
own chapel (within the church), and observing the limitations set 
down in the preceding paragraph ( c. 717, § 1 ) • Even this situation 
is seldom verified in the U; S., i. e., where a confraternity or pious 
union owns its own chapel or altar within the church. 

The goods of a oonfraternity or pious union should be kept 
&eparate from the temporalities of the church in the event that the 
church docs not belong to the society; and they should be kept 
separate from the parish funds if the society owns the parish church 
(c. 717, §2). 

Unless the local Ordinary prescribes otherwise, confraternities 
must take part in processions, and this they must do as a body, pro
ceeding under their own cross and banner (c. 718). 

Transfer of hetulquarter1-By permission of the loc:al Ordinary 
a confraternity or pious union may transfer its quarters to another 
church or chapel, unless the law or the particular statutes approved 
by the Holy See forbid such transfer. In addition, the consent 
of the religious superior is required for the transfer of a confra
ternity or pious union whose erection was reserved to the religion 
(c. 719). 
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ART. III 

Dtpni1ion1-Those sodalities which. have the right to aggre
gate to themselves other associations of the same type are called 
arch1odalities, archconfraternities, ;rimary unions, primar1 congrt
gations or ;rimary 1ocie1Us ( c. 720). 

An aiSOciation may be given the mere honorary title of arch
sodality, archconfraternity, or primary union by the Holy See 
( c. 725). What remains to be said concerns only rtal archsodalities, 
archconfratemities, etc. 

Righi lo aggregate-No association can validly aggregate to 
itself other associations without an Apostolic ind ult; nor may it ag
gregate a5S(lciations of a different name and purpose than its own 
unless this is expressly provided for in the indult (c. 721). 

Ef/ect1 of aggrega{ion-In virtue of aggregation all the in
dulgences, privileges and other spiritual favors which have been or 
will be granted directly to the aggregating association, and which 
are communicable, are communicated likewise to the auociation 
which has been aggregated. But in virtue of this communication 
the association which aggregates acquires no authority over the 
association which is auregated (c. 722). 

Formaliti~s of aggregation-For the validity of aggregation the 
following conditions mmt be verified: 

1) The aggregating association must itself have been canon
icall}' erected, and not aggregated to another archconfraternity or 
primary union ; 

2) The aggregation must ha\'e the written consent of the local 
Ordinary accompanied by his testimonial letters ; 

3) The indulgences, privileges and other spiritual favors which 
are communicated by aggregation should be enumerated, and this 
l~t must have been approved by the Ordinary of the place where 
the archconfraternit}' is situated, and it must be given to the asso
ciation which has been aggregated ; 

4-) The act of aggregation must be drawn up according to 
the formula prescribed in the statutes, and the aggregation must 
be in perpetuity ; 

5) The letters of aggregation shall be expedited free of char[te, 
saving necessary expenses incidental to drafting the rescript, but 
be}•ond this no compensation can be aslccd, and no donation, even 
though freely proffered, may be accepted ( c. 723). 



• 
ON ECCLESIASnCAL THINGS 

By the term ecclesiastical things (r11 ettl11UlstittU) the Code 
wishes us to understand certain means necessary or useful to the 
Church's mission, i.e., the salvation of souls {dr. c. 726). More 
specifically we are to understand by this term: 1 ) the sacraments ; 
2) sacred plaa:s and seasons; 3) divine cult ; 4) the teaching oflice 
of the Church; S) ecclesiastical institutions; 6) temporal goods. 

Much of the material contained in the Code at this place finda 
consideration in manuals of moral theology, liturgy and pastoral 
theology. Suftic:e it to remark that the Code is the oripw source 
book of that material. 

Alter explaining in canons 727-730 the malice of simony, the 
Code passes on to legislate on the sacraments. A. to the sacraments 
in general, it observes in c. 731 that these being sacred things c:all 
for reverential treatment, and tabs this occasion to remark that 
the sacraments may not be administered ··to non-Catholics, even 
though they may be baptized, and even though they be in good 
faith, i.e., ignorant of the claims of the Catholic Church to be the 
only true Church of Christ ; or though aware of such claia still 
remain unconvinced. 

In c. 733 we are told that in the administration and reception 
of the sacraments the rites found in· the approved litw·gical boob 
must be followed. Then c. 734-735 speak of the sacred oils employed 
in some of the sacramenb: that new oils must be obtained each year; 
that within the year unconsecrated oil may be added to hold over 
the consecrated oil until the next Holy nursday; and that the holy 
oils must be kept in the sacristy, not in private homes without 
episcopal permission. 

Finally, c. 736 states that no payment can be asbd for adminis
tering the sacram~nts, although it does not forbid accepting stipends 
freely offered or sanctioned by lawful CUltom. 

40, 



Chapter I 

BAPTISM 

8ol1mr1 baptism and prioalt baptism-Baptism is called solemn 
when its administration is accompanied by all the rites and ceremonies 
prescribed in the ritual; otherwise it is private baptism (c. 737, ~2). 
When private baptism is conferred by any person other than a priest 
or deacon (and such a contingency is verifiable not only in danger 
of death, but also in missionary circumstances due to the prolonged 
absence of the priest), then only natural water is used togct1ler 
with the words: "I baptize thee, etc." If private baptism is con
ferred by a priest or deacon in danger of death (outside of danger 
of death a priest must baptize solemnly even if this must be done in 
private homes, saving the case of converts), then he uses baptismal 
water if this is available, otherwise holy water is preferable to 
unbleased water (dr. Woywod, o. c .• n. 653) i and the ceremonies 
prescribed by the ritual as subsequent to the act of baptizing should 
be added if time permits. If the subject recovers, the ceremonies 
preceding baptism must be supplied at a later opportune time in 
the church (c. 759, §1, 3). But in solemn baptism baptismal water 
blessed on Holy Saturday and the Vigil of Pentecost must always 
be employed '(c. 757). 

The rule is that baptism must be conferred sole~ly, and in 
the rite of the parents ; and if the parents belong to different rites, 
then in the rite of the father, but if the father is a non-Catholic, 
then in the rite of the mother (c. 755, §1; 756). Private baptism 
outside of danger of death may be permitted only in the case of 
adult converts who had been baptized in a non-Catholic sect, and 
are now being rebaptized conditionally; but the permission to bap
tize privately must be obtained from the local Ordinary in such cases 
( c. 759, §2). If the convert is to be baptized absolutely, solemn 
baptism must be conferred, either according to the adult or the 
infant form. · 

The ritual contains two forms of ~lemn baptism, one to be 
employed in the baptism of infants as defined on p. 125, the other 
in the baptism of adults (all non-infants). But t:Ortflert1 who are to 
be baptized absolutely, because never yet baptized, and therefore 
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solemnly, can be baptized according to the infant formula if the local 
Ordinary permits this for a grave and reasonable cause (c. 755, §2). 
Concerning the procedure of receiving converts into the Church, 
dr. p. 706. 

Solemn baptism a pastoral function-The right to confer solemn 
baptism is reserved to the proper pastor of the subject, i. e., the 
pastor in whose parish the individual has a domicile or quasi-domicile. 
Infants and minors follow the residence of the parents (cfr. c. 738 j 
93). But the pastor may not baptize even his own subjects outside of 
his territory without the permission of the pastor of the place, or of the 
local Ordinary. Nor can he in his own parish solemnly baptize 
non-subjects (ptrtgrini}, save the case where the latter cannot be 
baptized conveniently by their proper pastor, or without great delay. 
Ho\V long baptism may be postponed to protect the right of the 
proper pastor is not certain. Under ordinary circumstances it need 
not be delayed more than a week, it would seem. The pastor who 
solemnly baptizes a pertgrlnus in the circumstances just described 
needs not the permission of the proper pastor since he is acting on 
the permission IJ'anted by the common law ; neither is he bound to 
tum over the stole fees. But he u held to restitution if he baptizes 
a non-subject without necessity, or outside the case just described 
(c. 738-739). 

Subjtet of baptbm-Those cannot be baptized who are already 
baptized. As between infants and adult11, namely between those who 
have and have not attained the use of reason we must distinguish. 

Children of non-Catholics and of indifferent Catholic parents 
may always be licitly baptized in danger of death, even without the 
consent of ihe parents. Outside of danger of death it is unlul'ful 
to baptize such children, unless the parents, or at least one of them, 
or the responsible guardian, consents and assures the Catholic educa
tion of the child. Otherwise the sacrament would be exposed to 
irreverence because of the consequent danger that the person will 
not practise the faith. But if a Catholic relative offers a child 
of indifferent Catholic parents for baptism, it is left to the priest 
to judge in the case whether there is good hope of the Catholic 
education of the child (c. 750-751 ). Abandoned children should be 
baptized conditionally if nothing can be learned as to whether or not 
thty have alread)· been baptized (c. 749). Canons 746-748 contain 
a number of regulations concerning the baptism of an infant in the 
mother's womb, of an abortive fetus, and monstrous offspring; regu
lations which nurses, midwives, physicians, etc., rather than a priest, 
will tind necessary to apply in practice. However, such persons 
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ought to be instructed on these points by ·the responsible priest, e.1.1 

the hospital chaplain. 
Adults may not be baptised unless: 1) they consent; 2) are 

sufficiently instructed in Christian doctrine; 3) repent of their sins 
(c. 752, §1). They must have the intention of joining the Catholic 
Church. The instructions may be reduced, and even omitted entirely, 
in danger of death if time does not suffice, provided the dying 
person consents to baptism and repents of his sins {c. 752, §2). 
If he belonged to a non-Catholic sect without being baptized, and 
there is danger that his ~d faith be disturbed by stressing the 
obligation of joinin& the Catholic Church, all mention of this point 
may be omitted (H. Off., Jan. 27, 1892, Fontes, IV, n. 1148). 
If he is destitute of his senses, but at &0me time during his life gave 
probable evidence of a desire for baptism, he should be baptized con
ditionally ( c. 7 52, §3 ) • If he is a total stranger to the priest, the 
latter may still baptize him conditionally since on the one hand 
there is solid probability of bis not being baptized in view of the 
large number of unbaptized persona even in so-called Christial'I coun
tries today, while on the other hand, his intention to receive baptism 
if not baptized, can be presumed by his having as&0ciated with Chris
tian'j and having learned of baptism and of its need through them. 
In such cases he will be baptized under the formula: Si cape:: es. In 
fact, before absoltJing conditionally the person under consideration, 
it is always better, if possible, to first baptise him conditionally 
(dr. Vermeersch-Creusen, o. c., under this canon). 

Sponsors-At every solemn baptism at least one sponsor must 
be had, and he need not be of the same sex as the person to be 
baptized ( c. 762, § 1 ; 764). It is permitted to have two, but not 
more than hvo sponsors, and then they should be of different sexes 
{764). A sponsor is required even though the ceremonies are merely 
supplied, private baptism having preceded ( c. 762, §2). When bap
tism is administered conditionally, there is no need of a sponsor 
unless the sponsor at the first Catholic baptism can easily be had 
(c. 763, §1). 

For tJalidi11 of sponsorship the sponsor: 1) must be himself 
baptized; 2) must not have membership in any heretical or schismati
cal sect; 3) must not be under excommunication inAicted by the 
ecclesiastical court or the competent superior i 4) must not be a 
parent or the spouse of the person who is being baptized ; 5) must 
be designated by the baptizandus, his parents, guardians or in their 
absence by the minister of the sacrament j 6) must touch the person 
in the act of his being baptized, or mui;t receive the infant from the 
minister, and this he may do physically or, beini absent, by a proxy 
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of his choice, no special qualifications being required in the proxy by 
canon law as in the case of the principal, it 1ufficin1 that he have the 
we of reason and willinrly accept the office (cfr. c. 765). 

For the lidtne11 of sponsorship the sponsor: l) must be at least 
14 years old, unless the minister for a just cause admits a younger 
person ; 2) must not be excommunicated by notoriety of fact ; 
3) must be acquainted with the elements of Christian doctrine; 
4) must not be a novice or professed member of a religion, save with 
permission of the superior in urgent cases; S) must not be a cleric 
in major orders unless his Ordinary consents to his actinc as sponsor 
(c. 766). 

Plat:~ of bqthm-The proper place to administer solemn bap
tism is the baptistery of a church or public oratory (c. 773). 

Local Ordinaries may permit solemn baptism in private homes 
in extraordinary circumstances (c. 776, §1, n. 2). In the rural sec
tions of this country such exceptional circumstances are often pre&ent, 
namely great distance from the parish church with the consequent 
danacr of exposing the life of an infant in bringing him to the 
church, not to mention the possible cost of getting him to the 
church. The local Ordinary may by general statute, then, describe 
the conditions under which solemn baptism may be administered 
in private homes in his diocese. And if such general statute exists, 
there ia no need to apply for permission in each case. The lawgiver 
desires that as between the law prohibiting private bapti1m to infants 
outside of danger of death, and prohibiting solemn baptism save in a 
church or public oratory, preference be pvcn the former law, to 
the disregard of the latter. 

Solemn baptism may not be conferred in semi-public chapels, 
e.g., in the chapel of a h0ipital (c. 773). Nor may local Ordinaries 
perm.it this in virtue of c. 776, §1, n. 2 which authorizes them to 
perm.it solemn baptism in private homes. The two cues are not 
parallel. An infant born in a hospital may be baptized privately in 
the hospital if he is in danger of death. If be is not in dan1tr of 
death, baptism should be deferred until the child is taken home 
where he can be baptized by his proper pastor. If he will not be 
taken home in the near future, certainly a parish church must be 
nearby in whme territory the hospital is situated, and in that cue 
the pastor of the parish in whose territory the hospital is located 
ha5 the right to baptize the 1eregrinu1 solemnly in his church (cfr. 
p. 408). If we suppose the rare cue that the hospital is far distant 
from any church, then· only is solemn baptism justified in the chapel 
of the hospital, the hospital being his home in that case. 

Registration of l>alti.rm-The pastor must carefully and without 
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delay enter into the baptismal register the name of the penon bap
tized, the names of the parent1 and sponsors, and the date and the 
place of baptism (c. 777, §1 ). If private baptism was conferred 
by a person other than the proper pastor, the proper pastor must 
be notified of that fact, together with the data just described, 10 

that he may supply the ceremonies and enter the name into his regis
ter (c. 778). Likewise the non-proper pastor who conferred 90lemn 
baptism should, besides notifying the proper pastor, record the bap
tism also in his own regiater with the remark that the person 
belonged to such or such a parish (dr. S. C. Couna1, Jan. 31, 1927 
in a private answer reported by Bouscaren in his Canori Law Dig11t, 
II, 74). 

In the case of an illegitimate child, the names of his parents 
must nor be entered saving they consent. or if only one CODHDtlt 
his or her name should be entered ; or unless the fact of parentage 
is public. The consent must be expressed ih writing or before two 
witnesses (c. 777, §2). The purpose of this law is principally to 
snfeguard the priest from a possible future civil lawsuit for libel. 
Hence, if the child is legitimate in the cym of civil law, even though 
illegitimate in the eyes of canon law, e.g., born of Catholic parents 
who are only civilly married, it would seem that the names of the 
parents could be entered without the above formalities, the danger 
of a civil lawsuit for libel being impossible in this case. 



Chapter II 

CONFIRMATION 

Minister of confirmation-The ordinary minister of confinna· 
tion is a bishop. In his diocese a bishop may confirm both hls own 
subjects and also non-subjects, i.e., non-residents (c. 782, §1; 783, 
§1). 

The extraordinary minister of confirmation is a priest who has 
received an Apostolic indult to connrm, or who by law has this 
privilege as in the case of priest-cardinals, abbots and prelates 11ulliru, 
vicars and prefects Apostolic ( c. 782, §3). In extensive missionary 
territories, as in man}' countries of South America, due to the 
difficulty on the part of the bishop to visit his entire diocese at 
frequent intervals, certain priests have been wont hitherto to admin
ister confirmation by indult. 

A decree of the S. C. Sacr. under date of Sept. 14, 1946 cm· 
powers certain priests the world over to administer confirmation as 
extraordinary ministers of the sacrament. The entire Latin text of 
the decree, together with an English translation and commentary 
can be found in the Eccl. Rev. of April, 1947. In substance we 
note here: 

1) These priests only have the privilege: a) pastors, provided 
they have some territory: hence pastors of national parishes also, even 
though they share a territory jointly with other pastors; 2) adminis
trators mentioned in c. 472; 3) religious pastors of c. 471 ; 4) priests 
in charge of souls \\oithin a given territory with full pastoral rights 
:ind duties, though they may not happen to be called paston. None 
nf the above priests can delegate the faculty to others, e. g., to 
assistants. 

2) The above priests can validly and licitly confirm all Cath
olics within their territory, even non-subjects. But the person must 
be in danger of death caused by a serious illness. Ignoring either of 
these two conditions invalid~tes the sacrament. 

3) It is supposed no bishop can be called without serious 
inconvenience. 

412 
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4) The ritual appended to the decree must be followed when 
confirming. 

5) The confirmand should be in the state of grace, and if 
he has the use of reason ought to be instructed briefly concerning the 
nature of confirmation. 

6) The confirmation must be recorded in the priest's confirma
tion and baptismal registers, and a notice sent to the local Ordinary. 
If he confirmed a non-subject the priest must also send notification 
thereof to the proper pastor ; also to the pastor of baptism if the 
person was not baptized in his o\vn parish. 

The decree restates the law of the Code on confirmation from 
cc. 780-800. Then follows the Latin text of the ritual, i.e., the cere
mony and prnyers to be observed by the extraordinary minister when 
confirming. 

Age for t01ifirmatio,,-lf a child under seven years of age is 
in danger of death, he may be confirmed; otherwise confirmation 
should be deferred until about the seventh year of age, unless the 
minister of confirmation judges it expedient in some particular cue 
to confirm a child outside of danger of death even before that age, 
e .g., if the minister foresees that the person will be deprived of the 
opportunity of receiving the sacrament for several yean (cfr. c. 788). 

The law forbidding the administration of confirmation before 
the .age of discretion ia based upon the expediency of refining the 
minds of youth and strengthening them in Christian doctrine after 
proper catechetical instruction. On June 30, 1932, the S. C. Sacr. 
stated in a declaration that since confirmation is the complement of 
baptism it is more in harmony with the nature of the sacrament that 
it be administered before First Communion (Atta XXIV, 271 ). 
It i3 obviously impossible to enforce this regulation in a country like 
ours since on the one hand children ought to approach the Holy 
Table as soon as they reach the age of discretion, while on the 
other hand the bishop cannot visit each parish annually to confirm 
the children as soon as they reach the age of discretion. With us 
the bishop usually visits the entire diocese within the space of five 
vears, administering confirmation on these oa:uions, and thus in our 
oountry children arc confirmed approximately between the ages of 
7 and 12 years. 

s,on1or1 for confirmatio,,-The same qualifications as for valid 
and lidt spomorship in the case of baptism are required in the case 
of confirmation, save that in the latter case the sponsor must be 
confirmed and that he must not be the same sponsor \Vho stood up 
for the person at baptism, nor may he be of a different sex from 
that of his ward (c. 79.5-796). 
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The confirmanJus (who. must always furnish proof of baptiilD) 
cannot have more than one sponsor. Nor can a person act as sponsor 
for more than two candidates. But for a just cause the minister of 
confirmation may allow a departure from this rule, e. g., if on a 
weekday it would be a hardship for a sufficient number of men 
to leave their . employment in order to act as sponsors for a class 
of boys (cfr. c. 794). But it is left to the bishop or other minister 
to determine the sufficiency of the cause dispensing from the neces
sity of having individual sponsors. 

Registration of confirmation-The pastor must enter into bis 
confirmation register the names of those who are confirmed, the 
names of their parents and sponsors, the date. and place of confinna
tion. This is to be a register distinct from the baptinnal register 
( c. 798). It ttmains a distinct register even though bound topther 
as a composite unit with the baptismal register. In addition the 
pastor must enter the fact of confirmation in the marginal space 
provided for that purpose in the baptismal register, ~tering it 
on the page where the baptism of the confirmed person is found. 
And if the confirmed penon has been baptized in another parish it 
will be necessary to send a notification of the reception of confirma
tion to the pastor of the parish where the individual was baptized 
(c. 798; also above decree). 



Chapter m 
HOLY MASS 

The celebret-A priest who desires to say Mass in a strange 
church should be furniahed by his Ordinary, or in the case of 
Oriental priests by the S. C. for the Oriental Church, with 
testimonial letters called a celebret (let him cekbrate). But the 
rector of a church may permit a visitini priest to say Mass without 
the cdebret if the visitor is personally known to him ; and even 
thouah he is not known to him, the rector may permit him to say 
Mass once or twice without the celebret, provided he wears the 
clerical garb ( c. 804) . 

Bination-Excepting on All Souls' Day and Christmas Day 
when every priest may say three Masses, it is not allowed to binate 
unless permission to do so is obtained from the Holy See, or the 
local Ordinary. The local Ordinary may not permit bination for 
reasons of private devotion but only if on a holyday of obligation 
a notable part of the faithful (20 persons accordini to most authors) 
would miss Mass otherwise (dr. c. 806). Priests in the United 
States usually receive general permission to binate in the diocesan 
faculties. 

Eucharistic fast-No priest may oelebrate Mass without fasting 
from midnight { c. 808). How midniaht is to be reckoned we have 
already seen (cfr. p. 104). On March 22, 1923, the H. Office declared 
itself willing to dispense individual celebrants from the Eucharistic 
fast lvho suffered from frail health or otherwise found it a grave 
hardship to binate, or even to say one Mass at a late hour on 
Sundays and holydays of obligation ( .J eta XV, 1 S l ) • Where several 
priests found the dispensation desirable due to general conditions in 
a diocese, e. g., missionary conditions, the Holy Office was willing 
to grant habirual faculties to the local Ordinary to dispense those 
priests. Until the individual priest or the local Ordinary requested 
this indult, the Ordinary could not dispense his priests save in some 
individual urgent case by way of act, and on condition that no 
intoxicants be taken, but only nourishment by way of drink. Prior 
to this answer authors generally denied the applicability of the 
epikeia to permit a non-fasting priest to celebrate, save to finish a 
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Mau interrupted by a sick priest, or to conaecrate particles for dyine: 
penons. In viC\v of the more lenient attitude towards the Eucharistic 
fast as implied in the declaration just cited, it would seem that the 
rigorous opinion of former writers mi~t be relaxed to permit a non
fa.<1ting priest who had broken his fast throu&h inadvertance to say 
Mass on a Sunday or holyday of obliption 1111 1ca""4lrnn awrl•n411m. 
If time permits contacting the local Ordinary he should be ulccd to 
dispense in virtue of the faculty above described. If time does not 
permit such recourse, epilceia can be invoked. Sick priests, whether 
secular or religious who cannot celebrate Mw fastinr, but must talce 
medicine, should apply to the H. Office for a dispensation, the peti
tion to be endorsed by their Ordinary, and the prescription of the 
medicine to be included. 

Al~ication of Ma1u1-A priest may apply Mass for any living 
or deceased penon, but for living excommunicates he can apply Ma• 
only privately, and if there is question of an •zcomm•nictrtru '1itan
tla1, only for his conversion (c. 809). Since the canon is generally 
worded it follows that Mass can be said privately (without an
nouncement from the pulpit) for any non-Catholic living or dead. 
But in the case of a deceased non-IHzltised person the very nature of 
the case precludes the application of Mass for his soul. Catholics 
who are denied Christian burial are likewise denied a funeral Mass 
and an anniversary Mau, not necessarily other public Muses. 

Ma111e"'er-The priest should not say Maas without a server. 
The server may not be a woman unleu she remains outside of the 
sanctQary and merely answers the prayers, e.g., in the cue of a 
community of religious women {cfr. c. 813). While all will allow 
a priest to say Mass without a server if no~ i1 available on Sundays 
and holydnys of obligation, yet what circumstances, if any, will per
mit a priest to say Mass without a server out of mere devotion is 
a very much disputed question. The safer procedure no doubt is to 
obtain an Apostolic indult, and such indult has been obtained by 
certain bishops of the United States after the Code, to permit their 
priests to say Mass without a server when none is available, on condi
tion that they apply binated Masses, if any, for the benefit of the 
seminary or some other pious designated cause. 

Time ant! ;Ince of Mass-Holy Mass may be said on any day 
of the year saving the last three da11 of Holy Week (c. 820). Even 
on these days Mass ia always allowed in parish churches. 

The bishop may b)' indult permit Mass on Holy Thursday in 
piou1 institutions. Mass may not be started earlier than one hour 
~fore dawn, nor later than one hour after midday (c. 821, §1). 
Since the Mass which is 1aid at such early or late hour. will probably 
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be a private Mass in the liturgical sense, any of the various W8)'1 

of computing the houn as described elsewhere may be followed. 
But Mass may be said at midnipt in parish churches on Christ

ma. Eve (c:. 821, §2). Holy Communion may be distributed at the 
pariah Christmas midnight Mass (Code Comm., Mar. 16, 1936; Acta 
XX VIII, 178), unleu the Ordinary forbids it in a particular case 
by reason of abuses ( c. 869). Like\riae in the chapels of religious 
and pious houses Christmas midnight Mus is permissible, and Com
munion may be distributed, as c. 821, §3 explicitly states. Midnight 
Mass is also allowed on the occasion of Eucharistic Congrt'SHS, 
Eucharistic:- triduums and sacred missions within the limiu laid down 
in the letter of Piu1 XI, Mar. 7, 1924 (Acta XVI, 154). and the 
Declaration of the S. C. Sacr. of Apr. 22, 1924 (.lcta XVII, 100). 

Mass should be celebrated on a consecrated altar, and in a 
church or chapel. If in a church or public oratory, these must be 
consecrated or at least blessed ( c. 822, 11 ) . Mus may not be said 
in private oratories habitu:ill)' without the Apostolic: indult of a 
private oratory (c:fr. p. 51.f.). Some c:lerics have by law, othen 
by Apostolic: indult, the so-called privilege of a portable altar, not 
to be confused with a movable altar as defined on p. SIS. 1'he 
privilege of a portable altar allows the beneficiary thereof to say 
:Mus in any becoming place on an altar stone, but not at rea ( c. 822, 
§2, 3). But the Apostolic Delegate can 1rant permission to celebrate 
Mass at sea (cfr. p. 743). 

The loc:al Ordinary, also the major superior of an exempt 
cleric:al religion in the c:aae of his subjects, may permit that Mass be 
celebrated outs.ide of a c:hurc:h or public or semi-public: oratory but 
always on an altar stone and in a becoming place, but never in a 
bedroom. This permission they may grant onl)' for a just and reason
able cause in some extraordinary case and by way of act ( c. 822, §+). 
Thus, e. g., if the chapel of a religious community is being renovated, 
permission could be panted to say Mus in some other part of the 
house until the renovations are completed : this would be an extra
ordinary case sinC'e renovations do not take place every day. It would 
aho be per modum actus in the sense that the permiuion would be 
valid only J11rt111U ca111a. Priests on the mis!'ions often find it nec:es
sary to say Mass on Sundays in private homes. The local Ordinary 
would be competent by c:. 822, §4, it would seem, to allow this prac
tise, but he mieht specify in \vhic:h houses Mass c:buld be saitl so that 
abul'es would not creep in, this being the ultimate reuon for the 
qualification ptr moJum actus. 

Ma11 stipends-A priest may not take a stipend for a Mau 
whtn he binates if he has already said, or will say, another M .. 
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from a title of justice. But on Christmas Day he may take a 
stipend for three Masses. And when he binates he may take an offer
ing for the extrinsic work connected with the celebration of the extra 
Mass, e.g., if an assistant priest says one Mass in one church and 
applies the intention for a stipend, he may supply in another parish 
on the same day and receive a remuneration for his supply work 
from the pastor of that church ( dr. c. 82+). Therefore, a pastor 
who applies the Misra pro .populo on Sundays may not accept a 
stipend for his second Mass, saving conditioru in the preceding sen· 
tence. Nor may he apply two Masses ;ro populo on a Sunda)' in c11se 
he is in arrears with such Masses. But a priest may accept a stipend 
for one Mass or apply the Mass pro po;ulo, and applr the other 
MRS3 to satisfy an obligation not ez justitia but ex charitnte, e. g., 
in the case of priests who belong to certain societies or associations 
,-.,·hose by-laws impose this duty, or \'Vhere the constitutions of a 
religion require the priests to say a certain number of Masses for 
the deceased members. 

It is not allowed to accept two stipends for the same Mass, nor 
to accept one stipend for a Mass already due from a title of justice, 
e.g., the Missa pro populo (c. 825). As many Maues must be said 
as there were stipends offered, and ii a person offered a sum of 
moner for Masses, not indicating their number, the number should 
be reckoned according to the amount of the ordinary stipend pre
vailing in the place where the donor lives or lived (c. 828, 830). 

The amount of the stipend is to be determined by the local 
Ordinary or by custom, and no priest may demand a larger offering, 
although. he may ~ccept a larger offering when ~pontaneously made, 
and he may accept an offering smaller than the usual stipend if the 
Ordina11• docs not forbid this (c. 831, 832). • 

When a Mass is asked for a special day it must be said on that 
day; if for an urgent intention, e.g., a successful operation, examina· 

· tlon, etc., it should be said in time to realize the petitioner's desire. 
If no special date was requested and the donor expressly left it to 
the priest to say the Mass at his good pleasure, the Mass should 
not be deferred longer than a year. If the donor did not explicith· 
authorize the priest to say the Mass whenever he wished. and at 

.the same time mentioned nothing about the date, and the intention 
was not urgent, the Mass should be said within a short time. which 
according to the S. C. Council, Ut Dtbita. of May 11, 19().j. is con
sidered one month. This rule could work a hardship where many 
Masses an: offered to be said, save for the fact that the priest may 
ask the donor's permission to say the Mass at his convenience. 
·For practical purposes it would seem that a eeneral notice posted 
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in the parish office where Masses are registered, to the effect that 
all Maaes will be said at the convenience of the priest, unleu 
expressly stipulated for otherwise, might suffice ( cfr. c. 834). 

No priest should accept stipends ~hich_ he cannot satisi}· per
sonally within a year, in the supposition ·that the donor requested 
that he penonally say the Masaes (c. 835). Those who handle Mus 
intentions in areat numbers should take care either to distribute 
them a;i soon as possible, or at least to send ~he superfluous number 
to their own Ordinaries at the end of the year, i.e., not at the end 
of the civil year, but at the end of the year allowed for their retention 
by c. 841. Hence, Masses received, e.g. on Jan. 25, 1947 should 
be sent to the Ordinary not later than Jan. 25, 1948 if they arc 
still unsaid. We suppose these arc manual stipends whose date of 
satisfaction was left to the priest's choice. But before the expiration 
of the year the priest may distribute the superAuous Masses to any 
priest of his choioe in whom he can have confidence that the Masses 
will be said (c. 838). Nor can a priest be forbidden to send manual 
Masses, i. e., Masses which have no enduring obligation attached 
to them as have founded Masses, outside of the diocese (S. C. Coun
cil, Feb. 19, 1921; Acta XIII, 228). 

Those who trMSmit Mau intentions must send the entire 
stipend, unles:s the donor expressly permitted the sender ro retain 
something for himself, or the excess of the diocesan tax was obviously 
given intuitu personae, e. g., if a pastor received 10 dollars on his 
birthday with the request that one low Mass be said on that day 
for the donor, and a Mi11a pro 1opulo must be said on the same day, 
the pastor may keep nine dollan and request another priest in con
sidcra tion of one dollar to say the Mass on the designated day 
( c. 840, §I). Those who send Masses away are responsible for them 
until they receive notice that the Masses have been ac:ccpted and 
will be said (c. 839, 829). 



Chapter IV 

HOLY COMMUIOOlf 

W htn a ;astoral function-Only the pastor ma}·- brin& com
munion ;ublicl,· to the sick, while any priest_ may do so privately 
( c. 848, 849). In this country communion u not taken publicly to 
the sick. Likewise, only the pastor may carry Holy Yiaticum either 
privately or publicly to the sick in bis parish, but in case of necclllSity 
any other priest may presume the pastor's permission (c. 850). 
First Communion is not :i pastoral function since one may receive 
his First Communion from any priest. But it is the right of the 
proper pastor to remonstrate if the child i5 not sufficiently instructed 
and di5posed in his judgment (c. 854, §5). In this country where 
non-parochial churches are the exception the case will seldom occur 
of a person approaching the Holy Table for the hrst time save in 
his parish church, unless we except Catholic boarding schools and 
orphanages. 

Who are to bt dtbarrttl-Public sinners are to be refused com
munion even publicly. Occult sinners cannot be refused communion 
publicly, but only if their approach to the Holy Table is occult. 
In both cases it is understood that there hu been no repentance 
( c. 855). Children who have not sufficient understanding of the 
sacrament should be debarred. But in danger of death less discern
ment is rcquittd, and it suffice:1 that the child be able to distinguish 
the sacrament from ordinary bread ( c. 854, §2, 3 ) • 

Eucliaristic fast-Those who wish to communicate must under 
pain of mortal sin have obser\'ed the natural fast from midnight 
( c. 858). Midnight may be computed in any of the various ways 
described on p. 104. Holvever, those '"ho have been sick for .a 
month, :ind are still confined to bed at le:ast most of the time, and 
where there is no hope of an early recovery (three days), ma}'. if 
the confessor approves, receive Communion once or twice a 'veck 
without fasting, taking something by way of medicine or liquid 
nourishment ( c. 858, §2). Likewise holy communion by way of the 
Viaticum may be given in danger of death to non-fasting pcnons 
(c. 858, §1); nnd this is allowed daily, namely, as long as the crisill, 
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or danger of death, continues (c. 864, §3 i 858, §1); dr. also the 
quinquennial faculties on pp. 735, 744, 747. 

Ea1ter Communio11-Every Catholic is bound u,.der pain of 
mortal sin to receive communion at least once a year, and this during 
the Euter season. By common law this season runs from Palm Sun· 
day to Low Sunday, but the local Ordinaries may for just reason,t 
e.'ICtend it from the fourth Sunday of Lent to Trinity Sunday 
(c. 859). In virtue of an indult granted by the Holy See to the 
United States and promulgated in the II Plcn. Council of Baltimore, 
n. 257, our Easter season extends from the /ir1t Suntla1 of Lent to 
Trinity Sunday unless the local Ordinary for good reason deems it 
expedient to restrict the indult. In virtue of c. 4 of the Code this 
privilege remains even today. If a Catholic has good reason for 
deferrinc the Pascal precept, he may do so with the approval of his 
pastor or confcSIOr ( c. 859). 

Time arul 'lace of Comm11nion-Holy communion may be given 
on any day of the year. But on Good Friday it may only be adminis
tered as Viaticum, and on Holy Saturday only to those who receive 
during or immediately after the Mass. Holy amununion may be 
given at any hour when the c:elebration of Mus is permi•ible, and 
even outside of those hours, for good reaaons. But Viaticum may 
be received at any hour of the day or night (c. 867). 

Communion may be distributed in aay place where Mass can 
be said, unless the local Ordinary forbids its distribution in some 
particular place for a just cause (c. 869). Thus, while there may 
be no abuse likely to result from the mere celebration of Christmas 
midnight Mass in a parish church, the bishop could forbid the 
distribution of communion, e. g., if it is feared that the sacrament 
may be exposed to irreverence by carousers. 



Chapter V 

CONFESSION AND INDULGENCES 

ART. I 

To hear confessions validly, prie!tly orders do not suffice but 
.jurisdiction is also required (c. 872). 

Who grants ;enilential jurisdiction-The local Ordinary of the 
place in which the confessions are heard gives delegated. jurisdiction 
to both tecular and religious priests to hear confessions ( c. 784, § 1). 
And this jurisdiction avails to hear even the confessions of novices 
and the professed of cleri.cal exempt religions, and to absolve them 
from all sins and censure:S reserved in the religion (c. 519). But 
general delegation does not suffice, and a special ddegation is required 
to heat the confessions of religious women and their novices, saving 
the e.~ception8 already mentioned on p. 318 (c. 876). 

But if there is question of hearing the ct>nfessions of the 
professed in. clerical exempt religions, ddegated jurisdiction can be 
granted also by the superiors of the religion; those superiors, namely, 
who are authorized by the constitutions i:o delegate faculties. And 
at the same time the superiors can delegate faculties to hear the 
confcS'Sions of the novices and of those who live in the religious 
house day and night as servants, students, guests or patients. And 
these faculties the superior may grant not only to priests of his own 
religion but also to secular priests and to priests of another religion 
( c. 87 5). However, it is not necessary to have the superior's delega
tion to hear the confeS'Sions of these persons validly and licitly, but 
the diocesan faculties suffice. 

In virtue of their office pastors have ordinar}· (not mercl}' dele
gated) jurisdiction to hear confessions ( c. 873, §I). Yet contrary 
to the general principle that he lvho has ordinary jurisdiction may 
delegate it, pastors mn}' not delegate others to hear confeJsions (Code 
Comm., Oct. 16, 1919; Acta XI, 477). Hence, if the pastor invites 
a priest to supply for him, or to give a mission or retreat, and the 
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priest comes from another diocese, ·the pastor must obtain faaJlties 
from the loc:al Ordinary. But the local Ordinary may delegate 
pastors habitually ·to subdelegate priests to hear ·confessions in the 
parish, and some diocesan statutes authorize all priests .in the diocese 
to subdelegate any visiting priest to hear their own confessions. 

EJrtent of facullie~In this country, although the bishf>p could 
restrict confession facultiea to certain penitents by reasan of .ex, 
age, territory, etc., this is not generally done, and one who obtains 
the faculties of the diocese may hear confessions anywhere in the 
diocese of all penitents saving, within limits, religious women and 
their raovices. 

Lik:e\Vise he who h:i1 confession faculties in a diocese can validly 
and licitly absolve all who come to him, be they residents of the 
parish and diocese or not (c. 881), a departure from the ·principle 
that contentious jurisdiction can be exercised only over one's subjects. 

Confessions in danger of death-Every priest, whether approved 
for confessions or not, may validly and licitly absolve any penitent 
in danger of death from all sins and censures no matter how re
served, even though a priest with faculties u present. But outside 
the cue of necessity a confessor cannot licitly (although. he can 
¥alidly) absolve his accomplice in a sin contra se:rtum in danger of 
death. And a priest who absolves a penitent in danger of. death 
from a censure ab homine, or a censure reserved to the Holy See 
1;ecialis1imo modo, must enjoin upon him the obligation deacribed 
on p. 701 ( c. 882). 

Confessions at rta--Any priest who has received confession facul
ties from his own local Ordinary (not merely from the religious 
superior, cfr. Code Comm., July 30, 1934; Atta XXVI. 494) can, 
while on an ocean voylg'e, hear the confessions of any pusenprs. 
And if the vessel stops at a port along the way, the. priest may go 
ashore, and for the space of three days (Code Comm., May 20, 1923; 
Atta XVI, 114) absolve any penitents even from cues reserved to 
the local Ordinary ( c; 883). 

8uperior1 l.,aring tie conf1nio11.1 of subjects--The novice mu· 
ter or his assistant, and the superior of a seminary or college, should 
not make it a rule to hear the· confessions of the novices or students, 
although the confessions would not ·be invalid.. But they may hear 
their confessions by way of exception in urgent cases ( c. ·891). This 
rule is to safeguard the seal" of confession, the -observance of which 
in the cases described might hamper the free exercise of the superior'• 
authority in the extra-sacramental forum. 

ResertJtd siris-Thoae who have ordinary jurisdiction to gran't 
mnfeaion faculties and to inllict censures, e.g., the bishop and 
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regular superiors, but not the vicar-ecneral, can reserve the abso
lution of cenain sins to themselvca, when they deem this neceisary 
to eradicate some inveterate crimes and to restore Christian discipline 
(c. 893-898). They may reserve the sin in either one of two way~: 
ratione sui or ratione censurae. In either event we may 1peak in 
generic terms of a reserved case. The rules governing rese"ed sins 
ratione censurae are found hereafter in our Book V. We speak now 
of sins reserved directly, i.e., ratione sui, and it is in this way that 
bishops usually reserve sins and which a person has in mind when 
he speaks of diocesan reserved cases. 

Although the Code reserves many offenses ratione unsurae, there 
ii only one sin reserved by common law ratione sui, namely, the 
crime of accusing an innocent confessor of the sin of aolicitation, 
absolution from which offense, or faculties to absolve therefrom, 
must be asked of the Holy See ( c. 894). 

Faculties to absolve from a Jioc1111n reserved sin must be 10ught 
of the local Ordinary. But there arc exceptions. Paston have by 
c. 899, §3 the right to absolve from diocesan reserved aw during 
the entire Pascal season, and missionaries have this same ri&ht during 
the time of a misaion. Moreover, the reservation itself ceases, and 
no special f acuity to absolve is necesaary : 1 ) if the penitent is con
fessing preparatory to marriage, e.g., the parties had contracted a 
civil marriaee (supposing this iJ a reserved sin in the diocese), and 
now confess preparatory to having their marriage validated in the 
Church; 2) whenever the superior, having been asked for faculties, 
refuses ; 3) whenever there is danger of violating the seal of con
fession in asking for faculties ; 4) whenever it would prove a grave 
hardship to the penitent to wait until the faculties are obtained, 
and this need not be done by phone, and a delay of one day would 
seem a grave hardship the same u in the case of censures ( cfr. 703} ; 
5) as often as the penitent confesses outside the territory of the su
perior who re1erved the sin even thouefl he leave the territory on 
purpose to &et ab110lved ( c. 900). But he muat go to a diocese where 
the same sin is not reserved since reservations directly restrict the 
power of the confessor. And so if a penitent who has committed an 
offense not reserved in his diocese comes to another diocese wht-re 
the sin is reserved, he cannot be absolved without special facultin 
(Code Comm., Nov. 24, 1920; Acta XII, 575). It should be noted 
that c. 900, just cited, statCi cases in which 'reserved sins cease to be 
reserved, but the rules there described do not cover diocesan re
served censures, these being regulated by c. 2252, 2254 (Code Comm. 
Nov. 10, 1925; Acta XVII, 583). 

Place of co11/e11ions-Tbe proper place to hear confessions ii 
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a church, or public or .emi-public oratory,· althouah men'• confes
sions may be heard even in private homes (c. 908, 910). Women'• 
confessions may be heard outside of a church, or public or semi
public: oratory only in cue of sic:knm or of real nec:aaity. When 
heard in a church or a chapel, they (also male penitents 1m>rding 
to the Code Comm., Nov. 24, 1920; Acta XII, 576) should confess 
in the confenional or at a confessional screen (c. 909, 910). The 
rules juat stated affect the licitneu, not the validity, of confessions. 

ART. D 
w~ 

Ge111NI corrtlitioru /o,. 1ainin1 i•J•l11nce1-Tbese may be 
reduced to three: 1 ) one must be in the state of srace at least at 
the completion of the last of the prescribed worb; 2) he must 
have at least a aeneral intention of aainina the indulpnce; 3) be 
must fulfill the prescribed worb (c. 925). 

S~tcial co11tlitiorr1-Theae vary acx:ordin1 to the particular 
indulgence in question. If a visit tp IODle church or chapel is re
quired, this may be done any time from noon of the visil to midnight 
of the feast (c. 923). If a church, but no church in particular, must 
be visited, tha1e who lead a common life in some ecdeaiutical insti
tution may visit the chapel of their institution (c:. 929). 

If confession and communion are prescribed, the confession 
can be made within eight days precedin1 or followinc the feast. Com
munion can be received any day from the vigil to the lat day of the 
octave of the feast. Those who are in the habit of confasinc at leut 
twice a month need make no special confession for the indulcence, 
txcept it be a jubilee indulpnce (c. 931). 

If prayen for the Roman Ponti! in pneral are prescribed, 
these should be said by movin1 the lips, but the faithful may chome 
any prayera they please ( c. 934, U ) . If a visit to a church ia pre· 
scribed topther with prayers acx:ordinr to the intention of the Sov
ereip Pontiff, these must be six Paten. Aves and Gloriu (S. Peni
tentiary, July S, 1930; "d• XXll, 363). 

One cannot pin an indulgence by performing a work already 
obligatory, e.g., attendance at Sunday Mus cannot be counted for 
a visit to the church ( c. 932) • 

Those who cannot perform some prescribed work, e.1.1 a visit 
to a desipated church, may have it commuted by the con&.or 
to IODle othtr work ( c. 935). 

A penon cannot cain the same plenary indulpnce more than 
once a day, unless, as in the cue of the Portiuncula Jndulgmce, or 
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on All Souls' Oay, etc:, the contrary is· expressly stated in. the in
dulgence (c. ,928). But if plenary indulgences arc attached to 
different ·works, and these are performed even on. the same day, 
several .indulgences may thus· be gained, e. g., an ind.ulgenoed visit 
and the indulgenced prayer after communion ·combined. 

Indulgence~ attached to rosaries or other articles are only then 
lost \Vhen the article ceallCS entirely to exist, or is sold ( c. 924, §2). 
Hence, it may be given away without prejudice to its indulgences. 

lndul9e1tt:es in f>tll'licular--Con~rning the nature of the various 
particular indulgence1, e.g., the Portiuncula Indulgence, Apostolic 
indulgences, the indulgence of the Way of the Cross, the indulgence 
of a privileged altar, etc., as also the rules governing their acquisition, 
·the nature of our manual p~ccludes 'our tonsidering such questions 
in detail. For further information we mi"1t refer the reader to 
·Pastoral Companion, p. 125-160 (4th ed.) and to Sabetti-Barrett, 
Compendium Theologiae Mor(l/i1, n. 1052-1061. 

As to the numerous dc:clarations issued by th~ Holy See 'ince 
.the Code concerning indulgences, these may be learned from Bous
caten, Canon Law Digest. Of these we would mention only three 
at this time in addition to those given in this article: 1) The privileges 
..are revoked which certain associations had hitherto possessed of 
conferring upon their priest-members any or all of the following 
faculties: to bless articles with the Apostolic indulgences, or with 
the Brigitine indulgence, to indulgence rosaries in any other way, 
to bless crucifixes with the Station indulgences or with the indulgence 
to be gained at the hour of death, to give the papal blessing at the 
end of sermons, and to grant the indul~nce of the privileged 
altar. Religious organizations, however, retain the indulgence privi
tcge$ which they had possened, but they cannot confer them on 
outsiders of the religion ( S. Penitentiary, Mar. 20, 1933; A eta XXV, 
170). But this declaration does not deprive priests of the faculties 
which they had gained by membership in the said a.;sociations prior 
to the declaratiod (S. Penitentiary, Mar. 2, 1937; Acta XXIX, 58). 
Hence, priests who after that declaration desire to' obtain the 
faculties mention~ must apply directly to the· S. Penitmtiary. 2) 
Apostolic indulgences ·may be attached to gla.ca beads provided these 
are solid and not easily broken (S. Penitentiary, Dec. 21, 1925; 
II tta XVII I, 24). 3) OnlJ• tbosc general indulgences granted be
tween 1899 and 1928 are to be considered authentic which are found 
in the collection published by the Vatican Press and approved by the 
S. Penitentiary under date of Feb. 22, 19'29 (S. Penitentiary, Feb. 
22, 1929; Acta XXI, 200). 
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EXTREME UlfcrJOR 

MiJJister of the sacrament-It is a right reserved to the pastor 
to administer Extreme U action to any and all persons in his parish 
who are in danger of death. But a few cases are excepted : 

1) The dean among the diocesan c:onsultors administers the 
sacrament to the bishop (c. 397, n. 3; 427); 

2) The local superior in clerical religions gives this sacrament 
to the novices, to the professed religious, and to all who live in the 
religious house day and night 83 students, guests, servants or 
patients; 

3) The ordinary confessor gives the last sacraments to a nun; 
4) The chaplain performs this duty in lay religions other t.'ian 

monasteries of nuns; 
S) Any priest may give the last sacraments to any dying penon 

with the reasonably presumed permission of that pastor, confessor, 
or chaplain to whom their administration is otherwise reserved ( c. 
938). 

Subject of the 1acra111ent-Only those who are in danger of 
death from old age or sickness can be anointed ( c. 940, § 1 ) • Hence, 
not those who are about to undergo the penalty of death, or 'vho 
happen to be in a shipwreck, etc., for here danger of death arises 
from external causes, not necessarily from sickne!IS. 

The sacrament may not be repeated in the same danger of death, 
but onl)· after the person has rallied out of the crisis and again be
comes deathly sick (c. 940, §2). 

If there is doubt whether a child in danger of death has at
tained the age of reason, Extreme Unction can be conferred con
ditionally: si eapaz ts. The same is true if there ii doubt whether 
a person is in real danger of death, although the ph)"Sician's advice 
may be followed. Again, the sacrament may be administered condi
tionally to one who had probably rallied from his critical condition, 
e.g., in the case of consumptives, persons suffering from heart attacb, 
etc., in case they become worse. Likewise, the sacrament is admin-
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istered conditionally in case there is doubt whether .one is alive or 
dead ; one-half hour being allowed after the last breath in the case 
of slow death, and a whole hour in the case of sudden death ( cfr. 
Sabetti-Barrett, o. c., n. 828, q. 6). Finally, the sacrament ia given 
conditionally to him who died in sin, but who was not absolutely 
opposed to the sacrament during life or to religion in general, so 
that there is room for believing that he could have repented (c. 942). 

The sacrament should be administered unconditionally to per
sons destitute of their senses who by a Christian life impliedly re
quested the sacrament and would have asked for the priest bad 
they been able ( c. 943). 

Rit11 anti c1remoni11--If time is urgent, one anointing or 
unction suffices, preferably on the forehead, and the remaining 
unctions should be supplied if the crisis passes. The anointing with 
one unction is accompanied by the words: Per i.rtam 1anctam vnction-
1m intl•lg1at tibi Dominru tJ•ifrliJ Jeli9ui1ti. Amin. And the sup
plied unctions are given unconditionally. The anointing of the 
loins is always omitted. And the anointing of the feet may be 
omitted for any just cauae (cfr. c. 947). 



Chapter VII 

HOLY OBDERS 

We shall consider holy orden in four articles as follo\Vs : 1 ) 
the minister of ordination: 2) the subject of ordination; 3) the 
preliminarie$ to ordination; 4) the time, place and registration of 
ordination. 

Whenever major orders or saN"tJ orders are mentioned, we mean 
by these terms, as does also the Code, the priesthood, the diaconate 
and subdiaconate. 

ART. I 

Mlnllter of Ordlnallcm. 

The ordinary minister of sacred ordination, including epi;;oopal 
consecration, is a bishop. But no bishop may licitly consecrate another 
bishop without authorit)• of the Roman Pontiff. Moreover, he 
should employ two other bishops to :i.ssist him in this ceremony 
(c. 951-954). 

Although the ordinary minister of ordination is a bishop, still 
a priest may confer tonsure and minor orders if he has received 
thu power by law or indult. As we have seen, abbots and prelates 
nullius. vican and prefects Apostolic, and cardinals, even though 
these should all happen to be only priests, may give first tonsure 
and minor orders in virtue of the law itself. Tonsure and minor 
orders are of ecclesiastical institution, and it belongs to the Church 
to determine their ministers. However, priests must be considered 
only tJttraordinar1 ministers 'in such cases. 

Though every bishop is the ordinary and valid minister of 
sacred ordination, not every bishop is the licit minister. The 
licit minister is the proper Ordinary. In the case of secular candi
dates this will be either: 1) the bishop of the diocese where the 
candidate has his place of origin joined with domicile, and here 
the candidate may be ordained without the necessity of taking an 
oath to serve the diocese forever ; or 2) the bishop of the diocese 
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where the candidate has his present domicile, though it be not his 
place of origin, but in this case the candidate must upon reoeivin& 
lint tonsure take an oath to serve the diocese forever, lest he 
later be tempted to return home, i.e., to his diocese of origin 
(c. 956). · - · ' ' 

It sometimes happens that a candidate has difficulty in being 
ordained for the diocese of his present domicile because the diocese 
is already plentifully supplied- with priests. Should the candidate 
succeed in finding some benevolent bishop who is willing to accept 
hfa services, the bishop of the diocese where he has his present 
domicile remains his proper bishop as concerns ordinatiom including 
first tonsure, and this during the whole course of the candidate's 
studies, supposing that the candidate will not take up his domicile 
in the new diocese until he is ordained to the priesthood. When re
ceiving first tonsure from his proper bishop the candidate will 
take an oath to serve not the diocese of his proper bishop, but the 
diocese of the bishop who has promised to accept his services later 
on. By this first tonsure the cleric becomes incardinated into the 
diocese of the benevolent bishop who has consented to his services. 

When the bishop j, lawfully impeded from ordaining his 
own iiubjects, he gives them dimissorial letters in virtue of which diey 
may be licitly ordained by another bishop (litterae dimissoriales, 
from dimiture, to send). No biihop may lawfully ordain the sub
jects of another bishop \Vithout these dimissorial letters. The 
reason is, among others, that these letters testify, at least virtually, 
to the candidate's fitness, canonical title, completion of studies, free
dom from irregularities, etc., (c. ,955, U; c. 958, §1 ). 

The proper bishop for the ordination of religious is the bishop 
in whose diocese the religious is domiciled. This will usually be 
the diocese where the religious seminary is located in which the 
religious is pursuing his clerical studies. If the religious belongs 
to an exempt Order or Congregation, no bishop may ordain him 
without Jimissorials of his major superior. Having received these 
no further testimonials are required, or rather the dimissorial letters 
in themselves virtually amount to testimonial letters. If the religious 
belongs to a non-exempt Congregation, the ordaining bishop needs 
only testimonial letters from the major superior, since the latter, 
having no jurisdiction in the strict sense of the word, is not 
qualified to issue dimissorial letters to his subjects ( c. 964-965). 

If the proper bishop is impeded from ordaining a religious, 
and the religious belongs to an exempt community, the major superior 
i111ues dimissorial letters permitting the subject to be ordained by 
any outside bishop willing to ordain. But the subject must be fur-
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nished with te1timoriial letters of the local Curia testifying to the 
fact that either the bishop cannot, or will not, hold ordinations at 
the next general ordination season, or that the 1ee is temporarily 
vacant. If the religious belongs to a non-exempt religion, the local 
Curia issues tlimissorilll letters, and the major superior testimonial 
letters concerning the candidate's fitness ( c. 966). 

If the territory in which the candidate, whether secular or 
religious, is domiciled is not a diocese, the licit minister of ordination 
will be the local vicar or prefect Apostolic, or the abbot or prelate 
nulliu1, as concerns tonsure and minor orders, and even as concerns 
major ordenjf these prelates ha_ppen to have the episcopal character. 
If thcr are not bishops, it is still their exclusive right to issue 
dimissorials to their secular and religious non-exempt subject11 for 
major orders. Exempt religious, not being subjects of the local 
Ordinary, will receive dimissorials from their own major su
periors (c. 957; 958, §1, n. 4). 

ART. II 

By divine law three conditions are required on· the part of 
the candidate for the 1Jalidity of ordination: 1) that the candidate 
be a male person; 2) that he be baptized; 3) that he have the in
tention to be ordained. These requirements are explained at length 
in books of dogmatic theology. 

At this place we are concerned with the requirements for 
licit ordination, and insofar as those requirements arc the objc-ct of 
canonical legislation. Of these requirements some are of a positive, 
others of a negative character. 

§ 1. POSITIVE RBQUillEM!NTS 

( c. 96S-982) . 

Age-For first tonsure and minor orders the Code directly 
specifies no minimum age. We say· directly, because indirectly a 
certain age limit is determined implicdl1• br the law which states 
that first tonsure and minor order. cannot be conferred before 
the candidate has begun his theological course (c. 976, §1). 

Subdeaconship cannot" be given before a man is 21 years of ~. 
nor deaconship before the 22nd, and priesthood not before the 24th 
year of a~ without Apostolic dispensation (c. 975). 
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Studies-Neither a secular nor a religious candidate can re
ceive tonsure and minor orders before hit theological course is 
begun. Subdeaconship may not be given before the end of the third 
year of theology, deaconship not before the fourth year of theology 
is begun, priesthood not before the beginning of the second semester 
of the fourth year of theology ( c. 976). 

Moreover, in the cue of religious it is required that the)· 
shall have tak.en perpetual vows before being promoted to major 
orders. If perpetual vows are not taken in the institution, or no 
vows whatever, three )'ears must have elapsed since the end of 
the noviti:?te before major orders may be received (c. 964, n. 3). 

Ordination by sequeirte-Orders must be conferred in the 
proper sequence, and no one may licitly be' ordained by leaps, i.e., 
without first having received all the orders lo\ver to the one in 
question ( c. 977). 

The proper sequence is the following: 1 ) tonsure ; 2) door
keeper; 3) lector; 4) exorcist; 5) acolyte; 6) subdeacon; 1) deacon; 
8) priest. 

I nttrstice~-The interval between the reception of one order 
and another is called an interstice. Canon law requireJ that such 
interstices be observed so that the candidate may exercise himself 
properly in one order before being promoted to a higher order. 
Othenvise the law requiring ordination by degrees as in the preceding 
section would have no meaning. 

The interval between 6rst tonsure and the nrst minor order 
is left to the discretion of the bishop. The same is true of the 
intervals between the several minor orders. 

Between the last minor order (acolyte) and subdcaconship one 
year must intervene; between subdeaconship and deaconship three 
months ; between deaconship and the priesthood three months. 

Although the bishop may dispense and allow a shorter interval 
than described in the preceding paragraph if the need or utility 
of the diocese justifies it, he may not without Apostolic: indult con
fer on the 11ame day: 1) all minor orders and the subdeaconate; or 
2) two major orders ; or 3) first tonsure and a minor order; ot 4) 
all minor orders ( c. 978). 

The canonical title-The canonical title is a surety for the 
decent maintenance of the cleric in perpetuity. It is required only 
for major orders. The reason is that a cleric in minor orders with
out the obligation of celibacy, is freer to return to the world and 
leave the clerical ranks. The canonical title must be one of those 
recogniud by the Code. 

For secular candidates there are five possible titles: l) the 
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title of bene6ce ; 2) the title of patrimony ; 3) the tide of pension ; 
4) the title of service of the diocese; S) the title of service of the 
mi•ion in countries subject to the Congregation of the Propa
ganda. The latter two titles are only subsidiary ones, and can be 
invoked only in default of any of the lirst three. They were intro
duced and ackno\vledged as sufficient less than a century ago after 
the disturbances brought nbout br the French Re\•olution ren
dered the title of benefice in European countries more and anore 
precarious ( c. 979-981 ) . · 

The vast majority of the secular clergy in the United States 
:r.re ordained on the title of service of the diocese. It is true that 
after a number of years most priests are given parochial benefices, 
but until then they arc maintained by salaries not in the nature of 
bent-6cc:s (c. 981, ~2). 

Religious with solemn vow3 have as their canonical title the 
title of poverty ( titulus paupertatis). Religious in Congregation~ of 
simple vows invoke the title of the common table (titulus mensar 
commu11i1), or the tide of the Congregation (titulus Congregationis), 
or :;omething similar. In all these cases it is the Order or the 
Congregation which sponsors the goods of the community as R be
cominc support for its clerical members. But religious in a com
munity which admits only temporary vows, likewise members of 
clerical societies \vho take no vows, arc governed, as regards the 
canonical title for ordination, by the same law as secular candidates 
(c. 982). 

§2. NEOATIVE REQUIRBMBNTS 

(c. 983-991.) 

The negative requirements in the candidate of ordination for 
the licit reception of holy orden fall into nvo categories: 1) free
dom from irregularities; 2) freedom from impediments. 

A. llUlEGULARITIES AND IMPEDIMBNTS IN GB~BRAL 

An irregulari11 is a permanent obstacle to holy orders, or to 
the exercise of orders already received. A simple im;etliment, on the 
other hand. is a temporary obstacle. Hence, irregularities can be 
removed only by a dispensation, whereas an impediment can cease 
of itself ( c. 983). 

Irregularities are of two kinds: irregularities from defect 
(irregularitotes e;r tlefectu), and irregularities from crime (irregu
laritatr1 e;r tlelicto). 
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lrreplarities arising from defect are those which have their 
source in 10me defect of the candidate, which while not of an in
criminatinc nature, yet impedes or leseem one's usefulnae in the 
sacred ministr)•. What these defects are we shall see directly. It 
must be noted that a dispensation from such irregularity is re
served to the Holy See. 

Irregularities IJt J1lic10 arise from certain specified crimes of 
such enormous nature that discredit to the clerical state in 1eneral 
would result if a man guilty of one of these crimes were promoted 
to orders, or permitted to continue the exercise of the sacred ministry. 
Irregularities from crime may be public or occult depending upon 
whether the crime itself is public or occult. From public irreeu
larities ez Jelieto the Holy See alone dispenses. From nccult ir
regularities, even outside of urgent cases, the bishop, and with rupcct: 
to his own subjects the major superior, may dispense. In urgent 
cases of occult irregularitiei l:tt tl1lk10 any confessor may dispense 
but only to the extent of permitting the exercise of orden already 
received, and provided grave harm, e.g., loss of good name, would 
result to the cleric from the non-exercise of the order. Excepted 
from these faculties is the irregularit)' arising from voluntary homi
cide or abortion ( c. 990). 

Whtn applyin& for a diapcmation from irregularities and 
impediments, one should mention their precise number. In this 
connection let it be remembered that irrccularitics and impediments 
arc multiplied only by a multiplication of different, not of the 
same, soun:es. Thus, a crippled illegitimate labon under two ir
rrgulariti~; but a judge who has pronounced several death sen
tences is detained by only one irrcaularity. But irregularities and 
impediments omitted iri good faith ·in the petition, e.g., through 
oversight, will be covered by the dispensation, excepting irre1ulari
ties arising from voluntary homicide and abortion ( c. 991). 

Unless the reacript explicitly states otherwise, a dispensation 
from an irregularit)• does not extend to allowing a cleric to be 
chosen a cardinal, bishop, abbot or prelate nullius, or a major su
perior in a clerical exempt religion ( c. 991). 

Ignorance of irregularities and impediments '\\ill not excuse 
from incurring them. This applies e\'en where the iporance is 
involuntar)'. The reason is that the law establishing irregularities 
and impediments has for its object primarily the good of the 
community ; hence, in the cue of irregularities eJt tllticto the penal 
character of the law is only a secondary consideration ( c. 988). 

Lest the right to embrace the clerical state be unduly curtailed 
by local Ordinaries and religious supcrion, the Code rules that only 
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those are to be considered irreplar who are listed as such 
under c. 984 sq. 

B. IUBOVLAIUTIBI AND IMPBDIMBNTS IN PARTICVLAll 

( 1) l"''"lariti11 l:t tlt/ttlll 
(c. 984) 

The following are irregul11r by tl1/1ct: 
1.) Illegitimates, unless a. penon was lqitimated throuch IOI· 

emn reliaious profession, or through the subsequent marriap of his 
parents; 

2) Bodily defectives. Here the defect must be enormous, and 
of such nature that it hinder& one from officiating at divine services 
either safely because of weakness, or bec:ominpy because of de
formity. The defect may be in the sight, hearing, hand11, limbs, or 
ceneral bodily stature and carriaie. In case of doubt the decisions 
of the S. C. of the Council should be studied, unless the Ordinary 
prefen to dispense in virtue of c, 15; 

~) Epileptics, insane persons, and thOJC possessed by the devil. 
Should these defects arise only after ordination, the Ordinuy 
may, upon the cleric1s recovery, permit the exercise of orders already 
received; 

4) Bigamists, i.e., men who have contracted two or more valid 
successive marriages; 

S) A judge who has pronounc:ecl tentence of death, as alao 
the executioner of the sentence; 

6) Persons who labor under infamy of law. 

( 2) I rr191'lariti11 tJt dtlitlo 
(c. 985) 

The following are irreplar t:t tlelU:to : 
I ) Apostates from the faith, heretics and 1ehismatics. But if 

these persons have been converted, they do not labor under irregu
larity, provided they had been bona fide heretics and schismatics 
(cfr. c. 986); 

2) Those who permitted themselves to be baptized by a non· 
Catholic outside the case of necessity;· 

3) A man who has attempted marriage with a married woman, 
or with a woman under r1ligio111 vows; or bu contracted mil mar· 
riage with any \YOman, or even any marriap with a free woman, 
but hiDJ1elf beinr in major ortlers ,· 
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4) Penom guilty of voluntary homicide or abortion; 
S) Those who have voluntarily mutilated themselves, or have 

attempted suidde; 
6) Clerics who, in violation of canon law, have practised 

medicine or surgery from which death followed; 
7) Men who exercised an order which they had not received, 

or an order which they had received but which they were forbidden 
to exercise by reason of excommunication, suspension or interdict. 
However, the order must have been exercised in a solemn manner. 
Hence. a cleric in minor orden who, when acting as subdeacon, 
omits the maniple, the pouring in of tbe water, the drying of the 
chalice, and the touching of the chalice infra actiontm .Missae would 
not inc:Ur the irregularity. 

In the above cases an irregularity will not arise save from a 
crime which is : l) gravely sinful ; 2) committed after baptiim ; 
3) external, even though it be not public ( c. 986). Therefore, 
ex-soldien are not irregular who killed the enemy in battle out of 
self-defense rather than from malice. 

(3) Simllt lm1tdimtnt1 
(c. 987) 

The following are impeded from orders only temporarily, i.e., 
as long as the impediment, which by its nature is temporary, 
continues: 

1 ) Those men whose parenb are non-Catholics. Thia impedi
ment exists as long as the parenb continue in their error. If only 
one parent is a non-Catholic, whether father or mother, the impedi
ment is present, even though they contracted their mixed marriage 
coram Eccl11ilz with a lawful dispensation after the usual promises 
\9'erc given (Code Comm., Oct. 16, 1919; Acta XI, 478). But only 
the descendants in the paternal line in the firlt degree are impeded 
(Code Comm. July 14, 1922; Acta XIV, 528). In other words, the 
teaching of pre-Code canonists no longer holds. They taught that 
if either of the paternal grandparenb was a non-Catholic, the impedi
ment was still present, even though the candidate's father hacl always 
been a Catholic. The religion "Of the maternal grandparents was 
always ignored. Now it is the candidate's ascendant in the fint 
degree only of the paternal line that need be considered, i. e., his 
father. Naturally, his ascendant in the first degree of the maternal 
line, i.e., his mother, must be included as the canon expressly 1tates, 
so that if she is a non-Catholic, the impediment is verified. This 
was old lnw likewise. It is disputl'd wh~her the impediment ceases 
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only upon the oonversion of the parent, or likewise upon his or her 
death. Canon 15 says that in a doubt of law, the law does not bind; 

2) A married man during the lifetime of his wi'fe. But if the 
lvife consents to his studying for the priesthood, a dispensation 

·from the Holy See can be requested; 
3) Men engaged in business forbidden to the clergy, until 

they resign their business and settle their accounts ; 
4) Slaves in the strict sense of the word ; 
S) Those who by the law of the country are held to military 

trainine, and as long as they have not finished their training; 
6) Converts, until the Ordinary judges that they have been 

sufficiently tried ; 
7) Men who have lost their good reputation, and as long as 

in the judgment of the Ordinary the infamy of fact continues. 

ART. Ill 

Pnllminadea to OrdlDatlm 

In his letter to Timothy, St. Paul sa}'S: 11 lmpose not hands 
lightly on any man; neither be partaker of another man's sins 
(I Tim. V, 22). In this spirit c. 973, §3 rules that "the bishop 
shall not confer sacred orders upon any man of lvho1e canonical 
fitness he is not assured by positive proofs; otherwise, not only does 
he himself sin gravely, but he exposes himself to the dangc-r of 
cooperating in the sins of others." 

Positive proofs concerninr the candidate's fitness for holy ordtrs 
may be reduced to five categories: 1 ) testimonial letters ; 2) examina
tion in the subject matter of the particular order to be received; 
3) the publication of the banns of ordination ; 4) personal inquiries 
into the candidate's past life and present character; S) spiritual 
retreat. 

§ 1. TESTIMONIAL LBTTIRS 

(c. 993-995) 
The following testimonials must be submitted to the proper 

bishop before C'llch ordination by all secular candidates, and by 
religious candidates who do not belong to an exempt religion. 

1) Testimonials of baptism and confirmation for the reception 
of first tonsure. After tonsure has been conferred, the baptismal 
and confirmation certificate need not be submitted again ; 
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2) Testimonials concerning the reeeption of tonsure, or the 
last order received. 

3) Testimonials concerning the completio"n of thme studies 
which the law requires must be completed for the desired order in 
question; 

4) Testimonials from the rector of the seminary concemina: 
the candidate's behavior, good conduct, and moral character; 

S) Testimonial letters from those local Ordinaries in whose 
teqitory the candidate lived for at least six months after reaching 
the age of puberty. The object of this ruling is chiefly to aseertain 
that the candidate is not a married man ; 

6) Testimonials froQl the major superiors in the case of 
non-exempt religious candidates. 

In the case of candidates who belong to an ez1mlt religion 
none of the above testimonials need be submitted to the proper local 
Ordinary. The major superior issues dimissorial letters, and these 
suffice. In his dimissorial letters the superior testifies that the candi
date is a professed member of his religion, that be is d1 f am ilia of 
this or that particular religious house, that he has completed the 
studies required by the law, that he is free from irregularities and 
impediments, and that he has taken the oath of which mention 
will be made directly. 

§2. EXAMINATIONS 

( c. 996-997) 

Everj• cail.didate fur holy orders, whether a secular or a religious, 
must undergo an examination ·in the subject matter of the particular 
order be is" about to receive. lo addition, the candidate fur major 
orders must be examined in some branch of theology \vhich he has 
completed. 

It is the right of the bishop to decree the. method to be followed 
in conducting the examitaatioQ, to appoint the examiners, and to 
determine the tracts of theology in which the candidate should be 
examined. Generally speaking, rdigious candida_tes take this -exam
ination before their ow~ superiors, or the. delegates of the latter', 
e. g. the seminary profCS60rs; and the bishop may be satisfied with 
the. results of the ~xamination as testined to ~y- the superior. But 
should the bis~op have doubts concerning the candidate's echolutic 
fitness, he may refuse to ordain him. 
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§3. ORDllllATlON BANNS 

(c. 998) 
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Unless the Ordinary secs fit to dispcme, the name of the 
candidate for major orders must be called out in his parish church 
on a Sunday or hol}•day of obligation, af least once for each major 
order. But in the United States contrary custom seems to have 
rendered this law obsolete. The purpose of the baillli is to make 
sure that the candidate is not a married man. 

Religious with perpetual vows are exempt from the obligation 
of having their ordination banns published. 

§4. MBASUll.ES TO INSUJlB THE CANDIDATE'S CALLING 

Both the S. C. of the Sacraments on Dec. 27, 1930, (~tta 
XXlll, 120). and the S. C. of Religious on Dec. 1, 1931 ( .tlt'la 
XXIV, 74) issued lengthy instructions describing measures to be 
ta.ken prior to ordination ·to detei:mine a candidate's calling for holy 
orders. These two instructions are found in their complete English 
version in Bouscaren, Canon Law Digest, vol. I, p. 463, sq. 

In the case of suular candidates: 
1) Before the reception of tonsure and minor orders the candi

date must present to the rector of the seminary a written petition in 
which he states that he is asking for first tonsure and minor orders 
of his own free will. At this time, also, the pastor must submit to 
the proper bishop a written report concerning the candidate's origin, 
parentage, childhood training, and present moral charactl'r. 

2) Before the reception of each major order the candidate 
must present a sworn declaration to the effect that he spontaneously 
desires to be ordained, and that he is fully aware of the obligations 
attaching to major ·orders; especially that of celibacy. 

In the case of religious candidates: 
1) The novice must, before professing temporary vows, submit 

a written statement to his superior in which he declares that he is 
firmly convinced of. his vocation to the religious and clerical life, and 
that he is resolved to devote hiS lifelong services to the sacred min
istry and to his religion ; 

2) Before subdea.conship, or before professing solemn vows 
in the case of religioua who belong to a religion where solemn vows 
are· taken, the religious must submit a signed and sworn statement 
to his superior to the effect that be freely asks to be ordained, and 
that he fully understands the nature· of ·the obligations attachinc 
to major ordera. 
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3) When i•uing dimissorial letters, (or testimonial letters in 
the cue of non-exempt religious), the superior must mention the 
fact that the above declarations have been made and are on file 
in the archives. 

§S. SPIRITUAL RBTJt.BAT 

(c. 1001) 

As a further test of his vocation the Code requires that the 
candidate make a retreat before each ordination. 

A retreat of three days is prescribed for tonsure and minor 
orders. A retreat of six days is required before each major order is 
received. But if two major orders are received within six months, 
the bishop, or the major superior of an exempt religion, may shorten 
the retreat to three da}'S for the diaconate, and this for their re
spective subjects. If by a special indult the interstices between 
the major orders arc not observed, and the ordinations follow very 
closely upon one another, the retreat for subdeaconship should last 
six days, and at least one day of retreat should precede the other 
two major orders (S. C. Sacr. Apr. 27, 1928; Acta XX, 359). 

If the ordinations are deferred longer than six months, it is 
the right of the Ordinary (major superior for exempt religious) to 
determine whether the retreat should be repeated. 

The superior of the retreat house must notify the proper Ordi
nary of the outcome of the retreat made by secular candidates. 

ABT. IV 

Time. Place. and RePtratlon of Ordinallcm 

§1. TL'\IB OF OaI>INATION 

( c. 1006-1007) 

First tonsure may be given on any day and at any hour. Minor 
orders may be given on Sundays and double feasts, but in the morn
ing. Major orders must be conferred as a rule on the six general 
ordination days of the year, i.e., the Saturdays of the four em
ber weeks, the Saturday before Passion Sunday, and Holy Saturday. 
But for a grave reason the bishop may confer major orders on any 
Sunday or holyday of obligation. This does not include suppressed 
bolydays (Code Comm. May IS, 1936; .J.cta XXVIII, 210). 
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§2. PLACK OF ORDINATION 

' (c. 1009) 

General ordinations should, as a rule, be held in the cathedral' 
church, and in the presence of the cathedral canons. 

Ordinations which are held outside of the general ordination 
seasons ('Ntra umpora) may be conducted in any church, in the 
chapel of the episcopal residence, or in the chapel of the seminary or 
of a religious house. 

First tonsure and minor orden may be given in a private 
oratory. 

§3. REGISTRATION OP ORDINATION 

(c. 1010-1011) 

The names of each candidate ordained, and of the ordaining 
minister, together with the date and place of ordination, must be 
recorded in a special ordination register to be kept in the Curia. 

The name of each candidate promoted to the subdiaoonate must 
be sent to the p:.stor of the parish where the man was baptized. 
The duty of transmitting this information rests upon the local 
Ordinary, unless the candidate belonged to an exempt religion in 
which case the duty lies with the major superior. The pastor must 
enter the fact of subdeaconship on the margin of the page of the 
baptismal register \Vhere the subdeacon's name appears. The object 
of this legfalation is to forestall a possible future invalid marriage. 
Since major orders constitute a diriment impediment tc marriage, 
should a marriage later be attempted by a cleric in major orders, 
this could not be done coram Eccle11ia, since no priest may perform a 
marriage ceremony in the Church without first obtaining the bap
tismal certificate. of the contracting party. In the case here contem
plated, it would appear from the man's baptismal certificate, pro
vided this were properly drafted, that the man had received major 
orden, and is now debarred from contracting a valid marriage. 



Chapter VIU 
MA.l'IUNOHY 

Canon law, to most of thOBe who must deal with it, means 
marriage law. It is the one subject in the whole field of church 
law which confronts par!sb priests and chancery officials more fre-
quently than any other. Probably more than eighty percent of the 
chancery's time and \vork is concerned with marriage cases. 

Because of its importance and daily application we shall give 
this subject more detailed consideration than any other in our manual. 
For that reason the present chapter will upon analysis prove to be 
the loogest chapter in this book. 

We ·believe it will benefit the reader if we list for him a aoocl 
deal of supplementary readin.r material as we go along. At thi& 
place we confine ourselves to literature of only the most comprr
hcnsive nature. 

SOURCE MATERIAL 

The Code of Canon Law (cc. 1012-1143). 
Cotlez Juris Canonici Fo.,,tes (cfr. p. 21 1 40). 
Index of the Code for croa rekrences and parallel places. 
Faculties of the Apostolic Delegate and American Bishops 

(723,fi.). 
Diocesan statutes for particular legislation and delegated 

faculties. 

GBNBRAL REFDBNC• Wons 
Manuals of dogmatic theology in the treatise-De Sauamentis. 
Manuals of moral theology in the treatise De Matrimonio. 
The Catholic Encyclo~etlia for historical and doctrinal ma· 
terial. 
All general commentaries on the Code (dr. p. 44). 
Cappello, Felix, De Matrimonio, Rome: Marietti, 1938. 
Ayrinhac, H. A., Marriage Legislation in the N nD Cotle of Can
on Law. New York: Benzinger Bros., 1946. 
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Petrovits, Joseph, Tne New Cl1rm:n Law on Matrimo,.y, Phila
delphia: McVey, 1927. 
Nau, Louis, Ma,.ual of the Marriage Law1 of tne Cotle, New 
York: Pustet, 1933. 
Joice, George, Chrilli.an Marridge, New York: Ward and 
Sheed, 1933 (mostly historical and doctrinal). 
Alford, Culver B., Jm Matrimonial• Com;aratum, Rome, 1938. 
Ramstein, Matthew, Tiie Pa1tor and Marriage Cases, New 
York: Benzinger, 1945. 
In separate articles we shall now consider each of the follow

ing points: ( 1 ) the nature of marriage ; ( 2) the canonical pre
liminaries tQ marriaae; ( 3) marriage impediments in general; ( 4) 
marriage impediments in particular: ( S) the marriage consent ; 
( 6) the solemnization of marriage; ( 7) the separation of the spouses; 
(8) the validation of marriage. 

ART. I 

Under this heading we shall consider : ( l) marriage as a 
contract; (2) marriage as a sacrament; (3) the so'cial control over 
marriage; (4). the various kinds of marriages; (5) the presumption 
of validity enjoyed ·by all marriages; ( 6) betrothals as distinct 
from the marriage contract. 

§ 1. MARRIAGE AS A CONTRACT 

Between Christians, i.e., baptised penons, marriage is both a 
contract and a sacrament. The- union is called marriage when the 
natural law contract is stressed; it is called matrimon1 when its 
holy or sacramental character· is emphasized. 

Understood as a contract marriage may be defined as: a con
tract between man tnrd woman tlirougn whicn each ;arty eonfer1 
ttpon the othn- tilt perpetual and e:rcl111iw right1 to their bodies 
with· rt1;et1 to acts which of their· tJery nature-·tend to-·tlre pro
creation of off spring •. 

111 .tltis defi11ition. we: find included: ( 1) the ends and aims of 
marriage ; ( 2) · its characteristic properties. 

The ;ri11Jary .end, or object, of htarriage is the procreation and 
the rearinc of children. The setontlary ends are mutual help, mm
panionship and the allaying of passion (c. 1013, §1). 
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The characteristic 1ro1ertie1 which distinguish the marriage 
contract from every other human contract are unity and indissollu· 
bility (c. 1013, §2). Uni11 means that marriage can take place, 
and exist, only bet\veen one man and one lVoman. It excludes a 
plurality of partie1, which is not true of other kinds of contracts. 
It means that a man cannot have several wives, nor a woman sev· 
eral husbands. I ndusolubility means that the contract cannot be 
broken at the will, or with the consent, of the contracting parties, 
as is usually true of other contracts, but only through death of one 
of the spouses. 

That some such contract as here defined and described, no 
matter by what name it be called, is demanded by the law of nature, 
or rather the nature of man, in order to regulate sexual acts and 
conduct for the benefit of the offspring, and society as a whole can 
only be assumed at this placie, and we refer the reader to manuals 
of moral philosophy and dogmatic theoloe;y for proof of this propo
sition so basic to the legislation to be considered, the one drawing 
ib proof mostly from the universal experience of mankind, the 
other from the revealed word of God. 

§2. MARRIAGE AS A SACRAMENT 

Marriage between Christians, i.e., baptised per10m, besides 
being a contract is also a sacrament. Canon 1012 recalls the teach· 
ing of the Church on this point when it states that Christ, the Lord, 
raised the natural contract of marriage between baptised periOns 
to the dipity of a sacrament. 

Considered as a sacrament marriage, or matrimony, may be 
denned as: " 1atrament of tlie New Law instit•t1d by Clirut, the 
Lord, whicli confers 11ecial sanctif1in1 grace •Ion tlte contracting 
14rtiea tlie /Jetter to trra/Jle tltt s1ouies to ducliarge the tlutit1 anti 
/J11rtln11 of the married 1tatt. 

As it does not belong to canon law to prove that marriage as 
a contract is postulated by the law of nature, neither is it necessary 
that we prove at this place that by divine positive, or revealed, law 
marriage between Christians is a sacrament. We refer the reader 
to manuals of docmatic theology for such proof. Cfr. also the 
papal encyclical Cati Connu/Jii of Pius XI (Atta, 1929, S39). 

It should be noted that canon law deals with marriage under 
both aspects : as a contract and as a sacrament. The Church is 
concerned mostly with Cbristian marriage, although if an infidel 
wishes to marry a Catholic, especially if the former is divorced and 
still has a living SJlOUllC from the fint marriaae, the question of 
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infidel marriages becomes the concern of pastors and the courb 
of the Church. 

§3. SOCIAL CoNTBOL OvBR MAJWAoB 

Marriage of baptised persons is aoverned not only by divine 
law (natural and revealed), but also by ecclesiastical law, saving 
the competency of the civil authorities with regard to the purely 
civil effects of Christian marriage (c. 1016). 

The right of the Church to legislate for Christian marriage, and 
to judge the validity of marriage contracts between baptised per
sons, is an exclusive right to which the State cannot be a partner. 
To the Church alone did the Saviour entrust the sacraments for 
reverential administration and rca:ption. The claim of certain 
Catholic rulers of former times to joint jurisdiction with the Cb'1rch 
in this matter cannot be defended. That claim rested upon the 
supposition that the State had jurisdiction so far as the natural 
contract wai involved, lvhile the Church had authority insofar as 
the contract was a sacrament. But Catholic theology teaches that 
the contract and the sacrament cannot be separated ; they arc one 
and the same thing. This is evident from the fact that the con
tracting parties themselves, and they solely, were always considered 
the ministers of the sacrament, the preaence of the priest when re
quired (which was not al ways the case in past ages) , being intended 
merely to establish proof that the spouses gave consent. The pres
ence of the priest adds nothing to the matter or the form of the 
sacrament. The bodies of the spouses constitute the matter of the 
sacrament, and the words expreS'SCd in the contract represent the 
form of the sacrament. The matter and form of the sacrament, 
therefore, are simply found in the natural contract itself. The 
Lord Christ added nothing external to that contract; He merely 
raiutl the natural contract to the dignity of a sacrament. 

But the State is competent with rep.rd to the merely civil 
effects of Christian marriage, such as que1tion1 of dowry, and the 
right to succieed to the conjugal and parental estate. Further than 
these effects it cannot go. The civil authority cannot before God 
establish impediments for Christiam. Nor can it call Christians to 
its courts to pass judgment on the validity of their marriage. This 
is true even though both parties take their case to the civil court 
of their own accord. The reuon is that such questions belong 
to the very eBSCnce of the marriage contract over which the Church 
has now exclusive control by reason of its sacramental nature be
tween baptised persons. 
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But the State alone, and everywhere, rirhtfully controls the 
marriage contract between unbaptised penons, technically called 
in/idtl1. The reason is that the Church has no jurisdiction over 
infidels; they are not baptised, and only· through baptillDl does one 
become a member and aubject of the Church. Yet because there 
must be some social control over the marriage of unbaptiaed per
sona, this will be the State. Unbaptiaed peraons, therefore, are 
held to the marria1e impediments established by civil law. This 
statement auumes practical importance when the Church court is 
called upon to adjudicate the validity of a marriage contracted by 
tlvo unbaptised persons. In the event one becomes a convert and 
wishes to marry a Catholic, the Pauline Privilege can apply. But 
if there has been no conversion, and a Catholic has married one 
of the divorced infidels civilly, and now repents and wants the 
marriage rectified by the Church, declarin1 hi1 spouse'• fint union 
invalid because of an impediment of civil law, State control over 
infidel marriages becomes practical. 

While in truth the Church alone may rightfully legislate 
for the marriage of her baptised 1ubject.1, yet in practice, especially 
in countries like our own where Church and State are separated, 
the civil law givr.s no recoenition to that claim, and proceeds to 
legislate for the marriages of all citizens, whether baptised or 
unbaptisecl. In order to avoid diffi.culties with the civil law and 
the courts, both the priest and the spouses must keep civil lea:iala· 
tion in mind. Thia they will do, of course, for reasons of ex
pediency, not because they consider civil law u bindinr in conscience 
in the pre:Rnt case. For if Catholics contract a marriage which iS 
forbidden by ciVI1 law, the secular court will not give recognition 
and protection to their union. To cite a frequent and familiar in
stance : if the Church court declares a Catholic free to marry again 
because of some canonical invalidating impediment to the first mar
riage, or because the marriage was contracted outside of church, 
the Catholic so freed by church declaration will make sure to 
obtain a civil divorce from the bonds of his first marriage before 
entering a new marital union, else he "•ill be charpl with bipmr 
under the civil law, and the ofticiatine priest will be held an ac
complice to the crime. The civil law does not consider the first 
marriaae invalid because not contracted in due canonical form, 
provided consent wu expressed before an authorized civil official, or 
minister of religion. 

We may uk ourselves who controls the marriage contract 
between Protestants? The answer is that if both Protestants are 
baptiaed, their marriage. is regulated by the laws of the Catholic: 
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Church, saving where the Code expreuly exempts Protestants, 
namely, from the impediment of disparity of cult, and from the 
law requirin& marriage before the priest. Otherwise, they are 
held to the Church law, not to civil law, for bcin& baptised, as 
supposed, they are subjects of the Church of Christ, of which there 
is only one lalVful representative on earth. If both are unbaptised 
at the time of the marriage, their marriage is governed solely by 
the civil law. If one is baptiaed and the other unbaptiscd, the former 
will be held to canon law; the latter probably to civil law, although 
this is a much disputed question, and is a source of perplexity for 
Church courts when called upon to judge the validity of a union 
between a bapti~d non-Catholic and an unbaptised person, one of 
n·hom married a Catholic, or desires to, and prays the court to look 
into the validit}· of the first marria~ on the ground of an invalidating 
impediment of civil law. \Ve suppO!\e the divorCf'il penion not a 
convert so that the Privilege of the faith, hereinafter to be Jescribed, 
could be applied. 

§.J. v AIUOlJS KINDS or MARRIAGB 

(c. 1015) 
\Ve have seen that some marria~ are Christian and some 

are not; that some can be valill and others imtalid. Some also are 
oonsummatC"d and others not. Canon I 015 la\·s down the terminol
uio· employed throughout by the Code to d~ignatc tiicse various 
kinds of marriages. 

A matrim<Jnium ratum is a marriage contracted between two 
baptised persons. In English we speak of such marriage either as 
a Christian marriagr, or as a sacramental marriage. 

A matrimonium ratum et consummatum i3 a sacramental mar
riage which has been consummated through natural intercourse. 
\Ve may call it a sacramental consummated marriage. 

JI matrimonium ratum et non consummalum is a sacramental 
marria2e which has not been consummated. · 

The distinction between a sacramental consummated and un
consummated marriage is vital because it lies within the power of 
the Pope, as we shall see, to dmolve the latter but not the former 
marriaees- Of course, non-consummation must be proved, for once 
a marriage is contracted, the law presumes it was consummated. 

A matrimoni11m legitimum is any valid marriage between two 
unbaptised persons. Very likely the term applies likewise to a valid 
marria&e between a baptised and an unbaptised person, for these 
unions are not sacraments, as we shall see. 
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A ;utati'tt marriage is an invalid marriage, but contracted in 
eood faith by at least one of the parties, and it remains putati\•e as 
long as both parties are not conscious that the marriage is invalid. 
The only difference between ordinary invalid marriages and putative 
marriages lies in the principle that due to the ignorance of one or 
both parties con'cemin& the impediment \Vhich invalidated their mar
riage. and therefore due to the absence of malice on their part, the 
Church regards the children born of such putative unions as le
gitimate. 

Otherwise, it is only a valid marriage, whether sacramental 
or legitimate, that can give rise to real marital and parental rights 
and duties (c. 1110). It is valid marriage alone that confers the 
status of husband and wife, and the legitimacy of offspring. 

Concerning ltgitimar:y in particular, the Code treats this ques
tion in cc. 1114-1117. And e~n though civil law presumes to 
detennine these questions even for baptised persona so that to avoid 
greater evils Catholics will abide by the civil law in this matter, 
yet the Church has her own rulings and enforces them so far a1 
possible in the sense that the question of legitimacy in the canonical 
meaning may arise and find application in more than one situation, 
e.g., appointment to certain ecclesiastical offices, in candidates for 
the priesthood, etc. 

In canon law those children are to be considered legitimate who 
are born of a valid or putative marriage, unless the parents were 
forbidden the use of marriage at the time of the child's conception 
because the father was under sacred ordera, or either parent was 
under solemn religious vows (c. 1114). It should be remembered 
that married men can receive sacred orders b)• Apostolic permis
sion, and both married men and women can embrace the religious 
state by the same permission. 

In a case of doubt as to the child's paternity, unless contrary 
arguments are in evidence, the fath~r is preswned to be the man 
\Vho married the child's mother (c. 1115, §1 ). Contrary and evi
dent proof is naturally present if the child is born more than a 
year after its real father's death. In this oonncction the Code 
rules that those children arc presumed to be legitimate who are 
born at least six months after the wedding day, or within ten 
months after the marriage has been dissolved, no matter for what 
cause (c. 1115, §2). 

Children born of an invalid marriage (excluding putative mar· 
riaae), are legitimated by the subsequent marriage of the parents. 
provided the parents \Vere qualilied to marry if they had so wished, at 
any time from the child's conception to its birth (c. 1116). If- during 
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all this time they labored under some diriment impediment, subse
quent marriage does not legitimate the child, but an Apostolic diapen
sation would be necessary. 

Unless the law states otherwise, legitimated children arc on 
a legal par with legitimate children ( c. 1117) . 

§S. MAIUUAOB ENJOYS THE FAVOR. OP THB LAW 

This principle is stated in c. 1014, and it means that every 
marriage must be upheld as valid in a case of doubt until its in
validity ii proved for certain. 

To this principle there are two exceptions : ( 1 ) a marriage 
contracted 'by a Catholic in disregard of the canonical form, e.g., 
before a justice of the peace, is no.t presumed to be valid for it has 
not even the appearance of a valid marriage; (2) when the validity 
of the former marriage of a convert is seriously questioned and 
the marriage would stand in the way of the convert's contracting 
a new marriage with a Catholic, and thus would render conversion 
difficult, the fonner marriage is to be presumed invalid. We shall 
see more about this when we speak of the Pauline Privilege. 

§6. BBTkOTHALS 

Betrothals, or marriage enpgements, resemble marriage insofar 
as they arc contracts and are concerned \Vith m!lfriage. However 
the one is merely the promise to contract marriage, and the other 
is the actual marriage contract so promised. 

In those countries where the Churcb'J exclusive control over 
Christian marriage is rcco1Rized, the State also leaves it to the 
Church to regulate the betrothal contract. In general the law 
on this matter may be summarized by sayinc that betrothals to be 
valid must be put into writing and signed by the contracting 
parties and also by the pastor, or by the local Ordinary, or by 
nvo witnesses ( c. 1017). 

In the United States it is not the practice to conclude formal 
marriage engagements. If the parties wish to make a fonnal en
gagement, it would be better if they observed the civil law on 
contracts, for the church court would be powerless to enforce 
a formal cnp.gement save by means of censures. It suffices in prac
tise that Catholics sign an cnia~ment before two witnesses. If then 
either party recedes from the contract, he may be sued in civil court 
for breach of promise. However, neither the civil nor the church 
court will enforce even a formal engagement to the extent of 
compelling the culpable party to contract the marriqe he promiJed. 
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... 
The reason for this ruling lies in public policy. It is better that the 
innocent party softer a momentary hardship involved in the breaking 
off of the engagement by the other than enter upon a lastin& union 
that might prove unhappy. But the civil court will award damages 
if any were caused ; e. g., if the girl quit her employment to prepare 
for the wedding; if the man bought or furoi!lhed a home, etc. 

As to the purely ethical or moral obligation in cooacience to 
keep engagements, both formal and informal, the reader is referred 
to manuals of moral theology which also explain the reasons that 
justify the breaking off of an engagement. 

We may add that on June 2-3, 1918, the Code Comm. (Atta X, 
345) declared that a contemplated marriage with a third party cannot 
be held up to await legal action for breach of promise by reason of 
a former engagement. Breach of promise suits can be heard by 
either the ecclesiastical or the civil c:oun. 
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These preliminaries may be reduced to three headings: 1) the 
investiption concerning the freedom of the parties to marry ; 
2) pre-nuptial instructions; 3) consultation with the Ordinary 
in cases where the law requires this. 

§ 1. INVESTIGATION CoNCBllNINO MAIUTAL FUBDOM 

The better to enforce her laws, the Church requires the pre.sence 
of an authorized priest at every Catholic marriage, who also must 
at a proper time beforehand investigate whether the parties are free 
from canonical impediments (c. 1019, §1). This investigation will 
differ according to whether a marriage is being contracted in danaer 
of death or not. 

In danger of death, if time does not permit a more thorough 
investigation, it suffices that the parties take an oath that they are 
baptized and are free from impediments (c. 1019, §2). 

Most cases of this kind are where a Catholic has been living 
in only a civil law union, and has put off having the marriage 
blessed by the Church either through shame, indi:f&rence, or some 
other cause. Any prieat may marry a Catholic in danpr of death, 
and dispense from nearly all impediments of ecclesiastical law, 
as we shall see. 

Sometimes, however, the impediment is one of divine law, or 
at least its presence is probable, as where the party contracted a 
civil marriage after having obtained a civil divorce from the bonds 
of a former valid marriage, and the former spouse is still alive. Here 
the priest can do nothing except to absolve the person in danger of 
death on the promise that if he recovers he will separate from his 
unlawful consort. And if it is not certain whether the other is still 
alive, the priest will again abstain from validating the prl!llent union, 
but will absolve th~ penitent on condition that if he recovers he will 
submit his marriage to the church authorities for examination. 

Outside of danger of death, i. e., in ordinary cases, the sworn 
statement of the intended spouses dOl!S not suffice to establish their 
freedom. A more involved procedure is called for, comprising: 
1) the interrogation of the spouses; 2) the gatherin& of necessary 
documents ; 3) the publication of the banns. 
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A. brTIUUlOCATION OP THE PilTIU 

(c. 1020) 

Thu is usually pne throuah when the couple come to the 
parish house and announce their intention to &et married, to arran&e 
for the date, etc. The chief purpme of the interroptiOlll is nat· 
urally to dilcover whether the parties are free from canonical 
impediments, to be dilcUllecl later in creater detail. 

In questioning the parties the pastor, or his delepte, will 
employ forms or questionnaires authoriud by the local Ordinary 
(chancery). These forms will be bued mainly on thOle appended 
to the Instruction of the S. C. Sacr. of June 29, 1941 (Atta. 
XXXlll, 'l97 If· 

The first question is loeically the one concerning their residence, 
unless the parties are well known to the priest u his pariahioners. 
For if they are not hi1 subjects the priest will have to refer them 
to their proper pastor, or obtain permi.ion of the proper pastor 
to marry them. Thereafter, he may proceed to interropte them, 
u just said. 

B. DocuMBNTI 

Besides interropting the parties the priest must personally or 
throuah them obtain certain documents, the better to establish 
their freedom. 

The most important document is the baptimnal cenificate. 
This not only proves baptism and that the parties are subject to 
canonical regulations, but it also indicates the presence or absence 
of certain marriage impediments, namely: major orders, the solemn 
vow of chastity taken in a religion, and the impediment of the bond. 
Thae three fact& must be remrded on the margin of the baptismal 
recister where the name of the baptized person appears whom they 
concern. And the priest when invatiptin& his own baptismal 
register, or draftin1 a certificate for another putor, will be.careful 
to mark or record any such mar&inal notes. 

Incidentally, the baptismal cenificate, or repter, can al90 
throw li1ht on other pmaible impediments: disparity of cult, con· 
•npinity, affinity, spiritual relationship, and nonap. 

If one pany claims to be unbaptiRd, a dispensation must be 
obtained from the impediment of disparity of cult, and in that case 
the baptisdlal certificate ii required of the Catholic party only. 
But if one daimt to have been baptized in a non-Catholic led: 10 
that a dispensation is necessary from the impediment of mixed 
religion, canon 1021, 11 would require the cenific:ate even of him. 
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But in practise, at least in the United Statea, there Mems to be 
little point in streain1 this law. Often the non-Catholic baptismal 
certificate is bard to secure. But apart from that consideration 
since in cases of this kind a dispensation is usually 1ranted from 
dispirity of cult a4 t11111el11m even when the Protestant baptismal 
certificate is at hand, the certificate seems to serve no purp01e. 
The law is practical in those Catholic countries where the bishops 
do not have faculties to dispense from disparity of cult, but from 
mixed relieion at the moat. Then the Protestant baptismal certificate 
will prove that no disparity of cult is present but only mixed religion. 
However, each priest must follow the practise of his local curia 
on this point. 

In addition to the baptismal certificate, a widow or widower 
must produce a certificate of the former spouse's death, unless the 
record is in the present parish boob. 

Other documents, required in virtue mostly of diocesan •law, 
are affidavits from parents, close relatives or other competent 
persons if the intended spouses are minor children, or cannot 
produce their baptismal certificate, or have lived elsewhett for 
more than six months after anainin1 puberty. But the Ordinary 
may permit in this lat case that the party concerned take an oath 
to his freedom (c. 1023, 12; Code Comm., 4tttl, 1918, 345). 

In the case of a divorcied penon whme former spouse is still 
alive, the priest cannot ao ahead with the investiption until th~ 
diocesan court or chancery issues a declantion of freedom, which 
may take from a few weeb to a year or more (dr. Bk. IV of this 
manual). 

C. PUBLICATION OP THI BANNS 

The further to insure the validity of a contemplated marriage 
the law requires that the marriap be publicly announced in the 
parish church on three successive Sundays or holydays of obligation 
( c. I 0221 I 024). The local Ordinary may permit that in place of 
theae oral banns, the names of the parties be affixed to the church 
doon to be kept there for the space of eipt clays (c. 1025). That 
the banns may aerve their putpOle, c. 1027 imposes upon the faithful 
the duty of notifyinc the pastor of any impediments which they 
know to exist between the pro1pective spoU1e1. 

The banns must be announced by the proper pastor, i. e., the 
pastor in whose parish the parties have a domicile or quasi-domicile. 
And if the parties belonc to different parishes, the banns must be 
published in both parishes ( c. 1023). 

Since the Church is opJXlled in principle to marriaaes between 
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Catholics and non-Catholics, the Code forbids that the banns of 
such marriaga be announced lest the faithful take scandal and be
come in time lethargic to her prohibitions ( c. 1026) • 

For a just cause the local Ordinary may dispense froqi the 
banns in particular cues. He may dispense from their publication 
both in his own diocese and in any other diocese where they would 
have had to be announced. Competent to dispense is any proper 
Ordinary of the parties provided the marriage takes place in the 
dioce1e of the dispensing Ordinary. However, if the marriage takes 
place outside of the dioceses of all the proper Ordinaries, then 
any one of the proper Ordinaries can dispense ( c. 1028). 

Among the reasom which justify a dispensation from the banru 
may be listed : the fact that the parties are already considered mar~ 
riecl and desire now to validate their union ( wliJatio matrimonii) : 
or the woman is pregnant (f>raegnantia mulieris); or some bann \Vas 
overlooked and time is urgent (~nnum f>raeurmiss11m et tem;us 
urgrt) ; or unexpected business, military and other reuons ne
ceasitate a hurried departure and wedding; or the parties simply 
desire a quiet weddin& and the pastor is well enouah acquainted 
with them to know they have no impediments (dr. Cappello, Dr 
SaC'ramentis, Ill, n. 168). 

If the marriage is postponed for six or more months following 
the publicati.on of the banns, the Ordinary may require their repe-
tition or not, as seems best to him (c. 1030, §2). • 

The pastor should not proceed with the publication of the 
banns if an impediment is present, unless he is morally certain that 
a dispensation from the impediment can and will be granted. If 
an impediment i3 detected during the process of the publications. 
these should not be interrupted lest the good name of the parties 
be impaired, but the pastor should finish the announcements in 
the usual way, and request a dispensation from the impediment 
if a dispensation ia pouible · ( ~ 1031) . 

§2. Pu-NUPTIAL INSTRucnoNs 

Before he marries them the pastor must instruct the· parties 
in the fundamentals of Christian doctrine if he finds them ig· 
norant of the same (c. 1020, §2). But should they refuse to ~ 
bothered with instructions, he cannot for that reason alone denv 
his assiatance at their marriage (Code Comm., June 2-3, 1918: 
Acta X, 345). The parties need not be uked whether they know 
enough Christian doctrine. From their general address and manner 
of speech the pastor can judee this. In the United States native 
born Catholics will cenerally need no such religious instructions. 
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However, in all cases the pastor or his delegate will instruct 
the nupturients concerning the sacramental nature of marriage, and 
the moral rights and duties of the spouses toward each other and 
toward the children ( c. 1033). 

Before a mixed marriage is contracted, and in virtue of dio
cesan law, a number of instructions must be given to the non
Catholic. The object of these instructions, usually six in number, 
is not to force conversion to the faith, but rather to acquaint 
the non-Catholic concerning Catholic practises, such as Sunday 
Mau, fasts, confession and communion, the Church'• teaching 
on birth control, on divorce, Christian education of youth, etc. 
The non-Catholic lVill be obliged to sign a promise to the effect 
that he will leave the Catholic apouse free in the exercise of the 
Catholic religion, and that he will not oppose the Catholic educa· 
tion and upbringing of the children. Such a promise he cannot 
make in all sincerity without first understanding what the exercise 
of the Catholic religion implies. 

Catholics should be admonished to confess their sins, and to 
receive communion before or on the wedding day, since matrimony 
is a sacrament of the livin1 and should be received in the state of 
v.sce (c. 1033). This admonition is part of the pre-marital in
struction. 

§3, CoNSULTINO THB 0RDJNAllY 

It time permits, no priest may assist at a marriage in the fol
lowin1 cases without first consulting his local Ordinary (usually 
the chancery office): (1) if "'1gi are to be married (c. 1032); (2) 
if minor children contemplate marriage without the consent or 
knowledge of their parents ( c. 1034) ; ( 3) in case of notorious 
apostates, or members of condemned societies ( c. 1065, §2) ; ( 4) 
if public sinners or notoriously censured persons refuse first to con
fea their sihs ( c. 1066) ; ( 5) if the parties are determined to be re
married later by a non-Catholic minister ( c. 1063, §2) ; ( 6) if 
it is a marriage of conscience ( c. 1104) ; ( 6) if the marriage is 
to take place in a private home, or in the chapel of a seminary, or 
of a relicious house of women (c. 1109, §2); if a previous marriage 
has been contracted and the former spouse is still alive (c. 1069, §2). 
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ART. Ill 

lml--d"n•• In Geaenr1 
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may contract marriage who are not forbidden by law to do so. 
This prohibition to contract marriage is called an impediment. 
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The Code first speab of impediments in general before con
sidering impediments in particular. In this article, therefore, we 
shall consider: ( 1) the nature of marria&e impediments; (2) their 
various general classes or categories ; ( 3) who can establish im
pediments; ( 4) who can remove them; ( 5) the manner of peti
tioning dispensations. 

§1. NATURE OP MAUIAOB IMPEDIMBNTB 

A marriage impediment is in the nature of a prohibition. It 
may be defined as: 011 obstacle 11111/JlulttJ b1 Jwi11t or ucltsiastieal 
law which hiniltrs certain classts of 'tr1on1 from contracting tither 
a .,,aliJ or a licit marrittgt. 

Since marriage between baptised penons is at the same time 
a sacrament, the Church must safeKUard the sanctity of holy matri
mony. This she does not only by determining where, and when, and 
in what form of solemnity it will be celebrated, but above all by 
specifying who are the valid and licit subjects of the sacrament. 

However, in determining the subject of the sacrament the 
Church does not overlook the fact that Christian marriaae is essen
tially a contract, and carries with it, besides, many social implications. 
Hence, as in the case of sacred ordination, mere worthinesa or 
spirituality alone does not qualify all individuals to receive this 
1&erament. 

Again, became Christian marriage is a contract, besides being 
a sacrament, it follows that no matter how worthy and otherwise 
qualified one of the spouses may be, be receives neither the sacra
ment nor contracts marria&e, if the other is held by an impediment, 
thoueh it affects him alone, e.,., the impediment of nona&e. The 
reason is that a contract cannot limp, as it were (c. 1036, §3). 

12. IMPBDIMBNTS CLASSIFIED 

Some marriage impediments are impedient, others diriment; 
some are public, others occult; some are of major, others of minor 
decree; some are of divine, othen of ecclesiastical law. 

An im11Jw11t impediment simply forbids a marriqe under pain 
of sin, but does not invalidate the contract. A Jirim,111 impediment, 
on the other hand, both forbids that a marriage be contracted, and 
if contracted renders it null and void. The latter can also be 
called an invalidatinr impediment ( c. 1036, §1, 2). 

A 111/Jlic impediment is one which can be proved in the ex· 
ternal forum; otherwise it is occ11lt (c. 1037). Let it be noted 
that the Code Comm. in answer to a doubt in reference to this 
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matter replied that a marriage impediment is public if the circum
stances from which it arises are public (.J.cta, 1932, 248). This 
hardly improves the definition contained in c. 1037, namely, that 
an impediment is public which can be proved in the external forum. 
Facts are proved in the external forum, in the generality of <:asei, 

either by means of an authentic document, or by two competent 
and trustworthy witnesses. In this sense practically all canonical 
impediments are public b}' their nature as will appear to anyone 
who analyzes thCIJ! from this viewpoint. To the class of impediments 
occult by their very nature belong private vows, crime arising from 
adultery or conjugicide, and occult consanguinity arising from illicit 
intercourse. If such facts later become known it is 'tr acciJt,,s. 

The distinction between public and occult impediments is 
made for this reason that dispensations from the former must 
always be recorded. Therefore, confessors can never dispense from 
them because the knowled~ they receive through sacramental con
fession must forever remain secret. This is true even in danger 
of death and in urgent cases outside of danger of death. 

But an impediment ma)' be public in nature and occult in 
fact. It is then called an occult cast. The impediment need not be 
of an incriminating nature to be occult in fact. The impediment for 
some reason or other simply does not happen to be divulged ; it is 
not a matter of common lmowled~ in the locality. We shall have 
more to say about occult cases prr.sently in connection with dis
pensations. 

Impediments of minor degree are: ( l) consanguinity in the 
third degree of the collateral line; (2) affinity in the second 
degree of the collateral line; ( 3) public honesty in the second 
degree; ( 4) spiritual relationship; ( S) crime arisin& from adultery. 
All other impediments are of major degree (c. 1042). 

The distinction here mentioned finds its sole application in 
c. 1054 which states that a dispensation from an impediment of 
minor degree is valid even though falsehoods were stated and truths 
were withheld in the petition, and even though the only motive 
offered by the petitioner was false. 

An impediment of difJint law is one which has God for its 
author; an impediment of tctlt1Ulttical law is one which has the 
Church for its author. Divine law impediments, in tum, proceed 
either from the natural law, e.g., impotency, lack of consent, or 
from the revealed law, e.g., marriage of a Catholic with a non· 
Catholic if there is danger of pervenion to the· fonner. 
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From impediments of the divine la\v the Church cannot dis
pense. But from all impediments of ecclesiastical law 1he can dis
pense. She can modify all such impediments, and even abrogate 
them. Thua, the Code abrogated certain impediments that existed 
under the former law, notably disparity of cult for baptised non
Catholics. 

§3. ENACTM:INT OF blPEDIMINTS 

. Only the supreme authority in the Church can interpret divine 
law marriage impedimenta, e.g., how far the divine law prohibits 
divorce and remarriage during the lifetime of a former spouse 
(c. 1038, 11). 

Again, only the same supreme authority can eatablish, modify 
and repeal impedimenta of ecclesiutic:al law (c. 1038, §2; 1040). In 
virtue of tliU wise ruling there is a uniform marriage law throughout 
the universal Church, and church courts when called upon to adjudi
cate marriage cases need consult, and be pided by, but one Code. 
Thus, confusion such as we see in the civil legislation of our own coun
try is avoided, a confusion ari1ing from the fact that each State exer
cisn sovereignty in the matter of its marriage laws. The Code, 
further to insure uniformity in marriage impediments, rules in c:. 104-1 
that no custom c:an introduce, modify or abolish ·an impediment. 

Therefore, local Ordinaries can eatablish no impediments, 
neither impedient nor diriment. At the moat they can ban some 
marriaps within their territory, but the ban must be of a tempo
rary nature, and it cannot affect the validity of a marriace con
tracted in contravention thereof (c:. .1039). Thus, it seems, that 
diocesan statutea could order church weddings held up, say for 
six months, in the cue of Catholics who had contracted civil 
marriage and now ask that their marriage be validated, and this 
as an act of penance for the scandal they gave, the parties durin1 
this interim being ordered to separate. 

14. MANND OF G&ANTINO DISPBNSATIONI 

We have pointed out the advantage of a uniform marriaae 
law. However, such uniformity is not an unmixed blesaing. There 
is a disadvantage here in the sense that canon law is world-wide, 
and needs to be modified constantly in view of the varying needs, 
and social habits existing in different countries. Thus, while the 
prohibition apimt mixed marria1es can be euily enforced in coun· 
tries almC11t entirely Catholic, the same law, if enforced with 
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equal riaor in a country like oun, where non-Catholics far out
number Catholics, could work a pat hardship in many cues 
where a Catholic could not find a partner in marriage save a non
Catholic. To remedy 1uch drawbacb inherent in uniformity of 
legislation we have the nec:euary system of dilpensatiom. 

Aa the law contained in the Code proceeds from the Roman 
Pontiff, only he can by oridnal right dispense fr0m marriage im
pediments. But he may, and does, delepte his dispensin1 power 
to othcn, both for ordinary cases, and even more so for cues of 
emerpnc:y. 

A. DuPBNsrNc Powa JN Om>JNARY C.ua 
By an ordinary c:&1e we are to undentand any marriap which 

is contracted n~ther in danger of death, nor outside of such danger 
but under urpnt circumstances where everythin& is prepared for 
the weddin1 and an impediment is dilcovered at the lut moment, 
for both of which urpnt cues broader dispensing powen are 
conferred, u we shall lee. 

In ordinary cases, then, priests cannot dispense from marriage 
impediment1, but only the local Ordinary. And his powen to 
dispense are limited usually to those rranted him by c. 81 and in his 
quinquennial faculties (724, 728). 

B. DuPBNSINC Pown IN Uao1NT CASa 
These cases are of two kinds: ( 1) urgent cases in danger of 

death; (2) urpnt cues outside of danpr of death. 

( 1) Ur1Ht Caus ;,. Da•1n of Dtat/, 

We shall distinguish between the power of local Ordinaries 
and the power of all other clerics. 

Du,,,.sin1 lowtr of loeal Ortli1U1ri•1-ln urpnt danger of 
death local Ordinaries can di1pense from all impediments of ecdesi
utical law, whether public or occult, excepting two: (1) the im
pediment of the priesthood; (2) the impediment of affinity in the 
direct line arising from a consummated marriap. They can dilpense 
even from the need of witnesses, i.e., the canonical form. 

No canonical cat11e for the dispensation is required other than 
that relief of comcience is soueht, or children are to be legitimated. 

In mixed marriaps the usual promises are to be made, althoueh 
it is probable that oral promises alone suffice. (cfr. c. 1043). 
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Du#11si111 IOW" of 11*111-All priests have the same dis
pensinc powen in dancer of death u hu the local Ordinary just 
described, provided : 

( 1 ) They are otherwise authorized to assist at the marriap; 
(2) The local Ordinary cannot be reached for a dispensation 

(c. 1044). 
Accordinc to the Code Comm. (Nov. 12, 1922; Acta XIV, 

662), the Ordinary is to be considered beyond reach if he can be 
reached only by telelfllph or telephone. 

C. 1046 requires the priest to notify the Ordinary of the dia
pensation he may have 1ranted for the tzternal forum, and that be 
record it in the marriap register of his own church. 

A confeuor who hears the confession of a person in danpr 
of death, and who does not himaelf usist at the marriage (a nre 
contingency), may dispense only from impediments occult by their 
nature. If he also marries the penitent, his powen outside of con
fession extend to impediments by their nature public. 

(2) Ur11111 Cam O•tsiJ1 of Da111tr of D1ath 

Canon 1043 contemplate.; only one situation, namely, when all 
thinp have been prepared for the weddin1, and the marriage cannot 
be postponed without probable dancer of &rave harm until a dis
pensation is received from the Holy See, and an impediment is 
discovered in this situation. It is immaterial if the spousea knew 
of the impediment all the while (Code Comm., Mar. 1, 1921; 
4cta XIII, 348). 

Dis,t11si111 'owtr of local OrJi11ari11-ln the case just de
scribed local Ordinaries have the same dispensing powers as they 
have in danpr of death, except that they cannot dispense with the 
canonical form of marriap u they could in danger of death. 
It is naturally difficult to see how, outside of dancer of death, 
there would be need of dispensing with an authorized priest or 
two witncste1. Note, however, that in virtue of c. 81 bishops 
can dispense apart from imminence of wedding if the case is u~nt 
(Code Comm. July 27, 1942; 4cta XXXIV, 241 ). 

Du,,.siag 1owtr of 'ritsts-If the local Ordinary cannot 
be reached in the seme explained above, the priest who is authorized 
to •ist at the marria~, can dispeme to the same extent as the 
local Ordinary (c. 1045, 13). 

Nott w~ll-In the present urlCflt case co,.ft11or1 as such can 
dispense only from impediments occult 111 11at11rt. We 1ay: di s•C'I•. 
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.because if the confe&SOr later usists at the marriap he has the 
tame dispensin1 powers as other priests. And what are those powen? 
We said they were the same as those enjoyed by the local Ordinary. 
All of which is true saving this important exception : priests can 
dispense only from occult c11St1, if they cannot reach the Ordinary. 
And what does c. 1045, §3 mean when it uses this term? The Code 
Comm. A eta, XX, 61) stated that impediments which are public 
·in nature but occult in fact are to be considered occult so far u 
the effects of this canon are concerned. But if the impediment is 
public in its nature, the dispensati~n must be recorded in the mar· 
riap register on general principles. 

How occult in fact must the impediment be to constitute an 
occult cue? In pre-Code da)'S authon defined an occult alnu• 
to be one which was not known to more than three penons in a 
village, four in a town, six in a small city, and eight in a large 
city. And while occult marriage cues are not necessarily of an 
.incriminating nature, yet the rule just stated may be taken as a 
safe norm even in the matter of marriqe impediments in virtue 
of c. 18 which permits interpretation based upon parallel places. 
It does not chanp the case if the impediment, e.1., consanpinity, 
is public in IODle other locality, e.g., bade home. 

The Code grants a priest these broad powers even outside 
of danger of death in order to safeguard his aood name as well as 
that of the spouses. If a wedding had to be held up because of a 
recently discovered impediment, until such time as the Ordinary 
could be reached in person or by means of a letter, there would be 
general talk, and the blame could be laid to the pastor for ne
glecting the proper invei:tigatior. beforehand into the freedom of 
the parties to marry. If the pastor phoned in, he would again risk 
his good name. A. to impediments public ;,. fact, one cannot imagine 
such an impediment being concealed from the pastor until the last 
rilonien~. especially if the banlll were published. 

§5. MANNBa or PrrrTIONING DISPENSATIONS 

Since it is more in conformity with canon Ja\V that marriage 
dispensations be requested and granted in writing, we shall append 
below some typical forms that can be used for ·this purpose. But 
regardless of the nature of the impediment that is to be removed, 
certain general elements are true of all petitions u follo\VI : 

Every petition ought to mention: { 1 ) the fuU nunes of both 
contracting parties; ( 2) their religion : ( 3) their parish ; ( 4) the 
impediment(s) from whic:h·a·dispen•ation is.sought; (5) the 11ed•1 
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infima· in the case of public honesty and crimej (6) whether in 
consanguinity, affinity or crime the impediment is simple or multiple i 
( 7) a canonical reason. 

Concernin1 canonical reasons what we said under c. 84 (p. 119) 
should be borne in mind at this place. The Church does not dis
pense from her laws without a jusilliable reason. If a dispensation 
is granted by delegated power without a sufficient reuon, the dis
pensation is invalid. And since dispensations are granted only in 
favor of Catholics, it follows that in a mixed marriage the canonical 
reason offered must be true of the Catholic so that if attat tuptradulta 
is alle&ed, since only the girl is allowed to offer this reason, the 
Catholic in a mixed marriage of this kind must be the bride. 

The petition, while addressed to the bishop, is mailed to the 
chance11• office. If the confcs10r is requesting a dispensation, he 
must give fictitious names: Titius ti Titia. If despite this precaution 
there may yet be danger of violating the sacramental seal, reClOurse 
may be taken to the S. Penitentiary, or to the Apostolic Delegate, 
or, since time will generally be urgent, the confessor" can dispense 
from occult imptdiment himself, and no record of his• act is kept. 

Canonical causes for matrimonial tlispt1U4Uoas - These are 
\isted in. II .S.S •. X, 291, of which we list th~ moet frequently 
offered an pnctise : · 
' ( 1) Angustia loci, or the smallness of the town, because the 
woman cannot find a suitable husband of her own station save the 
present one in the case i 

(2) Atlas ftminat superatlulta, i.e., a girl over 24 has difficulty 
in finding any husband other than the present man i 

(3) Pauptrtas 1Jiduat, if the widow has three or more children, 
and she has found the man under impediment willin1 to marry 
her, since it is difficult to find hu.,bands under such circumstances; 

( 4) Ptriculum matrimonii coram millistro acatholico ,· 
( 5) Ptriculum matrimonii cifJilis ,· 
(6) RtvaliJatio matrimonii which was contracted outside of 

the Church, or is invalid for any other reason. 
(7) Pratgnantia mulkris, i.e., to safeguard the eood name of 

the woman and to conceal the sinful relations which otherwise 
would be known to have taken place outside of marriaae. 

··~ A dispensation granted for the impediment of consanl[Uinity or 
aflinity is valid even though an error occur in the petition or the 
grant concerning the degree of the impediment, provided the im
pediment which exists in fact is inferior or equal to the degree men
tioned in the rescript (c. 1052). 
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SPBCJMEN FoRMs OP PETITIONS roa MARaIACB D1sPBNSAT10Ns 

PETITION 

For Oupcnsations in Mixed Marriages 

Your Excellency: 

N. N., a Catholic of .............................. parish, wishin& to con ... 
tract marriage with (or, wishing to have the marriqe validated
or, wishin& to have the marriage recti'1cd by a sautio ;,. radke) 
which wu contracted at .................................... on ............................. . 
in the presence of ........................................ ( n11iJ offidal, 11011-Catho-
lic mi•ister) with N.N., baptised in the ..................................... .sect 
(or, unbaptized) humbly hep a dispensation from the impediment 
of mixed religion and disparity of cult atl ca1111lam (or simlly, from 
disparity of cult). 

The reasons are ....................................................................... ~ ..... . 

(It is also desired that faculties to absolve from the reserved 
case of ...................................................... be &ranted to the priest who 
hears the said Catholic's confession.) 

Enclosed arc $ .................. ahns. 

Rcspcctfu1ly, ................................................... . 

Promises in Mixed Marriaps 

To Be Sent in Topther with a Petition for a Dispensation 
from the Impediment. 

I, the undenicned, not a member of the Catholic Church, 
wishine to contract marriage with ......................................... ., a mem-
ber of the Catholic Church, purpose to do so with the understand
ing that the marriage bond thus contracted is indissoluble except 
by death. And I promise on my word of honor: 

1. That ......................................... .shall be permitted the free 
exercise of religion accordin& to the Catholic belief ; 
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2. That all children of either sex to be born of thia marriaie 
shall be baptized and educated in the Catholic faith, even thou&h 
................................................ should die first. 

(Signature of non-Catholic) 

I, the undersi1ned Catholic, wiahin1 to contract marriage with 
.......................................... , hereby promise that all children of either 
sex born of this marria&e shall be baptised and educated in the 
Catholic faith. 

(Signature of Catholic) 

We, the undeni1ned1 hereby certify that we witnessed the 
signatures of the above parties in their presence, and in the presence 
of each other on this ............ day of ............ 19 ...•.•..... .at ......................... . 

(Signature of Priest) 

( Si&nature of additional witness) 

In my judpent the contracting: parties appear sincere, and 
there seems to be no danger of perversion. 

( Signature of Priest) 

PBTITION 

For Dispensations from Impediments Other Than 
Mixed Relieion or Disparity of Cult 

Your Excellency: 

N. N. of .............................. parish, and N. N. of ........................... . 
parish, (or both of .............................. parish), humbly beg a dis-
pensation from the impediment of .................................... in order to 
contract marriqe (or in order to have their marriqe validated). 
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The canonical reason(s) is (are) .............................................. .. 

·················································································•································ 
Enclosed please find $ ........................ alms. 

Respectfully, 
Rev ........................................ . 

In con1n111init1 1111d affinity casei add t/11 11111olo1ical tree: 
N.N ..................... .. 
(Common Stod) 

1. N. N .............................. . l. N. N .............................. . 
2. N. N ..................... ~ ....... .. 2. N. N .............................. . 
3. N. N .............................. . 3. N. N .............................. . 

PBTmoN 

For a Sanatio in Radit1 

Your Excellency: 

N. N. of this parish was civill)• married to N. N., a non-
Catholic baptized in the ...................................... sect (or unbaptized). 
N. N. is now repentant and wishes to have the marriage validated. 
But the non-Catholic doea not believe in formal promises, nor in 
the necessity of renewing consent before the priest. However, be 
(she) is not opposed to the Catholic baptism and education of 
the children. Both parties lo\•e each other sincerely so that there 
is no danger or possibility of a divorce. Therefore, in the name of 
N. N., the Catholic, I beg that Your Excellency grant a sanatio in 
raJiu in this case, thereby removin& the impediment of ....................... . 
and dispensing from the law rcquirin& renewal of consent. En
closed are the signed promises. 

Respectfully t 
Rev ........................................ . 

PBTITION 

For a Dispensation from the Banns 

Your Excellency: 

N. N. of .................................... parish and N. N. of ................. . 
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........................ parish, (or N. N. and N. N. both of. ........................... .. 
parish) humbly pray that Your Excellency arant them a dispensa-
tion from .................................... public:ation(s) of the banns. The 
rc1MJin1 are .•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

············•···············································································•····················· 
Enclosed please find $ .................. alms. 

Respectfully, 
Rev ..................... :··················· 
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Probibitin& a marriap 'ro lem10r1, ER. 1927, Nov. 525. 
Can pastors delegate the powers of c. 1044, 1045? ER. 1943, 

Jan. S9-60. 
A casus perplcxus, HPR. 1923, Mar. 633; 1923, Sep. 1299: 

192S, Aug. 1204-1207. 
Can the pastor who discovers the impediment of the bond in 

confession assist at the marriage? HPR. 1923, June 973. 
Confessor detects impediment of bond before the wedding, 

HPR. 1930, Feb. 518-519. 
Absolving and dispensing power in danger of death, ER. 1931, 

Sept. 2SS-211. 
Dispensing: from affinity in the direct line, ER. 1925, Aug. 197-

198; HPR. 1924, Mar. 619. 
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Are dispensations by telephone valid? HPR. 19311 July 109.S· 
1096. 

Some reasons for marriase dispensations, HPR. 1933, Apr. 738. 
Fees for dispensations, HPR. 19221 Mar. 6.5.5. 
Marriage dispensation fees and the poor, HPR. 1936, May 868. 
Expired marriase dispensation, ER. 1941, June 52.5; HPR. 

1930, ] uly I 092 ; 1931, Jan. 404-40.5. 

ART. IV 

lmlw'lm•ta In PartlcaJar 

Before be usisb at a marriage, the priest must fint inquire into 
the marital freedom of the intended spouses, i.e., into their freedom 
from marriage impediments, as was already said. Those impedi
ments we shall now consider, each in tum. Only that class of im
pedjments which embraces impedient and diriment impediments 
will be of interest to us here, whether public or occult is immaterial. 

The Code contairu 7 impedient impediments, and 13 diriment 
impedimenb. Others which may have existed under pre-Code law 
are no longer in force. However, if a marriace was contracted 
prior to May 19, 1918, in contravention of the law then in force, 
the marriage remains invalid under the Code, and must be vali
dated either by renewin& consent after a dispensation is obtained 
from the pre-Code impediment, unless the impediment ceased of 
itself, e.c., nonase, or it must be validated without renewal of 
con:scnt tbrouch a 1a11atio in ratlie1 (Code Comm. June 2-3, 1918; 
Acta X, 346). 

We shall consider first the impedient, and then the diriment 
impediments. 

§1. IMPBDllNT IMPBDIMINTS 

These, u was said, simply forbid marriage, but do not invali
date it. We can reduce them to three categories, althou&h they 
are seven in number : ( I ) simple vows ; ( 2) lepl adoption ; ( 3 ) 
mixed religion. 

A. S1MPLB Vows 
(c. 10.58) 

Solemn vows are those which are made in a religious Order 
in perpetuity. All other vows are simple vows. 

Simple vows are public vows if they are profeued by candidates 
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in religious Congregations or Orders, (if made in an Order, they 
are nece.sarily temporary in nature). All other vows are private 
vows. 

The following simple vows, whether public or private, forbid 
marria&e under pain of sin : 

( 1) The vow of simple vir&inity, i.e., the vow to avoid every 
deliberate co11111mmatetl sin against chastity; 

(2) The vow of perfect chastity, i.e., the vow to avoid every 
deliberate sin against chutit)', both consummated and unconsum
mated; 

( 3) The vow not to marry; 
( 4) The vow to receive sacred orden; 
(5) The vow to embrace the religious state. 
If by particular law a simple vow has the effect of invalidating 

marriage, e.g., the simple vows taken by Jesuit scholastics, then 
the vow will invalidate marriage, otherwise no simple vow invali
dates marriage. 

In practise it is usually the confessor who meets with the im
pediment of the vow. If he is certain that the penitent made a real 
vow and not a mere promise, he will apply to the chancery office 
for the necessary dispensation, and will use a fictitious name for the 
penitent. But if the penitent is a reli&ious fugitive or apostate, the 
confessor u such can do nothing, becawe the vow is public in 
nature. The vow is reserved to the Holy See or the local Ordinary 
(cfr. p. 379). If the penitent had been dismissed from his religion 
with temporary vows, the vows automatically ceased upon his dis
missal ( cfr. p. 390) . 

B. LIGAL ADOPTION 

In canon law legal adoption renders a marriage between foster 
parent and foster child illicit, provided the civil law of the country 
recoenizes it as an impedient impediment ( c. 1059). 

In the United States legal adoption nowhere exists u a civil 
law impediment (Woywod, o.c., n. 1038). 

c. MIXED RBLIQION AND DISPARITY OP Ct1LT 

There are no impedimentJ more frequently met with in our 
country than these two. This is due to our larp non-Catholic 
population amon& whom CatholiCI are often urged by circwnstanc:a 
to choote their life partnen. 
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( l ) De/initioru 

The impediment of mixed religion forbids marriap of a Catho
lic with a baptuttl iron-Catholic. It is an impedient impediment 
only ( c. 1060). 

The impediment of disparit1 of cult forbida marriage of a Catho
lic with an unba1tistd person (c. 1070). This is an invalidating 
impediment, and as such does not belong in the present section 
which is considering only impedient impediments. However, the 
two impediments have so much in common that by diBCussing them 
together we shall avoid useless repetition and promote clearness of 
thought. 

To have an impediment of mixed religion it is nos necessary 
that the non-Catholic shall have been baptised in a Pro~estant or 
schismatical sect. A person who has been baptized in the Catholic 
Church and who Inter joined aome heretical or schismaticnl sect 
creates the impediment if he wishes to marry a Catholic. If a per
son is a Protestant only in the sense that he attends, and belongs to 
a Protestant church, but ia not baptised, we have the impediment 
of disparity of cult. Sometimes a Catholic will want to marry a 
person who was baptised a Catholic in infancy but was raised a 
non-Catholic and belongs to no non-Catholic Church. We have 
no impediment here, just as we have no impediment if a Catholic 
wishes to marry a fallen away Catholic belonging to no sect, or an 
excommunicated Catholic, or a Catholic who has joined. the Free
masons, or some other forbidden aociety. In cases of this kind the 
bishop will be consulted, and he will permit marriage at the most, 
no dispensation being needed, but he will require of the parties the 
same lvritten guarantees as in the case of mixed marriages strictly 
speaking. For here there is the same danger of perversion to the 
Catholic and the children as exists in mixed marriages ( c. 106S, 
1066). 

If it is not known for certain whether a non-Catholic is bap· 
tised or not, it is not permitted to give him Catholic baptism unless 
he wishes to talce instructions and join the Church. Rather a dis
pensation will be sought from the impediment of mixed religion 
and disparity of cult aJ caulelam (for caution's sake). We already 
spoke on this on p. 453. 

(2) Promist1 or l111aranl•'1 

The Church most severely prohibits mar:iage between a Catholic 
and a non-Catholic because of the general and well-founded pre
sumption that such unions constitute a source of danger, or per· 
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version, to the faith of the Catholic party and the oflspring. Hence, 
she will not permit these unions unleS'S, in addition to the usual 
canonical reason for a dispensation, there is some assurance that 
such danger of perversion will not be present in any given contem
plated marriage (c. 1060). 

Therefore, before a diipensation from the impediment of mixed 
religion or disparity of cult will be granted, both the Catholic and 
the non-Catholic must promise or guarantee that all the children to 
be born of the union \Vill be baptised and educated in the Catholic 
faith. Moreover, the non-Catholic must promise not to interfere 
in the Catholic's practise of his or her religion (c. 1061 ). Cfr. also 
lvhat was said on this point on p. 455, and refer to the specimen 
form of promises given on p. 463. . 

In an answer of the Holy Office (Jan. 16, 1942, Acta, 1942, 
22) it was ruled that the promise to educate the children as Catholics 
need be given by the non-Catholic only in respect to children to be 
born, not in respect to children already born of the union, e.g., if 
there is question of validating a civil law marriage. But the Catholic 
must promise to strive to the best of his or her ability, especially 
by means of pra)'er and good example, to bring the other children 
eventualh• into the Church. 

It does not suffice that the parties in mixed marriages sign 
the promises. There must be moral assurance that the promises 
\Vill be kept ( c. 1061 ) . In the last anal)'Sis it will be the priest who 
instructs the non-Catholic lvho will give this assurance when he 
requests the dispensation. If from the general conduct of the non
Catholic, or even of the Catholic, in his interviews with them prior 
to the lvedding, the priest feels that the promises are not given 
sincerely, or that the non-Catholic is going through the instructions 
in a most unooncerned frame of mind, he ought to report his im
pressions to the chancery, and abide by their judgment. 

On June 14, 1932, the Holy Offioc (Acta .XXIV, 25) decreed 
that the promises in mixed marriages (this term is not to be con
fused with mixed religion, as it embraces marriages contracted with 
the impediment either of mixed religion or disparity of cult), the 
H.O., w~ repeat, decreed that in all such mixed marriages the 
promises ·be drawn up in a form recognized by the civil law of the 
country, and enforceable in the secular courts. But in a subsequent 
private answer to a hishop of Ireland (cfr. Bouscaren, Canon Law 
Dig~st, I, 506), the H.O. declared that its decree was not intended 
for countries where the civil law does not recognize the binding force 
of promises which relate to the future education of the children. In 
the United States some jurisdictions have denied the validity of 
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such promises, while most others have had no occasion to revie\v such 
cases. Therefore, until it ia certain that a given jurisdiction will 
uphold the leplity of the promises, the decree of the H.O. need not 
be observed. 

The parties in a mixed marri~ are never allowed to renew 
marital coruient before a non-Catholic minister of religion. And if 
the pastor fears they will do so, e.1[., the non-Catholic's father is a 
Protestant minister or a Jewish rabbi, he will not assist at their 
marriage before consulting the Ordinary (cf. c. 1063). If the}' 
approached the minister before coming to him, he must obtain f acui
ties to absolve the Catholic from his censure (c. 2319). 

The pastor should with great solicitude see to it that thos• 
who have contracted mixed marria1e5, and live in hia parish, faith
fulty carry out their promises. Pastors should from time to tim' 
instruct their people on the dangers inherent in mixed marriages, 
e.g., by occasional sermons in church on this subject ( c. 1064). 

Concerning banns in mixed marriajtea we have already spoken. 
Concerning the ceremonies in mixed marriages, dr. p. 495. 
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§2. DrRrMBNT IMPBDil\IBNTS 

Diriment impediments, we said, are those which invaliiiate 
marriage. As among the impedient impediments mixed religion 
occurs the ohenest. so among the diriment impedimen"' disparity 
of cult ranb fint in frequency. In fact. these two impediments. 
namely. mixed reli!lion and disparity of cult. both of which we 
have already discussed, are probably responsible for 90 percent of 
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all marriage dispensations granted by the chancery offices in this 
country. 

Next to them probably comes consanguinity, followed by affin
ity, and the impediment of crime arising from adultery. All other 
diriment impediments are quite negligible in the sense that the 
priest in his pre-marital investigation seldom meets with them. It 
is true that the impediment of the bond shows up very often, but in 
most cases it is but an apparent impediment, otherwise the parties 
\vould hardly approach the priest to get married. Were it a real 
impediment a dispensation would be impoisible since it is an im
pediment of the natural law. But where it is only an apparent 
impediment, although a dispensation is out of pl~~. yet the case 
can be referred by the pastor to the chancery office, or to the dio
cesan court, depending on circumstances to be more full}• described 
in Book IV of this Manual. To say more here \\'Ould be to an
ticipate unnecessarily {cfr. also p. 476). 

The diriment marriage impediments are thirteen : ( 1 ) nonage; 
(2) impotency; (3) the bond; (+) disparity of cult; (5) major 
orders; ( 6) the solemn vo\v of chastity; ( 7) abduction; ( 8) crime; 
(9) consanguinity; ( 10) affinity; ( 11} public honesty; ( 12) 
spiritual relationship; ( 13) legal adoption. Concerning deficient 
consent, and disregard of the juridical form of marriage, we shall 
speak in the next two articles, since, although they invalidate mar
riage, they are not impediments in the technical sense of that term. 

N onage--Marriage cannot be validly contracted by a girl before 
her 14th completed year of age, nor by a boy before his 16th 
completed year of age (c. 1067, §1). This is an impediment of 
ecclesiastical law and does not bind the unbaptised. The law of 
nature merely requires that marriage be contracted by a person 
who has sufficient knowledge and .discretion concerning the import 
of the marriage contract, which knowledge and discretion can be 
attained prior to the aga mentioned. But because in a case of 
doubt it would be difficult for the court to pass judgment upon 
the validity of a marriage where lack of sufficient discretion re
quired by natural law is alleged, the Church establishes a more 
definite rule as just stated. · 

Under the pre-Code law the ace for marriage coincided with 
the age of puberty, i.e., the 12th year for the e:irl and the 14th year 
for the bc;iy. These ages for puberty being based upon a presump
tion of law, if it could be proved that a girl or boy had arrived 
at the age of womanhoOd or manhood before the 12th and 14th 
years respectively, e.g., in a case of pregnancy, the parties could 
contract marriage without a dispensation, the impediment of age 
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being considered non-existent in their case. Under the law of the 
Code the ages of marriage are fixed : they do not coincide with the 
ages of puberty, and hence, the former principle that the parties 
are debarred from marriage before the ages established by canon 
law nisi malilia supp/et aetatem no longer holds. 

Although canon law does not invalidate marriage after the 
ages of 14 and 16, yet pastors should persuade young people not 
to contract marriage before the age sanctioned by the custom of 
the place (c. 1607, §2). lo fact, as we saw, pastors ought not to 
marry minor children at all against the just dissent, or \Vithout the 
knowledge of the parents, e. g., in a ca.;c of elopement; at ·least he 
should not do this without first consulting the local Ordinary ( dr. 
c. 1034). 

Jmpou11c1-Antecedent and perpetual impotency, whether on 
the part of the woman or the man, whether known to the other 
party or not, \vhether absolute or relative, invalidates marriage 
bv the very law of nature. If there is doubt whether impotency is 
present, be the doubt one of law or one of fact, the · marriage 
shou]d not be forbidden. Sterility neither forbids nor invalidate.> 
marriage (c. 1068). 

The Code does not define what is meant by impotency; neither 
arc the authora agreed. All admit that the so-called impotentia coeun
Ji constitutes impotency which invalidates marriage, namely, the 
inability to have natural sexual intercoune. Likewise all are agreed 
that sterility alone is present, and impotency is absent, when natural 
intercourse between two persons is possible, and at the same time 
both parties possess all organs necessary for generation, but genera
tion does not follow, c. g., because the seed is not fertile, as in old 
people. The controversy concerns the case where intercourse is 
possible, but certain organs are lacking which are essential to beget 
offspring, e.g., if a woman Jacks both ovaries, or the womb. Is such 
impotmtia generandi also an impediment, or only the impotenti4 
coeundif 

The controversy has little practical value in view of the principle 
that marriage should not be impeded in doubtful cases of impotency, 
whether the impotency is one of fact or one of law. Moreover, the 
priest before assisting at a marriage need not inquire into this point 
at all. After marriage it will be for the matrimonial court to paa.s 
upon the validity of the marriage; and the doubt remaining, the 
marriage must be upheld as valid. But a dissolution may be possible 
on the ground of an unconsummated marriage. As to cases of 
vasectomy, whether these constitute impotency is disputed, since 
certain medical authorities teach that the organs can be restored 
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to their oriainal condition so that intercourse would again be made 
possible for the man, i. e., impotency is not perpetual. 

A superveninc impotency does not invalidate marriage. Nor 
dOCB antecedent impotency do so if the defect can in time disappear. 
Relative impotency invalidates marriage only between the parties 
in question, but not with rcspec:t to all other men or women. This 
is particularly verifiable when inability to perform the sexual act 
results more from psychical causes than from physical genital 
deformities. 

If ·a penitent has scruples concerning the licitness of conjugal 
relations on the score of possible impotency discovered subsequent 
to marriap, and if from what is said the impotency docs not 
appear altogether certain to the confessor he can advise the penitent 
to submit his case to the matrimonial court preferably through the 
pastor, and, pending the decision of the court, the penitent may 
continue to exercise his marriage richts. 

Impediment of the bond-They contract marriage invalidly 
who are held to the bond of an already existing marriage, even 
though the first marriage was not consummated (c. 1069, §1 ). 
This follows from the indisaolubility of marriage; and it is a 
natural law impediment binding aho the unbaptized. The principle 
suffers three exceptions, because in three cases a former marriage 
can be dissolved for reasons other than death : 1) by dispensation 
of the Pope in the case of a former non-consummated marriage; 
2) through the application of the Pauline Privilege; 3) by a 
disaolution declared in favor of the faith outside of Pauline Privilege 
cues by the Roman Pontiff ( cfr. art. VII of this chapter). 

There is no impediment of the bond present when the former 
marriage was contrac:ted invalidly. But no priest may assist at the 
marriage of a divorced person, the former spouse being still alive, 
on the theory that the former marriage was invalid, or that it has 
been dissolved because the Pauline Privilege is applicable. All such 
cues must first be referred to the bishop or to the matrimonial 
court for an authoritative decision (c. 1069, §2). Sometimes a 
formal trial will be necessary, sometimes a summary decision may 
be given, as is explained more at length in Book IV. Even where 
the former marriage appean to have been dissolved by the death of 
the one spouse, but there is no certain proof of death, it is reserved 
to the bishop al~ne to permit a second marria~ on the basis of 
presumed death (cfr. marriage processes in Bk. IV. 

Di1parit1 of c11lt-This impediment was suf&c:iently described 
on p. 470-472. 

Major Ortler1-A man who receives subdeaconship is thereafter 
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debarred by ecclesiastical law from contracting a valid marriage 
(cfr. c. 1072). Since the impediment is of ecclesiastical law only, 
it may be dispensed from, but the dispensation is rarely granted, 
especially to priests. The latter, as we saw, cannot be dispensed 
even in danger of death, save by the Holy See. But those who have 
been reduced to the lay state of their own volition on the plea that 
they were forced into major orders, are dispensed also from celibacy 
(c:fr. c. 214). 

Solemn vow of chtl11i11-Those who have professed solemn vows 
in a religious Order cannot validly contract marriage ( c. 1073). 
The same is true of those who have taken only simple vows to 
which the Holy See has attached an invalidating force, as with 
the J csuit scholastics. The impediment is of ecclesiastical law and 
admits of dispensation, which u not granted save for very grave 
reasons, e. g., in the case of dismissed religious. 

A l>duction-As long as she remains in his power there can be 
no valid marriage contracted between the man and the woman 
whom he abducts with a view to marriage, or whom he forcibly 
detains in a place whither she went of her own accord ( c:. 1074). 
The impediment in question is not frequently met with at the 
present day, at least in our oountry. It should not be confused 
with ca&es of elopement where no constraint is exercised on the 
woman. 

lm~ediment of crime-Two crimes invalidate marriage: adul
tery, and conjugicide. 

To discourage adultery, canon law render• a marriage invalid 
which is contracted by two persons who committed adultery while 
one or both were still held to an existing marriage, provided they 
promised each other marriage upon the death of the other spo111e 
or spouses, or provided they attempted marriage (c. 1075. n. 1). 
Therefore a dispensation should al ways be asked from the impedi
ment of crime when a civil marriap must be validated, the marriage 
having been contracted during the lifetime of a former spouse from 
whom a civil divorce was obtained, but who is now dead. The 
law presumes in this case that the parties united in civil marriage 
consummated the same, and thus were guilty of adultery. In cues 
where adultery is not evident, e. g., a civil marriage is not now 
being validated, the priest need not inquire concerning its presence 
during the investigation prior to marriage. If there wu secret 
adultery and no attempt at marriage, the ca1e will be one for the 
oonfessor, and he should petition a diapensation, concealing the 
name of the penitent. But in all cases the adultery must have been 
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formal: the party must have known that the other was a married 
or divorced person. 

The impediment of crime is also present, apart from the 
promise of, or attempt at, marriage, if the parties to the contemplated 
m,arriage had committed adultery (naturally during the continuance 
of a former marriage), and one of them had murdered his own or 
the other's spouse (c. 1075, n. 2). Finally, the impediment of crime 
exists, apart from adultery, if both parties to the present con
templated marriage had by mutual cooperation brought about the 
death of the former spouse (c. 1075, n. 3). · 

While it is certain that the impediment of crime is multiplied 
if both nupturients had been married at the time of the adultery, 
there are other cases where authon dispute either concerning the 
multiplication or the number of multiplications of the impediment. 
In practice the priest will state the facts of the case, and the 
Ordinary will grant the dispensation as said tast rtquirts, or in some 
other such general and safe way. 

Whenever the Holy See grants a dispensation from the bonds 
of a sacramental non-consummated marriage, or permits a second 
marriage by reason of the presumed death of the former spouse, 
the dispensation or permi•ion always carries with it an implied 
dispensation from the impediment of crime if such is needed, pro
vided the crime did not arise from conjugicide (c. 1053). The dis
pensation is simply granted ; the priest need not inquire if it is needed. 

Consanguinit1-Consanguinity a the relationship between per
sons of the same blood, as the word itself denotes. 

In canon law consanguinity is computed by lines and degrees. 
The line is the series of per~ns who descend from the same stotk, 
the latter being the individual from whom all persons of the same 
line descend. The line may be direct or collateral ( ohliqut). 
Those persons constitute the direct line who descend one from the 
other, either immediately, as father and daughter, or mediate!}', as 
grandfather and granddaughter. It is collateral when the penons 
constituting it, while all descending from the same stock, do not 
descend one from the other, e.g., uncle and niea:, brothers and 
si;;ters, cousins, etc. The degree is the distance which separates one 
relative from the other, whether in the direct line or collateral line 
(cfr. c. 96, §1 ). 

In the direct line there are as many degrees as there are 
generations; or to put it another way, there are as many degrees 
as there are penons excluding the common stock (c. 96, §2). Thus 
between father and daughter there is one degree ; between crand
fa ther and granddaughter two decrees, etc. 
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In -the collateral line there are as many degrees u there are 
generations in one line only; but if the two lines are unequal, 
there are as many degrees as there are generations in the longer line 
( c. 96, 53). Thus, between brother and sister there is one degree ; 
between first oousim there are two degrees; between uncle and niece 
there are likewise two degrees, and because the lines are unequal 
we may say that a girl is related to her uncle in the second degree 
of the collateral line touching the first. By way of illustration we 
append a geneological tree: 

John Brown 
(Common Stock) 

Joseph Brown Mary Brown (married Adam Smith) 
Charles Brown Andrew Smith 
William Brown Elizabeth Smith 
In the above diagram William Brown and Elizabeth Smith 

are second cousins; they are related to each other in the third degree 
of the oollatcral line. John Brown is the common stock; he is the 
father of Joseph and Mary Brown, grandfather of Charles Brown 
and. Andrew Smith, great-grandfather of William Brown and Eliz
abeth Smith. Charle.a Brown and Elizabeth Smith arc uncle and 
niece; Charles Brown and Mary Brown are nephew and aunt. 
Charles Brown and Andrew Smith are first cousins. J oscph Brown 
and Mary are brother and sister, etc. 

. Although all living men are blood relatives in a sense, because 
all descend from Adam and Eve as from their common parents,· 
yet it ii only near relationship which, as experience teaches, produces 
barren marriages, and for that reason is- regarded by both canon 
and civil law as an invalidating impediment to marriage. In canon 
law consanguinity invalidates marriage between all persons of the 
direct line in all degrees, whether the persons arc of legitimate or 
illegitimate birth ; hence, between mother and son, father and 
daughter, grandfather and granddaughter, etc. In the collateral 
line consanguinity is a diriment impediment to the third degree 
inclusively, and the impediment is multiplied as often as the common 
stock is multiplied (c. 1076, U, 2). Thus, if two brothers marry 
two sisters, the children of the both families will be first cousins 
to one another by a two-fold bond of consanguinity in the collateral 
line second degree. 

To what extent consanguinity is a diriment impediment by 
divine law is not a:rtain beyond the first degree of the direct line. 
However, lest the Church exceed her powers by dispensing from the 
divine law in a doubt of law, she never dispenses from consanguinity 
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in the direct line, nor in the collateral line first degree to permit 
marriage between brother and sister. For the same reason a dis
pensation is never granted in a doubt of fact as to whether the 
parties to a contemplated marriage arc related by consanguinity in 
any degree of the direct line, or in the fint degree of the collateral 
line, c. g., if the groom is possibly the illegitimate son of the bride's 
father by reason of illicit and secret intercourse which took place 
at one time between the bride's father and the groom's mother 
(c. 1076, §3). 

The local Ordinaries of the United States have no broad 
delegated faculties to dispense from consanguinity. They should use 
the greatest discretion in a marriage oi uncle and niece, or aunt 
and nephew and they must formulate the petition for the dispensation 
in their own handwriting (S. C. Sacr., Aug. I, 1931; Acta XXIII, 
4-13). 

When requesting a dispemation in the case of consanguinity, 
the priest should mention the line and degree, and submit an outline 
of the gencologica.l tree. He would do well to add the relationship 
as this is expressed in common parlance, e.g., first cousin1. If the 
impediment is multiple, this fact should be mentioned likewise, 
describing how the impediment bccaqae multiplied. 

Affinity-This word designates the relationship which exists 
between a married person and the blood relatives of his or her spouse. 
Such persons are said to be related not by blood but by force of 
law; they are law relatives. Frequent and intimate social intercourse 
such as that which is found among law relatives could easily lead 
to sins against chastity, did not the law discourage sexual intercourse 
by making a subsequent marriage to cover up the sins impossible, 
or at least difficult, by establishing a diriment impediment between 
dose relatives-in-law. 

The impediment of affinity arises only from a valid sacramental 
marriage, whether the marriage is consummated or not (c. 97, §1). 
Hence, too, only from a marriage contracted between two baptized 
penons. If the marriage was invalid, it gives rise not to affinity but 
to the impediment of public honesty (cfr. infra). 

The impediment exists only between the man and the blood 
relatives of hia wife, and between the wife and blood relatives of 
the husband (c. 97, §2). It is so computed that those who are 
related to the husband by blood arc related in the same line and 
degree by affinity to his wife, and vice versa ( c. 97, §3). Thus, a 
man is related to his wife's sister in the first degree of the collateral 
line, to his wife's niece in the second degree of the collateral line, 
to his wife's first cousin in the second degree of the collateral line, 
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to his wife's mother in the fint degree of the direct line, to his wife's 
daughter from a former marriage, i.e., to his stepdaughter, in the 
first degree of the direct line, etc. 

Affinity invalidates marriage in all the degrees of the direct line, 
and to the second degree inclusively of the collateral line ( c. 1077, 
§ 1 ) • It is an impediment of ecclesiastical law, but the Church seldom 
dispenses from the impediment in the direct line consummato matri· 
monio, not even in danger of death. For the reason underlying this 
strict practice, cfr. literature at the end of this article. 

Affinity does not beget affinity. That is, a wife's law relatives 
are not related to her husband's law relatives. Therefore, two 
brothers of one family can marry• tlvo sisters of another famil)·. 

Affinity is multiplied as often as the impediment of consanguin
ity from which it proceeds is multiplied. Again, as often as a 
person marries a blood relative of his deceased spouse (c. 1077, n. 2). 

Public honesty-Called also public decency and public pro
priety, the Code term being publica honestas, this impediment arises 
from an inNlid marriage, or from public and notorious concubinage. 
Were the marriage valid it would be affinity. 

It invalidates marriage between a man and the blood relatives 
of the \voman only in the direct line, and to the second degree, 
and vice versa (c. 1078). 

Such a marriage would offend against the public's 11cnsc of 
decency even though the first marriage was only apparently a 
marriage, or no marriage at all as in open concubinage. 

The impediment is seldom verified because it would be a 
marriage between .i;tep-parent and step-child, and the spouses would 
be years apart in age. Civil marriage will not give rise to this 
impediment barring a future marriage with a step-child, unless 
the civil marriage was consummated (Code Comm. Mar. 12, 1929; 
Acta XXI, 170). 

Dispensations are easily granted, because it is an impediment 
of minor degree. But a dispensation will never be granted if there 
is doubt that a person will marry his own child. Thus, it may 
happen that a man wants to marry his supposed step-daughter 
who was born nine months after her supposed father's death. and 
eight months after her mother's marriage to her supposed step
father. 

Spiritual rtlationship-The respect due to him from whom 
one receives baptism, or who is charged with his spiritual training by 
reason of baptismal sponsorship, seems incompatible with that 
equality which marriage is supposed to create between the spouses. 
And so, c. 1079 rules that there can be no valid marriage between 
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the baptised person and the minister (supposing a lay minister in 
an urgent case), or between a person and his sponsor at baptism. 
But dispensations are easily granted, the impediment being of 
minor degree. 

L1gal relationslii~Betwccn an adopting parent and the adopted 
child marriage cannot be validly contracted in the Chun:h if the 
civil law of the land regards adoption as an invalidating impedi· 
ment (c. 1080). In the U. S. legal adoption is an impediment in 
no State. Note that here is a case where the Church canonizes 
civil law. 
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ABT. V 

Mcmlaqe Couent 

Because marriage is a contract, and consent is the very easence 
of contracts, it follows that no marriage ca~ exist to which both 
parties do not consent. 

This marital consent cannot be supplied by any human au
thority, as may be· true of parental consent supplying for that of 
their minor children in other kinds of contracts (cfr. c. 1081, §1). 

Canon 1081, §2 defines the marriage consent to be: an act of 
tht will wh1reb1 tacit ,arty gif111 and acce,t1 lfr,.iual antl 
eNclusiflt rights to the body as concerns act1 which tend by their 
""Y 114ture to the generation of 01!1,ring. 

Even though neither spouse at the time of the marriage is 
under the influence of extreme fright, drup, intoxicants, etc., sufti. 
cient to deprive one entirely of the use of reason, yet marriage 
consent may be absent due to: (I) deficient knowledge; (2) de
ficient intention ; or ( 3) deficient freedom. 

Concerning each of these p06sibilities we shall now speak 
in turn, though it may be remembered that the priest will seldom 
meet with these conditions in his investigation prior to marriage. 
Often they are withheld from him at that time, and the question 
whether consent was really given arises later when, after a divorce, 
one of the spouses alleges this as a cause for the matrimonial court 
to set aside the marriage and permit him to contract a new mar
riage. Catholics must now sign a questionnaire under oath in which 
they state before marriage that they are placing no obstacle to. 
valid consent, which they will give unconditionally and of their 
own free will on the day of the wedding. Hence, in the case of 
Catholics who have made such statement in writing, marriages 
invalid by reason of deficient consent will be rare in future. Yet 
the following principles should be studied : ( 1 ) because it is only 
recently that signed statements have been requested of Catholia 
regarding the intention to contract; (2) because. a Catholic may 
wish to marry a divorced non-Catholic, or to have such marri• 
with him validated, and there may be no way in which this is 
possible except for the Church court to set aside the non-Catholic'• 
first union on the grounds that he gave defective consent, if this 
can be proved by him. 

It now remains to see how marriage consent may be absent be
cause of: (l) deficient knowledge; (2) deficient intention; (3) 
deficient freedom. 
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§ 1. DEFICl:aNT KNOWLEDGE 

This ma)' arise either: ( 1) from ignorance; (2) from error; 
(3) from fraud. 

lgnorancr-This is lade of knowledge concerning the purpose 
or nature of marriage. If a party does not know this much at least 
concerning marriage that it is a permanent union of man and 
woman for the purpose of begetting children, the marriage will be 
invalid. But such ignorance is not presumed after the age of puberty, 
and one who later alleges such ignorance baa the duty to prow it 
was present in his case ( dr. c. 1082). 

Provided the parties kno\v as much as just stated concerning 
the nature of marriage, it will suffice for the validity of consent, 
and a more advanced knowledge of the physiology of conception 
and generation is not necessary. 

Any other ignorance in connection with marriage may be re· 
duced to two headings, and considered separately, as arisins either 
from error or fraud. 

Erro.r-Whilc ignorance is rather a lack of kno\vledge, error 
is mistaken knowledee, or false judgmtnt. Error invalidates mar
riaac in two cases: 

( 1 ) If a mistake is made concerning the identity of the spouse, 
as where John marries Bertha believing her to be Ann (c. 1083, 
I 1 ) • Such mistakes arc hardly possible \vhere courtship precedes 
marriage. 

(2) If a mistake is made concerning some 9uality of the other 
party, pmvided the quality or characteristic desired is such that 
it would amount to an error concerning the person himself ( c. 1083, 
12), as where one marries a slave thinking him to be a free per
son (ibitl.). 

In practise it will be difficult to prove that an error concerning 
some characteristic of the other amounted to an error concerning 
the person himself. The only way this can be shown is for the 
interested person to furnish proof that in his mind the desired 
quality or characteristic amounted to a conditio sine qua non. If a 
girl marries a man whom she believes to be temperate and it later 
turns out that he is a confirmed alcoholic, or if a man marries a 
girl whom he believes to be a virgin and he learns later that she 
was a woman of loose morals, the marriage \Vilt be invalid in the 
external forum only if the party had made it clear in writins, 
or before witnesses, prior to marriage that such qualities were de
sired as a conditio 1ine qua non. In such cases error really amounts 
to deficient intention; it has affected the will, not merely the intel· 
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lect. Whereas, if ·one simply '1eliews that the other spouse pone19Cs 
certain desired characteristics, or holes that he does, the error, if 
later discovered, cannot be brought forward to invalidate the 
marriage. This is true even though there is question of antecedent 
error, i.e., such that marriage would not have been contracted had 
the truth been known. 

From what has been said it follows that a sim;lt error con
cerning the indis11>lubility of marriage doe1 not invalidate marriage, 
even though it be antecedent error (c. 1084). Hence, a convert 
cannot ask for a declaration of the nullity of his first marriage so 
as to be permitted to contract a new marriage with a Catholic in 
the Church on the plea that at the time of his fonner marriage he 
entertained erroneous opinions about the indissolubility of marriage. 
Only if he (or any other person for that matter, but the case is 
more likely to occur with converts) can prove that he entered 
upon his first marriage under agreement that the union could be 
dissolved by a civil divorce at the volition of either party, will the 
martiage be considered invalid. Here it is not error that invali
dates marriage, but rather the presence of two conflicting intentions: 
the intention to contract a real marriage, and the intention to contract 
a dissoluble marriage. In such case the error is qualifitd, not simple. 
Where only simple error is present, it is presumed that the party 
wishes to contract marriage according to God's plan, namely, an 
indissoluble marriage ; and if he merely thought that the marriage 
could be dissolved by divorce, this error is presumed· to have been 
overshadowed and absorbed by the more general intention to contract 
marriage according to God's plan. The error remained in the in
tellect; it did pass over into the will and become an intention. 

Belief, or even subjective certainty, that one is contractina an 
invalid marriage does not necessarily exclude true marital Consent 
(c. 1085). Hence, a civil marriage contracted by a Catholic can still 
be validated by the sttnatio in ratliu without the renewal of consent 
acoording to the Catholic fonn (cfr. p. 510). Such a sanatio cannot 
be granted, however, if the party can prove that exceptional cir· 
cumstances induced him to &O through a civil marriage ceremony 
without the slightest intention of contracting marriage. 

Fraud-We said that error concerning some accidental quality 
with respect to the intended spouse docs not invalidate marriage. 
Is this true even though an innocent spowe was deliberately misled 
into error, and deceived through the other's misrepresentation, 
whether this consisted in condlJCt, words or silence? Suppose the 
man poses as a person of wealth, whereai he is poor i or suppose a 
man is silent concerning his past prison record, or a mental con· 
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dition he has inherited, or a racial strain that does not show up in 
him but later shows up in the offspring, etc. 

In cases of fraud such as these the civil courts will coruider 
the marriage voidable, and will issue a decree of nullity upon re
quest in order to repair the injustice. In the Church, on the other 
h:tnd, a marriage where fraud had been practised and a grave injury 
suffered, cannot be considered voidable due to the fact that by divine 
law a valid marriage cannot be voided because it is indissoluble. 
Nor will the Church legislate that all marriages, where serious 
fraud had been practised, shall be considered invalid ab initio. This 
would be a dangerous policy, and the Church courts would soon 
be cluttered with cases, for there are extremely few alliances 
which do not create disillusionment for the parties as time goes on. 

There are remedies, however, against pre-marital fraud. One 
is a reasonably prolonged period of courtship. The other is for 
the party who fears he is being deceived to make it clear before 
marriage, either in writing or before two witnesses, just what he 
expects of the other, or does not expect, and this he will formulate 
into a conJitio sine qua non. If later he discovers that he was de
frauded, he can have the marriage set aside as invalid from the 
beginning due to an error concerning a personal quality that 
amounted to an error in the identity of the person himself, as ex
plained above. 

§2. DEPICil!NT INTENTION 

Marriage is also invalid due to lack: of consent if, while the 
party labors under no ignorance or error, he nevertheless does not 
intend to contract marriage. But in the external forum it is 
presumed that the internal assent of the mind was in conformity 
with the words expressed, or the signs employed, in the marriage 
ceremony (c. 1086, §1). And the burden of proof that he gave 
no internal consent will rest with the plaintiff. 

There is no intention to contract marriage if even one party: 
(1) excludes marriage itself; or (2) all rights to the conjugal act; 
or ( 3) some essential property of marriage; or ( 4) if he places a 
condition to his consent and the condition is not verified. Whether 
these intentions or the conditioned consent are unilateral or bilateral, 
formulated into a ~onditio sine qua non or not, is immaterial. 

Exclusion of marriage itself-This happens in mock marriages. 
It happens in a marriage of convenience. It may happen in other 
kinds of marriages. The consent is only feigned. There is no 
marria&e (c. 1086, §2). 
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Ezclusioa of the conjugal act-Here the very object of the mar
riage contract is .russing. There can be no contract without an 
object. By divine law the object of marriage is copulation for 
the purpose of perpetuating the human species. Thus, there is 
no marriage if the parties agree to have no children. 

But the marriage remains valid if only the 1zerci11 of the 
right to the conjugal act is denied at the very start. Here there 
is an understanding to abuae the right, rather than to deny it. 
Such \Vould be the case where the parties agree before nJ&rriage to 
have no more than two children, or no children for the first two 
years, or until the husband finds better employment, etc. 

Ezclu1ion of the 11sential 'ro~rties of marriag,_ These are 
unity, sacrameotality and indissolubility. In practise, however, it 
is the exclusion of the last that is most frequently encountered. If 
two persons agree before marriage that they may resort to divorce 
in the event the marriage proves unhappy, there is no marriage 
(cfr. c. 1086, §2). There must have been an agreement to this 
effect, i.e., indissolubility must have been excluded by a positive act 
of the will, otherwise the parties' mere opinions concerning the 
permissibility of divorce will not affect the validity of the marriage. 
The determination to resort to divorce by only one party suffices. 
The agreement or determination must have been made prior to 
marriage, and in writina or before \vitnesses, to produce effects in 
the external forum. 

Con,itional cons1nt-The Church permits that marriage be 
contracted conditionally for grave reasons. The fact of conditional 
marriage should be manifested to the pastor, for until the condition 
is verdied, the parties are forbidden to cohabit, and if they do not 
cohabit people will take scandal unless it is known that a con
ditional marriage was contracted. Naturally, only licit conditions 
will be manifested to the pastor. Seldom do such marriages occur. 
Most frequently, the condition remains a secret because it is illicit, 
but unless it was made prior to marriage and in writing or before 
witnesses so that proof thereof may be given to the court, the 
marriage always remains valid in the external forum of the Church. 

RtsolutiT!e conditions are not admitted by the Church, even 
though they concern something licit in itself, for this is opposed to 
the indissolubility of marriage. A resolutive condition is one where 
the urmination of the marriage is made to depend upon the veri
fication of some happening, e.g., I will rnarry you as long as yos 
remain a Catholic. Suspcnaive conditions are those where the com
mmument of the marriage is made to depend upon the verification 
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of some happening. Concerning these suspensive conditions, c:. 1092 
rule$ as follows : 

Futurt conditions, if they concern something necessary, im
possible, or dishonest, must be regarded as non-existent, .the law 
presuming they were added through levity. If they are contrary to 
the substance of marriage, they invalidate marriage, e.g., the exclu
sion of indissolubility. lo all other cases they suspend the beginning 
of the marriage until the condition is, or is not, verified, e.g., if 
my ;«rents consent. 

Past or present conditions, namely, those which concern some 
past or present event or fact, leave the marriage valid or invalid, de
pending upon whether the condition is, or is not, verified at the 
moment marriage is contracted. 

§3. DEFICIENT FR.Elmo.J.\.1 

Marriage consent, finally, may be invalid even though there 
is no ignorance or error, and even though the part}' intends to 
marry. This happens when unjust moral force in the form of 
blows and threats are used to extort his consent. In the passive agent 
we have grave fear. 'Vhether we say the marriage is invalid through 
grave and unjust force in the active agent, or through grave fear 
in the passive agent, is immaterial, they being one and the same 
thing at this place. Force and fear are correlative terms. 

Io ·canon law grave fear unjustly inspired by a free external 
agent in order to extort marriage consent invalidates marriage ; 
no other fear does this ( c. 1087). 

( 1) Tne fear must be grQfJt. It can be abiOlutely grave or rela
tively grave, and either ·one \Viii invalidate marriage. Fear is 
absolutely grave lvhich suffices to overcome the mind and will of a 
firm and ste.adfast man, llecause of the grave losses he would other
wise suffer, los:scs which are considered absolutely grave in them
selves, such as loss of life, limb, fortune or liberty. Relatfoely grave 
fear is that which suffices to overcome the mind and \Viii of this 
or that individual in view of his or her frailty. Thus, lvhat is 
called rnJerential fear, or the fear of offending one's parents or 
superiors, could amount to grave fear, namely, if there were ex
trentt severit)• in the active agent and extreme sensith:eness in the 
passive agent. 

(2) The fear must be unjustly inflicted. This excludes fear 
proceeding from natural events, and requires that it proceed from 
a free external agent. Moreover, the human agent must be violat
ing justice in demanding marriage. A judge docs not inflict fear 
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on a young man unjustly if he threatens imprisonment unless the 
man either marries the girl whom he seduced or pays for the support 
of the child. But the girl's relatives have no right to threaten him 
with bodily harm, and if the man marries the girl to escape these 
threats, ·because they are unjust, the marriage will be invalid. At 
the most they can justly threaten to bring a lawsuit against him. 
And if in the face of this threat, he marries, the marriage i$ valid. 

(3) It is required that marriage be the only escape from the 
threats. 
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§1. J UJtIDICAL Foor OP MAJUUAoB 
By the juridical form of marriage we mean that form which 

is required by law for the validity of a marriage. This includes 
the presence of the parries, witnesses, and the local Ordinary, pas
tor, or delegated priest ( c. 1094). 

Concerning the parties to the marriage it is necessary that they 
be present in person or through a proxy, and that they express their 
consent by words not using equivalent signs if they can speak ( c. 
1088). To contract marriage through a proxy it is necessary in 
canon lalv that the principal authorize this in writing, designating 
the proX}', and signing the document of mandate. Moreover, this 
document must be countersigned by the pastor, or the local Ordi· 
nary, or a priest delegated by either of these, or by two witnesses 
(c. 1089). The civil law concerning the permissibility of marriage 
by proxy, and the formalities prescribed therefor should also be 
observed, at least for civil law recognition and dlccts. 

The parties are not forbidden to use an interpreter. But in 
this case, as also in the case of marriage by proxy, the permission 
of the local Ordinary must be obtained if time permits (c. 1090-
1091 ). 

Concerning the witnesses, the Code in c. 1094 prescribes that 
they must be at least two in number. No special qualifications are 
set down, and so it seems that it suffices that the witnesses have 
the use of reason, and are present to the extent that they can testify 
that the parties exchanged consent before the priest. Some would 
debar non-Catholic witnesses, on the general principle that non
Catholics should not be admitted to participate with Catholics 
in 1acris. The validity of this argument can be questioned since 
the witnesses merely assist passively at the administration and re
ception of a sacrament. At any rate, in µiarriages contracted with 
a dispensation from the impediment of disparity of cult there would 
be no sacrament, and the argument could not extend to that case. 

Concerning the assistance of the authorized witnesses, i.e., the 
local Ordinary, the pastor or their delegate, we must distinguish 
between valid and licit assistance. 

A. Yalid AssISTANCE OP THB PRIEST 

Only those marriages are valid which are contracted before 
the pastor, the local Ordinary, or a priest delegated by either of 
them, and before two witnesses ( c. I 094) • 

To assist validly, the pastor mmt be in his parish at the time 
of the marriage, and in that case he assists validly at all marriages, 
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both those of his subjects and those of non-subjects. But the 
pastor cannot leave his territory and witness the marriage even 
of his own subjects in another parish, e.g., in a hospital situated 
in another parish, without delegation from the local Ordinary or 
the pastor of that territory (c. 1095, §1, n. 2). 

Equivalent to pastors are.: the administrator of a vacant parish 
(c. 473, n. 1); the vicar substitute who takes the place of the 
pastor when the latter absents himself longer than a week (c. 474; 
Code Comm., July 14, 1922; Acta XIV, 527); the vicar adjutant 
if he has full charge of the parish (c. 475, §2; Code Comm., May 
20, 1923; ii eta XVI, 114). Hence,. whatever is said in this article 
about pastors must be applied to the priests jU$t listed. 

The pastor may delegate any priest to assist validly at a mar
riage, provided the marriage takes place within the parish of the 
delegating pastor, (c. 1095, §2). The delegation must be given 
to a specified priest for a specified marriage, otherwise the dele
gation is not valid. However, assistant pastors ( 1,oicarii cooperatores) 
may be 'given general delegation to assist at any marriage that 
may come up, but only within the parish to lvhich they have been 
assigned (c. 1096). The delegation is not sufficiently specified if a 
pastor informs the religious superior that he delegates that priest 
to assist at a certain marriage the following Sunday in the mission 
church whom the superior will send (Code Comm., May 20, 1923; 
Acta XVI, 115). To avoid this pitfall let the pastor delegate the 
superior himself to take the marriage, granti~ him at the same 
time powers to subdelegate one of his subjects; or let the superior 
mention the name of the priest who will supply so that the pastor 
may then and there delegate him. 

Assistant pastors have not in virtue of their office the right to 
assist at marriages. They must receive explicit delegation to that 
end, either from the pastor or the local Ordinary, e.g., in their 
letters of appointment, or from the diocesan statutes (Code Comm.; 
Acta 1942, SO). 

Assistant pastors who have received general delegation to wit
ness marriages, may subdelegate another specified priest to assut 
at a specified marriage (Code Comm., Dec. 28, 1927; dt:ta XX, 61). 
A priest who has received delegation for a specific marriage only, 
may not subdelegate his powers, unless this was txprmlJ• permitted 
by the delegating authority ( c. 199, §4). 

B. Licit AssrsTANCB OF THE PIUBST 

Suppoaing the requirements of valid assistance are verified in 
a given case as just described, it is furthermore required for licitnes.s 
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that the parties be the subjects ol the pastor, whether the latter 
personally witnesses the marriaae1 or his delepte. In 1:he matter 
of marriage it is not required that the parties have a domicile or 
quasi-domicile in the parish, but it suffices that they have sojourned 
in the parish at least a month (c. 1097, §1, n. 2). 

If the parties belon& to different parishe11 the rule is that the 
bride's pastor has prior rights, unless a just cause excuses from 
observing this precept ( c. 1097, §2). 

If the parties belong· to different Catholic ritca, the groom's rite 
and pastor should be preferred ( c. 1097, §2), unless particular 
law rules otherwise as with the Greek Rutbenians in the U. S. 

The pastor, or his delcpte, may assist at the marriage of 
non-subjects if he has received permission (not delegation) from 
the proper pastor of the parties, or from the pastor of the bride 
preferably. If he obtains permission from the proper pastor, he may 
keep the stolefee, unless permission was granted with the clause 
n1t"1t1to jare sto/ae. He must restore the stolefee if neither party 
was his subject, and if he failed outside of a grave necessity (c. 1097, 
§ 1, n. 3) to obtain permission of the proper pastor, or of either 
proper pastor if the parties belonged to different parishes (c. 1097, 
§3). 

C. VALm MAU1AoES WITHOUT A PRIEST 

An exceptional form of marriage is that which is de1cribed in 
c. 1098. When neither the local Ordinary, nor the pastor, nor 
their delegate, can be approached, or can come, to assillt at mar
riage, a marriage is valid before two witnesses alone: ( 1) in danger 
of death; (2) outside of such clanger if it can be prudently foreseen 
that neither the local Ordinary, nor the pastor, nor a priest delegated 
by them, can be approached, or can come, to asaist at the marriage 
within at least a month. 

D. PERSONS HBLD TO THE CANONICAL FORM 

The priest who assists at a marriage need seldom inquire wheth· 
er the parries are bound to observe the canonical form of Catholic 
marrili':. It is especially after a civil marriage has taken place, 
and the parties obtain a divorce, and wish to have the former 
marriage declared invalid by the Church authoritie1 because of 
lack of canonical form, \Vill it be necessary to inquire whether 
they \Vere held to observe the canonical form of marriage. Hence, 
it may suffice to state in general terms at this place that only those 
who have been both baptized and reared in the Catholic faith are 
held to the form above described (c. 1099; also literature below). 
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§2. LITURGICAL FORM OF MAluuAGB 

Mhred marria9e1-Here all sacred rites are forbidden, unless 
the local Ordinary alloWB one or the other ceremony to avoid graver 
evils (cfr. c. 1102). Hence (where the law is enforced), no stole, 
nor surplice, nor the blessing of the ring, nor the rccitatiol) of prayers 
is allowed, although an exhortation may be given. The parties simply 
exchange consent in the presence of the priest and two witnesses, the 
special formula being found in the average ritual printed for the 
American.clergy. The banns of marriage arc not published (c.1026). 

Catholic marriages--Outside of the case of nece•ity, c.,., 
danger of death, when the bare essential ceremony suffices, the 
prie.Jt asking the parties separately: Do you, N. N., tale N. N. for 
}'our lawful husband ( wi/t) ? and the panics each responding in 
the affirmative, and the priest adding: .I pronounce you man and 
wife, marriage ought to be celebrated according to the rites pre
scribed in the liturgical books. This includes besides the asking and 
receiving of the consent of the parties as described in the ritual, 
marriage at Mass and the nuptial blessing. But neither the Mass 
nor the nuptial blessing is required for the validity of marriage, nor 
arc they strictly perceptive by common law, although the spouse.J 
should be exhorted to assist at Mass, and to receive the nuptial 
blessing ( c. 1101 ) . The latter consists of three prayers found in 
the Mi;;sal, and included in the Missa pro sponsi1, namely: Propi
tiare, Doniint, and Deus, qui pott1tate, which arc both said over 
the spouses at the conclusion of the Pater Noster of the Mass; the 
third prayer being, Deu1 Abraham, said before the Plactal tibi at 
the end of the Mass. 

Although the nuptial bleS.Jing is forbidden during the closed 
seasons, namely, from the first Sunday of Advent to Christmas, and 
from Ash Wednesday to Easter (c. 1108, §2), still marriage itself 
is not forbidden during those season.,. 

The nuptial blessing being intended principally for the bride, 
as can be ascertained from its formula, it may not be given to a 
widow who received the blessing in her first marriage ( c. 1143). 
This rule is probably intended to discourage second .and funber 
marriagea, since the preceding canon states that while such further 
marriages are not forbidden, yet chaste widowhood is to be pre
ferred (c. 1142). 

Alarriagt of eonscienu-Thc Mass, nuptial blessing and other 
public ceremonies are dispensed with in n marriage of conscience. 
This is not to be confused with a mere quiet marriage made possible 
by a dispensation from the banns. A marriage of conscience is 
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one where not only are the banns dispensed with, but the marriage 
is contracted with the obligation of secrecy on the pan of the local 
Ordinan•, the officiating minister, the witnesileS, and the parries, 
so long as the latter desire the marriage to remain a secret. A grave 
reason is required for a marriage of conscience, e.g., unjust and 
violent opposition of the parents, disgrace to the family should the 
marriage become known, difficulties of the civil law, etc. Only the 
local Ordinary may permit such marnaga. The reason is that 
they are fraught with dangers, an existing marriage ma)' remain 
undetected since the banns are omitted and no one knows of the 
present marriage except the parties and witnesses, the priest and 
the local Ordinary; the children may possibly not be baptized, or 
baptized under fictitious names without having their true names 
later recorded at least in the secret diocesan archives, etc. (cfr. c. 
1104-1106). 

Time and ;lace of marriag1-Marriage may be contracted any 
day of the year, and at any time of the day by common law, although 
the spouses are to be exhorted to marry at Mau, as we said ( c. 
1108, 1101). If diocesan statutes forbid marriage on Sundays, 
or in the evening, they should be ob&erved. 

Marriage should be celebrated in the parish church, or, by per· 
mission of the putor, in a public or semi-public oratory. Only the 
local Ordinary may permit marriage in private homes, or in the 
churches or chapels of seminaries and relicious communities of 
women (c. 1109, §1, 2). Mixed marriages are to take place outside 
of church (c. 1109, §3). With us they have until very recently 
taken place in the parlor of the rectory, never in the church. 

Registration of mnrringe-Every marriage must be recorded 
in the marriage register of the parish where it was celebrated. More
over a note of the marriage must be entered in the baptismal regis
ter of the parish where the parties were baptized, i. e., in the margin, 
and on the page where their names appear. If the marriage and 
baptism parishes differ, the pastor, or his delegate, who witnessed the 
marriage should send notice thereof to the pastor(s) of the parish(es) 
where the parties were baptized ( c. 1103). This latter is a serious 
obligation, and one until recently often overlooked. The law is 
designed to prevent the parties from contracting a second marriage 
should they attempt a new union after obtaining a civil divorce. 

CoDE CoMl\I. INTERPRETATIONS OF THB LAW ON THB 

MARRIAGB FORM 

C. 1094-The vicar substitute who replaces a temporarily 
absent pastor, as in c. 465, .4, outside of a case of emerr;mcy, can 
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validly assist at marriage after, but not before, the Ordinary approves 
of him as a vicar substitute. A religious vicar substitute needs only 
the approval of the local Ordinary, not the approval of his superior, 
to assist validly at marriages (Acta, 1922, 527). 

C. 109~The supplying priest who, as in c. 465, §5, replaces 
an absent pastor in an emergency can validly assist at marriage even 
before the Ordinary's approval of his appointment by the pastor 
(Acta 1922, 527). 

C. I 095, §2-The priests mentioned in the above two para
graphs as competent to assist validly at marriage can delegate a 
specified priest to assist at a specified marriage. Such delegation 
the administrator of c. 472 can also confer. Whether the same 
delegating power is found in the vicar adjutant of c. 475, and of 
the vicar cooperator of c. 476 will depend upon the amount of 
authority these have received from the local Ordinary, or the 
pastor, in general (Acta 1922, 527). 

C. 1096-A vicar cooperator of c. 476, if he has general dele
gation to assist at marriages within the parish, can subdelegate any 
specified priest of his choice to assist at any specdied marriage 
(,J. eta 1928, 61 ) • The vicar cooperator can never assist at marriage 
in virtue of his office alone (Acta 1942, 50). 

C. 1096-ln delegating a priest to take a. specified marriage, 
the pastor can authorize the same priest tO subdelegate any other 
priest of his choice to take the said marriage (Acta 1928, 62). 

C. 1096-Delegation for valid assistance is too vague if the 
pastor merely tells the superior of the neighboring religiOus house 
that he (the pastor) delegates that priest to take the marriage, booked 
for the coming Sunday, whom the superior will send to supply 
(Acta 1924, 115). 

C. 1098-Marriage before witnesses alone is not valid just 
because the pastor is absent /tit et nunc. It must be foreseen that 
the pastor, moreover, '"ill not be available for another month (Acta 
1925, 538). 

C. I 098-Whether the inconvenience is on the part of the 
pastor or on the part of the nupturients is immaterial (Acta 1945, 
149). 

C. 1098-Physical absense of the pastor is required to justify 
marriage before witnesses alone, and mere moral absence does 
not suffice. Still, ii the pastor is ph)'Sically present, but cannot assist 
because of some grave inconvenience, this still is considered physical 
absence (Acta 1928, 120; 1931, 388). 
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C. 1098---It does not suffice that the parties merely believe 
that the pastor will not be available for another month (RtJta deci-
1ions, vol. 18, p. 17). 

C. 1099, §2-.Jb acatholics nati includes persons born also of 
mixed marriages, one parent being Catholic, even though marriage 
by them was contracted with the necessary dispensation (.Acta. 1929, 
573). It includes persons born of apostate Catholics (.Acta 1930, 
195). The above first answer is declarative and retroactive (.Atta 
1931, 388). 

C. 1102-In mixed marriages not only is the Missa tro sparuis 
forbidden, but also any other Mass which, from circumstances, 
would incline one to the belief that the Mass is part of the marriap 
ceremony (Atta 1925, 583). 
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.ABT. VII 

Separalkm of the Spoua 

We shall Srst consider separation, or divorce, from the bond; 
and then separation from bed and board. 
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§1. SBPARATION F&OM THK BoND 

Not every marriage, though valid, enjoys the same degree of 
indissolubility. From this viewpoint we may distinguish: ( 1) sacra
mental consummated marriages j (2) unconsummated marriages; 
( 3) consummated non-sacramental marriaaes. 

A. SACRAMENTAL CoNSt1MMATBD MAltJuAGES 

A sacramental marriage (between two baptized persons), once 
consummated, cannot be dissolved except by death (dr. c. 1118). 
Every other marriage admits of dissolution for reasons other than 
death of the spouse, as we shall see. Proof of the absolute indissolu
bility· of a sacramental consummated marriage, as based upon divine 
law, must be left to manuals of dogmatic theology. 

B. UNCONSUMMATED MAUIAGl!S 

A marriage between two baptized persons, or between a bap
tized and an unbaptized person, is dissolved by law through solemn 
religious profeSiion, although an Apostolic indult is required for a 
married person to enter a religion during the lifetime of his spouse 
( cfr. c. 542, n. 1 ) • But the more frequent way in which a marriage 
as just described is dissolved, is by Apostolic dispensation granted 
for a just cause at the request of both parties, or of one party only, 
even though the other be opposed to the dispensation ( c. 1119). 

Whether the dissolving power is attached to solemn vows by 
divine or ecclesiastical law is disputed. By \vhat authority the Pope 
can dissolve an unconsummated marriage is explained on p. 630. 

As to the procedure followed before a dispensation is granted 
from the bonds of a matrimrmi11m ratum 11 non-consummatum, cfr. 
p. 628. 

C. CoNsUMMATBD NoN-SACJt.AMBNTAL MAJUUAGBS 

A non-sacramental marriage is one which exists between two 
unbaptized persons, or between a baptized and an unbaptized person. 
If both parties are unbaptized, the marriage, even though consum
mated, can be dissolved in virtue of the Pauline Privilege. If one 
party is unbaptized and the other is a baptized non-Catholic, and 
one party becomes a Catholic, the marriage can be dissolved in 
favor of the faith by vicarious power of the Sovereign Pontiff. 
We shall consider each of these cases separately. 

Pauline Privilege-In his first epistle to the Corinthians (VII, 
12-15) St. Paul writes: "If any brother hath a wife that believeth 
not, and she consent to dwell with him, let him not put her away. 
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And if any woman hath a husband that believeth not, and he consent 
to dwell with her, let her not put away her husband •••• But if 
the unbeliever depart, let him depart. For a brother or sister is not 
under servitude in such cases." 

By brother and sister St. Paul means a Christian man and 
woman, those who have received baptiam. But he intends converts 
alone, as the Church through lier practise teaches. St. Paul means 
to say that if marriage was contracted by two unbaptized persons 
(unbelievers), and one of them is now converted to the Christian 
faith (brother, sister), and the unbaptized consort consents to live 
with the convert without molestation to his or her new faith, the 
convert should continue to live with him. But if the unbaptized 
party departs, i. e., either by physical desertion, or morally by making 
the practise of the faith difficult for the convert, the latter may also 
depart, i. e., enter upon a new marriage with a Christian. 

Hence, the Pauline Privilege is simply the right of a convert, 
man or woman, to contract a new marriage should the unbaptized 
consort to whom the convert was married in infidelity, i. e., while 
yet unbaptized, refuse to be baptized likewise, or at least to live 
peacefully with the convert. The dissolution of the first marriage 
contracted in infidelity, even though consummated, is dissolved at 
the moment the convert contracu a new marriage ( c. 1120, 
§1; 1126). 

Before the Pauline Privilege can be applied the following 
conditions must have been verified: ( 1) the first marriage must have 
been contracted in infidelity, i.e., between two unbaptized persons; 
(2) one party must have embraced the faith through baptism, the 
other still remaining unbaptized; ( 3) the unbaptized person must 
have departed, either physically, e. g., by divorce 'or desertion, or 
morally, e. g., by making common life unbearable by reason of a 
quarrelsome disposition, opposition to the baptism and Catholic 
education of the children, insistence on onanistic practises, etc:., in 
a word by any mode of life which endangers the faith or morals 
of the cohvcrt and makes the practise of his new religion difficult ; 
( 4) the departure of the infidel must be verified by means of 
intcrpcllations. 

The interpellations arc two questions proposed to the unbap
tized consort : 1 ) whether he also is willing to receive baptism ; and 
if not 2) whether at least he is willing to leave the convert un
disturbed in the practice of the Christian faith. If the unbaptized 
consort has already physically departed, e.g., by reason of divorce, 
the second question should be whether he is willing to return and 
live peacefully, etc. ( cfr. c:. 1121, §1). · 
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The interpellations must always be made, no matter how 
evident it may be that the infidel has departed, unless the Holy See 
dispenses (c. 1121, §2). The local Ordinaries of the United States 
have no faculties to dispense in these cases by law. 

If the interpellations wtre dispensed with by the authority of 
the Holy. See, or if they were made and a negative (even silent) 
anslver was given to them, the convert may enter upon a new 
marriage (c. 1123}. 

If the convert alter baptism continues to live with the infidel, 
he does not thereb}' forfeit his right later on to resort to the Pauline 
Privilege if circumstances warrant (c.1124). 

In cases of doubt the privilege of the faith enjo}'S the favor 
of the law (c. 1127). Thus, if it is doubted whether the 6rst 
marriage was invalid, it may be presumed invalid; whether the 
interpellations were properly made and reached the infidel, they may 
be presumed as having been properly made, etc. But if two doubt
fully baptized non-Catholics contracted marriage, and one joins 
the Church and is baptized and wishes to use the Pauline Privilege, 
this cannot be done for fear that the first marriage may have been 
sacramental and consummated. And if of two non-Catholics one 
was certainly_ unbaptized and the other doubtfully baptized, the 
convert cannot be permitted the use of the Pauline Privilege, but 
recoune must be had to the Holy Office in each case (H. Off. June 
10, 1937; Acta XXIX, 305). 

Concerning the method of procedure in Pauline Privilege cases, 
dr. p. 628. 

Dissolution by vicarious authorily of the So'Oereign PontiJJ
Marriage between two penons, one of whom is baptized and the 
other unbaptized, cannot be dissolved in virtue of the Pauline 
Privilege. But if either party embraces the Catholic faith, and if the 
bond of the first marriage would make the practice of the faith diffi
cult for the convert, e. g., if they are divorced civilly and the convert 
because of youthful age finds it hard to lead a continent life, the 
first marriage, even though consummated, can be dissolved by the 
Roman Pontiff in virtue of his authority as vicar of Christ upon 
earth, i. e., by the same authority by which he dissolves unconsum
mated marriages, an authority conferred upon the Pope through 
St. Peter to whom it was said: OuidquiJ sol'fleris sultr ttrram trit 
solutum et in coelis. Thu loosing power must be understood as extend
ing not only to sins but to anything that would obstruct salvation, 
even to the bond of marriage. But ratum et tonsummatum marria~s 
arc expressly excepted, for if to any marriage, then certainly to such 
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marriages do the words of Christ apply: "What God luttli jointtl 
togtther, let no man '"' as11ntler.n 

Concerning the procedure to be observed in requesting a papal 
dissolution of the marriage under consideration, cfr. p. 630. 

D. DECLARATION OF NULLITY 

Dissolution of the marriage bond supposes that a valid marriage 
existed, otherwise there is no bond present to be disaolved. Hence 
if the parties contracted an invalid marriage, and after obtaining 
a civil divorce, either or both desire to enter upon a new marriap 
in the Church, the case calls for a declaration of nullity, not for 
a dissolution. Sometimes a formal marriage trial is required, 
especially in defective consent cues, and impotency cases; at other 
times a summary process as described on p. 626 generally suflices. 

It should be repeated that no priest may assist at the marriage of 
divorced persons without first submitting the first marriage of these 
parties to the bishop, or the diocesan court, for a declaration of 
nullity, or for an authoritative dissolution. And if neither a declara
tion of nullity nor a di510lution is pouible, the divorced persons 
cannot enter upon a new marriage in conscience, and in the Church. 

§2. SBPARATION PllOl\I BBD AND BoAJtD 

By limited divorce, as distinct from absolute divorce, we under· 
stand the separation of the spouses not from the bonds of their 
marriage, but from bed, board and common habitation. Such divorce 
does not permit the parties to contract a new marriage. 

One of the obligations inherent in the marriage contract is 
common habitation, this being essential to the exercise of marital 
rights, or the ju1 t:o~tllantli. 

But a just cause will permit separation from bed, board and 
habitation. As a rule it is not for the parties, but for the bishop, 
to judge concerning the sufficiency of the cause which justifies sepa
ration. A summary extrajudicial decision suffices (Code Comm., 
June 2S, 1932; Acta XXIV, 284). Not even the confessor can 
pass judgment which will excuse the parties in the external forum, 
if the sep:iration would cause general talk and scandal. Such scandal 
is not present, or at least it is not justifiable scandal, if the cause 
of the separation is both serious and publicly ltno\vn, and if it is 
known that the bishop has authorized the separation. 

Canon 1129 considers adultery as justifying permanent sepa· 
ration for the innocent spouse. Causes which justify t1m,orar1 
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separation, i. c., as long as the cause lasts, arc, e. f·• if one spouse 
joins a non-Catholic sect; educates the children as non-Catholics; 
leads a criminal and ipominious life; endangers the life of the 
other, or tempts the other repeatedly to sin, c. g., by birth control 
practises; renders common life a hardship by .constant quarrels, etc. 
(c. 1131, §1). 

While, if there is .danger in delay, the innocent spouse may 
usually leave on his own accord without waiting for episcopal 
approval, )•Ct if the separation is to continue for any length of time, 
and especially if a civil divorce is to be sought to safeguard the 
temporal goods of the innocent party, the right to alimony, etc .. 
the bishop mwt be consulted. In many dioceses it is a reserved sin 
by local law for Catholics to sue for a civil divorce without previous 
permiaion of the bishop. 

Canon 1132 rules that the childr~ should be given to the 
innocent spouse in case of separation, unless the Ordinary judge1 
otherwise for the good of the children, e. g., if the innocent party 
is a non-Catholic. But in practise it will be the civil coun which 
\vill arrogate to it1elf this right to decide who shall have the 
children, a right which belongs to the ecclesiastical prelates, but 
which is not recognized lvhere separation of Church and State 
prevails, as lvith us. 
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ART. VIII 

Validalkm of Mmrlave. 

An invalid marriage may be validated in either one of two ways; 
1) by having the parties renew marital consent, and this we call 
sim;le validation; or 2) by dispensing the spouses from the obliga
tion of renewing consent in the canonical form, i. e., before the 
priest and two witnes.tes, and then we have a 1anatio in radice. 

§1. SJMPLI VALIDATION 

The rule is that marriage must be validated by means of simple 
validation. The 1anatio in radice is an extraordinary method, and 
should not be resorted to except in cases of necessity. In other words, 
the parties should ordinarily be prevailed upon to renew their consent 
in canonical form after the impediment has ceased of its own accord 
{age, disparity of cult, etc.), or after a dispensation bas been 
obtained from the invalidating impediment (c. 1133, §1). Some
times, however, there is no impediment and a dispensation is not 
needed, e. g., if the marriage was merely contracted in the beginning 
before a justice of the peace, i.e., in disregard of the canonical 
form. Then the parties need but renew consent in canonical form. 

We said the consent should be renewed in canonical form, 
i.e., before an authorized priest and two witnesses. However, not 
even this is required in all cases, although in all cases consent must 
be renewed. In other words, the manner of renewing consent will 
differ according to whether the marriage \Vas rendered invalid due to: 
1 ) the disregard of the canonical .form (civil marriages) ; or 2) 
defective consent; or 3) an invalidating impediment. 

If the canonical form \Vas neglected, e.g., in a civil marriage, 
the parties must renew consent before an authorized priest and 
two witnesses (c. 1137). It is not necessary that a church ceremony 
be gone throueh, but the marriage can take place privately, if there 
is danger of scandal, e.g., in the sacristy, priest's parlor, etc. 

if marriage was invalidated by reason of vitiated consent, e.g., 
because of a condition opposed to the substance of marriage, and 
it fa publicly known that such pre-marital pact was entered into, 
or that at least one party so conditioned his consent, the parties 
must renelv consent before an authorized priest and two witnesses. 
lf the defective consent cannot be proved in the external forum, 
e.g., by an authentic document or by two ll-itnesses other than the 
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parties, it suffices that the pany or parties externally between them
selves alone renew consent. And if only one pany gave vitiated 
consent and is aware thereof, the confessor may tell him here and 
now to renew consent inwardly and coram Dto without the need of 
~anifcstin& bis lack of consent to his partner. Since these occult 
cases cannot be proved, the Church is not concerned about them 
in the external forum, nor could she declare the marriage invalid. 
And so, since the parties cannot be allowed a divorce on such 
grounds they may as 1vell live rightly in a valid marriage and renew 
consent privately (cfr. c. 1136). 

If the marriage was invalid due to an impetliment which is now 
discovered (a relatively rare case), the consent must be renewed 
before an authorized priest and two witnesses if the impediment is 
public by its nature (can be proved). Otherwise the parties 
exchange consent between themselves alone. If the impediment is, 
or was, known to onl}' one pany, e.g., one learns from the confessor 
that his pre-marital adultery invalidated his marriage, only the party 
aware of the impediment need renew consent inwardly (c. 1135). 

§2. SANATIO IN RADICE 

The law which requires the parties to an invalid marriage to 
renew consent before the authorized priest and two witne1Ses is 
a ruling of positive ecclesiastical law only. Hence, the Church can 
dispense with this ruling, or obligation of renewing consent, if 
circumstances so warrant in some particular case, and such dispensa
tion is called a sanatio in raJice, i. e., the marriage is healed 
(validated) in its root (eonsent). The Church does not supply 
consent; she simpl}• gives authoritative recognition to a consent 
already elicited. If a diriment impediment stands in the way, e.g., 
disparity of cult, this must be first removed, or it must have ceased 
of itself, e.g., age. If removed by a dispensation, as generally hap
pens, the bishop in granting the sanatio in raJke actually grants a 
two-fold dispensation: one from the diriment impediment, the other 
from the law requiring renewal of consent in the canonical form 
(cfr. c. 1138}. 

Since there is question of dispensing from a law whenever a 
sanatio in raditt is granted, namel}·, from the law requiring renewal 
of consent in the legitimate form, a sanatio in ratlite will not be 
granted save for a just cause. Thus, it may happen that the mar
riage was invalid through the fault of the priest, he having no juris
diction to witness the marria~, and it would be embarrassing to 
inform the parties thereof. Or, as most frequently happens, a 
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Catholic contracts a civil marriage with a non-Catholic, and later, 
repenting, wishes to have the marriage rectified, but the non-Catholic 
cannot be prevailed upon to renew consent in the Catholic form, 
being persuaded that one marriage ceremony suffices. 

The Church does not grant a sanatio in radice if marriage was 
contracted with an impediment of divine law, even though the 
impediment has now ceased. This is a mere ecclesiastical ruling 
~cfr. Veremeersch-Creuscn, o. c., II, n. 457). And so, if a divorced 
Catholic contracted a civil marriage during the lifetime of his 
former spouse, and the latter dies. the second marriage must be 
validated l>y rene,ving consent before an authorized priest and two 
witnesses (c. 1139). 

Neither does the Church grant a sanatio in radice in the case of 
a marriage invalid by reason of deficient consent. This is divine law, 
since no human authority can supply marria~e consent other than 
the parties. If the defect in consent was public, the marriage must 
be gone through again before an authorized priest and two witneaes. 
If the defect was occult in the sense that it cannot be juridk.ally 
proven in the external forum, consent must be renewed at least 
privately between the parties if known to both, or by one party only 
inwardly if he alone is aware of bis deficient consent (c.1140). 

Only the Holy See can grant the sanatio in radice, i.e., such 
dispensations the Pope reserves to himself. But the local Ordinaries 
of the United States have quinquennial faculties to grant the sanatio 
in radice in cases of mixed marriages, and from impediments of 
minor degree (cfr. p. 726, 728). 

It should be noted that the parties need not be told of the 
sanatio having been granted ( c. 1138, §3). But the one who is 
aware of the impediment should be informed that the marriage 
was validated in this way, otherwise he may later attempt to seek 
a declaration of nullity. Likewise to frustrate this attempt, the 
sanatio must be duly recorded in the boob of the chancery, and a 
note thereof sent by the chancery to the pastor of the parish where 
the party or parties were baptized, so that it may be recorded in 
the baptismal register on the margin of the page where the names 
appear. Absence of such marginal note is evidence that a civil 
marriage was not validated in this form; and if, moreover, the 
ordinary marriage celebration note is not found in the margin which 
\vould have been entered had the marriage been validated in the 
ordinary manner, parties married civill}' may obtain a declaration 
of nul\ity to permit them to contract a new marriage. 

Finally, let it be remarked that while a sanatw in radict produces 
no effect if the consent originally given to the marriage has been 
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recalled, yet the party conscious of the invalidity of the marriage 
need not question the other consort ur:iaware of the invalidity whether 
his consent perseveres. The law presumes that marital consent, 
onct given, continues until there is certain proof present that it has 
ceased (c. 1093). Hence, if the parties are not separated, this is 
sufficient presumption that consent perseveres, and the sanatio may be 
granted. But in some cases it may be better for the confessor or 
priest to advise a penitent to seek a declaration of nullity, rather 
than ask for a validation of his marriage, especially if there are 
no children, and the present union is an unhappy one. 
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1929, Nov. 169. 
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law, if the impediment has now ceased, excluded from the benefit 
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General notion.r-Sacramentals are thinp or actions which 
the Church has instituted in imitation of the sacraments to produce 
chiefly spiritual effects ( c. 1144) • 

They should not be mnfused with sacraments; the latter are of 
divine institution, the former of ecclesiastical origin; the latter pro· 
duce grace e:t o;ere operato, the former e:t o;ere o;erantis (praesertim 
operante Etclesia). The Church merely begs God through her 
ministers to besto\V favon on the recipient or user of the sacramen· 
tal, her prayers being more efficacious {not necessarily infallible) 
than the prayers of a private member of the Church. 

Nor should sacramentals be confused with indulgences. An 
indulgence is the remission of temporal punishment due after 
the guilt of sin, i.e., its punishment in the next world, has been 
condoned. The $piritual effects of a sacramental may indeed include 
the effects of an indulgence by the will of God in some particular 
case, but the remission of temporal punW.ment is not an essential 
effect of a sacramental. We can have articles to which both in-
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dulgences and sacramentals attach, e.g., a blessed rosar)' ·to which 
an indulgence was attached by the sign of the cros1. On the other 
hand we can have an indulgence alone, e.g., in the case of an in
dulgenced visit to a church, or we can have a sacramental alone, 
e.g., a blessing imparted to a rosary by a priest not empowered 
to affix indulgences. 

Ki11tls of sacramentals-Most sacramentals are either conse
crations or blessings. Otherwise, which actions and things .can be 
listed as sacramentals u much disputed among the writers due to 
the absence of a uniform definition of a sacramental save in generic 
terms. Authors usually add to blessings and consecrations, the public 
prayers of the Church, alms,Pving, the recitation of the confiteor, 
and the sign of the crOBS. 

Consecrations and blessings an: either constitutive or invocative, 
depending upon whether according to the usage of the Church 
the thing consecrated or blessed is set aside permanently for sacred 
purposes, e.g., consecrated oils, blessed candles, holy \vater, etc., 
or not, e.g., the blessing of a private home, of fruit, etc. The 
former ;hould not be applied to profane uses ( c. 1150), e.g., should 
not be used to bathe with, nor blessed candles lighted to study by. 

Sacramen~als, we said, are ·either things or actions; thus, those 
things which receive a constitutive consecration or blessing constitute 
the permanent sacramental, God's blessing remaining with the re
tainer or user thereof; \vhile in the case of thin&s consecrated or 
blessed with an invocative blessing, the sacramental mostly consists 
in the transient action, i.e., the consecration or blessing. 

Minter of .racrame11tal1-Bishops arc the ordinary ministers 
of consecrations (blessings with the use of oil), although some clerics 
by law and others by ind ult may consecrate. As to blessings (usually 
prayers accompanied by the use of holy water, although the mere 
sign of the cross is a blessing and sacramental), some are reserved 
to bishops. others to pastors, others to religious, as may be seen in 
the Ritual. One \Vho without permission imparb a reserved ble• 
ing, however, confers a valid blessing (c. 1147). 

Formalities to be obs"ved-If a special formula is prescribed 
for a bl~ing, it must be observed under pain of invalidity of the 
sacramental (c. 1148, §2). The use of holy water, \vhen pre
scribed, mu1t be considered part of the formula (Vcrmeersch
Cn:usen, o. c., II, n. 468). The use of stole and surplice, when 
prescribed, is not ad tJaliditatem. 

Beneficiarie.r of sacramentals-With the exception of those upon 
\Vhom excommunication has been pronounced, all persons may re-
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ceive the sacramentals, including non-Catholics (c. 1149). Hence, 
it is allowed, e.g., to bless the homes and children of non-Catholics. 
Catechumens may be admitted to the public reception of the candles, 
ashes and palms (S. C. Rites, Mar. 8, 1919; Acta XI, 144). This 
is forbidden in the case of other non-Catholics ( Venneers.ch-Creusen, 
o, c •• II, n. 577). 

E.xorcisms-Lest ridicule result therefrgm __ in this critical age, 
no priest may pronounce exorcisms over one supposedly possessed 
by the devil without previous permission of his. Ordinary ( c. 11S1, 
§ 1 ) • The exorcisms which occur in baptism are excepted ( c. 1153). 



Chapter IX 

SACRED PLACES 

Preliminary Bemarka 

Sacred places are those which have been set aside for divine 
worship or the burial of the faithful by means of consecration or 
blessing performed in accordance with the rules found in the approved 
1 iturgical books ( c. 1154). Consecration consists of prayers and 
the anointing with oil ; blessing consists of prayers and aspersion 
with holy water. 

It is the right of the local Ordinary, provided he iS'" a bishop, 
to constcrau all places in his territory, even places belonging to 
exempt religious. If the local Ordinary is not a bishop, he alone 
may invite any bishop of his rite to consecrate places in his territory 
(c. 1155). 

The right to bless places pertains to the major superior if the 
place belongs to an exempt clerical religion. Both the local Ordinary 
and the ;;uperior may delegate another priest to perform the blessing 
reserved to themsel v~ ( c. 1156) • 

Sacred places are of four kinds: 1) churches; 2) oratories; 
3) altars; 4) cemeteries. To the fint three we shall devote a separate 
article in this chapter, reserving for the following chapter our 
treatment of cemeteries. 

ART. I 

Chwchea 

We shall consider: 1) the definition and various divisions of 
churches ; 2) the construction of churches ; 3 ) the consecration 
and blessing of a church ; 4) the maintenance and repair of churches. 

§1. CHURCH DBFINJ!D AND CLASSIFIED 

A church is a sacred edifice dedicated to divine worship, and 
intended primarily for the use of all the faithful (c. 1161). Church-

SIS 
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es differ from oratbries not by reason of material size, but rather 
the distinction is purely juridical, namely, if the sacred edifice is 
not intended primarily for the use of all the faithful without dis
tinction, it is an oratory or chapel; otherwise it is a church. Both 
churches and chapels agree in this that they are dedicated to divine 
cult. 

In respect to their rights and privileges churches are divided 
as follows: 1) a cathedral church is one in which the bishop has 
hb cathttlra or chair, where synods and general ordinations are 
held, and the blessing of the oils on Holy Thursday is performed ; 
2) a parochial or parish church is one in which parish functions, 
e.g., solemn baptisms, marriages, etc., can be performed; 3) col
legiate and conventual churches arc those in which the Eucharist 
can be reserved ilso jure. the former being entrusted to a chapter 
of secular canons, the latter to a religious orpnization; 4) a 
ba1ilica is a church which enjoys this title by Apostolic indult or 
immemorial custom. 

A note may be added concerning basilicas. Ba1ilicas are either 
major or minor basilicas. There are only six major basilicas. Four 
of these arc at Rome: St. John Lateran, St. Peter's, St. Mary 
Major, and St. Paul outside the Walls. The other two are found in 
the town of Auisai: one is the church of St. Francis, the other is 
the church of St. Mary of the Angels. A number of minor basilicas 
arc found in various parts of the world, their privileges in general 
being: that in prooessions they may we a special canopy in the 
shape of an umbrella, a specially constructed bell which heads a 
proce•ion, and special robes for the clergy of the church. 

§2. CONSTRUCTION OF CHURCHBS 

No church, whether regular or secular, may be built without 
written permission of the local Ordinary. This permission should 
not be granted save under the following conditions: 1 ) that suffi
cient funds arc at hand or can be expected, for the construction and 
upkeep of the church and for the maintenance of the clergy; 2) that 
the nelv church will not prove _det~!mental to the neighboring 
churches, and to this end the local Ordinary should seek the advice 
of the rectors of those churches; 3) that the plans are in harmony 
with the traditional rules of Christian a.rchitecture, and to this end 
the local Ordinary may inspect the plans ( c. 1162 ; 1164, § 1 ) . 
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§3. CoNSBCRATION AND BLESSING OP CHUlt.CHBS 

Ntct1tit:.· (Jf constcration or bl;ossing-Neither Mass nor an}' 
other sacred functions are permitted in a church before it is conse
crated or at least blesised ( c. 1165, § 1). Churches constructed of 
wood can be blessed but not consecrated (c. 1165, §+). 

Consecration is obligatory for all cathedral churches. It is 
desired that all collegiate, conventual and parochial churches be 
likewise consecrated ( c. 1165, §3). 

When a church is consecrated at least one altar of the church 
must also be consecrated, namely, the high altar, unless this ·ha3 
already been consecrated ( c. 1165, ~5). 

Together with con!\Ccration or blessing a church must be given 
a title. The titular feast must be celebrated annually according 
to the rules of sacred liturgy. Also the anniversary of the consecra
tion must be observed (c. 1167, 1168). 

Loss (Jf consecration and blessing-~ church which has lost its 
consecration or blessing must be reconciled before divine services 
can be resumed therein. But here we must distinguish between 
the execration of a church and its violation. 

A church is execrated: 1) if it is entirely destroyed; 2) if the 
greater part of its walls collapses; 3) if by the Ordinary's decree 
it has been turned over to profane uses ( c: 1170) . In such cases 
the church loses its consecration or blessing and must be reoondled 
by being consecrated or blessed anew to be a sacred place. 

The violation of a church imports the contamination, not the 
loss, of its consecration or blessing. A church is violated by any one 
of the following acts: 1) by the crime of homicide; 2) by an 
injurious and serious spilling of human blood; 3) by addiction to 
ungodly and sordid acts; 4) by interment within the church of an 
infidel (unbaptized pcnon) , or of a person upon whom sentence 
of excommunication h3s been passed. The last supposition is hardly 
verifiable at the present day when only bishops and cardinals arc 
interred within the church, although we can imagine a patron en· 
joying the privilege of such burial. The above acts which violate 
a church must be certain, notorious, and placed within the church 
edifice itself ( c. 1172). 

A blessed church which has been violated is reconciled with 
common holy water according to the formula found in the ritual. 
A consecrated church which has been violated is reconciled by the 
use of specially blessed water and special prayers as contained in 
the Roman Pontifical ( c. 1177) . 

A blessed church \vhich has been violated can be reconciled by 
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the rector of the church, or by any other priest with at least the 
lawfully presumed consent of the rector. A consecrated church 
which has been violated may be reconciled by the local Ordinary or 
his delegate; and if the church belongs to an exempt clerical reli
gion, by the superior or his delegate. In case o~ grave and uracnt 
necessity, the rector himself may reconcile a consecrated church, 
supposing the Ordinary cannot be reached, but he must later inform 
the Ordinary of his action ( c. 1176). 

14. MAINTENANCB AND REPAIR. OF CHVR.CHES 

The Code contains a number of rules under this head (c. 1182-
1186) which find little application to conditions in this countl")'. 

By common law the maintenance and repair of the cathedral 
church devolve upon the following in the order named : 1) the tem
poral goods of the cathedral (bona fabrieae); 2) the salary of the 
bishop and cathedral canons; 3) the faithful of the diocese. In the 
ca."C of parish churches the following are taxed in the order named : 
1) the goods of the parish; 2) the patron; 3) those lvho derive an 
income from the parish ; 4) the parishioners ( c. 1186) . 

Canon 1186 allows local law and custom and the founda· 
tion law of the church, if there are any, to modify the rules just 
stated. In the U. S. the cathedral church, once it is built, usually 
through a drive on a diocesan scale, is cared for by the parishioners 
of the cathedral parish. In the case of other parishes, the church, 
pastor's :residence, school, etc., arc constructed and maintained in 
repair, and the running expenses are met by the free-will offerings of 
the parishioners in the form, e.g., of ordinary collections, pew rent, 
subscription$, bazaars, etc. 

It belongs to the pastor to administer the temporalities of the 
parish church, and he must give a yearly account of such adminis
tration to the local Ordinary (c. 1182, §3; 1525) • 

.ART. 11 

Ozalode9 

We shall consider: 1) the nature and various kinds of ora· 
tories; 2) the rights attaching to different kinds of oratories. 

u. NATVl.B- AND KINDS OF 0RATOIUIS 

An ontory (from oratorium, a place of prayer) is a sacred 
edifice destined for divine worship, but not intended primarily for 
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the use of all the faithful indiscriminately, as is the case with a 
church (c. 1188, §1). An oratory, called also a chapel, is con
structed either for the use of an individual, or a group of indi
viduals. This gives rise to various kinds of oratories. 

There are three kinds of oratories: public, semi-public and 
private oratories. A ;ublic oratory is one which all the faithful are 
allowed to enter at the time of services, even though the chapel was 
built originally only for the convenience of an individual or 
a group of individuals. There are few oratories in this sense. A 
semi-public oratory and a private oratory both differ from the 
public oratory in that the faithful can claim no right of access at 
any time to them, even though they are permitted at times to enter 
by those in charge of the oratory. As between themselves: a umi
public oratory is one which has been erected for the convenience of 
a community or group; a ;matt oratory is one which has been 
erected for the convenience of an individual family or person (c. 1188, 
§2, n. 1, 2, 3). 

To the class of semi-public chapels belong oratories in semi
naries, colleges, religious houses, retreat houses, boarding schools, 
hospitals, orphanages, hospiee1, prrisons, prisons and ships. 

§2. RIGHTS OF 0RATOJUBS 

Rights of public oratories-Public oratories are governed by 
the same law as churches. Therefore, provided it has been conse
crated or at least blessed, all sacred functions may be performed 
in a public oratory, savin1 the exceptions established by the rubrics. 
Thus, e.g., the functions of Holy Week may not be conducted 
therein (c. 1191). 

Rights of stmi-public oratori1s-In these chapels all sacttd 
functions may likewise be permitted 1avin1 the exceptions of the 
rubrics, or the special prohibitions of the Ordinary ( c. 1193). But 
by their quinquennial faculties our local Ordinaries may permit Mass 
on Holy Thunday in semi-public: oratories even though it be not a 
solemn Mass. The local Ordinary may forbid services in the chapels 
of religious at an hour which interferes with the service.> in the 
parish, unleg the religious are content to close the chapel to out
siders altogether at such times (c. 609, §3). It should be noted that 
solemn baptfam may not be conferred in semi-public oratories ( c. 
77.3) ; all other sacraments may be administered, safeguarding the 
rights of pastors, and excepting certain chapels for marriage. 

Sac~d functions cannot be held in semi-public oratories 
unless they have been erected with the consent of the competent 
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Ordinary (c. 1193). But semi-public chapels neither need be conse
crated nor blessed ( c. 1196, §2). If consctrated or solemnly blcS'SCd, 
the feast of the titular should be observed, and the anniversary of the 
consecration. If blessed in a simple manner as a house, these rules 
do not apply. 

Rights of '/'rit•ate orotories-We must distinguish between com
mon and privileged private oratories. 

A privileged private oratory is one in which b:r indult of the 
Holy Sec Mass may be said daily, saving certain more solemn feast 
days as specified in the indult. On holydays of obligation, more
over, the obligation of hearing Mass may be satisfied therein by the 
indultarius, his family and ne:ir relativl"S, as specified in the indult 
( c. 1195). A privileged oratory must not be confused with the 
prMlege of a portable altar dncribed in c. 822, to be considered 
pre:sently. 

Aside from Apostolic indult anyone may set apart a room in 
his home for prayer (common private oratory). But Mass may 
not be said there save by permission of the Ordinary in some extraor
dinary circumstances (c. 1196). 

The chapels of cardinals and bishops are privileged private ora
tories but enjo)· all the rights of semi-public chapels (c. 1189). 

ABT. Ill 

Allara 

Mass may not be said save on a consecrated altar (c. 822, §1). 
Thl're are two kinds of altars in the liturgical sense: movable and 
immovable altar;;. By an immoi•able altar is meant the entire upper 
slab of the altar togetht:r Titith the supports upon which it rests and 
to which it is permanently fixed (cemented), and \vhich has been 
consecrated at one :ind the same time \Vith the supports. By a 
movablt altar (called also portoblt altar) is meant the small altar 
stonl', approximately a foot square, on which the chalice rests during 
Mass. Likewise, the entire upper slab must be considered a movable 
altar if it was not consecrated simultaneously \Vith its supports 
(c. 1197, §1). 

In a consecrated church at lea;;t one altar must be an immovable 
altar. In a blessed church all the altars may be movable (c. 1197, 
§2). 

Both the immovable and the movable altar must consist of 
one, unbroken. natural and non-friable stone. Each must contain in 
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its sepulchre relics of the saints. This sepulchre thereafter is closed 
by a small stone and cemented ( c. 1198). 

Any bishop may lawfully consecrate movable altars (altar 
stones), but onl>· the local bishop, or a bishop invited by the local 
Ordinary, may consecrate an immovable altar (c. 1199, §2). 

An altar loses its consecration: 1 ) if it suffers a notable 
fracture either by reason of the quantity of the fracture (so that 
no remaining part is large enough to contain the host and chalice), 
or by reason of the place where it was anointed; 2) if the relics 
are removed, or the cover of the sepulchre is broken or removed, 
unless this was done on the occasion of episcopal visitation. Io addi4 

tion, an immovable altar loses its consecration if the upper table 
is separated even momentarily from_its supports {c. 1200, §1, 2). 

A slight fracture does not entail loss of consecration, and any 
priest may repair it by cementing the crack ( c. 1200, §3). 



Chapter X 

EccrDIASTICAL BURIAL 

Among all tribes and nations an innate sense of reverence 
has ever prompted men to treat with reapect the mortal remains 
of their fellowmen. This natural sentiment of the human heart hu 
received additional strencth among Christians by reason of the dogma 
of the resurrection of the body. 

As a general rule, then, the Church forbids cremation especially 
when this is expre11ive of a denial of the resurrection of the dead, 
a motive which seems to have inspired cremation among the Free
masons (H. 0., June 19, 1926; Acta XVIII, 282). And Christian 
burial is to be refused those who ordered their bodies to be cre
mated. Moreover, such disposition if contained in a last will or 
other document, or if made orally, is to be ignored by the heirs as 
of no validity in canon law, unless civil law renders impossible 
the observance of this rule ( c. 1203). 

Where just reasons are present the Church will permit cre
mation, e.g., durinr a plague. Cremation itself, it must be noted, is 
not sinful, but it becomes sinful only when resorted to in contempt 
of religious belief. 

Ordinarily the bodies of the faithful should be buried in 
ccnsecrated cround, i.e., a cemetery. In five articles we shall discuss: 
1) cemeteries considered as sac:recl places; 2) the church· of burial; 
3) the cemetery of burial; 4) funeral taxes; 5) denial of Christian 
burial. 

ABT. l 

It is the inherent right of the Church to possess her own 
eemeteries (c. 1206). The reason is that the Church. being a sov
ereign society by the will of Christ, has the right independently of 
the State to all means useful or necessary to attain her end. Among 
such means must be reckoned cemeteries: 1) because the Church 
has surrounded the act of burial with relicious ceremonies, thus 

522 
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makin& it a religious act; 2) because only throup posse•inr 
her own cemeteries intended exclusively for the burial of her own 
members can the Church give external expression to that sentiment 
of faith and justice which holds that those who in life refuse com
munion with the Church should not be pennitted such communion 
after death. 

In the U. S. private societies are allpwed to incorporate and 
own their cemeteries. The Church in this country, therefore, hu 
full control over her cemeteries in the capacity of a private society, 
though not as a matter of inherent right. 

Every parish accordin& to common law should have its own 
cemetery. Where financial conditions forbid this, the local Ordi
nary may establish a cemetery common to a number of parishes. 
The mutual rights and duties of the diftcrent parishes in such caaes 
are to be determined by the rulings of the local Ordinary ( c. 
1208, §1). 

Exempt religious may possess their own cemeteries, and this 
rirht they have by the common law. Other moral penoas, and 
even private families may have a burial place of their own, distinct 
from the common cemetery, but by explicit permission of the local 
Ordinary (c. 1208, 52, 3). 

In both the parish cemetery, by permission of the local 
Ordinary, and in cemeteries of religious by permiaion of the su
perior, it is permitted the faithful to choose their own graves or 
plots. In this country these grlves are sold (leased) to individuals 
or families, the price being paid in consideration .of the rental of the 
around, and not in consideration of the consecration, which would 
be simony (c. 1209, §1). · 

Every cemetery should be consecrated, or at least solemnly 
b1C11ed. The cemeteries of aempt clerical religious are blessed by 
the major superior, or his delegate; all others are consecrated or 
ble&1ed by the bishop, or bis delegate. The s1me rules hold here 
as in the consecration and blessing of churches. Hence, too, the 
same rules apply concerning the violation and reconciliation of 
cemeteries (c. 1205, 11 ~ 1207). 

In additi9n to the blessed cemetery, there should be set aside 
a separate unble.ed place for the burial of those Catholics who 
are denied Christian burial (c. 1212). 

No cadaver may be exhumed from a Catholic cemetery without 
permission of the Ordinary. Usually, a permit from the civil au
thorities will also be necessary (c. 1214). 
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ART. II 

Tba Church of Burial 

Ecclesiastical burial consists in the transfer of the body to the 
church, the funeral service in the church, and interment in a 
Catholic cemetery ( c. 1204). The question now arial!S: to which 
church is the body to be brought, i.e., which pastor has the right to 
the funeral service ? 

The rule is that a person should be buried from his proper 
parish. The proper parish is that parish within whose confines the 
deceased had a domicile or quasi-domicile. In the case of foreign 
language parishes, hOlvever, membership is governed by diocesln 
laws or local customs ( c. 1216). 

To the rule that the deceased must be buried from ~is proper 
parish church, there are five exceptions: 

F.:rreption I. If the deceased chose a funeral church different 
from that of his proper parish (c. 1223), for the Code gives every
one the right to thia choice, saving children under the age of puberty, 
and profl!Ssed religious ( c. 1224). However, the relatives are not 
permitted to choose the funeral church, nor anyone but the de
ceased. And there must be proof through a legitimate document, 
or two witnesses, that the deceased before his death chose a church 
difftrent irom that of his proper parish, or that he authorized othel"$ 
to make this choice for him (c. 1226). The witnesses may be the 
relatives of the deceased (S. C. Council, July 10, 1921; ..Itta XIII, 
535). 

E:ttception II. If the body cannot be brought to the proper 
parish church \vithout grave inconvenience, the funeral takes place 
from the parish where the person. died. But the relatives and other 
inkrested persons always have the right to demand that the body 
be tranSferred to the proper parish, provided the}' are willing to 
defray the expenses of transportation (c. 1218). 

E:ttception III. Bishops, as a rule, are taken to thtir cathedral 
church for burial (c. 1219). 

E:rception IV. Residential beneficiaries, e.g., pastors, are to be 
taken to the church of their benefioe, unless they9 had chosen a 
different church (c. 1220). 

E:ttuption V. Religious are generally buried from the church 
or chapel of their convent, or religious house. This applies also to 
novices, unless these chose a church of their owa. In derical reli· 
gions it ii the religious superior who conducts the services; in la)' 
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religions exempt from the jurisdiction of the pastor, it is the chaplain; 
in religions not exempt from the local pastor's jurisdiction, it is the 
latter who conducts the funeral (c. 1221; 1230, §5). But the 
proper parish i1 the church of funeral for those who, other than 
the professed and novices, lived day and night in the religious 
house (c. 1222). This applies also to postulants and students in 
preparatory seminaries (Code Comm. July 20, 1929; Atta XXI, 
573). 

Note-The general rules contained in this article suffice to 
determine the proper pastor of funerals for all practical purposes 
in our country. It is true that the Code &oes more into detail, but 
in so doing it has in mind customs and practices not observed in 
the U. S. Thus, an American pastor docs not ordinarily escort the 
body from the home to the church. Moreover, we have very few 
non-parochial churches to complicate matters. The 'casuistry regard
ing a situation where the body cannot be conveniently taken to 
the proper parish of the deceased is generally supcrOuous with us, 
since the expenses of transporting the body home, even to a very 
distant city is often cared for by insurance policies, or the good will 
of the survivors. 

ART. Ill 

The Cemelel"I" of Budal 

The general rule is that the deceased must be buried in the 
cemetery of the parish church from which the funeral services arc 
conducted (c. 1231, §1). Yet, here too we find exceptions. 

Exuption I. If the deceased had chosen a cemetery distinct 
from the cemetery of the funeral church. The Code permits anyone 
to choose not only his church of burial, but also the cemetery 
of burial ( c. 1223, § 1), and this choice may be proved in the same 
manner as the choice of the funeral church can be proved (c. 1226). 
But children under the age of puberty, and religious, are forbidden 
to choose their own cemetery of burial {c. 1224). 

Exception JI. If, although the deceased had not chosen a 
cemetery, he has an ancestral tomb, or family plot, in a cemetery 
other than that of the funeral church, burial should take place in 
the former cemetery, provided the body can be transported there 
conveniently (c. 1228). Yet it is alWB)'S the right of the survivors 
or heirs to pay the expenses of the transportation so as to have the 
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body buried in the cemetery of the ancrstral tomb or family burial 
plot (c. 1229). 

Under the pre-Code law the eccl"ia t11m11li bad joint rights 
with the ecc/esia propria Je/11r1cti and the ecclesia tltctif10 to conduct 
the funeral services. Whether this still holcla is disputed. At any 
rate, c:uatom is accorded a more modifying influence over the common 
law in th~ matter of funerals than perhaps in any other matter. 
With us, when a person dies away from home and is transported 
to his home city or town for burial in the family plot, it .is custo
mary to conduct the funeral servica as well as the interment 
in the latter place. Here the funeral church is usually left to the 
choice of the survivors. . 

To be valid the choice of a cmietery must fall on a Catholic 
cemetery. The I Plen. Council of Baltimore instructed pastors 
to refuse C'.hurch burial to Catholics who rcf~d to be buried in 
a Catholic cemetery. The II (n. 392) and III (n. 317-319) Plen. 
Councils modified this rule to the extent of pennitting burial in a 
non-Catholic cemetery : 1 ) to convens whose family plot was in a 
non-C'..atholic cemetery ; 2) to Catholics who prior to 1853 (or after 
that date in rood faith) had bought a plot in a non-Catholic 
cemetery. In these cases the individual ~ve was to be blessed prior 
to interment (cfr. Cone. Bait. Plen. Ill, n. 317-319). ln many 
rural sections Catholics, beine few, are unable to own tbrir own 
cemetery. In that suppositioh either a separate part of the com
munity cemetery should be reserved for Catholics with the permis
sion of the competent lay authorities, and this portion blessed, or 
each individual grave must be blessed immediately prior to inter
ment. 

ART. IV 

Fanezal TCIXH and the Qamta Funerada 

By the funeral tax is meant a monetary sum paid to the pastor 
to defray the expenses incurred on the occasion of the funeral service. 
and partly u putoral maintenance. Undentood in this sense, the 
funeral fees arc reasonable. At one time, however, due to abuses, 
nothing could be uked, but whatever was freely . given could hf 
accepted. Today, also, nothing can be demanded beforehand as a 
conJilio tin• tJ•a non, but the bein and executors have a strict 
obligation in conscience of paying the fees, and this in virtue of 
positive law introduced by custom and sanctioned by the Church. 
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The funeral taxes are fixed by diocesan law or custom. In 
many places, and this is the desire of the lawliver, a diocesan sched
ule which determines the fees for different classes of funerals is 
followed, e.g., one tax for a simple high Mass. another for a 
&0len10 high Mass; one for an early funeral, another for a funeral 
at a late hour, etc., (c. 1234). Exempt religious must abide by 
this schedule (Code Comm., Mar. 6, 1927; Acta XIX, 161). 

The poor must be liven a gratuitous funeral service. This 
should include at least a low Mass and the Libera, and whatever 
else diocesan law may determine (c. 1235, 12). 

Whenever the deceased is not buried from his proper parish, 
and provided the body could have been taken there conveniently, the 
proper pastor has a right to a share of the funeral fees. The reason 
is that he who ministered to the spiritual needs of the deceued 
in life, should minister to him also in death; and if the dea:ased 
choae a different church of burial, it i1 presumed that he desired 
that at least some part of the fees should be given to hia proper 
pastor in token of cratitude. 

The proper pastor's share is called by the Code 1ortio 1ttroecialis. 
In the pre-Code law it was called 1ortio canonica becaUIC sanctioned 
by the canons, and f11t1rt11 ftll•ertllia since it consisted of one-fourth 
of the offering made. The Code leaves it to diocesan law or custom 
to determine the amount due to the proper pastor. Moreover, 
the Code aanctions particular customs abolishin1 the 1ortio 1aroedalis 
(c. 1236, 1237). Such contrary custom seems to prevail pnerally 
in the U. S. But restitution of the fee by a pastor who was in 
no. way entitled to the funeral must not be confused with the 
fttarta funeraria. 

ABT. V 

Deakd o1 F.ccWa9'1cal· lmtal 

The followin1 are to be denied ecclesiastical burial in accordance 
with c. 1240, §1: 

1) Unbaptir.ed persons; but catechumens are to be dused as 
baptized if they died unbaptized throup no fault of their own ; 

2) Notorious a'01tat11 from the Christian faith: 
3) All who had notorious membership in an ""''"'•' or 1dis

mt11iral sect, or Muonic sect, or in any other similarly condemned 
aociety; 

4) Those who died under excommunication or per90Dal inter
dict pronounced by the ecclesiastical court ; 
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5) Those who Jeliberaul,, committed suiridt; 
6) Those who died in a dutl, or from the effects thereof; 
7) Those who gave orders that their bodiea be crtmattJ: 
8) All other public and manifest sinners; e.g., who lived in 

concubinage, or unlawful wedlock. 
The above penons are not to be denied Christian burial if they 

gave signs of repentance before death. In doubtful cases the Ordi
nar)' must be consulted. But if time don not permit, the deceai;ed 
is to be given the benefit of the doubt. But in all cases scandal should 
be removed, e.i., by a word of explanation to the parishioners or 
those who attend the funeral why the deceased is being, or was 
aiven church burial. 

It should be recalled that when Christian burial is denied, this 
means also that no public Mass or lituraical service of any kind is 
allowed ( c. 1241 ) • But the priest may visit the home of the deceased 
nnd recite some pra)•ers as a friend rather than as an official repre
sentative of the Church, so long as this would not give rise to adverse 
talk, and misunderstandings, and therefore, possible scandal. 



Chapter XI 

BOLYDAYS AND FAST DAYS 

ART. I 

Holyda,·1 littl'd-The da)'S on which Mass must be heard, and 
~rvile \Vories may not be enpced in are besides all Sundays : l ) 
Christmas; 2) Circumcision i 3) Epiphany; 4) Ascension Day; 
5) Corpus Christi; 6) Immaculate Conception i 7) Aasumption 
of the B. V. M.; 8) St. Joseph (Mar. 19); 9) St. Peter and Paul 
(June 29); 10) All Saints. This is the law for the universal 
Church (c. 1247, ll). 

But in the United States the holydays, exceptin1 Sunda)'I, 
have been reduced to six : 1 ) Christmas ; :Z) Circumcision ; 3) As
cension ; 4) A•umption; 5) All Saints; 6) Immaculate Concep
tion. Tht indult was granted by the Holy See to the Ill P!en. 
Council of Baltimore, and in virtue of c. 1247, §3 it atill holds. 

Feasts lVhich prior to the Code h:ad been observed as holrdayJ 
of obligation in some country, diocese or place, if they are not con
tained atnong those listed above in c. 1247, §1, must be considerc-d 
abrogated (Code Comm., Feb. 17, 1918; Aetti X, 170). Dis,,,,,;,,, J>owl'r.r-Pastors can dispense from the obaervancc of 
Sundays and hol)•days in the case of their parishioners, even lvhile 
these are outside of the parish, and in the case of non-parishioners 
while these are actually in the parish. They may not dupc-nsc 
the whole parish, but only individual persons or familieti for a just 
cause and not ''r modum habitus, i.e., for this or that holyday, 
not for all holydays (c. 124-5, §1 ). Superiors in clerical exempt 
reliaions have the same di.speming powen in the matter of holy1lay 
observance as have pastors, but only in reference to their novices, 
professed subjects, and those \\0ho live day and night in the religious 
house as guests, students, servants or patients (c. 1245, U). 

529 
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ABT. II 

• ~ of Faat cmc:l Ahatlaace 

Enumtration-Abstineocc only must be observed on all Fridays, 
saving those Fridays included in the next sentence when fast also 
is binding. Fast and abstinence both must be observed: 1) on Ash 
Wednesday; 2) Fridays and Saturdays of Lent; 3) ember days; 
4) the vigils of Pentecost, .Assumption, All Saints, and Christmas. 
Fast only is observed without abstinence on all days of Lent saving 
the Fridays and Saturdays (c. 1252, §1, 2, 3). 

On Sundays there is never any fast or abstinence, This applies 
also to holyda)'S of obligation other than Sundays, unless the holyday 
falls during Lent, e. g., the Feast of St. Joseph. If a vigil requiring 
fast and abstinence falls on a Sunday, e.g., if the Feast of the Asswnp
tion falls on Monday, the fast need not be anticipated oo Saturday. 
The tast of Lent ceases at noon of Holy Saturday ( c. 1252, 14). 
If a day of fast or abstinence or both falls on a holyday which is 
such by universal law but which is not observed io some place by 
reason of an indult to the contrary, the law concerning fast and 
abstinence does not cease on those suppressed feast days (Code 
Comm., Feb. 17, 1918; Atto. X, 170), e.g., if Epiphany with us 
falls on a Friday, we must observe abstincn~. · 

If religious, or any other individual or moral persons, are held 
by their vows or constitutions to fast or abstain, such vows or consti· 
tutions. retain their binding force notwithstanding the relaxations 
permitted in the preceding paragraph (cfr. c. 1253). Thus, e.g., if 
the constitutions provide fast during the entire Advent season, the 
religious will be bound to fast on the Feast of the Immac:ulate Con
ception should thi.i fall on Friday. 

N aturt of fast and ah.rtintnte-Thc law of abstinence forbids 
only the consumption of ftesh meat and broth made of meat, but it 
does not forbid egp, milk, or the products of milk, and the season
ing of foods with the fat of animals (c. 1250). The law of f"t 
prescribes that only one full meal a day be taken, but it does not 
forbid something to be eaten morning and evening, provided that at 
such morning and evening meals local custom be observed as regards 
quantity and quality of food which may be consumed (c. 1251, §1), 
It is not forbidden to eat fish and meat at the same meal, nor to 
change or reverse the evening and the morning meals (c. 1251, §2). 

It is not permitted to eat meat more than once a day on days 
of fast only (Code Comm., Oct. 29, 1919; .ltta XI, 480). But one 
who by reason of ap, frail health, etc., is exempt from fast may 
eat meat as often as he pleases on days of fast only (S. C. Councr1, 
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Oct. 17, 1923; as reported by Bouscaren, o.c., I, 587). 
Bound to abstain are all persons who have completed their 

seven~ year of age; bound to fall are all persons from their twenty· 
first to their fifty-ninth completed year of age ( c. 12.54). This 
ruling applies equally to women and to men (Code Comm., Jan. 13, 
1918; as reported by Bouscaren, o.c., I, 593). 

Dis;ensations and indults-The Holy See has been wont to 
grant our local Ordinaries the privilege of the workingmen's indult, 
and that of tramferring the abstinence from Saturda)•s in Lent to 
Wrdncsdays. In virtue of the workingmen's indult the bishop can 
dispense workingmen and their families, who otherwise would be 
held to abstinence, to the extent of allowing them to eat meat once 
only on all days of abstinence during the year except Fridays, Ash 
Wednesday, the forenoon of Holy Saturday and the vigil of 
Christmas. Both indults are usually granted over a five year period 
and thereupon renewed for another five }'ears. On Oct. 5, 1931, 
Pius XI empowered our local Ordinaries ad quil1quennium to 
dispense their subjects from the law of fast and abstinence 
whenever a civil holiday would fall on a day of fast or absti
nence or both. The indult has been renewed repeatedly. It can be 
enjoyed by religious insofar as these are not held to fast or abstinence 
or both on the days in question by an additional obligation peculiar 
to their rule or constitutions (cfr. the declaration of the S. C. Rtl., 
Sept. I, 1912; Acta IV, 626). 

Pastors may dispense their parishioners from the law of fast or 
abstinence or both, even though the parishioners use the dispensation 
outside of the parish; and they may in like manner dispense non
parishioners while these are actually in the parish. The dispensa
tion can be granted only for a just cause to individual persons or in
dividual families, and not indefinitely, but as long as the particular 
cause continues, i.e., in individual cases (c. 1245, §1), and persons 
so dispensed should avoid scandal by revealing the fact that they were 
dispensed, if necessary. Superiors in clerical exempt religions have 
the same powers to dispense from fast and abstinence as have pastors, 
but only with reference to their novices, professed subjects, and those 
who live in the religious house day and night as students, guests, pa
tients or servants (c. 1245, §3). Local Ordinaries may for reasons 
of public health, or on the occasion of a areat concourse of pt'Ople, 
e. g., a large pilgrimage at some shrine,, dispense the whole diocese 
or an entire parish from the law of fast and abstinence (c. 1245, 
§2). The episcopal indult may be enjoyed by religious provided 
these are not held to fast and abstinence by their own rule or 
constitutions in addition to the obligation of the common law (c. 620). 



Chapter XII 

DIVJNE CULT 

ART. I 

Cull of the Bleued Sm:ramml 

Rese"1tltion of tlte BleiseJ Sacrament-The Holy Eucharist 
must be reserved in every parish church, and in every non-parochial 
church attached to a house of exempt religious (c. 1265, §1, n. 1 ). 

It may be kept, by permission of the local Ordinary, in lhe 
chapels of pious and reJigious houses, and of C(!lleges in care of the 
clergy, provided some one is on hand to guard it, and provided Mas1 
is said at least once a week, as a rule, in the chapel in order to renew 
the Sacred Species (1265, §1, n. 2). 

But the Blessed Sacrament may be kept only in either the church 
(non-parochial ) , or the principal oratory of a religious or pious 
house (c. 1267). It may be kept, however, in both the church and 
oratory if the exercises of piety are ordinarily held in the oratory. 
If a religious house has two or more chapels, the Eucharist may be 
reserved in only one of them, unless in the same material buildin1 
are found juridically distinct families or corporations, e.g., if one 
part of the convent is occupied by the Gencralate, or Provincialate, 
and another by the parish reli&ious priests, 10 that in reality there 
:ire two distinct houses in the juridical sense with dia-tinct superiors, 
although in one material building (cfr. Code Comm., June 3, 1918; 
.1cta IX, 346). 

Renotration of the s,edes-The hosts, whether intended for 
the communion of the faithful or the exposition of the Blessed 
Sacrament, shall, before bein& consecrated, be of recent baking. A 
safe rule is not to allow that the sacred species remain unconsumed 
longer than a month after their bakin&. Hence, the older hosts 
should be consumed first, and the new hosts to be consecrated 
should be so measured that they will not remain unconsumed more 
than a month computing from the da}' of their baking (cfr. c. 815, 
1272). 

S32 
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Ez1osi1io11 of 1111 Bl11111J Saeramt11t-We must distinguish be
tween public exposition, i.e., with the ostensorium, and private 
exposition, i. e., with the pyx. 

For public exposition the permission of the local Ordinary is 
required even by religious, both in churches and chapels, savin& the 
feast and octave of Corpus Christi (c. 1274). The bishops usually 
draw up a schedule of days upon request when the Blmed Sacrament 
may be exposed publicly during the year in oratories. The dioce.lllD 
statutes eenerally regulate this matter for churches. 

Private exposition is always allowed even without the permis
sion of the local Ordinary, but a just cause must be present (c. 1274). 
Thus, if two distinct 1ervices are held on a Sunday, the pastor may 
have public exposition at one service in virtue, e.g., of diocesan law, 
and private exposition at the other. 

The local Ordinary'• permi•ion is required not only fnr a 
lengthy exposition, but likewise for the short exposition which 
accompanies the Benediction with the Bles.ted Sacrament (Cod~ 
Comm., Mar. 6, 1927; .Itta XIX, 161). 

A.BT. II 

8acNdRellm 

Only those relics may be exposed for public veneration in 
churches, including exempt churches, which have been authenticated 
by a cardinal or the local Ordinary, or some other ecclesiastic ve.Jted 
by Apostolic indult with the authority to authenticate relics (c. 1283). 
But this authentication does not hold for private veneration of 
relics, and 'relics may be kept in the homes of the faithful and 
carried about on their perlOn, obscrvin1 due respect and honor 
(c. 1282, 12). 

Relics of the Blessed ( thia does not apply to relics of the Saints), 
may not be carried about in processions, nor exposed for public 
veneration save in thme churches where Mass and office are cele
brated in their honor by Apostolic indult (c. 1287, §3). 

It is unlawful to sell sacred relics. And those who fabricate 
false relics, or knowingly sell, distribute or expose them for puhlic 
veneration incur excommunication reserved to the Ordinary ( c. 1289, 
2326). 
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.ART. III 

Sacred FllllllUlaqa 

Sacred furnishings should be carefully kept in the sacristy or 
in some others .. and becoming place; nor should they, if blC11ecl or 
consecrated, be devoted to profane uses (c. 1296. §1). Th111t it is 
forbidden to use the bursc to tab up collections (S. C. Rites. May 2, 
1919; A.eta XI, 246). 

Before entering upon their office, administrators of ecxlcsiastical 
goods, e.g., a new pastor, should dra\v up a careful inventory of 
all the movable and immovable sacred furnishings of the church, 
one copy of which inventory should be kept in their own archives, 
another in the diocesan archives (c. 1296. §2). Pastora should also 
designate in their last will those sacred furnishings which are their 
personal property; otherwise the Church, and al10 the civil law 
in the U. S •• will presume that they belong to the parish (dr. c. 
1300). Where parishes are incorporated under the laws of the 
State, there is little need of the pastor to designate another person 
to whom the church furnishings will pass upon his death as upon 
a trustee ; they automatically remain in the ownership of the parish ; 
hence c. 1301 has little value in tbii country. 

As to the material and form of sacred furnishinp, liturg_ical 
laws and ecclesiastical traditions must be respected ( c. 1296, 93) • 
The Holy Sec is opposed to the introduction of Gothic vestmrnts 
(S. C. Rites, Dec. 9, 1925; A.eta XVIII, 58). 

Chalices and patem must be consecrated. The amice, alb, cinc
ture, maniple, chasuble, pall, corporal and altar linens 1nu11 be 
blessed, and probably the lunula. The ostensorium. pix, dalmatics, 
cope and surplice may be blessed. Purificators, the chalic:e veil, burse, 
antipendium, c:ancllesticks, cruets, censers, etc., may not be blts:ied 
(dr. Augustine, o.c. VI, under canon 1297). 

Competent to bless sacred fumishinp are: 1 ) cardinals ; 2) 
bishops ; 3) pastors and rectors of non-parochial churches; 4) all 
priests delegated by the local Ordinary with faculties to this end ; 
5) religious superiors and those priests of their religion whom they 
delegate, but only with respect to furnishings of their own churcbm 
or chapels, or those of nuns subject to them (c. 1304). In this 
country there are no nuns subject to regulars. If a religious priest 
is chaplain of a eommunity of sisters, or even of so-called nuns with 
us, he must be delegated by the local Ordinary to bless the sacred 
furnishings of their church or chapel. Diocesan faculties ofttn 
confer such powers. 
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Sacred furnishings lose their consecration or blessing: 1) if 
they suJler such fractures, rents or changes that their original form 
cannot be recognized, or if they can no lonpr be used for the 
purpose originally intended; 2) if they have been subjected to 
unbecoming uses, or exposed for auction. A chalice or paten does 
not lose its consecration if the gold plating wears off. But it 
should be replated, and if given to a finn having episcopal approval, 
the bishop's permission need not be obtained to the end that a 
layman may touch the chalice or paten (cfr. c. 1305). 

Neither the chalice nor the paten, nor, after they have been 
used at Maas, the purificator, pall or corporal, should be touched, 
save by clerics, or by those who have charp of these articles ( c. 1306, 
§ 1 ) . It will be noticed that the canon employs the particle or. from 
which it is logical to oondude that lay sacristans may touch the 
articles in question. All other laymen should employ the purificator 
to carry or repose these objects in their place. But a purificator is 
not required in the cue of the ostensorium or any other object not 
enumerated in c. 1306, §1 above. Purificators, palls and corporals 
must be given their first washing by a cleric in major orders, and 
this water should then be thrown into the sacrarium or the fire. 
Note that a fint washing by the cleric: in major orders is not 
prescribed save for the linens here listed (c:. 1306, §2). 



Chapter XIII 

THE TEACHING AUTHORITY OF THE CHURCH 

In four articles we shall consider: 1) sacred preaching; 2) semi
naries; 3) the prohibition of books; +) the profession of faith. 

ABT. I 

. U nlels be has the right already in virtue of his office, e.g., as 
pastor, no priest is pennitted to preach without first obtaining facul
ties from the competent superior (c. 1328). 

Saving the case ,vhere a sennon is to be had before the novices 
or profes.o;cd members of a clerical exempt religion, or before those 
lvho dn:r and night live in the clerical exempt religious house as 
students, guests, patients or servants, in which cases the religious 
superior may give preaching faculties, only the local Ordinary 
is authorized to permit priests, even exempt priests, to preach (c. 
1338). But the local Ordinary may delegate his ordinary jurisdic
tion, e.g., to pastors, permitting them to subdelegate extra-diocesan 
priests to preach in their parish. \Ve sa}' extra-diocesan, for it is 
the practice of local Ordinaries in the U.S., to grant in thdr diocesan 
faculties the authority to all resident priests to preach anywhere 
in the diocese. \Vhere pastors do not enjo}' habitual faculties to sub
delegate, the}' m\1$t apply to the local Ordinary for preaching faculties 
to permit outside priests to give missions, to suppl~· over Sunday, etc., 
(c. J3..J.1, §2). Preaching and confession faculties are usually grant
ed simultaneouslv. 

B:r common" law pastors must give a homily on every Sunday 
and holydar of obligation at least at one Mass. Nor should the 
pastor habitually discharge this office through others, save for a 
just cause approved by the local Ordinary (c. 13+4, § 1, 2). With 
us it is the practice to preach at every Sunday Mass, and this is 
usual~}' an obligation in virtue of diocesan statutes. But the local 
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Ordinary may dispense from sermons on certain Sundays for a 
just cause ( c. 13#, §3). 

Local Ordinaries must see to it that during Lent more preaching 
than usual is done in parish churches (c. 13461 §1 ). 

Every parish ought to have a mission at least once every ten 
years (c. 1349, §1 ). 

Canon 1350 enjoins upon pastors that they interest themselves 
in the spiritual welfare of the non.Catholics who live in their 
parish. Special informal apologetic classes, e.g., in the school hall, 
could be arranged for those willing to attend in the evening. The 
zealous pastor will easily find ways and means of bringing the 
Catholic doctrine to the knowledge of well-disposed non-Catholics. 

A.BT. II. 

We shall treat seminaries in the following order: 1) the nature 
and kinds of seminaries; 2) the need of seminaries ; 3) the adminis
tration of their temporalities; 4) seminary discipline; S) rights 
and duties of rectors; 6) admission and dismissal of candidates; 7} 
?'eligious seminarie1. 

§1. NATUU AND KINDS OF S.Bl\IINARIBS 

An ecclesiastical seminary is an institution devoted exclusively 
to the instruction and training of aspirants to the priesthood. We 
say, tlnJottd tzclusit•ely, etc., to distinguish an ecclesiastical seminary 
from all other schools, lvhether under church control or not, which 
are. frequented both by la)'Illen seeking a lay education, and by 
clerical aspirants, and which for that reason are called mixed schools. 
We sa)', devoted to the instruction and training, etc., for the pur
pose of a seminary i& twofold: to impart knowledge both liberal, and 
professional, and to subject the candidate to a system of discipline 
by which he ma)' gradually acquire virtues, habits and personal man
ners becoming his calling. In this latter respect, seminaries are not 
unlike military and naval academies where both professional know· 
ledge and disciplinary training are acquired. · 

Seminaries an: divided into: I ) minor and msjor seminaries; 
2) diocesan, interdiocesan, provincial, pontifical and religious semi
naries. 

A minor seminary, sometimes called a preparatory college, is 
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one in which the candidate for the priesthood receives a liberal edu
cation, i.e., in languages, higher mathematics, natural sciences, etc. 
A major seminary is one in which philosophy and tbeolocv are taught 
together with their allied subjects, e.g., liturgy, canon law, etc. 

A diocesan seminary is under the control of the bishop of the 
diocese in 1vhich the seminary is situated; an interdiocesan seminary 
is under the joint control of several bishops not of the same ecclesi
astical province ; a provincial seminary is under the joint control 
of all the bishops of one and the same province; a pontifical seminsry 
is under the immediate jurisdiction of the Holy See; a religjous 
seminary is one conducted and controlled by a body of rcliiious 
priests either for their own clerical aspirants excl\asivcly, or for other 
clerical aspirants as well. 

§2. NECBSSITY OF S:1MINARIBS 

From the twofold purpose of seminaries as stated in the defini
tion given above, namely the professional instruction and training 
of clerics, it follows that these institutions are most useful to the life 
of the Church, and to a certain extent essential. For while the liberal 
education received in minor seminaries can be obtained at secular 
colleges, yet the segregation of the candidate from the world, and 
the daily exercises of piety which arc realized in the minor semi
naries greatly conduce to the preservation of the youthful candidate's 
vocation. On the other hand, the thcolo,,P.cal faculties of certain 
State universities in Europe, being under control of the civil au
thorities as to the appointment of profcaora, selection of textboob, 
etc., cannot insure the same degree of orthodox teaching which is 
found in the major seminaries under the direct control of the Church. 
And they offer the student no spiritual or moral training to prepare 
him for his calling. 

Since the Church as a sovereign society has the right to all 
means useful or necessary to her end, and since, as was seen, semi
naries arc both useful and necessary in the Church, it follows, 
as canon t 352 states, that it is the inherent and exclusive right of 
the Church to educate candidates who desire to enter the sacred 
ministry. In the United States the civil authorities permit the 
greatest latitude to private corporations in the matter of education, 
and the Church has never suffered interference with respect to her 
right to erect her seminaries and educate her own clerics. To an 
American it may seem strange that the civil authorities would 
concern themselves with such matters. But an excessive spirit of 
nationalism can see in the uncontrolled training of the clergy a 
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menace to the unity and genual welfare of the State. Thus, toward 
the end of the 18th century Emperor Joseph II of Austria suppressed 
the diocesan seminaries of Austria, Northun Italy and the Neth
erlands, and in their place established central seminaries under the 
control of the State. In the 19th century the Church had to pro
test against somewhat similar actions by the Bavarian and Prussian 
governments. Only after repeated proteats did the Church gain 
her freedom in those countries through concordats. 

The necessity of specialized instruction and training • for 
clerical aspirants was felt from the very beginning of the Church. 
St. Augustine established near his cathedral a mont11ttrium cltrkorum 
in which the candidates were to live a common life. His example 
inspired local church councils in other countries to enact legislation 
looking to the early training of clerical candidates. Bishops had their 
cathedral schools, and tbe monks their monastic schools in which, 
however, both laymen and clerics were educated. But seminaries 
in the modern sense of the word, i. e., institutions in which only 
clerical candidates are received and educated, owe their origin to the 
23rd session of the Council of Trent. That leliion decreed that 
every diocese is bound .to support and educate a certain number of 
clerics in proportion to the necessity and resources of the diocese, and 
poor dioceses could combine to have a common seminaey•. Poor 
candidates were to be educated gratis. So enthused were the Fathers 
of the Council at seeing this legislation passed that had the Council 
done nothing more than enact such provision, they declared their 
other labors at the Council would have been amply repaid. For they 
lvell realized that the deplorable ignorance and unholy lives of 
many clerics were partly responsible for the SCH:allecl Reformation. 

The Code in canon 13.54 repeats the command of the Council 
of Trent that eveiy diocese have its own seminary if possible. 
Where this is not pouible the bishop must send his clerical candi
dates to a seminary of another diocese, or to a seminary conducted 
by religious, or to an interdiocesan or regional seminary where such 
have been lawfully established. 

§3. TEMPORAL ADMINISTRATION 01' SBMJNAalBS 

For the erection of a seminary and the maintenance of the 
seminarians, the Code in c. 1355 permits the bishop: 

1) To order a collection to be taken up at stated times in all 
the churches of the diocese ; 

2) To drcree a tax or useament in the diocese: 
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3) To unite ctrtain simple (non-residential) benefices to the 
semin~ry. 

In the United States simple benefices are unknown. Neither 
is the assessment as contemplated by the Code practicable. For that 
assc$sment is to be f'qual for all benefices, and parishes, nor can the 
entire yearl)' income of a parish be assessed but only that \vhich 
remains after all expenses have been met. Few parishes in the 
United States, however, find themselves at the end of the year \vith 
a considerable surplus. 

Wherefore, with us, seminaries are maintained : l ) by collec
tions taken up in the churches for this purpose; or 2) by assessments 
\vhich are levied in proportion to the resources of a parish, and 
regardless of any surplus when all running expenses have been paid; 
3) by burses; 4) in some dioceses by an Apostolic ind ult exempting 
pastors from the obligation of applying the .Jt.1i11a pro populo on 
certain days provided they give the stipend to the bishop for the 
support of the seminary, and by the indult permitting priests to 
ac~pt a stipend for their binated Mass in favor of the seminary. 

The general administration of the temporalities of the seminary 
is in the hands of the bishop. In matters of graver moment he is 
bound to ask die advice of a board of two priests appointed by him
self \vith the advice of the diocesan consultors, this board to be 
appointed for a term of six years (c. 1357, §1; 1359). 

For everyday expenditures there should be appointed a 
treasurer or procurator (oeconomus). This official must live 
in the seminal')', and may be one of the professon, his rights and 
duties being determined in detail b}' the statutes of the i;eminary 
as drafted b)· the bishop (c. 1358). 

§4. DISCIPLJNA&Y ADMINISTRATION OF SEMINARIES 

The disciplinary government of the seminary looks to the 
intellectual and spiritual training of the students. 

Here, too, supreme control is vested in the bishop who has 
the right to draw up statutes and regulatioDS' to this end. The 
bishop ought frequently to pay a personal visit to the seminary, to 
ilScertain how classes are conducted, what textboob are used, etc., 
and especially before ordinations should he inquire into the character, 
vocation and intellectual fitne&S of those to be ordained (c. 1357). 

The bishop is assiated also br a board of discipline, which lib 
the board of temporal administration consists of two priests chosen 
b}' himself with the ad\'ice of the diocesan consultors. In weighty 
matters, which are not defined by the Code but which might comprise 
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such points as the selection of professors and textbooks, the selection 
of confessors, etc., the bishop is bound to ask the advice of this board. 
Excluded from the disciplinary board, as also from the board of 
temporal administration, are the rector, the vicar-general, the 
treasurer, the ordinary confessors', and the familiares of the bishop, 
i.e., those priests who live day and night with the bishop (c. 1359). 

A. INTELLECTUAL TRAINING 

In the minor seminary Christian doctrine must be given first 
and chief consideration. This should be adapted to the capacity and 
age of the students. Next in importance come Latin and one's native 
language. As to other branchcJ of study the seminary curriculum 
must insure the student that degree of learning which is generally 
accepted as the common standard of culture for laymen and clergy 
in the place where the candidate will exercise the sacred ministry 
( c. 1364-). The Code does not enter into detail here since the con
cept of a liberal education varies in different countries. 

In the major seminary: 
1) Philosophy with its allied subjects, e.g., profane history, 

natural sciences, .etc., must be taught for two years. 
2) The theological course must comprii!e four complete years, 

and in addition to dogmatic and moral theology it must include 
especially sacred scripture, ecclesiastical history, canon law, liturgy, 
sacred eloquence and ecclesiastical chant. Moreover, pastoral the
ology must be taught in conjunction with practical instructions con
cerning the manner of teaching catechism to children, of hearini: 
confessiom, visiting the sick and assisting the dying (c. 1365). 

3) Philosophy and theology must be taught according to the 
method, teaching and principles of the Angelic Doctor (c.1366, 52). 
It does not seem necessary to use the Summa of St. Thomas as a 
textbook, which could hardly be done for lack of time. It suffices, 
perhaps, to employ a textbook which follows the scholastic or syllogis
tic method, provided the author embodies in his leading theses the 
the doctrine of St. Thomas, even though in the course of a thesis 
he dralvs the students' attention to opinions held by other Catholic 
schools of theological thought. 

For the teaching of philosophy, theology and canon law those 
should be preferred who have reteived a doctorate in these respective 
branches f rorn some university or facult)• recognized by the Holy 
See. Moreover, care should be taken that at least scripture, dogma, 
moral, and church history have distinct professors (c. 1366, §1, 3). 
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B. SPIRITUAL T-RAINING 

In addition to the spiritual director every seminary must have 
two ordinary confessors (c. 1358). However, the students are to 
be permitted access to other confessors, no matter whether these live 
in or outside the seminary, but the discipline of the seminary must 
be preserved (c. 1361, §1, 2). 

The bishop shall see to it : 
1 ) That daily the seminarians recite morning and evening 

prayers in common, make meditation and assist at the sacrilice of 
the Mau; 

2) That at least once a week they go to confession and fre
quently receive holy communion ; . 

3) That on Sundays and holydays of obligation they assist and 
serve at solemn Mass and Vespers, especially in the cathedral 
church, if in the judgment of the bishop this il possible without 
prejudice to discipline and studies ; 

4) That every year they make a spiritual retreat for a number 
of continuous days ; 

S) That at least once a week they receive a spiritual confer
ence which ought to close with some pious exhortations (c. 1367). 

To further insure the proper spiritual trainini of seminarians 
which is often efiected more by example than precept, canon 1360 
prescribes that those priests should be appointed to the office of 
rector, spiritual director, confessor and professor who excel not 
alone in learning but are moreover conspicuous for their virtue and 
prudence. 

Whenever for any reason a student lives outside of the seminary 
he shall be committed to the care of a pious and competent priest 
who shall watch over him and train him in piety (c. 1370). 

§S. R1cHrs AND DUTIES OF THE RECTOR 

All the student and professors, as well as other officials of the 
seminary, must obey the rector in the discharge of their duties (c. 
1360, §2). He shall see to it that the professors conduct their 
classes, and fullill otherwise their respective duties (c. 1369, §3). 

The rector jointly with the other officials of the seminary must 
see to it that the students observe the seminary rules approved by 
the bishop, and the plan of studies, and that they become imbued with 
a truly ecclesiastical spirit. They shall often point out to them the 
rules of Christian etiquette by word and example and they shall 
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exhort them constantly to observe the laws of hJ'ciene in ~ress and 
person, and to Cultivate courtesy, modesty and &r•vity of manners 
(c. 1369, §1, 2). 

The seminary bcinc exempt from the jurisdiction of the 
pastor, pastoral righb with respect to all who are in the seminary 
are reserved to the rector or his delegate, saving marriages (e.g., 
of the lay help). But the rector shall not make it a habit to hear 
the confession' of the seminarians, although he may occasionally hear 
those who freely come to him for some grave and urgent reason 
(c. 1368). 

§6. ADMISSION AND DISMISSAL OF CANDIDATES 

A. ADMISSION OP CANDIDATBS 

Only legitimate children are to be admitted to the seminary, or 
those who have been legitimated in accordance with the rules of 
canon law (c. 1363, §1jc.984, n. 1; c. 1114; c. 1116). 

The candidate must have that dispo1ition and deaire which will 
justify the hope that he will alwa)'I discharge the dutiea of the 
sacred mini.itry with success (c. 1363, §1). In other words, the 
candidate must show signs of a vocation to the eccleaiutical state. 
We may add with Vermeersch-Creusen (o.c. II, n. 687) that these 
sign1 of a vocation to the 1acred ministry do not call for a 9C11Sible 
internal invitation of the Holy Ghost, but they are present in 
every 1erious minded young man who has a firm resolve to 1tudy 
for the priesthood, and who is hindered by no impediments or irregu
laritiea, at least by none from which the Church is not accustomed 
to di1pense. Whether the candidate is in fact both mentally and 
spiritually qualified. to be ordained, i.e., whether in fact a vocation 
is present, will be discovered· in the coune of his seminary -years. 

Before a candidate is received he must present his baptismal 
:ind confirmation certificate. and a certificate of legitimate birth 
if this does not appear from the baptismal certificate. He mu1t. also 
furni1h testimonial letters concerning his good character, these be
ing usually given him by his pastor (c. 1363, §2). 

B. DISMISSAL OP CANDIDATES 

Those are to be dismissed from the seminar}' who are found 
to be disorderly, incorrigible, or rebellious; likC\vise, those who 
becau1e of their general conduct and character do not seem to be 
fit candidates for the priesthood; finally, those who progress so 
slowly in their studies that there is little hope that they will ever 
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acquire sufficient knowledge. Those who sin against faith and 
morals must be dismissed peremptorily (c. 1371). 

§7. RELIGIOUS SEMINAi.JBS 

The canons we have oonsidered in this article deal primarily with 
secular seminaries. But clerical religiow Orders and Congregations 
have also their o\vn homes of studies for their religious candidates, 
which can be called seminaries. 

Concerning the establishment of religiow houses, the reader 
U. referred to p. 300, 302. The spiritual government of the houses of 
studies is covered both by the common law, and by the constitutions 
of each religious organization. As to the intellectual training of 
religious ;seminarians, whether in the minor, or preparatory semi
nary, or in the major seminary (the clericate), the same rules apply 
as for studies in secular seminaries (cfr. p. 356-357). 

ABT. Ill 

Cen1onblp and Prohlblllon of Boob 

Censors/ii; of books-The following books (and the same is 
to be said of daily papers, periodicals, and any other kind of publica
tions according to c. 1384), may not be edited \Vithout the pcnnis
sion of the local Ordinary or the Holy Sec, and the same applies 
to translations of already approved works (c. 1392), namely: 

1) Without permission 'of the local Ordinary (and in addition 
that of the major superior in case of rcli&ious authors according to 
c. 1385, §3), it is forbidden to both clerics and laymen to publish 
books of sacred scripture, theology, church history, canon law, 
natural theology, ethics, prayer books and other devotional works; 
in short, any publications which professedly discuss religious or 
moral questions. The same ban applies to holy p'icturcs (c. 1385, §1 ). 
Moreover, clerics may not, without said permission, publish boob 
even on non-religious subjects, nor contribute articles to newspapers 
or periodicals of any kind (c. 1386, §1). 

The local Ordinaf}' competent to give the permission required in 
the preceding paragraph is: 1) the proper Ordinary of the 
author; 2} the Ordinary of the place where the publications are 
edited; 3) the Ordinary of the place where the matter is printed. 
Should one Ordinary refuse his im;rimatur. the writer must mention 
this fact to the other competent Ordinary whom he should happen 
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to approach, and this under pain of invalidity of the subsequent per
mission (c. 1385, §2). 

The diocesan censor, or censors, in granting the nihil obltat 
after examining the book or article. and the bishop in granting the 
imprimatur, likewise the major superior in giving his im1rimi 'otert,, 
do not necessarily vouch for the truth of every statement made by 
the author, nor do they necessarily thereby approve of each and 
every opinion he advances. A publication i1&ued with ecclesiastk·al 
approval merely nnures that the work contains nothing contrary to 
Catholic teaching in matten of faith or moral'J (cfr. c. 1393, §2). 

2) Without permission of the Holy See it is forbidden to 
puhlish: a) works intended to further the beatification or canoniza
tion of some servant of God (c. 1387); b) collections of indulgences, 
but for books which occasionally insert indulgenced prayers or rf!cord 
indulgen~s, the local Ordinary's pennission suffices (c. 1388); 
c) collections of the decrees of the Holy Sec (c. 1389); d) transla
tions of the Bible, unless the translations are accompanied by explana· 
tory notes, in which case the bishop's pcrmis;;ion suffices (c. 1391 ). 
But liturgical boob, e.g., brevjaries, rituals, etc., likrwise litanies, 
may be published by the sole authority of the local Ordinary, p~ 
vided the bishop has first made i;ure that . they accord with the fint 
or typical edition printed by the Vatican Press, or by one of the 
printers to the Holy See {c. 1390, also Woywod, o.c., n. 1405). 

Prohibition of boob-Not only the Sovereign Pontiff, an oecu
menical council and the Holy Office, but also particular councils, 
local Ordinaries, the supreme moderaton of clerical exempt reli!Pons, 
and local abbots, may prohibit their subjects the reading of certain 
boob for a just cause (c. 139S). Once a book is prohibited, all 
translations thereof are likewise forbidden (c. 1396). When a pub
lication is p~hibited this means that, without due permission, not 
only is one forbidden to read it, but also to keep, sell, translate or 
alit"nate it in any way (c. 1398). Cardinals, bi,hops, and other 
Ordinaries, are not held to the law of prohibited books ( c. 1401). 
But OrieDtals are bound to all such prohibitions {S. C. Oriental 
Church, May 26, 1928; At'la XX, 195). 

Competent to grant permission to read and retain prohibited 
publications is one's proper Ordinary, in addition to the Holy See. 
But the Ordinary may grant the permission onlr for designated 
publications mentioned by the petitioner ; he cannot grant aeneral 
indeterminate permissions to a person (c. 1402). One who has 
obtained permission to read forbidden books should take care that 
they do not come into the hands of other' who laclc such permis
sion (c. 1403, §2). The Code itself in c. 1400 allows all scripture 
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and theology students to read (within limits) non-Catholic cdi
tiom of ancient trxts of the Bible, whether in their oriiinal text, 
or their ancient, or modern translated versions; likewise all edi
tions published by Catholics without due authorization. Canon 14-05 
observes that a general permiuion to read prohibited boob docs 
not extend to those publications whose reading is forbidden by the 
divine law itself, e.g., obscene books, anti-Catholic literature in 
the case of a person not well grounded in the faith, etc. If a person 
mu!lt read certain boob, e.g., teachers and students in the case of 
certain ancient classics, he must endeavor by prayer and other 
safeguards to make the proximate orcasion of sin remote; if this 
is impossible, no number of ecclesiastical permissions will justify his 
rtading the books. 

Books whose subject matter puts them into an}' of the following 
categories are forbidden by the common law itself (c. 1399), even 
though the particular book is not found in the Index of Prohibited 
Boob, and ~en though the particular book in question may not 
constitute a danger to the faith or morals of the individual, i.e., 
even though it is not forbidden by the divine law in his case, namd}': 
1) non-Catholic editions of the Bible; 2) books which defend heresy 
or schism, or profe;;stdly attack religion or morality in general, or 
discuss religion from a non-Catholic viewpoint, or which treat 
of any religious subjects, being written by Catholics in disregard 
of the ecclesiastical imprimatur, or which describe new revelations, 
apparitions, visions, prophecie!l and miracles, or which introduce 
unapprm•ed devotions, or vilify Catholic forms of worship, ecclesi
astical governmt-nt, or the clerical or religious state, or which 
teach or promote superstition of an}' sort, advocate duels, suicide, 
divorce, or justify Freemasonry and secret societies, or which pro
fessedly treat of obscene matters, or which divulge apocryphal 
indulgences. In addition, many books are prohibited by special decree 
of the Holy See, and the totality of such boob constitutes the so-called 
J ndex of Forbidden Boob. 

Lest the legislation concerning the prohibition of books lose 
most of its effiC"aC}', pastors should frequently instruct their people 
concerning the moral danger inherent in bad literature in _general, 
and in publications prohibited by the Church in particular (c:. 1405, 
§2). 

While those who read the above prohibited books without due 
permission arc always guilty of sin, they do not allvays fall under 
censure (cfr. p. 706-707). 
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ABT. IV 

Profeuion of Faith-Oath Aoamat Modemlmn 

Pro/tssio11 of faith-Those who must make the profession of 
faith, a profession . which they must make personally and not 
through a prOX)' (c. 1407), all contrary customs being abrogated 
( c. 1408), are the following: 

I ) Diocesan consultors before they assume office must make 
the profession of faith before the local Ordinary, or his delegate, 
and the other consul tors; 

2) Vicars-general and pastors prior to assuming office before 
the local Ordinary or his delegate; 

3) The rector of the seminary and the professon of theology, 
canon law, and philosophy before the local Ordinary or his df'legate, 
and. this at the beginning of eac-h scholastic year ; 

4) Candidates for the subdiaconate, and for confession and 
preaching faculties, before the local Ordinary or his delegate; 

5) Superiors in clerical religions (and in clerical societies 
without vows, according to the Code Comm., Jul}• 25, 1926; Acta 
XVIII, 393), before the chapter or the superior who appointed 
them, or before their delegates (c. 1406, §1). 

The profession· of faith must be repeated as often as a re
appointment to any of the above offices occurs (c.140t>, §2). 

Oath agai1ist Modtrnism-Being in the nature of a transitory 
precept, the Oath against Modernism prescribed by Pius X, Sacro
rum Antis.tit11m, Sept. 1, 1910 (Acta II, 655), was not mentioned 
in the Code. Nevenhelt.'11'1, until Modernism disappears, the Oath 
retains its binding force and must be taken by all "who are held to 
the profession of faith as just described (cfr. H. Ofi., Mar. 22, 1918; 
A eta X, 136). Further declarations on the Oath were is.sued by 
the Consistorial Congregation, Sept. 25, Oct. 25, Dec. 17, 1910. 
From which declarations it can be seen that professors in seminaries, 
including religious professors in religious houses of studies, must 
both make the profmion of faith and pronounce the Oath against 
l\fodemi3m annually. 
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ECCLESIASTICAL INSTITUTIONS 

Among ecclesiastical things the Code reckons ecdcsiast!cal 
institutions. These are in the nature of non-collegiate persons, 
of whom we spoke above on p. 13 l. 

They art' corporations consisting of a collection of goods or 
assets upon which the Church confers legal personality. 

The ecclesiastical non-collegiate person finds no counterpart 
in Amerkan law. The closest approach to them is the cue of the 
eleemosynary, or non-stock corporations. But even these are CC'IM· 
posed of physical persons, and it is these physical persons who are 
incorporated as trustees of the college, hospital, etc., not the goods 
themselves. 

In the case of ecclesiastical in!>titutions we find physical persons, 
it is true, who act in the capacity of trustees, boards of directon, 
etc., but these persons are not incorporated, only the goods are 
incorporated ; the title to temporalities vests in the fictitious lcpl 
person, not in the adminfatrators or any other physical persons. 

ABT. I 

Ecclealaatical Bendcea 

We shall discuss: 1) the origin of benefices; 2) their nature; 
3) parochial benefices in particular. 

§J. 0aIOIN OF BENEFICES 

In the primitive Church the offerings of the faithful all went 
into one common fund. The administrator of this fund was the 
bishop who divided it into four parts, one portion being rc:Rrved 
to himself, another going to the support of the clergy, a third to 
the rt'licf of the poor, a fourth to the erection and maintenance of 
sacred edifices. This isystem did not find favor with the rural 
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clergy, especla1ly as the offerinp were u•ually in kind, and these 
they had to forward to the bishop only to receive them back again. 

'When about the sixth century the Church came into possession 
of lands through the piety of the faithful and the liberality of 
civil rulers, certain of these lands were allotted to the rural clergy 
for their maintenance. The cleric was not considered the owner of 
the property but only the usufructuary, i.e., he had the right to 
the income, e.g., the grain, fruit, cattle, rent, etc. About the 11th 
century this 1ystem of clerical support had become universal. The 
cleric's right to the revenues from such real estate was called 
a benefice, the word IJenefieium among the ancient Romans having 
signifil'd any grant by a sovereign to his subject, and in later feudal 
day!I more particularly the grant of land made by some powerful 
overlord to an inferior nobleman in recognition of the latter's 
fidelity and military support, the overlord remaining in theory the 
owner of the land, while the other had but the right to the revenues. 
In the case of the clerical benefice, the church land itself became 
b:r a fiction of law an owner, \vhile the beneficiary enjoyed the 
income. 

Notwithstanding the wholesale secularization of churrh prop
ert)• by civil governments since the 17th century, benefices still 
obtain in the Church today, the cleric's source of maintenance 
deriving othenvise, as a rule, than from real estate. 

§2, NATURB OF BBNEll'ICES 

A 11 ectlt1ia1tical lltntPct is a juridical tntitj• trtcted in lrr
;etuity lly tht com;ttent 1cdt1Ul1tical authority, anti consists of 
a sacred o/fitt togdher with tltt right to derifJt rttJtnut from tht 
endowment of the office (c. 1409). 

Four elements, then, constitute an ccclesiastical benefice: 1) a 
sacred office, e. g., the care of souls in the case of a parish, the 
recitation of the canonical hours in the case of a canoney, the 
celebration of Mass in the case of a chaplaincy, etc.; 2) an endow
mPnt (capital) from the income of which the cleric is supported; 
3) perpetual establishment; 4) erection of the office into a moral 
person. 

The endowment of a benefice may consist : 1 ) of real estate : 
2) of obligatory payments on the part of physical persons, e.g., 
patrons, or moral persons, e. g., the State in many European coun
tries; 3) of voluntary offerings of the faithful, as in the case of 
our parithes ; 4) of stole fees; 5) of choir distributions, e. g., in 
the case of cathedral canons. 
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In pre-Code days it was the common teachinc that with few 
exceptions our parishes in this countl')' were not benefices. The 
reuoo for this was twofold : I ) all benetica b)· common law were to 
be conferred in pPrpetuity, and this is restated in c. I .f.38 ; 2) the 
endowment was supposed to consist of real estate. Under the Code 
there can be no doubt that our parishes in America are now benefices: 
I ) because, as was ~n. the endowment may consist of voluntar)· 
offerinp of the faithful; 2) because '°roc'llial benefices need no 
lonau be conferred in perpetuity, the Code in c. 45-J makin1 room 
for removable pastors. 

In the United States we have only t\\•o kinds of benefices, 
it would seem, namely, bishoprics, and pastonhips. Both the bishop 
and pastor are iupporttd by the f ree·will offerings of the faithful 
in the form of a salary; the latter directl)' so, the fonner by way 
of assessment or the cathedraticum. And while we have chaplains 
and assistant pastors exercising sacred oftiCCJ and deriving a fi..ud 
salary therefrom, yet these offices with us are not looked upon as 
benefices, although it would_ r,eem that nothing is lacking to consti· 
tute them benefices snve the declaration of the bishop. That declara· 
tion would probably have only one practical effect, namely to make 
such chaplaincies and auistant pastorships irremovable offices. In 
which case the chaplains could not be pnerally removed ar;ain&t 
their will save for cert11in criminal offenses, specified in the la\v, 
and by way of a formal trial ; nor could the assistant pastor be 
removed save in the mannu of pastors, or for grave disregard of 
the pastor's authority (c. 477). 

13. PAROCHIAL BBNll'ICBS 

Of the 89 canons which disaa• benefices, very few ha,·e 
practical application to the Church in this country. The leaislntion 
concemini non-residential and non-curate benefices may be ignnred, 
these being non-existent with us, e. I·· cmonries. Likewise, those 
canons which define the rights of patrons may be ignored since we 
have no patrons, and the bishop has a free hand in the erection and 
confennent of secular parishes. Again, many canons contemplate a 
svstrm where the ben~ficiary is supported by income from real estate, 
and they determine the riRhts and duties of the cleric on this score. 
But our pastors are simpl)• maint.1int.d by the free-will offerings of 
the faithful, which being in the form of a salary, the pastor himself 
takes periodiolly from the sum total of collections, pew rent, etc. 
It rnnains to see what rights the bishop has in respect to the erec
tion, union, division and dismembrati~ of parochial benefices. 
i. e., of parishes. 
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In the erection of a new parish the bishop generally is un· 
restricted, there beinr no patrons, nor any interference on the part 
of the civil authorities ( c:. 1414-H 18). But if the erection of 
a parish results from dividing an old parish, certain rules must be 
obierved (dr. i11/ra). 

The bishop is likewise f1ee to unite parishes, althouch this 
seldom happens in the United States, sa\·e \\•here the Catholic popula· 
tion in gttat numbers leaves a certain localit}·, or where a lanq:uaae 
parish has died out. But the bishop may not unite a secular parish 
with a reliaious house without permission of the Holy Sec (c. 1423). 
He should also confer with his diocesan c:onsulton (c. 1428). 
Neither may the bishop tAke a parish away from relicioua and aive 
it to the secular clerl)" if the religious had received the parish in 
perpetuity (c. 1422). 

Very infrequent with us is the tnnlfer of a parish, i.e., the 
transfer of the pariah title from one c:hurc:h to a non-parochial 
c:hurrh. The reason is that we have so fe\v non-parochial c:hurc:hes 
to which the title could be transferred. 

Of more importance are the division and dismcmbration of 
parishes. A division i1 effected when from one parish there arise 
two or more. A dismembration oc:cun when part of the revenues 
or the territory of one parish is assiKOed to a new parish, or to 
an existinc parish ( c. 1421 ) • 

Canon 1427 permib the bishop to divide any parilh for a 
canonical ca~, and this without asking the c:oment of the pastor 
or the parishioners. This applies also to religious parishes. For, 
althouch c. 1422 denies the bishop the richt to divide religious 
beneficeJ, this c::moo is supplemented by the more 1peclfic: ruling 
with reference to '4r0thial benefices in c. 1427. And so, c. 1422 
must be construed as referring to no•·ltJrotliial benefices in c:harp 
of religious, of whic:h we have none in the United States. Two 
causes are recognized by c. 1427 as c:anonic:al for dividinc a parish: 
I ) either the difficulty of reaching the parish c:hurt'h due to distance 
or for an)' other cause; 2) the large number of parishioners who 
cannot be cared for adequately even throudl the appointment of 
assistant pastors. Here, according to c. 1428, the bishop needs the 
advit'e of the diocesan consultors, and of interested persons, especially 
pastors whose rigbb are im•olvtcl. 

Canon 1427 likewise permits the bishop to dismember a 
parish'• territory, even apart from erecting a new parish, i.e., to 
enlarge the territory of one parish at the expense of another. This 
is allowed for the same reasons u the division of the parish would 
be allowed, and it applies even to reli&ious parishes. 
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When dividing a parish the bishop of necess.ity dismembers 
its territory, and usually the goods of the old parish which are 
located in the part which has been severed, if there are any. But 
the bishop may divide the totality of the assets which belonged to 

the old parish, and also the liabilities, and apportion them equally 
between both parishes (c. 1500). In practise, this is seldom done 
in the United States, for the ne\V parishioners cannot be expected 
to bear the burden of the debts of the old parish since they have 
enough to do to build their new parish church, parish house. school, 
etc. It would be otherwise if the new parish were given a share of 
the assets of the old parish, but this, too, seldom happens since as 
a rule the old parish bas no a5$ets to share with the new parish, 
after meeting its own running expenses. 

Canons 1432, 1437 permit the bishop to confer parishes at will 
upon an)' clerics save himself. But he may not confer two or more 
parishes on one and the same cleric, these being incompatible offic~ 
each requiring residence (c. 1439). Yet, he may confer a second 
parish upon a priest with the title of administrator, i.e., temporarily 
until the second parish gets a pastor of its own. But the conferment 
of some parishes is reserved to the Holy See (c. 1435). As to 

religious parishes, cfr. p. 265 and 277. 
Pastors who culpably neglect the divine office are bound to 

restore their salary pro rata, either to the parish, the poor, or the 
diocesan seminary (c.1475, §2). 

Before taking canonical possession of his parish a pastor cannot 
exercise pastoral rights. Canonical· possession is effected by induction 

into offioc. But where formal induction is not observed by reason 
of contrary custom, as in many dioceses of the United States, the 
Ordinary may dispense from the formalities of an induction, and 
such dispensation contained in the letters of appointment is equiva
lent to canonical possession (c. 1444). While this may be true of 
benefices in general, yet when there is question of a parochial benefice, 

more explicit instructions are often given u to the precise time when 
pastoral rights begin, e. g., from the moment the appointee arrives 

in his new parish. 

ABT. II 

lmtltutiom Other them Beneflc:H 

Just as benefices are the means of clerical support, so there 
are other institutions (non-collegiate moral persons) which provide 
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for the needs of the laity. From the very beginnina: the Church 
regarded the poor and the afflicted as her particular wards, and 
accordingly founded numerous institutions for their relief. In the 
Eastern Church we see these institutions first appearing, and this 
for the simple reason that the Church developed earlier in the East 
than in the West. Hence, the Greek names which to this day cling 
to the ecclesiastical institutions under consideration. Thus we have 
institutions for the sick: (nosocomia), lodging houses (Jttnodochia), 
foundling institutions ( brephotrophia) 1 orphan asylums ( orphano
trophia), etc. Later in the Wer.tern Church we find schools and 
universities under the control of the Church for the btne6t of the 
ignorant. 

Often these institutions were endowed by private individuals 
and entrusted to religious communities. It was not always clear 
how far the jurisdiction of the bishop extended in such cases: 
1 ) because of the right of patronage claimed by the pious founder; 
2) because of the almost limitless exemption of regulars prior 
to the Council of Trent. 

The Council of Trent in placing definite limits to the exemp
tiun of regulars cleared up the question concerning tht jurisdiction 
of local Ordinaries with respect to charitable institutions in charae 
of religious, or even in charge of laymtn. 

The local Ordinary alone grants such institutions their ecclesi
astical charter of incorporation (c. 1489, §1). From that time on 
their goods are ecclesiastical goods, and are subject to the vigilance 
of the local Ordinary, and to the rules of alienation to be described 
in the following chapter. How the institution is incorporated under 
the laws of the State is a matter of fact, and incorporation varies 
according to the laws of the different States, dr. infra, p. 557. 

Prior to incorporation, whether ecclesiastical or civil, the insti
tution should have a set of by-laws determining the choice and the 
powers of the administrator or board of directors, the name of the 
institution, its object, the beneficiary in the event the institution 
becomes extinct, etc. ( c. 1490). 

Once the institution has received canonical erection, the local 
Ordinary has the right in every case without exception to examine 
its financial accounts ( c. 1+92). He has not this right if the institu
tion has not r«eived the charter of ecclesiastical incorporation, e. g., 
if it is owned by Catholic laymen and only entrusted to the care of 
religious (c. 1491). The reason is that the goods of the institution 
are not then ecclesiastical aoods, as we shall see in the following 
chapter. But if revenues accrue from gifts, and pious foundations, 
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since these arc intended for works of charity or benevolence in the 
diocese, it would seem that to this extent the local Ordinary may 
demand an account from the religious. 

As far as religious discipline is concerned, the local Ordinary 
may visit all Catholic institutions of the diocese, and inquire con
cerning sound doctrine, good mornls, exercises of piety and the 
administration of the sacraments and sacramentals, the celebration 
of Mass, and the conducting of public worship ( c. 1491, §2), 

Without permission of the Holy See ecclesiastical institutions 
cannot be suppressed, united to other institutions, or converted to 
purposes foreign to the intention of the founders, unless the laws of 
foundation expressly allow this ( c. 1494). 



Chapter XV 

THE TEMPORAL GOODS OF THE CHURCH 

In five articles we shall consider: 1 ) the nnture and divisions 
of ecclesiastical goods; 2) the right of the Church to temporalities.; 
3) the owner of ecclesiastical goods ; 4) the acquisition of ecclcsill$ti· 
cal goods ; 5) the administration of ecclesia.11tical goods. 

ABT. I 

Nature and lll:u:la al Ecd.•iasllcal Goods 

§1. NATURE OF ECCLESIASTICAL Gooos 
(c.1497) 

Eoclesiastical goods are material goods, whether corporeal 
or incorporeal, movable or immovable, which belong either to the 
Church universal, or to the Holy See, or to an inferior moral penon 
in the Church. 

C':i0ods, therefore, which belong to a deric considered as a 
prh·atc individual are not ecclesiastical goodt1o. But goods of which 
a dC'rk in an official capacit)• is the mere administrator, e. g., the 
goods of a parish, are ecclesiastical goods. A religious with simple 
vows retains the ownership of his personal goods, and these are not 
l!cdesi=utical good.11 ; but in the capacity of superior or procurator 
the rl!ligious exercises rights over goods which belong to the institu· 
tion, and which, therefore, arc ecclesiastical goods. The pods of 
a Catholic society which h.u not been incorporated by canon law, 
evl!n though it be incorporated by civil law, arc not ecclesiastical 
goods. 

The distinction between ecclesiastical and non-ecclesiastical 
goods is of the. ubDost importance. The restrictions of canon law 
pla~d upon the alienation of ecclesiastical goods, and the law 
requiring a financial report to be made to the Ordinary, affect only 
goods which belong to an ecclesiastical corporation. 

SSS 
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§2. KINDS OP EccLBSIASTICAL GooDS 

(c. 1497) 

Ecclesiastical goods are divided into: 
l) Cor1oreal and iricor1ortal goods, according to whether 

they can be perceived by the senses or not ; to the latter class \9'ould 
belong all credit rights; 

2) Mo"alllt and immo11ablt goods, according to whether they 
c:an be transferred from place to place, e. g., money, vestments, etc., 
or cannot be so transferred, e. g., real tstate ; 

3) Sacred and non-111a-td goods, accordin1 to whether they 
have bttn set apart for divine cult by means of consecration or 
blessing, or not; 

4) Prtdo"s and non-lrtrio"s goods, the former being those 
which have a notable value by ttason of workmanship, e. g., paint
ings and statues; or by reason of historical worth, e. g., manuscripts; 
or by reason of material, e.g., a j~led miter. The law is not 
clear as to the minimum sum required before a thing can be called 
precious. A decision of the S.C. Counc. July 13, 1919 (Atta XI, 
416) !leems to set this sum at 1,000 lire. The same Congregation 
at a later date refused to be more explicit on the subject, and referred 
the enquirer to the Code Commission (Jan. 15, 1922; Acta XIV, 
160). 

.ART. II 

The RicJht of the Church to Temporcdl.U.. 

We shall consider this ript in theory, and then the various 
ways in which church property is held in the United States. 

§I. THl!O&BTICAL RIGHTS OP THB CHVRCH 

(c. 1495) 

Canon 1495 vindicates to the Church universal, and the Holy 
See (the papal oflice), the inhermt right independently of the civil 
authorities to acquire, hold, and administer temporal goods which 
conduce to the realization of the Church's mission. This same right 
is acknowledged by church law in all inferior moral persona in the 
Church for the natural reason that they are units within a sovertign 
society distinct from, and independent of, the State. 

The inherent right of the Church to acquire, hold, and adminie-
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ter temporal pds which are necessary or useful to the acc:omplish
ment of her divinely appointed mission on eanh is a natural corollary 
of the general proposition already stated and proftd (Introduction 
ch. JI), to the effect that the Catholic Church is a perfect society. 
As such she has the right to all means necessary or useful to her legiti
l)late mission. Among those means are temporal goods. For althoup 
the Church is a spiritual 30Ciety by reason of her end (the salvation of 
souls through supernatural sanctification), she is not spiritual by 
reason of her memht'rs. These are not angels but men, they- are not 
disembodied spirits but composed of body and soul. External means 
must be at the disposal of the Church to aid and foster religious 
!ICntiments in her members. Thus, the administration of the sacra
ments, the celebration of Mass, and the performance of other acts 
of public worship call for material edifices. Sacred chalices and 
vestments are neceaar:t· for the reverend performance of liturgical 
acts. Sacred ministen must be housed and supported. The poor who 
are the special wards of the Church by the will of Christ must be 
cared for, and funds must be at hand to administer to their needs, 
to exercise worb of Christian charity and mercy, and to conduct 
institutions such as hospitals, orphanages, schools, homes for the aged, 
etc. 

§2. How CHUI.CH PaoPBllTY Is HELD IN THB UNITBD STATBS 

Although, due to our system of separation of Church and State, 
neither the Federal nor the State &QVcroments regard the Catholic 
Church as a sovereign society by divine law, but consider her only 
a private voluntary association of citizens for religious purposes, 
and oonsequently deny to her, as to all other churches and sects, 
the rirht to acquire, hold and administer corporate goods in her own 
name independently of the civil laws, yet American legislation is not 
hostile to religious associations but permits them to incorporate 
so that their ttmporal possessions may be reco111ized and protected 
by the civil courts. 

Since American law aoes not recopize the oon-collegiate 
moral person, i. e., a sum of goods upon which the law conftrs 
juridic personality, but only physical persons can be incorporated, 
and since most ecclesiastical goods from the viewpoint of canon 
law are held by non-colleciate moral persons (institutions), saving 
religious organizations as such, namely, Orders and Congregations, it 
is necessary that the Church adopt some one of the various methods 
of holding goods recocnized by American law. These may be re
duced to four: the corporation aggregate, the corporation sole, the 
fee simple, and the trUBt. Not all of these systems are permitted 
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by each State, but \Vhl're two or more systems of holding church 
propert)• are recognized, it becomes the problem of the bishop to 
as1:2rtain which of the several sy&tems is more likely to secure 
ecclesiastkal control over the goods of the Church in accordan1:2 
lvith the spirit of canon l:iw. 

In the early da)"S of the American Republic civil legislation 
permitted religious congregations (all scets) to hold their propert~· 
in the form of a corporation aggregate, the trustees to be electtd by 
the members of the congregation. Civil legislators merely accommo
dated thcmsch·es to conditions a11 they found them, for the 
majority of American citizens were non-Catholics and their conl[l'e
g:itions were organized on a basis of lay control. Catholic bisMps 
in many dioceses accepted the corporation aggregate in default of 
a better method of holding church property. It was not long, 
however, before abuses arose. Trustees who themselves were lavmen 
chosen by the members of the parish, and who had controlling 
authority over the temporalities of the parish, attempted time and 
again to dictate also in matters spiritual, e. g., by refu!'ling to accept 
a pastor lawfully appointed by the bishop; and thus quarrels were 
constantly being taken to the civil courts and to the Holy See. 

The systl'm of lay trwtet"ism was soon abandoned after the 
First Plenary Council of Baltimore in 1829 condemned its abusts. 
Thereafter, some bishops resorted to the method of holding all the 
property of the diocese- in fee simple. To hold property in fee 
simple means to hold it by an 11.bsolute title of O\vnership. For this 
it is not necessary that the various ecclesiastical institutions in the 
diocese be incorporated under the laws of the State. It t=uffic:ei that 
all deeds to church property be con\•eyed to the bishop as to an 
absolute O\Vner. While this system secures clerical control over the 
temporalities of the Church, it has its defects in other respects. 
Thus, it is necessary that the bishop make a last will providing for 
the transfer of all church property to his succes&0r in office, other
wi.~ the bishop's heirs can lay claim to the goods. Again, nothing 
forbids creditors to lay claim to church goods to recover for the 
private debts of the bishop. On July 29, 1911 the S. C. of the 
Council forbade this method absolutely (dr. Eccl. Rev., Nov. 1911 ). 

A third way in which church goods can be held is in trust. 
After the lay trustee corporation had been abandoned many bishops 
resorted to this system, and still cling to it for want of a better 
method. Here again, it is not necessary tnat the various ecclesiasti
cal institutions of the diocese be incorporated under the civil law. 
When property is bought for an ecclesiastical inititution, e. r.. a 
parish, school, hospital, etc., the deed is made over to the bishop 
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not in fee simple but in trust. The property so conveyed cannot 
be diverted for uses other than those specified in the instrument, 
and this the Amtrican courts will recognize so long as the instru
ment bas been properly drawn up according to the formalities 
of the civil law. This system eliminated the defects inherent in the 
fee simple idea, and in theory accords with canon law in pladng 
control ovt'r ecclesiastical goods in the hands of the bishop or his 
delegate. But in practi.Je the civil courts have often viewed the 
bishop as a mere dry, passive, silent trustee, regarding each congre
gation as the real, actual owner of the propert)' with powers to 
conclude contracts, even contracts of sale, without the bishop's 
consent. 

A few !ltatcs recognize the system known as t~e corporation sole. 
This was borrowed from England where the king, each bishop, dean 
and parson is a corporation sole. In the corporation sole only one 
pb,vsical person is incorporated, and thus the system differs from the 
corporation aggregate. It bcars no' similarity to the non-collegiate 
moral person of canon law, for here the tcmporal goods are in
corporated, whereas in the corporation sole a physical person is 
incorporated, and by means of such incorporation all his rights are 
preserved entire to his successor in office. It can be resorted to 
h}' Catholic bishops only in those American States \vhich permit 
corporations sole. All property is vested in the bishop as sole 
trustee and administrator, and -rhus clerical control is assured. J\n
other advantage is that upon the vacancy of the episcopal see all 
church property in the diocese passes to the bishop's successor with
out any need of further formalities. The disadvantaps of the 
•}·stem are: 1) that during the vacancy of the see no business can 
be transacted sintt the title to all church property is bid in abey
ance; 2) the rulings of statute law and court decisions in America 
are very 11pane so that it is difficult to determine the exact nature 
of the corporation sole and the powers of the bishop, e. g., can the 
corporation sole take personal u well as real property, can the 
bishop alienate the property of a parish without the consent of the 
parishioners, i.e., is he a mere dry, silent trustee?, etc. 

Where the corporation aggregate could be introduced which 
would at the same time give the ecclesiastical superiors controlling 
authority over the temporal goods of the Church, this would be 
preferable to the corporation aggregate of former times which wsted 
all authority in the laity. It would be preferable abo to the corpora
tion !IOlc and the trust system. Such a corporation aggregate exists 
under the laW9 of New York State. The main features of the 
system arc: 1 ) each parish is incorporated with righb to the aoods 
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vested in the members of the parish, but; 2) the board of trustre1 
of the parish are not exclusively laymen chosen b)• the parishioners, 
but the board consists of the bishop, the vicar-general, the pastor 
and two laymen of the pariah, and thus clerical control is assured ; 
moreover, 3) episcopal sanction is made necessary for the validity 
of the acts of the trustees, or board of directors ; and finally; 4) the 
bishop has absolute power to divide a parish and apportion its goods 
as he sees fit. 

The New York system of parish incorporation has been ttcom
mended by the S. C. of the Council (July 29, 1911; Eccl. Rev., 
Nov. 1911). The difficulty of introducing it throughout the Re
public lies in the fact that individual States are slow to grant charters 
of incorporation which deviate from the common forms recognized 
in the State on the theory that this \vould imply a special privilege • 

. On the subject discu'iSed under the present heading the reader 
may profitably consult the Canonical Studies listed on p. 78, 79 of 
this manual, from which we have quoted profusely. 

ART. Ill 

n. Owmr C?I Ecclemlcmllml Gooda 
(c. 1499, §2) 

Prior to the Code the person in whom the ownership of 
ecclesiastic:al goods was to be considertd vested was a question much 
disputed among canonists. Their opinions can be reduced to three : 

1) Tht npn-lllllural th1ory. This was held by all writers who 
\"indicated to God or the saints direct ownership of all church 
property. While seemingly confirmed by various texts of Scripture, 
yet it must be viewed as a mystical theory at the most. It is true 
that God owns the property of the Church as well as that of the 
State, but the question is who under human law must be considered 
the O\vner. To reply that God is the owner would neceJSitate 
bringing God to court when suits are brought against church prop· 
erty, and since God cannot be brought to court all suits would have 
to be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. 

2) Tlit tli,or.1 of ;a;al tlomi11io11. Advocates of this opinion 
vested the owner.ship of all ecclesiastical goods in the Pope. That 
the Pope could declare himself owner of all church property seems 
possible; that in fact certain Popes had so declared themselves to 
this effect in the past, as the proponents of the theory claimed, \VD 

the question at issue. 
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3) Tll.e theory of i111titutional own"slaip. Some pre-Code 
writers advanced the opinion that dominion over church property 
is vested in each particular church or ecclesiastical institution which 
happens to possess the goods in question. This opinion has now 
been embodied in c. 1499, §2 which states that the ownership of 
goods to be exercised under the supreme authority of the Holy Si!e 
belongs to that moral person which lawfully acquired the goods. 

It must be remembered that the principle just enunciated to 
the effect that each institution in the Church is owner of its own 
property applies even where, accordin1 to civil law, all property 
in the dioctst fa vested in the bishop as a trustee, a corporation sole, 
or (as formerly) in fee simple. The bishop, therefore, would have 
no authority from the viewpoint of canon law to transfer the goods 
of one institution to another institution in ownenhip, savin&" the 
case of dismembration of a pari11h. And although the civil court 
would uphold him, the individual institution through its administra
tor could have recourse to the Holy See. Religious organizations 
(Orders and Congregations) arc usually incorporated under the 
American civil law in the form. of corporations aggregate. Some
times the individual houses of the religion are incorporated, some
times only the religion or the provinoe. Where the religion or prov
ince alone is incorporated, and no matter how the civil law may 
view the situation, the general or provincial would be powerless to 
appropriate the goods of the individual houses, e.g., their superflu
ous revenues, unless the constitutions eJt~lkitly conferred this power 
upon him, a supposition which, if verified, would seem to militate 
against c. 1499, §2. 

ABT. IV 

.Acqul9ltlm af F.cclesiadml Goods 
(c. 1499-1517) 

In virtue of her divine sovcreignt)' and independence of the 
State, the Catholic Church may acquire temporal goods in any way 
sanctioned by divine law (c. 1499, §1 ). As a matter of fact, how
ever, the Church conforms to the rulings of civil la,v, and canonizes 
it, saving a few exceptions where she lays down norms of her own, 
especially in tht matter of prescription. 

We shall pass over in silence the historical methods of acquiring 
church property, especially the system of tithes and first fruits of 
which c. 1502 speaks, and we ,hall consider onb• the present day 
modes by which ecclesinstical goods are acqui~ed. These may be 
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reduced to nine: 1 ) dismembration of corporations ; 2) extinction 
of corporations; 3) alms beging; 4) the cathedraticum; 5) llSlelS
menta; 6) fees and perquisites; 7) prescription ; 8) free-will offer· 
inp; 9) contracts. 

11. DllMBMBRATION OF CORPORATIONS 

When the territory of a moral person, e. &'·· a parish, is divided, 
and either a new moral peraon comes into existence, or part of the 
territory which has been dismembered is united to an already exist
ing corporation, in these cases the competent ecc:lesiastical superior 
who effected the division has the rifht to apportion both the resources 
and the debts which had been oommon to the divided territory 
between both corporations, observing equity, the intention of the 
founders (if any), the intention of donors, lawfully aaauircd ri1hts, 
and particular statutes by which the moral person whose territory 
has been divided may possibly be governed (c. 1.500). The first way, 
then, in \Vhich ecclesiastical cood• may be a~uired is by Uligning 
to a moral person a part of the goods of another moral person whose 
territory has been divided. 

§2. EXTINCTION OF CollPORATIONS 

A second way in \Vhich ecclesiastical goods are acquired is by 
the extinction of a moral person. Here the &Qods of the extinct 
corporation become those of the corporation immediately superior 
to it, e. g., the goods of a suppressed religious house go to the 
province, those of ~ suppressed parish go to the diocese, etc. But 
the intention of the founders and donors, lawfully acquired rights 
and the particular statutes of the extinct corporation, must be safe
guarded ( c. I 501). The limitations reprdinc the intention of 
founders, particular statutes, etc., mentioned in this and the pnced· 
ing section will hardly be verified in the case of American parishes ; 
they arc more likely to be verified in the cue of a college, hospital, 
orphanaee, etc., endowed by private individuals. 

§3. ALNs CoLLBCTINO 

A third way in which church &oods may be acquired ia through 
the c:ollectin& of alms. That abuses in this matter mav be avoided 
c. 1503 forbids Catholic laymen, as \veil as clerics in a private 
capacity, to solicit alm1 without either the permi91'ion of the Holy 
See, or the written penniuion of both their own Ordinary and the 
Ordinary of the place where the alms are to be solicited. Thia 
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applies when alms are asked for a pious or ecclesiastical institution 
or aim, not e.1.1 for civic purposes, like the community chest, 
sincl' the Church cannot be held responsible for abuses in the latter 
case. The prohibition does not l'xtend to clerics acting in an official 
capacity, e.g., the pastor is allowed to collect for the parochial 
school and all parish projects, and he may authorize some 1Uc:iety to 
act as his agent, provided the solicitin1 of alms ii confined to his 
territory. Concerning the right of religious to go in quest of alms 
we have already spoken. 

The begging of alms through the mail is not contemplated 
here, but rather beging by personal approach because of the 1reater 
abuse poniblr, ~. g., insufficient deliberation on the part of the donor, 
the embarrassmrnt in refusing alms to the personal caller, etc. 

§4. THI CATHBDltATICUM 

The cathedraticum is R moderate annual tax paid to the bishop, 
or the episcopal chair (cathetlra) u a token of subjection to the 
episcopal see. It must be paid by all churches, benefices and lay con
f rnternitil'S subject to the bishop's jurisdiction. It should be added 
that the parishes of religious in the United States nre benefices 
subject to the bishop (c. 1504). 

For centuries the amount of the cathedraticum was fixed at 
two 1olitli (about 90 cents in present American money). The Code 
rules that the amount should be determined by the provincial ·coun
cil, or by a convention of the bishops of the province, unless it has 
already been determined by long-standing custom. In the United 
States the cathedratic:um is resorted to also as a means of epi:lcopal 
support, and usually takes the form of an assessment placed on each 
parish of the dioct'le in proportion to the re.ources of the parish. 
On Mar. 14, 1920 (Acta XII, 4#) the S. C. of the Council for:. 
bade the bishops of France to levy a cathedraticum on parish 
churches in proportion to the number of parishioners in order to 
meet the expenses of the chancery oftice, since this would be fonign 
to the purpose of the cathedratic:um, and, moreover, the cathedrati· 
cum should be uniform for all parishes. It does not seem that this 
declaration extends to the United States: 1) because it is a particular, 
not a general, answer; 2) because the circumstances of the two 
cues are not parallel; the bishops of France wished to ;ntroJuce 
an innotHZtion; the bishops of America in regarding the cathedrati
cum RI a source of episcopal support are merely recopizin1 the 
force of long-standing custom. 
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§S. AsSISSMBNTS 

The Code limits the right of the bishop to place assessments 
to four cases: J) he may levy a tax for the support of the seminary, 
unless he prefers to substitute this by a collection taken up in the 
churches at stated times; 2) he may assess a parish which has been 
resigned so a" to provide a pension in favor of the resigning pastor ; 
3) when some special need of the diocese warrants it, e. g., e.~tra
ordinary repairs of the cathedral church, a visit ad limina, etc., the 
bishop may impose by way of exception a moderate tax on all 
beneficiaries (not benefices), whether secular or religiOU$; 4) when 
the bishop gives to an institution its charter, or consecrates a place, 
he may impose an assessment on the institution or the place ( c. 1505-
1506). 

The limitations imposed here by the Code to the assessing 
powers of the bishop can hardly be applied to the United States. 
The Code at this place is legislating for countries where the St:ite 
erects parish churchts, schools, hospitals, etc., and maintains them, 
besides providing salaries for the clergy. In our country the Church 
is not subsidized by the States, but by the free-will offerings of the 
faithful. Ordinarily the voluntary contributions of the faithful 
are relied upon to finance diocesan worb of charity, but when c:ir
cumstan~s ad\•ise the assessment instr-ad of collections talcen up in 
the parish churches for diocesan projects, e. fl., because of the negli
gence and indifference of some pa5tors in taking up such collections, 
nothing seems to impede the bishop from imposing assessment1. 

§6. FEBS, PEJ.QUISITES AND SALARIES 

(c. 1507) 

By fen and perquisites we understand offerinllS of the faithful 
made on the occasion of receiving spiritual favors, whether the 
granting of such favors involves the exercise of ecclesiastical juris
diction, e. g., dispensations, or the exercise of the power of orders, 
e. g., the sacraments, Christian burial, blessings, and other sacra
mentals. From the very first it was seen that such offerings could 
easily lead to simony on the part of the clerar, or to a suspicion 
of simony on the part of the faithful, and reprasive leghlation 
abounded. Later, when the faithful came to understand that the 
offering could be considered not as a price for things spiritual, but 
rather u a method of contributing to the support of the clergy, 
they took the initiative in many places and made spontaneous, volun
tary offerings on the occasion of spiritual ministrations. In time 
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thev become obligated thereto in virtue of law arisinc from custom. 
On June 10, 1896, the S. C. of the Council (A. S.S. XXIX, 433) 
issued a decree lvhich has been substantially embodied in c. 1507. 

Expenses incidental to formal ecclesiastical trials are to be 
detennincd by the provincial council, or a meeting of the bishops 
of the province (c. 1909). But the schedule of fees in this case 
need not be approved by the Holy See. 

Fees cannot be exacted for marriage dispensations saving a slight 
emolument to cover the expenses of the chancery, but even this 
should be waived in the case of the poor. This applies when the local 
Ordinary proceeds in virtue of ordinary jurisdiction, e. g., when he 
dispenses from the banns. When tlie bishop grants marriage dis
pensations in virtue of quinquennial faculties of the Holy See, it is 
~nerally stipulated in the facultie:s themselves how much of the 
designated fee the Ordinary may retain for the chancery, the residue 
to be forwarded to the Holy See at the end of each year ( c. 1056). 

In the matter of funerals it is the right of the local Ordinary 
alone to draw up a schedule of ftts that can be exacted for various 
clas1.1es of funerals; hence diocesan statutes must be consultetl here 
(c. 1234). 

Concerning all other 3Cts of voluntary juri~diction, namely all 
acts exclusive of marriage dispensations and funerals, it belongJ to 
the provincial council, or to a meeting of the bishops of the province 
to establish :1 uniform schedule of fees. But this schedule will have 
no effect until approved by the Holy See (Congr. of thP Council). 
Thi& is the law of c. 1507, and it has been in force since 1896. 
Where no orovincial council has been held since thst date, or if 
held, no list of fees has been drafted, it belongs to diocesan law 
or custom to determine the amount of the fees. But pastors are not 
permitted to tltmand the customary stole fee in the case of the poor, 
nor even in the case of the non-poor. The Holy See permits that 
laws be enacted obliging the payment of stole fees so that those 
who refuse to obty the Ia,v without just excuse can be held guilty 
of sin. The pastor has no right, however, to enforce this law to 
the extent of refusing the sacraments and sacramentals to rec:alci
trants. 

Wt stated that stole fees amtribute to the pastor's maintenance. 
This is true even where the pastor derives a salary, as most pastors 
do. The amount of the salary, it would seem, should be so fixed 
by the bishop that when taken alone it will not suffice to su3tain 
the pastor becomingly, but only when taken in conjlmction with 
stole fees. 
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§7. PRESCRIPTION 

Another lvay in which ecclesiastical aoods are acquired is 
through prescription. On this point the Code adopts the civil la\'lt" 
of each nation, saving the following exceptions : 

I) The following are not subject to prescription: a) rights 
established by divine law, e. g., the common privileges of clerics; 
b) rights which can be acquired only b)· Apostolic indult, e.g., the 
pril•ilege of a portable altar; 3) spiritual rights so far as laics arc 
concerned, e. g., the right to choose and canonically in$titute thtir 
O\Vn pastor; 4) definitely determined limits of ecclesiastical provinces. 
dioceses, parishes, vicariates and prefectures Apostolic, abbacles and 
prelacies nullius; 5) an ecclesiastical benefice without the appear
ance of a bona fide title; 6) Mass stipends and obligations; 7) the 
right of visitation and the right to obedience on the part of some 
ecclesi:istical prelate ; 8) the payment of the cathedraticum ( c. 1509). 

2) Sacred things (blessed or consecrated things) which are in 
the pos.st"SSion of private individuals can be ac:quired through pre
scription by o!her private individuals, c. g., a priest can lay lawful 
claim to a chalice which has been in his peaceful possession for years, 
although it i$ now proved to have belonged to another priest original
ly. Sacred things which belong to moral persons in the Church can 
he prescribed by other tcde.~iastical moral persons, but not by a 
physical individual { c. 1510). 

3) A period of 100 )'e:trs is required to prescribe against 
immovable, or even movable precious goods, and rights and actions 
(law suits) belonging to the Holy See. A prescription of 30 years 
suffices \vhen such goods, rights or actions belong to any other moral 
person in the Church ( c. 1511 ) . 

4-) Good faith is required in him who prescribes. This is 
true not only at the beginning, but during the whole time necessary 
to prescribe ( c. 1512). 

§8. FaEE-WILL OFFERINGS 

The Church today, at least in the United States, receiveii most 
of her temporal goods through the free-will offerings of the faithful 
(pinr- fiJelium ooluntates). 

These may be outright gifts in the seme that they do not call 
for an extended administration. To this class belong plate collections, 
poor-box offerings, pew rent3, funds raised through bazaars, drives, 
picnics, subscriptions, etc. Such lifts when made to rectors of 
churches, even to rectors of religious churches, are presumed to be 
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made to the church, not to the rector, unless the contrary is evident 
(c. 1536). 

If a gift is such that it calls for continued administration, e. g., 
a studC'nt burse, the Ordinary should be notified thereof, for the law 
makesi him the original executor of all pious trusts. A simple cleric 
is not competent to accept such gifts which necessitate administration 
over an indefinite period of years, for he has no authority to pass 
thi" obligation on to his successors in office: The Ordinary .will judge 
whether the gift should be accepted, and how it must be invested. 
If the gift is made and intended for a clerical exempt religion so 
that the religion it~elf becomes the beneficiary, the competent 
Ordinary is the major religious superior. But if the gift is intended 
for works of benefaction to be performed in the parish or diocese, 
and even though the pastor is an exempt religious, the competent 
Ordinary is the biihop (c. 1516). 

The rules in the above two paragraphs apply to all free-will 
off~rings, \Vhcther they be made by the living with no thought of 
death in qiind (at:tru inter flit101), or whether they be made in such 
a way that they become effective only upon the death of the donor. 
To the latter class belong: 1) donationes 111orti1 causa, where im
mC'diate poesession is transferred but not ownership, as where a 
Catholic in good health offers a sum of money for Masses to be 
said upon his death; 2) piae ultimae TJoluntatll, i.e., last wills that 
dispose of one's entire estate in behalf of pious causes; 3) legata /)ia, 
or piom legacies that dispo!!e b)• \Va:t· of gift of part of the testator's 
goods. Both last wills an·d leg:icies transfer possession and ownership 
only upon the testator's death. 

In a doubt concerning the testator's intention, e.g., he left a 
sum of money for Masses without specifying whether he desired 
low or high Masses the Ordinary would seem competent to interpret 
the last \Vill ( c. 1515, § l ) • But if the intention cf the testator is 
by no means vague, yet cannot be satisfied, it is the right of the Holy 
St'C to commute or divert the gift to some other pious cause or 
object (c.1517, §1). 

Concerning pioua foundations, since these are bilateral con
tracts rather than free-wi11 offerings, we shall say a word about 
them in the following article. 

59. CONTRACTS 

The Church can acquire goods also by \Vay of contract, c. g., 
through purchase. We shall consider the subject of contracts in 
the following article, namC"ly, as an act of administration, rather 
than as a means of acquiring temporal goods. 
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ART. V 

Admlnlalratlon of Ecclealaatical Gooda 

The administration of goods, as distinct from their acquisition, 
comprises every act which tends to conserve the goods or to increase 
their value. This sometimes necessitates their alienation. We shall 
first consider the general rules of administration, and then the 
particular rules which govern alienations. 

§1. GENERAL Ruus OF ADMINISTRATION 

d uthority of the Roman Pontiff-The Pope is the supreme 
administrator and dispenser of all ecclesiastical goods (c. 1518). 
As supreme administrator he may enact rules of administration 
binding in the universal Church, and such rules are contained in 
c. 1519-1543 of the Code. As supreme dispenser of ecclesiastical 
goods, the Pope, while not the owner of the goods, may still exercise 
the right of eminent domain, and transfer the o\mership of goods 
from one moral person to another. He may even transfer title of 
ownership to the State in the case of goods which the State has 
unjustly confiscated. A just reason is requind for the licitncss of 
such transfer, e.g., the resultant harmony benveen Church and 
State which benefits the whole community even though the 
individual may suHer. 

Authority of tlie local Ordinary-The local Ordinary is the 
administrator of the goods which belong to the diocese as such, and 
this right he may exercise through delegates. In respect to other 
temporalities in the diocese the local Ordinary exercises supreme 
surveillance over their administration, saving goods which belonir to 
religious communities, but t'VCD here he may exercise vigilance within 
the limits explained on p. 324-326, namely, as regards the 
io\'estment of certain goods, and as regards the right to exact an 
annual financial report in certain cases there described. But the 
local Ordinary is not a dispenser of the goods of the Church in his 
territory, and he may not transfer the title of ownenhip from one 
moral person to another, save in the case where a parish is dismem· 
bcred, as we have seen. 

The local Ordinary exercises surveillance ovrr the administra
tion of the temporal goods of the Church in his territory especially 
in four wa~~: 1) when he aupp)ements the general rulings of the 
common law by more specific rulings in the form of diocc<Jan 
statutes, e.g., b)' determining the amount which cannot be expended 
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by inferior administrators without his permission; 2) when he makes 
a canonical visitation of the various parishes and institutions subject 
to him in the matter, and examines the financial books; 3) when he 
goes over the financial reports submitted to him annually b1• inferior 
administrators; +) when he grants neces.iary permission to inferior 
admini.otrators in cases which exceed the bounds of ordinary adminis· 
tration. 

It is the duty of the local Ordin:i.ry to appoint a diocesan board 
of administration whose advice, and evrn consent where this is re
quired by law, he will seek. The board is to consist of three :nem· 
hers, one being the local Ordinary actini as president, the other 
two members to be versed in civil law if possible ( c. 1520). The 
local Ordinary must also appoint administrators for those institu
tions which are \Vithout any (c. 1521). Usuall}' when no institution 
i.s incorporated under the civil law, the charter specifics who the 
administrators are to be, the local Ordinary having approved of 
the specific fonn of incorporation beforehand. Hospitals, colleges, 
religious organizations etc., often have several members on the board. 
In the case of parishes the PIL$tor iJ i~o facto tht' administrator in 
subordination to the bishop. He is often assisted b}• lay trustees 
either in virtue of the civil charter of incorporation, or in virtue 
of diocesan law. Whether the lay trustees act only in an advisory 
capacity, or have actual restraining powers, is a question of fact to 
be determined by the particular law of civil incorporation. 

Duties of admini1trator1 inferior to the local OrdintZTy-The 
local Ordinary merely supervises the administration of the temporali
ties in the dioce;;~. Each institution according to canon law must 
have its own administrator in subjection to the local Ordinary. The 
obligations incumbent upon the latter are: 

1) To draw up and preserve an inventory of the goods of the 
institution (c. 1522); 

2) To see that the goods are not damaged, destroyed or lost 
( c. 1523,n. 1); 

3) To deposit in safekeeping, and to expend, the revenues in 
accordance with particular law, and the wishes of the donors 
(c. 1523, n. 3); 

4) To invest in safe and profitable investments, and lvith the 
consent of the local Ordinary, whatever funds and revenues remain 
over and above the running expenses ( c. 1523, n. 4) ; 

5) To keep a book of income and expenditure.a (c. 1523, n. 5); 
6) To preserve all deeds and valuable commercial papen, 
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e. g., insurance policies, in the safe (archives) of the institution 
(c. 1523, n. 6) j 

7) To submit a yearly financial report to the local Ordinary 
(c. 1525); 

8) To refrain from starting a lawsuit without the local Or
dinary's pt'rmission, or (in urgent cues) "the penni!ISion of the rural 
dean (c. 1526); 

9) To remain within the limits of orainary administration 
as defined in· particular law, otherwise the transaction will be 
invalid, and the administrator-not the Church-will be rcsponsil>le 
(c. 1527). Acts of ordinary administration are those which the 
particular law, e.g., the diocei.'lD statutes permit the administrator 
to perform without previous permission of the local Ordinary, e. g., 
to make expenditures for the ordinary running expenses of the 
institution, and for improvement, up, e. g., to $200. Acts of extra
ordinary administration arc those for which the law requires the 
previous con<ient of the highe_r superior. 

§2. RULBS GoVEllNINQ ALIENATIONS 

A. ALIENATION'S IN GBNJ!RAL 

By alienation in canon la\v we understand the transfer of 
title to church property, whether the transfer is absolute, c. g., in 
sales, or conditional, e. g., in mortgaecs; whether ownership is trant1-
fcrred or only the use, provided the condition of the cliurch thereby 
becomes less secure, c. g., in a lease (c. 1533). 

The alien:ition of church property is usually effected by means 
of contract. Whatever the civil la\'V in the particular place where 
the transaction occurs legislates concerning the making of contracts 
and the contracting of debts, that the Church also adopts, save where 
the civil law runs counter'to dMnc lalv, or church law has reitUla
tions of its own (c. 1529). 

In every alienation of ecclesiastical goods the follolving formali· 
ties are required, saving the case of perishable goods: · 

1 ) That written appraisal of the worth of the goods be made 
by experts; 

2) That ur!,!ent necessity, or evident utility to the Church, 
j0a"tif)· the alienation; 

3) That the permission of the competent ecclesiastical superior 
be obtained beforehand ; 

4) That the aoods be sold, or leesed, at public auction ; 
S) That the money realized from the transaction be placed 

in safe and profitable investments (c.1530, 1531). 
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Only the fonnality which requires the previous permission of 
thl' competent superior reem3 necessary for the flalidity of the 
alienation. As to the other formalities, custom, prudence, etc., ma}' 
dictate a departure from them, e. g., it may be more prudent to 
conduct a private sale, than an auction. 

Competent to permit the alienation of ecclesiastic:d goods is: 
l ) The Holy See in the case of (a) precious goods as de

scribed on p. 556; (b) goods of any kind whose value exceeds 
30,000 lire or francs (c. 1532, §1 ). The gold lira or franc is here 
undcrstoud in accordance with the practice of the Roman Curia. 
Thio; lira corresponds to approximately 20 cents in American cur
renc.\'. Hence, 30,000 lire or francs would be $6,000. On Jul}· 20, 
1q29 (Arta XXI, 574) the Code Commission answerf'd that the 
permission of the Holy See is required lvhen several articles are 
to be alitnated and they f'xreed in value 30,000 lire or francs "·hen 
taken collC'cth•cly, evf'n d1ough the individulll itcm3 do not, e.g., 
if a library is sold piecemeal. 

2) The permission of the local Ordinary suffices for the aliena
tion of goods whose value lies below l,000 lire ($200). But the 
local Ordinary may not grant this permission without the previous 
consent of all interested parties, and until he has consulted the 
dfoC"csan board of administration, unless the matter is of trifling 
importance (c. 1532, §2). 

3) The permission of the local Ordinary likelvist suffic:e5 to 
alienate goods whose value exceeds 1,000 but falls short of 30,000 
lire. But here the Ordinary must not only have the consent of 
the interested partic!CI, and hear his diocesan board of administration, 
but hf' must in addition have the ronttnl of the diocesan conmltors 
(c. 1532, §3). 

When permission is sought to ·alienate divisible goods, the 
petitioner must specify '"hat amount of the goods has already been 
alienated, otherwise the rescript will be invalid (c. 1532, *4). 

The Church has the right to bring '"so1rt1l action against all 
\Vho contract debts without the abO\-e described permission, and 
against their heirs;. and to bring a ret1l suit against the actual 
possessor of the ecclesiastical goods which have been unlawfully 
alienated, safeguarding the right of the bona fide possessor to 
recover the amount he paid to the delinquent administrator (c. 1534). 

B. ALIBNATIONS IN PARTICULAR 

Donations--Prelatcs, rectors of churches, and other ecclesiastica] 
administrators, are forbidden to make gifts of ea:lesiastiral goods, 
11ave in sm:tll amounts ail sanctioned by local custom, and only then 
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for reasons of gratitude, piety, or Christian charity; otherwise their 
successors in office can rec:all the gift (c. 1535). An administrator, 
e. g., a pastor, may not refuse a gift made to the institution except 
by permission of the Ordinary, otherwise he can be held to indemnify 
the institution (c. 1536). 

Sales-In the sale of sacred articles the price must not be 
increased in view of the oonsecration or blesing attaching to the 
article (c. 1539, §1 ). Administrators inferior to the local Ordinary 
must not exceed the bounds of ordinary administration, but if the 
sale exettds the sum defined by local law, the Ordinary's permission 
is required for the validity of the transaction, as we saw. 

Lons-When sacred things are loaned (things blessed or 
consecrated), they may not be put to uses foreign to their purpose 
(c.1537). A loan (commotlatum), understanding this as a gratu· 
itous transfer of the use of a thing, is not an act of alienation pro
vided the person who loans the thing reserves to himself the right 
to recall it at his good pleasure. The condition of the Church does 
not then become \VOne in the sense of c. 1533. 

If by loans we undentand the contracting of debts, i.e., the 
borrowinr of money, this is an act of alienation, and the Ordinary's 
permission is ncccssary for validity when the Rmount to be borrowed 
exceeds the limits defined in the diocesan statutes. When loans are 
contracted, church goods are ui>uall}• offered as collateral or security 
in the form of a mortgaae or lien, and thus the goods so weighed 
down by obligations become less secure; indirectly they are being 
alienated ( c. 1533). 

Mortgages-Here the same rules apply as in the c:ise of loans, 
i.e., church goods may not be mortgaged -if the value of the loan 
exceeds the amount determined by diocesan law as constituting acts 
of ordinary administration (c. 1538). 

E.rchange1-Whcn sacred things (things blessed or consecrated) 
are exchanged, they may not be given a higher appraisal by reason 
of their consecration or blessing (c. 1539). An exchange is an act 
of alienation, and if the value of the goods which are exchana;ed 
exceeds the bounds of ordinary administration, the Ordinary's per
mission is required. This applies also to an exchange of bonds and 
securities (c. 1539). 

Real estate belonging to the Church is sometimes leated, 
e. g., ground which has been bought by the parish with a view to 
constructing a church eventually when financial conditions permit. 
It may happen th:at such land offers goods prospects to some business 
c:oncern in the meantime btcause of its location in a large city, and 
is temporarily leased to the concem. 
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The permission of the Holy See is required to leue c:hurch 
property when the lease extends beyond nine years and the value 
of the property exceeds $6,000. The local Ordinary can grant per
mission if either the lease is less than nine years, or if over, the value 
of the property is below $6,000. But the local Ordinary must ask 
the advice or consent of the diocesan board of administration, or of 
the dioasan consultors, depending on the worth of the property or 
the extent of the lease as explained in greater detail in c. 1541. 

lnfle1tment1, '"rclrmes, '"'Jlimtlitures-Although these acts are 
not always acts of alienation, yet the permi11ion of the Ordinary 
may be necessary. Thus, c. 1523, n. 4 imposes upon the administrator 
the obligation of scckinc the consent of the local Ordinary to invest 
money ~longing to a church, e. g., by investing it in real estate, or 
bonds. But without the local Ordinary's permission a pastor may 
deposit money in the banlc for safe-keeping ( c. 1523, n. 3). Pur
chases and expenditures which do not exceed the bounds of ordinary 
administration do not call for the previous permission of the local 
Ordinary. 

NOTE-The alienation of goods belonginc to a religion is 
governed by further laws considered eWWhere. That is to say, 
\Vhile the Apostolic indult is always required to alienate goods whose 
value exceeds $6,000, yet to alienate goods below that value the 
permission of the competent religious superior suffices, and the per
mission of the local Ordinary is not ner.asary save in the case of a 
monastery of nuns, and in the case of religious of diocaan law. 

§3. Pious FOUNDATIONS 

Thesr are temporal goods given to any moral person in the 
Church with the perpetual or long-standing obliption of saying 
Masses, conducting divine services, or performing works of piety 
and charity with the annual income realized from the capital invest
ment of the pious foundation. It is a bilateral contract belonging 
to the tlo ut ft1eitu clasa of pneral contracts that lack a specific name; 
hence not a ;urchase, nor sale, nor loan. or any other such named 
contracts (c. 1S44). 

As in the case of free-will offerinp that call for mntinued 
administration, 10 too pious foundations cannot be accepted without 
permission of the Ordinary, i. e., the major religious superior if 
the foundation is in the church of exempt clerical religions, but the 
local Ordinary in all other cases (c. lSSO). 

Note that while pious foundations and certain free-will offer
ings agree in this that both require continuous administration, yet 
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they differ in that pious foundations carry a burden, e. (., to say 
Mass on certain da)'S annuall:t· in a determined church, and there
fore, must be regarded as bilateral contracts, whereas a student 
bursc is a free-\vill offering, i. e., a donation, and carries \\;th it no 
burdep other than to invest the capital and draw upon the revenue 
or annual interest. 

It is the right of the Ordinary to determine the sum within 
which pious foundations can be accepted (c. 1545); as where he 
would set $500 as the minimum sum for one foundation Mass. 

Sometimes it may happen that the original capital which con· 
stituted a pious foundation proves insufficient to meet the burdens 
agreed upon. Wars and other causes often bring about a deflation 
in the value of a country's currency. In that cuie the obligations can 
be redu~d. If Masses must be reduced, e.g.,- one is said every two 
years instead of annually, only the Holy See may permit such redu~ 
tions. But if the obligation attaching to a pious foundation is one 
that has nothing to do with Masses, e.g., conducting special services 
w many times a year at a certain altar, the Ordinary will be com'! 
petent to allow such reductions (c. 1551, 1517). 
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ON PROCESSES 

Thus far we have learned what may be called the substantive 
law of the Code. We )ws now to procedural law. This has for 
its purpose the enforcement of the substantive law. 

Canonical processes arc simply certain sets of formalities which 
the competent church authoritiCJ must observe \\"hen they execute 
the law. 

In most cases the law is administered or enforced outside of 
court by superiors exercising only their administrative jurisdiction. 
Usually this is done by means of the superior's precepts, commands, 
instructions, regulations, etc. Herc the superior is generall)• allowed 
a great decree of latitude as to the manner of proceeding. Only by 
way of exception does the law lay do,vn a prescribed series of for
malities. Such cases of formalities we find prescribed for pro
CC1!diog against clerics charged with certain offenses, or for the 
removal of pastors for purely administrative non-penal reasons 
(cfr. p. 653 ff.), also for the inftiction of suspension tJt informata 
conuitntia, as well as for the dismissal of religious in n·on-exempt 
religions. Whenever the superior enforces the law outside of court, 
whether he proceeds according to a well prt!cribed set of norms, 
or according to his best judgment, he is said to proceed adminis
tratively, summarily, extrajudicially, or in the canonical language 
of the Church, fJia atlmini1tratfot1, 11itl tlist:iplinari, flia otconomica. 
Every administrative branch of government must have authority 
to review complaints; and to make decisions- that come up 
in the .ordinary oourse of its work in enforcing laws, provided the 
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questions involved are not too complex, or involve issues of too 
serious a nature. See also p. 651 in this connection. 

When, however, it is desired to enforce the law with stricter 
justice to all parties, whether the dispute concern1 one's spiritual 
or temporal rights, or one's status under the law, e.g., as to whether 
one is validl)• married, and if the question is sufficiently involved 
and the evidence not altoeether clear so that a rather lengthy pro
cedure is advisable, in such cases of graver moment, the controversy 
is usually reserved to the courts. The reason is that courts are 
regulated by stricter forms of procedure, i.e., by solemnities which 
aim to secure ereater exactness in the establishment of facts, and 
the utmost correctness in the interpretation of the law 

To the courts the canon law reserves the following matters : 
(1) disputes involving rights to temporal goods; (2) disputes con
cerning one's legal status, for which we have marriage and ordina
tion trials ; ( 3) criminal charga where the accused is liable to 
punishment. In all other matters the law is enlorced administra
tively. 

The decisions of the courts are called 1ent1ncts, and to secure 
even areater justice the law allows ""'al to the hiper court with 
suspensive effect. On the other band, the decision of the superior 
acting extrajudicially is called a tl1att, and the remedy against 
decrees is called recourse, which is taken to the next higher admin
istrative superior, the remedy allowing no suspensive redress so 
that the decree must be observed in the meantime. For if recourse 
were allowed with suspensive effect from every order of the su
perior, there would be an end to all authority. This principle is up .. 
held in civil legislation as well as in canon law. Sometimes church 
law does grant recourse from administrative decrees with suspensive 
effect, but then this must be expressly stated in the particular canon 
or law. 

To express these thoughts the Code uses the words: in 1usf>tn
nrJo and in tltrJolutifJO, The latter term can be translated "with 
non-suspensive effect" the former "with" suspensive eflect.u Both 
terms occur repeatedly throughout the Code, as may have been 
noticed. 

The Fourth Book of the Code is divided into three parts: ( 1) 
On trials; (2) On beatifications and canonizations; (3) On extra
judicial processes to be observed in six specified cases there enumer
ated. We will treat all this matter in the order followed by the 
Code, connniog our attention to the general Outlines, IS the nature 
of our manual does not permit a detailed ~tudy of all the canons 
in this part of the Code. 



ECCl.ESIASTICAL TBIALS 

We shall under this heading consider: ( 1 ) trials in aeneral ; 
(2) civil trials; (3) criminal trials; (4) marriap trials; (5) ordi
nation trials. 
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Chapter I 

TllIALS IN GENEBAJ. 

We shall consider: ( 1) the nature and kinds of ecclesiastical 
trials; (2) the competent forum; (3) lower courts and appellate 
courts ; ( 4) the introductory stage of the trial ; { 5) the probative 
stage of the trial; ( 6) the final stage of the trial. 

ART. I 

Nature cmd Kmd8 of .Ec:elealmdieal TmJ. 

§ J. NATVllE OP AN ECCLESIASTICAL T:lllAL 

An ecclesiastical trial is the legal discussion and settlement of 
a controversy in the ecclesiastical court concerning some matter 
wherein the Church is oompetent to judge ( c. 1552, 11 ) . First, 
it is a tlisctusion. and this supposes conflicting claims made by two 
or more parties. Secondly, it ia a s.ttlnnent. and this is effected b)· 
the sentence of the juagc. Thirdly, it is a legal discussion and 
settlement, i e., ronductcd in accordance with the rules of pro~dure 
laid down for an ecclesiastical trial in Part I of Book IV of the Code. 
Discussions and settlements of disputes conducted otherwise are not 
nea:ssarily illegal ; they simply are not ecclesiastical trials; they 
are extrajudicial prooesses. Fourthly, it is a discussion and 1ettle
ment of some matter wherein the Church is competent to judge, 
namely: 

With respect to the State, c. 1553 vindicates to the Church the 
oricllial and exclusive right to take cognizana: of: 

( 1 ) All questions which involve spiritual interests, or tem.POral 
interests which are related to matters spiritual, e.g., the validity 
of the marriage bond in the fint case, and a pastor's right to the 
revenues from his benefice in the second case. 

(2) All violations of divine, canon, and civil law to the extent 

578 
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at least in . the last ,cast; of def!nini moral guilt and punishin" the 
offender '''1th cccles1asncal pumshments, e.g., heresy; 

( 3) All causes of those persons who enjoy the privilep of 
the forum, both their contentious as well as their criminal causes, 
provided the persons in question are the defendants, or the accused. 

The foregoing questions the Church judges by inherent and 
cXClusive right ( c. 1553, §I). The right is inherent because it is a 
postulate of the Church's sovereignty, and therefore one which 
is derived from God directly, independently of the State. The 
right belongs to the Church e:rtl111itJe/y in the sem:e that the State 
cannot claim concurrent jurisdiction in those questions. But, adds 
c. 1553, §2, in mixed questions the Church and State are equally 
competent to jud&'=, and· the rule obtains that the court which fint 
takes cognizance of the case thereby excludes the other. An example 
of mixed causes is a breach of promise suit in marriage cases (Code 
Comm., June 3, 1918; Atta X, 345). 

§2. KINJ:JS OF TRIALS 

Ecclesiastical trials may be divided as follows: 
( 1) Criminal trials and contentious trials. A criminal uial 

is one \Vhich has for ib object to ascertain whether the law was 
violated, and, if so, to apply the penalty decreed for the violation 
(c. 1552, §2, n. 2). All other trials are contentious trials, and 
have for their object either the prosecution or vindication of rights, 
or the declaration of juridical facts (c. 1552, §2, n. 1). To the 
class of contentious trials belong: 

(2) Cfoil trials, matrimonial trials and ordination trials. By 
a civil trial in the Church we understand an)' trial which has for 
its object the prosecution or vindication of righb to tcmporalitie:s, 
whether the defendant is an individual cleric, religious, or novice, 
or an ecclesiastical moral person. Thus, if a cleric or a religious 
organization, or a confraternity is sued for unpaid debts, these 
would be civil trials. Matrimonial trials arc those in which the 
validity of a marriage is contested, the question of legitimacy of 
oflsprinc is discussed, or one spouse sues for a separation from 
bed and boud. Ordination trials are those in which either the 
validity of major orders is contested, or the obligations arising from 
major orden ve attempted to be waived. 

(3) Formal trials and 1ummar1 trials. This division no longer 
holds under the Code, except in marriage cases for which we have 
a lengthy solemn trial, as well as a shorter trial in which the main 
evidence consists of. a single authentic document, as we shall see 
at the proper time. 
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ART. II 

TM Competenl Fcnm 

(Canons 1556-1568) 

For11m originally meant the place where all public affairs were 
transacted. Several such fora c:an still be found today in the Eternal 
City as relics of early Roman days. Later, forum de1ignated the 
place where only judicial proceedings were held. Still later, and 
at prerent, it means the court, or the judge who conducts the trial. 
To speak of the competent forum, then, is to speak of either the 
competent court or the competent judge. Moreover, by compe· 
tency we mean jurisdiction with respect to certain persons, places 
and matters. 

In the preceding article we described the competency of the 
ecclesiastical courts with respect to the civil courts. Here it remains 
to determine the competency of the various ecclesiastical courts with 
respect to one another. 

Com;11ency of inferior 1ccl11iosiical jflllgrs witA rts;.1ct to the 
Roman Ponti# or leis t:Oflrts-The Roman Pontiff being the supreme 
head of the Church \Vith the fullness of jurisdiction, both legislative, 
administrative and judicial, can be judged by no one. Not by any 
individual bishop or by any council, since the Pope is the supreme 
bishop and is above even a general council. Not by any layman, 
even the civil ruler, because of the privilege of the forum. The 
sovereign person of the Pontiff is recognized even by international 
law. 

The judicial jurisdiction of the Roman Pontiff is not only 
supreme in the Church, it is likewise unitJtrsal and extends imme· 
dilzt1ly to each and every member of the Church, all the faithful 
being his immediate subjects. In practise, however, the Pope docs 
not exercise universal judging authority but reserves to himself, or 
to his tribunals,· only certain questions, leaving the jurisdiction of 
other bishops in their respective dioceses intact. 

( 1) To himself personally the Pope reserves: 
(a) All causes of the supreme Christian rulers of States, 

of their children, and of thOiC who have the right of immediate 
succession to the supreme rule, e.g., their marriage cases ; 

( b) All causes of cardinals and papal legates; 
(c) ·Criminal charges against bishops (c. 1557, §I). 

(2) To the Roman Rota the Pope rese"es: 
(a) Civil lawsuits against residential bishops excepting 
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lawsuits contained in the next two sentences (c. 1557, §2). If 
the personal goods of the bishop are sued, or the capital en
dowment of his episcopal benefice (a situation not verified in 
the U. S.)-in these cases the controversy may be settled at 
the option of the bishop either by a collegiate tribunal of bis 
diocese, or by the next higher court, i.e., the court of the arch
bishop as a rule (c. 1572, §2). But where a person wishes 
to sue the biahop for damages by reason of a decree which he 
issued in an administrative capacity, the question must be 
taken .to the competent Roman Congregation, not to the Rota 
(dr. c. 1601). 

(b) Causes of moral penons who have no superior other 
than the R. Pontiff, e.g., a diocese, an exempt religion (c. 1557, 
§2; 1599, §2); 

(c) Any other questions which the Pope might commit 
to the Rota for judgment, e.g., those mentioned above as 
reserved to the Pope personally (c. 1557, §3). 

(3) To the Congregations at Rome are reserved the following 
cases, which however are tried and settled extrajudicially, unless 
the matter being too involved the Congregation prefers to remand it 
to the Rota, namely: ( I ) sacred ordination cases; ( 2) the marriage 
cases described in c. 1962. 

In addition to the above causes the Pope may reserve others 
to himself either in the first or aecond instance, and then that court 
will try the case which has been delegated by the Pope in each 
instance; this may be a court even outside of Rome (c. 1557, §3). 

Com1euncy of inferior judges with re1,ect to one another
Among the tides which determine the competency of inferior judi;tes 
or lower courts as described in c. 1560, sq. we mention four: (1) 
domicile or quasi-domicile; (2) location of the thing in dispute; (3) 
contract; ( 4) crime. 

The judge of the place where the defendant has his domicile 
or quasi-domicile is competent on the title of forum. The rule 
is that the plaintiff always follows the forum of the defendant. 
If the defendant has several domiciles, or a quasi-domicile in addi
tion to his domicile or domiciles, the plaintiff himself may choose 
among these several courts. 

B)' reason of the location of the controverted thine. action ~n 
he brought to the court of the place lvhere the thing is situated, 
e.g., in trials involving benefices. • 

By reason of crime the accused may be cited before the court 
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of the place where the law was violated, e.g., the violation of papal 
encl05ure outside of one's diocese. 

By reason of contract suit may be brought to the court of the 
place where the contract was concluded, e.g., in matrimonial trials. 

Where nvo or more titles of competency oa:ur in the same 
case it ii the right of the plaintiff to choose an}' competent judge, 
e.g., in a matrimonial trial he ma)' institute action fer a declaration 
of nullity in the court of the defendant's domicile or in the court 
of the dioa:se where the marriage was contracted. If two or more 
judges are competent in the same case, that judge who first begins 
proceedings can lay claim to an additional title of competency b:r 
reason of prevention, and thereby he excludes all otherwise eotnpe
tent judge.a. 

ART. Ill 

I.ow• Courts and Blqher Coarta 
(c. 1569-1607) 

The better to secure justice, eyery legal system provides means 
by which the proceedings of one court may be reviewed by another 
court. To this end courts are constituted on a hierarchical basis, 
i.e., some are subordinated to othen. The court in which the c:aee 
is first . fried is called the court of first instance. The c:ourt 
to which appeal is taken for the first time is called the court of 
s~contl instance, or the appellate court. The court to which the 
sentence is appealed for the 1econd and usually the last time, is 
called the court of third instance, or the supreme court. 

§I. Coua.T OP FntsT INSTANCE 

(c. 1572-1593) 

Wltic/, court this i.s-Tbe court of first instance, i.e., the c:ourt 
to which a lawsuit must first be brought by the plaintiff, is the 
court of the local Ordinary, that Ordinary, namely who has compe
tency by reason of any of the tides jwt listed above (c:. 1572, §1). 

Excepted from the rule just stated are : ( 1 ) the causes reserved 
to the Roman Pontiff or the Roman Tribunals in the first instance, 
as described above; (2) causes of exempt clerical religions, provided 
both the plaintiff and defendant belong to the same exempt reli
gion, whether they are individual persons or moral persons, e.g., 
a religious, or province. Here the judge of the first instance in 
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centralized religions is the provincial, the judge of the second in· 
stance being the general, lvhile the S.C. of Religious gives the final 
decision if necessary. If, however, the plaintiff and the defendant 
do not belong to the same exempt clerical religion, the local Ordi
nary' s court is the court of first instance, provided it have some 
title of competency in respect to other diocesan tribunals as ex
plained above (c. 1579). 

Organization of the episcopal court-In every trial at least 
three persons must take part, otherwise a trial is impossible, namely: 
a judge, a plaintiff and a defendant. The judge alone constitutes 
the court, even though he is usually assisted by other oflicen. 

In his own diocese the bishop is the ordinary judge with origi
nal jurisdiction. If possible, however, he should appoint a priest 
permanently to preside at trials in his stead. This priest is called 
the officialis, which term hereafter we shall render by Official em
plo~·ing the capital 0. Since the Official is to be appointed for all 
trials, save those which the bishop expressly reserves to himself, he 
is not the bi.shop's delegate, but in virtue of his office he enjoys 
ordinary jurisdiction even though this is not original, but only 
vicarious jurisdiction. However, saving those cases which occur 
with greater frequency, e.g., marriage cases, the Official in practise 
will, as a rule, confer with the bishop before presiding at a trial. 
The Official may be given a substitute with permanent office to 
act as judge in his place, and this officer is called the Vice-Official. 
He, too, is appointed by the bishop (c. 1573). 

Although the judge alone (the Official, or the Vice-Official) 
weighs the evidence and renders the decision, he may be assisted 
by other officers as concerns the gathering of the evidence, the record
ing of the evidence, the intimating of decrees, etc. The officers 
who a111ist the judge are: the auditor, the notary, the promoter of 
justice, the defender of the bond, the courier and the constable. 

After the judge has accepted a case, he may leave all the pro
ceedings, up to and exclusive of the sentence, to the auditor, although 
he may dispense entirely with this officer. It is the duty of the auditor, 
if appointed, to cite the parties and witnesses, to hear their testi
mony, to examine documents, and in general to carry the trial 
through to its conclusion, saving the rendering of the sentence which 
is left to the judge. Since the most important work in the average 
trial is hearing the parties and witnesses, the officer under con
sideration is rightly called the auditor (from autlirt to hear}. The 
appointment of an auditor secures greater impartiality for the judge 
who, being absent during the whole coune of the proceedings, is 
immune fo those influences which personal contact with the parties 
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and witnesses is likely to engender. On the other hand, the dis
advantqe of appointinc an auditor lies in the fact that the veracit)· 
of those who depose in a trial is partly revealed by such circum
stances as facial expressions, hesitancy, etc., points which escape 
the notice of the judge who does not preside at a trial in person. 
Yet, it is very convenient, and sometimes necessary, to appoint a 
delegated auditor to take at least the testimon)· of a party or witness 
who livea at a distance from the place of court, or who cannot come 
to the place of court for some other reuon. A person can be inter
rogated in a distant diocese through a questionnaire sent to that coun 
(c. 1580-1583; 1770). 

'Vhile it is optional to employ an auditor, it is not optional 
but obligator)· to appoint a ·notary for every trial. It is the duty of 
this officer to keep a written record of each and every official act 
of the trial, and to be present at every session; hence his nanie, from 
notare to note down. Thus, c.,., the notary records the decree of 
the judp citinc the parties and witneuea, he makes copies of the 
decrees and has them dispatched through the courier, he notes the 
fact that the parties and witnesses appeared on such and such a 
day, at such and such an hour, he records the questions proposed to 
them by the court, topther with the answen of the deponents, etc. 
The office of the notary ia designed to relieve the judp of much 
work which might distract his attention unduly from other impor
tant duties incidental to the trial, e.g., the duty of propotin1 appr<>
priate questions to the parties and witnesses, observing the detaila 
of their conduct in court, their facial expression in the act 
of deposing, their tone of voice, etc. The court notary is also called 
the actuary (from act~cts), since he records the acts of the 
trial. The records siped by the notary constitute public docu
ments, and the law vests them with the authority of full proof 
concerning the matten contained therein (c. 1585; 1813, 11 1 n. 3). 

The ,romotn- of j111tire·may be considered the diocesan attorney. 
Whenever the public welfare is at atake in contmtio111 trials his 
presence is required, otherwite he need not take part in contentious 
trials. Thus, e.g., where public rumor considen a certain mar
riage invalid. and scandal has resulted from the parties cohabiting, 
and neither party petitions a declaration of the nullity of the mar· 
riqe from the ep&Kopal court, it is the duty of the promotor of 
justice to petition the nullity, and to bring forth witnesses and 
other proofs to substantiate his claims. In triminal cases the pro
moter of justice always participates, it being his exclusive right and 
dut)• here to present the formal bill of accusation, to act u plaintiff 
in the trial, and therefore, to prove to the court that the accused 
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committed the crime of which he is chareed, and is subject to the 
penalties of the law (c. 1586-1590; 1934). 

The dtfender of tire bontl is an officer who must intervene in 
marriage and ordination trials. In both cases it is his dut)' ~o 
produce arguments showin& that the marriage or ordination must 
be upheld as valid. Thit he does, e.c.. by pointinc out flaws in 
the evidence offered by the plaintiff, by calling in witneases of his 
own, etc. The office of defender of the bond, like that of the 
promotor of justice, has been instituted in view of the iteneral 
welfare. In marriaf trials it often happens that both parties take 
the part of plainti insofar as both petition a declaration of the 
nullity of their marriage, or that one party being already divorced, 
and remarried unlawfully outside of the Church, is not concerned 
with the outcome of his trial in the ecclesiastical court. In these 
cases, there being no defendant, the defender of the bond acts as 
defendant t:x of/ido (c. 1586-1590; 1967-1969). 

It is the dut)' of the couritr to intimate the acts of the trial 
to interested persons, e. &'·· to carry the summons to the parties and 
witnessea, to notify the ofticen of the court concerning the time 
and place of the next sesaion; to inform the parties at the end of the 
trial of the sentence rendered by the court, etc. In many ca1e1 such 
acts are intimated throup the public mail by means of reai1tered 
letters, the official notice of receipt bein& kept in the acts of the trial 
(c. 1591-1593; 1717-1722). 

The duty of the constable, called appnritor in the Code, is that 
of executing judicial orders, especially the sentence of the '-ourt. 
In this country, and wherever separation of Church and State obtains, 
the office of ecclesiastical constable can be no more than a nominal 
one, since the civil law forbids private penons to restrain the liberty 
of its citizens, and in the eyes of th.e State the Churc.'1 is lmt a 
private corporation, and the ecclesiastical judge merely a private 
individual. Hence, in practise it must be left to one'• conscience 
to execute the orders and the· sentence of the ecclesiastical court 
upon himself. In certain matters, bo,vever, the aid of the secular arm 
may be invoked to enforce the deliberations of the ecclesiastical court, 
dr. p. 19-20 (c. 1591-1593). 

Concerning the qualifications of the above officers of the court 
it may be said that all must be priests, except the courier and con
stable who preferably should be laymen. Moreover, the Official and 
Vice-Official ought to be doctors in cnnon law, or at least well 
versed in the law, and they should be at least 30 years of age. The 
same is true of the promoter of justice and the defender of the bond. 
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All officers are appointed by the bishop if the appoinonent is perma
nent. The judge in some individual case may appoint for this or 
that trial. Those officers lvho are appointed by the bishop may be 
rl!Poved by him alone, and this for any just cawe. The judge may 
rrm'lve for a just cause those officers lvhom he appointed in some 
particular case. 

Local Ordinary' 1 collegiate court-The court of first instance 
may be constituted as a court of one judge, or as a collegiate tribunal, 
depending upon whether only one judge deliberates and renders the 
sentence, or several judges do this. As to the aS'Sisting officen, 
namely, the notary, auditor, etc., these are the same in number in 
the collegiate tribunal as in the tribunal of one judge. 

The more weighty matters which the Code reserves to the 
collegiate tribunal are: 

1 ) Trials where the validity of marriage and ordination are 
at issue, or the rights and temporal goods of the cathedral church 
are in dispute; likewise those criminal trials where the penalty to 
be applied is privation of an irremovable bcneficei or excommunica
tion-all these trials arc reserved to a collegiate tribunal of 
thrtt judges; 

2) Criminal trials in which the penalty of deposition, the 
perpetual privation of the ecclesiastical garb, or degradation, are 
to be applied call for a collegiate tribunal of ftfJt judges. 

In addition to the above questions which mull be decided by 
a collegiate tribunal, the local Ordinary is at ,liberty to commit to 
collegiate tribunals other questions if he judges this expedient in 
view of the intricacy, or the importance, of the issue involved 
(c. 1576). 

The oollegiate tribunal, whether of three or five judges, is 
presided over by the Official or the Vice-Official, who together with 
the other two or four judges constitutes the court. The judges who 
together with the Official or Vice-Official (c. 1577, §2) form the 
collegiate tribunal are to be chosen from among the synodal judges, 
preferably in turn. For this purpose the bishop must appoint cer
tain priests who are versed in canon law to act as justices when 
there is need of proceeding by Wa}' of a collegiate tribunal. The 
judges if elected in synod are called synodal judges; if chosen outside 
of synod, they are called pro-synodal judges. They should not own
ber more than 12 in the diocese. As to their appointment to office 
and their removal from office the same rules apply as in the case of 
synodal examiners and parish priest consultors (cfr., c. 1574). 
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The collegiate tribunal always proceeds as a body when passing 
sentence, and the majority vote is decisive (c.1577, §1). It is not 
obligatot)' that the judges preside at every session; the proceedings 
up to the eonclusio in eau1a (dr. later) may be taken care of by an 
auditor. It suffices that the judges each examine the written acts 
~f the trial, the evidence submitted, and the lvritten pleadings or 
defense of the parties, before passing sentence. 

Partits to the trial-Every trial, we said, requires at least three 
persons: the judge, the plaintiff and the defendant. Having spoken 
briefly of the judge, we now consider the plaintiff and the 
defendant. 

The plaintiff (actor) is he who sues, i. c., he who first approaches 
the judge for a decision and relief. In criminal cases the plaintiff 
is called the accuser; in extrajudicial processes he is called the 
petitioner (orator, oratrix). The defendant {reus) is he \vho is 
sued, or he who is hailed into court by the plaintiff. In criminal 
trials he is called the at:t:ustd, and in extrajudicial processes the 
party convened (para eonYJenta). 

Both the plaintiff as well as the defendant can be individual 
as wdl as moral persons, e. g., a religious house, a parish, diooese, 
hospital, etc. 

The follolving are debarred from acting as plaintiffs in an 
ccdcsiastical trial : 

1) Excommunicated persons if they have been excommunicated 
by ~nteoce of a court, or by decree of the superior. Before such 
sentcnoe or decree is issued, they may act. But they may always 
appear to attack the justice of their examununication. And whenever 
their soul's welfare is at stake, as e.g., in matrimonial trials, 
they may be represented by a procurator. In other cases they can 
act neither personally nor through a procurator (c. 1654). 

2) · A religious, to act as_ plaintiff, must have the permission 
of his superior, unless the religious is bringing the superior himself 
to trial (c. 1652). Here he needs the permission of the latter's 
superior. 

3) In marriage trials non-Catholics are debarred from acting 
u plaintiffs, as also those Catholics who were the culpable cause of 
the nullity of their marriage, dr. p. 623. 

We need hardly add that no restrictions are placed upon one's 
right to act as defendant, the natural law itself giving everyone the 
right to defend himself {c. 1646). 

As parties to the trial must be oonsidered f>rocurators and 
lawyer1. The former appear in court in place of the parties them· 
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selves, and generally do whatever the partie1 would do, e. g., they 
take an oath, answer questions, challene;e the admissibility of the 
opponent's witnesses, especially at the lawyer's suggestion. Lawyen, 
on the other hand, merely assist the parties by their advice bued 
upon expert knowledge and training. After the corrduJio ;,, '"'"" the 
lawyer prepares a written defense for his client. One and the same 
person may act as procurator and lawyer in the same trial 
(c. 1656, §4). 

The qualifications for lawyers and procurators (proxies) are 
that they be Catholics, of major age, and in possession of a good 
name. Whether they are priests or laymen iJ immaterial. More
over, lawyers must have a doctorate in canon law, or at least they 
must be truly versed in the law. The procurator, provided he have 
the qualifications just described, may act without authorization of 
the Ordinary, but he must submit proof of his having been appointed 
by the party. But the lawyer requires approbation of the Ordinary 
(c. 1657, 1658, §1, 2). 

No one is bound to appoint for himself a procurator or a 
lawyer; he may act in person throughout the \vhole trial and defend 
his own case. To this rule there are certain exceptions: 1 ) in a 
criminal trial the accused must always have a lawyer; 2) in con· 
tentious cases of minors, and in all contentious cues where the 
public welfare is involved, e. g., in matrimonial trials, the parties 
must have lawyen, these being usually diocesan priests vened in 
canon law and appointed by the court ; 3) a bishop must be repre
sent~ by a procurator, whether he is plaintiff or defendant in a trial 
(c. 1655). 

§2. Cot71.T OF SECOND INSTANCE 

(c. 1594-1596) 

The court of second instance, or the appellate court, .is the 
archbishop's court. Thia applies if the case was tried in the court 
of a suffragan biihop in the first instance. But if the trial in the 
first instance took place in the archbishop's court (for the arch· 
bishop being a residential bishop has also his own court of first 
instance), then the sentence is appealed to that local Ordinary's 
court which the archbishop, l'Vith the approval of the Holy Sec, has 
chosen as his permanent court of appeals. 

In the second instance the trial is constructed in the same 
manner as in the court of first instance. Hence, if the case was 
tried by a court of one judge in the first instance, the appellate 
court must consist of one judae; if the court of first instance sat 
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as a collegiate tribunal, the same number of judges must review the 
case in the semnd instance. 

Usually less time is consumed in the trial held by the murt of 
appeals. Ordinarily it suffices that the acts of the first trial be 
read over, as also the evidence and the arguments of the lawyers, 
and that the judae, or judges, deliberate as to whether the sentence 
of the lower court should be sustained or reversed. SOmetimes, how
ever, the court of appeals will find it expedient to cite new witnesses, 
or to recall witnesses who appeared in the firat trial for a hearing, 
or to order a search for new documents, etc. In that event the 
parties or their lawyers, will ha've to draft new written briefs and 
arguments, so far as new evidence or difficulties harmful to their 
case may have been submitted. 

§3. COURT OP THIRD INSTANCE 

(c. 1598-1600) 
· The Roman Rota is the ordinary court of third instance, 

i. e., the ordinary supreme court, the ordinary court of final appeal 
in the Church. It is a collegiate tribunal consisting of 10 judges, 
one of whom is the dean. These judges, called auditors, are chosen 
by the Roman Ponti&, and they must be priests with a doctorate 
in canon and classical Roman civil law (iuris utrius911e doctore1, 
J. U. D.). They try cases by rotation, three judaes sittinr at every 
trial. 

The auditors of the Roman Rota are not auditors in the 
sense already explained when treating of the auditor in the court 
of first instance, but they are judges in the strict sense. That they 
are not called judges but auditon requires historical explanation. 
In the 12th and the following centuries the Popes found it necessary 
to employ the services of the so-called ~ ,ostolic t1utlitors in order to 
expedite the ever increasing volume of judicial cases being; broupt 
to Rome from all parts of Christendom. At fint these auditon 
merely prepared the acts, cited and heard witnesses, and 1ave their 
own opinion after careful study, but the final sentence was reserved 
to the Pope. In the XIII century these auditon had already been 
empowered to issue the sentence itself, and thenceforth the auditors 
became judges. Because the auditors either sat in a circular room, 
or at a round table, or judged cases by rotation, the tribunal in time 
came to be called the Rota (wheel). 

In addition to being the ordinary supreme tribunal, i. e., the 
tribunal of third instance in the Church, the Roman Rota may act 
also in the second and first instance. In the second instance it 
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judges cases which have been tried in the diocesan court in the first 
instance but which were not appealed to the archbishop's court, 
e. g., the appealing party preferred to go directly to the Rota which 
right he al ways has by law. 

§4. THB S10NATU1tA APosTOLIC 

(c. 1602-1605) 

This is a Roman tribunal having at present 8 cardinals who 
act as judges. For the most pan it examines complaints against the 
members of the Rota, e. g., if a party to the trial challenges tht 
impartiality of a judge. It derives its origin from the college of 
prelates in the Middle Ages, who were called ref erentlarii, and whose 
right it was to refer to the Pope petitions from private individuals. 
If the Pope granted the favor, he manifested this by placing his 
1i,,,ature on the document, which being given by the Pope was called 
in 'Latin Signat11ra A 'ostolica. The Apostolic Signatura as a college 
of prelates was later divided into two sections, one referring to 
the Pope petitions for re1cripts of favor, the other petitions for 
rescripts of justice. This latter section in time became vested with 
judicial power, after the prelates for a long time had been mere 
auditors in the sense of simply preparing the acts and evidence for 
the Pope's final decision. 

§S. DELBQATBD COURTS 

In some exceptional case the Roman Pontiff may find it expedient 
to appoint a special ttibunal for judging a question which otherwist 
would belong to the local Ordinary. So abo as to causes reserved 
to himself penonally, the Pope may commit these to the Rota or theo 
Signatura Apostolic or to a specially appointed tribunal. In all 
these cases we have a delegated court. 

In the same way the local Ordinary may commit_ judgment of 
a case for special reasons to a priest other than the Official or the 
Vice-Official. 

The judge delegated by the Holy See is at liberty to choose 
the regularly constituted diocesan court officers to assist him. 
or to select his own. unless the rescript of delegation reads otherwise. 

The judge delegated by the bishop is bound to use the services 
of the regular diocesan court ofticen. i.e., the diocesan notary, 
defender of the bond, etc. 

Whether from the delegated judge appeal should be taken to 
the superior who delegated him, as was the principle under the 
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pre-Code law. is now disputed. Wernz-Vidal VI, 128 would permit 
appeal to the d1l11ans; Roberti, I, 148 believes that appeal should 
be taken to the next higher court • 

.A.RT. IV 

liatroductori' 8tarJe of the Tztal 

The introductory stage of a tri~l comprises: 1) the presenta· 
tion of the bill of complaint to the court; 2) the examination, admis
sion or rejection of the same by the court ; 3) the summoning of the 
defendant; 4) the joining of the issues. 

§1. THB B1LL oF CoMPLAINT 

A trial opens when the plaintiff submits to the coun his bill 
of complaint (1u;;leJt libellas), called also a petition ( c. 1706). 
Sometimes, however, the judge initiates the trial. This happens in 
criminal trials, and in those m:i.trimonial and ordination trials where 
the public welfare is at stake (c. 1618). Here the promoter of 
justice acts as plaintiff and drafts the bill of complaint. 

The bill of complaint mentions the name of the coun being 
i.nvoked. the object of the petition, the name and addre• of the 
defendant; and gives a general outline of the argwnents in la\v 
and fact upon which the plaintiff bases his contention ( c. 1708). 
It is signed by the plaintiff. Usually in matrimonial trials the pastor 
drafts the petition for the plaintiff somewhat in the manner of 
the following specimen : 

To the Honorable Matrimonial Court of the Diocese of ••• 
Mary Brown, a Catholic, and at present a member of my 

parish, residin1t at ••.•• , was united in marriage to John Smith, 
also a Catholic, now residing at ••••• by the Rev. • •• at 
••.•. (city, State), on ••••• (date). 

This marriage having proved unhappy for both parties, a civil 
divorce was obtained fr~m .... (court), at ••.•• (city, State), 
on •.••. (full date). 

Mary Brown, the plaintiff, now contends that her marriap 
with John Smith was invalid from the beginning due to lack of 
consent on her part arising from reverential fear. In support of 
such claim she ofters the following proofs or facts: 

1. ••.•• 
2 .•••.• , etc 
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In view of canon 1087, §I of the Code of Canon Law which 
declares invalid a marriage contracted through grave fear or force, 
the plaintiff humbly prays the court to examine her case, and if the 
facts so warrant, to declare her free from the bonds of her marriage 
with John Smith. 

Herewith included are the baptismal certificate of the plaintiff, 
a copy of the aforesaid marriage record, a copy of the divorce decree, 
and the names and addresses of witnesses whom the plaintiff intends 
to produce at the trial. 

The undersigned declares the above to be true, and humbly 
begs the court to arant her the benefit of a trial. 

(Sign~tl) MARY BROWN. 

Sublcribed and sworn to before me this • • • • day of • . • • 

19 ...• at .•.• 

(8ignetl) Rav. 
(Seal). 

The bill of complaint may be presented to the chancetlor, or the 
Oflicial or Vice-Official, either personally or through the mail. 

f2. EXAMIXATION, MMISIION OR. REJECTION OF THE PETITION 

After receiving tbe bill of complaint, the judge will examine 
it with a view to its admission or rejection. Should it be 
necessary for the court to reject the petition because of its faulty 
draftinc, the plaintllf should be notified of the fact, and given an 
opportunity to resubmit the petition in corrected form. Should the 
petition be rejected for any other reason, e.g., because the court 
believes the petition lacks sufficient basis in law or in fact, and that 
the petitioner has no case, the plaintiff has the right to take recourse 
within ten days to the court of second instance requesting that the 
justice of the rejection be examined (c. 1709). If within a month 
from its presentation the court of first instance fails to inform the 
plaintiff oonc:erning the admission or rejection of the petition, the 
plaintiff has the right to remind the court of the petition, and if 
five days thereafter the court still remains silent, the plaintiff mav 
tab the matter up with the bishop (c. 1710). 

When examining the bill of complaint, the court will first 
ascertain whether or not it has competency in the c:ase, e. g., whether 
the defendant is domiciled or quasi-domiciled in its territory, or 
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whether some other title justifies competency, e.g., because the mar
riage was contracted in the territory, etc. The judge himself decides 
his own competency. Agaimt the decree of the judge declarin1 
himself incompetent, the plaintiff may take recourse within ten days 
to the court of second instance for a settlement of this point 
(c. 1609, §1; 1610, §3). 

Once the court admits the bill, it may be found adviiable to 
bold a preliminary meeting, prior to dting the defendant, for the 
purpose of securing additional information from the plaintiff which 
is not found in the bill of complaint. This informal interview with 
the petitioner may be imperative even to ascenain whether the 
petition is admissible. 

§3, CITATION OF THB DBFENDANT 

After the admission of the petition, the next step is for the 
court to summon the defendant. The summons must mention the 
name of the court, the object of the suit, the name of the plaintiff. 
and the time and place of the session for the joining of the issues 
( c. 1711-1715) • Whenever one or both parties appear spontaneously 
in court, the citation is unnecessary, and it suffices for the notary to 
make mention in the acts of the spontaneous appearance ( c. 1111 ) • 
Oral summoos by phone, though valid, should be the exception. 

The summons may be served by the court's courier (priest or 
layman), or it may be sent by regfatered letter with a request from 
the post office for a receipt of its delivery signed by the addressee. 
1f the whereabouts of the defendant arc un~o,vn, the citation may 
be made by public edict, i. e., by posting a copy thereof to the doors 
()f the chancery office, or by an insertion of the citation in some 
public journal or newspaper lvhich is likely to come into the hands 
of the defendant, his relatives or acquaintances. But public policy 
may sometimes ad vise against the use of either of these methods. 
Io that supposition the defender of the bond takes the place of 
the defendant in matrimonial and ordination cases, the lawyer 
appointed by the court takes his place in criminal cases. In civil 
cases it is unlikely that the defendant will fail to put in a personal 
appearance, his financial interests here being at stake (c. 1717, 1119, 
1720). 

§4. JOINING OF THB ISSUES 

(c. 1726-1731) 

The second session is that which ia called for the joinin& of 
the issues, the first havin& determined the admissibility of the bill. 
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At this time it may be remarked that court may be held on all da)'11 
of the year, saving holydays of obligation and the last three days of 
Holy Weck; likewise at any hour, though preferably during the da.r. 
The sessions may be held in any place of the diocese subject to the 
bishop's jurisdiction, even in the residences of the jud~, e. g., the 
parish house of the parish where one of the judges is pastor, but as 
a rule it should be set up in the episoopal residence or the chancery 
office ( c. 1636-1639) • 

The joining of the issues is merely the affirmation or aftirma
tions made by one parey and their denial by the other party with 
a view to litigation. The purpose of this formality is to get down 
to the bone of contention, i. e., to ascertain just what is being 
controverted, for obviously those points upon which the parties agree 
must be eliminated from the controversy during the course of the 
trial, as they require no proof other than the 'Confession of the parey. 

Simultaneous presence of both partiea in the room is permitted, 
and is usually verified in civil cases. But in matrimonial trials it 
often happens that the parties to the conte;ite:l marriage are now 
civilly divorced and have no desire to confront each other. In such 
case the defendant is heard after the plaintiff, and on a di:llerent dar 
to enable him, if he wishes, to deny the assertions of the plaintiff, 
u:nless the defender of the bond represents him. 

In matrimonial and ordination trials the joining of the issue. 
is usually a very simple matter, and is often worded thus: 4,, con· 
stet de nullitate matrimonii ( ordinationis) in c11St1f In criminal 
trials the joining of the issues consists of the charges {counts) 
made by the promoter of justice and admitted or denied by the 
accused. In civil trials the claims of the plaintiff and their admission 
or denial by the defendant are more involved, as a rule, so that 
the joining of the issues in auch trials is a very important feature 
of the proceedings. • 

The session under consideration opens by having the plaintiff 
take an oath to spealc the truth, saving criminal trials id which thl" 
accused is never put under oath. The petition of the plaintiff is 
then read, and the plaintiff is asked if he has anything to change, 
subtract, or add. Thereupon he is questioned further upon points 
which the bill of complaint may not have developed sufficiently. 
The defendant is heard next. 

It must be noted that in ecclesiastical trials, questions are 
placed directly to the parties and witnesses only li1 the judge 
(c. 1742, 1743, 1745), and in a collegiate tribunal by the presiding 
judge alone. In trials which involve purely private interests, e.g., 
most civil trials, only the plaintiff and the defendant suggest written 
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questions. either personally or through their lawyers, to be proposed 
by the judge to the other party or the witoe1SeS. But in trials which 
ooncern the public welfare, i.e., marriage, ordination and criminal 
trials, the judge may propose questions of his own (e.¥ officio) in 
addition to those offered by the parties the promoter of jus
tice or the defender of the bond (c. 1742, 1745). When the ad
verse party, the defender of the bond in marriage and ordination 
trials, and the promoter of justice in criminal (and sometimes in 
marriage and ordination) triah wishes to interrogate the other 
party, he must submit the q1,1estion or questions in writing to the 
judge. In matrimonial trials the dut1 of framing questionnaires to 
be answered by the plaintii and defendant and witnesses rests upon 
the defender of the bond. This is not merely a right. 

After the i5'Sues have been joined, i. e., after the parties have 
been questioned sufficiently by the judge, and have answered, and 
cleared up what they disagreed upon, the introduc:cory stage of the 
trial ends, and the probative stage of the trial begins. The ssions 
to follow will be concerned with the production and examination of 
witnesses and other forms of evidence. To this end, before they 
leave the first session, the parties ought to submit to tlie court the 
names and addresses of their witnesses, and all documents relevant 
in the case, if they have not done so up to now. 

ART. V 

Plohatln StCIQ9 of the Trlal 

The probative stage of a trial includes all those sessions which 
are called for the purpose of provin& or disproving the claims and 
assertions of either party. 

The Code recognizes seven forms of proof : 1 ) the confession 
of the parties ; 2) the testimony of \Vitne5'5Cs j 3) the testimony of 
experts ; 4) judicial inspection ; .5) documents; 6) presumptions; 
7) oaths. 

51. CONFESSION OF THI!: PARTIES 

(c. 1750-1753) 

A confession is a statement made by one party apiost himself 
and in favor of his adversary. It is a judicial confeuion when made 
in open court; otherwise it is an extra-judicial confession, e.g., 
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letters written by the parties to each other durinc their days of 
courtship, statements made to relatives and friends of the family, 
etc. Judicial statements or admissions will abound in the first 
session incidental to the joining of the issuu, but they may also 
occur during any subsequent session of the trial. 

A judicial confession carries with it the weight of full proof 
in trials where only private interests are involved, e. I·• civil trials. 
But in trials whe~ the public \velfare is at stake, e.g., in matrimonial 
and ordination trials, a judicial confession has only the value of 
partial proof (irmilltna 1robatio), i.e., a proof which begets proba
bility but not certainty. Thus, e.g., in a matrimonial trial the state· 
ment of the parties made in court to the effect that they had placed 
a pre-nuptial condition contrary to the substance of marriage would 
not entirely satisfy the court, but corroborative evidence would have 
to be furnished throu1h witnesses, documents, or circumstances pre
ceding, accompan)•in1 and following the marriage which might create 
in the mind of the judge a presumption to that effect. 

An extrajudicial confession has only the force of incom
plete proof. It is left to the court to determine in any e;iven case 
the probative value of such confession. Thus, in matrimonial trials, 
statements made by the panics orally or in writing, e. g., by means 
of correspondence, provided these statements affect the case, and 
were made at an unsuspect time, carry great weight, e.g;., if prior 
to their marriage they had repeatedly atated that they would resort 
to civil divorce in the event that they tired of the union and wished 
to contract a new. marriage. 

§2. \l'{ITNESSES 

In the averap trial the chief IOUrce of proof is the testimon}" 
of witneaes. In trials where the common welfare is at stake, e.J., 
in matrimonial trials, witnesses may be produced not only by the 
parties but also tz officio by the court. In purely private litiptions 
it is the parties alone, to the exclusion of the coun, who offer 
witnesses ( c. l 7 S9) . 

Pn-1on1 JisqualifieJ from acting as witne11e1-Theee fall into 
three cate'°riea: ( 1) unfit lvitne11C1; (2) suspect witnascs i (3) 
incompetcqt witnessea. 

To the class of rinpt witnesses belong: (1) weak-minded per
sons; (2) penona who have not attained the age of puberty (c. 1757. 
§1). 

To the clas1 of suspett witnesses belon1: ( 1) those who have 
been sentenced for perjury; (2) thote who are unworthy of belief 
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by reason of their scandalous li\•es; (3) public and· 1rave enemies 
of the party (c. 1757, §2). 

To the class of ineom11t111t witnesses belong: ( l) the parties 
to the trial, or their representatives, i.e., procurators, guardians, 
etc.; (2) the officers of the court; (3) priests with reference to 
information gained through sacramental confession; ( +) a married 
person with respect to his or her spouse; (5) blood and law rela
tives of the panv in all the dettrees of the direct line, and in the 
first de&ree of the collateral line, but these may testify in matrimonial 
trials (c. 1151, §3). 

E~amination of the wit111111.s-Having been dul)' summoned, 
and having appeared in court, the witnesses before answering the 
questions proposed by the judge must lint take an oath to speak the 
truth, unless purely private interests are at stake and both parties 
agree that the witnesses be heard unsworn. Likewise, unfit and 
SU$pect witnesses if admitted ought to be heard unsworn. Witnesses 
may be put under oath to observe secrecy concerning the questions 
proposed to them, and the answers they pve, until the acts of the 
trial are published (c. 1767-1769). 

General questions precede particular ones. Thus, the witness 
is first questioned concerning his name, residence, reli&ion, occupa
tion, age, connection with the party' for whom he is testifying, i.e., 
whether he is a relative, intimate friend, mere aS'!lociate, etc. The 
answers to these general questions help the judge to appraise the 
value of the witne11's testimony. Then follow the particular ques
tions bearing specifically on the controversy at issue, e.g., in matri
monial trials: whether it is true that the parties made such and 
such statements prior to their marriage i did the groom give presents 
to the bride ; did the parties show signs of jo)' on the wedding day ; 
did the one leave the other on the wedding day itself ; \VU the wed
ding followed shortly afterwards b}' quarrels, etc. Finally, the 
witness must always be queationed concerning the source of his 
knowledge, i.e., whether it is fint-hand knowled&e, or only hearsay 
knowledge (c. 1774). 

Witnesses must testify in the place of court. Excepted from 
this rule are: (1) persons of dininction (1ffsona~ in tlignitate ton· 
stitutae); (2) those who are prevented from appearing in court 
by reason of some ph)·sical impediment, e.g., illness ; ( 3) those 
who live at a great distance from the court. In such cases the judge 
either goe11 to these persons, or he deleptes a priest to 10 to them 
and receive their testimony. Such a priest, even thourh of a distant 
diocese, may be called a delegated auditor aJ t1tlum (c. 1770). 
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Witnesses are questioned only b)' the jud~, not by the parties, 
nor by the defender of the bond, the promoter of justice or the 
parties' lawyers. However, all these are permitted to, and ~e de· 
fender of the bond and the promoter of justice must formulate ques
tions, articles or points, upon which the witnesses may be questioned 
by the judge (c. 1773). 

Obligation to trstify-\Vitnmes who are lawfully summoned 
must appear and testif)•, or at least explain (orally, or by letter) 
why they cannot appear. Against the contumacy of a witness to 
testifr, the court may cmplo)' suitable spiritual penalties, thourh 
thu is not always advisable, especiall)· in the case of the laity 
(c. 1766). 

Excused from the obligation of testifying are: ( 1 ) priests in 
reference to extra-sacramental, i.e., professional secrets, for with 
reference to sacramental secrets they arc absolutely incompetent as 
we saw; (2) civil officials, midwives, physicians, law)•ers, notaries 
and all other persons who are held by law to professional secrecy, 
and provided the questions which are proposed relate to such secrets; 
( 3) those who have just reason to fear that grave harm will result 
to themselves, or to their near kin, if they appear as witnesses 
(c. 1775). 

Appraisal of Ustimonial tt1idrnce-The testimon)' of .two con
cordant sworn trustworthy witnesses furnishes full proof, i.e., proof 
rnfficient to create in the mind of the judge moral certainty (c. 1791, 
ll). Even one witness suffices to furnish this proof if he is a 
qualified witness, i.e., a person who testifiCi to matters falling 
within the range of his official duties, e.g., the findings of a hand
writing expert, the conclusions of n physician, etc. ( c. 1791, § 1). 

The testimony of two witnesses suffices when they testify to 
the ·samt fact. This need not be the main faa::t at issue, e.g., whether 
the bride contracted marriage under the inffucnce of reverential 
fear. Usually the fact is only one of a chain leading up to the main 
fact at issue, e.g., whether on a certain day the father locked the 
girl in her room as alleged, whether he struck her blows, whether 
he threatened to disinherit her unless ihe married the man of his 
choice, whether on the wedding day the bride appeared sad, etc. 

In appraisinit the value of testimonial evidence the judee must 
apply not only the numerical criterion (two concordant witnesses), 
but also the moral, mental and material criterion, as explained in 
c. 1789. The moral criterion is intended to discover the trustworthi
ness of the witness, and to this end the judge will consider the 
personal character of the witness, e.g., whether he enjoys a KOOd 
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reputation, whether he has religious beliefs, etc. The mental cri
terion serves to learn the reliability of the witness. To this end 
the judge will inquire into the source of the witness's knowledge, 
i.e., whether he testifies e.x 1cie11tia ,ro,ria, e.g., did he actually see 
the father strike his daughter, or lock her in her room, etc.; or 
whether he testifies e.x credibilitate, i.e., whether his statements 
merely reflect his opinion; or whether his tcstimon}' is tJe fama, 
i.e., knowledge gained from rumor i or, fioall)•, whether it is 
merely de audito a/ieno, i.e., hearsay knowledge. In applying the 
material criterion the judge will consider the manner in which the 
witness deposed, e.g., whether he was hesitant, contradictory, hasty, 
evasive, etc. 

The challe119i119 of witnesses-The party acainst whom a 
witness testifies has the right to challenge his testimony. If the 
person of the witness is to be challenged, e.g., because the law 
excluded him from testifying, this objection must be entered within 
three da)'S after the interested party is notified of the name of the 
witness ( c. 1764, §4). If the testimony itself is challenged, e.g., 
because of contradictions, falsehoods, obscurity in the making of 
statements, etc., this can be done at any time prior to the rendering 
of the final sentence ( c. 1783). It should be noted here that the 
names of witnesses who testif)' against him need not be communi
cated to a party until the probative stage of the trial comes to an 
end (c. 1763). • 

§3. EXPERTS 

(c. 1792-1805) 

The testimony of experts is sometimes required by the law; 
at other times it i.~ left to the judge whether or not to employ them. 
The law, e.c., requires the presence of physicians and mid-wives in 
impotency and rat11m et 11011-consummatum cases. Where insanity 
is alleged to have invalidated a marriage, an alienist will be called 
in. Where the authorship of a document is disputed, a handwriting 
expert will be questioned, etc. 

In addition to posseaing the qualifications required of ordinary 
witnesses, experts must furnish an authentic certificate of compe
tency. They may be challenged by either party to the trial for the 
same reasons as ordinary witnesses may be challenged. 

An expert must make a detailed written report of his findings 
and present it to the court, 11tating his opinion and the reasons which 
have led him to form such opinion in the case. Not only the compe
tency but also the trustworthiness of the experts, as well u all 
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other circumstances we mentioned in the case of ordinary '""itncsses, 
must be taken into consideration by the judge when appraisin~ the 
value of their statements. 

§4. JUDICIAL INSPBCTION 

At times the judge will find it necessary or convenient to per· 
sonally inspect the material object of the controversy. This may 
be done by having the thing in dispute brought to the court, or if 
this is not possible, the judge himself or his delegate may go to the 
place and perform a local inspection. Thus, local inspection is 
often decreed to ascertain the amount of damages, or whether (in 
criminal trials) the enclosure of a morwtery has been violated, or 
a cemetery has been profaned, etc. ( c. 1806-1811 ) . 

§5. DocuMBNTS 

To ascertain the value of documentary evidence in ecclesiastical 
trials one must distinguish between public and private documents. 

The principal public documents in the Church are: ( 1) the acts 
of the Roman Pontiff, of the Roman Curia, and of Ordinaries, 
which they have drawn up in the discharge of their official duties; 
(2) the records of an ecclesiastical court; (3) the entries of 
baptism, confirmation, ordination, religious profession, marriage 
and death as found in the registers of the diocesan Curia or the 
parish ; ( 4) authentic copies of all the above; ( 5) documents drafted 
hr public notaries. The ecclesiastical court will also consider as 
public documents those which the civil law of the place regards 
as public cfoil documents. Private documents, on the . other hand, 
are letters, contracts, la;r.t wills and other instruments which have 
bee. written by private individuals, or by public officials, but in 
the capacity of private individuals (c. 1813). 

Concerning the probative value of documents, canon law re
gards every public document as complete proof of the statements 
which the document directly and principally contains. Thus, e.g., 
a baptismal certificate issued in authentic form, i.e., with the signa
ture of the priest who issues it, the seal of the parish, and the 
annotation of date of issuance, is full proof of the fact that baptism 
was conferred. But should the baptismal register contain a marginal 
note asserting illegitimaq .. , on such point the register, or the nu· 
thentic extract, will not be considered full proof, because baptismal 
inscriptions are made directly and primarily as records of baptism, 
not of other facts. Private documenu, on the other hand, have only 
the probative value of an cxtrajudicial confe•ion so that it belonp 
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to the judge to appraise their value in each individual case (c. 1814· 
1817). 

Just as a witness may be challenged so too ma)' a document 
be. The interested party who feels his cause adversely affected by 
a document may always object to the same. The judge may chal
lenge a document only in trials where the public intere:;t and \\'t!l· 
fare are at stake. A document may be challenged for various rea· 
sons, e.g., as not autlt.tntit:, i.e., not written by the reputed author ; 
as not entire because of abrasions, interpolations, etc.; as int1alitl 
because not vested with the formalities required by the law in the 
case of public documents; as f alst because of contradictory state
ments oontained therein~ etc. When exception is taken to a document 
the matter is reviewed by the oourt as an incidental question, and 
settled by the so-called interlocutory sentence (c. 1815, 1818). 

§6. PlllStrl\IPTIONS 

(c. 1825-1828) 

A presumption is the probable conjecture of an uncertain 
fact. If the law itself conjectures the fact we have a presumption 
established by law (;raesum;tio juris); if the judge oonjectures 
the fact we have what the Code calls a ;rt11sum;tio llominis. Legal 
presumptions are called ;ratsum;tion11 Juris 1im;liciter if it is 
allowed to overthrow them by. direct proof to the contrary; whereas 
;rat1um;tiont1 juri1 ti de jure are those presumptions which cannot 
be challenged save only by intlirect proof. Most lepl presumptions 
are ;ra11um;1ione1 juris sim;liciter, e.g., a person under the age 
of seven is presumed to lack the use of reason (c. 88); baptism once 
conferred, and a marriage once oontracted, are presumed valid 
(c. 1070; c. 1014); a woman's husband is presunied to be her 
child's. father (c. 1115), etc. Direct proof against a presumption 
is that \vhich attempts to prove the presumption itseli unreasonable 
in the present case lvhile admitting as true the fact upon which 
the presumption itself is based, e.g., by proving that the woman's 
husband was absent from home for ten consecutive months prior 
to her child's birth. Indirect proof is that which denies the fact 
upon which the presumption is founded, e.g., if it can be proved that 
the man is not the woman's husband. Prat111m;tione1 juris II de 
jure are less numerous, nor are canonists agreed as to which pre· 
sumptions contained in the Code really belong to this category. 
It is certain, however, that the presumption established in c. 1904, 
to the effect that a matter lvhich has become irrevocably adjudged 
by the court is a true and just decision, belongs to that class. 
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Prat111m;tian11 hominis. as was said, are those which the judge 
himself forms in the course of the trial They are frequently re
sorted to in matrimonial trials where the validity of a marriage is 
contested on the grounds of defective consent. Since no man can 
read another's mind, the absence of consent can at· the most be only 
conjectured. Thus, the circumstances preceding, accompanying and 
following the wedding will be considered by the court. If, e.g., 
the plaintiff can prove that prior to his marriage he repeatedly had 
stated that he was opposed to the union; if on the wedding day 
itself he showed no signs of joy ; if immediately following the 
wedding he deserted his spowe, etc., circumstances such as these 
will go far to create in the mind of the judge a presumption that 
true marital consent was withheld from the very beginning as 
alleged. 

As to the probative value of presumptions we must distinguish 
between legal presumptions and judicial, or human, presumptions. 
A legal presumption relieves the party whom it favors of all burden 
of proof. Thus, the party who asserts his marriage to have been 
invalid must prove his claim, since the law presumes that evuy mar
riage which i1 contracted in legal form is valid. Here the presumption 
of law is in favor of the defendant. The presumptions of the court, 
on the other hand, are not in themselves conclusive proof but only 
supplementary proof, which, when added to other evidence sub
mitted in the course of the trial, suffice to justify a decision of .the 
court, supposing the evidence in itself was insufficient to create 
moral certainty in the mind of the judge. 

§7. OATHS 

The oaths of which 'the Code speab here are not to be con
fused 1'rith the oath of which we have already spoken, namely, the 
assertory oath to tell the truth which is administered to the parties 
and witnesses before they. testify in court '(cfr. p. 594,597). The oaths 
under present ·consideration arc proofs in themselves, sometimes 
partial proofs, sometimes conclusive proofs. They are three: ( 1 ) the 
supplementary oath; (2) the estimatory oath; (3) the decisive 
oath. 

In order to pass sentence there must be sufficient evidence 
present to create in the mind of the judge moral certainty concerninc 
the issue to be settled, otherwise the case is dismissed in favor of the 
defendant. However, the judge may depart from this rule, and 
either upon his O\VD initiative, or at the request of either party, 
administer the IO•called supplementary oath to settle the contro-
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versy. The party \vho then takes the oath to the effect that he 
thinb the case ought to be decided in his favor, wins the case. 
It is understood that no party can at hia own request take this 
oath, but only at the request of his adversary, or at the instance 
of the court (c. 1829-1831). 

In a suit to recover damages the judge may administer the 
estimatory oath to the defendant in order to determine the amount 
of the damages incurred (c. 1832-1833). 

With the intervention of the judge one party may in the course 
of the trial propote that the other take an oath expressive of his 
opinion concerning the controverted issue. Such an oath terminates 
the controversy in favor of the party lvho takes it. It amounts to a 
sentence, and is therefore called the deei1it•e oath. It differa from 
the supplementary oath in this that the decisive oath is alway3 
voluntary while the supplementary oath is obligatory, being imposed 
by the court (c. 1834-1836). Others never decide marriage cases. 

ART. VI 

FIDcd 8taqe of the Trial 
The final stage of a trial comprises: ( 1 ) the publication of 

the acts; ( 2) the pleadings; ( 3) the sentence of the court ; ( 4) 
appeals and other forms of redreas against the sentence ; ( S) the 
execution of. the sentence. 

§1. PUBLICATION OP THB ACTS 

Unlike civil trials, ecclesiastical trials are conducted in com
parative secrecy. Saving civil cases, the parties seldom confront 
their own witnesses, or those of the adversary. Even the witnesses 
are heard one at a time, and are often put under an oath of secrecy 
not to reveal the questions proposed, or the answers given, until 
the close of the trial. 

To insure justice under this system of secrecy, the notary has 
the duty of recording each and every official act of the trial, and 
preserving the documents and other proofs which have been sub
mitted. Since neither party has . any definite knowledge of how 
the witnesses testified for or against him, or \vhat documenta and 
other proofs \Vere submitted to weaken his case, etc., in order that 
he may be given an opportunity to argue or plead his case before 
sentence is passed, all the ad:i of the trial must eventually be 
published. This is effected by a decree of the judge ordering that 
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the acts be published or that copies thereof be aiven to the parties, 
and to the promoter of justice and the defender of the bond if these 
took part in the trial. In the same decree the judge usually fixe.a 
a term lvithin which the parties, dter examining the acts, may 
produce new witnesses, or may challenge the admissibility of adverse 
proofs which have been submitted. Upon the expiration of tbir 
term the judge issues a decree stating that the probative period of 
the trial is closed. This statement is called the conclusio in causa 
(c. 1858-1862). 

§2. THE PLEADINGS 

(c. 1862-1867) 

The official closing of the case is followed by the pleadings of 
the parties, i.e., the defense and discussion of their case. In ecclesi
astical trials there is no public arguing of one's case in open court. 
The defense is prepared entirely in writing. The parties are usually 
assisted by their lawyers in thfa respect, especially in matrimonial 
trials where the laity are not acquainted with the intricacies of 
canon law, but require the assistance of ecclesiastical lawyers. 

In preparin& a defense for his client the lawyer will first state 
his case in jure, i.e., he will point out the various canons of the 
Code, the opinions of eminent canonists, and (if any) the decisions 
of the Rota relevant to the subject at issue. Next he will discuss 
the facts of the case, i.e., he will argue the case in f atto, showing 
holv the various facts adduced by his client are true and bear upon 
the case, that the st~tements of the adversary or his witne;sscs are 
false, contradictory, irrelevant, etc. He will then draw up his 
conclusions favorable to bis client. 

The judge hu the right to limit the defense lest it become too 
extensive. In matrimonial trials the defense ought not to exceed 
20 printed pages as a rule. 

In matrimonial and ordination trials the defender of the bond 
prepares his own written defense. In criminal trials wherein he 
takes part, the promoter of justice must plead hi;;; side of the case 
in writine. 

The judge may fix the term within which the defenses must 
be prepared. In time each party communicates to the other through 
the agency of the court a copy of his prepared defense. Then, 
after careful study, each party has the right to submit to the court 
a written rejoinder to the written defense of his adversary. In 
matrimonial trials this rejoinder ought not to exceed 10 paps u 
a rule. 
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Only by way of exception is the party or his lawyer (also the 
defender of the bond and the promoter of juitice) allowed to discuss 
orally certain points in open court, points which cannot be easily 
clarified on paper. But this discussion should be as brief u possible, 
and no oratorical display is allowed. 

§3. THB SBNTBNCB 

(c. 1868-1877) 

Before passing sentencie the judge (or judges in a colleaiate 
tribunal) must have been present at the various sessions, or if an 
auditor conducted the trial, it will at least be necessary for the judge 
or judges to examine the acts of the trial and the written defenses 
and rejoindenLof the parties, and of the promoter of justice, or the 
defender of t e bond, if these officials participated in the trial. 
In evaluating the evidence and the pleadings, much is left to the 
conscience and judgment of the court, unless the law has its own 
ruling concerning the probative value of this or that form of proof. 

In a tribunal of one judge, he alone formulates the written 
sentence. In a collegiate tribunal, each judge writes out his opinion, 
having studied the law and the facts of the case from copies of 
the acts of the trial, of the written defenses of the parties and 
their rejoinders. Six or seven copies of all the acts are 10metimes 
ordered made by the court in marriage trials. On the day appointed 
by the presiding judge these associate judges convene with him, and 
in turn each reads his written opinion. The majority opinion pre· 
vails, although oral discussion is permitted among them, and in 
the course of this a judge is allowed to change his written views 
The sentence, when no further diacu111ion is offered, is formulated 
by the judge who in the beginning of the trial was appointed the 
;on~n1, and it should contain the reasons both in law and in fact 
for the decision. The Official or presiding judge from the very start 
of the trial appoints the ,onens; he can appoint himself the 1011ens. 
The ponens at his leisure uses the material of the majority opinion 
in formulating the sentence which at a later date is signed by all 
the judges. The sentence may be published in three ways: ( 1) by 
citing the parties to the court room and reading the sentence to them ; 
(2) by informing the parties that they may have access to the origi
nal draft of the sentence contained in the records of the court, and 
may come and read the sentence for themselves; ( 3) b)' mailing 
them a copy of the sentence. 

The sentence should also determine the judicial expenses • .N 
a rule the costs ought to be borne by the loser in the trial, but 
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in practise the costs are distributed equally between both parties, 
especially when both atted as plaintiffs in a marriage trial. The 
poor should be given gratuitous service, unless they are not entirely 
destitute, in which case they may be asked to give what they can. 

In ecclesiastical trials the judge pronounces both on the law and 
the facts. There is no jury of la}•men to pronounce on the facts. The 
jury idea in ch·il law supposes that sovereignty resides in the 
people and that the)' arc competent to judge concerning facts. In 
church trials the laity, while not considered incompetent to judge 
the facts, are simply devoid of soverei111 jurisdiction, all authority 
by divine · 1aw in matters sacred having been conferred by Christ 
upon the Pope and the bishops as succeuors of the Apostles. The 
Church has not seen fit to share this authority with the laity so far 
as trials are concerned, but their judicial authority the Pope and 
bishops share only with the clergy. 

§4. RIDIUISS AGAINST THI CouaT SENTENCE 

Canon law reco111izc.s especially three remedies or escapes from 
a possible unjust sentence of the court: ( 1) appeal; (2) complaint 
of nullit)'; ( 3) reinstatement. 

A. APPEAL 

(c. 1879-1891) 

Against a sentence which be believes to have been unjust: be
cause the court misinterpreted the law, or misjudged the facts of 
the case, or the proofs, the aggrieved party may appeal to the court 
of next higher instance. 

But no appeal lies: 
(I) From the sentence of the Ronian Pontiff or the Apostolic 

Signatura; 
(2) From a sentence which has become irrevocably adjud~d, 

although in this case reinstatement is possible, as we shall see; 
( 3) From a sentence of the judp who has been delepted by 

the Roman Pontiff with the clause: a111llationt remota; 
( 4) From an invalid sentence, since in this case the awieved 

party rather makes a motion for a new trial, as we shall see; 
(5) From a sentence which wu based upon a decisive oath. 
For other instances in which the law denies appeal, cfr. c. 1880. 
Where only private interests are involved, there is no need 

for the aarieved party to appeal, as is obvious: no one is required 
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to exerci.e thil privilege. But in matrimonial and ordination trials, 
if the court decided that the marriag;e or the ordination was invalid, 
the defender of the bond must appeal the decision.• 

When appeal is taken it muat be presented to the court which 
passed the sentence. The court will forward the ori&inal or copied 
acts of the trial to the court of appeals within 30 days after re
ceiving notice that the right of appeal u being requested and in
voiced. The party must file his appeal within ten da)'S after receiving 
notice of the unfavorable sentence. Tem1us utile is contemplated 
here:, which does not transpire for one who is ignorant of his richt, 
or cannot exercise it. If the ten days are culpably allowed to 
transpi're, the agrieved party loses his right to appeal, the case be
comes irrevocably adjudpd, the sentence can then be executed, 
and the only redrCll permitted thereafter is in the form of reinstate-
ment. • 

The appellant may not change his title in law when prose
cuting the case in the court of appeals, e.g., to contest his marriage 
on the grounds of impotency if in the first instance he had pleaded 
defective consent. 

Every appeal is granted in 1u1pen1ivo saving appeals from 
censures (c. 1889, 2243). In some cases the judge may crant 
provisional execution to the sentence for very grave reuons and 
safeguarding the right of the party to be indemnified if the court 
of appeals reverses the sentence, e.g., in a criminal trial where the 
accwed wu sentenced and deprived of his benefice (c. 1917, §2. n. 2). 

B. CoMPLAINT OF NULLITY 

One cannot appeal from an inWllid sentence for the simple 
reason that the sentence is considered non-existent. lt cannot, like 
a valid sentence of the lower court, be reversed or confirmed, for 
it docs not exist. In such a cue the law allows redresa which con
sists in a motion for a new trial (quaertla 11ullitati1), cfr. c. 1892. 

The sentence of the court may have been void for various 
reasons, e.g., the court lacked jurisdiction, or an essential formality 
was neclected such as the citation of the defendant. 

Canons 18931 1895 allow a pee of ten days or thirty da)'5 
to enter a motion for a new trial depending on the nature of the 
error. 

The motion for a new trial must be presented to the court 
which pronouncecl the invalid sentence, but the party who is inter· 
ested may ask for a substitution of judga. 

The sentence of the new trial, if valid, can be appealed. 
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c. REINSTATEMENT 

(c. 1902-1907) 

If a sentence has become irrevocably adjudged (res jrulicata). 
the law prohibits appeal. Canon 1880 lists the cases where one cannot 
appeal from a sentence, and these cases are repeated in c. 1902, 
e.g., if one did not avail himself of the right to appeal \Vithin the 
time permitted, or it may be that the higher oourt has confirmed 
the sentence of the lower court, etc. But suppose new facts are 
discovered later on which show the sentence to have been evidently 
unjust. In this case the aggrieved party, while he cannot put in an 
appeal, nor the motion for a new trial based upon the supposition 
of an invalid sentence, may ask for a reinstatement (restitutio in 
integrum). The l~w will then place him in the same condition 
in which he found himself originally at the start of the trial, i.e., 
he is allowed a new trial, governed not by the principles of the 
quurela nullitatis, but by the principles of law covering the rt1titutio 
in integrum as follows: 

Reinstatement is not granted save within these limits : 
( 1) It must be petitioned within four years from the moment 

it could apply; 
(2) The original sentence must have been evidently unjust 

either : (a) because it was based on false documents offered in 
the trial ; or ( b} new documents were discovered later on which 
revealed new and relevant facts sufficient to warrant a contrary 
decision ; or ( c) the sentence was the effect of fraud perpetrated 
by the adversary, e.g., he bribed witnesses; or (d) some precept of 
the law was grossly ignored. Commentators are not aereed aa to 
the meaning of this last condition. 

As a general rule, reinstatement should be requested of the 
court which passed the sentence in the first instance. Should the 
favor be granted, a new trial will be begun, and from the sentence 
rendered in this trial a new appeal is admitted. Should the favor 
be denied, the petition for reinstatement may be taken to the court 
of appeals. 

§5. EXECUTION OF THB SBNTBNCE 

(c. 1917-1924) 

A sentence cannot be put into execution until it has become 
irrevocably adjudged in the sense explained ·above. It is the right 
of the oourt of the first instance to execute the sentence even though 
it was appealed and confirmed by a higher court. The judge docs 
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not execute the sentence, but thi.; is left to the superior with 
executive (administrative) jurisdiction, e.g., the bishop. 

Against those who refuse to obey the sentence of the court the 
Ordinary shall first proceed by way of warnings and precepts, 
later resorting to censures if need be. Sometimes the civil courts 
may be invoked to· execute the sentence of the ecclesiastical court, 
(dr. p. 19-20). 



Chapter II 
CIVIL TRIALS IN PARTICULAR 

Civil ecclesiastical trials belong to that class of contentious 
trials which have for their object the prosecution or the vindication 
of property rights. In particular, a civil eccleaiastical trial is one 
in which the plaintiff brings suit against a cleric, religious or oovioe, 
or against a· moral ecclesiastical person in some matter involvina: 
rights to temporal goods, i.e., in which he sues for the retention, 
acquisition, or recovery of the tide of p035ession or ownership to 
temporal goods, the pa}•ment of debts, or compensation for damages 
suffered, or questions a cleric's title to a benefice. 

The Code does not employ the term efoil trials, but refers to 
the trials under consideration as contentious trials in which only 
priMt inttrtsts are at issn. The term civil trials has been 
dropped probably to avoid confusing these trials with non-criminal 
trials conducted in the secular courts of the State. The term, 
however, was commonly employed by pre-Code canonists in the 
sense explained in the preceding paragraph, and if we resume its 
use here, it is simply a matter of our own choice to substitute for 
the more lengthy terminology of the Code. 

Civil trials in the Church are conducted in accordance with 
the general rules of 9rocedure contained in Part I of Book IV 
of the Code, a summary of which we have described in the pre
ceding chapter. At this plaoe it suffices to point out a few character
istics proper only to civil trials, characteristics which are not usually 
verified in the case of criminal, marriage or ordination trials. 

It is peculiar of civil trials that they can be avoided in two 
ways: ( 1) by compromise; (2) bJ• arbitration. By compromise 
( transactio) we understand the peaceful settlement of the dispute 
outside of court by a priest designated by the ecclesiastical judge. 
Here the priest need follow no special rules of procedure but, after 
hearing the arguments of each contending party, he gives a decision 
'" hono et aeguo. Settlement by arbitration (com;romissum in arbi
tros) is ·effected when at the mutual agreement of the parties their 
controvers)' is committed to an ipdividual of their choit:e. The 
individual so chosen may proceed by way of a formal trial, or 
summarily, dependin& on the terms of the contract agreed to by 

610 
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the parties. Since both compromise and arbitration are in the 
nature of bilateral contracts, whatever the civil laws of the respective 
nations rule concerning these kinds of contracn must be observed 
likewise at this place. But the Church does not permit compromise 
or arbitration in a criminal trial, nor in a marriage trial, for here 
we find questions which concern the public \velfare, and which 
cannot be settled by private individuals. Neither can compromise 
or arbitration apply to a dispute concerning the title to a benefice, 
since the title to a benefice cannot be conferred by one private indi
vidual upon another, but only by the competent ecclesiastical su
perior. Hence, if the Ordinary consents to the compromise or 
arbitration in this case, it will be allolved (c. 1925-1932). 

Unlike matrimonial, ordination and criminal trials, the Patties 
to a civil trial are usually permitted to oonfront each other md their 
own and the advenary's witnesses. Neither the defender of the 
bond nor the promotor of justice need take part. It is not neces
sary that the parties employ lawyers, or have lawyers appointed 
by the court. The parties may omit preparing written defenses 
of their cue after the probative stage of the trial is dosed, and 
they may leave it to the conscience of the judge to render a de
cision simply on the strength of the evidence wh.ich hu been 
submitted durin1 the course of the trial. The parties may dispense 
by mutual agreement from the necessity of having the witnesses 
heard under oath. The judge cannot propose que1tions of his own 
to the witnesses, . but only such as are suggested by the parties or 
their lawyers, saving the cue where the judge does not understand 
the nature of some piece of evidence which has been submitted. 
Finally, the joining of the issues in civil trials is usually more in· 
volved than in other kinds of trials. 

Civil trials are comparatively rare in ecclesiastical courts : ( l ) 
because they are often -avoided by means of compromise or arbitra
tion; (2) because questions involving temporal rights are settled 
by the ecclesiutical courts only in the case of those defendants 
who enjoy the privilege of the forum, so that if the defendant is 
a layman the cleric must sue him in the secular courts : ador 1e1ui
tur forum rei; (3) be12use in the U. S. contrary custom permia 
a layman to sue a cleric in the secular courts in purely temporal 
questions, so that the only civil suits reserved to the ecclesiastical 
courts are those in which both defendant and plaintiff are moral 
ecclesiastical persons, or individual penons who enjoy the privilege 
of the forum. Thus, a civil trial in the diocesan tribunal miaht 
be requested to determine which of two parishes with similar names 
is the real beneficiary mentioned in a pious legacy. 



Chapter III 

CRIMINAL TBIALS IN PARTICULAR 

A criminal trial has for its object the legal discussion and 
settlement of a criminal charge \'Vith . the view to inflicting or de· 
daring an ecclesiastical punishment. The object of every criminal 
trial is an offense (delictum), i.e., the violation of an ecclesiastical 
law which carries a penal sanction, e.g., heresy, enrollment in 
forbidden societies, marriage attempted by a cleric in major orders, 
apostacy from one's Order or CongTegation, etc. Only public 
offenses justify a criminal trial. An offense is public which has 
been divulged, or which has been committed under circumstances 
that make it probable it will soon become divulged ( c. 1933 ; and 
2197, n. 1). 

Criminal trials follow the general plan common to other 
trials, but in four respects they differ somewhat. We shall consider, 
therefore : ( 1 ) the preliminaries to a criminal trial : ( 2) the con· 
struction of a criminal trial; ( 3) criminal trials in clerical exempt 
religions ; ( 4) some doubtful points of law. 

ART. I 

PrelimlDarlea to a: Czlmlnal Tri.al 

These may be reduced to three: 1) an investigation into the 
charges prior to the opening of the trial ; 2) the reprimand of the 
delinquent; 3) the formal bill of accusation. 

§1. THE INVESTIGATION 

(c. 1939-1946) 

Where the offense is public, certain and notorious, the prelimi
nary inquest into the charges is unnecessary, and the promoter of 
justice at once formulates his bill of accusation. This, however, 
is seldom the case. 

612 
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Usually, charges reach the Ordinary through hearsay, rumor, 
general talk, or b}' private denunciation on the part of some indi
vidual, i.e., a private accusation. If the Ordinary. in such easel 
were to proceed at once against the accused, there might be danger 
that the good name of the latter would suffer unjustly by false 
accusations. Hence, the law calls for a secret investigation, and 
even this is out of place, unle.u, there are grave arguments present 
indicating the probability of an offense, for the good name of the 
accused can suffer equally b}' even secret investigations, if the 
charges carry with them no solid credibility. Hence, no weight 
ought to be given, e.g., to unsigned letters of denunciation, or to 
charges made by garrulous, or vile and untrustworthy persons. 

But where the accusations seem probably true, because, e.g., 
supported by details of time, place, frequency, and other circum
stances surrounding the alleged offence, the Ordinary can autboriu 
the secret preliminary investigation. For this purpose he will usually 
delegate one of the synodal judges. Nor should he always appoint 
the same priest as investigator to discharge these unpleasant duties, 
lest the lnttc-r become the object of gene.ral opprobrium. 

The investigator is bound to secrecy of office. In fact, he wilJ 
take an oath to observe secrecy and to perform his duty faithfully. 
He has a right to expect help from those who made denunciations, 
and demand that they furnish him with the names of witnesses, with 
documents, or other forms of proof. He will in turn put all persons 
he questions under oath to maintain secrecy. When questioning 
witnesses he will observe the same rules of procedure as obtain 
in the ordinary trial, e.g., as regards the oath to speak the truth, to 
maintain secrecy, the admissibility and non-admissibility of certain 
types of witnesses, etc. ( c. 1944). The investigation is conducted in 
secret outside of court, and the accused is generally not approached 
at this 1tage. 

When the investigator thinks that no further evidence is avail
able or required, he submits the acts of the investigation to the 
Ordinary. After studying the acts of the investigation the Ordinary 
must do one of three things: 1) if he concludes that the charges 
are altogether unfounded, he will issue a decree to that effect, 
place the acts in the secret archives of the diooese, and consider the 
whole affair closed; 2) if there are indications of an oileme having 
been committed but not sufficient to justify imperiling the &cJOd 
name of the accused by commencing a public criminal trial, the 
Ordinary will again file the acts of the investigation in the secret 
archives, but he may hear the accu5ed, and if the case so warrants, 
he may administer an admonition and even place him under surveil-
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lance; 3) if in the judgment of the Ordinary the investigation es
tablishes the crime as certain or at least very probable, both in 
~pect to its author and to moral imputability, he will generall)· 
call the accused before him with a vic\v to soliciting a confession 
(c. 1946). 

§2. RBPRIMAND OF THE DBLINQVENT 

Since it is the mission of the Church to heal rather than to 
bruise, to correct rather than to punish, a criminal trial may not 
be begun, generally speaking, if the accused pleads guilty. The 
opportunity to confess his guilt is given the aecuscd before the mm· 
mencemcnt of the trial, i.e., when he is invited (not cited) by the 
Ordinary, at the end of the investigation, to explain the charges 
preferred against him. Should the accused plead guilty at this 
intervielv, the Ordinary, in" addition to administering a salutary 
rebuke, may impose some penance or remedial penalty which 
he deems 11-ppropriate to repair any scandal which the accused ma)' 
ha\re given, and to satisfy for any injury done, e.g., that the delin
quent retract certain statements, that he make a public apology, etc. 
(c. 1947, 1952). 
· However, the reprimand may not be substituted, and the trial 
must take place in these cases: 

I) la crimes which the law punishes with the severe penalties 
of excommunication reserved s'eciali11imfJ 111odo or spedali modo to 
the Holy Sec, or with privation of benefice, with infamy, deposition 
or degradation ( c. 194-8, n. 1 ) ; 

2) In crimes which the law punishes with latae s.ntentiae 
penalties, for here the penalty has already been incurred and it 
must be so declared in the criminal trial (c. 194-8, n. 2) ;· 

3) In those cases in which the Ordinary judges that a rebuke 
will be insufficient to repair the &eandal or injury done (c. 1948, 
n.3); _ 

4) If the offender has repeated a crime after being twice 
rebuked (c. 1949); 

5) If the accused denies his guilt ( c. 1954) • 
If the accused pleads guilty, the trial, where called for, is very 

short and a mere formality, proof other than his confession beina 
hardl)• necessary. 

§3. TH1 BILL OF AccvsATION 

The third requisite preliminary to a criminal trial is the bill 
of accusation. This is equivalent to the "'~plr:r lib1ll111, or bill of 
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complaint in other trials, and in it the promoter of justice enumer
ates the charges against the accused, quotes the law establishing 
the charges as penal offenses, and calls upon the court to cite the 
accused and institute the canonical trial (c. 1955). The promoter 
of justice is not permitted to formulate and present the bill of 
accusation until he has been authorized to do so by the Ordinary. 
When authorizing the promoter of justice to proceed, because judicial 
reprimand cannot be substituted for the trial, the Ordinary will 
at the same time hand over to him the acts of the investigation, and 
from these acts the promoter of justice gathers his material for the 
drafting of the bill of accusation ( c. 19 54). 

ART. 11 

Comtruc:tlon of the Criminal Trial 

Once the promoter of justice has submitted to the court the 
bill of accusation, the criminal trial proceeds in the manner of 
other trials ( c. 1959). Only a few points arc peculiar to the pro
ceedings which need be noted here. The accused i;;, never put under 
oath in the trial lest he be tempted to perjury ( c. 1744). He is 
bound to have a lawyer either of his o\Vn choice, or one appointed 
by the court ( c. 1655, § 1). 

The plaintiff in criminal trials is the promoter of justice, the 
defendant is the accused. The promoter of justice has the right to 
be invited and to be present at every session, and to formulate 
questions to be proposed by the court to the accused and the wit
nesses. He may call in witnesses of his own, and submit any other 
legitimate proof to substantiate the offense and the guilt of the 
accused. He may challenge the witnesses and other prooh oHered 
by the accused. 

In the first session at which the bill of accusation is read to 
the accused to the end that by admitting some counts and denyinc 
others a joining of the issues may be reached, it may happen that 
the accused pleads guilty to all the charges, even though he refused 
to do so before, e. g., because he had no idea of the evidence at 
hand against him, or he has undergone a change of heart. Here, 
there is still room to administer the official reprimand and to dis· 
continue the trial, if the case is one which does not forbid that the 
reprimand be substituted, as seen above ( c. 1950). But should the 
accused penist in denyin1e the charEes, it will be necessarv for the 
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promoter of justice to have the witneues formally cited who testified 
during the preliminary investigation, and to call in new witneS'les 
if such are necessary to overthrow or weaken the arpments which 
the accused may ofter during the course of the trial. 

When the judge finally decree& that the probative stap of the 
trial should be brought to a cloae he i11ues a decree to that effect. 
The accused hu the right to examine the arguments \\·hich militate 
against him, and with the aid of his lawyer to prepare a written 
defense of his innocence. In like manner the promoter of justice 
prepares his written argumentation in an attempt to find the accused 
euilty. These defenses are exchanged through the medium of the 
court, and the· accused as well as the promoter of justice has the 
right to prepare a written rejoinder to the defense of the other. 

On the day appointed by the presiding judge, the court convenes 
and pauea sentence, each judge havin1 atudied the acts of the trial, 
and the written defenses of the accused and the promoter of justice. 
Criminal trials are conducted by a colleciate court of three or five 
judges depending upon the nature of the penalty involved (cfr. 
c. 1576). 

In offenses of a more serious nature the Ordinary, once a trial 
has been instituted, has the right to forbid the accused to receive 
holy communion publicl)•, and if a cleric, to forbid him the exercise 
of the sacred ministry, should this be deemed necessary to avoid 
scandal (c. 1956). Moreover, the Ordinary may direct that the 
accused leave the town, or parish, and retire to some other designated 
place for the time being if there is fear that he might intimidate or 
bribe the witnesses, or in any other way obstruct the coune of 
justice (c. 1957). 

In connection with criminal trials the question arises whether 
the court must reveal to the accused the names of the witnasea who 
testified against him. Some authors assert that this is obligatory 
just as in any other trial, for how otherwise could the accu1ed 
defend himself or challenge the trustworthiness of his accusers? 
Others would permit the court to withhold the names, either 
because such is the practice of the Rota, or because the court usually 
has ways of ascertaining if the witnesaes are manifest enemies of the 
accused, or berause hard feelings must be avoided as far as pos•ible, 
or becau~ few witnrsses would testify in tht event their names were 
published for fear of possible lawauit• based upon defamation of 
character, or for fear of other recriminatory acts on the part of the 
accused (cfr. Hughes, James A., .. Witnesses in Criminal Trillls": 
C. U. Press, 1937). 
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At the present day criminal triab are the exception in the 
Church. Laymen are probably never brought to court due to our 
&eparation of Church and State system, with possible a111llatio 
tamquam ab ab11111 involvements. For them there is another court, 
namely, the court of conscience. Delinquent clerics, on the other 
hand, are effectively corrected and restrained in most cases either 
by penancn, or by those penalties which can be threatened by way 
of precept, and infticted extrajudicially by way of decree as we 
shall see. 

ART. 111 

Criminal Tdala In Clerical Exempt Rellqlom 

In these religions it is only the major superiors who can set 
up court. They need not preside at trials in person, but may 
appoint a delegated judge, assigning him two or four associate 
judgn according to the nature of the case. Appeals are taken from 
the provincial's court to the general's court, and from the abbot's 
to the archabbot's court. 

The trial i11 constructed with the same formalities as the ordinary 
criminal trial described in the preceding article, and so the major 
superior must also appoint a notary and promoter of justice. 
But in the dismissal of a religious with perpetual vows, the special 
preliminaries antecedent to the trial must be observed as described 
on p. 386. 

ART. IV 

Some Douhtful Point. of Law 

Canon 1933, H states that no trial is needed to inflict the 
penalties of excommunication, suspension and interdict, but these 
the Ordinar)' can impose extrajudicially by way of precept. That 
means the Ordinary has fint i11ued a command to some individual 
enjoining a particular dut)', and threatening one of the above 
penalties in the event of disobedience. It is only neceasary that in 
these cases the offen~e be certain. 

Some doubts ari&e in connection \Vith this canon, and they 
have not been settled as }'Ct by the Holy See, so that canonists 
are still divided in their opinions, namely: 

1 ) Can the superior apply extrajudicially the above three 
penalties if these have been established by the common /au• for the 
offense in question ? 
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2) Can the superior impose suspension by way of precept, 
intending t.he suspension as a flindictitle penalty rather than a censure? 

3) Does c. 1933, §4 contain an exlulustwe list of penalties 
that can be applied outside of a court trial? Could the superior, 
e. g., threaten privation of active and pll§ive voice by way of 
precept? 

The la'v is clear and allows extrajudicial procedure in the case 
of certain penalties, and again in the case of certain offenses. 

1) As to penalties. Suspension ex inf ormata conscientilz, from 
its very nature is imposed summarily (cfr. p. 664). 

Penal privation of a rtmofJable office may be effected outside of 
a court trial (c. 192, §3). 

Dismiul from one's rclieion can be decreed outside of a crim
inal trial, except in the case of religious with perpetual vows in 
clerical exempt religions. 

2) As to offenses. The superior can proceed extrajudicially 
against these offenses: a) where a cleric is guilty of non-residence, 
concubinage or neglect of pastoral duties ( dr. p. 660 ff.) ; b) \vhere 
a cleric renounces the faith, attempts marriage, joins the armed serv
ice unlawfully, fails to resume the clerical garb, or residence after be
ing warned by his superior ( c. 188) ; c) if a religious renounces the 
faith, attempts marriage, or deserts with a person of the opposite sex 
( c. 646) ; d) in all cases of scandal or grave sin even though no 
penalty was threatened by the law or the superior, although what 
kind of penalty is allowed is not clear (c. 2222, §1). 



Chapter N 

MATBIMOIUAL TBIALS IN PARTICULAB 

The vast majority of trials in the Church today concern 
marriaae questions. But not all marriage qu5tions need be settled 
by way of a trial ; in many cues an extrajudicial process suffices. 

In three articles we shall discuss.: I) the formal marriage trial; 
2) the summacy marriage trial; 3) extrajudicial marriage proc:eses. 

AB! 1 

The Formal Mcmlave Tllal 

The formal marriage trial is required to determine the validity 
of a contested marriage in three cases: 1 ) in impotency cases; 2) in 
defective consent cases; 3) lvhere an impediment of c. 1990 is not 
certain. 

With the exception of a few points proper to marriage trials, 
the procedure· required for the ordinacy trial as outlined in Chapter I 
of the present Book mutit be observed. Until recently the matrimonial 
diocesan courts often found it confusing when conducting a formal 
trial to refer to different sections of the Code for the lecrislatinn 
governing its procedure. For it will be noticed that in addition to 
what \Ve shall say in the present article, and which is taken from 
Title XX of Book IV of the Code (c. 1960-1989), marriage trials 
are likewise governed by the general law on trials, as contained in 
Title I-XVII of Boole IV of the Code (c. 1556-1924). To simpli
fy matters die S. C. of the Sacraments on Aug. 15, 1936 (Atta 
XXVIII, 313, If.) issued a lengthy Instruction which restates the 
canons of the Code on matrimonial procedure in an orderly manner, 
both the canons which relate to trials in general inlofar as they 
have application to marriage trials, as well as those canons which find 
particular application to marriage trials. An English tranalation 
of the lnstrllction is found in Bouscaren, Can01t Law Dig•ll, vol. 
II, 202, tf.; while for an exhaustive commentary on the Instruction 

,19 
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the reader is referred to Doheny, Proe1durt in Ma"iagt Trials (For
mal Ca111). 

In this article we shall confine ourseh•es to those points which 
are proper to marriage trials, reminding the reader apin that in 
all other respects the common norms laid down above for trials 
in general must be observed. \Ve shRll consider: 1) the competent 
forum; 2) the personnel of the matrimonial court; 3) the plaintiffs 
in marriage trials; 4) the proofs admissible in marriaee trials; 
5) appeals from the sentences of marriage courts. 

§I. THB COMPETBNT FORt.Tl\I 

Marriage causes of baptized persoru belong by exclusive and 
inherent right to the Church (c. 1960). The reason is that Christ 
Our Lord raised the natural contract of marriage to the diiJlity of 
a Sacrament when entered into between baptized persons. Thus, 
Christian marriage \Vas raised to the statw of a sacred thin'? over 
which the Church alone ma}' claim jurisdiction. Hence, the Church, 
to the exclusion of the State, judges: 1 ) concerning the validity of 
the bond of a Christian marriage ; 2) concerning the effects which 
ftow immediately therefrom, i.e., the question of lqitimacy, and 
the right to separation from bed and board. But the State exclusively 
legislates and judi:es concerning the validity of the marriage of 
infidels and concerning the purely temporal effects of Christian 
marriare, e.1.1 dowry, titles of nobility, the right of succession to 
an inheritance, etc. ( c. 1961 ) . 

As to the competency of the different ecclesiastical tribunals 
among themselvCJ, we must distinguish between matrimonial causes 
reserved to the Holy See, and those not so reserved. 

To the Roman Pontiff, or the Holy See, are reserved: 
1) The matrimonial causes of supreme Christian civil rulers, 

those of their children, and of the persons who are to succeed next 
to the supreme rule ; and these causes are reserved directly to the 
Roman Pontiff (c. 1962, 1557, §1, n. t); 

2) Judgment concerning ratum ~t 11on-consummatum cases is 
reserved to the S. Congregation of the Sacraments ; or if one party 
u a non-Catholic, to the Hoh· Office ( c. 1962; c. 247, §3; S. C. Holy 
Off. Jan. 27, 1928; Acta XX, 75); 

3) To the Holy Office are reserved marriage cues when it is 
alleged that a subeequent marriage was rende-red invalid due to the 
faulty application of the Pauline Privilege; likewise the cue con· 
templated in the preceding number (c. 1962). 

All other marriage causes may be judged by the local Ordinaiy's 
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court. To determine which local Ordinary has competence with 
r~pect to other local Ordinaries these rules obtain: 

1) B}' reason of contract the judge of the place where the 
marriage was contracted is competent (c. 1964); 

2) By reason of domicile or quasi-domicile the judge of the 
place where the Jr/rnJant has a domicile or quasi-domicile ~ com
petent ( c. 196-f.). Hence, if the defendant at present lives in a diocese 
different from that in which he married, the plaintiff has the option 
of brinii:inir the case to either the judge of the place where the 
marriage was contracted, or to the judge of the place where the 
defendant is at present domiciled or quasi-domiciled. But if the 
defendant has a domicile in one diocese and a quasi-domicile in 
another, and the plaintiff chooses to sue in the court of the quasi
domicile, the judge of the place of quasi-domicile must first inquire 
concerning the reasona which prompt the plaintiff to bring his case 
to this court rather than to the court of domicile, or to the court 
of the diocese where the marriage was contracted. For it often 
happens that the court of quasi-domicile is preferred by the plaintiff 
in the hope that the defendant being less known in such place, and 
having fewer relatives and friends to testify in his behalf, will be 
less able to defend the validity of his marriage (cfr. Decree of the 
S. C. Sacr., Dec. 23, 1929; Acta XXll, 168); 

3) The rule that a marriage case must be brought to the 
domicile of t~e defendant suffers no exception even where a wife 
has been maliciousl}' deserted by her husband, and wishes to contest 
the validit)' of her marriage with him. She must bring auit in 
the place of the husband's domicile or quasi-domicile. Only after 
she has obtained a decree of legitimate separation from bed and 
board from the ecclesiastical authorities may she sue her husband in 
the place of her own domicile or quasi-domicile (Code' Comm. 
July 14, 1922; Acta XIV, 529): 

4) Where one party to the contested marriqe is a non
Catholic, the domicile or quasi-domicile of the Catholic party 
determines competency even though the Catholic party is the plaintiff 
( c. 196+). A Catholic wife who has only a separate quasi-domicile 
of her own, in the supposition that she bu not obtained from the 
Church a decree of legitimate separation from bed and board, may 
sue her 11011-Catholk husband in the place of her own quasi-domicile 
or in the place of the husband's domic:ile {Code Comm. July 14, 
1922: Acta XIXV, 530). 
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·§2. PERSONNBL OF THB COUR.T 

Marriage trials where the validity of the bond is involved call 
for a collegiate court of three judges (c. 1576). It is not required 
that all three judges be present at every session. It suffices if after 
the conclusio in carua each judge be given a copy of the acts of 
the trial, of all evidence submitted, of the written defenses of the 
parties and of the defender of the bond, so that they may draw their 
own conclusions, set down their opinioru in writing, and convene at 
a special session for the rendering of the sentence. 

In addition, we have in every marriage trial a notary and a 
courier. But what is especially to be noted, is that the defender of the 
bond must be present at, or at least be invited for every session. 
It is the right and duty of the defender of the bond: 

1) To be present at the examination of the parties, witnesses 
and experts, and to formulate the questions for the court to propose 
to these individuals; 

2) To be informed of all witnesses produced by the plaintiff, 
of all documents and other proofs, and to challenge the same if 
the case so warrants ; 

3) To produce witnesses of his own, documents, and any other 
kinds of proof in order to weaken the plaintiff' a cue; 

4) After the probative stage of the trial and the publication 
of the acts, to prepare a written defense in support of the validity of 
the marriage (c. 1967-1969). 

It is obvious that the common weal demands in marriage trials 
the presence of such an oftidal as the defender of the bond. For it 
often happens that both parties are desirous of a declaration of 
nullity, and to that end they may even frame a case beforehand. 
Since there is no defendant in a case of this kind, and in order 
to avoid collusion between the parties, the Church requires that 
the defender of the bond uphold the validity of the marriap, and 
thus beoome the defendant tz officio. Even where the one party 
opposes a declaration of nullity, the defender of the bond must 
nevertheless participate in the trial, becoming a co-defendant with 
said party in that event. 

At times the law requires that 'the lt'omottr of justicr also 
intervene in marriage trials. This applies when the parties arc 
deprived of the right to petition a declaration of nullity (dr. infra). 
Also it applies when two parties are united in an invalid marriage 
and are giving public scandal, and neither petitions to have the 
marriage declared invalid, and special circumstances urge an oftidal 
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declaration. It then becomes the duty of the promoter of justice, 
as diocesan attorney, to either have the parties seek the validation 
of their marriage, or if this is not possible, to demand that the court 
declare the marriap invalid. Throughout the trial the promoter of 
justice will act as plaintiff, the defender of the bond acting as 
defendant. 

§3. PLAINTIFFS IN MAIUUAOE TRIALS 

Only the parties to a marriage, and the promoter of justice, 
have the right to petition a declaration of the nullity of their mar
riage (c. 1971, §1). Other individuals may simply denounce an 
invalid marriage to the court with the request (not demand) that a 
declaration of nullity be issued ( c. 1971, §2) • 

But the parties to a marriage are debarred from petitioning a 
declaration of the invalidity of their marriage: 

1 ) In the case of a non-Catholic plaintiff, unlCS'S previous 
permission is obtained from the Holy Office (H. 0., Jan. 27, 1928; 
Acta XX, 75) e.g., it is his first marriage that obstructs his second 
contemplated marriage with a Catholic who is otherwise free; 

2) \Vhere the spouses were the culpable cause of the nullity 
of their marriage, e. I·• by having placed a condition to their con
sent contrary to the substance of marriage. Here they may do no 
more than dmounce their marriage to the court \Vith the request 
that a declaration !>f nullity be issued (c. 1971, §1 ). It then devolves 
upon the promoter of justice to present to the court a formal bill 
of complaint if he thinks this justified because of scandal, the im
possibility of reconciliation of the parties, now divorced and remar
ried, and their repentance (Code Comm. July 17, 1933; A eta XXV, 
345; Code Comm. Mar. 12, 1929; Acta XXI, 171). 

It follows that the promoter of justice has the right to attack 
a marriage either when the parties are forbidden to petition a 
declaration of nullity, or refuse to do so. But the impediment which 
invalidatts the marriage must be public by its nature. 

§4. PROOFS IN MAlUUAGB TllIALS 

In addition to the proofs admissible in ordinary trials, there 
are three other kinds of proofs peculiar to marriaee trials, namely : 
1 ) the testimony of near relatives; 2) bodily inspection; 3) the 
~estimony of the seventh hand. 

Ttstimon1 of relatfoes-We have already seen how in the 
ordinary trial the testimony of near kin is debarred for the reason 
that love of kin often prevails over love of truth. But in marriage 
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trials near relatives of the parties are permitted to testify in their 
behalf (c. 1974). The reasons are necessity and expediency. Intimate 
family affairs, such as matrimonial plans and difficulties, are usually 
discussed only with one's nearest kin. Hence the prevalence of 
parents, brothen and sisten, aunts and uncles to testily to such 
matters in a marriage trial as to : when the parties to the contested 
marriage first met and under what circumstances, whether the day11 
of courtship were spent in apparent happiness or rather in constant 
quarrels and bidcerings, whether the parties showed signs of joy on 
the wedding day, whether at any time prior to the marriage the 
party confided to the witness his opinions concerning divorce, 
attitude toward offspring, etc. 

Bodil1 inspei·tiun-Where sexual impotency is claimed as the 
impediment invalidating a marriage, it is necessary that both parties 
undergo a phylical examination by experts (c. 1976). lmpotencr, 
which is not to be confused with sterility, the latter being no 
impediment, is the inability to perform the sexual act necessary 
for procreation. Usually this is caused by some abnormaiit)• in the 
1enital organs. At tilnts it may be clue to some ps)•chic cause, e.g., 
frigidity, revulsion on the part of the woman to the sexual act. 

Two physicians are to be appointed for the examination of the 
man, and two midwives for the examination of the \Voman, unless 
the latter consents to an examination by male physic:iaru. At the 
examination of the woman there should ahvays be present an honest 
matron of good morals (c. 1979). 

The physicians, midwives and matron are appointed by the 
court (c. 1979). Each physician (or midwife) must conduct the 
examination independently of the other, and must submit to the court, 
independently of the other, his or her written opinion concerning 
the question of impotency. Later, each appears in court to answer 
orally the questions prepared by the defender of the bond ( c. 1980· 
1981). 

Ttstimon)' of the seventh hand-The testimony of the seventh 
hand ( testimonium septimae manru) is simply the testimony of seven 
witnesses who testify to the trust\vorthiness of the parties to the 
trial in impotency cases where impotency cannot be proved by bodily 
inspection either because one or both parties refuse to submit to 
an examination, or because the woman bas had r.hildren bv another 
man, or because the examination has proved the absence of physical 
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impotency although there may still be impotenq• present due to 
mental causes. These witnesss are called of the l'rJentlt hand 
probably becawe of the ancient custom of raising the hand in the 
act of testifying. 

There must be seven witnesses for one party and seven other 
'"·itnesses to testify to the trustWorthine• of the other party, i.e., 
14 witnesses in all. Usuall)•, unless prudence suggests otherwise 
in some particular case, they are also asked what they know about 
the circumstana:s which preceded, accompanied and followed the 
marriage at issue. Thus, if they can assert that they had heard 
the parties complain of their childless condition at an unsuspect 
time, i.e., before the idea of a marriage trial was ever thought ot, 
such testimony adds greater weight than if they simply assert that 
they bclie,·e the parties to be truthful persons, and have a reputation 
for veracit}' in general, and can be relied upon in the case under 
consideration when the)· state that sexual intercourse between them 
is impossible. 

\Vhere one or the other party cannot produce seven penon5 
(preferably relatives or intimate associates) who know him well 
enough to testify to his trustworthiness, this fact should be recorded 
in the acts of the trial, and if the judge cannot eN o/f icio supply for 
the wanted number, the trial may proceed with fewer witnesses 
(cfr. c. 197S). 

§S. THB APPEAL 

If the tribunal pronounces a marriage valid, the plaintdl has 
the right to appeal the case to the court of second instance. If this 
court of second instance likelvise pronounces the marriage valid, 
no further action is allowed on the part of the plaintiff, but he may 
ask that the trial be reopened at any future time when he comes 
into possession of ne\v evidence to support his claims. The reason 
is that marriage trials, like all trials which concern the legal status 
of persons, never become irrevocably adjudged. 

On the other hand, should the court of first instance find the 
marriage invalid, it is the duty of the defender of the bond to appeal 
the case to the court of second instance. Should he fail in this 
his duty, and even though ten days or more have elapsed since the 
court of first instance passed sentence, the sentence does not become 
an adjudged matter. It is peculiar about marriage trials that nvo 
sentences pronouncing the marriage invalid are needed before the 
plaintiff can enter upon a new marriage (c. 1986-1989). 
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ABT. II 

8ummm7 Marriave Trials 
(c. 1990-1992) 

This is a abort form of trial in which documents count for 
more than witnesses. It can be followed when the marriage bond 
is attacked as invalid by reason of any of the following impediments: 
I ) disparity of cult ; 2) major orders; 3) the solemn vo\v of 
chastity ; 4) a previous marriage bond ; 5) consanguinity ; 6) affinity; 
7) spiritual relationship. 

It had been disputed by authors whether the impediment of 
nonage justified a summary trial, but a recent answer of the Code 
Comm. said that nonage called for the lengthy solemn, or formal, 
trial. At the same time the Code Comm. solved another disputed 
question when it stated that the process spoken of here in c.1990-
1992 was to be considered a trial, not an extrajudicial process 
(Acta, 1944, p. 94). 

It is es&ential in_ the summary trial that the plaintiff must offer 
documents which of themselves prove: 1) that one of the above 
impediments existed to invalidate his marriage; 2) that no dupensa· 
tion from the impediment was granted. 

In disparity of cult cases, however, it seems sufficient to prove 
the non-baptism of one party through witnesses alone. Negative 
facts can hardly be proved through documents directly. But in· 
directly this is possible, e.g., where the marriage register, as also 
the chancery files, show no trace of a dispensation having been 
granted from a marriap impediment. 

Although the impediment in the last analysis ia definitely 
proved by one authentic document alone, e. g., consanguinity through 
the baptismal register, yet every summary trial will require that 
a number of other documents be presented to prove that this one 
main document really establishes conclusive proof. It must be 
shown, e.g., that a marriage was actually contracted. that no dis
pensation was obtained, that these are the hvo partits mentioned 
in the marriage certificate, that they are the same persons whose 
names appear in the baptism:il register as descending from the 
same common stock giving rise to consanguinity, that they have 
been freed from the civil bond of marriage by a civil divorce decree, 
that at least one of them really desires a declaration of nullity as 
shown through the written bill of complaint, that at least one is 
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baptized and held to the impediment and the Church is competent 
to pass judgment. etc. 

All this collateral or supplementary evidence can be put into 
written form by means of various official documents and the affi. 
davits of the parties to the marriage and of the. witnesses, or the 
court's policy may be to call the parties and witnesses to the place 
of court and interview them personally. the notary recordine: their 
teatimony. Nothing in the law, or in the nature of the summary trial, 
seems to necessitate the personal appearance of the parties and 
witnesses in court. 

The summary and the formal marriage trial have these things 
in common : I ) the Official, not the chancellor or the vicar-general 
handles them; 2) he must be competent in reipect to other diocesan 
oourts; 3) the parties must be cited, although what this imports· is 
not clear; it may mean that it suffices to give the defendant a heer
ing anywhere; 4) the defender of the bond must intervene at least 
to the extent of reading through the evidence oonsigncd to him by 
the Official, and objecting to the nature of the same, or to its 
sufficiency, if he wishes ($. C. Sacr. ProfJiJa; art. 226-228). 

The summary trial differs from the formal trial chiefly in 
these points: 1) there is no joining of issues; 2) lawyers and pro
curators are unnecessary; 3) there is no coneluno in tau.sa; 4) there 
are no written defenses ; S ) there is no need of a two-fold sentence 
declaring the marriage invalid. One declaration suffices unless the 
defender of the ·bond appeals against the first sentence to the court 
of second instance. This court in tura will revielv the case sum· 
marily, and either confirm the first sentence, or remand the whole 
case to the court of first instance to be tried by way of a formal trial. 

For documents and forms generally required and employed 
in summary trials, cfr. our "Pastor and MllTriagt Cases.'' 

ART. III 

Exlnducllc:lal Mcmlaqe Procell ... 

Theae may be reduced to two categories: 1 ) the administrative 
processes; 2) the infonnative processes. 

§ l. ADMINISTRA.TIV.1 PROCESS.IS 

ClanJtStinity or def ectifJe form case1-A marriage which a 
Catholic contracts outside of the Church, either before a non-
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Catholic minister or a civil official, can be declared invalid by the 
local Ordinary, or by the pastor if authorized by him. The 
chancellor usually gathers the necessary papers, or authorizes the 
pastor or his assistant to do so, before submitting the evidence for 
the bishop's declaration of invalidity. These various documents must 
sho\v: 1) that a marriage ·was contracted not in canonical form ; 
2) that one party at least was held to the Catholic form u shown 
through the baptismal, first communion or confirmation certificates; 
3) that the marriage was never validated later in due canonical 
form; 4) that a civil decree of divorce has been obtained. 

PrtsumeJ death cases-If one spouse has disappeared, and has 
not been heard from over a period of years, but there is no con· 
elusive proof of his death, church law, unlike ci\"il law, does not 
permit remarriage automatically after a lapse of a certain number 
of years. It is necessary that the bishop, after examining the proofs 
of death offered by the surviving spouse, arrive at moral certaint1· 
that the other has really died. Once he has satisfied himself on this 
point, the bishop alone issues the declaration of freedom without 
the need of any trial, or the intervention of the defender of the bond. 

Pauline Prifliltgt cast1-A marriage contracted by two unbap
tized persons may be dissolved in virtue of the Pauline Privilege if: 
1 ) the petitioner is a convert to the faith; 2) the other sp0usc re
mains unbaptized ; 3) the unbaptized comort refuses to be baptized, 
or at least to live peacefully with the convert. Once these facts are 
established the bishop may declare the C9nvert free to contract a 
new marriage with a Catholic. For documents and forms in all 
the above cases, dr. our Pa11or anti Marriage Cas11. 

§2. INFORMATIVE PllOCESSIS 

Theae are conducted with a view to advising the Holy See 
lvhether a tluso/111io11 of a valid marriage may be granted : 1 ) in so
callesl raltnn tt 11011-consf1mmat11111 cases; 2) in a consummated 
marriage between a baptized non-Catholic and a non-baptiZed (X'rson, 
one of whom is converted to the faith, but because of the pre!ena: of 
baptism in the case of one of the spouses, the Pauline Privilege 
cannot be invoked (in fa1Jorem fitlei cases). 

R.atum tt 11on·to11111mmatflm cast.r--Canon 1119 claims for the 
Church the right to dissolve. the bonds of a valid marriage between 
Christians (baptized persons), or between a baptized and an unbap· 
tized person, provided the marriage was not consummated by nat
ural intercourse. While such a right as this cannot be read explicitly 
into any text of Sacred Scripture, yet its existence is proved alone 
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by the long-standing practice of the Church. From the 11th century 
on the Roman Pontiffs have dispensed from the bonds of such unions 
on the theory that they are not perfect symbols of the union of 
Christ and His Church, and so are not perfect mania~. In 
dissolving the bonds of such marriages the Pope proceeds as the 
infallible interpreter of Holy Writ, i.e., he interprets the words 
of Christ: What God hath joined together. ltt no man ;ut asundtr, 
as applying solely to a consummated marriage between two baptized 
persons. 

Although the procedure followed in ratum et non·t:on.r11111111atum 
cases is rather lengthy and involved, yet it cannot be strictly called 
a marriage trial for the simple reason that certain formalities of a 
trial are wanting, e.g., no sentence is issued by the Ordinary, or 
the S. Congregation, but if the divorce is granted, it may be called 
a favor or dispensation at the most; nor is there a joining of i11ues, 
or a court of three judges, or a written defense by the parties, etc. 
But in most respects the process follows the general outlines of a 
formal trial, so much so that the S. C. of the Sacraments on May 7, 
1923, issued a lengthy Instruction concerning the procedure to be 
followed (Arta XV, JSQ, sq.), an English tranilation of which is 
found in Bouscaren, Canon Law Digest, I, 7~. sq. 

The party (or parties) who desires the dissolution of his non· 
consummated marriage presents a written petition to the bishop, 
although it should be worded as addressed to the So\•creign Pontiff. 
In this petition the facts are stated in rough outline upon '"hich 
the non-consummation is claimed, and the reason; which will justify 
the Pope ip granting a dissolution, for the Pope in this case needs 
a just reason since he is dispensing from the divine law by 
vicarious power. 

The petition is transmitted to Rome (the S.C. of the Sacra· 
ments, or the Holy Office if one party to the marriage is a non
Catholic). If the Congregation admits the petition, it delegates 
the bishop to construct the informative p~ either personally 
or through a subdelPgated priest of his choice. The process must 
prove: 1) the non-consummation of the marriage: 2) the existence 
of reasons justifying a dispensation. As in the ordinary marria&e 
trial, the parties are cited and que5tioned, and the wife must submit 
to a bodily inspection by competent physicians or midwives. If 
this inspection cannot be conducted, or would prove idle because, e.g., 
the woman is a widowed mother, each party must furnish =:even 
witnesses to testify to his veracity, the same as in impotency cases 
(c. 1975, 1976). The defender of the bond participates in the 
proa:ss throughout, prepares questionnaire~. challenges the proofs 
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adduced by the parties, and prepares a \Vritten opinion of the 
case at the end of the proceedings. The acts are sent to the Con
gregation, no sentence being passed by the bishop or the sub
dclegatcd jud&e, for their duty is merely to inform the Congregation 
of the facts arrived at by means of the informative process. The acts 
at Rome are studied by certain con1ultors, and if they report favorably, 
it remains for the . Cardinal Prefect of the Conaregation to refer 
the p~ition to the R. Pontiff, asking that a dispensation be granted 
from the bond1 of the non-mnsummatcd marriage. For forms and 
questionnaires consult our Pastor and Marriag' Casts. 

In /avorem fidei c111n-Whcn a dissolution is desired from 
the bonds of a valid marriage con_tracted between a baptized and 
an unbaptized person, because the parties are divorced, and one 
is now a Catholic convert, or prospective convert desiring marriage 
with a Catholic, in such case the convert may petition of the Pope 
a dissolution from the bonds of his (her) first marriage. Here 
the Pope will again act by vicarious authority as the representative 
of Christ Himself ( Quotlcumq111 sol~eris, etc.). The Ordinar)· 
simply informs the Holy Office of the facts in the cue, sends the 
proofs of non-baptism of one spouse to the first marriage, states 
the reason lvhich might justify a dispensation or dissolution, e.g., 
the youthful age of the convert, etc. The defender of the bond 
must take part in this proce&s. The Holy Office issued instructions 
some years ago how the bishops are to handle these cases. For more 
information as regards documents, method of procedure, etc., cfr. 
our Pastor and Marrillg1 Ct1111. 



Chapter V 

ORDINATION TBIAl.S IN PJUt!ICULAB 

Ordination trials are those conducted to ascertain either the 
validity of major orders in some particular case, or the presence 
of the obligations attaching to valid major ordination. 

The petition for a trial is sent to the S.C. of the Sacraments 
if the question at issue is the presence of the obligations attaching 
to major orders, or if it is the validity of the ordination which is 
contested for any reason other than a substantial defect in the 
rite of ordination; in the latter case the petition is sent to the Holy 
Office ( c. 1993). 

Where the petition has been sent to the S.C. of the Sacraments, 
this Conp-eption authorizes the Ordinary of the diocese to lvhich 
the cleric belonged at the time of his ordination to conduct the 
trial. If the petition was sent to the Holy Office, the cause is 
remanded for examination to the Ordinary of the diocese in which 
the· ordination took place (c. 1993). 

The local Ordinary's tribunal will conduct a formal trial 
from which the defender of the bond will appeal to the court of 
second instance should the court pronounce in favor of the in
validity of orders, or in favor of the absence of the obligations at
taching to the orders. Or the tribunal will conduct merely an 
informative process, at which the defender of the bond must again 
be present throughout, and the acts are then sent to the competent 
Congn:ption for !I decision. A lengthy procedure for these cases 
is {ound in Acta XXIll, 457, sq. and in Bouscaren, o.c: .. I, 812, 
•f· The question whether a forl\lal trial, or only an informative 
process, may be conducted by the local Ordinary depends upon the 
tenor of the rescript of the Holy See ( c. 1993). 

It may be noted that no trial is required when a cleric contest• 
the validity of minor orders. Should he desire while under minor 
orders to discontinue further study for the priesthood, it suffices 
for the local Ordinary to issue a decree reducing him to the lay 
state. The reason for the simple procedure is that there are no 
grave obligations such as celibacy attachinc to minor orders. 

6:11 



THE BEATIFICATION AND CANONIZATION OF 
THE SERVANTS OF GOD 

Chapter I 
PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 

Cultus /atria 1111d cultw duliae-The cult which we pay the 
saints is that of veneration and invocation. In fJenerating the saints 
we acknowledge their superior excellence in the spiritual order with 
respect to ourselves, but not with respect to God. When in1Jolin9 
the saints we petition their assistance, intending that the good 
gifts we may receive through them come always from God, the 
original source of every blessing, the saints merely interceding for 
us. This is not idolatry as some few Protestants still insist. The 
cultus of the saints, as just explained, does not involve a worshipping 
of creatures. God alone is worshipped insofar as He alone is 
honored in His infinite perfections, these being considered intrinsic 
to His nature. He alone remains the supreme Lord of creation 
and the source of all gifts. 

612 
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In the liturgical and canonical language of the Church the 
cult paid to God is called cult111 latriae, \vhile that given to the 
saints is called cultus Juliae. In the English language those terms 
would correspond to worshi; and a,Joration in the first case, and 
to t1eneration and iHocation in the second case. \Vhether in an~· 
given case the cultu1 latriae or the c11ltu1 Juliat is being shown can 
be judged not so much from external ceremonies such as the bumin: 
of incense, genuflections, etc., but rather from the intention of the 
individual who oilers the cult. 

J uatification for the cult of the saints is found in natural 
reason, in Sacred Scripture and in ecclesiastical tradition. Natural 
r"11011 prompts men to show special marks of honor and veneration 
to those who have distinguished themselves in the temporal order, 
e.g., in the am, sciences, social service, etc. No less should honor 
be paid to those heroes of the supernatural order, the saints, 
who in this world distinguished themselves by the prKtice of 
virtue to an exceptional decree. As to invoking the saints who 
are now in heaven as the special friends of God, this is as reasonable 
as to rely upon a trusted official in the State to use his influence 
with the king or president to obtain for us some special favor 
in the temporal order. 

So, too, does S. Siripture sanction the veneration and invocation 
of the saints. Veneration \Vas paid to the angels or messengers of 
God in the Old Testament, and to the prophets (cfr. Num. XXII, 
31; Jos. V, 15). As for the invocation of the Saints, if the Apoatlcs 
besought the prayers of the faithful, with much more reason ma)· 
we ask the prayers of those whose sanctity and friendship with 
God is now placed beyond all doubt (dr. Rom. XV, 30"; Then. 
V, 25). 

Finally, ecclesiastical trallition shows that the cult of the saints 
was not a later innovation as some Protestants maintain, but can 
be traced to the primitive Church. From the earliest timea feasts 
in honor of the martyrs were observed, aacrifices were offered in 
their honor, altars and churches were dedicat1:d to their memory. 

Hi1tory and naturt of beatification and canonisation-In the 
early Church, martyrs were the first to whom reliaious honors were 
accorded. They alone were listed in the canon of the Mass. About 
the fourth century religious honors began to be paid also to con
fessors, i.e., to those Christians who suffered torture or imprison
ment for the faith thouch death did not result. In course of time 
the word confessor was broadened to include all non-martyrs 
who by the practise of Christian virtue in a heroic degree led a 
life of continual equivalent martyrdom. 
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In the early Church, also, the question whether public cult 
could be paid to a deceased person was then, as now, reserved 
to the ecclesiastical authorities. But in those times the Christian 
communities were small, and the danger of error and abuse in 
according religious honors to one who had led a life of piety, or 
had died for the faith, was correspondingly slight. Hence, the 
local bishop was considered competent to permit such public cult, 
nor was the lengthy process of inquiry, as at the present day, fol
lowed. The cultus permitted by the bishop was optional, not man
datory. It was confined to his dioa:sc. If the cultus spread to 
several dioceses in course of time with the sanction of the bishops 
of those dioceses, it was possible in this way for the universal 
Church to conseqt to the cultus so that the servant of God might 
be considered f1irtuall1 canonized. 

Between the 10th and 12th centuries we find Rome taking a 
hand in these matten. Abuses were bound to creep in. In &0me 
cases it was discovered that a supposed martyr had suffered death 
from political rather than from religious motives. In other cases 
popular enthusiasm saw miracles in events which later, upon 
closer investigation, proved to be but natural phenomena. Alexander 
III ( 1159-81) prohibited the veneration of a man who was found 
to have died in the state of intoxication but whom the faithful 
honored as a saint because of supposed miracles in the case. The 
Pope added words to the effect that neither the man in question 
nor any other person could be venerated without authority of the 
Roman Church. But since the language he employed left the matter 
doubtful, bishops continued to proceed with beatifications until 
the time of Urban VIII. This latter Pope in two constitutions 
issued in 1625 and 1634 stated quite clearly that henceforth all 
cases of beatilication and canonization were to be reserved to 
the Roman Pontiff. 

Prior to the Urban constitutions there had been no distinction 
between the terms fJenerable, blessed and 1ain1., the words being 
used interchangeably to mean an exceptionally holy person. But 
the Urban constitutions now required a t\Vo-fold process for in
quiring into the virtues, martyrdom and miracles of a servant of 
God. Upon the completion of the first process and its ratification 
by the Pope, the servant of God could be called ble11ed, and the 
act declaring him blessed was called beatification, i.e., the individual 
was declared bea1u1. Upon completion and ratification of the second 
inquiry the blessed was declared a 1aint; and the act declaring him 
such was called canomzation, a word probably derived from the 
practise of the early Church in placing the names of the martyu 
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in the canon of the Mass. The term venerable, at least under the 
Code, may be med as soon as the Pontiff has declared that the 
servant of God practised the required virtues in a heroic degree. 
This ia not yet beatification, which entitles one to be called blessed, 
and permits religious honon. 

Since the time fif Urban VIII beatification is an act which 
;ermiu religious honors to be paid to a servant of God, the permis
sion being re1trictetl to a certain locality or to some religious orcani
zation. Canonization, on the other hand, carries with it a comm/Intl 
of the Sovereign Pontiff that the person be venerated in the uni
versal Church. In the one case we have a restricted permission, in the 
other case a general command. 

In declaring a person olesutl the Pope is liable to error. But 
it is the common teaching of theologians {not a Ile ftde proposition) 
that the Pope is infallible in bis decrees of canonisation. The sub· 
stance of the infallible judgment is that the person canonized is 
now in heaven, and that his life is worthy of imitation. It is argued 
that on such momentous questions the faithful could be led astray 
to the great detriment of their souls if God did not preserve from 
error the chief shepherd of souls. It follows that since canonization 
implies infallibility, the cultw permitted to the servants of God by 
individual bishops in pre-Urban days supposed beatification not 
canonization, since an individual bishop other than the Pope does 
not enjoy infallibility. 

With slight modifications the legislation of the Code on beatifi· 
cation and canonization is substantially the law as contained in 
the constitutions of Urban VIII issued in 1625 and 1634. Sixtus 
v,-who organized the Roman Curia, reserved questions of beatifica
tion and canonization to the S.C. of Rites, and this is the present 
rule (c. 1999). But the local Ordinary ia still competent to initiate 
in his own name inquiries concerning the virtues, martyrdom and 
miracles of a servant of God with the ultimate '\liew to his beatifica
tion by the Roman Pontiff { c. 1999). 

E:rce;tional 'roctdurr-lt will be rcmrmbered that because 
Alexander Ill ( 1159-81) was somewhat ambiguous in his decrctal 
restricting the authority of bishops to permit public cult to be paid 
to the servants of God, many bishops continued as formerly in 
this matt~r. On the other hand, as the later Urban constitutions 
left no doubt that in future only the Pope could allow such public 
cult, doubts a.rose concerning the status of those persons who after 
the pontificate of Alexander III began to be accorded religious 
honors by permission of the bishop. In answer Urban VIII com
promised by declaring on the one hand that such persons ~re 
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not be considered beatified, but on the other hand dispensing from 
the lengthy new procedure for beatification under certain conditions. 
Namely, if it could be proved that the trervant of God had been 
in possession of public cult for at least 100 years prior to the 
first Urban constitution ( 1625), this sufficed to establish the fact 
of such immemorial cult, nor was it necessary to investigate con
cerning the fact of martyrdom, of \•irtuC3, or miracles. 

Thereupon the Pope would confirm the cult and confer equiva
lent beatification. This procedure is called the proce1sus per viam 
cultu1, or the processus ca1u1 exupti (c. 2000). This exception is 
retained in the Code under can. 2125-2135, but with certain im
portant modifications introduced by the S.C. of Rita Nov. 11, 
1912 (Acta IV, 705). Now it no longer suffices to prove the fact 
of immemorial cult, but it must be proved in addition that the 
servant of God, living before the 16th century, suffered martyrdom, 
or practised the required virtues in a heroic degree. There is, how
ever, no need to prove miracles save for the canonization of these 
persons. 

The fact of cultus in the excepted cases can be proved by aily 
of the following signs: 1) if the body of the servant of God had 
been removed from the grave and had been placed under an altar 
for veneration; 2) if his name had been invoked in public prayers; 
3) if his image had been depicted in painting or sculpture with a 
halo or rays surrounding the head ; 4) if anniversaries had been 
celebrated in his honor; 5) if churches and oratories had been 
dedicated to hli memory ; 6) if he had been reprded as the patron 
of a certain localit}• ; 7) if votive tablets had been attached to 
his grave, candles lighted, or incense oftered there ; 8) if there had 
existed a peculiar office or Mass in his honor; 9) if the tide of 
Blessed had been given to him on monuments, statues, or in public 
documents. 

It mwt be evident that few causes proceed by way of cult, 
or the exceptional process today. The process is not required in 
the case of those who had been accorded religious honors prior 
to the pontificate of Alex. III, when the local bishop's right to 
pennit public cult to the servants of God had not yet been re
stricted. The process is not applicable to those who have died 
since 1525, i.e., within 100 years prior to the first constitution 
of Urban VIII. It can be followed onl)' in the case of those who 
died between 1170 and 1525, and who had been in possession of 
public cult for at least 100 }'Cars prior to 1625. It must be proved, 
moreover, that the cult hu continued down to the time the judge 
pronounces sentence in the prooess. Among those who have been 
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equivalently beatified and canonized h}• the exceptional process we 
may mention St. Romuald, Norbert, Bruno, Peter Nolasco, Queen 
Margaret of Scotland, and Gregory VII. 

During the remainder of this discourse, therefore, we shall 
confine our attention to the orJinarJ• procedure of beatification and 
canonization since the vast majority of the servants of God are 
now beatified and canonized in this war, namely, by \VBY of non-cult 
(per fJiam non-cultua). 

We shall treat our subject in two chapters, in the first chapter 
dealing with beatification, and in the second with canonization. It 
should be pointed out at this time that no one is canonized until 
he is first beatified. The entire subject is contained in Part II of 
Book IV of the Code (c. 1999-2141). 



Chapter II 

THE PROCEDURE OF BEATIFICATION 

Here we shall distinguish the causes of confessors from those 
of martyrs, understanding by the word confessor a person of either 
sex who professed a holy life without suffering death for the faith. 

ABT. I 

Caaaee of Coafeaaora 

In beatification causes, whether of confessors or martyrs, two 
kinds of processes must always be conducted: the episcopal processes 
and the Apostolic processes, the former always preceding. 

The episcopal processes differ from the Apostolic processes in 
that in the former the local Ordinary, i.e., the Ordinary in whose 
territory the person died or where miracles occur ( c. 2039), acts on 
his own authority without previous permisaion from Rome, whereas 
in the Apostolic processes he acts as delepte of the Holy See. The 
episcopal processes are in the nature of a grand jury. They aim 
chiefty at informing the Holy See in general concerning the reputa
tion for sanctity of the Servant of God, of his martyrdom, and 
concernin& the reputed miracles. If the Roman Pontiff decides that 
sufficient evidence is at hand to make out a case for beatification, 
he authorizes the Apostolic processes to be constructed, and here 
the investigation is more exacting, for it must be shown at this stage 
that the servant of God in addition to enjoyior a reputation for 
sanctity practised certain required virtues in a heroic, i.e., excep
tional, degree. Moreover, the miracles are looked into more thor
oughly. 

We shall briefty describe first the episcopal processes and then 
the Apostolic processes. 

§1. THE EPISCOPAL Pa.OCJ!SSJ!S 

These are three in point of purpose, though they may proceeo 
simultaneously, so as to appear as only one proCCS'S numerically. 

UI 
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The purpose of the one process is to inquire into the writinp of 
the servant of God; that of the other is to gather information 
conc:eminc his reputation for sanctity and miraculous worb ; that 
of the third is to establish the fact that the constitutiON of Urban 
VIII have been observed, i.e., that no public cult has been paid 
to the servant of God ( c. 2038, §2). 

After a person's death his reputation for sanctity may arise in 
different ways. In the case of St. Theresa of Lisieux, her reputa
tion for sanctity followed close upon the publication of her auto
biography. This work inspired numberless persons to pray to her. 
Favors were obtained through her intercession, and these \'Vere 90 
numerous and miraculous in character, as could be ascertained from 
the many letters sent to the Mother Superior of the Carmel at Lisieux, 
that the Bishop of Lisieux ( Bayeux) began proceedings only 13 years 
after the death of the saint. 

The first thing the bishop does is to constitute a tribunal. He 
may act as sole judge, but should be prefer to delegate others, these 
must be three in number and must sit as a collegiate tribunal 
(c. 2040). There are required besides a notary (c. 2013), a postu
lator and a promoter of the faith. The postulator is he who peti
tions the bishop to start proceedings, and if the bishop began pro
ceedings without being requested, as he may do, he must appoint 
a priest thereafter to act in the capacity of postulator. Clerical 
religions usually have their regularly elected postulator for pro
moting the causes of their own members (c. 2004-2008; 2010-
2012). 

It is the right and duty of the postulator to urge action through
out favorable to the cause, to produce witnesses and documents, 
to see that the cause is financed, to obtain lawyers. to submit points 
on which the \vitnenes should be questioned, etc. (c. 2007). It is the 
right and duty of the promoter of tire faith to weabn the cause 
at every !tage as fnr as possible by challenging the admissibility of 
this or that document, by exposing flaws in the evidence submitted by 
the postulator. by producing witnesses and documents of his own, 
etc. (c. 2012). This unpleasant duty has merited for him the joa>se 
title of advotatru tli11/Joli. 

All the above officials must be priests; whether diocesan or 
extradiocesan. secular or relig!ous, does not matter. But a religious, 
because of the danger of undue zeal, cannot be notary in causes 
of his own religion (c. 2014); rather a diocesan priest is generall)· 
appointed notary. Th~ postulator and the promoter of the faith 
can be non-Roman priests in the episcopal processes (Code Comm., 
Jan. 16, 1936; 4'tta XXVIll, 178); cir. also c. 2011. But when 
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the Apostolic processes begin, the postulator and the promoter of 
the faith must be priests with residence at Rome, and the latter 
must be an official of the S.C. of Rites (c. 2004, 2010). 

Proc11s concerning tlte writing1-This is the first of the three 
episcopal processes. It has for its object the gathering of the \vrit
ings of the servant of God, and the ascertaini111t of their integrity 
and authenticity. For before the Holy See advances to the beatifica
tion of a servant of God there must be certainty that nothing con· 
trary to faith or morals is contained in his writings. 

Under this head come sermons, letters, diaries, autobiographies, 
and any other \vritings, whether published or only in manuscript 
form, whether written in the person's own hand or at his dictation 
(c. 2042). 

To obtain the writings in question the bishop issues a decree 
to be read in every parish of the diocese, and if the cue is such, 
in every house of the religion to which the servant of God belonged. 
If there is good reason to believe that his writings may be found 
in another diocese, the assistance of the bishop of that diocese is 
requested by means of rogatory letters ( c. 2043, 2044) . 

All the faithful who are in possession of any of the writings 
of the servant of God have a grave obligation in conscience to 
submit them to the episcopal court { c. 2023-2025). If it is desired 
to retain the writings, the possessor must nevertheless permit the 
court's notary to make an authentic copy of them ( c. 2045). 

The process under consideration is concerned not merely with 
gathering the writings of the servant of God but also with ascer· 
taining their integrity, authenticity, and how the individual came 
into possession of them. All this busineu requires several sessions 
of the tribunal. Oaths must be administered, witnesses questioned, 
and often handwriting experts called in. From this point of view 
the process is called the 1rocessiuncul11s diligentiarum. 

Since it is not for the episcopal court, but rather for Rome, 
to examine the orthodoxy of the writinp, when it is decided that 
all the writings have been gathered, these toiether with the acts 
of the process (;ro"ssiuneulus tliligentiarum) are carried at once 
to Rome by a bearer choeen by the episcopa~ court. This applies 
even though the other two proceiSes, of which we shall speak. 
have not yet begun, or if beaun, have not yet been completed 
(c. 2061). 

The informnlitle ;roetrs-This and the following process may 
be constructed I>)• the same court whic!l supervi:ed the gathering of 
the documents. The aim of the present process is to gather infor· 
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mation concernin& the general reputation for sanctity of the servant 
of God, and concerning the reputed miracles (c. 2038, §2, n. 2). 

The law requires that at least ten witnesses testify in this 
process, two of whom must be presented by the court or the promoter 
of the faith, the rest may be called by the postulator (c. 2020, 52). 
In practise many more witnesses are called in, which requires · a 
great number of sessions and much time. 

Generally, anyone may testify, including relatives of the de
ceased, domestics, even heretics and infidels. But the eervant of 
God's confessors are excluded, as also the judges, postulator, and 
lawyers ( c. 2027). . 

The questions are proposed to the witnesses directly by the 
court. The court receives the questions from the promoter of 
faith, who has drafted his questionnaires in harmony with the points 
submitted by the postulator of the cause. A typical list of such 
questions is found in Macken, Tit• Canonisation of Saints, Ben
zinger Bros., 1909, p. ~87;' also in ColltJt pro ~01trJatom111 
causarum /Jeati/icationu et canoniutionis by Lauri-Fornari, Rome 
1923, n. 51-53. 

It is obligatory to call in as witnesses those who lived, or had 
been associated, with the servant of God, e.(., his confreres in 
religion, his brother-priests, etc. Likewise anyone who has some 
knowledge of the servant of God which might affect his cause 
adversely is bound to reveal such knowledge to the court ( c. 2023-; 
2024). 

All witnesses must explain the source of their knowledge, other
wise their testimony is valueless. It is immaterial whether they are 
eye witnesses or hearsay witnesses (c. 2029). 

If the servant of God \Vas a religious, at least half the wit
nesses must be non-members of his reliiion (c. 2030). 

All documents which may bear upon the question of the 1ervant 
of God's sanctity, or of his miracles, must be submitted in this 
process. We do not refer to his writings at this time ( c. 2032·2036) . 

When all witnesses have been heard and all documents sub
mitted, the acts are published and two copies thereof are made 
by hand, one copy to be preserved in the diocesan archives, together 
with the original, the other to be taken to Rome by a special 
bearer appointed by the court. Both copies. are bound and sealed 
by a special seal, the description of which must be set down in 
writi~g, one copy of the description to be kept in the diocesan 
archives, the other to be carried to Rome together with the acts of 
the informative process ( c. 2052-2056; c. 2063, §3). 

Prot•11 concerni111 non-crilt-Wc arc treating of the ordinary 
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procedure of beatification, a procedure which 1uppos11!S the ab&ence 
of cult aiven to one who died after the year lS2S. In any particular 
case where public cult has been shown to a servant of Goel against 
the preacriptions of Urban VIII, i.e., to anyone \vho died after the 
year 1525, his cause will not be permitted to proceed until all 
signs of public veneration have been removed in the judgment of 
the Holy See. This is partly to punish violations of the Urban 
constitution, partly to secure an impartial judgment of the case, a 
judgment which should not be influenced by the pressure of public 
opinion. 

Acamlingly, the arave of the deemed i1 visited, and the room 
where he lived or died, and any other place where one muld suspect 
that 1tigns of devotion mipt have been paid to the departed servant 
of God ( c. 2058). What these signs of public cult reserved to 
the beatified are, we have considered elsewhere. 

Four witnesses mUlt be questioned on this point, two of whon: 
must be cited ez officio. (c. 2020, 11; c. 2057). There is no need 
of exhuminc the body at this time. 

When the investigation is concluded, the episcopal court gives 
sentence: concerning the presence or absence of public cult. It then 
sends the acts of this process together with its sentence to Rome. 
If it is discovered that public veneration has been paid (a rare con· 
tingency at the present day), Rome will give orden that the abuse 
be ended, and will suspend further procedure until this order is 
complied with ( c. 2060; c. 2085). 

~ 

§2. THB APOSTOUC PROCBSSIS 

The Apostolic processes, as distinguished from the episcopal 
processes, are those which are conducted by authority of the Holy 
See, partly outside of Rome, but mostly at Rome itself, by the 
S. C. of Rites. 

As soon as the writings of the servant of God have arrived in 
Rome the postulator begs of the R_oman Pontiff that these be 
examined. The Pontiff, thereupon appoints one of the cardinals of 
the S. C. of Rites to act as cardi•al relator in the cause, with the 
duty of supervising the entire Apostolic process and acting as pres· 
idcnt of the board at the discussions to follow. This cardinal in turn 
chomes certain theologians to review or examine the writinp from 
the viewpoint of their orthodoxy. From here on the G1neral Pro
moter of tlle Faitll who is an official of the S. C. Rites takes a hand 
in the case. He is assisted by a Roman sub-promoter of the faith 
with respect to work which must be done at Rome (c. 2009-2012). 
At this time it is the duty of the general promoter of the faith. 
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or his usistant, to examine the objections raised by the readers 
(revisers), to add difticulties of his own, and to turn a copy of 
these over to the postulator who is •isted in answering the ditticul· 
ties by one or more thtological lawyen. The difticultia apinst the 
writil18i of the servant of God, toaether with the defense of the 
lawyen, are put into printed form, and copies thereof are distributed 
to the cardinals and consultors of the S. C. of Rites. On the appointed 
day, after having studied the matter thoroughly beforehand, they 
come together and vote on the writinp. If the vote is favorable, 
a decree is issued to that effect, and the Holy Father u asked for 
a rescript permitting the cause to proceed to the next stage ( c. 2065-
1072). 

The next staae is the examination of the informative episcopal 
process ( c. 2073-2084). The acts of the case are again copied at 
Rome, an accurate translation of them ii made, as also a summary. 
This is puf into printed form, copies thereof are given to the pro· 
moter of the faith, and the postulator, and the lawyers. The promoter 
of the faith raises objections, if warranted, against the validity of 
the episcopal process, and a1ainst the sufficiency of the proof to 
establish a aeneral reputation for sanctity and for real miracles. 
These objections arc answered by the lawyers. The objections, 
answers and a summary of the life of the servant of God are printed 
and distributed to the cardinals. After studying the matter care
fully, the cardin·ais meet and vote on the question: wlletier tlte 
commiJlion 11'oultl be signed for tlte introduction of tire cause. 
If their vote is favorable, the Pope is asked for hia 'lacet,, and this 
being secured, the cause passes entirely out of the hands of the local 
Ordinary, and hena:forth, he cannot act save as ddegate of the 
Holy Sec (c. 2073-2084). It should be remarked at this time that 
before anything at all is done about the caul'IC at Rome, persons 
eminent in dignity or authority, e.g., civil rulers, cardinals, bishops, 
generals of religious orders. etc., are approached by the postulator 
with the object of having them petition the Holy Father to take up 
the cause ( c. 2077). 

The ntxt s~p is for the cardinals to meet and vote upon_ the 
question of non-cult. The acts of the episcopal process which had 
to do with this matter are examined by the promoter of faith who 
raises objection1 and difficulties, and the11e are answered as usual by the 
lawyers. These dilliculti'8 and an!lwers together with a sum
mary of the acts of the episcopal process 111;er JSon-cultu fonn the 
material of the cardinab' discussion and vote. If the vote is favor
able and the cardinals agree as to the absence of public cult in the 
case, a decree is issued to the effect that the cause may proceed 
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further. Thereupon beain the Apostolic processes (c. 2085-2086). 
For the sake of darity we shall diltinguish between the 

Apostolic processes conducted outside of Rome, i. e., in the diocese 
where the episcopal proce111e1 had been constructed, and the Apostolic 
prOCC'lses conducted at Rome. 

4101tolic 1roc.S1es ot1t1itl• of Rom,._ The purpoae of the 
Apostolic processes outside of Rome is to establish the heroic 
sanctity of the servant of God, and the fact that miracles have been 
performed. These points may have been covered in the episcopal 
processes, but now the investigation is more thorough and it is 
supervised at every staae by the Holy See. 

The first thing to be done is for the postulator at Rome to 
petition the Roman Pontiff for rogatory letters that judges may 
be delegated. Five such letters are granted, and the postulator 
directs one to the bishop, and the rest to those whom the bishop 
eelects to act as the other four judges in the Apostolic trial. 
The postulator, since he must live at Rome, appoints a vic:e-postula· 
tor to represent him in the diocese. The general promoter of faith 
at Rome appoints one or more priests to represent him in the diocese 
u sub-promoten of the faith (c. 2087-2097). 

Apia witnsses are called, some by the postulator, others •% 
officio. the rules governing their admissibility or compulsory appear
ance being the same as those which hold in the episcopal processes. 
Documents likewise arc submitted. The questionnaires now formu
lated by the Roman promoter of the faith are more exhaustive 
than those employed at the episcopal processea. They inquire first 
into the continuation of the reputation for sanctity. But if this 
inquiry is dispensed with by authority of the Roman Pontiff, especial· 
ly in view of the recency of the episcopal proresses, the question
naires will be restricted with a view to ascertaining whether the 
tcrvant of God practiced the theological virtues of faith, hope and 
charity in a heroic degree, and whether the same can be said of the 
cardinal virtues of prudence, justice, temperance and fortitude. 
At the seaions which inquire into the miracles there must always 
be present a physician who from his experience with medical science 
can propose questions, tht answers to which will aid in distinguishing 
natural from miraculous phenomena (c. 2087-2097). A typical list 
of questions to ascertain the heroic sanctity of the servant of God 
is found in Macken, o.c. p. 142-1.54. 

Although the sessions covered by the Apostolic trial oumide of 
Rome will be VCJ'f numerous, yet the trial should not extend beyond 
two years, otherwise a papal dispensation will be required to pro
long the investiption further (c. 1095). 
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Before the AJJOitolic trial outside of Rome is brought to a close, 
the remains of the servant of God mu$t be exhumed and the bOdy 
identified. The results of this procedure must be incorporated in 
the acts of the trial ( c:. 2096). 

Upon the conclusion of the procen two copies of the acts are 
made by hand. Both are bound and sealed, one being kept in the 
episcopal archives together with the original acts, the other being 
taken to Rome by an official bearer ( c. 2097). 

Th~ .J;ostolic prot:tss at RomL"-This consists of three discus
sions: I ) c:om:eming the validity of the Apostolic trial conducted 
outside of Rome; 2) concemin~ the presence of heroic sanctity; 
3) concerning the presence of miracles. It must be observed that 
the Apostolic trial outside of Rome dealt chiefly with fact finding. 
It now devolves upon the S. C. of Rites to appraise 2'nd intefJ)ret 
these facts, and to draw appropriate conclusions. . 

The first discussion concerns the validity of the Apostolic ptoeen 
outside of Rome. Here the acts are examined by the promoter of 
the faith, his objections are conveyed to the lawyers for the cause 
who answer the difficulties, and all this matter is printed and sub
mitted to the authorized cardinals and officials of the S. C. of Rites 
for their deliberation. On an appointee! day the above cardinals 
and officials meet and vote on the question whether the Apostolic 
trial can be considered valid. If their vote is favorable, the Pontiff 
is requested to confirm the vote and to authoriu the decree permit
dng further Jteps to be taken (c. 2098-2100). 

The second discussion has for its object the practise of the 
required virtues in a heroic degree. In general we may say that 
heroic virtue is the habit of performing good acts to a very remark
able or exceptional dtgree. In particular, the standard of excellf'nCC 
demanded may be P,thered from the questions which are proposed 
at the Apostolic triaf, a typical list of which may be found in the 
sources already referred to. It "Sh9uld be noted that the discussion 
concerning the virtues may not be begun until 50 years after the 
death of the servant of God, unless a papal dispensation is granted. 
The material for the discussion in the first meeting is a summary 
of the acts of the Apostolic trial, a summary of the life of the 
servant of God, the difficulties of the promoter of the faith and 
the answers of the lawyen. This is all put into printed form. 
The material for the discussion in the second meeting is mostly 
composed of the difficulties raised by the cardinals and consultors 
at the preceding meeting. For it must be noted that three meeting'! 
arc called to disc:uss the heroicity of the virtues, namely, the ante
preparatory meetinL the preparatory meeting and the £Cneral 
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meeting. At these meetings are present the cardinab of the S. C. of 
Rites and the consultors. The third meeting is held in the ptt:1enc:e 
of the Pope. If the vote is favorable, the Pontift reserves his decision 
until a later day to aive himself to prayer and reftection. If be 
confirms the vote, he orders that a decree be issued in which it 
is stated that the servant of God poeeea1ed the required virtues in 
a heroic decree· From this moment the 1ervant of Goel can be 
called t1niwalll•, though he ii not yet beatified (c. 2101-2115). 

The third and last· di1CU11ion decida the question of miracles. 
The actl of the Apostolic procea from this viewpoint are studied 
not only by the promoter of the faith but also by two competent 
physicians. Their difliculties are answered by the lawyers for the 
cause. In the usual three meetinp, namely, the antepreparatory, the 
preparatory and the general meeting, the cardinals and consultors, 
havina studied the miracles beforehand, and the dif&cultie. of the 
physicians and the promoter of the faith, and having wei,hed the 
defense of the lawyers, convene and vote on the questions : 
1) whether a person bas been really cured: 2) whether the cure 
wu miraculou1. The last meeting is held in the presence of the 
PoatUI, and if the vote of the comultors and cardinals is favorable, 
the Pontiff, after BOme days' delay, mabs known his decision. 
If this is favorable and he approves of the miracles, a decree to 
this eflec:t is drawn up .. At a ·later date the cardinals and consulton 
convene to vote on the question: whether the beatification can be 
proceecled with in safety. nu. being civen a favorable vote, and 
later confinned by the Pope, a decree ••~,. l•to i1 issued, and . the 
date is set by the Pope for the solemn beatification in S. Peter's 
Basilica ( c. 2116-2124). 

c.am.. ol ....... 

Thus far we have considen:d the process of the beatification of 
confessors. With few variations the beatification of martyrs proceeds 
alone the same lines. 

The episcopal processes come first, as in the causes of confetaol'I, 
and they deal with the writings of the martvr and the fact of mar
tyrdom ( c. 2048, 2038). But no inquiry is made into the aeneral 
reputation for sanctity. If miracle. are alleged, these are looked 
into, but miracles are not strictly required. Sips suffice, and if not 
even these are present, the Pope may be ubcl to dispense from their 
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requirement (c. 2116.12) • By signs u distinct from· miracles, we 
understand unusual events not meuurina up to the standards of 
a miracle, e. a.. a brilliant light surroundina the body of the 
martyr. a supernatural odor proceeding fl'Oin the wounds. etc. 

The results of the episcopal proce-, includina the process 
tle non·trdt• (c. 2038), are copied in the usual way, bound and 
sealed, and one copy is carried to Rome by an officially appointed 
bearer. At Rome the validity of the procesaes is examined, also 
the writings of the servant of God, the martyrdom, and miracles 
or signs, and if aU things are favorable, the Pontifi sips the 
commission for the introduction of the cause. 

The Apostolic trial outside of Rome is constructed in the 
same way as in the causes of confe110n, save that the virtues a.re not 
looked into, nor mincles examihed if these are absent (c. 2102). 
The acts being taken to Rome, the validit; of this trial is examined. 
Then in the three usual mettinp. namely, the antepreparatory1 the 
preparatory and the gmeral meeting, the martyrdom and miracles, 
if any, are simultaneously discussed (c. 2104). 



Chapter Ill 

THE PROCEDURE OF CAMOitJZATJOH 

Ona' the servant of God is beatified, the gravest obstacles to 
his canonization have been removed, and canonization becomes a 
relatively simple matter. It merely suffices to prove that two new 
miracles were wrought at his inter~ession subsequent to beatification 
(c. 2138, §1). 

As soon as new miracles are reported, the Pope is requested 
by the postulator to permit the reopening of the cause. The Apostolic: 
trial is again held outside of Rome, if such is the case, namely, in 
the diooese lvhere the supposed miracles occurred. The trial is 
constructed in the same way as for beatification. The results are 
taken to Rome and studied in the same way as the miracles in 
beatification c:ause3. At the three usual meetings the cardinals and 
consultors vote on the question : 1 ) whether there is a real and 
permanent cure; 2) whether the cure is miraculous. The vote in 
the third meeting being favorable, the Pontiff reserves his decision 
for a few days. If later he approves of the miracles, he orders 
that a decree to that effect be drawn up. At a latter meeting of the 
cardinals and consultors, the question super Iulo is disc:u.'ISed, namely, 
whether the canonization can be proceeded with in safety. After 
their favorable vote, the Pope again reserves judgment. Later if 
he approves, be orders that a decree super tuto be issued, and sets 
the day for the solemn car.ionization in St. Peter's (c. 2136-2141). 
For a description of the ceremonies of beatification and canonization 
dr. Maclcen, o. c., p. 234-261. 

Co1tOLLARY 

At this time it is opportune to point out, in view of the lengthy 
procedure just described, how unfounded are the c:hargl!S of those 
who would accuse the Church of arbitrario~ in raising her faithful 
children to the honon of the altar. 

To quote Macken (o. c. p. 35): ''There is no doubt that the 
formalities of these inquiries, consec1·ated b)' ancient usage, are pre
cautions takerr to guard against error and fahehood and to insure 
that the truth shall shine forth in all its brilliancy and splendor. 

641 
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The investigations are of the most searching character, extending 
over many years, and aomctimes from century to cenhlry. The 
whole life of the reputed saint is subjected to the most minute and 
thorough inquiry, and this is especially true of the writings, the 
virtues and the alleged miracles. The fierce light whith bt11t1 upon 
tht throne is as nothing compared to this careful and elaborate 
inquiry. The prOCRdingJ throughout are conducted with much 
greater care and formality than the most important suit at law. 
The history of secular jurisprudence can show us nothing approach
ing the extreme circumspection observed in these investigations. 
Numerous witnesses are examined, who must all have an intimate 
knowledge of the case, and at least some must possess a local and 
personal acquaintance with the facts. Expert witnesses are called, 
and the whole evidence, which is generally of a voluminous charac· 
ter, is thoroughly sifted by able and impartial intellects. The judg
ment of one court is revised by anotMr, and the Anal decision in all 
processes is reserved to the Holy Sec. Thw the credibility of direct 
and reliable testimony is united to the authority of the most serious 
and competent judicial consideration." 

THI Paoc1ss OP ST. THER.BSA op LmBux 

The theory of beatification and canonization proces.1e5 may 
appear in a dearer light if we append a summary of the process 
of one whose name has so recently been placed upon the calendar 
of the saints. It mwt be observed, however, that the rapidity of 
the canonization in the case of St. Theresa was exceptional, due to 
the numerous and remarkable favors obtained at her intercession, 
which induced Pope Benedict XV to dispense from the law requir
ing an interval of 50 years to elapse between the death of the servant 
of C'md and the discussion of the heroicity of her virtues. 

St. Theresa was born Jan. 2, 1873 at Alenc;on, France, of 
Louis Martin and Marie Guerin. Baptized Marie Fran~ise 
Therese. Professed religious vows Sept. 8, 1890 in the Carmelite 
monastery of Lisieux. Died Sept. 30, 1897 at the age of 24. 

Episcopal process begun by the Bfahop of Bayeux-Lisieux with 
a decree issued March, 1910, ordering a search for the writings. 
July, 1910, the episcopal court was established. First session for 
swearing in the officials occurred in the chapel of St. Mary's College, 
Aug. 3, 1910, and the last (109th) seaion in the seminary chapel 
at Baveux. Remains exhumed Sept. 6, 1910, and transferred a 
short distance from the original grave in the cemetery of Liskux. 

Acts of the episcopal proces1 comprised no less than 3,000 closely 
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written pa,a. Mmt smions took plac:e in the Carmelite chapel 
of Lisieux and in a room of the cathedral chapel at Bayeux. Forty
five witnesses testified in addition to consulting physicians. 

In February, 1912, tht bearer laid the copy of the aCb before 
the S. C. of Rites. Cardinals, bishops and religious superion begpl 
Pope Pius X to permit the introduction of her cause. 

June 9, 1914, Pius X siped the decree of the Commission of 
the Introduction of the Cause. 

Remiaorial letters from Rome authorized Mssr. Lemonnier, 
Bishop of Baytux to appoint a tribunal in his diocae for the Apos
tolic proceu. This closed Oct. 30, 1917, after 90 sasions. Record• 
of proceu covered 2,SOO page1. The arave wu opened and the 
body identified Aue. 10, 1917. 

Rome recocnized the validity of the procesa. The anteprepara
tory meeti~ pve a favorable decision June 1, 1920i the preparatory 
voted '-,C.' Jan. 25, 1921, the pneral meeting approved Au&. 2, 
1921. On Aug. 14, 1921, Benedict XV declared the heroicity of the 
virtues. 

Miracles approved in the general meetin1 Jan. 30, 1923, and 
confirmed by Pius XI, Feb. 11, 1923. Mar. 6, 1923, decree,,,~,. l•lo 
received favorable vote. Solemn beatification in St. Peter's Apr. 29, 
1923. 

Cause reopened June 27, 1923. One miracle examined in the 
diocae of Parma, Italy, the other in the diocese of Maline, Belgium. 
July 11, 1924, both processes were ratified as to validity. 

In the pneral meeting on Mar. 7, 1925, miracles were voted 
on favorably. Decision confirmed by Pius XI, Mar. 19, 1925. 
Mar. 29, 1925, decree,.,,.,. 11110 iuued. Canonization May 17, 1925. 



• 
The Code at thi1 place does not cansicler all pauible extra· 

judicial processs. We have, e.g., alreacly learned about the 
proceclure required to diunill religious extnjudicially (p. 383 I.). 
And we have ...,ken of extrajudicial procedure followed in certain 
dedantiom and decrees of marital freedom (p. 627 fl.). 

At thil time the Code ii concernecl with tome few other matten 
in which it lays down specific non111 for extrajudicial prooeclure, 
namely: I) ia the non-penal removal and tnn1fer of puton; 2) in 
the punilhment of clerical non-nsidrnce, CIDllaabinap, or aea1ect 
of putoral duties ; 3) in the application of 1111pe111ion '1t in/ormota 
COIUtintia. 

Outside of the above ca1e1 where the Code in one place, 11 
it were, Rb down a serin of formalities for extrajudic:ial procedure, 
one is often at liberty to proceed as he 1en fit, provided the matter 
ii not one reserved for the court1; and provided he ohlerva the 
1Ubltantive law of the Code. He will often find, however, at the 
end of the t~on, if he hu really ohlerved the 1ubltantive law, 
that he has followed a 1erie1 of formalities, even though this aeria 
of acts wu not tet down in one place of the Code. He will dileover 
that hil liberty of action wu only apparent and not at all real. 
We have in mind the 1uperior who dairinc to proceed apimt a 
delinquent deric extrajudicially, and in the spirit of the ideal, fint 
aiva a kind and paternal admonition, and this failing, proceed1, 
however reluctantly, to a rebuke, then to an informal precept, then 
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to a formal precept with a threat of punishment, then to surveillance, 
then to imposing the penalty in authentic form after ascertaining 
guilt and disobedience throuch the usual evidence. We have in 
mind abo the procedure followed, no matter how unconsciously, 
by the pnstor from the fint interview with the intended spouses to 
the moment of their wedding. Hence, extrajudicial procedure does 
not always imply full freedom of action, simply because the Code may 
not set down in comecutive canons all the . 11feps and formalities 
called for. See also what was said in general on p. 57.5-.576. 

It remains at this time to discuss in three chapters: l) the non
penal removal and transfer of pastors ; 2) the manner of proceedina 
against clerics guilty of non-residence, concubinage, or the neglect of 
pastoral duties; 3) the manner of inftictina suspension eJt iri/ormata 
conscie11tia. 



Chapter I 
TllE REllOVAL DD TRANSFEB or P.ASTOl8 

At this place the Code speaks of the non-penal removal and 
transfer of pastors. If a pastor is to be removed from office in 
punishment, either a court trial is held, or the procedure outlined 
in chapter II below is followed if the offense is one of the three 
to be mentioned. Otherwise see p. 617-618, 696-697. 

Since on the one hand a pastor could suffer loss to his good 
name by arbitrary removal and transfer, while on the other hand 
the good of souls might suffer if the bishop's hands were titd to 
that he could not act save in curs where a pastor were found pilty 
of criminal conduct, and because removals and transfen are com
paratively frequent and necessary in the public life of the Church, 
therefore, in order to avoid futile and annoying remunes to the 
Holy See from the episcopal decrees of rcinovals and transfen, 
the lawgiver has seen fit to benefit all parties concerned by ~tting 
down at this place a aeries of formalities to be observed when the 
bishop removes or transfers paston for atlministratirJr reaaons, short 
of guilt, i.e., for the eood of souls.· 

The Code here has in mind the removal and transfer of 1tt•l• 
pastors onl)•. As to religious pastors, these can be removed by the 
bishop, or the religious superior aJ Htum as we saw on p. 266. 

Since the legislation to be considered is quite clear in itself, 
we shall content ounelvea with a mere restatement of the pertinent 
canons of the Code on the matter under consideration. 

ART. I 

Fomaalllies lo be Om.n.d Ill All ltaumda cmcl Tramfen 

In the pl'OCC$SCS to be dCSC"ribed a notary must always be em
ployed who !hnll commit to writing all the acts of the process, and 
thae acts shall be subscribed by all other persons to be mentioned, 
and shall be kept in the archives {c. 2142). 

Whenever warninp are required. these c:an be given orally 
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in the presence of the chancellor or some other official of the Curia, 
or before two witnesses, or by means of a rqistered letter with 
receipt of delivery requested from the post oflioe. An authentic copy 
of the warning should be filed in the archives, as also an authentic 
document attesting to the fact that the warning was administered 
or delivered. He who prevents the warnin·g from bein& administered 
is considered sufficiently warned ( c. 21+3) . If the whereabouts of 
the cleric a~ J.1Mnown, there is no .need of insei:ting the warnin& in 
a newspaper, nor of posting a copy thereof on the doors of the 
chancery (Gode Comm., Nov. 24, 1920; Acta XII, 577). The cleric 
is supposed to observe the law of residence. 

The synodal eliaminers, the parish priest consultors and the 
notary who are employed in these processes, after first taking an 
oath to that effect at tbe commencement of the process, are bound 
to observe secrecy concerning whatever they learn by reason of 
their office, and especially regardin& secret documents, the discussions 
at the consultations, the way the votes were cast, and the reasons 
advanced by difiercnt voters for their opinions. If they violate these 
rules, they shall not only be remqved from offi~, but they may also 
be punished by the Ordinary with a befitting penalty, '"""';' 
16"1fllltlis; moreover, they must make good any damages which they 
may have caused (c. 2144). 

In the following processes affairs are transacted summarily, 
but it is not forbidden to hear two or three witness.rs, whether 
these are called tz officio by the Ordinary, or presented by- the 
party, unlm the Ordinary, after hearing the consultors or examiners, 
concludes that the presentation of the witnesses is merely to delay 
·a decision. Witnesses and experts shall not be heard save under 
oath (c. 2145). 

From the Ordinary's decree there is only one remedy, namely, 
recourse to the Holy See. If rccoune is taken, all the acts of the 
process shall be transmitted to the Holy See. Pending the recourse, 
the Ordinary cannot validly and permanently confer the parish or 
benefioe of which a priest has been deprived upon another cleric 
(though he may appoint a vicar substitute); cfr. c. 2146. Recourse 
is allowed within ten days from the reception of the Ordinary's 
decree, and the cleric shall inform the Ordinary that he is taking 
reC:Ourse (S. C. Council, Jan. 14, 1924; Acta XVI, 162). 

In the processes to be described it will make for clearness if 
one remembers that a removable office holder is tisually given one 
chance to explain and two noti.:n or warnings, whereas an irremov
able cleric is given two chances to explain and three notices or 
warnings. 
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ABT. II 

An irrtmoNbu pastor can be removed from his parish for any 
cawe which renders his ministry harmful or at least fruitless, even 
thouah the cause is not imputable to him in guilt. Such causes or 
reasons arc especially the following: 

1) Incompetency, or a permanent mental or bodily infirmity, 
which renders the pastor incapable of dischafiing his duties properly 
if, in the judgment of the Ordinary, adequate provision for the 
good of souls cannot be made through the appointment of a vicar 
adjutant in accordance with c. 475; 

2) The odium of the people, even though it be unjust and not 
icneral, provided it is of such nature as to prevent the ministry of 
the pastor from bearing fruit, and provided it is foreseen that this 
popular attitude will not cease ";thin a short time ; 

3) Loss of the paJtor's good name among upright and serious 
people, whether this results from levity in the pastor's amduct and 
general manner of life, or from a past delinquency which is now 
brought to light although it has escaped punishment by reason of 
prescription, or from the mraconduct of a member of his household, 
or of a relath·e, unless the pastor's reputation may be sufficiently 
restored through the departure of said individual or individuals; 

4) A probable occult delinquency imputed to the pastor from 
which the Ordinary prudently foresees the possibility of grave offense 
to the faithful ; 

5) Maladministration of temporalities gravely detrimental to 
the church or benefice, whenever this evil cannot be remedied either 
by withdrawing from the pastor the right of administration, or in 
some oth~r way, even though the pastor otherwise exercises his spir
ittutl ministry with success ( c. 214 7) . 

Whenever in the prudent judgment of the Ordinary the pastor 
seems to hnve any of the above reasons verified in his case, he (the 
Ordinary) after having heard the advice of two synotlnl e;raminers, 
and after having discussed with them the reality and serious nature 
of the reason for removal, shall invite the pastor orally or in writing 
to resign tht parish within a fixed time, unless there is question 
of a pastor who is mentally aftlicted. For the validity of the process 
it is requi~d that the invitation state the reason for the removal 
and the proofs establishing the reality of the reason (c. 2148). 

If within the stated time the pastor neither resign~, nor asb 
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for a delay, nor challen~s the reasons advanced for his removal, 
the Ordinary shall mnove the pastor from his office at once, neither 
is it necessary that he abide by the ruling of c. 2154 in this cue, 
provided he has first made sure that the pastor was notified of the 
invitation to resign, and that he was prevented by no legitimate 
impediment .from answerine. If the Ordinary is not certain of these 
two points, he shall make certain thereof either by repeating the 
invitation to resign or by extending the term for the· giving of an 
answer (c. 2149). 

If the pastor resip bis parish, the Ordinary shall declare the 
parish vacant by reason of resignation. But the pastor may substitute 
for the reason adduced by the Ordinary another reason less distaste
ful, provided it is true in fact and honorable, e. g., that he resigns 
in order to decline to the wishes of the Ordinary or because of poor 
health, etc. The resignation may be made absolutely or conditionally, 
provided the conditional resignation can be lawfully accepted by the 
Ordinary, and is in fact so aaiepted. Moreover, the resignation to 
be valid must be made in writing, or orally in the presence of two 
witnesses (c. 21SO). 

If the pastor wishes to attack the reason for the removal as 
advanced in the invitation to resign, he may request time to produce 
his arpments. and the Ordinary may grant him this delay according 
to his prudent judgment, provided the delay does not seem likely 
to prove detrimental to the good of soub (c. 2151 ). 

For validity it is necessary that the Ordinary consult with the 
two aforementioned synodal examiners concerning the reasons offered 
by the pastor against the invitation to resign, and that he either 
approve of the reasons or reject them. Hil decision, whether affirma
tive or negative must be made known to the pastor by way of a decree 
(c. 2152). 

Within ten days the pastor can interpose recourse to his 
Ordinary against the decree of removal, and, lest he act invalidly, 
the Ordinary must, after having heard two ~rish ;riell con1ul1or1, 
examine, approve or reject the new objections which the pastor may 
offer. And these he shall weig-h, admit or reject jointly with the 
original objections in a m~etin& with the consultors. At this stage 
the pastor is permitted to offer new witnesses which be can prove 
he was unable to produce prior to now, but subject to the ruling of 
c. 214S. 51. The Ordinary's decision must again be made known 
to the pastor by means of a decree, i.e., in a written order (c. 2153). 
Recourse to the Holy See against this final decree is allowed within 
ten davs. 

Having conferred with the synodal examiners or the parish 
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priest consultors who took: part in decreeina the removal, the 
Ordinary shall provide for the removed pastor as best as he can 
by either transferring him to another parish, or by giving him 
another office or benefice for which he i1 competent, or by allowing 
him a pension, as the ca1e may be and the circumstances warrant. 
Other thinp being equal, more favor should be shown a pastor 
who resigns than a pastor who has been removed (c.2154). 

The question of how the removed pastor is to be provided 
for may be determined by the Ordinary in the decree of removal 
itself, or later on, but as soon as possible (c. 2155). 

A priest who ha been removed from his parish must leave 
the parish residence aa soon 11 ·possible, and he must tum over to 
the new pastor or the administrator whatever belonp to the parish. 
But if the removed pastor cannot conveniently transfer from the 
parish residence by reason of infirmity, the Ordinary shall leave him 
the oc:c:upancy of the house, even the exclusive right of occupancy 
if need be, and tbis as long as hit infirmity continues (c. 2156). 

ART. Ill 

llamOYa:I of Removable Pcmtora 

A remow/Jle pastor may also be removed from his parish for 
a just and crave cause in accordance with c. 2147 (c. 2157). That 
canon contains the reasons justifying . removal of an irremovable 
pastor, and they apply with equal, if not greater, force to the case 
of a removable pastor. 

If the Ordinary judps that one of the aforesaid reasons is 
present in the cue, he shall warn and exhort the pastor in a 
fatherly manner to resign his parish, indicating at the same time 
the reason which renders his pastoral ministry harmful to the 
faithful or at least 'vithout effect (c. 2158). 

If the pastor neither resigns nor asb for time, nor challenges 
the reasons adduced by the Ordinary, and this within the term 
allowed by the Ordinary, the latter can proceed as against the 
irremovable pastor described in c. 2149. But if the pastor within 
the term aniped fot answering, rejects the invitation to resign, he 
must do this in writinC and state bis reasons for refusal to resign, 
and these reuons the Ordinary, if he intends to proceed validly, 
must weigh with the aid of two synodal examinen (c. 2159). 

If, after hearin1 the advice of the examiners, the Ordinary 
judges that the reasons advanced by the pastor are not legitimate, 
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he shall repeat his paternal warnings to the pastor addinc a threat 
of removal in the e\-ent that the pastor does not spontancouily re!!ign 
tfuo pansh within a reasonably predetermined time (c. 2160). 

When this term has lapsed, which the Ordinary may extend 
according to his prudent judgment, the Ordinary shall issue the 
decree of removal. Provision shall be made for the re1i1Rin1, or 
the removed pastor in accordance with c. 215+2156 (c. 2161). 

ART. IV 

Traufer of Paators 

If the common good requires that a pastor be transferred to 
another parish from the present parish which he governs with success, 
the Ordinary shall propme the transfer to the pastor and persuade 
him to con~nt to the transfer for the love of God a~d the good of 
souls (c. 2162). It should be noted that there is no occasion for 
rnno1Ja/ when a pastor governs his parish with good results, and if 
no cause as listed in c. 2147 can be brought forward against him. 
The only course then open to the Ordinary who wishes to provide 
for a parish ad quam which could make good use of the pastor in 
question is for the Ordinary to transfer the pastor. 

The Ordinary cannot transfer an irr:emo'f1tlb/e pastor against 
his will without special faculties obtained from the Holy Sec (c. 
2163, §1). It is supposed, we repeat, that there is no reason justify
ing removal in the strict technical sense. 

But a removable pastor can be transferred even against his 
wubes if the parish to which he is to be transferred is not of too 
inferior a rank, and provided the rulings of the follo\ving canons 
are observed (c. 2163, §2). 

If the pastor does not accede to the advice and persuasion of the 
Ordinary, he shall explain his reasons in writing (c. 2164). 

If notwithstanding the objections raised by the pit3tor, e.g., ill 
health, advanced age,· etc., the Ordinary judges that h~ should not 
re~de from his original plan to transfer the pastor, he must, in 
ordt'r to act validly, hear the opinion of two parish priest consultors 
on those objections, and together with them he must weigh the 
circumstances in which the parish aJ quam and the parish a qua find 
themsel\'es, as also the reasons which convince him of the utility or 
necessity of the transfer (c. 2165). 

If, aftt'r having heard the parish priest consultors, the Ordinary 
deems that the transfer should take rlacr, he shall repeat his 
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fatherly warninp to the pastor that he accede to the will of bis 
superior (c .. 2166). 

Ha,ring done this, if the p::istor still refuses, and the Ordinary 
still insists that the transfer be made, he shall command the pastor 
to betake himself to the new parish within a specified time, addin1 
to this command a notice to the effect that after thr prescribtd inter
val the parish which the pastor now hu will ~come i;so facto 
vacant. Upon the lapse of this fixed term the Ordinary shall declare 
the parish vacant (c. 2167). 



Chapter II 

EXTRAJUDICIAL PUlflSllMElft' OF CBRTAJN OFFERSIS 

Offenses spoken of at this place are: l ) non-residence i 2) con
cubinage ; 3) neafect of pastoral duties. 

Let it be recalled here that the pneral formalities described 
in Art. I of the preceding chapter find equal application in the 
proa:sses to follow, e. g., as regards the need of a notary, the oath 
of aecrec:y to be taken by the notary, the examiners and consultors, 
the manner of admini1terin1 the warnings, the right of recoune, etc. 

ABT. I 

In the cue of a pastor, canon, or any other cleric who fails 
to observe the law of residence to which be is held by realOll of 
a benefice, the Ordinary shall warn him, and ill the meantime, if 
there is question of a pastor, he shall malce provision at the putor's 
expen11e lest the welfare of souls suier detriment. When issuing the 
warning, the Ordinary shall reca11 the penalties which non-resident 
clerics incur, especially as containrd in c. 188, n. 8 where the law 
considers non-compliance \Yith the warning after a month as equiva
lt'nt to tacit n:signation of the benefice, and he shall intimate to the 
cleric that he must R!sume R!sidence '"ithin the time determined by 
the Ordinary in the warning (c. 2168). 

If within the time specified the cleric neither takes up his res
idence, nor offers R!asons for his absrnc:t, the Ordinary shall declare 
the parish or non-parochial benefice vacant, provided he has ascer
tained for certain that the warning reached the cleric and that the 
latter was not legitimately impeded from answerin11 as explained 
above (c. 2169). 

If the cleric reaumes his residence, the Ordinary is not only 
bound to deprive him of his salary in proportion to the lenath of his 
illegitimate absence, but he may also punish him with other penalties 
proportionate to his guilt, if the cue warrants this (c. 2170). 

660 
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If the cleric does not return but often reasom for his abstnce, 
the Ordinary taking counsel with two synodal examiners, and mak
inr opportune investigations if necessary, shall consider whether the 
reasons for absence art lawful ( c. 2171 ) • 

If, after ha vine heard the examiners, the Ordinary judges that 
the reasons for the absence are not legitimate excuses, he shall again 
:1pecify a time within which the cleric must return, depriving him 
in the meantime of his salary Ira rat a ab1entiae ( c. 217 2). 

If a remotJable pastor fails to take up residence within the 
dett'rmined period the Ordinary shall at once proceed to deprive him 
of his parish ; if he returns, the Ordinary shall &ive him a precept 
not to leave again without his written pennission under penalty of 
ip10 facto privation of bis parish (c. 2173). 

In the case of a cleric who has an irremofHlhle benefice, and docs 
not return but offers new excuses a St"cond time for bis absence, the 
Ordinary shall \veigh these additional excuses with the examiaers 
as explained in c. 2171. If neither these excuses are considered 
legitimate, the Ordinary, without taking anything further into con
sideration, shall command the cleric to return within thl' time 
already specified, or now to be specified anew, and this under penalty 
of ip10 fat: to privation of his benefice. If then he does not return, 
the Ordinary shall declarl' him deprived of his benefice; but if he 
returns, the Ordiru:ry shall order him not to leave again without 
his lvrittcn permission under penalty of i~so facto privation of his 
benefice ( c. 2174). 

In neither case shall the Ordinary, in consultation with the 
examiners, declare a benefice vacant unless, in addition to weighing 
the excuses for absence alleged by the clerk, he shall have made 
certain that the cleric could have obtained his written permission to 
leave had he so desired ( c. 217 S). 

ART. II 

Punishment of Concublnaqe 

In the case of a cleric who, contrary to the rulinr of c. 133 
keeps in his house or in any manner reruJarly associates with a 
suspect woman, the Ordinary shall warn him to dismim her, or to 
cease his visits, as the case may be; and he shall add to his warning 
a threat of the penalties established by the law apinst clerics guilty 
of concubinage, as contained inc. 2359 (c. 2176). 

If the cleric neither obeys the command, nor answers by offerin& 
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an explanation, the Ordinary, after having made certain that the 
deric could either obey or answer, shall: t) suspend him " ,;,,;,,;,; 
2) deprive a pastor moreover of his parish at once; 3) proceed fur· 
tber against a cleric who hu a non·parochial benefice, and who has 
now been suspended a 4ivinis, by depriving him of half his income 
at the end of two months from the date of the suspension supposing 
the cleric has not amended, and by deprivinc him of his whole 
income afttr three more months of unrepentance, and of the benefice 
itself aftt-r another three months (c. 2177). 

If the cleric, who does not obey, at least offers reasons of excuse, 
the Ordinary shall hear the opinion of two synodal examiners on 
the excuses offered (c. 2178). _ 

If, aftrr havin1 comulted with the examiners, the Ordinary 
conduda that the reasons are not lawful, he shall inform the cleric 
as IOOD u possible of this, bis dedtion, at the same time giving him 
a formal precept to amply within a short time as specified by himaclf 
(c. 2179). 

In the cue of a removable pastor who refuses to obey, the 
Ordinarv can at once proceed against him with the penalties de· 
scribed in c. 2177 above; but if the cleric who refu1e1 to obey 
after a !ec.ond waming h11 an irremovable benefice, he may oiler 
new excuRS, and the Ordinary shall examine them in consultation 
with the synodal examiners. And if these new reuons are likewise 
rejecttd as insufticient, the Ordinary shall warn the cleric to ·obey 
within a reasonable time, and after the lapse of this time he shall 
p~d against the di10bedient deric by means of the penalties 
decribed in c. 2177 above (c. 2180, 2181). 

ABT. Ill 

,_....._.. ai Pcmtarcd lf991i9we 

In the case of a pastor who gro.ly neglects or violates pastoral 
dutia in respect to the pointa to be mentioned, the bishop shall aive 
him a warning, recallinr to his mind both the strict obligation of 
amacience involved in the cue, and the penaltie& eatablished by the 
law for the offenses in question. The pastoral duties intended at 
this place are: l ) to conduct divine services, to administer the 1acra
ments, to become acquainted with his pari1hionen, to correct the 
erring, to care for the needy, and to instruct the children (c. 467, 
11); 2) to visit the sick and the dying, and to administer to them 
the sacraments ( c. 468, § 1) ; 3) to 1ee that the church is kept clean 
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and neat, and free from tramaction1 alien to its 1acred purpoee ( c. 
1178); 4) to give catechetical imtructions to the children, and to 
preach, e1pecially by way of a homily, to the people on Sundays· and 
bolydays of obligation (c. 1330-1332, 1344). Cfr. c. 2182 where 
references to these duties are made. 

If the pastor does not reform, the bishop 1hall rebuke him 
and punish him otherwise with a befitting penalty in proportion 
to his 111ilt; and this he shall clo when, after having conferred with 
two .ynodal examiners, and after having given the pastor an opportu· 
nity to explain himself, he &hall have concluded that sufficient proof 
is at hand both to the effect that the aforesaid pastoral duties have 
been neglected time and again in aeriom matter1, and that the 
omissions or violations cannot be excused on any lawful pretext 
(c. 2183). 

If both the rebuke .and the penalty prove unavailinr, the 
Ordinary, after satisfying himelf in accordance with the procedure 
of the preceding canon that gros1 neglect and violation of putoral 
duties continues, and that it is c:ulpable on the part of the putor, 
1hall at oner deprive a removable pastor of hi1 parish. But in the 
case of an irremovable pastor who thus continues to nerlect his ·office 
after· beina warned, rebuked and punished, the Ordinary shall issueo 
another warning, and when this has proved futile accordinr to the 
procedure of c.- 2183, the Ordinary shall deprive him of his parish 
(c. 2184-2185). 

ABT. IV 

Prior to the Council of Trent no cleric could be denied 
promotion to higher orden, unless the superior had first proved 
by way of a formal trial that the candidate labored under some 
irregularity. Neither could the cleric be suspended from office, or 
from the exercie of orders already received save by way of a 
criminal trial. Thi1 led to countle• abuses. Families anxious to 
&ee one of their IOllS enjoy the security, wealth and influence which 
sacred ordination offered in those day1 found little diftic:ulty in 
bribins an unscrupulous eccledastiaal judae to render a favorable 
sentence in cue the fitne• of their son was questioned and chal
lenged by the bishop. Again, richly beneficed clerics Imng in con
c:ubinap, or guilty of other offenses to the great •candal of the faith· 
ful, could not be suspended from benefice save by way of a formal 
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trial; whereas avaricious judges and mercenary witnesses could 
easily be found willing to betray their sacred trust and honor. To 
counteract these evils the Council of Trent permitted bishop11 and 
regular prelates to forbid their subjects the right to ascend to higher 
orders, or to exercise orders already received, if the superiors had 
ascertained only extrajudicially the cleric's unfitness in the one case, 
or his criminal offense in the other. 

At the present day suspension 1x informata consd1ntia is a 
penalty only. It cannot be used as an administrative measure to 
debar a cleric from higher ordtrs. Clerics can still be forbiddtn to 
re~ive higher orders, and this extrajudicially, but the prohibition 
is no longer suspension, because not a penalty ( c. 2222, §2) • 

Suspension 1x in/ormata consei1111ia simply means that, as the 
term denotes, the superior's conscience is informed conc:emin~ the 
commission of an offense, and the guilt of the offender, even thouch 
thi.i information was obtained extrajudiclally. It does not mean that 
the superior alone knows of the offense. It does not even imply that 
the suspended cleric is unaware of the reasons for the suspension. 
In fact, the su~rior is allowed to disclose the reasons to him, but 
need not (c. 2193). 

Between ordinary suspension and suspension 1x informata con
scientin Wt" find several differences. 

1) It is not certain whether the ordinary suspension can be 
inflicted as a vindictive penalty outside of a trial ( cfr. p. 617) • 
If that can be done either in virtue of c. 1933, §4, or c. 2222, §1, 
then suspension 1z informata consei1ntia bas quiet outlived its useful
ness. 

2) The 'ilUSpension 1:x in/ormata consci1ntia is always a vindic
tive penalty; ordinary suspensions can be censures (dr. p. 688). 

3) Suspension '" in/ormata consci1ntia suspends only from 
office, i.e., from the jurisdiction attached thereto, not from orders 
(c. 2186). 

4} The most striking difference is that 11uspension ':x informata 
conuirntia can be inflicted without the superior needing to threaten 
it beforehand by way of a precept, for the Ordinary need not indicate 
the reasons for the suspension (c. 2193). 

'Ve wd that the Ordinary need not indicate the reasons for 
the suspension, and we should add to the 1u1;rnd1d cleric himstlf. 
But the latter has the right of recourse to the Holy See, and if he 
<mould take rPcourl.!e, the Ordinary must forward to Rome the 
proofs of the committed offense, and the reasons justifying the extra
ordinary measure of puni~hment ( c. 2194). This being true, the 
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charges of those who see in this institution an instrument of oppres
sion arc automatically answered. 

Sus))Cnsion 111 informata co111ri111tia is justified if the offeme is 
certain but occult so that a trial is impossible. Or if the offense 
is public, but a trial is still impossible, for the witneaes cannot be 
prrvailed upon to tmtify in court, or if civil legislation, or the 
accused himself, will impede the course of justice in open court 
( c. 2191). In the 19th century more than. one bishop of Italy 
resorted to this penalty in the cue of those of their clerics who 
publicly advocated the abolition of the temporal power of the Pope. 



ON OFFENSES .AND PEKALTIES 

In the introductory part of our manual, when we spoke of the 
Church as a sovereip society, we saw that by reason of that 
sovereignty the Church has the authority from her divine Founder 
not only to issue true commands in the form of laws binding in 
conscience, but that she li.bwise possesses coercive power with 
which to enforce her legislation and commands. This was proved 
not only from Sacred Scripture, but from the practise of the Apoatles 
and of the early Church as well. And reason itself supports this 
coercive right and power in every lawmaking body. For laws would 
be idle if their violation involved no punishment. 

It is true that the primary mission of the Churcli must be the 
salvation of souls, that she ought to heal rather than bruise, and 
that her most powerful weapon will always be found in the inftuence 
she exercises directly over the minds of men by employing what is 
known as moral suasion. ' 

But from the earliest times the bishops of the Church must 
have realized that situations could arise where moral suasion alone 
would not prove adequate to maintain peace and harmony in the 
Christian communities. Time and again direct appeal to the con
science of the delinquent was undoubtedly employed without success. 
Had there been question of occult offenses, or of public offenses 
even, but which harmed the offender more than the community, the 
paston in the Church might have felt that they had done their duty 
simply by warning and reprimanding the offender, and for the rest 
leavin& bis fate in the hands of the divine judge. 

'" 
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Situations where moral suasion must have proved futile from 
the start can easily be imagined, and where, if the bishops had not 
resorted to more severe measures, the Christian society would soon 
have ceased to exist u a peaceful united body of believers. Obviously, 
therefore, the bishops must have convinced themselves from the very 
beginning that they could and should proceed with penalties in the 
strict sense of the word apinst those who taught heretical doctrine, 
and threatened thereby to nind apart the seamless garment of Chri1tt, 
which is the Church. Moral suasion must have proved a weak 
instrument, e. g., against those who obstinately penisted in foment· 
in& schism within the Christian communities, against those, i. e., 
who preached disobedience to the lawfully constituted authorities. 
Or, suppose a cleric had succeeded, e.g., with the help of the civil 
authorities, in ejecting a lawfully appointed ofticie holder, let us say 
a bishop, and intruding and taking po.asion of that office himself, 
would the church authorities have to stand idly by, or strive at the 
most to restore order by· appealing only to the conscience of the 
intruder? If such were the case., then any obstinate intruder into 
an office would leave the Christian community perplexed and divided 
as to whom they ourht to show loyalty and obedience, the present or 
the former incumbent, and this apin would lead to new schisms. 

The examples here taken at . random suffice to illustrate how 
impossible it would be to govern even a spiritual society by moral 
suasion alone. In addition to this arpment taken from natural 
reason, u it were, we have the further truth that the Christian 
Church was established as a sovereign 90cicty. Now every such 
society bas the right to defend itself against unjust aggressors, 
and to repel force with forcic. How this coercive force is as a 
matter of fact iased today in the Church, and what rules eovern 
its law.ful exercise is the object of our present study. 

We shall in three chapters conaider: 1) offenses in general; 
2) penalties in general; 3) particular offenses and penalties. 



Chapter I 

OFFENSES Ill GENERAL 

This chapter will discuss in separate articles: I ) the nature of 
an ecclesiastical offense; 2) how offenses are classified ; 3) the 
principles of criminal imputability; 4) attempted and· frustrated 
crimes or offenses. 

ART. I 

Nabue ot an Otlen1e 

The present fifth Book of the Code under consideration is 
entitled: De Delictis et Poenu. We ma}' translate the word tlelictum 
by using an:v of several English equivalents, such as offense, crime, 
mi;demeaner, delict, delinquency, etc., just so long as we understand 
throughout when employing any such words the same thing the 
Code means by a Jelictum. Unlike civil law whose violations are 
graded according to the gravity of the sanctions attached, and arc 
deiignated by the above specific names, canon law has but one name 
for all violations of the law. 

By delictum c:. 2195 understands an e:Jtternnl and morallJ• im
p11ta6lt i•iolation of a law or precept to which a canonical sanction, 
whether determinate or indeterminate, has 6een attached. 

This definition contains four essentials of an ecclesin:;.tical 
offense: 1) there must have been a violation of a law or precept; 
2) the transgression must have been external; 3) it must have been 
morally imputable to the agent; 4) the law or precept must have 
carried a penalty. 

First, there must have been a transgression, i. e., disobedience 
to a command. And since the command must have bttn conveyed 
through a la'" or canonical precept, it follows that only the com
mands of superiors with external jurisdiction in the Church can 
give rise to an offense in the event of their violation. Moreover, 
so-called attemntcd and frustrated crimes or offenses are not Jelicta 
in the strict se~se of the \\•ord since there is here no actual violation. 
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Semndl:v, the transgression must have been ezt"11al. The desire 

to transgress the law or precept, while possibly an internal sin, is 
not an ecclesiastical offerue. The Church in the external forum does 
not, and cannot, punish mere sins of thought and desire, for there 
is no way to prove their commission, nor can such sins pos!'iblv 
disturb the public and social order of the Christian community. 
They can be judged only in the internal forum because there the 
penitent is his own accuser and witness. 

Thirdly, the transgresaion must have been morally im;11table. 
In other words, the delinquent must have violated the law or precept 
knowingly and willingly. In a separate article we shall sec more fully 
what imputability imports. 

Fourthly, the law or precept must have threatened a ;eru1lt,. 
Sometimes the law or precept contains a specific penalty, e.g., 
suspension, excommunication, privation of office, etc. At other times 
the penalty is threatened without its nature being determined, as 
\mere the law would contain the clauae: 1eeu1 eongrui1 ;oenis ;•nia
tur. or, pro qualitate, ;ro grnitate tlelieti j111ta ;oena ;leetat•r, etc. 
In a case of this kind the application of the penalty may be manda
tory, although the kind of penalty is optional. 

Without this fourth clement there can be no deliet•m. Neglect 
of the Easter duty may be a grave sin, but since the common law 
establishes no penalty in this cue, omission of the Easter duty is 
not an ecclesiastical offense. The Church punishes no violation 
unless punishment has been threatened, and the command has bttn 
disobeyed nevertheless. For in this latter supposition we seem to 
find obstinacy and defiance in the offender. However, c. 2222, §1 
seems to be an exception to this general rule for there the superior 
can mete out punishment even though no penal law, or penal precept, 
h.ad preceded. 

ART. II 

By reason of obj1et we can have offenses against faith, religion, 
authority, life, liberty, property, reputation,· good morals ; also crimes 
of falsehood and forgery, maladministration and reception of the 
sacraments, simoniacal conferment and acceptance of ecclesiastical 
offices, abuae of office, etc. When treating offenses in panicular, 
the Code in Part III of the present Book follows this classification. 

By reason of f or11m an offense may violate only f'cclesiastical 
law, or only cMI law, or both. Violations of the civil law the Church 
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does not judge savin& only to the extent that sin may be involved. 
Or apin, where clerics and othen lvho enjoy the privilege of the 
church forum transgress the penal civil law. BecaU$e of this priv
ile&e, not the civil court but the church court is competent to judge 
in the case of clerics who disobey the secular law. Mixed crimes 
are subjtct to the judgment of both authorities, e.g., abortion. 
However, c. 1933, 53 advises the ecclesiastical judge to withhold 
criminal action if the secular court has already prosecuted the 
offense in the case of a layman (cfr. c. 2198). 

3) By reason of publicity we have occult, public and notorious 
crimrs. An occult crime is one which is not public. A 1ublic offense 
is one which is divulged, or one which has been committed under 
such circumstances that a prudtnt penon must conclude that it 
will soon become divulged. No bard and fast rule can be laid down 
here to distin&uish public from occult offenses. Some authon hold 
that knowled&e of the delinquency to six persons in a small town, and 
to a correJpondingly larger number in a. correspopdin&ly larger 
locality constitutes a public offcme, although a smaller number of 
persons suffices if they are loquacious. Probably D'Annibale (Summa 
Tluolo9ia1 Moralis. I, n. 242, note 49) lays down the best rule 
whtn be says: Quia res faeti est~ in a'ltimatione boni fJiri e11e tlebet. 
A notorious offense is one which is public both as to its oommission, 
its author and its subjective imputability. If the crime is public 
onlv in the sense that its commission is known and also its author, 
but it is not established that the delinquent is subjectively guilty 
of sin, e.g., he may be excused by reason of ignorance, &rave fear, 
etc., the offense is merely public, not notorious. Certainty concerning 
imputability may result from the judicial confession of the accused, 
or from the sentence of the ecclesiastical court, and then the offense 
is notorious by notoriety of Jaw ; or the certainty may be pthered 
from circumstances if they are s\lch that no one can ex~ the 
ddinquent under any pretext which the law can offer, be tbii ignor
ancie, grave fear, etc.;· e. g., public enrollment in a non-Catholic sect, 
and in such cases the offense is notorious by notoriet1 of fact (c. 2197). 
The distinction between occult, public and notorious offenses is of 
practical importancie in the observance and remission of penalties. 

ART. III 
Pllnclplaa of lmputabillty 

We said that to have a delinquency there must be moral im
putability, i.e., the law or precept must have been disobeyed with 
full knowledge and consent. 
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In the. present article we shall consider the principles lvhich 
determine the presence of imputability, and the circumstances which 
lessen or aggravate it. They will senre moatly as norms for thme 
superiors whose penal precepts are disobeyed. Criminal trials are 
rare, but if they occur judges will also apply these norms. They 
may be of assistance also to confessor& to determine whether the 
penitent has contracted a latae se,,tmtiae penalty, although addi
tional rules for such cases are found in c. 2229. 

§1. GBNEllAL NORMS OF IMPVTABILITY 

lmputability may arise : 1) from malice ; 2) culpable ignorance 
short of mall~; 3) nepi&ence, short of malice and culpable ignor
ance (c. 2199). Hence, whatever lessens or increases malice, or 
nepgem:e, or culpability in ignorance, will at the same time lessen 
or increase imputability ( c. 2199) • 

By. malice (Jolus) we understand the deliberate will to break 
the law ID that any lack of knowledge on the part of the intellect, 
or lack of liberty on the part of the will, is opposed to malice. 
But once the law or ptecept has been violated, malice is presumed, 
and it devolves upon the accused to prove its absence; it is not 
the duty of the superior to prove malice in the accused (c. 2200). 

If one breab the law, being inculpably ignorant of the exist· 
ence of the law, there is no imputability; otherwise imputability is 
lessened only in proportion to the culpability of one's ignorance. 
Ignorance of the penalty only, lessens but does not destroy imputa
bility entirely. The principles here stated apply also to inadvertance 
and error (c. 2202). 

If a person violates the law by the omission of due care and 
diligence, his imputability is les.sened according to the principles to 
be determined by the judge. If the person foresaw the evil con~
quences of his negligence, e.g., failure to guard the tsbernade key, 
and nevenheless failed to use those precautions which the average 
diligent person would have emplored, his fault approaches the degree 
of malice ( c. 2203) . 

§2. CAUSES WHICH DESTROY, LESSEN 01. INCi.EASE IMPUTABILITY 

Infant age and insanity-Those who actuallv lack the use of 
reason are incapable of crime (c. 2201, §1 ). To this class presumably 
~long all per~ons under the age of seven, and all ~rsons who, 
though habitually enjoying the we of reason, are momentaril}' de
prived of reason through grave fear, piwion etc. The habitually 
insane are presumed incapable of crime even though they have lucid 
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intuvals, and appear sane in certain lines of thought and action 
(c. 2201, §2). Mental debility lessens but does not exclude imputa
bility ( c. 2201, §4 ). 

Druden,,e11 and other states of mental stupor-A delinquency 
committed in the state of voluntary intoxication is not entirely free 
of imputability, but the imputability is less than if the same crime 
were committed by one in the full possession of his faculties, save 
where one became drunk purposely to gain courage to commit the 
offense, or to plead inculpability. Where a law is transgressed in 
the state of involuntary intoxication, imputability must be conJidered 
absent alto~thcr if drunkenness entirely deprived the person of 
the use of rea90n ; if the USC of reason was not entirely absent, 
imputability is only leuened. The same principles apply to similar 
disturbances of the mind, e.1.1 stupor caused by drugs (c. 2201, ~3). 

A rddtnt-An accident which could not be foreseen, or which 
if foreseen could not be avoided, excuses from all imputability 
(c. 2203, §2). · 

Minor age-Minor• lessens imrutability in proportion to the 
proximity to infancy, unless the contrary is evident, e.g., in the cai;c 
of a precocious child (c. 2204). Much is left to the discretion of the 
judge, or superior. 

Physical fore~ This excludes all imputability if it left one 
completely powerles• to resist the force ( c. 2205, § 1). 

Fear-Fear, i.e., moral force, produced through threats, or 
other causes, excuses from all icuilt, whether the fear is absolute 
or only relative. But only grafJe fear will so excuse (cfr. p. 134 
concerning what is meant by grave fear). Thus in t~es of persecu
tion fear of arrest would excuse a cleric from wearing the ecclesiasti
cal gar-b. But if the fear motivates an act which is inuinsica!ly 
wrong (violation of the divine, not ecclesiastical, law), e. g., regular 
attendance at non-Catholic services for fear of losing one's clients 
in business, or if the act involves contempt of faith or of ecclesiastical 
authority, e.g., where throuih human respect, i.e., fear of ridicule 
alone, one violates Friday abstinence, or where an act involves harm 
to souls, as when in time of a pestilence a pastor neglects the law 
of residence, in these cases imputability is only diminished, but not 
totally excluded ( c. 2205, §2, 3). But grave fear excuses from 
ctn1ure1 though the offense be intrinsically wrong ( cfr. p. 681). 

N ece11it1 and grllfJt i1JeonfJtnitnct"-These causes excuse from 
imputability to the same extent and within the same limits as grave 
fear described in the preceding paragraph ( c. 2205, §2). Necenity 
difien from grave inconvenience in that the former supposes a 
conflict of two laws both of which cannot be observed simultaneously, 
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as where one omits Sunday Mass to remain at home and care for 
a sick member of the family; whereas the latter supposes the conflict 
of the law with one's interests, as where a man must omit Sunday 
Mass by rea11>n of his employment otherwise he would risk losing 
his position. 

Self-Je/ense and potiocation-Legitimate self defense against 
an unjust agrasor excuses from all imputability, provided one took 
only tho11e measures which were absolutely necessary to defend him
self (or his liberty, property, etc.). If those bounds were exceeded, 
imputability is only lessened. Likewise when one acts upon provoca
tion, e. I·• provoked to a duel, this excuses somewhat, but not entirely, 
a violation of the law. In all such cases it belongs to the jud~ or 
superior in the external forum, and to the confessor in the sacra
mental forum, to determine the degree of culpability ( cfr. c. 2205, 
§4). 

Passion and iml•lse---Where these arise from emotions (angu, 
envy, lust, etc.) so powerful as to momentarily deprive the apnt 
of the free use of reason they excuse from all imputability. Where 
they only partially disturb the mental proce59CS, they will correspond
ingly merely lessen responsibility. If they are not antectdent to the 
act, but subsequent, from freely having worked" oneself up to a pitch 
e.g. by conscious brooding over one's injury, the passion which 
then foll~ and motivRtes a violation of the law rather increases 
culpability (c. 2206). 

fi bus~ of office-If one breaks the law by the betrayal of his 
aathority or office, his responsibility is auravated. For this reason 
sacramental solicitation is so severely punished in canon law. Im
putability is likewise increased in proportion to the dignity of the 
offending or offended person. Thus, canon law punishes more 
severely assaults upon prelates than assaults 1Jpon the lower clergy 
(c. 2207). 

Repeated off~nses-ThOf;e who commit the same offenses 
( rtciJfoi), or even different kinds of offenses, increase their responsi
bility and deserve to be punished more severely. Hence, while a 
mere penance may be appropriate in the belJinning, more severe 
punishment should be meted out in proportion as misconduct con
tinues ( cfr. c. 2208). 

Complicity-To determine the degree of imputability in the 
case of cooperation, c. 2209 distinguishes between principals and 
attt'S90ries. 

1 ) Principals-The following are considered principals and 
as being equally liable: a) those who cooperate in the commission 
of the deed as a result of common conspiracy ( c. 2209, § 1 ) ; b) thole 
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who commit a crime which by its very nature requires an accomplice, 
e.1., adultery, a duel, etc. (c. 2209, 12); c) agents wh01e cooperation 
wu necaaary, even thauch they acted in the name of a principal, 
as ia the case of abduction ( c. 220!1, 13). 

2) 4'tt11sori.........Generally, ac:ceasoriea do not incur the wne 
depee of pilt as principals, and BOmetimes they can dilclaim all 
responsibility. In the elm of aca:ieories the Code places: a) those 
whose cooperation was not necessary but merely facilitated the mis
deed, provided there wu no previous conspiracv ( c. 2209. •4) ; 
b) thote who partially withdraw prior to the misdeed, e. i., if the 
drugiat in selling the medicine for abortion advises against its use 
(c. 2209, 1.5); c) those who cooperate negatively by neglecting to 
discharp their duty, e. J·• ofticers of the law who do not interfere 
with a duel ( c. 2209, 16) ; d) accessories after the deed, i. e., those 
who bad planned beforehand with the delinquent to shelter him, 
to share in the spoils, etc. But in the amence of a prior mutual 
undentandinr such sut.eQuent acts involve no pilt, unlm they are 
aprmly punished u offemea in tbmmelves, e. 1-. permittina a sus
pendtd priest after be ha been mndemned to 1111pen1ion to ceJebrate 
M .. (c. 2209, 17). 

All principals u describtd above in ( 1 ) are held to restitution 
and indemnification ;. iolU•rn,, cvm tbou&h the judp condemned 
each ~ rtda. Hence, the mmcientious will have to aupply in 
default of the 1- scrupulous who happen to ignore the lmltence 
of the court, especially the sentence of che cc:daiastical court whose 
execution, unlike -War court sentenCa, · must often be left to the 
conacience of the indmdual (c. 2211). 

ABT. IV 

When all prepuatiom have been made to commit a crime, 
but the deed is not comummated either because oae desists from 
bis propol&}, or because the me1111 have •n found inadequate, 
or becaUle a third party intervenes, we have an attempted crime, 
which ii more specifically desipated a frustrated crime if the deed 
,,. prevented through the apncy of another (c. 2212). 

When the law atablisbea a penalty for a certain offense, the 
penalty ii not incurred unlell the delinquency ii perfect in the 1trict 
1e111e of the law, even though one remains guilty of the tin of 
claire ;. foro eouftnitM• (c. 2228). Thus, e.g., one who hu 
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recourse to the lay court to prevent the exrrcile of ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction does not incur the excommunication of c. 2334 if the 
rccoune wu not e&ctive (Code Comm. Jul12.5, 1926; At111 XVIII, 
394). But in some cues an attempted crime is punished with a 
penalty of its own ( c. 2212, 14). Thus attempted suicide i1 pun
ished (c. 23.50, 12), as well 11 the attempt to bribe court of&c:ials 
(c. 2407). 



Chapter II 

Penalties are inflicted to correct offenders and to punish offenses. 
Having consideored ecclesiastical offenses in the foregoinc chapter, 
it remains to speak of ecclesiastical penalties, i. e., pen:il sanctions. 

In separate articles we shall consider: 1 ) the nature of ecclesiasti
cal penalties; 2) the various kinds of such penalties; 3) superiors with 
punitive powers; 4) the subject of penalties; 5) the interpretation 
of penalties; 6) the manner of imposing penalties; 7) requilites of a 
just penalty; 8) redress against penalties; 9) the oessation of 
penalties. 

ABT. I 

Nature of an Ecclealasllcal Penally 

An rtelesiflltkal lenally is th1 dtlrivalioa of 1om1 900"6 or 
btnf/ils tltct1d and d1t:r1td b1 th1 lawf•l 1ccl11iastical autkorit1 
for th1 correction of th1 d1linquent and tht 1un.Uhm1nt of tht of!1m1 
(c. 2215). 

First, a penalty is a dtlriHtion. Like the ancient Roman State, 
and modern States with advanced culture, the Church makes punish· 
ment consist not ao much in the infliction of positive suffl'ring as 
in the deprivation of goods. 

Secondly, it is the deprivation of goods or /Jene/its. The Code· 
uses the word bonum. This bonum is something which the Church 
conferred or can confer, e.g., the sacraments and sacramentals, the 
public prayers of the faithful, ecclesiastical jurisdiction, offices, digni
ties, etc. Temporal goods the Church, too, can withdraw, for al
though she dors not confer these, she protects them in the sense 
that. she protects and defends all natural rights of man. 

Because this element is lacking in remedial penalties and pen
ances, these are not real .J>Cnalties in the strict sense (dr. p. 682). 
It is true that these latter run counter to aelf-love, they cause some 
mental pain and they disturb the cmotiom. But they withdraw no 
possessions, no spiritual goods, no temporal goods, or rights thereto, 

,7, 
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as we shall see. They do not even impair one's aoocl name, for they 
have no place unless one is either risk:in1 his good name by his present 
conduct and in the jude;uient of serious-minded Catholics, or has 
lost his good name throup his misdeeds. 

Thirdly, it is a deprivation decreed by ecclesiatkal autAority. 
If spiritual aoocls alone were withdrawn, we would have no need 
to add this third element. But if temporal goods are withdrawn, 
whether the penalty is ecclesiastical or civil can be judged only by 
the authority who imposes it. _ 

Fourthly, it is a deprivation intended for the correction of tAI! 
off rnder and tiff ~Hishme111 of tht off en1f!. This two-fold object 
the Church keeps in mind in every punishment. However, IOlll& 
penalties aim primarily at the correction of the offender, such as 
censures, and others primarily at the suppression of the misdeed 
and the repair of scandal, such as vindictive penalties, as we shall see. 

Sometimes an administrative act of the superior can work a 
peat hardship for the subject, and the act is not punitive in nature, 
e. g., the removal of a pastor becauae of siclmeu, old age, etc., i. e., 
for administrative, not penal, reasons. Here there is no penalty 
because the fourth element is lacking. 

ART. II 

Dlndon of PaalU.. 

Ecclesiastical penalties are either : 1 ) spiritual or temporal ; 
2) determinate or indeterminate; J) latae 1e11te11titif! or /ertndaf! 
1t11te11titie; 4) a i11re or alJ homitte; S) remedial. medicinal or vindic
tive. 

These divisions often overlap, and do not necessarily exclude 
one another. Thus. the same censure may be either latae or /erendae 
1ente111Uie, either a iure or a6 homine, and the same applies to 
vindictive penalties. 

§1. SPIRITUAL AND TBMPORAL PBNALTIBS 

Accordin1 to whether the goods of which a delinquent ii 
deprived arc spiritual or temporal (material) goods, we have spir
itual and temporal penalties in the Church. The majority of ecclesi
astical penalties at the present day are spiritual in character, e. g., 
exclusion from the sacraments and sacramentaJs, denial of Christian 
burial, denial of active and pRS1ive voice (vote) in ecclesiastical elec-
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tions, privation 'of office or benefice, clerical suspension from office, 
jurisdiction, benefice, etc. That the Church bu the risht to inftict 
temporal punishment (not to be confuted with positive bodily punish· 
ment) is evident from her nature u a 10VCreign toc:iety. lu such 
she has the risht to all means nec:euary or useful to attain her enJ. 
But since her memben are composite creatures, i. e., with soul and 
body, temporal penalties are IOIDetima found more elective than 
spiritual oats. On the other band, due to eeparation of Church and 
State which obtains almost univenally today, the Church in practice 
refrains from employing penalties which might cause civil laW'luits. 
Amons the temporal penalties still retained by the Code are: 
1 ) money fines ; 2) confinement to a monastery; 3) the prohibition 
to stay in a certain locality; 4) the command to remain in a certain 
locality; 5) infamy. lo the fint cae we have a printion of 
material pmeeifions, in the second, third and fourth case a privation 
of liberty, in the fifth case a privation of honor, or reputation. 
Temporal penalties in practice are impoled only on deria and 
religious, not on the laity. 

12. DBTBRMINATB AND INDBTllLMINATB PINALTIU 

By reaon of specification, penalties are determinate and 
indeterminate. A determinate penalty is one which i• so dearly 
fixed by law or precept that all choice in the matter n exdudr.d, 
e.1., if the law says: sru,.ndotur, olkio tlrlriwtttr, i~o facto incur· 
rit r~communicolio,.rm, etc. An indeterminate penalty u one which 
the law leaves to the judge or the superior to specify, and this is 
tn1e whether the law makes it mandatory or optional that a penalty 
be inflicted, e. K·• (in the fint suppoeition of a mandatory punish· 
ment) ,ro grilflittlt• cull« ,,,,,;,,,.,, and (where the infliction of 
a penalty is optional) ~rulenti Ortliitarii arllitrio 11111illlur. (dr. c:. 
2217, 11, n. 1). 

The division of penalties into determinate and indeterminate 
penalties gives rise to the followinc principlts: 

1 ) In the case of determinate penalties established by law the 
judge as a rule may not increase the penalty ( c. 2223, 11 ) • How
ever, he may ttlDP!r the penalty if extenuating circumstances so 
warrant ( c. 2223, 12, 3, n. 3). 

2) In the cue of ~determinate penalties the judge must ICC 

that the punishment fits the crime, and be should be neither too 
lenient nor too severe in ch001in1 the proper penalty. He must, 
therefore, take. into consideration various facton which we have 
seen may increue or lessen imputability ; the amount of scandal given 
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and harm done, the gravity of the law which bu been violated; 
the age, sex, and mental state of the delinquent, the time and- place 
of the offense, whether the delinquent has repented, etc. (c. 2218, 
§1 ). 

3) In the case of preceptive or mandatory penaltia, whether 
determinate or indeterminate, a penAlty must ordinarily be imposed, 
but the judge may postpone the execution of his sentence ·if grave 
harm would result from its immediate e.ucution, or he may withhold 
judgment, and abstain from a criminal trial entirely ·if the delin
quent has repented and repaired scandal, or it is fore:wen that he 
will be punished sufficiently by the civil authorities, or if there is 
question of vindictive penalties, the jud~ may, aher havinc pa91Cd 
srntence, suspend the e.."<ecution thereof in the case of first offenders, 
and place the delinquent on a three years' parole as deteribed in 
c. 2288 (cfr. c. 2223, §3, n. I, 2). 

4) If the law establishes a penalty, whether determinate or 
indeterminate, as optional, it i1 leh to the prudence and con.cience 
of the judae to inflict it or not (c. 2223, 12). 

Thus far we have been considerinc the principles applicable 
to determinate or indeterminate penalties when thae are ferenJae 
se•U•titU. If the penalty is latu se•te11tiae (cfr. i11/ro), is is neca
sarilr a determinate snd preceptive one, and so the judae can neither 
increase nor reduce it. But it is aenerally leh to the prudence of 
the superior to issue, or authorize the issuance of, the declaratory 
sentence ( c. 2223, 14) . 

In practice, trials are seldom held at the present day, and since 
many of the forqoing principles apply only when the judp pro
ceeds by way of a formal trial, they have little value. 

§3. PBNAL111!S lattu untr•tiM AND fn-mtlae sr•le.tiu 
Dependin1 on the manner in which they are incurred penalties 

are latar or /ere,.du ie•ltntitle. 
A ptnal ty l11tae st•tntiae (of a 1CDtence already pronounced) 

is a determinate penalty which is so attached to the law. or the 
superior's precept, that it is incurred immediately upon the commis
sion of the offense, u if the sentence were already passed (latae ma
tnititle). A pel\alty ferenlla1 s1nt1•titl1 (of a sentence to be passed) 
is one which, lVhether determinate or incletrrminate, need not be 
observed in either the internal or external forum before the delin
quent has been found guilty and condemned. Both kinds of penalties 
may also be attacbecl to the superior's precept (c. 2217, ll, n. 2). 
If attached to the precept of the 1uperior, the penalty can be called 
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ltltiW or /1r11•'"' ,,,,,,,,,;., only in the improper aenae. since when 
the superior actually imposa the penalty upon the delinquent, tlm 
is usually done extra-judicially b1· way of a ''""1 not by way of 
a 1niln1tt. 

Civil leplation hu no 1111111 111111r11ia penalties. Only the 
Church can reach man•s soul, and in this cue make her penalties 
1elf-exec:utory. That the exerci1e of such power is reuonable fol
lows from the fact that the violation of ecclesiastical la'"' may not 
prove detrimental to the rights of othen, and hence there ii no 
interested party to sue the delinquent in court and punish his offense, 
u happens where civil laws are trans1raaed which involve an in
fringement of the temporal interests of othen. A. a result many seri
ous oflemes which harm Christian society would remain undetected 
and unpunished did not the Church attach self-executory penalties 
to these crimes, e. 1.. the absolution of one'• accomplice, the reading 
of prohibited boob, etc. (cfr. Vermeench-Creusen, Elitomt J11ri1 
Caaonki, III, n. 405). 

The division of penalties into /ala• and /n-1114111 111111nli111 
penalties gives rise to the followin1 principles: 

l ) Since lnt111 mt11111Ui1 penalties are always more odious than 
/rm1tl111 1111t111tiar penalties, in a cue of doubt the penalty must be 
prawned f1r11•'"' 1111tn1ilu (c. 2217, 12). If the lawgiver or the 
superior uaes the exprellions: i'1o faelo or ilsa jart (int1mit11r, ;,.. 
"'"'"'") this is evidence that a la1111 11nt111tiu penalty is intended. 

2) A lata111nttntiu penalty, whether medidqal or vindictive 
(dr. infra) is bindinc on the delinquent in both the internal and 
external forum immediately upon the commission of the misdeed, 
provided he is conscious of the penalty. But unless the delinquency 
is notorious, i. e., not only public, but inexcusable from the point 
of imputability in the eyes of the public, the delinquent need not 
oblen•e the penalty in the external forum before he has been found 
pilty and condemned. This applies only when the penalty cannot 
be observed without defaming oneself prior to official condemnation 
(c:. 2232). Moreover, in the cue of /tltat se•t~ntia1 penalties the 
superior is pnerally free to condemn or \Vithbold condemnation 
even thoup he ii aware of the offense ( c. 2223, §4). That canon 
states two cases where the offender mfllt be sentenced. 

3) The sentence which imposes a f trnda 11nt1ntilt1 penalt)' 
established by the law is called a colUl11nna1ory Rntence; that which 
imposes a penalty ltlta• se11t111tiu established by the la\V ii called 
a 'eclaratory sentence. Whether either penalty may be imposed out
side of a formal trial is disputed (dr. p. 617). 
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4) A I 1r1ntla1 11ntentiae penalty, we said, need not be observed 
until the delinquent has been judged and found guilty by the court 
(or the superior) ; and it will be the right of the court, or superior, 
to determine whether the accused is guilty and to what extent. 
But in the cue of l11ta1 11nunti1J, penalties which take effect at once, 
and must be observed at lenst in the forum of conscience, it will 
be left to the individual to decide whether or not he hu contract~ 
the penalty. To help him form this judgment canon 222Q lays down 
certain rules which are peculiar only to the penalties under consider
ation. Namely: 

a) Affectf'd iporance, i.e., ignorance which has been pur~ly 
fostered to escape the consequences of the law, never excuses from any 
latae 11nt1ntia1 penalties. 

b) If the law which has been transeressed contains the words: 
1ra111'm1S,ril, ""'"' /u"it, 1tkntw, 1t11tlio11. tnn"tl1'i1, ton111lto 
1g~rit, or similar exptt91ions which postulate full knowledge and 
deliberation, any diminution of imputability, whether on the pan 
of the intellect or the will, excuses from latae ununtiat penalties. 

c. If thme \Vords are not found: 
I ) Crass or supine ignorance (that which is present because no 

effort whatever wu made to dispel it) does not excuse. If not er~ 
or supine but still cravely culpable, such iKnoraoce will excuse from 
medicinal but not from vindictive l. •· penalties. It is immaterial 
whether ignorance concerned the law, or only the penalty, or both. 

2) Drunkenness, the omisaion of due care, i.e., carelessness, 
mental debility, and passion will not excuse if in these cases, not
withstandinir the lessened imputability, the offense is still lf&vely 
culpable. 

3) Grave fear does not excuse from 1. s. penalties if the misdttd 
amounts to a contempt of faith, or of ecclesiastical authority, or if it 
proves publicly detrimental to souls. Outside of these inst.1nces 
grave fear excuses, even though the offender was pilty of grave tin, 
and even though the act was intrinsically wrong, i.e., a violation 
of the divine law (Code Comm., Dec. 30, 1937 ; A eta XXX, 73, 
Cfr. also infra p. 715). 

4) Children under the age of puberty are not liable to 1. s. 
penalties (c. 2230). Bishops are not subject to 1. s. suspension or 
interdict unless the penal law expressly bas them in mind, (c. 2227, 
§2). Cfr. e.1., c. 2373, n. I where a bishop who ordains a non
subject without dimissorial letters incun i'so facto suspension for 
a year. 
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§4. PINALTIIS a i•r1 AND PB:NALTlll all ltomia1 

By reason of their author penalties are divided into penaltim 
a juu, i. e., penalties established by the law, and penalties ob llomi•1, 
i.e .. penalties established by the superior which he attaches to hii 
precept. Either may be l. s. or f. s. But if f1r111tlu 11rit111tiM, and 
n-en thoup establitbed by the law, it will be considered a penalty 
a/J llomin1 after the judp pronounces the eondemnatorj sentence 
(c. 2217, ll n. 3). 

The distinction between a ;,,,., and a/J llomi•• penaltia is 
important from the viewpoint of their pardon. The law lfanb 
extensive faculties, as we shall see, to confason to absolve from 11 jur1 
penalties. But from d llomi•1 penalties seldom can anyone other 
than the administrative superior who authorized or impaled the 
penalty grant pardon. 

IS. R1MBD1AL PBHALTIBI, Casuus AND Vnm1CT1VB PBNALTIBS 

By J'ellOn of the purpoee for which they are impelled penalties 
are divided into remedial penalties, censures and vindictive penaltie1. 

A. RIMIDIAL PIN.U.TllS 

These are not penalties in the strict sense i rather they are 
remedial measures apinst the incurrin1 of penalties in the strict 
sense. They are resorted to by the superior in order to foratall the 
cmnmiuion or the repetition of an ofeme. 

They find application chiefly in those cues where an offense 
consists not so much of one transgression of the law but rather of a 
series of b'anlpmiom. We uw how the Code applied them in the 
case of religious before their dismiml, and in the C"Ue of clerical 
concubinap, non-residence and nealect of pastoral duties. There, 
as here, the offfftle consists 1C111Dcwhat in an habitual mode of conduct 
contrary to the law. 

Remedial ptnalties are four in number: 1) admonition; 2) re
buke ; 3) precept ; 4) wrvemance ( c. 2306). 

An tulmo.itiori or warninc (monilio) Hi Jiven to one who is in 
the proximate occasion of committing an offense ( c. 2307). The 
reader need only review the procedure already outlined against the 
above mentioned o&ma to unclentand this point. Thus. sincie the 
law does not state how lon1' an absence will constitute the offense 
of non-residence, or how many visits are to be interpreted u con
cubinap, etc. it bclonp to the superior when he issues his monitio to 
determine these matten for the oflendin1 person. if such determin:.
tion is in order. Less often Hi the monilio employed apinst a 1uspect, 
althour;h it is allowed ( c. 2307). 
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A ,,.1c11t i1 a command of the 1uperior which accurately indi
cata just what his aubject must do, or refrain from doinr, and 
carries with it a threat of punishment in the event of dilobeclience 
( c. 2310). The precept, therefore, diffen from the monition in 
that it pves a command, whereu the monition simply recalls the 
penalty establUhed by the law against the impending offense in 
qurstion. 

Jn practise the monition and precept are often administered 
jointly. This, w'e saw, happened in the me of these remedial penalties 
against non-residence and concubinap. Where no procedure is out
lined in the law, the superior may follow his own judpnent wbrther 
to give the monition and prectpt joindy or MP&rately, or whether 
to omit the monition entirtly. 

Both the monition· and the precept may be public or secret. 
As reprcls the '"'"''· there must alwa)'I be evidence at hand of its 
havinr been issued. It may be administered before an ecclesiutical 
notary, or in the presence of two witneua, or by means of a regis
tered letter, as we saw in the cue of procedure apinst non-residence, 
concubinaae, and pastoral neliigence. A ""'" precept or command 
(with threat of punishment) tan be proved, e.g., by havine the 
offender sip bis name to the document after readinr it, and preserv
ing the document or the siped copy in the archives (cfr. c. 2309). 

As reprds the warninr (rno•itio), if this can be employed or 
omitted at the discretion of the superior, no proof of it is required. 
But if the law demands the monition, as it does prior to the dismitsal 
of religious, and the penal removal of pastors, then the monition 
mqst be civen in lepl form, either publicly or secretly u described 
in the preceding parapph (cfr. c. 2309). 

The warninr; and the precept may be pven repeatedly. Usually, 
however, the precept is pven but once. Still, it may happen that if 
the warning and precept coincide, the reputed offender may offer, 
or attempt to ofter a defense of his praent conduct, e. 1 .. why the 
pastor absents himself and cannot retum within the time specified 
by the Ordinary. Then, as we saw, the Ordinary may, after recon
siderinr, repeat his warning and precept. How often one can be 
admonished before being commanded depends on the pmente or 
absf'nce of scandal, and the demands of social justice. 

A ,.,Jd1 or reprimand ( corr1,tio) is proper in the case of a 
proved transgression u implied in c. 2308. It subetitutes for the 
precept 'vhen proceedinr apinst nepipnt pastors (c. 2183), In 
many offmses where the ICCUICd pleads pilty it dispenses from the 
need of a criminal trial, and the application of the strict penalty of 
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the law (c. 1947), provided the offender is willing to iccept an 
appropriate penance to repair for scandal &iven, and to satisfy any 
wrong• to third partiea he may have caused (c. 1952, 2313, §2). 

Surt1rillant>e, as a remedial penalty, is resorted to especially if 
there is question of one who is in danpr of relapsin1 into the same 
offense ( dr. c. 2311 ) . The Code refers to surveillance also in con· 
nection with suspects (c. 1946, §2); and with the accused during 
the course of a criminal trial (c. 1957); and \Yith respect to repeated 
offtndtts in general ( c. 2234). 

Remedial penalties, we said, are not ecclesiaatiC3l penalties in 
the strict Rnse of the word. They withdraw no goods, either spir
itual or temporal. They do not even· lessen one's good reputation. 
They suppose censurable conduct, and that sufficient evidence is at 
hand to prove misconduct. Without this proof even remedial penalties 
are unjustified. With that proof at hand the offender has already 
harmed his good name, and the remedial penalty does not defame 
him more than he has already defamed himself. 

It ia the desire of the lawgiver as e¥J>re•d in c. 2214 that 
bishops and other superiors have frequent recourse to remedial 
penalties in the case of misconduct. On the one hand, the superior 
ought not apply the extreme penalty of the law at the fint indications 
of misconduct, but on the other hand he should not wait until a 
continued line of misconduct has reached the degree that constitutes 
it an offense de~rving of the established penalty. In that canon 
bishops and other superiors are reminded that they are the shepherds 
of their flock, that these are their children and brothers in Christ, 
that they ought first to reprove, rebuke, entreat in all goodness and 
patience, since benevolence often effects more than severity, admoni· 
tions more than threats, charity more than authority; but if punish
ment must be given, then let justice be tempered with mercy, and 
harshne• "-ith leniency, lest by enforcing Christian discipline with 
undue rigor, the offender be embittered into hopeless unrepentaocie. 

It should be noted that remedial penalties cannot be employed, 
rave where the law either establishes no penalty for a certain line 
of misconduct, or carries only a penalty f"tntlat ttnltntiae. They are 
no escapes from latae sententiae penalties. 

B. MIDICINAL PENALTIES OR CINSVRES 

A t:en1urt i1 a penalty whida d'pi"er a tlelinfutnt anti t>Ontuma
t:i""' ol/tntl" of urtain s,iritual gootl1 until ht r'''"'' of his mis
deetl and rutifJtt absolution ( c. 2241, 11). Contumat:iou1 and until 
he repent• indicate the nature and purpose of censures as distinct 
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from vindictive penalties. The main purpose is to reform the drlin· 
quent. For that rellOn they are called medicinal (from m1Jirina). 

Contumacy means that the censure was threatened by law or 
precept, and in spite of such warning the offender violated the 
command, and is still unrepentant (c. 2242, 12). 

The offender is considered to have withdrawn from his con
tumacy when he truly repents of his misdeed, and at the same time 
satisfies, or promises to satisfy, for any wrong and injury he may 
have caused, and to repair any scandal he mav have given ( c. 22~2, 
13). 

No one can be punished with a censure for an offense that does 
not amount to a monal sin. And in nery case be must have been 
forewarned, else contumacy is not possible ( c. 2242, 11 ) • 

As soon as the censured offender repents, i.e., desists from his 
contumacy u just explained, he bas a ript to be ablolved from 
the censure, but he may still be punished with aome penance, or evm 
a mild vindictive penalty, by the superior or confesaor who absolves 
him, if the cue 1eems to require this (c. 2248, 12). 

Since a censure must be lifted as 9000 as the delinquent repents, 
it follows that no censure can be inflicted for a fixed period of time, 
for it may happen that the offender will repent before that time 
has elapsed, and he would then have a ript to be absolved. 

So that censures may prove more effective, most of them are 
reserved, i.e., their absolution is reserved to the lawgiver, or the 
superior who issued the precept. If they are established by law but 
reserved to no one, then any ordinary confesaor can absolve though 
such reservations are rare. The more grievous the delict the more 
stringmt will be the raeivation. Some censures are reserved by 
law to the Ordinary, others are reserved to the Holy See either 
1im1lidter, or Slttiali naotlo, or 1~tilzli11imo motlo. The Ordinary 
can absolve from censures reserved by the law to himself. To absolve 
from censures reserved to the Holy See delegated faculties are neces
sary, i.e., simple delegated faculties if the censure is reserved 1itn1lic
iter, special faculties if reserved speciali modo, most special faculties 
if reserved 11etialisdmo modo. In practise, however, as we shall tee, 
the law grants very broad absolving faculties to Ordinaries and 
confe1110rs today. so that offenders need no longer make a journey 
to Rome at in times past to be absolved, nQr need they even wait 
for absolving powen to be received by letter from Rome. 

In spite of all this, however, censures, at least excommunication 
and interdict, are more severe penalties than are vindictive penalties: 
I) becalllle they deprive the offender, while he it under the censure, 
of more important spiritual goods, e. g., sacramental absolution. for 
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one thine; and to the supernatural man this is a areater loa than any 
other deprivation he could suffer, not exrluding the loa of one'• 
clerical rank, i.e., dqradation; 2) becaute before they are removed 
the offender must promise to accept a vindictive penalty anyway, 
e. I•• loss of active and pusive voi1:et or a heavy expiatory penance, 
if these are deemed necessary to repair for 1candal civen; 3) because 
the judp can suspend the infliction of a vindictive penalty established 
by law in the case of most first offenden ( c. 2288). 

Until the time of the decretaliats in the Middle Ages penal 
theory and legislation in the Church wu rather vague. The word 
c1n1urt had a most comprehensive meaninc. Any penalty could be 
called a censure until Innocent III ( 119.5-1216) decreed that hence
forth the word should be restricted to excommunication, suspension 
and interdict. This helped somewhat but not much. The decretalists 
still had to develop the distinction between medicinal and vindicti\•e 
penalties. When they succeeded in doin1 so, they discovered that 
censures were eminently suited to reform the delinquent and to serve 
primarily u medicinal meaures, and that all other penalties, priva
tion of office, etc., were better qualified to serve as repressive meas
ures or vindictive penalties. For centuries previous to this the liftin1 
of. all penalties wu &0verned by the 11111e nonm so that all 
penalties, even excommunication, could be inflicted for a definite 
number of months or yran, nor could the offender immediately upon 
reform ask that he be absolved, as is clear from the prolonged public 
penances rtquired before ablolution could be granted in either the 
external forum or the forum of conscience, saving in danger of death. 

Censures are of three kinds: 1 ) excommunication; 2) interdict; 
J ) suspension. 

( 1 ) EJtcommunication 

Excommunication is a censure by which a Christian is excluded 
from communion with the faithful within the limits determined by 
the law ( c. 2257}. It i1 called anathema when inflicted with all 
the solemnities of the Roman Pontifical (ibid). 

Some C'Xa)lllmunicates are flitaiuli (to be avoided), othen are 
toleraii (tolerated). The latter are deprived only of the wJtercisw 
of spiritual ri1hts1 •Or of the UI' of spiritual goods; the former are 
deprived of the ri1ht1 and goods themselves, and the faithful should 
avoid their company in social life, saving their family and dose of kin. 
No one is an excommunicate to be avoided ('1itmul111) unless this 
wu expressly stated in the papal decree (c. 2258, 2267). 

Althouah excommunication is tht seftrest church penalty 
because ·it exiles one from the ecclesiutical society completely until 
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he rcfonm, yet it cannot deprive one of bis .baptismal character, 
nor of divine crace through perfect contrition, nor of the private 
prayera of the faithful. Concernin1 the effects of excommunication 
in particular, these are listed in c. 2259-2267, the followin1 1um
mary for practical purposes bein1 1uficient: 

l ) Privation of the sacramentl. This is the aravest eftect, 
and in ibelf it u1Ually suilice1 to brin1 about the reform of the 
delinquent, since until be is ablolved from the cemure (and he 
cannot be remitted the penalty until he recedes from his contumacy 
as stated above) he cannot be absolved from hil sins, nor can he 
receive holy communion or any other 11Crament (c. 2260, §1). 

2) Privation of Christian burial and all other sacramental• lost,,,,,,,.,;.,,,, i.e., only after the court h11 passed the declaratory 
or condemnatory sentence, but not before, even thoup ·the crime 
be public, provided it be not notoriou1 ( c. 2260, 12, I l) ; 

3) Privation of the risht to auist at divine 1ervices1 althoup 
puaive attendance may be permitted (c. 2259, !2). 

4) Privation of the ri&bt to share in the public prayen, 
suffrap and indulpnc:es of the Church. But the faithful may 
pray privately for the delinquent, and a priat may privately apply 
M&11 for him ( c. 2262) ; 

5) Privation of the risht to 1ue in the ecclaiutical court, 
and to act 11 1ponaor in baptima or confirmation; but the crime for 
which excommunication was incurred must be notorious (c. 2263, 
2256, n. 2; 765, n. 2; 766, n. 2; 795, n. 2; 1654) ; 

6) Clerics who have incurred excommunication are moreover 
forbidden ; a) to celebrate Mau ; ( c. 2261 ) ; 2) to adminilter the 
•cramentl and 18Cramentals { c. 2261 ) ; 3) to exercile any act of 
jurisdiction { c. 2264) ; 4) to receive dipities, ofticn, behefiC:es, pen
sions and orden (c. 2265). But the faithful are permitted to uk 
the sacraments and 1acramentall from an excommunicated priest 
who hu not been lftltenced; not if he ha received coun 1entence 
save they be in danger of death {c. 2261, 12, 3). A. to acts of juris
diction, and tht acceptance of dipities, benefices, offices and pen
sions, these acts are only illicit if placed by an excommunicated deric 
nte l'nlntiom 1zcomn111.Utationil; they are abo invalid 101t ,, •• 
tntillln { c. 2264, 2265), save ucramental absolution liven by an 
1ztommunk111111 to a penitent in danpr of death, which is always 
valid {c. 2261, 13). 

(2) lntn-diet 
There are three kinda of interdicts: 1 ) personal interdicts ; 

2) the interdict ab inpei1• 1ecl11ia ,· 3) local interdic:n. A penonal 
interdict is always a censure, the interdict ab in,,.n111 tttlnia may 
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be either a censure or a vindictive penalty; local interdicts are always 
vindictive penalties. Concerning the first two we shall speak at 
present; concerning local interdicts, cfr. p. 690. 

Per1onal interdict-The Pf'J'SOnnl interdict is merely a limited 
form of excommunication; it carries some but not all the effects of 
that censure. One who is personally interdicted is barred within 
the same limits as an excommunicated penon (and hence dcpendin1 
upon whether he acts ante or post senuntiam) from: 1 ) assistan~ at, 
and participation in, divine services; 2) the reception, consecration 
and administration of the sacraments and sacramentals ; 3) the recep
tion of offices, benefices, dignities, pensions and orders ; 4) ea:lesiasti
cal burial ( c. 227 5). 

Interdict ab ingrtssu ecclesiae-This penalty prohibits burial, 
and the right to conduct or assist at ecclesiastical functions, in any 
church ( c. 2277). This penalty is employed by the Code !lnlY in three 
cases: against those who violate cemeteries ( c. 2329) ; those who give 
Christian burial to persons who by law are deprived of that right 
( c. 2339) ; those who perform or l)'rmit others to l)'rfonn divine 
'Services in places under local interdict ( c. 2338). 

The personal interdict and the interdict ab ingres1a eule1iae 
have practically fallen into desuetude at the present day. 

{ 3) Suspension 

Suspension, may be either a censure or a vindictive penalty. 
The effects arc the same in either case, !ave that if a censure is 
intended it cannot be imposed for life, or for a fi.~d period, since it 
must be removed immediately upon the reform of the offender. 
This in practice is the tes't to determine whether suapension decreed 
by law or precept is intended as a, censure or a vindictive penalty. 
In doubt (because more easily removed) it is presumed a censure 
(c. 2255, §2). 

Suspension is a censure which deban a cleric from his office, 
or benefia!, or both ( c. 2278, §1). Unlike excommunication and 
interdict it never affects laymen but only clerics. 

If suspension is eatablished or applied generically, without any 
qualifying clause, this means suspension from office and benefice, to
gether with all the effects which both suspensions are capable of 
carrying (c. 2278, §2). 

Suspension ab officio only, does not entail suspension from bene
fice. It" means that the cleric so suspended may not exercise rights 
of jurisdiction or of orders, e.g., a pastor could not preach, hear 
confessions, or administer other sacraments ( c. 2279, § l) • 
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Suspension a benefieio deprives the cleric of his personal revenues 

from the benefice, t!. g., it deprives a pastor of his salary. It does not 
withdraw the right to administer the goods of the benefice unlrss 
this is expressly stated, nor the right to exercise his office otherwise 
(c:2280). 

Suspension ab officio has divisible effects. Thus, a cleric can be 
i;uspended simply a i•rildittione, in which case he oould say Mass 
but not hear confessions. Suspension a Jklinis, on the other hand, 
forbids the exercise of the power of orders but not the exercise of 
the power of jurisdiction. A regular superior, so suEpended, cnuld 
grant confession faculties, but he could not say MUB. A cleric 
can be suspended simply from hearing confessions, or from preaching, 
or from assisting at marriages, etc. But the mitigated and limited 
forms of suspension must appear clearly from the sentence or decree, 
else suspension in general will be understood ( cfr. c. 2279). 

Any cleric who incurs a 1. s. suspension can, before the declara
tory sentence, administer the sacraments validly and licitly under the 
conditions found in c. 2284, if the people ask for the sacraments. 
But a suspension imposed by decree of the superior does not allow 
such latitude. 

c. VINDICTIVB PBNALTIBS 

These aim din:cth• :it the punishment of the offense, not the 
reform of the offender, and so they can be imposed for a definite pe
riod, e.g., a month, e~c (. 2286). They cease not by absolution as 
do censures, but by dispensation and expiation ( c. 2289). 

The vindictive penalties of most frequent use today arc: l ) local 
interdict; 2) interdict ab ingrmu m:lesitu; 3) penal transfer of a see 
or parish title; 4) infamy of law; S) denial of Christian burial ; 
6) privation of favors, e.g., the privilege of a private oratory, aca
demic titles, etc. ; 7) privation of precedence, of active and paah•e 
voice (vote), and of honorary titles; 8) fines; 9) the prohibition to 
exercise the sacred ministry save in a certain church; 10) suspension 
of definite duration ; 11 ) penal transfer from a benefice or office to 
ap inferior one; 12) diaqualification for all or certain dignities, 
offices and benefices; 13) privation of office or benefice ; 14) confine
ment or reclusion in a certain place or territory; 15) exile from a 
certain plaoc or territory; 16) temporary privation of the clerical 
garb; 11) deposition; 18) perpetual privation of the clerical garb ; 
19) degradation (cfr. c. 2291, 2298). 

At the present day, in pnctice, the laity are punished by censures, 
ngt by vindictive penalties, if we except denial of Christian burial. 
Likewise the changed times, including the attitude of civil legislation, 
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have rmdered many of the foregoin1 penalties ohlolete even for 
clerics, e.g., reclusion, exile, rte. It will suffice to consider in detail 
certain penalties which are more or less technical in their meaninc 
or application. 

(1) Fi•11 
Fines, whether impoeecl by common or panicular law, must be 

diverted by local Ordinaries not to the episcopal benefice or 
the catbeclral chapter, but rather to pious causes, provided the law 
does not specify otberwile the purpo111 to which the fines must be 
devoted (c. 2297). Thus, e. g.1 c. 23471 n. 2 specifies that the Ordi
nary shall compel a cleric who bu unlawfully alienated the pods 
of his benefice to restore twice the amount of the damqe in favor 
of his benefice, supposing a damage hu resulted from the alienation. 

(2) Loeal I •tmlid 
Local interdict is alwa11 a vindictive penalty. It directly aBects 

a locality 1 prohibiting therein all 11ered functions, and indirectly 
deprives all penons of the locality of the ri&ht to .. ~ ministrations 
(c. 2268). 

Local interdict may be general. i. e.1 it may extend to a whole 
country or diocese, and this only the Holy See may decree ; or it may 
be particular, alectin1 only a parish, an altar, a cemetery, and this 
the bishop may decree (c. 2269). 

No matter what the nature of the local interdict, it is alw&JI 
permitted- to administer the sacraments and sacramentals to the 
dying ( c. 2270, 11 ) • And on certain major festivals as specified in 
c. 2270, !2, the interdict is suspended almast entirely. Othenrile, 
if the interdict is pneral, the clerl)' may conduct sacred functions 
behind closed doon; and only in the cathedral church, or in the only 
church of the town, may the sacrament1 be administered to all, and 
Christian burial be liven ( c. 2271). This latter provision usually 
bolds also in the cue where a particular interdict WIS placed upon a 
parish church, i. e., the sacrament1 may be administered daily with the 
low Ma. said daily, and funerals may be held without pomp 
(c. 2272, 13). 

Local interdiet1 have. practically fallen into desuetude. In the 
Middle Ages they were frequently resorted to (espedally pneral 
interdicts) in order to brealc the resistance qf the dvil ruler toward 
the ecclesiastical authorities on the theory that the dtizem them
eelvcs (practically all being Catholics) would rise up in just anpr 
and depose their ruler, or make him come to terms with the Church. 
But those were the qes of faith. 
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( 3) 8111~M1io11 

Suspension, as a cens1,1re or vindictive· penalty, is employed 
only apinst deri~ Except from the point of duration, the effects 
of suspension as a vindictive penalty are the same u the diem of 
suspension considered as a censure. 

( <f.) Duf11aliftc11tio11 

Di1q11alification (inWilitas) is a penalty in virtue of which a 
cleric is declared unfit for validly receiving an ec:clesiastical office, 
or benefice, or any other clerical position. Only the Holy See can 
declare by law or decree disqualification in thoec cues where the 
common law lays down the requisites for qualliicatiOJI, e. I·• a pastor
ship, the oftice of ecclesiastical judae, chancellor, etc. But the bishop 
may decree disqualification for an office not contemplated by common 
law, e. '°' parish trustees (c. 2296, ll ). Disqualification does not 
affect t«fllir'd dignities, c;iffic:a, benefices, etc.. otberwile it amounts 
to privation (c. 2296, §2). The Code contains many instances of 
crimes which involve disqualification, e. g., every excommunicated 
cleric is automatically punished also with disqualification ( c. 2265, 
§1, n.2). 

(5) l11ftm11 

Infamy {infamia) in itself means IOll of reputation or good 
name. This may result from the operation of law which brands 
certain offemes with infamy (i11f 11mia j11..U), or it may result from 
the fact that serious minded people have lost their good opinion of a 
church member due to some misdeed on his part (infamia fatli). 

lAldl infamy is a penalty in the strict sense of the word, but 
it is incurred only in the cues expressly mentioned in the common 
law, e. I·• apinst obstinate heretics (c. 2314, §1,n. 2), apinst pro
fanaton of the Sacred Species ( c. 2320), etc. .Jnfamy of law entails 
irregularity, disqualification for oftices, and di~ities, and the prohibi
tion to exercile the sacred ministry (.c. 2294, 11). The penalty can 
be removed only by dispensation of the Holy See (2295). 

Infamy o/ fut is an impediment to the reception of orders and 
the prohibition (not disqualification) to receive ecclesiastical digni
ties, benefices and officrs, and to exercile licitly the sacred ministry 
(c. 2294, 12). 

(6) PriWttion of ofiet or llen,ftce 

Privation of oftice or benefice is the mnoval of a cleric from 
his office or benefice in punishment. If a pastor, e. &., is removed 
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for administrative reasons, this is not called privation (,rW.tio) but 
removal (amotio). 

Privation of office can be decreed by the law or by the superior. 
But in the c:ue of irremovable oftices a formal trial must be held. 
In the cue of removable oftica extrajudicial procedure suffices 
(c. 192). 

Privation of an irremovable benefice, cannot be resorted to save 
in the cases expressly provided for in the law ; but a cleric can be 
deprived of a removable benefice for any punishable offense ( c. 2299). 

A cleric cannot be deprived of a benefice which is his ordination 
title, unlts1 he has other honest means of a livelihood, and saving 
where he has been deposed (cfr. iJJfra). In the U.S. clerics are not 
ordained on the title of benefice, but pnerally for the service of the 
diocese. Nevertheless, the local Ordinary is bound in justice to 
provide for a repentant cleric who has been deprived of his paruh, 
for althouah the cleric may have lost his right to the particular 
benefice, he has not nec:asarily I01t his right to a clerical livin1. 
He may be given a chaplaincy or an assistant putorsbip, etc. 

' This penalty is more severe than privation of oftice. It includes 
suspension, privation of all o8ices and beneficu which the clerk 
may have, and disqualification for any future oftice or benefice. 
Moreover, the Ordinary is not bound to provide for the cleric's 
maintenance in justice but only in charity (c. 2303). Deposition 
can be inOictr:d only by way of a formal trial conducted by a court 
of five judps (c. 1.576). It can be impmed only for crimes specified 
in the law, namely, inc. 2314, 2320, 2322, 2328, 2350, 2354, 2359, 
2379, 2394, 2401. A deposed cleric retains the clerical privilegts. 
Privation, or deposition. from a particular office is not the general 
deposition here contemplated. 

( 8) Degrallation 

This is the severest of all vindictive penalties. It acids to ckpo.i
tion the perpetual privation of the clerical garb, and of clerical 
privileges. In other words the cleric is reduced to the lay state, as 
the term implies, . i. e., he is laicizecl. It is seldom resorted to at the 
praent time in the United States, since cleric:al privileges have lost 
muc:h of their meaning, due to separation of Church and State. 
It can be inflicted only in the cases expressly mentioned in common 
law, i.e., in c. 2314, 2343, 2354, 2368, 2388; likewise if a depoeed 
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cleric continues to &ivc grave scandal for a year ( c. 2305). A de
cradcd cleric in major orders must obaervc celibacy (cfr. c. 213, §2). 

D. PENANCES 

Penanas, like the so-called remedial penalties, fall short of 
the nature of true ecclesiastical penalties, i. e., of censurc1 and vindic
tive penalties (dr. p. · 676, 682). Penances, when imposed in the 
external forum (canonical as distincuishcd from sacramental 
penance1) arc worb of mortification which the delinquent freely 
accepts from the superior in order either to escape a penalty not yet 
imposed, or to be pardoned a penalty which be has already incurred 
(c. 2312). 

The chief penances employed in the Church at the pre~nt 
day are: 

1) The mitation of certain specified prayers ; 
2) A pious pilcrimage, or some other work of piety; 
3) Fa1t1 not otherwise prescribed by law; 
4) The &iving of an alms to some pious cau•; 
S) A spiritual retreat for a number of da}'S, c. g., 10 days, in 

some pious or religious house ( c. 2313). 
The foregoing is a typical, not an exhaustive, list of canonical 

penances. It is left to the discretion of the pardoning authority 
to determine what kind of penance is beat suited for a particuJar 
CllSC', takin( into consideration not alone the gravity of the offense, 
but especially the amendment of the delinquent, the latter element 
contributinc more to the repair of scandal and the restoration of 
the disturbed public order in the estimation of the faithful than 
the heaviest pOSJible penance. 

ART. III 

Sapedon With Punllift Powers 

Every lawgiver in the Church may enact ( establisA) penalties 
for the violation of his own lawi, or those of his predecessor. 
In fact, he may, in view of particular circumstances sanction with 
penaltiC3 of his own the divine law, and non-penal higher ecclesiuti
cal laws, or aggravate and increase the penalties already attached 
to the latter (c. 2221) . 

. But the Ordinary cannot add a censure of his own to a penal 
law which already carries a censure· resen•f'd to the Holy Sec 
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( c. 224 7, I 1 ) . Neither may he ttaerve the abeolution of the tin in 
this cue to him1elf (c. 898). But if the c:cmure decreed by common 
law is nemini r11"'1tlta, the Ordinary may by way of exception re-
11ervr the rue to hinw.lf ratio11e ltccali ( c. 898). Whether the Ordi
nary can reserve to himself by episcopal decree a censure already re
served to him by the common law is doubtful (cfr. Eccl. Rev., Feb., 
July, 1931; Mar. 1932). 

Superion with purely administrative jurisdiction i. e., who can
not make laws but only inue precepts, can nevertheleu attach penal
ties to their precepts, exceopting the vicar-pneral without a special 
mandate ( c. 2220). 

The question is disputed amon1 canonists whether local su
pt-riors in clerical exempt religions (provided they are not major 
superiors 111 i1 the local abbot), can attach strictlv ea:lesiastical 
penalties to their precepts. On the one band c. 501, It U8C1 ~neral 
tenns when it states that superiors in clerical exempt reliaions have 
jurisdiction in respect to their 'subject1, and makes no distinction 
bttwem major and minor superiors, nor between adminiatrativr, 
judicial or coercive jurisdiction, while c. 2220, 51 also states in 
pneral terms that those superiors who can issue precepts may 
attach penalties thereto. On the other hand, the Code comistendy 
emplays the word Ordinary (equivalent to major superior) when 
describing the judicial or extra judicial procedure in the inAiction 
of penalties. If the constitutions expressly empower local superiors 
to threaten cen1um and vindictive penalties, then thoee superiors 
without doubt have such power. If the constitutions are silent, their 
punitive authority is doubtful, beyond the authority of impoeing 
penances only. 

Superion, even major superion, in lay religions and in clerical 
non-exempt relilions, since they enjoy only dominative or patern"al 
(domestic) authority but not jurisdiction over their subjects, cannot 
enact penalties in the strict seme of the word, i.e., they cannot 
deprive their subjects of ri&hts which these have as memben or 
officials in the Church, rights which have been conferred on the 
subjects by the sovereign· authorities in the Church. Hence, they 
cannot deny them the right to the sacraments or Christian burial, 
or deprive them of jurisdiction, e. 1-1 withdraw their facultie1 for 
hearing confessions, etc. At the most, the reli&ious superior may 
deprive his subjects of fiebts which they pmaaa in virtue of mem
bership in their own religious orpnization, e. 1-. some office, or the 
right of active and passive voice, the right of precedence, etc. 
These will be penances in the canoniral lan&0a~ of the Church, 
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not eccleaiastical penalties. The rcuon is that no ecdcsiutical juris
diction is lo1t throup such procedure. They may even deny their 
subjects the exercise of certain natural rights, e.1 •• that of liberty, 
by transferring their subjects in puni1hment, or subjecting them to 
confinement. These are not vindictive penaltirs in the canonical 
language of the Church, but penancea billy; the superior i1 empowered 
to proc:ttd to thelf lengths not in virtue of a participation in the 
BOVereign poWt'I' a1 a regular prtlate, but merely in virtue of an im
plied contract between the relifious and the reli!Pon made at the 
time of profession, i. e., in virtue of the VO\\' whereby the subject 
'urrenders hi1 rirhts within the limits defined by the constitutions. 

As to the i11f lictio11 of penaltiel, every superior who can enact 
penalties can also inflict them, i. e., apply them in the event of a 
transgression. However, a judge at such can only inflict or apply 
penalties established by the law1h•er ( c. 2220, U ) . But in the course 
of the trial a judge may i!ISue decrees and precepb and enforce the 
same with his own penalties (c. 1845). 

ART. IV 

8ab1ect af 1a:1 .. 1cm11ca1 PeaalllH 

The pneral principle hert ii that thOfe penon1 arc subject 
to an ecdaiutical penalty who are bound to the oblervance of the 
law or the precept which carries the penalty ( c. 2226, 11 ) • 

Therefore, all the faithful are subject to the penalties decreed 
by common law unlns some pcnons are expresaly exempted. The 
followin1 are expresaly exempt from all or certain penalties of 
the common law: 

1 ) Cardinali are exempt from all penalties tave where the 
penal law explicitly mentions cardinals ( c. 2227) ; 

2) Bishops are exempt from lota1 •~•tentioe 1u1pensions and 
interdicts, unlen the penal law expressly mentions bishops ( c. 2'127) ; 

3) Children under the age of puberty are exempt from latae 
1111tentia1 cemura ( c. 2230) ; 

4) Oriental1, since they are generally exempt from the laws 
of the Latin Church, are likewise exempt from the penalties attached 
to those laws. Still, in view of the exceptional gravity of the cruues 
in question, Orientall are not exempt from ttnsures reserved to 
the Holy See 1~C'ialil1imo mo4o (H. Off., July 21, 1934; Aeta 
XXVI. S~). 
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Penalties attached to local laws are incurred by those only who 
are subject to the local laws as explained on p. 92. And while a 
residmt contracts the censure attached to the local law of his dioc:e.e 
in the event that the law is ttansgreued while he is in his home 
diocese, still the ctu•r• ceases aa regards its reservation (if it is 
reservelj), and any confeuor may, outside of the diocese or territory, 
absolve the delinquent (c. 2247, §2). Penalties attached to particular 
trrrr,11 continue in force even as to their rCiC'rvation outside of 
the territory of the superior (c. 2247, §2). But all penalties, until 
remitted, supposin1 they have been incurred, continue to bind out
side the territory of the superior until removed ( c. 2226. §4). 

ART. V 

lntmp191atioa of Peaalliea 

The fundamental rule here is: In 'otnis 11'nignior 111 intn-,rt· 
tatio f ttcitntla ( c. 2219, § I). That is, of two or more probable opin· 
ions in a doubtful penal law, that interpretation must be followed 
which i• the milder one from the delinquenes viewpoint. Thus, in 
doubt "whether a particular suspension or interdict is a censure or 
a vindictive penalty, it must be presumed a censure (2255, §2). 
The reaaon is that censures are more easily lifted, and it suffice.s 
that the delinquent repent in order that he may obtain absolution. 
Again, in doubt whether a latat 11nt1nti41 penalty is reserve,!! or not, 
it must be undentood as not re1erved ( c. 2245, §4). In the same 
way, it is forbidden to extend a penalty from one case to another 
or from one person to another even though the cues appear analogous. 
Thus, penalties decreed against abortion do not apply to c:raniotomy; 
penalties enacted against the violation of papal einclosure do not 
apply to violations of episoopal enclo.sure, etc. (cfr. c. 2219, §3). 
But a penalty may and must be extended to all principals in the 
same crime, not to the accessorics ( c. 2231). And so, penalties de
creed against tho" who engage in a duel are to be extended to L"ie 
witnesses and physicians, for these must be considered principals 
in the light of what was said elsewhere (p. 674). 

ART. VI 

The .AppUmlion of Pmalllm 

Penalties whose application and infliction call for a formal 
criminal trial cannot be applied extrajudicially, but the formalities 
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of a trial must be observed as already outlined. If the penalty is one 
which can be inflicted extrajudicially, this should be done by means 
of a written decree, or before two witnmes, and the reasons for the 
punishment must be indicated, saving CllCll of suspension •:t infonnala 
co111ckn1i41 where the reuon need not be stated. 

' This decree must not be confused with the penal precept. The 
prectpt precedes the decree. After one has violated the precept the 
superior, supposing be has evidence of its violation, should inform the 
offender that the penalty which he threatened in the precept now 
applies. This information is the content of the decree. Lib the 
precept, the decree must be pven in writing, and signed by the 
superior and his notary, and delivered to the offender either in per
son or through registered mail. But the ofiender can, instead, bt. 
informed in the presence of two lvitncsses that the penalty now 
applies. In any event a record of the penalty having been imp0:1ed 
must be kept in the archives ( c. 222.5). 

Which penalties can be impo1ed extrajudicially, and which call 
for a formal criminal trial is a much disputed question as we saw 
on p. 617. 

ART. VII 

Requlait•• of a Juat Pena117 

For a penalty to be just it is necessary: 1) that the superior 
or the judge who imooses it should be competent; 2) that, saving 
the case contemplated 0 by c. 2222, §I, a warning shall have preceded, 
as explained on p. 669; 3) that the penalty be in proportion to 
the offense ( c. 2218, 11 ) ; 4) that no excuse disc1aiming grave 
imputability can be offered (c. 2218, 12). 

In the next article it will be seen what remedy the lal'f' offers 
the anrievcd party against a supposedly unjust penalty. 

ABT. VIII 

Redreu Aqcdmt Pmalllea 

H the penalty was imposed by way of a court sentence the law 
generally allows appeal with suspensive effect. If the superior's 
.extrajudicial decree inflicted the penalty, the law generally allows 
only recourse ;,, tlnolutitlo so that the penalty in the meantime must 
be obse1'Ved. But there are exceptions. 
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Redress against censurtJ, if these have been a;;lild, i.e., in· 
fticted, whether by court sentence or the superior's decree, is allowed 
only in dtvolutwo (c. 2243, §1 ). 

Redress against threattnetl censures is permitted in suspnrs~o, 
unless the precept which threatens the censure is one from winch, 
in case no censure had been threatened, the law would allow "recoun;e 
only in tlevolutfoo. He-re redress against the censure threatened by 
the precept is libwise allowed only in dewlutiw (c. 2243, §2). 
The law must expressly 5ta.te in reference to the subject matter of 
the precept that one can have recoune but only in tlt11olutfoo, e. g., 
c. 106, n. 6; 192, §3; 296, §2'; 880, '2; 1340, 53; 1395, 
§2, etc. If the law, or particular canon, states nothing in this regard, 
and despite the general principle that recourse from extrajudicial 
precepts is generally allowed only ;,, 4nolutit!o, yet if the precept 
carried a threat of Cf'nsure, recourse from the censure (not the pre· 
cept) is permitted in 1u1;ensiflo. 

On the other hand, the contrary principle operates with vinJic
tfoe penalties, i.e., redress is allowed ;,, 1u1;nuivo, both from an 
applied penalty and from a threatened penalty, unless the law ex
pressly forbids this in some particular canon e.g., c. 192, §3; 2146, 
§I, 3, and permits redre11 only ;,, tlnJO/tdit10 (c. 2287). 

ART. IX 

Penalties cease in five ways : 1 ) by death of the offender; 
2) by lors of office of the punishing authority; 3) by expiation; 
4) by prl'SCription i S) by pardon i. e.,· remission. 

All penalties naturally cease upon the delinquent's death, if we 
except denial of Christian burial (c. 1702). 

When the superior who imposed a penalty by way of decree 
exuajudicially loses ofliCI!, no matter for what cause, bis penalties 
also lose all effect, ·unlC!S they were imposed by way of a decree 
in the form of an authentic document, or orally before two witnmes 
(c. 24). Otherwise the penalty ceases, since the precept itself will 
cease in virtue of c. 24. This cessation of the penalty upon the 
superior's lOS'S of office is lilcewise verified if he added the clause to 
the penalty: aJ lmrtpladl•m nostr•m, or its equivalent. Even 
thoo&h the penalty continues, the succasor in office may remit it, 
since his powers are equal to those of his predecessor. By the mere 
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departure from the territory of the superior who inflicted a penalty 
by way of precept, the penalty does not cease. 

By expiation thoee penalties cease which are imposed for a 
fixed time, e.g., suspension for a month (c. 2289). In that case 
the penalty automatically ceases after it has been observed a month. 
Since a censure cannot be imposed for a definite length of time, it 
cannot cease b:v expiation, but only by absolution upon repentance 
(c. 2248, §1). 

In virtue of prescription criminal action cannot be instituted 
(and the penalty cannot be imposed) if no action was taken by the 
superior : 1 ) within one year of the commission of the offense in the 
case of personal injuries; 2) within five years in the case of offenses 
against the sixth and seventh commandment; 3) within 10 years 
in the case of simony and homicide; 4) within three yf'ars in the 
case of all other delinquencies. But crimes reserved to the Holy 
Office are governed by the laws of procedure peculiar to this depart
ment of the Holy See (c. 1703). 

But the mmt usual way in which penalties cease is through 
their remission. This act is called disltnsation in the case of vindic
tive penalties, and absol•tion in case of censures. It should be noted 
that a vindictive penalty may be remitted after it has been observed 
for some time and prior to its full expiation. 

We shall henceforth connne our attention to the remi11ion ot 
penalties and •hall consider: I ) the general principle of pardon ; 
2) the pardoning powers of Ordinarits in the case of common law 
penalties; 3) the pardoning powers of confessors in the case of com
mon law penalties. 

§1. GBNBllAL PuNCIPLJ!S CONCBaNINO THB RllMISSION 

OF PBNAL"11BS 

A penalty ma:v be ttmitted : 1 ) by the superior who enactt.d 
the penal law or issued the penal precept ; 2) by his competent 
superiors ; 3) by his successor in office ; 4) by those whom the superior 
who enacted the penal law or precept has authorized to grant pardon 
( c. 2236). But the judge who merely applies a penalty enacted by 
the supt"rior cannot remit the penalty once he hu infticted it 
(c. 2236, §3). 

A penalty may be validly remitted either in the delinquent's 
presence or absence, absolutely or conditionally, in the external forum 
or the intttnal forum (c.2239, §1). These principles hold true un· 
less modified in some particular case, e.g., pardoning Pe>wers granted 
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to confessors as such can be exercised only in the delinquent's ~ 
rnce and ;,. f oro samnnntali. · 

Although a penalty may be remitted by word of mouth, yet if 
it wu imposed in writing, it u expedient that its remission be 
granted in writing (c. 2239, §2). This is for the protection of the 
delinquent that he have proof of his pardon in the event such proof 
is later required. 

In remitting a penalty no special form of words i11 required ; 
it 1111ftices to inform the offender that he is pardoned. But in the 
sacramental forum the customary form of sacramental absolution 
is used. 

§2. PAKDONING POWBl.S OF 01.DINAlUBS 

We are concerned with the pardoning polvers of Ordinaries 
in the case of common law penaltiei. As to their power to remit 
their Olvn penalties, or thoae of their predecessors, or censurra 
reserved to themselves by common law, the principles just stated above 
apply. 

The pardoning powers of Ordinaries (also regular major 
superiors) are contained inc. 2237, namely: 

l) In 'ublic offenses the Ordinary may pardon, saving: 
a) offenses brought to the court at least through the citation of the 
accused; b) censures reserved to the Holy See; c) the vindictive 
penalties of di,qualification for offices, dignities, positions in the 
Church, and pri\'ation of active and passive voice, perpetual suspen
sion, infamy of law, privation of the right of patronage or of any 
priviltge or favor granted by the Holy See ( c. 2237, § l ) ; 

2) In occult cases the Ordinary may remit all lata1 1t111e111ia1 
penalties, whether vindictive or medicinal, saving censures reserved 
to the Holy See 1~ecialu1imo or 1~1ciali modo, but safeguarding the 
ript of the Ordinary even in these excepted cases to absolve in the 
capacity of confessor in danger of death ( c. 2252) and the otherwise 
uraent cases contemplated in c.. 2254, 2290 (c. 2237, §2). 

It should be rrmarked that local Ordinfries rec:eive further 
pardonin& powers for occult cases from the S. Penitentiary in virtue 
of their quinquennial faculties; while those of the Apostolic Delepte 
are even more extensive (cfr. p. 7321 737 ff.). 

§3. P AKDONINO POWERS OP CONPISSORS 

We mall consider: l) the power of confessors to absolve from 
t:en111rt1; 2) their authority to dispense from 11intlictifle penalties. 
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A. FAC'ULTllS CONCBllNING C&NltrRBS 

The faculties of confesaors vary according to whether the remi'" 
&ion of the penalty is urgaat or not. We shall consider the faculties 
of confessors: I) in ordinary non-urgent cases; 2) in cues where 
the penitent is in dancer of death ; 3) in urgent cases outside of 
danger of death. 

(1) Facul1ie1 in ordinar1 Caie1 
(c. 2253) 

By ordinary cases we mean thoee caaes in which the penitent is 
neither in danger of death, nor is he in the urgent need of absolution 
to be described below. 

In ordinary cues every confessor can absolve from non-reserved 
censum. But from censures reserved to the Ordinary or to the 
Holy See a simple confes110r cannot absolve. We say a 1im~le con
fessor, meaning a confessor who has not received special absolvin1 
faculties for ordinary cases from the Ordinary or the S. Penitentiary, 
for in this latter supposition he is a privilepl confe1110r. 

It is a probable opinion, however, that all regular confessors, 
i.e., priests who belong to a relig{ous Order, have the privilep of 
absolving even in ordinary ca•es from cenaures rese~d by the 
common law to the Ordinary. Concerning the origin of this privilege, 
dr. Kelly, The Jurisdiction of the Confeiaor, p. 58. 

(2) F•cultie1 in Darsgn- of Death 

Canon 882 gives to e\•ery priest, even though not otherwise 
approved for hearing confessions, the power to absolve not only from 
all sins, but also from all censures, no matter in what manner the 
sins or censures are reserved, any penitent in danger of death. 

If, however, the censure was reaerved to the Holy See spedalis
simo modo, or if it was a censure ah homirse, the penitent, if be re
co,·ers, will have the obligation of taking recourse to the Holy See 
( S. Penitentiary), usually through the confessor, and asking for 
instructions (manllflla). What this means we will explain directly. 
If the bishop or anyone else, has ordinary delegated powers from the 
Hoh• See to absolve, i. e., in ordinary cases from most specially re
servtd censures (a rare possibility), the coqvalescent penitent may 
recur to these instead, for the ma'flllflla (.J eta, 1922, p. 663 states that 
the bishop cannot give the mntlata unless he has Code powers or 
ind ult powers to absolve from the penalty in non-urgent cases). 

If the censure was ah homine, the recovered penitent must go 
to the superior who imposed the censure by way of decree, or who 
authorized the judge to conduct the criminal trial (c. 22S2). 
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By mtlJU/ato tbe Code means instructions or orders liven to the 
penitent with a view to testing the sincerity of his repentance, and 
restoring the public order by repairing scandal and satisfying for 
injuries if any were caused. These instructions will vary according 
to the nature of the offense : he muat quit the forbidden society ; 
he must destroy a prohibited book; he must leave his unlawful spouse; 
he must retract a calumny; he must bcr pardon of the cleric whOID 
he a11aulted; he must restore the ill-aotten goods; he must retum 
to his religious community from which he apostatized, etc. To grant 
absolution to anyone unwilling to repair scandal and wrongs in 
cases such as these, or to avoid the occasion of sin hencefortht would 
be a mockery to the sacred tribunal. A penitent unwilling to accept 
thest' burdens ( marttlata) lacb sincere contrition. for his misdeeds. 

In danger of death the penitent can be absolved upon the 1rom
;,. to repair scandal and ask for the man4ata in the event that he 
recovers, He must be reminded that should be fail to keep his 
promise he will fall automatically into the same censure again. 

(3) Fat11ltits of Conf111or1 ;,. Urg1nt Ctu11 Outli4' of 
Darsgllr· of Drotla 

(c.2254) 
In urgent cues outside of danger of death, if a censure lat• 

sl!nUntiu cannot be observed in the external forum without danger 
of grave scandal or infamy, or if it is hard for the penitent to remain 
in the state of grave sin for the length of time necessary for the 
competent superior to provide for his case, then any confessor can 
absolve in the sacramental fonµn from the censure, no matter in 
what way reserved, but he must enjoin upon the penitent the obliga
tion, under penalty of relapsing into the same censure, to take 
recoune within a month, at least by means of a letter and through 
the confessor (the latter giving the penitent a fictitious name) to the 
S. Peniientiary, or to the bishop, or to any superior with the required 
absolving faculties for such censures in ordinary circumstances, and 
to abide by their mtmtlato. 

Nothing forbids the penitent, even after he has received absolu
tion u above described and hu taken recourse to the superior for 
the mantlat11 through the C'Onfessor, from approaching another ccinfes
sor with privilepd faculties (e.g., a replar in the case of a censure 
reserved to the local Ordinary by law), and from repeating his 
confession, or at least the censured sin, and receiving absolution 
anew; having received which he may aca:pt the 111an4ttta from thil 
confeuor without the obligation of abiding by the marrdata which 
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later may come from the superior to whom be originally had 
recourse. 

And if in some extraordinary case this recourse is morally 
impossible, .then any confessor may himself give the mandala with 
the 11roviso that if the penitent fails within the time determined by 
the confessor to perform the penance and otherwise make due satis· 
faction as the case may demand, the penitent will automatically lapse 
into the same ctnsure ( dr. c. 2254) . 

The urgent case outside of danger of death, as in the three 
preceding paragraphs, supposes that the censure cannot be observed 
without injury to one's good name, or without causing grave scandal. 
Thus, a priest under censure may have to say Mass and must be 
restored to the state of grace. Or the penitent may 6nd it hard 
(iurum) to remain in the state of mortal sin until recourse for 
abaolving faculties is obtained from the competent authorities. 
Authors claim that a delay of one day suffices, and that the confessor 
is permitted to dispose the penitent so that the latter will oooocivc 
the hardship of remaining in mortal sin for even one day. Certainly, 
(if the bishop bas the faculties), there is no obligation to ask for dele
gation by phone. If the penitent wishes to come back. :e.g., """ Satur
da1. and repeat the con*ession while the confessor in the meantime 
writes in for the faculties (concealing the penitcnt's name), this is 
permissible, but not neocssary where the penitent feels the hardship 
of such proocdure. Better that the penitent be absolved Ilic et nuni. 
and told to return later for the mandala, and if even this would be 
morally impossible, the confessor can cive the mandala also hie et 
nunc, e. g., the confessor is a missionary and will leave the parish soon, 
or he is otherwise a transient in the parish. Finally, it may be noted 
that more frequently than not the penitent, while conscious of violat
ing a law, and convinced of having sinned gravely, was ignorant of 
the penalty. It would be well for confesson to interrogate their 
penitents on this point, and if ignorance of the penalty can be proved 
(and the confessor must believe the penitent), then no censure was 
contracted. But ignorance of the penalty for a second offender is not 
to be presumed. 

B. FACULTI•S CONCERNING V1ND1cnv:1 PENALTIES 

In oc:cult and urgent cases, if by observing a latae senlentiae 
vindictive penalty which he incurred ( e. g. suspension), the delin
quent would betray himself with resultant scandal and loss of reputa
tion, any confessor can in the sacramental forum suspend the obliga· 
tion of observing the penalty. But he must enjoin upon the penitent 
the obligation to take recourse at leut within a month by letter and 
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The distinction between a heretic, apostate from the faith, and 
a schismatic is defined in c. 1325, 12: a heretic being a baptized 
person who rejteb 1om1 revealed truths, an apostate one who rejects 
all revealfd truths, a schismatic one who r1/u111 1ubmi1sion to the 
Roman Pontiff or communion with the Church. That a Catholic 
fails to practise his religion docs not neceuarily imply apostaq·, 
heresy or schism. 

The subject under discussion finds practical application in the 
case of converts to the faith. Thoup they may have been bonll fi41 
non-Catholica, and baptized and brouaht up in the non-Catholic sect 
throurh iporance, &till until iporance ia proved, canon law pre
sumes culpability in the external forum (c. 2200, 12). We say, if 
they were baptized in a non-Catholic ject, and this supposition gives 
rise to the following proc:rdure: 1 ) a certainly non-baptized convert 
is baptized absolutely, no abjuration is required, nor sacramental 
absolution from sin or censure; 2) a certainly baptized non-Catholic 
convert is thus received: abjuration, i.e., profession of faith, absolu· 
tion from the cen1ure in the external forum, sacramental confession ; 
3) a doubtfull)' baptized convert is thus admitted : abjuration of 
error (profe11ion of faith), conditional baptism, conditional absolu
tion from the censure in the external forum, sacramental conftasion 
\Vith conditional absolution from sins (dr. H. Off., July 20, 1859, 
Font,,, IV, n. 953, or the Priest's Nn11 IUtual, p. 48, where also is 
found the formula of profC111ion). When a grave and reasonable 
cause is present, c. 7SS, 92 permits the Ordinaries to allow the solemn 
form of infant baptism in the baptism of adults, and some Ordinaries 
by special indult may permit the extremely short form of baptism 
u found in the Pri411'1 Nn» Ritual, p. 61 (John Murphy Co., Balti
more); otherwise the long form, or ceremony, for adult baptisms 
mwt be employed as contained in the Ritual1 Romanum. 

ABT. II 

Prahlbltecl Boob 
(c. 2318) 

Liiton of boob written by apostates, heretiC!l or schismatics, 
which professedly teach apostacy, heresy or schism, incur i'so facto 
excommunication reserved to the Holy See sp1ciali modo. 

Those persons who lmowinaly, and without due permission, 
defend. re2d, or retain in their poaesaion the above boob, or any 
book which has bten forbidden by Apostolic Letters nominatim, like
wise incur the !lame censure u above. 
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Authors and editors, who, without due permission, publish 
Books of Sacred Scripture, or annotation1 or commentarin tlereon, 
incur i,10 f•tlo excommunication reserved to no one. 

The above are the only boob forbidden by common law under 
penalty of censure. Hence, not every book on the Index is forbidden 
under censure, since some of them do not teach heresy, ec:hism or 
apostacy profeasedly, nor have they been banned nominalim by Apoa
tolic Letters. However, boob which are on the Index, and even 
though not forbidden under censure, are banned under penalty of 
crave sin, uni• due permission to rend them is previously obtained. 
Competent to &ive such permission is the Ordinary of the reader 
(c.'1402). 

The boob which we have seen are forbidden under censure 
(and they need not necessarily be found in the Index), must be 
boob of about 2SO octavo f>&&a in the estimation of Vermeersch
Creusen (o. t •• III, n. 517). It doea not suflicc if they are merely 
leaftets or booklets advocatinc heresy, etc. Nor would a few pages 
of a real book advocating heresy, etc., suffice if the rest of the boot 
treated of other, non-condemned, 1ubjec:t11 for these pap would be 
only an incidental tre&tment, the book could not b& said to teach 
heresy, etc., 1z ,rof1110. The wne applies to an occasional article 
in a mapzine or newspaper. 

Not all boob are on the Index as a result of condemnation 
nominatim by Papal Letten. Moet of them have been inserted at 
command of the Hol,v Oftice, or some other Congregation, and in 
that case they cannot be said to have been condemned by Papal 
Letters. At any rate the Letters must specify the author's name, 
the book's title, and the fact that the work is forbidden under penalty 
of ctnsure. In the 1930 edition of the Index, books which are forbid· 
den nominatim by the R. Pontiff are prefixed by a small daaer. 

ABT. Ill 

Attempted MarrlarJe 

Those who attempt marriase before a non-Catholic minister 
incur i~io fatto excommunication r11erved to the local Ordinary 
Cc. 2319, It. n. 1). While it is certain that a' mixed marriaae 
before a non-Catholic minister is included in this canon, it is disputed 
whether the censure is incurred by two Catholics who marry before 
a non-Catholic minister. The rUIOn for the doubt lies in the fact 
that the present c. 2319 refers us to c. 1063, §1, by adding that those 
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who so marry in contravention of c. 1063 incur the excommunica
rian. But c. 1063 contemplates only mixed marriages. At any rate, 
the discussion bu no practical importance in the United States be
cause the III Plen. Counc. of Baltimore (n. 127) inflicts i110 ft1tto 
excommunication upon all Catholia who contract marriage before 
a non-Catholic minister, and UlleS generic terms, so that the penalty 
can hardly be restritted to those who contract a mixed marriage. 
Before requestinr faculties to ablolve from the censure, the confessor 
will inquire whether the marriage can be validated in the eyes of 
the Church. Sometimes this is not possible because one or both 
parties are divon:ed from their former spouse who is still aliye, and 
the impediment of the bond would forbid the present marriage to 
be validated, an impediment which· being of divine law cannot be 
dispensed with by the Church. If there is no possibility of validating 
the marriage contracted before the non-Catholic minister, the parties 
must 1eparate, and if the penitent refuses to do so, there is no reason 
to apply for special faculties to dispense from the censure, since 
sacramental absolution from sin is impossible, the determination to 
continue in the sin of adultery precluding a sincere purpose of 
amendment. 

The Code does not punish with censure a marriage contracted 
by a Catholic before a civil official. However, the III Plen. Counc. 
of Baltimore (n. 124) has established an i110 futo excommunication 
in this case reserved to the local Ordinary, namely, if the Catholic 
marries before a civil officer after having obtained a civil divorce. 
If no civil divorce preceded (it may be a first marriage), attempted 
civil marriftl' is not punished by the Council, but in some dioceses 
it is a I"C1Crved sin in virtue of diocesan statutes. 

Marriage attempted by clerics in major orders, or by religious 
with solemn vows, is punished by i110 fatto excommunication re
served to the Holy See simllititw ( c. 2388, §1). Both the cleric, 
or the religious, and the other partner to the marriage incur this 
censure. Likewise, clerics automatically lose all offices which they 
had in the Church, and if the)' do not repent within the time fixed 
in the Ordin.,Ys warning, they are to be degraded ( c. 2388, § 1). 
This applies equally to secular and religious clerics, and besides all 
religious with solemn vows who attempt marriage are i;so facto dis
missed from their Order (c. 646, 11,n. 3). 

On Apr. 18, 1936 the S. Penitentiary (Atta XXVIII, 242) 
declared that a priest who attempted marriage and is now repentant, 
but for very exceptional reasons finds it extremely difficult to quit 
common habitation with his married partner ( e. g., bec3use of difli
culties of the civil law), may refer his cue to the S. Penitentiary for 
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absolution in order to enable him (and possibly his conson if a O.th
olic) to receive sacramental absolution and go to communion in the 
manner of the laity, but on condition that he promise to observe 
perfect chastity forever thereafter. Some writers having misinter· 
preted this declaration in the sense that any confesaor could now 
absolve such priest in ur&ent cases in virtue of c. 2254, the S. Pt.ni
tentiary on May 4, 1937 (.4da XXIX, 283) issued a furthtr 
declaration to the effect that a priest who has attempted marriap 
can be ah.olved by no one save the S. Penitentiary itself, exceptina 
the case of danger of death. The reason here is obvious, for although 
in ul'&'!nt cases outside of dan~r of death a confessor at times may 
absolve from all censures, he must do this on condition that the 
penitent is truly repentant and is willing to avoid the occasion of sin, 
in addition to the obligation of recourse to the superior. But here, 
the confes&or would absolve without imposing the duty of separation, 
a privilege which is extraordinary, and which is not contemplated by 
c. 225.f., but which only the Holy See could grant. 

Religious with simple ''r~l•al vows who attempt marriage 
incur i;so facto excommunication reserved to their proper Ordinaries 
(2388, §2). They are ipso facto dismissed from the religion (c. 646, 
§I, n. 3). If they are deriai in major orden, the same penalties 
as above described apply ( c. 2388, I 1 ) . 

Religious with simple temporary vows who attempt marri:tge 
incur no censure in virtue of common law. But they are ipso facto 
di11misaed from the religion (c. 646, §1, n. 3). If they are clerics 
in major ordera, the penalties as above apply. 

Clerics in minor orders who attempt marriage are i'so facto 
deeraded, i.e., reduced to the lay state (c. 132, §2). 

ART. IV 

If 011-Cathollc :Education ot Ol•pdnq 
(c:. 2319) 

P:irents, or tho1e who take the place of the parents, e. g., 
pardians, who knowingly have their children educated in a non
Catholic religion .incur i1so f aeto excommunication reserved to the 
local Ordinary. The same censure is incurred by thole who contract 
marriage with thP understanding that all or some of the children 
will be raised as non-Catholics. 

The sending of the children to the public schools in this country 
is not equivalent to educating the children in· a non-Catholic religion, 
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became thele tehoola are 1uppoaed to be non-eectarian. HowtYer, 
c. 1374 forbids Catholic parents to IClld their children to non
ICCtlrian IChooll 1ave with the permialion of the local Ordinary. 

In some diocaea local law may make it 1a ofteale punilhable with 
i110 facto excommunication to mend children to a public IChool with· 
out previous approval of the bishop, or hil delepte, e. r., the putor. 
Concerninr thi1 whole qu11tion, specially the dutia of a confuor 
in the cue of parents who send their children to public Khooll with
out ecdeliatical pennillion, dr. Sabetti, Com,1ui•rn Tll1olo1io1 
Morwlis, p. 256, If. XXVIll ed. 

ABT. V 

,, ................. ...... 
"' (c. 2320) 

He who cuts away (dj1etrit) the Comecrated Species, e.1., 
by throwing them to the pound, tnmplinr on them, etc., or who 
carria them oft or retains them for an evil purpme, incun ;,,. ftttto 
excommunication raerved to the Holy See ,,,a.1;,,;,,,. •uo; he is 
;,io fmo under infamy of law, ancl if a cleric he mU1t be depollld. 
In the Midclle A.a- the delinquent in the praent cue, after hil pilt 
wa plOftll by tlie ea:leliatical ti0urt, and he remained ohltinate, 
wa handed over to the lay court who in8ic:tecl capital punishment. 

ABT. VI 

Vlalnlloa at IM~ at tlae Fm 

He who dares to cite before Ii lay judp a cardinal, papal legate 
or (in matten pertaininc to their oftice) ICllDe major ofticial ·Of the 
Roman Curia, or one'• own Ordinary, ti0ntract1 i,,o facto excom
munication raerved ,,,a.1; mo4o to the Holy See ; if he cita any 
other bishop, even a titular bishop, or an abbot or prelate Hl/iur, 
or the 1Upzeme moderator of IOme relision of papal law, he incun 
excommunication l11t111 1ntnm1 raened to the Holy See rim'1ic· 
;,,,. ; if any other penon who enjo11 the privileg:e of the forum 
(indudinc relipoUI and novica) is cited, the delinquent, if a cleric, 
incun ;,,. f 11rto 1U1pemion from office ; if a layman, he .&all be 
punished by hil Ordinary with appropriate penaltia (c. 2341 ). 

The above penalties are not incurred if in hannon1 with c. 120 
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perminioa to 1ue the cleric or relipou1 or novice wu obtained by 
the competent ecclmastical authority. 

There, too, we aaw that in the United States lay pl1intiff1 
are not forbidden to sue clerics in tiie aecular c:ouns. Howrver, if 
the object of the suit is to obstruct the exerc:ile of ecdaiastical 
jurisdiction, e. I•• to obtain an injunction apimt the bishop'• decree 
uf removal from an o8ice, laymen a well 11 derica incur excom
munication i110 /atto reserved to the Holy See 111tiali rno'o (c. 2334, 
n. 2). Clerical plaintiffs in this cae, moreover, are to be IUlpencled, 
and drprived of their benefices and o6:es, whereu relipus plainti• 
are to be tuapended from office, deprived of active and pusive voice, 
and punished with other penalties poaibly provided by the constir.. 
tio~ (C:. 2336). 

ART. VII 

Farbldclea lo.._ 

Thme who join the Freemasom, or 1imilar societies which plot 
apinst the Church and the lawful rivil authoritia, contract illo /ni-to 
excommunication reserved limllicil1r to the Holy See (c. 2335). 
If the delinquent is a deric or relipoua, be mult be reported to the 
Holy Otice (c. 2336, 12). 

In addition to the muonic sects which are expreuly mentioned 
in the above canon, and membership in which wu fint forbidden 
under penalty of excommunication by Clement XII, Apr. 28, 1738, 
(Fot1t'1 I, n. 299), we have the Fenianl of Ireland and Enaland con
demned under censure by the H. 01. Jan. 20, 1870, (FoJ1t11 IV, 
n. 1012). Similar in scope to the above, because they plot apinlt the 
State or the Church would be Communistic and Anarchistic or1an
izations, but not neceuarily all Soc:ialiltic Soc:ietin, for the latter 
often merely seek to chanp the form of pvernment, not to abolish 
all government. The conditions· under which Freemaons and the 
adherents of societies akin to them may be absolved are stated in the 
quinquennial facultia of our local Ordinaries (dr. p. 733). 

Some societies, wha1e not plottinr apimt lawful authority, 
neverthelm constitute a mtnace to the faith and morals of its mem· 
ben, and of these aome have been condemned by name but not under 
censure, namely: 1) The Independent Order of Good Templan 
(ff. Off., Au1- 9, 1893; Fo11te1 IV, 1167; 2-3-4); The Odd Fel
lows, Sona of Temperance and Knipts of Pythiu ( H. Off., Aur. 20, 
1894-, Fo111e1 IV, a. 1171). P-.ive membenhip in these four ID
cieties may be retained under conditions sntecl by the H. Oft. on 
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Jan. 18, 1896, namely: that the penitent joined the society in good 
faith without knowing that it was forbidden ; that he is giving no 
scandal by remaining in the socidy; that grave temporal harm would 
result from renouncing membership, e. g., insurance Joss; that there 
is no danger of .perversion to the penitent. Whether these conditions 
are actually verified in some individual case is not for the confessor 
to judge, but for the Apostolic Delegate, or the Archbishop (H. Off. 
June 27, 1913). 

Lest scandal be given to the faithful. and contempt for ecclesi
astical authority would result, where a society (other than those 
expressly forbidden by the Holy See as in the preceding paragraph) 
should be forbidden by a public decree of the bishop in one diocese, 
and tolerated in other dioceses, the III Plen. Counc. of Baltimore 
n. 255, ruled that no society should be condemned, even apart from 
censure, save by a board of the archbishops of the entire country. 
Nevertheless, the confessor has the-right and duty, relyinr solely on 
his private judpient, to deny 11acramental absolution to his penitent 
who belongs to a society which the ooofessor believes to be a source 
of danger to the penitent's faith or morals, and this whether the 
society has been expresel:v forbidden or not by the ecclesiastical 
authorities (Ill Plen. Counc. Balt., n. 247). On this entire ques
tion the reader is referred to Sabetti, o.c., p. 1028 sq. XXVllI ed. 

ART. VIII 

Vlolatlon ol Papal Enc:lomre 

They incur i;to facto excommunication reserved tim;liciter to 

the Holy See who: 
1) Violate the enclosure of nuns by entering the enclosure 

limits without permission of the competent ecclesiastical superior, 
or who permit such persons to enter the enclosure; 

2) Violate the enclosure of regulan by unlawfully entering 
the monastery enclosure or permittinri entrance to out11iders; 

3) Leave the enclosure without due permission in the case of 
nuns (c. 2342). 

- We have seen what is meant by papal enclosure. Certain per· 
sons are privilepd by law to enter the enclosure. Others may enter 
'"ith episcopal permission in the case of a monastery of nuns. But 
aside from privileges and permissions, the enclosure is violated by 
pcnons of either sex who enter the monastery of nuns; by women 
only \Tito enter the monastery of regular men. To have an enclosure 
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the limits must have been fixed by the competent superiors, and these 
limits must be indicated to the public, otherwise enclosure does not 
exist and cannot be violated. We saw what circumstances would 
justify a nun leaving.the monastery without permmion. Regular 
men do not incur the censure of common law who leave the reliaious 
house without permission, i. e., they do not thereby violate the 
enclosure, but they may contract censure by reason of apostacy or 
flight, • we shcll see. · 

.ABT. IX 

Ancmll cm Cl.elk:• 
(c.2343) 

According to the dignity of the penon assaulted, the Code 
distinguishes four cat~ries of penalties for the violation of the 
privilege of the canon : 

1 ) One who lays violent hands on the person of the Roman 
Pontiff incurs i1so /tl(lo excommunication reserved to the Holy See 
rprrialissimo modo; he is 1110 facto flitantlru; he is i110 jure under 
infamy; if he is a cleric he must be degraded. 

2) One who lays violent hands on a cardinal or papal legate in
curs ;,.o facto excommunication reserved to the Holy See 1p11dali 
motla; he contracts automatically infamy of law; and he is to be de
prived of all benefices, dignities, offices, pensions and positions which 
he may have in the Church. 

3) Those who lay violent hands on a patriarch, archbishop or 
bishop, whether a residential or titular· archbiahop or bishop, inc:ur 
ip10 iur1 excommunic:ition reserved to the Holy See ,,ttiali modo. 

4) Those who lay violent hands on any other cleric, or upon 
a religious (or novice), incur ;,.o facto ex~munication reserved 
to their proper Ordinary, who, if the case warrants it, may add addi
tional punishment according to his prudent judgment. 

The Code at this place employs the expression "violent hands,'' 
but this includes any act by which the privilege of the canon is 
violated. These various acts we have considered already on p. 170. 

\Vhether passion, ignorance, etc. excwie from the censure in any 
particular case is left to the confessor in the sacramental forum; 
to the prelate in the external forum. Moreover, in the externnl 
forum malice is presumed until the contrary be proved (dr. e. 2200, 
§2). Att~mpte' a1sault is not punished with censure, but it may be 
punished with other penalties according to the discretion of the 
superior (c. 2235). 
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ABT. X 

...... .Ap--. CIDd hiJltlftll 
( c. 2385-2386) • 

A relipou1 who apostatizes f{Om his reltgion incurs i1So fattq 
~cammunication reeel"Yed to his major superior in clerical ClCelilpt 
reliaicm, but to the local Ordinary where he is stayinc if he belongs 
to any other kind of religioq.. Li~wile he loses all the privileps of 
hi1 relieion (e.g., exemption) while he is away, and when he returns 
he ii forever deprived of the riaht of ~ve and. passive voice (the 
ript to vote to an oftice·or to be voted for, or appointed to an office). 
The conatitutions may add other penalties. If the apoitacy is quali
fied by the additional crimes specified in c. 646, the religious ii ilso 
facto dilmilled from his reliaion (c. 2385). 

A religious fu1itive iµo fat to incun privation of any office he 
may have, and if he is a cleric in major orders, he incurs ilio /11cto 
suspension reserved to his major superior, in addition t1 other 
l)fnalties which tht constitutions may establish or nuthorfae ( ~. 23R6). 

The canons are clear on the above penalties and nothing mure 
need be added by way of explanation save to refer the re-ader to 
tile definition of an apostate and fuaitivc as liven on p. 382. Only 
one doubt remaim, namely, whether the local Ordinary or the major 
superior ablolves from the suspension incurred by a religious fuaitive 
who is a member of a clerical non-rxempt religion. If the major 
superior is empowered to grant the absolution, it is thr only cue 
where the Code grants such superiors jurisdiction in the strict sense. 
Only the Code Commission can definitely tettle the question. In 
practise the reliaious ~n be absolved by either the major superior or 
the local Ordinary, and this in virtue of c. 209. 

ABT. XI 

Aballlon 
(c. 2350) 

Thme who procure abortion, the mother herself not exc:luded, 
inc:Ur a llltu •••t••tiu excommunication raervecl to the Ordinary, 
provided abortion w11 not merely attempted but really electecl. 
Clerics. moreover, who cooperate in this crime are to be depoaed. 

Abortion is the ejection of an immature fetus from the womb. 
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Whether the fetus is animate or inanimate is immaterial in theory, 
while in practise the precise moment of animation cannot be dtter
mined anyway. The fetus is comidered immature, i.e., incapable: of 
living its own life outside of the womb before the seventh month 
subsequent to conception. After the seventh month the ejection of 
the fetus is called acceleration, and whtther lawful or unlawful in 
view of the particular circumttanca of the case, it is not to be 
classed as abortion. Neither is craniotomy abortion, nor is the extrac
tion of an 11ttra-at1rill1 fetus abortion: in both cues where direct 
death is intended \ft have homicide and the crime is accordingly 
punished with the penalties decreed apin1t homicide as in c. 23S4, 
althoueh no latu 11•t1111iae penalty is inflicted. Finally, the ejec
tion of the semen within a very short time followinc copulation, e. g., 
within 24 houn, is not abortion sincr there is yet no fetut in all 
probability, there being no conception. But in this cue we speak of 
onanism, and although gravely sinful, the offense carries no 1pteial 
penalty in the Code, the abuse beinc one best remedied by dmial of 
sacramental abeolution, or the constructive coumel of a prudent 
confessor. 

The penalty is incurred by all who cooperate in the procuring 
of an abortion u implied in c. 2209. Some pre-Code com· 
mentaton on the Constitution .I 101tolicu Selu were wont to 
exempt the mother from the excommunication on the theory that 
erave fear or some other extenuatin1_drcumstance wu always pres
ent to exclude malice on her part. ·The Code expressly includes the 
mother althoup pave fear or any other cause diminisbinc imputa
bility on her part will excuse as in the cue of any other '"'"' 1taln· 
tiae censure (dr. p. 681). She is not exempted, however, on a 
general presumption as hitherto. 

ART. XII 

Unlawful Allmaffons 
(c. 2347) 

We have already seen what constitutes an unlawful alienation 
of ecdesiutical &OOds, cfr. p. 570. 

In addition to the annulling effect given to the contract b)• 
c. S34 and c. 1530, the Code inc. 2347 puniJhes with excommunica
tion lat111 ,,.,,,.,;u reserved to no one the unlawful alienation of 
goods whose value ~xceeds 30,000 lire, or for which an Apoetolic 
indult is required. That this refen to the contractin1 of debts in 
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the case of reli~ous is evident from the fact that c. 2347 expressly 
refers us to c. 534, §1. Whether it includes the contracting of debts 
by a non-religious administrator, or by a religious administrator in 
the capacity of a cleric, e.g., a pastor, is not certain; and since we 
are now in penal matters where a strict intrrpretation is required, 
the extension is not justified, and alienation here means only those 
acts by which ownership of ecclesiastical goods is actually transferred, 
not merely pledged (Chelodi, J11s Potnale, n. 79; Trent, Italy, 1920). 

For unla,vful alienation' of goods which do not exceed the 
value of 30,000 lire, c. 2347 establishes a variety of penalties, but 
these being ftrnulat stntentitlt, we refer the reader to the Code 
under the canon cited. 

ABT. XIII 

Abcmdomnent of the Clerical Garb 

Clerics who in violation of c. 136 (cfr. p. 178) do not wear 
the clerical garb, should be gravely warned to do so. If within 
a month after being warned a cleric in minor orders £ails to resume 
the garb, he is ipso facto reduced to the lay state; a cleric in major 
orders after a month's lapse ipso facto loses all offices which he may 
have, and this in virtue of tacit resignation, and in addition he 
should be suspended. If after being warned anew he leads a life 
notoriously foreign to the clerical state, he shall after three months 
from this second warning, being found unrefonncd, be deposed 
(c. 2379). 

ART. XIV 

Concubina:qe. Non-Re81.dence. Pcmtora1 Negliqenee 

Clerics, religious as well as secular, who are found guilty of 
concubinage (even of suspected concubinage, cfr. p. 178), must be 
admonished, and if they disregard the warning they may be suspended 
a dfoinis, and deprived of the income of their benefice, office and 
dignity ( c. 2359, § 1 ) • The same clerics may be . deprived of the 
benefice and office i~f after a further warning in accordance with 
c. 2176-2181 (cfr. p. 662). 

Clerics who by reason of their office or benefice arc held to 
the law of residence and fail to observe residence shall, for the time 
of their unlawful absence, be deprived of the income from the office 
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or benefice ;ro rt1ta a/Jmitiru (c. '2381 ). If after due warnings they 
remain contumaciom, they may be deprived of the office and benefice 
itself in accordance with c. 2168-2175 (cfr. p. 662). 

Pastors negligent in the pastoral duties described on p. 662 may 
be deprived of their parish in punishment by the extrajudicial pro
cedure there outlined. Paston negligent in writing up the parish 
boob !hall be punish•d by the Ordinary in proportion to the gravity 
of their guilt ( c. 2382, 2383). 

ABT. XV 
Vlo1alloD of Iha SacrmneDlal Seal 

(c. 2369) 

A confeasor who dares to violate directly the seal of confession 
inc:un excommunication latu se"tmtiat reserved to the Holy See 
sltriolissimo modo; if he rashly violates the sacramental seal indirect
ly, he contracts the penalties which the law decrees in the case of 
1olicitatio11. which we shall consider in Art. XVII. 

Direct violation consists in revealinr both the sin which one 
discovers in confession and the name of the penitent, as where a 
priest says: Titiru hoc fttit. etc. Indirect violation is preaent when 
from the confessor's speech or conduct there is grave danger that 
the penitent's sins be suipected, or he be embarrassed. As Sabctti, 
o. c .• n. 817 riahtly remarks, direct violations of the sacramental 
seal are extremely rare, thanks to divine providence. But indirect 
violations are not so rare. The same author (i/Jid.) enumerates vari
ous ways in which the sacramental seal can be indirectly broken. 

C. 2369 uses the word ;ru111m;srrit; hence, full knowledge 
and deliberation are presupposed, and any of the extenuating cin"UJD
stances mentioned on p. 681 will excuse the confessor. from the 
censure. 

It should be added that the Code inflicts no ~nsure upon a 
person who, other than the confessor, happens to know of the 
penitent'• sins, e.g., by overhearing the confession, and reveals the 
same, although such revelation would be gravely sinful in ibelf. 

ABT. XVI 
.Ablolutlo CompUcla 

(c. 2367) 

A priest who absolves, or feigns to absolve, his accomplice in a 
sin of impurity i110 f 11cto incurs excommunication reserved to the 
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Holy See specUzlissimo moJo. The censure is incurred even if he 
absolves the penitent when the latter is in dangH of death if 
another priest, even though not approved for hearing confessions, 
can hear the penitent's confession without any grave danger of IOAS 
of reputation to the accomplice priest, or danger of scandal, except 
where the penitent refuses to confess to any priest othtr than the 
accomplice ( c. 2367, § 1). 

The same excommunication is incurred by the priest who 
absolves, or pretends to absolve, the accomplice who docs not con
fess the sin of impurity, from which absolution was not granted, 
for the uason that the penitent was induced by the confessor direct
ly or indirectly not to mention the sin (c. 2367, §2). On Nov. 16, 
1934 the H. Off. (Ada XXVI, 634) declared that the indirect 
inducing contemplated here is verified when the confessor per.suades 
the aecomplice that their relations are not gravely sinful, and the 
matter need not be mentioned in the confessional. 

What further is meant by the ahsolutio complicis in prcrato 
'tflrpi can be learned from any manual of moral theology, cir. Sabrtti, 
o. c., ~· 785. 

ART. XVII 

Crime of Solicilation 
(c. 2368) 

Solicitation in connection with sacramental confession is not to 
be confused with absolving one's penitent in a sin of impurity of 
which we just spoke. The delinquency under present consideration 
consists in the attempt by a confessor to induce his penitent into a 
grave sin against chastity, this attempt being made in the act of 
sacramental confession, or on the occasion or pretext of confession. 

To safeguard the sanctity of the confessional against such pos
sible abuses, the Church punishes most severely any confessor who 
has bttn found guilty of the crime of solicitation. No latu sententiat 
penalty is incurred by him it is true, but very severe vindictive 
penalties are established in c. 2368: the priest upon being found 
guilty is to be suspended from the. celebration of Mass, and from 
hearing confessions; he must be deprived of all benefices, dignities, 
offices, and active Md passive voice, and is to be declared disqualified 
in regard to the same, and in exceptionally enormous crimes of this 
nature he is to be degraded. 
. The more effectively to prevent abuses of this kind, canon law 
imposes upon the solicited penitent the obligation of denouncine 
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the confessor to the bishop or the Holy Oftice, and this within one 
month, And. any confessor to whom the 1Qlicited penitent may subse· 
queotly reveal the case has the duty of imtructin1 the penitent of the 
grave obliption to make the denunciation ( c. 904). After being 
instructed concernin1 this obligation, the penitent who fails to de
nolince the priest, incun excommunication lata• ••111.ittiu which, 
although reserved to no one, cannot be absolved until the penitent 
discharges the obligation mentioned, or seriously prome to do so 
(c. 2368). 

While the common pod requires that the crime of solicitation 
be represaed, still the good name of the priest should not be allowed 
to suffer by reason of the loquacity, or the hatred of a revengeful 
penitent. Therefore, c. 894 and c. 2363 punishes the 1:rmms f alri or 
the false accusation of an innocent priest of aolicitation with the 
reservation of the sin of falsehood iuelf, and with i;10 facto ex
communication reserved to the Holy See 1;el'iali moJo, 

In practise the penitent lvho has been solicited is to be 
instructed by the confessor, who directly or incidentally recognizes 
the case as one of solicitation, to report the matter to the bishop. 
But the confessor must be cautious in living this advice, and he must 
make sure that the penitent is speaking the truth. The denunciation 
is made in the praence of the bishop or bis delegate and an ecclesiasti
cal notary. If one finds this task insupportable one may substi
tute a written denunciation, but adding one's true name. If 
not even this much can be imposed upon the penitent, the con· 
fessor in some exceptional case will in charity assume the obliga
tion for the penitent and denounce the crime penonally to the bishop, 
or by means of a letter, concealing the penitent's name. How cau· 
tiously the bishop or his delegate must proceed is evident from the 
three instructions of the Holy Office (Feb. 20, 1866; Fonte1 IV, 
n. 990; July 20, 1890; ibid n. 1123; Aug. 6, 1897, ibid n. 1190), 
in which detailed rules of procedure are laid down, and question· 
naires are found for interrogating the penitent or penitenb. 
Because the accused priest bas little opportunity to defend himself 
due to the sacramental seal, and because as a rule there is question 
of only one lvitness testifying against him, it is not the custom for 
the Holy Office to take measures against the accused priest until 
after a second or third denunciation, for then, c:tpccially if these 
denunciations are made by diftcttnt parties, and from extrajudicial 
inquiry it 8 learned that they are not manifest enemies of the 
accused, the ecclesiastical authorities are suftidently justified to act 
without danger to the confessor's reputation. 
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.A. u.a of the Latae ....... E':ICommunlc:atlom. 
&a.pemdom mad IDteldlcla Coldalaed la the Code 

1. ExOOMMUNJCATIONS 

a. Reserved to the Holy See 1;1dalis1imo moJo incurred by those who 
1. Cast away, carry off, or retain in their possession the Sacred 

Species ( c. 2320). 
2. Lay violent hands on the person of the Roman Pontiff 

{c. 2343, §1 ). 
3. Absolve, or feign to absolve, an accomplice ( c. 2367). 
4. Directly violate the sacramental seal ( c. 2369, § 1 ) • 
5. Violate certain laws in connection with papal elections 

(c. 2330). 

b. Reserved to the Holy See 1;1ciali moJo incurred by those who 

1. Are guilty of apostacy from the Christian faith, heresy or 
schism (c. 2314, §1, n. 1 ). 

2. Edit, defend, read or keep boob written by apo&tates, her
etics or schismati('S, and which professedly advocate lU'Oltacy, heresy, 
or schism; also boob which have been condemned "ominatim by 
Papal L-ettcrs (c. 2318, §1). 

3. Pretend to celebrate Mass or bear sacramental confessions 
if they arc not priests ( c. 2322, § 1 ) . 

4. Appeal to an ecumenical council ( c. 2332). 
5. Appeal to the lay authorities to obstrr ct the promulgation 

or execution of Papal Letters ( c. 2333). 
6. Pass laws or issue commands which oppose the liberty and 

rights of the Church, or impede the exercise of ecclesiastical jurisdic
tion ( c. 2334) . 

1. Summon before the secular court a cardinal, papal legate 
najor official of the Roman Curia, or one's own Ordinary ( c. 2341 ) • 

8. Lay violent hands on the person of a cardinal, legate, 
patriarch, archbishop or bishop ( c. 2343, §2, 3). 

9. Usurp or retain temporal goods and rights of the Holy See 
(.c. 2345). 

10. Fabricate or falsify Apostolic documents (c. 2360). 
11. Falsely accuse an innoc:eot priest of solicitation ( c. 2363). 

c. Reserved to the Holy See simt/icittr incurred by those who 

J. Traflic in indulgences ( c. 2327). 
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2. Join the Freemason• or similu t0cieties (c. 2335). 
3. Unlawfully try to ab.olve from an excommunication re

served l~tidliltimo or 1~1cWi motlo (c. 2338, 11). 
4. Oler aid to an t~comm•iritahls flitau111; or if deric:1, C'OID· 

munic:ate with him ill tlmil,, or allow him to exercise di.vine oHica 
(c. 2338, §2). 

S. Cite a bishop, abbot or prelate Hlliru before a lay judge 
(c. 2341). 

6. Violate the enclosure of nuns ( c. 2342, n. 1 ) • 
7. Violate the enclosure of regular men (c. 2342, n. 2). 
8. Leave their enclosure in the caae of nuns ( c. 2342, n. 3) • 
9. Usurp ecclesiastical goocla ( c. 2346). . 

JO. Enaage in or promote duels (c. 2351). 
11. Attempt marriage in the case of clerics in major orden 

and reliaious with solemn vows, also their comorts ( c. 2388, § 1 ) • 
12. Cotbmit simony in relation to ecclesiastical oftic:es, benefices 

and dignities (c. 2392). 
J 3. U nlaWfully tamper with the documents of the episcopal 

archives, sttlt wttattlt (c. 2405). 

d. Reserved to the Ordinary incurred by those who 

1. Contract marriage before a non-Catholic minister; educate 
their children outside of the faith; offer their children to non
Catholic ministen for baptism ; agree when marrying to raise the 
children outside of the faith (c. 2319). 

2. Fabricate, sell, distribute, expose false relics ( c. 2326). 
3. Lay violent hands on a cleric, religious or novice in cases 

not included above in a-2; b-8 ( c. 2343, §4). 
4. Procure abortion (c. 2350, It). 
S. Apostatize from their religious organization ( c. 2385). 
6. Attempt, or contract marriage with simple perpetual re

li1ious vows ( c. 2388). 

e. Reserved to no one incurred by thoae who 

1. Edit worb of Sacred Scripture without permission, including 
the author (c. 2318). 

2. Grant ecclesiutical burial to an infidel, schismatic, apostate, 
from the faith, or to a heretic, exoommunicated or interdicted person 
(c. 2339). 
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3. Alienate ecclesiastical goods beyond the value of 30,000 lire 
without Apostolic ind ult ( c. 234 7, n. 3 ) • 

+. J.• orcc unot11er to embrace the clerical or religious state 
(c. 2352). 

S. Omit to denounce a confessor guilty of solicitation ( c. 2368). 

2. SUSPENSIONS 

a. Reserved to the Holy See incurred by those who 

1. Consecrate a bimop without Apostolic mandate (c. 2370). 
2. Commit simony in the reception and administration of the 

sacrament;; ( c. 23 71 ) • 
3. Knowingly receive ordination from an excommunicated, 

suspended, interdicted cleric, or from. an apostate from the faith, 
a heretic or schismatic (c. 2372). 

4. Ordain without dimissorials, testimonial letters, or a 
canonical title ( c. 2387). 

S. Are declared to have made an inV3lid religio\1$ profession 
through fraud ( c. 2387). 

6. Admit to office an elected, prtacnted or nominated candidate 
lvithout inspecting his letters of confirmation ( c. 2394, n. 3). 

b. Reserved to the Ordinary incurred by those who 
1. Cite a cleric, religious or novice before a lay judge (c. 2.141). 
2. Take flight (f ugitious) from their religion after being in 

major orders (c. 2386). 

c. Reserved to no one incurred by those who 
1. Hear confessions, being priests, or absolve from reserved 

cases, without jurisdiction (c. 2366). 
2. Permit themselves to be ordained \Vithout dimissorials, 

before the canonical age, or without observing the il\.tcrsticea 
(c.2374). ". 

3. Resign an office or benefice into the hands of a la)inan 
(c. 2400). 

4. Fail to receivr the blessing in the case of an abbot or prelate 
nullius (c. 24-02}. 

S. Unlawfully grant dimissorials in the case of the vicar
capitular or diocesan administrator (c. 2409). 

6. Send their religious subjects to a strange bishop for ordina· 
tion (c. 2410). 
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· 3. lNTDDICTS 

a. Reserved to the Holy See '"tiali rnotlo incurred by those who 
I. As moral persons appeal to an ecumenical council ( c. 2332). 

b. Reserved to the Ordinary incurred by those who 

1. Conduct divine services in interdicted places, or command 
others to do this, or admit excommunicated, interdicted or suspended 
clerics to active participation in divine services ( c. 2338, §3). 

2. Are the cause of a local interdict. or of an interdict inflicted 
upon a moral pe1'5on ( c. 2338, 14). 

Excommunication Decreed by the 

Council of Baltimore, Reserved to the Local Ordinary 
and Incurred by Those Who 

1. Contract marriage before a civil ·official after obtaining a 
civil divortt. 

Episcopal Reservations or Censures 

1. All such as may be contained in the statutes of the diocese. 

QUIKQOERNIAL FACULTIES or THE BISHOPS 
JUm OTHER LOCAL ORDIM.ABIES OF THE UNITED STATES 

(Formula IV) 

NoTE: The following faculties replace those which obtained in 
pre-Code days, The present faculties were granted soon after the 
promuleation of the Code to local Ordinaries of many countries 
including those of the U. S., Ordinaries of other countries receiving 
other formula faculties. The quinquennial faculties, as their name 
indicates, are valid for ~ve yean, and are usually renewed without 
modification at Jhe e.'Q>iration of that time. The present faculties 
are valid froQl an. I, 1944 to Dec. 31, 1949. 

The faculties from the Holy Office as herein_ presented are the 
modified faculties which went ·into effect July I, 1946, and \Viii 
mnain in force until Dec. 31, 1949, at least as far as local Ordinaries 
of the United States are concerned. 

At times the Holy See grants particular faculties to the bi:dlops 
of certain countrits in addition to the pneral cate&0ry repret1ented 
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by Formula IV. Such additional faculties have been given to our 
bishops from time to time, and they are found listed herein at the end 
of the general formula faculties. 

Facalliea From the Hol7 Office 

(Cfr. Tlt1 Jurist. 1946, Oct. 534-539 for the Latin text of 
these reviled fa.ailties). 

1. The faculty to grant for not longer than three yean permi&
sion to read and keep prohibited boob and periodicals, but under 
custody leit they fall into the hands of others, exceptin& works which 
professedly defend heresy or schism, or which attempt to overthrow 
the very fundamentals of rdigion, and excepting worb which of 
set purpose treat of obscene matters. The Ordinary can give this 
permission to any of the faithful under bis jurisdiction, but with 
discretion and for a just and reasonable cause as stated in c. 1402, 
§2, that is to say, to thoae only who have real need to read the books 
or periodicab either to attack: and challen&e them, or to carry on 
their legitimate business, or to pursue a justified course of studiei. 

Official note: The above faculties are given to bishops to be 
exercised by them personally, in other words, they are not to ddegate 
thtm to others. And they have a grave obligation in conscience to 
see to it that the above prescribed conditions are verified. 

2. To dispense for just and grave cawes his own subjects, 
even though these are outside of his territory at the time, and non
subjects while they are in his territory, from the impediment of 
mixed religion, and, if the case so warrants, from disparity of cult 
aJ eatttelam as often as a prudent doubt arises concerning the baptism 
of the non-Catholic ; if before the marriage the non-Catholic cannot 
be induced to embrace the true religion, or the Catholic to refrain 
from the marriage, and if the conditions demanded by the Church 
as contained in the rulings of c. 1061, §2 are _as a rule first verified, 
and tire Ordi11ary himielf ii morally eertain that the1 will be fulPlltd, 
namely: on the part of the non-Catholic the promise to remove from 
the Catholic spouse the danger of perversion, and a promise on the 
part of both spouses that all children of both sexel shall positively 
be baptized and educated in the Catholic religion; and the Catholic 
is to be remindtd of the obligation he, or she, is under to strive 
prudently to have the other party embrace the Catholic faith. 

Moreover, the nupturients shall be reminded that they may not, 
either before or after their Catholic marriage, approach also a non
Catholic minister to give or renew marriage coment as stated in 
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c. 1063, §1, and ·this under penalty of excommunication latu stnttn· 
tiae reserved to the Ordinary to be incurred by the Catholic as stated 
in c. 2319, II, n. 1; while for the rest those rules which c. 1063, 52 
contains for the guidance of the pastor must be strictly observed. 

But if the parties are now living in concubinage, opportune 
measures shall be employed to remove any scandal that may be 
present, and the Catholic shall be properly disposed to receive the 
grace of God, being first absolved from the excommunication he 
contracted if perhaps he married before a non-Catholic minister, 
and he shall be given an appropriate and salutary penance; and if 
from their illicit union children have already been born, the parties 
shall be warned of their serious obligation arising from divine law 
to ace, as far as possible, to their. Catholic education and (if the 
case is such) their conversion and baptism, and an explicit promise 
to fulfill this obligation shall be rrquired of the Catholic. 

[Our note: The last lines in the preceding paragraph modify the 
former faculties and liberalize them somewhaL Notice that if a 
mixed marriage is to be validated under the present arran&m1ent 
the promises extend only to the children to be born, not to the 
children already born, or rather the pro1nise to educate the offspring 
already born and raise them as Catholics is required only of the 
Catholic, althou&h the non-Catholic shall be remind~d that divine 
law expects his cooperation also. Striving for the conciersion and 
baptism of the offspring by the Catholic supposes the parties to have 
been married invalidly, or to be living in concubinage for some timP, 
long enough to have had by this time grown children, i. e., at least 
seven or more yean old so that instructions would be in place before 
they received baptism and other sacraments.] 

3. To dispense for just and grave reasons in favor of his own 
subjects even though these are outside of his territory at the time, 
and in favor of non-subjects while thct:e are in his territory, from 
the impediment of disparity of cult, excepting the cue of marriage 
'"ith a Mohammedan, if this can be done without contumely to the 
Creator, and the non-baptized party cannot be induced to embraee 
the true religion, nor the Catholic to n:frain from the marriage, 
provided the conditions demanded by the Church as laid down in 
c. 1061, §2 are first as a rule verified, and the Ordi11ary him1tlf ii 
morally ctrtlli11 that tlity will be /ulfillttl, namely: on the part of the 
non-baptised person a promise to remove f ram the Catholic spouse 
the danger of perversion, and a promise from both parties that all 
children of both sexes shall pcmtively be baptized and educated in 
the Catholic religion, and the Catholic shall be informed of hi& or 
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her obligation to strive prudently for the convenion to the faith 
of the other. 

They shall also be warned that they may not approach a minis
ter of a false cult before or after their Catholic marriage either to 
give or renew marriage consent, as stated in c. 1063, §1; as for 
the rest, the rules found in c. 1063, §2 for the guidance of the 
pastor in this situation shall be strictly observed. As regards the 
legitimation of the children, c. 1051 must be kept in mind. 

If the parties are now livin& in concubinage, opportune meas
ures shall be employed to remove scandal if any is present, and the 
Catholic shall be properly disposed to receive the grace of God ; 
but if children have already been born of their illicit union, the 
warning shall be given and the promise exacted as stated above 
under n. 2. 

For the rest, as concerns the banns, the asking of marria~ 
consent, and the sacred rites, whether there is question of mixed 
religion or disparity of cult, let the rules contained in c. 1026, 1102, 
1109 be observed; and after a marriage of this kind has been cele
brated, whether in his own or in another Ordinary's territory, let 
the local Ordinary be vigilant that the spouses faithfully carry out 
the promises which they made. 

[Or1r Nott-According to the present modified faculties onb· 
the Catholic must make an explicit promise with reference tu chil
dren alre«dy born, also in case a dispensation is granted for disparity 
of cult. Observe also that our bishops may now dispenie and permit 
a Catholic to marry a Jew, the limitation being restricted henceforth 
only to the cue of a marriage between a Catholic and a Moham
medan.] 

4. To validate by means of the 1anatio in raJice marriages at
tempted before a civil official or a non-Catholic ministtr by his own 
subjects even though these are outside of his territory when he dis
penses, and by non-subjects if these are now in his territory, if the 
marriages were contracted with the impcdimtnt of mixed religion 
or cli'!parity of cult, provided consent peneverts in both parties, and 
it cannot ~ renewed in canonical form, either because the non
Catholic cannot be told of the invalidity of the marriage without 
danger of gravt harm or inoonveniena- to the Catholic spouse, or 
because the non-Catholic cannot be induced in any \vay to renew 
marriage consent btfore the Church, or to give the promises required 
by c. 1061, §2; provided: 

a) that thtrc is moral certainty that the non-Catholic will not 
prevent the baptism and Catholic education of any children that may 
ht born from now on; 
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b) diat tbe Catb9lic u:plicltly promises that, .u fat' as he (or 
she) can, ~e will strive to have_ all. ~e children to be born baptized 
and educated as Catholics, and (if the case ·is such) be will strive 
for thr conversion, baptism and CathOlic rearing of the children 
~ready born; · · " : · · · 

c) that the parties did ~ot, priot to their attempted marriage, 
wh•r by a private or public agreement, bind themselves to raise 
the offspring as non-Catholics; 

d) that neither party is now insane; 
S) that at least the Catholic is aware of the sanation and 

consents to it; 
6) that no other canonical diriment impediment is prnent in 

the ~ for whi~h the Ordinary cannot grant a dispensation or 
sanation. 

Moreover, the bishop shall seriously advise the Catholic of the 
very grave offense he has been guilty of, and shall impose upon him a 
salutary penance, and, if the case is such, he shall absolve him from 
the excommunication of c. 2319, 11, informing him at the same time 
that by reason of the favor of the sanation he received his marria&e 
has become valid, leaitimate, and indissoluble by divine law, and 
that the offspring possibly already born or to be born is to be 
considered legitimate; and he Rhall · remind him of the obligation 
he is under to strive prudently for the conversion to the faith of 
his non-Catholic spouse. 

And since there must be proof in the MC.temal forum of the 
validity of the marriage and the legitimacy of the children, the bishop 
11hall direct that the document conveying the 5&nation and the docu
ment attesting to its execution be carefully filed in the diocesan 
curia, and he shall sec' to it, unless prudence dictate3 otherwise, that 
a note concerning the sanation of the marriage be entered into the 
bapti5mal register of the parish where the Catholic was baptiF.ed, 
together with annotation of day and year. 

It ;, t/J1 mintl of th.t Hol;r Offiu tllat thr buho, ust tlli1 faeulty 
of grarsting sautiou ,trsoMlly~ i. t., ht 1/Jall 111Utltgat1 lht faculty 
to 110 ont tlst. 

To bt notttl: Wht1Uf1tr le gra•ls a tlupen1ation or 1anation 
as a/Jo11t tltt bisho, or Ortlinary shall malt tJt;litit mt11tion of 
./lfJllolic dtltgation (c. 1057). 

At tllt nuJ of tad ytar tlte Ortlinar1 shall rt,orl to Ille Holy 
Olicr th.t Hm6f!r anti ltind1 of tlu;tn1ations ht grantttl ;,. virt111 
of tht ;rtstnt intlrilt. • 
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Fac:altlff From the CcmQr. of ilae SaeaameDla 
1. To dispense for a just and rensonable cause from the 

impediments of minor degree as in c. 1042, and from the impedi· 
m~nts of c. 1058, but in the latter case only to permit marriage. 

2. To dispense from the impediments of major de~e u below, 
if a grave and urgent cause is present, and there would be danger 
in delay, and the marriage cannot be put otl until a dispenaation is 
obtained from the Holy See, namely: 

a) From consanguinity in the second or third degree of the 
collateral line touching the first, provided no scandal or amazement 
results therefrom; 

b) From consanguinity in the second degree of the collateral 
line; 

c) From affinity in the first degree of the collateral line, 
whether simple or touching the ~cond degree; 

d) From public propriety in the first degree, provided th~re 
is no dangt-r that one spouse is the child of the other. 

3. To dispense on the occasion of pastoral visitations, or sacred 
missions, but not otherwise, from all marriage impediments men· 
tioned above in favor of those who are living in concubinage. 

4. To validate by means of the sanatio in raJice marriages 
invalid by reason of some impediment of ecclesiastical law, whether 
of major or minor degree, excf'pting the impediment arising from 
the priesthood, or from affinity in the direct line resulting from a 
consummated marriage, provided it is seriously inconvenient to have 
the party ignorant of the nullity of the marriage to renew consent, 
as long as the original consent perseveres, and there is no danger of 
divorce, and the party oonsciow of the impediment is informed of 
the !l;anation and its effects, and the <Janation itself is duly recorded 
in the baptismal and marriage registers. 

Official notes :--,1) The Ordinary can make use of the above 
facultjes either persona1ly or through orher oomp('tent pcrson11 desig
nated bv himself, both in the ca<1e of mnrriagei; to be contracted and 
to be validated, and this in favor of his own subjects no matter 
where they are at the tirpe, and in favor of non-subjects actually in 
hi$ territory, but making mention in each case of the Apo..~tolic 
delegation :as c. 1057 rules. 

2) When using these faculties let him keep in mind •the 
prescriptions of c. 1048 and 1054. 

3) At the end of each year the Ordinary shall report to this 
Congregation through the S. Consistorial CongrE'gation the number 
and kinds of dispensations which he granted in virtue of the 
preSPnt indult. 
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FamlliM Fram tlae Coat.P'· al the Comad1 
1. To reduce for 6ve yean on account of diminished revenues 

perpetual Mass obligations in such numbers that the ordinary stipend 
which prevnil1 in tht dioce11e cm be realized from each Mass, as 
often as there is no one who can be legally held, or eiect:ively urged, 
to increasr the capital for the founded Masses, and consrquently 
the income, but with the understanding that each celebrant notify 
the diocesan curia each year concerning the fulfillment of the Man 
obligatims thus reduced. 

2. To transfer Man obligations for five years within the 
limits of his diocese to days, churches. or altars other than those 
designated in the charter of foundation, provided a real neccssi~ 
exists for doing this, and divine service is not curtailed therrbr. nor 
the people put to an inconvenience to hear Mass, and excicpting from 
this faculty legacies which ran be easily fulfilled in the dr~ignated 
plares by an increase in the stipend; and care shall be taken that 
each year the diocesan curia be informed by the different celebrants 
of the transferred Mass obligations which the:v fulfilled. 

3. To transfer for five year11 any excellS of Mass obligatinns, 
even pennitting them to be satisfied outside of the diol:Plle, but 
taking care that as many intentions are satisfied in the diocese :1.11 is 
possible; and the canons of the Code shnll be strictly observrd as 
reprds the prrcautions to be taken whenever Mass stipends are 
transferred or stnt atvay. 

4. To permit that the private recitation of Matins and Lauds 
be anticipated from one o'clock in the afternoon \vhenever a rea~n
able cause is prnent. 

5. To permit the alienation of ecclesiastical goods up to the 
value of $10,000 for (the Ordinaries of) the United States and 
Canada, and to the ~um of 15,000 pe50s in South America and other 
countries (i.e., for those Ordinaries---our ;artnthtsts), provided 
thtre is real need of the alienation, and time does not 1>ermit recoune 
to the Holy See, but notifying the· Holy See immediatel)• after the 
transacted alienations . . . 

Fac:ultle9 From the Canqr. of JleliQlou• 
1. To dispense at the request of the sul'Criors from the 

impediment of illegitimacy to permit entrnnce intl'J a rclieion if 
the dispensation is required b\• the constitutfons of the institute, 
provided there is no question of sacrilegious offspring, and with the 
understandinl[ that the individual so dispensed is not thereby quali· 
lied for election to major offices in the sense of c. 504 ; 
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2. 'Fo permit. that three Masses· be. celebrated in· accordance 
with the rubrics at midnight of Chri~tmas. in ~urches of reliaious 
QOt included under c. 821, §2, the permission to allow those attend
ing Mas11 to receive communion : but all thl'ft! M31SeS must bC' 
celebrated by the same priest. · 

3. To dispense from over-age to alle>W a penon to receive 
the religious habit if the constitutions of the institution make such 
dispensation necaaary, provided the Gen.eral or Provincial Superior
css with her council first give consent in nc:h cue, and provided the 
postulant is not over 40 years old, and pc>llCllCI all other necessary 
qualilicariona. 

4. To dispeme, even in the case of exempt rcligiou1, from 
lack of ap required for the priesthood, namely 

a) To dispense candidates who lack not more than 12 montht 
of the canonical age required for the priesthood, but the ordinands 
must have received di.miaoriala from their superior, and must 
possess all other qualification• requittd by the sacred canons, nod 
particularly must they have completed their theology course as 
preKribed in c. 976, §2. 

b) To dispense candidates who lack 16 months of the canonical 
age, provided the cand:dates have obtained, or need no othrr Apo1-
tolic dispensation, and ob1ervin1 the other conditions mentioned 
above under (a). 

S. To dispenae nuns and Sisters from the lack of dowry, wholl) 
or in part, provided the Inatitute does not unduly suffer financially 
thereby, and that the postulant pomsscs such qualifications that create 
a firm hope that she will be ulCful to the Institute. 

6. To reappoint a confeuor to a fourth or fifth term of three 
yean of oftic.e provided the conaent of thr greater part of the religious 
women, expressed in a meeting and by secret ballot, indudin" 
religious who otherwise have no right to any vote, be &iven tu 
such reappointment, but maldn1 adequate provision for those, if 
any, who diaent and who, if anv, d~ire a different confeuor. 

7. To permit that Ma11 be celebrated on Holy Thunday, 
and that communion be receivrd even to satisfy the Eastrr duty, 
by all who habitually live with the community. 

8. To permit nuns to enter their church to that they can clean 
and adorn it better than othen rould, provided that all outsiden 
first leave the church, inc:ludin1 the confessor him11elf and all hired 
help who do not live within the enclosure, on condition that the 
doors of the church be locked and the bys liven to the Mother 
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Superior. that the nuns shall always work at least by twos in the 
church. that the door connecting church and enclosure be locked 
with a double key, one to be kept by the Superioress and the other 
by a nun designated by the Ordinary, and finally that the said door 
shall not be opened save on designated occa~ions and with the 
precautions described. 

9. To permit nuns to leave the cloister to undergo an urpntly 
needed operation, e\'en though there is no immediate danpr of dHth, 
or of very serious illness, the permission to be valid only for the 
leneth of time abeolutely necessary, and due precautions must be 
impoeed. 

Facultie9 Flom the ConQr. of Sacred Bltem 

1. To appoint priestt, if poaible vested with an ecclesiutical 
dipity, to consecrate both fixed 'and portable altars, obaerving the 
rubrics and formula of the Roman Pontifical, and using alto the 
approved short formula for portable altan. 

2. To appoint priests, vested if possible with an ecclesiastical 
dignity, to reconsecrate fixed and portable altars that have lost 
their consecration, using the short formula B for the calla spoken 
of in c. 1200, 52, while for the cues mentioned in c. 1200, 51, and 
for which the Code it1clf grants faculties, formula A is to he used. 

3. To appoint priestl, veosted if possible with an ecclesiutical 
dignity, to consecrate chalices and patens, observinc the rites and 
formula of the Roman Pontifical. 

•· To allow priests, who have the faculty to binate, to omit 
the PU1ion in one Mass on days when the Mm calls for the 
Passion, saying only the last part: ~ ltrra allltm Jir, etc., having said 
beforehand: M•rula tor mtum, etc. 81ft1tntia Sandi Ew1111lii 
"'""""m (Matthu•m). 

S. To bless marria,es outside of Mus, or to recite prayers over 
the spoWles, usini approved formulas; and the Ordinary may sub
delegate this faculty. 

6. To bless and impo1e the five scapulars with the single 
formula, and he may subdelepte this facult)•. 

1. To bless and impose the five scapulars with the single 
formula without the need of recourse to the competent religious 
Ordinaries or Conareption1, and without the need of inscribing 
the names of the enrolled, whenever there is a great gathering of 
people during spiritual retreats or mi11ion1: and this faculty he may 
subdtlepte. 
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8. To bless the sacred oils on Holy Thursday with only the 
assistance of so many priests and ministers as it is possible to have 
for the bishop celebrant in view of local conditions. 

9. To permit the use of incense in high Masses celebrated 
without deacon and subdeacon, and this on first and second class 
doubles, on Sundays, and whenever Mass is sung before the Blessed 
Sacrament exposed. 

10. To permit the use of the Memoriale Rituum of Benedict 
XIII for Holy Week functions, and for the blessing of ashes, candles 
and palms in churches and public or semi-public chapels (which are 
not parochial or quasi-parochial), if there is sufficient assurance that 
the sacred mysteries will suffer nothing in point of decorum and 
reverence. 

11. To bless objceb of piety with the sign of the cross, observ
ing the prescribed rubrics. But on the occasion of the pastoral 
visitation when several seek blessings for many and various objects, 
it is permitted to use simply the short formula when malting the 
sign of the cross, namely: (Be11etlicat haec omnia Deus, Pater, et 
Filius et S~ritus Sanctus. Amen.). 

12. To say one low requiem Mass each week in his own 
chapel but not on a day of first or second class double, a Sunday, 
holyday of obligation even though suppressed, a day during a priv
ileged octave, a ferial day of Lent, an ember day, Rogation Monday, 
or a vigil or ferial on which a Sunday office is being anticipated or 
carried over, and observing the rubrics in all other respects. 

Fac:alllft PIOID the Sacred Penitenliary 

l. To absolve any penitent whomsoe\'er (excepting heretics 
who of set purpose spread heresy among the faithful) from all cen
sures and penalties incurred by reason of heretical commitments, 
whether made ~cretly or openly before others ; but the penitent may 
not be absolved before be denounces those lvhom he kno~ to 1'e 
profe11Sedly teaching heresy, ns well as any ecclesiastics or religious 
whom he may have had as accomplices; and if for just reasons this 
denunciation cannot be made before absolution is given, he must 
seriously promise to make the denunciation ·as soon as he can and 
in the best possible way; and the penitent must first secretly abjure 
his heresy in the prrscnce of the authority who absolves him. He 
shall be given a heavy, salutary penance in proportion to the gravity 
of his offenses, and shall be enjoined to f~quent the sacraments and 
to make retractions before those penons to whom he manifested 
his heresies, and to repair the scandal he caused. 
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2. To absolve from cemurea and other ecclesiastical penalties 
thme who have defended, or knowingly and without due permission 
read or retained books of apostates, heretics and schismatics that 
advocate" apostacy, heresy or schism, or other boob condemned by 
Apostolic Letten, but imposin1 a salutary and befitting penance, 
and the firm obligation of destroyin11 or handing over to the Ordi
nary or confessor, the said boob u far as poaible. 

3. To absolve from their censures those who have impeded 
directly or indirectly the exercise of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, wheth
er of the internal or external forum, and who to effect this bad 
recoune to the lay authorities. 

4. To absolve from the censures and penalties decreed apinst 
duellinr, but only for C1Ses not yet brought to the attention of the 
authorities in the external forum, enjoininr a salutary penance and 
imposing all other obliptions usually demanded. 

S. To absolve from censures and ecclesiastical penalties those 
who have joined a masonic sect or similar society which machinates 
against the Church or civil authority, but under condition that they 
leave- the sect or society completely, and abjure it; that they denounce 
as prescribed by c. 2336, 12 all ecclesiutical and religious pel'IOn1 
\vhom they bow to be memben; that they consign all hoob, 
manuscripts and insignia pertaining to the sect or IOCiety, if they 
have any, to the abmlvin1 authority, to be forwarded cautiously 
to the Holy OSice as soon 11 possible, or at least, if just and grave 
reasons 10 dictate, that the)• destroy the said objects, at the same 
time enjoining on the penitent a salutary and grave penance propor
tionate to the gravity of his offense, together with frequent confes· 
sion, and the duty of repairing any scandal he pve. 

6. To absolve from censurrs and ecclesiastical penalties those 
who without due penni•ion entered the enclosure of regular men 
or womm, or who admitted them, or authorized their admmion, 
provided this was not done for a criminal purpose even though the 
intended crime may have been frustrated, alto provided the violation 
of the cloister has not become a matter of the external forum, and 
remembering to enjoin a salutary penance in proportion to the guilt 
of the offender. 

7. To dispense a per1an who contracted marriage while bound 
by the vow of perfect and perpetual chastity made privately after 
his completed 18th year of ace, and this only to the end that he 
may ask for the tl1bit•m. informing the penitent that he is held to 
the vow outside the licit use of marriage, and will continue to ~ so 
bound shoulcl he outlive his consort. 
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8. To disprnse from the occult impediment of crime, provided 
there was no conjugicidc, and only to validate a marriage already 
contracted, informing the supposed spouse of the obligation of renew
ing consent secretly, and enjoining a eravc, long and "salutary 
penance. 

To dispense as above, and within the same limitations, in the 
ca~ of a marriage to be contracted, (not validated), and enjoining 
a long and salutary penance. 

~· To dispense from the· irregularity arising from voluntary 
homicide, or abortion, as in C. 985, n. ·4, but onl)' to permit that 
the penitent may exercise orders already received without danger 
of infamy or scandal, and enjoining upon him the obliptfon of 
recurring to the S. Penitentiary within a month, at least by means 
of a letter written by himself or his confessor, the latter concealing 
the penitent's name, and informing the S. Penitentiary of all the 
circumstancrs of the case, especially how often he committed the 
crime, ~d abiding by the instructions the S. Penitentiary will give 
him. 

10. To grant under the usual conditions: 
a. A Plenary Indulgence to Be Gained by all the Faithful Who: 

a) Assist at Pontifical Mass celebrated b:v the Ordinary on 
a day designated by tht Ordinary once a year for each dcaigoated 
place; 

b) Devoutly visit a church or chapel, public or semi-public, 
during the hours when the Ordinary is making his pastoral visita
tion there; 

c) Visit the church where the diocesan synod is being held 
and at the time when it is held; 

d) Receive communion on a general communion day in the 
cathedral, or any other church designated by the Ordinary; 

e) Hear at least half the sermons during the time of a mission 
conducted in the diocese by permission of the Ordinary. 

b. 4 Partial Indulgence of 200 Days to Be Gained by Thoie 
Devoutly Attending Any Sermon 1Uf"1'td to Under (e} AbofJt. 

08iti41 remarks-The Ordinan-·, in virtue of special authority 
of the Holy See given to him, may use the faculties just listed, of 
absolving from censures and of dispensing for the forum ot con
science even outside of confession, in favor of hi• own subjects even 
though these are outside of bis diocese at the time, and in favor of 
non-subjects who are actually in his diocrse; and habitual !lub
delegation of the same faculties he may, if he \Vishes, grant also 
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to the canon penitentiary and to the vicars forane, but to these only, 
to be exercised by them within the diocese and in the sacramental 
forum only ; to other priests he may subdelegate these faculties only 
in each case as they recur to him in the name of their penitents, and 
explain their case, unless for special reasons he prefers to communi
cate these faculties to certain confessors expressly deputed by himself 
for a length of time be deems best. 

The Ordinary cannot subdelegate the above faculties of impart
ing indulgences, but must exercise all such faculties in person. 

ADDmONAL FACUL11ES GRAMED TO THE 
LOCAL ORDINARmJ OF THE UNITED STATES 

1. An indult first granted to our bishops by the S. C. Propa
ganda, and since renewed periodically by the S. C. Council, author
ize;s our bishops to permit the use of flesh meat to workingmen and 
their families at one meal on all days of fast and abstinence, except· 
iag all Fridays of the years, Ash Wednesday, the forenoon of Holy 
Saturday and the Vigil of Christmas. 

2. On J unc 2, 1920 the S. C. Council granted our bishops 
an indult, which is renewed periodically, in virtue of which they mar 
transfer the obligation of abstinence durini: Lent from Saturday t:» 
Wednesday, excx:pting Ember Saturday. 

3. A decree of the S. C. Consistory on Oct. 15, 1931 author
ized our bishops to dispense from the law of fast and abstinence 
whenever a civil holiday falls on a day of fast and abstinence, of 
fast alone or of abstinence alone. The faculty is renewed every five 
yean. It was renewed April, 1947 for five years. 

But the Ordinaries arc to exhort the faithful who use the 
dispensation to make some offering, preferably in favor of the poor. 

4. The S. C. Sacraments on March 25, 1946 authorized our 
bishops for three years to dispense from the Eucharistic fast per 
madam 1otus et meJidnu the sick who are confined in hospitals to 
enable them to communicate daily as long as their illness lasts, pro
vided this causes no scandal or wonderment on the part of the faith
ful, and provided sick priests do not use this faulty to say Maas with
out fasting (dr. The Jurist, 1946, July, 423). 

5. On May 27, 1946 the S. C. Sacramen~ authorized our 
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bishops for a period of three years to dispeme from the Eucharistic 
fut all persons who habitually work put midnight. Persons '° 
dispensed may communicate without futing on all Sundays and 
holydays of obligation, and on any other one day of their choke 
tach Wttk, provided they abstain from 101id food for four hours 
prior to communion, and from liquids from one hour before com
munion, and from alcoholic beveraies from midnight. But scandal 
or wonderment on the part of the faithful must be safeguarded 
apinst, and the bishops should not grant blanket or pneral di1-
pensations. They may, finally, permit Sisters who work after mid
night in the 1ervice of the sick, and within the above limitationt, 
to communicate without futinc whenever they have 1pent the pre
ceding night in Jtrvin& the 1iclc (cfr. Tl., /Mrist, 1946, Oct. S38-
S39). 

6. In two communications dated May 17, 1946 and July 26, 
1946 the Apostolic Delepte informed our bishops that the Roman 
Pontiff throu&h the S. C. Sacraments had authorized them for the 
duration of the faculties in n. 4 and S above: 

a) To diapense from the Eucharistic fast within the limits 
above under (S) 1idc priests confined to the rectory, a religious house, 
or a private home; 

b) To extend the dispensation in favor of Sitters who 1erve 
the sick as above in ( S) to religious brothers whenever they spend 
the preceding nipt in ministering to the sick. The dispensation is 
to be 1tanted within the wne limits u above in (S) explained 
(cfr. HPR. 1947, May 663). 

FACULTIES OF TBE .APOSTOUC DEi.EGAD 

Not;: The followinc faculties our Apostolic Delegate to the 
United States hu in common with Nuntioe, lntemuntios and 
other Apostolic Deleptes in the Church. They were IJ'anted shortly 
after the promulptfon of the Code, and unlike the faculties of 
local Ordinaries, they are indefinite in their duration and do not 
require periodic renewal. They are broader than the faculties of 
the local Ordinaries. In additional to the followinc formula faculties 
tht repraentatives of the Roman Ponti& are often vested with 
other delegated powers to deal with c:ua and conditions peculiar 
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to the territory of their· jurisdiction. We have added at the end of 
the pment formula· facuhits such other faculties enjoyed by the 
Apostolic Delepte to the United States. 

L r...-.. af a a-...1 Hahn 

·'1. ·To visit penonally, or throup an ecclesiutic out1tandin1 
for his virtue, prudence and learnins. places, penons and thinp 
mentioned in c. 344, 512, and 1382, but onlv in individual cues, 
not by way of habitual visitation, provided the visitation seems neccs
aary and urpnt, that the Ordinary is impeded or h1S nealected to 
make visitation, and that time does not suflice to have recoune to the 
Holy See. 

2. To draw up penonally, or throup another cleric vested 
with an ecclesiastical dipity, all acu or so-called proc:eaes for thoae 
who have been appointed to a bishopric or archbishopric, in accord
ance with the regulations established for the particular country in 
question. 

3. To confer on worthy clerics the bcndicn mentioned in 
c. 1435, 11, n. 1, 3, oblervin1 the rules laid down, or to be laid down 
by the Apostolic Datary in thil matter. 

4. To absolve both in the forum of conscience and in the 
extf!mal forum, accordinc .to the nature of the cue, from all censures 
raerved by law to the Roman Pontiff either siml/icitt,. or ,,,n.1; 
m11tlo, but enjoining on the penitent the obliptions usually enjoined 
for the particular cue in question. 

5. To dispense men already ordained from all irreplaritics, 
whether 1:t tl1lkto or •• tllf•ct•1 to the end that they may celebrate 
Mass and obtain or retain ecclesiastical beneficn, provided no IC&ftdsl 
mulb therefrom, nor any impairment of divine •rvices, and always 
exaptinc cues coming under c. 985, n. 4, and if there is qurstion 
of abaolvinr from heresy or schism, the penitent must fint abjure 
his erron in the presence of the one who ablolvn him. 

6. To permit for reasons of poverty that thOIC who failed to 
apply Mm intentions, whether manual or founded, now satisfy such 
put obliptions by slow derrees in the 1C111C that they do what they 
can in reprd to such obligations, celebratinr penonally or through 
another a certain number of MUICS each month acc:ordinc to their 
means, the number to be determined in an equitable manner bJ 
the Delegate (Nuntio, lnternuntio if the papal lepte be one of these, 
which is alwa11 to be undentoocl when we mention .Apmtolic Dele
pte-H,. .ot•), and in occult c:ua by the confellor. 
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However, those who have been auiltr of such omissions shall 
be advised that if, while obeyinr the above directions, they should 
die before fully satisfyin1 their obliptions in this slo\ver way, and 
cannot leave suflicient funds to meet said obligations entirely or in 
part, the ·Mll!lel that remain to be said after their death may be 
considered as condoned, provided they die repentant, and any de
ficiency will then be rupplied by the Holy See from the treasury 
of the Church. 

Likewise to permit in 101De exceptional case where altogether 
extraordinary circumstances make it seem expedient in the J..ord to 
do so, that according to the capacity of the petitioner past Maa 
obligations be reduced to a certain number, provided the petitioner 
is not a repeated offender, the Holy See here also supplyinc for the 
remaining unsaid Massa from the treasury of the Church. 

7. To admit to a discreet settlement for the internal forum 
those clerics who, possessing ecclesiastical benefices even with the 
care of souls attached, nqlec:ted to say divine oftice, and to condone 
in this way the income illicitly appropriated, the money accruin1 
from the settlement to be expended for the benefit of some !Hom 
works to be determined by the Holy See. 

But in the cue of priests who are 10 destitute that they cannot 
make even the above discreet settlt'IDent, to condone the income 
entirely, enjoining, however, an alms in proportion to the petitioner'• 
ability ·in an amount to ~ determined by the Delegate or the con· 
feuor~ ]Jut all these condonations shall be so transacted that no 
prejudice to the ri1ht1 of third parties resulta therefrom by way of 
lessened daily distributions (for canom who were faithful in attend
in1 choi~•r •Ott). 

8. To condone in the internal forum any income unlawfully 
derived from a benefice obtained invalidity by reason of real simony, 
but enjoining a proportionate and 1alutary penance in addition to 
an alms in an amount equal to the penitent'• means, and requiring 
that said ~nefice be vacated. But if for just and ·reasonable causes 
this cannot be done, especially if it is a parochial benefice, and there 
are no other priests who can be given the parish, to validate the· title 
of the benefice itself. 

9. To absolve, either personally or through other qualified 
eccleaiastic:s of their appointment, all penons who now are in po1-
1C1Sion of lands that once belongcd to the Church, but which for 
many yean have tince been taken from the Church through civil 
leplation, and who now hold said land1 either in virtue of inherit· ance from their ancaton, or· by purchase or any other similar con-
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tr.act entered upon with former po11e110rs, and to pronounce each 
of them competent to retain leplly said lands u their own, and 
to dispose of the wne freely either durina life or by last will. but 
eajoinina a congruous alms once and forever in favor of some church 
or pious work, the amount lo be determined accordinc to the pru
dent judansent of the penon who absolves them. 

10. To dispense in particular cues when it is judpd expedient 
in the Lord to do so, reltuing from the law of abstinence on the 
da:r• prescribed for abstinence, even on fut days and durina Lent. 

11. To permit clerics and religious as individuals to anticipate 
the private recitation of Matins and Lauds immediately after the 
noon hour, and this at any time of the year but for a reasonable 
cause. 

12. To commute because of weak eyesipt1 or for any other 
just cause, and as long as the cause continues, the obligation of recit
ing the canonical hours into the daily recitation of the full rosary 
of the B. V. M., or into some other befitting pious prayers, but not 
exemptine from the obligation of attending choir thoee who are 
held to choir. 

13. To dispense in urgent cases from the need of academic 
degrees 10 as to enable clerics to acquire canonic.al prebends which 
call for those degrees in virtue of the laws of the pious foundation, 
provided the dispensation does not prejudice the rights of others. 

14. To grant in accordance with the Comt. 06idorum ac 
mrtntrum the faculty of keeping and reading forbidden books and 
periodicals, observing the precautions and restrictions that seem 
neceaary or useful in each case, and which are standard practise 
with the Holy Of&ce. 

1 S. To commute or dispcme, in view of the reuons presented, 
all simple private vows, even thoup reserved to the Holy See, 
exceptine vows whose dispensation msy prove detrimental to the 
rights of third parties. 

16. To dispeRR for a just cause from any oath, providtd the 
right of another suffers nothing thereby. 

17. To remit or condone in favor of poor penitents and for 
the forum of conscitnce only, a part of the goods stolen or retained 
by them, whenever the owner is unknown, and the cue is occult: 
but with the undentandinr that what still remains in their ~ 
sion of the ill-ir;otten goods, if any. be liven, or its equivalent in 
moaey, or some part thereof, to be determined after comidering the 
penitent'• poverty, be distributed amonc the poor of the place, or 
given to tome pious local work if poesible. 
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18. To recrive, or to delegate in each case another qualified 
ecclesiastic to receive, the denunciations of the crime of solicitation, 
but observing always the fonn and tenor of the instructions which 
the Holy Office is supposed to give. 

19. To extend for a short time the faculties, indulgences and 
indults granted by the Holy See, but which expired before a timely 
request for their renewal was sent to the Holy See, but imposing 
the obligation upon the beneficiary to recur at once to the Holy See 
to obtain the favor of an cxtention, or the favor of an answtr if the 
petition had already been Knt but not in time. 

FACOLTIF.S CONCERRJNG INDULGENCES 

20. To grant a plenary indulgence six times a year, on the 
occasion of some solemnity, in favor of all the faithful of either sex 
who in the spirit of true repent:ince1 having confessed their sins and 
received communion, visit a church or public oratory, and pray there 
for a while for the intention of the Supreme Pontiff. 

To 1rant the same indulgence :i.lso to the faithful who live in 
a place where it is impossible or difficult to go to confession, pro
vided they substitute some other pious work in place of the reception 
of the sacraments, and at least with a contrite heart firmly purposc 
to c:onfas their sins as soon as they ar~ able. 

21. To impart three times a year, on days of their own choict, 
but not in the same place, the papal blessing, according to the 
printed form inserted in these faculties, with a plenary indulgence 
to be gained by thoae who in the spirit of true repentance, having 
confessed their sins and received communion, are present at the blesl'
ing, and pray to God for the propagation of our holy faith and for 
the exaltation of the Roman Catholic Church. 

22. To grant, not in perpetuity but for a limitN time according 
to their good judcntent, a plenary indulgencr on the occasion of 
the Forty Hours' devotion in favor of the faithful who penitently 
confc• thf'ir sins and receive communion; the indul~ncc to apply 
to the days appointed by the local Ordinary for that devotion, even 
~houP, for a rea1anable cause the Clementine Instruction is not 
ohsenred in its entirety during the Forty Hours. 

23. Likewise to grant, in the act of their conversion, a plenary 
indulgence to first converts from heresy returning to the bosom 
of the Catholic Church. 
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24. To grant in individual cases, for a limited time, a plenary 
indulgence on the occasion of missions, the faithful observing the 
rules prescribed otherwise for gainin1 such indulgencr•. 

25. To declare in harmony with c. 916 one altar of each and 
every church in the territory of his jurisdiction an altare 1riflil~1i· 
atum, fJUOtUlianum, ,er;etuum. 

26. To arant a 200 days' indulaence to all who attend the 
1acred functions conducted by themRlves, but only during their 
tenure of office. 

21. To communicate to ec:clesiastic:s the faculty of erecting the 
Way of the CJ'058 with the attached indulpnces; also of establishine 
pious sodalities of the Rosary, of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, and 
of the Seven Sorrows, but with the undentanding that this faculty 
is not to be exercised in places where there is a house of religious who 
by Apostolic grant enjoy the privileges in question. 

Also to empower ecclesiastics, under the restrictions jmt stated, 
to ble11 and impose the sc:apular1 of said sodalities. 

28. To declare that the indulgencr.s hitherto mentioned be con
sidered 11 applicable to the souls in purgatory. 

FACULTIES COKCERNIRG MAllllAGE 

29. To dispense from the impedient impedimen1S of the Code, 
observing scrupulously the conditions there laid down, especially 
with regard to dispensations from mixed religion, and notifying the 
Holy Odice each year before Easter of the number of dispensations 
liven the previous year from mixed religion, and other attendant 
circumstances. 

30. To dispense . • • times, but for a grave cause from all 
diriment matrimonial impedimenb of ecclesiastical law, whether for 
public or occult cases, whether of major or minor degree, excepting 
the impediment of affinity in the direct line after the marriage which 
eave rile to the impediment has been consummated, and excepting 
the impediment of major orders and the 10lemn vow of chastity. 

As to the diriment impediment of disparity of cult, it is not 
allowed to dispense without ohlervinc the conditions pointed out 
in c. 1060-1064. and in a marriage of a Catholic with a Jew or 
Mohammedan, without first making sure that the infidel is free 
of a previous bond so as to remove the danger of polygamy, and 
that there is no danger of circumcision to the offspring, and, if a 
civil marriage must be gone through also, that it be a purely civil 
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ceremony without the invocation of Mohammed or the injection 
of any other such like superstition. 

If possible, the nupturients are to make an offering according 
to their means, which the Apostolic Delegate shall send to the Holy 
Office if he dispenses from disparity of cult, or to the Coogr. of the 
Sacraments if he dispenses from any other impediment. 

31. To grant a radical sanation ••• times to validate mar
riages invalid by reason of any diriment impediment just mentioned 
in n. 30, when it is morally impossible for the spouses to renew 
consent in the ordinary way, but informing the party conscious of 
the impediment of the sanation and its effects. The rescript of such 
sanation shall be carefully filed in the episcopal archives so that 
there will always be proof that the marriage was validated and the 
offspring legitimitized. 

But if the marriA&e was invalid because of neglect of the 
canonical form, the sanation shall not be granted excepting the case 
where the one party refuses to renew consent in the prescribed form, 
or if he were asked to do so, grave harm or danger would threaten 
the petitioner. 

And if the marriage was invalid because the canonical form 
was neglected in the case of mixed religion or disparity of cult, 
and the non-Catholic cannot be induced to renew consent according 
to canon law, the sanation shall not be granted unless the Catholic 
spouse assumes the obligation of striving u far as he can for the 
conversion of his consort and the Catholic education of the children, 
in which case the Catholic shall also be abeolved from the censure 
he incurred if the marriage was contracted before a non-Catholic 
minister, and he shall be told that he was guilty of a very serious 
offense. 

[The faculties of papal legates of dispensing and granting sana
tions in the cue of marriages where mixed religion or disparity of 
cult is present, is seldom used in those countries, like ours, where the 
local Ordinaries themselves have the same facultio--oar note.] 

FACULTIES CONCERNING OTHER SACBAMENTS .AND 
SACRED BITES 

32. To authorize simple priests (not necessarily dignitarirs 
-our nott) of approved learning and virtue to administer the sacra
m~nt of confirmation in those districts only where there are no 
bishops, provided they observe the rules of c. 781, §1; 782, §4; 784, 
and this authorization shall be given only for a limited time. 
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33. To permit one low Mass in public oratories on Holy 
Thursday, but only from year to year, or for a limited number 
of years. 

34. To allow infirm priests, while their infirmity lasts, or 
aged priest1, the indult of a private oratory in which to say Mass, 
but provided the usual canonical conditions laid down in cues of 
such indults be observed by the priests. 

35. To allow priests of their jurisdiction the uie of the wig 
when they celebrate Mass whenever there is a real need of it. 

36. To grant an indult for individual cues to allow the 
celebration of Mass outside of any church or oratory, and to erect 
an altar in the open air, and this for a just cause in harmony with 
c. 822, §4. 

37. To permit priests on a voyage, whether at open sea or on 
rivers of the interior, to celebrate Mus aboard ship on a portable 
altar, provided the place where Mass is celebrated has nothing 
indecent or unbecoming about it, and provided there is no danger 
that the chalice will be .spilled. 

38. To consecrate either in penon or through simple priests 
of their choice, both immovable and movable altars that have lost 
their original consecration through some mishap, but observing the 
conditions laid down by the Congr. of Rites as contained in the 
Ritru •I /ormiila brnnor for these cases. 

39. To permit for a relsoaable cause in particular case1, or 
for a limited time, that Mass be celebrated any time after three 
o'clo~ in the morning. 

40. To allow for a limited time that a requiem Mass be 
celebrated two or three times a week in aome church with the 
consent of the Ordinary, even on feasts of double rit'e, exceptina 
doubles of the fint and second claas, all Sundays and holydays of 
obligation, privileged ferial days, vigils and octaves. 

41.. To grant priests, secular or religious, who suffer from 
poor eyesight the faculty to celebrate either the votive Mass of the 
B. V. M., or the requiem Mass, provided that, if there is need of it, 
they employ the services of another priest to assist at the M111, and 
1afeparding the obliption they have of explaini111 the Gospel on 
the days prescribed, if they are pastors. 

Likewise to grant the same faculty to priests who are totally 
blind. but they must always have a priest or deacon to assist them 
at :M11111 and the faculty shall not be granted until after a test 
has been made and they are found to fail in none of the rubrics. 
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42. To allow the sick confined to their beds, and for \vhom 
there is no hope of an early reoovery to receive communion once 
a week even before a month of illness has elapsed, permitting them 
to take medicine or somethinc by way of drink (c. 858, §2). 

[Our b_ishops can dispense ho1pi1aliztd sick. The Apostolic 
Delegate's faculties are broader-our note.] 

To allow sick persons not confined to bed, but who suffer from 
some ailment by reason of which in the judgment of the doctor 
they cannot keep the fast without dancer to their health, to receive 
communion once a week without fasting, i.e., by taking medicine 
or something 1er modium pot•S. 

[This faculty our bishops do not have, and it is one very 
frequently exercised by the Apostolic Dclegate-o•r note.] 

43. To permit in individual cues that a solemn high Mass, 
or even low Masses, be celebrated of a saint in churches in which 
the feast of a saint listed in the Roman martyrology, or otherwise 
recognized by the Holy See, is observed with aolemnities, in the 
event the feast does not complement the office of the day, provided 
the feast does not concur with an office of a double·rite, or a Sunday 
of the first class, the vigil of Christmas or Penteco.t, the feast of 
the Circumcision, the octave day of Epiphany or of Corpus Christi, 
Ash Wednesday or Holy Week. 

44. To authoriu for the places of their jurisdiction in 
individual cases, or for a limited time, any priest to consecrate, 
according to the form of the Roman Pontifical, chalices, patens and 
altar stones, using sacred oils blessed by a Catholic bishop. 

45. To bless bells and to consecrate churches, provided they 
inform the local Ordinary beforehand, and he docs not object. 

FACULTIES COKCEBMDfG RELIGIOUS 

46. To take action in extraordinary cues of grave necessity 
concerning the state of any religious house, by cooperating through 
their advice and help with the superiors so that opportune measures 
may be applied to remove the abuses, and to lead. the religious back 
to the perfection of their state. and notifying the Holy See u soon 
as possible if they believe any new regulations would prove useful 
to cloistered amununities. 

47. To dispense for a just cause at the request of the commu
nity from the lack of dowry which is prescribed for Sisten or nuns 
in their religion. 
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48. To grant to diocesan Ordinaries in individual cases, or 
for a limited time, the faculty to place religious in charge of parishes 
when there is a lack of secular priests, but with the consent of the 
religious superiors, and with the proviso that at least two other 
religious live with the pastor, observing for the rest the rules of 
canon law in situations of this kind. 

49. To permit nuns who are sick, or for other juat an4 pve 
reasons, to live outside of their enclosure for a space of time to be 
left to the prudent judgment of the Delegate, but with the under
standing that they always associate with, and be escorted by, some 
blood or law relative, or by some woman of good character, and that 
at home or elsewhere they lead a religious life removed from the 
society of men as it becomes- vir&ins consecrated to God, safeguard
ing the law of c. 639. 

SO. To dispense reli&ious of either sex for the forum of con· 
science only from the obligation of returning to their relilion, and 
to permit them to remain in the world whenever they obtained an 
invalid declaration of the nullity of their vows, proyided the 
invalidity of the declaration be occult, and with the understanding 
that they are still bound to the vow of perpetual chastity and to the 
subatantial obligations of the other vows until they shall have 
received a special dispensation from the Holy See in their case, and 
if they are priests, provided they assume the garb of the 1eeular 
dergy. 

FACULTIES FOR PERSONAL USE AND BENEFIT 
St. To recite the divine oflice and to celebrate Mass acoording 

to the Roman ordo used by the priesh of R.ome, and to grant this 
privilege to the priests who live with them and are subject to them. 

S2. To reserve the Blessed Sacrament in the houae of their 
permanent residence, provided a lamp burn constantly before the 
tabernacle, the lcey to the latter be faithfully guarded, and all other 
points be strictly obaerved which liturgical laws lay down in this 
matter. The chapel itself by permission of the Supreme Pontitl is 
c:on1idered a public chapel. 

53. To administer the sacrament of confirmation in the whole 
territory of their jurisdiction, as well as during a sea voyacc depart· 
ing from or returning to the place of their mission. 

54. To hear the confessions of all the faithful of both sexes 
in their territory, or on a sea voyage as above. 

SS. To gain the indulaences which they chooae to impart to 
<>thers in virtue of. faculties granted to them. 
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Official note-The faculties listed above in nn. 20-31, also 
those in n. 1, 3, 18, 32, 46, 53, S4, SS, are not granted save to 
clerics in episcopal orders; therefore they are not to be understood 
aa belonging to other clerics, and particularly to the Delegate's 
auditor and secretary during the vacancy of the Delegation who may 
have been authorized to carry on the business of the Delegation, 
unle• expre• mention of this is made, even thoup authority to 
manage the business of the Delegation had been granted together 
with these ordinary faculties. The Delegates shall tab care not 
to extend beyond five or ten years indults which they are allowed 
to grant only for a limited time. 

Formula faculties added to the above on June 16, 1920. 

a) Whenever a vacancy oc:cun in any diocese of their jurisdic
tion the Legates may grant to the diocesan administrator all faculties 
which the bishop possesses by law. 

b) Whenever there is urgent necessity, evident utility, and 
danger in delay, they may authorize the alienation of church prop
erty, or the goods of pious causes, up to the amount of 60,000 francs 
in countries of Europe, and up to l 00,000 francs in countries outside 
of Europe. 

c) The Legate may allow an illegitimate child to enter the 
seminary provided he is not the son of an adulterous or sacrilegious 
union, if in other respects the conditions for lawful admission to 
the clerical state be verified, but saving the duty of recurring to 
the Holy See to be ordained. 

d) In districts where pastors are few, or widely scattered, ao 
that the needs of the faithful must be met by sending missionaries 
to such places, they may authorize the president or superior of the 
million as pastor, and other missionaries as assistants, to exercise all 
powers in favor of the people· residing in the missions, or visiting 
them, as are exercised by pastors or assistant pastors in their parishes. 

e) They may likewise grant the same president or superior 
of the mission, while these are in the place of their mission, the 
faculties which vicars-general enjoy, and die faculties which c. 1043-
1057 give to Ordinaries for marriage cases. Moreover, they may 
grant them the power to confirm within the limits described above 
in n. 32 of these faculties. 

It shall be the duty of the superior of the mission to advise 
the local Ordinary of the power he received from the Legate, and 
to receive from him, as far as this is possible, territorial limits for 
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bis mission ; and when his mission ceases he must report to the local 
Ordinary on the sacraments administered within the confines of 
the mission, no less than pastors must do as regards their parishes. 

Finally, the legates may subdelegate this power to the bisbopa 
within the territory of their jurisdiction, but only as individual cases 
arise that justify the subclclegation • 

.ADDmONAL FACULTIFS ENJOYED BY OUR DELEGATE 

1. A decree of the Congr. for the Oriental Church empowers 
Apostolic Delegates, etc., to permit the faithful to pass from the 
Oriental to the Latin rite, and vice versa, but they may not pennit 
priests to so transfer (Dec. 6, 1928; Acta, 1928, 416). 

2. According to Fr. Woeber in his dissertation "lnterpella· 
tions," p. 131 (C. U. Press, 1942), our Apostolic Delegate has been 
authorized to dispense from the interpcllations in individual cases, 
provided all means have been exhausted to find the in6dcl {even 
through newspapen if poiSible) and it results from a summary extra· 
judicial investigation that he cannot be found, or that the interpella· 
tions cannot be niade without evident danger of grave harm to the 
convert or to the faithful in general. It is also stated by the same 
author that our bishops can ask the Holy See for the same faculties 
which will be granted for a certain number of cases (ibidem). 

3. Our Apostolic Delegate in virtue of a rescript first granted 
June 20, 1924, may reduce Manes 1ro lolulo in poor parishes to 
those enumerated in c. 306. 

4. He may permit lCNUJS, sales and the alienation of property 
beloncing to a religious institute when the sum involved does not 
exceed half a million gold dollars, provided the norms made known 
to religious superiors by the Delegate on Nov. 13, 1936 be otherwise 
observed (cfr. Bouscaren: Thi Canon Law Digest for the text of 
that letter). 

S. He may dispense religious from the Eucharistic fast and 
permit them to reeeive communion after takinc somethinc 1er motlum 
potus et medidnae when the physician considen the keeping of the 
fast injurious to their health. 

6. He may shorten or prolong the postulancy required by 
the Code. 

Non-The faculties described in n. 4, S, 6 have been published 
in HPR. 1947, May, 663. 
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Sod:alities, 60-61, 3'7 
Solditr.t, proof of death of, 412 
SoJmin l'OW.. 2') 
Solemnization of marri11c, 4g:z tf. 
Solicitation, 6', 7 46 
Somaschi, .28' 
Som 0£ Temperance, 711 
Sour cu, 

of canon law, 4-J 
of Cod..law,40 

Spanillh Collection, 2 S 
Species, 11cred 

renewal of, ,7, H2 
prof111acian of, 710 

Spiritual director, 
in piou1 INOC:iltionl, 40 0 
in Hminariel, J42 

Spo1110r1, 

baptismal, 62, 63, 40' 
e>odrmarion, 414 

Stability, vow of, 217 
Suadard time, l 0 J 
State and Chwch, 17 ff. 
St1tions, 70, 42' 
Stacuce1, nature of, 2; Pl 
Step-d1ughcer, marriage with, 4U 
Sterilizlcion, 4 J6, 482 
Stipead1, Mass, '4, 66, 201, 417 
Sr.ocb and bonds, 18.2 
Stole fees, n,' H, 271 
Striking clerics, .4g, ug, 7U 
Stupor and re1pon1ibiJi1y, 672 
Studiu, .miinary, f41 
Sabdeecoa, acting "• 71, 41' 
Sabdelega1ed juri1dic1ion, l 6J-16' 
Subsidy, charicable, 312 

'Substitute l'icar, 27!> 
Sutfnpn bishops, 22 I 
Svicide.t, burial of, 64, 7;., J27 
Svlpicilns, ZtZ, 2'3 
Swn1D1ry, trials, 81, 626 
San time, 41 
Sapcrion, nliJiou, f7, JP, JOf ff. 
S•l,Z.x Ulnll•1, 1'1 
SuppUed jarildiccion, 167, 4'1 
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Sappon of c:lnm;h, 7' 
Surgery, practice of, I U 
Saneillanc:e. '84 
Saapuuion, 

u a ccnnarc, 681 
•• a Yindimn peaky, 6'1 
IK mfOf'flUI• Cf)lllt:inJM, 6'J·6'1 
bibliosnphy. 12-14 

Swia1 Congrcption of St. Maurice, 211 
SylveruiLDI, 218 
Synod, dioc:esaa, f2, 221, 23' 
Synodal, 

examinen, Sl, 24ll ff. 
judges, 6U, 6'4 ff. 

Tabcmac:lc k~. 7f• 
r.,,,,,,; dcc:rn. 4,. 
raverns, 181 
Telephone, 

and difpcn1111tion1, 46 I, 4'8 
and absolving iacultim, 703 

r e:mporalicia, sn Gooda, mnponl 
r erritorial Jun, ., 
Tertiary Coqrqations, 2lll, JOO 
Tcltlmonial lettien, JU, 4J7, J4) 
Iestimony of witn-, Sll6 ff., 624 
Ieutonic K.nigha, 2 Ill 
Theatinn, 2U 
That a"., JO, 111 
Theodore of Canterbury, 26 
I'herea, St,. of Lisieux, 6),, "'' 
f.6nnnr.i nmlrlliotul•• 3 J 
fhiq1, ac:cl.U.1tic:al. defined and c:W

limd, 406 
I'hinl Orden, 60·61, 28', J'7, Jllll, 

401-402 
Throat malady, 

and CX1mmuniDn, 6J 
and ordinariou, 71 

fill'll, J'4 
rime, how reckoned, 46, 103-101 
ride, ordination, 4)2 
ritular, 

bisho.PI, 241 
archbishops, 222 
fam, 73, f17 

ron111rc, 
lint, J "· 430 
c~ric:al, 171 

rndiq and c:lcria, JO 

Transfer, 
co anocher dioc:ne, 4ll 
co aAOthcr religion, 377 
ffOtfl o4ce, Ull 
of pa1ron, 6J8 
to another rite, 747 

Traasieat, 
deliiw!d, 127 
and local law., 46, 47, 1', '2 

Tnppitts, 281 
Tn'ftl.r, Stt Tranlicnt 
Trent, Council of, H-34 
Trial1, 

in gmeral, S71-6JO 
civil, 61 o ff. 
criminal, 612 ff. 
ma.rriagc, 6lll ti. 
ordination, 6Jl ff. 
formal, S7ll 
summary, S79, 626 
in rclision1, J18-31t 
bibllognpliy, 10-12 

Tribanal, IH Coarc. 
TriniuriLDI, 211 
Trullan Collcetion, 2) 

Truneei1m, HI 
Tru1t, holding 1oocb in, Sfl, S67 
Twiligh1 ZODc in miDd matten 

14-16 • 

tJneoasc:ioua Hr.anger.. HQ'llDCllU 10 
61, 421 • 

Uniam., m Orimtal1 
Union of Churc:h and Staca, 17 
Unity of marriage, 4J4 
tJawonhy Catholic1, marriap with, 

61, 472 
lJr.ulina, 28' 

Vacation, 
and pHton, H, 272, 27' 
and clcric:al prb, JO 

Vacaacy, 
inm&c., 14ll 
in cpilCOJlal 1-. 2JI 

Vqi, 92, 127, 128, 26', 4U 
Validation of marriqe, SOI fl. 
Vallomb!'Oli&as, 281 



Vatican, 
Cily, .,.. 
Caand1, JI 
TIMI, 1' 

Vcacnble, lille of, 634, 154' 
Veacncima of W.n, '32 
Vestmcac1, 72 
Vthu c.J1x, Zl 
Viai:icwn, H, 420 
V"ialai:ioia of chun:h11, n, fl7 
Vicar, 

AJICllCOlic, JI, 22J, 2'3 
ICtUll, 277 
aclmininnw, 271 
adjucmt, 27' 
_capiiular, 2 st 
coopentor, 280 
tonne, n, 244, 2n f, 
pneral, 41, U, U, 24J f, 
p1mdlial, 277 f, 
RJjpnu, 277 
•abtcicau, 27' 

VicarioUI jarildiccion, 1'1 
V"mC11Dtiau, JJJ 
Vindic:i:ive penalciel, tJ., '" ti. 
Violadon, 

of 11Cftd place., J 17 
of eadolun, 7JJ 

Virgim,2H 
Virildo J 1--. ZJI 
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V"llitacioa, 
of clioale. J2, 2JJ 
of nlilio-. J7. J IJ 

Villitors.,,, TnnUaa 
Voacima, 

deric.l, J4J 
nliaio8I, J2,-JJO 

Vol1111c.IT jurildic:cioa, 1'3 
Votin1, U2 fl. 
Von, nligious, JI, 341 ff., J7J 

Yuderen, or Wfl, ,2, 127, i11, 2" 
Yams of church liucm, us 
Yater, hapcilmal, '2 
Yq of c:ro.., 70, 42' 
Yednnday of Holy Yeek, 7JS 
Yeek dllfined, JOJ 
White, 

Fathen, ,,2 
J1181CI, 7f . 

Yifc, doaUcilo of, 121, '21 
Yi1 ac M .. , 74J 
Wit-, 7,, 11, 492, ,,, fr. 
YoocLimm of Ywld, H 
Y01"kiaJ1DCD'1 indult, .Ul, 7JJ 
Y01"1hip, -lllia1 of, ,,, 

Year dcfimd. lOJ 
Y.M.C.A •• H 
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